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1.1. Introduction DR software Program ChemGes
Program for the administration of the chemical laws and the creation of Safety
Data Sheets, Labels and Internal Plant Instructions with automatic classification
according to regulations for hazardous substances and transport.
Installation of ChemGes: Here you will find instructions on the installation of the
program (see page 8).
General information for working with the online-help: This section gives information
concerning the use of the online help (see page 8).
General information for working with the program: Here you can find hints for using
the mouse, function keys and the keyboard (see page 8).
General information for selecting and adjusting printers: Here are instructions on how
to temporarily select printers installed in Windows, how to define them as default
printers and how to determine printer settings. Furthermore this section contains
information about the output in PDF-format (requires installation of a PDF writer) and
the output as fax (requires installation of a fax program, e.g. Microsoft Fax) (see page
10).
Nota Bene:
This manual contains most of the screens of the program. Because the program is
improved and reworked regularly, the screens in the program may sometimes differ
slightly from those in the manual.
Main Screen Outline:
After starting ChemGes you will receive the following screen:

From this screen one can directly access the following program parts:
Maintenance of substances (lower part of the basic screen; see below)
programs for Printouts and queries (by means of
Manual ChemGes

; see page 4)
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programs for Data output (by means of

; see page 4)

Administration programs (by means of

; see page 4)

Maintenance programs (by means of

; see page 4)

Additional functions (upper menu bar; see page 4)
Print SDS (see page 5)
Print labels (see page 5)
Nota Bene:
To terminate the program, press

or click the button

.

Maintenance of substances (Brief Summary)
Here one can search the database and retrieve and create substances and preparations,
as well as their Safety Data Sheets, Labels and Internal Plant Instructions.
Details on page 15

Printouts and queries (Brief Summary)
These programs are for mass printing of SDSs and Labels, as well as lists of
substances and preparations.
Details on page 330

Data output (Brief Summary)
In this program part, one can generate file outputs of substances, preparations, SDSs
and transport classifications, based on various criteria.
Details on page 341

Administration programs (Brief Summary)
With these programs, one can initiate mass changes such as reclassifications, and mass
exchanges of ingredients or phrases.
In addition, there are programs for Stock control, File repair, Backups, Updates and
Upgrades, Creation of MSDS+ and applicable customer-specific programs
Details on page 383

Maintenance programs (Brief Summary)
In this program part you can perform all settings for the program, e.g. screen and
printer settings, as well as options for calculations within the program. Furthermore, it
contains the user- and password administration and the Maintenance of standard
phrases for all program parts.
Details on page 406

Additional functions (Brief summary)
The item Additional functions (located in the upper menu bar) provides options for:
Manual ChemGes
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 Screen size change (Decrease
and Increase
), which is also
possible by means of the buttons (+) and (-) on the top right screen margin.
 User Change (see Maintenance of access rights, page 509). This item (
)
permits the change of users without having to leave and restart the program. This is
especially important, if all alterations shall be marked with the correct abbreviation
of the user or if a user has different access rights. To alter the user, retrieve this
item and enter the respective password in the displayed screen.
 access to System Information (i.e. directories, parameters). By means of this item
(
) you can access application-relevant information (directories,
parameters, etc.).

 activation of Immediate Backup
. By means of this item you can start
a backup. This item corresponds to item A - Immediate backup in
Administration programs – Settings for backups (see page 396).
 By means of the item Stock Control
, you can access the menu Stock
control (menu Administration programs
). Further information can be
found in the Administration programs, item Stock control (see page 383).

Print SDSs and labels from the Main Screen
Using the buttons Print SDS and Print label in the main screen, you can print SDSs
and labels directly from the main screen.
Note:
These functions are also especially useful for users that are to have restricted access to
the program. Further information can be found under User administration (see page
510).
After clicking the buttons Print SDS and Print label, the following screens open:

Here you can search for a specific raw material/ or preparation, via the CAS- /
Preparation Number, Product Code or parts of the description.

Manual ChemGes
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Via
you can switch between Labels and SDSs. By pressing
to the basic screen.

, you can return

Safety Data Sheets:
After retrieving a raw material/ a preparation, you will receive an overview of already
created country versions of the SDS.

Choose a country version by clicking on it. Next, ChemGes will show you the SDS in
the print preview. You can then start the print job by pressing
.
Additional information regarding the Printer Buttons can be found under General
information for selecting and adjusting printers (see page 10).
Note:
If the SDS is incomplete, a screen will open stating this:

If no SDS has been created for the raw material/ preparation, the following message
appears:

Labels:
After retrieving a raw material/ preparation, an overview opens listing all available
label templates. Labels that are already generated, are marked with a green check
mark.
Manual ChemGes
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Upon choosing a label template, an overview screen opens in which you can choose a
printer, the number of lables to print (Number of labels or Number of pages), the
Print start with label and the Print order.
If you defined variables for your label, you can enter or change their values here.
If you wish, you can also change the GHS Information in the label (UN GHS, CLP,
OSHA HCS, HPR, national legislation), the Base country and the language(s) that are
defined for the label.
Example:

Note:
If the label contains too many lines, the following message appears:

Manual ChemGes
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Once the desired changes are complete, you can start the printout via

.

Additional information regarding the Printer Buttons can be found under General
information for selecting and adjusting printers (see page 10).

1.1.1. Installation of ChemGes
1. Insert the CD-ROM ChemGes, into your disk drive.
2. If your CD-ROM-drive is not set to autostart you have to select the drive via the
Windows Explorer, or the 'My Computer' icon. Then start the file install.exe by
double-clicking on it.
3. When prompted, define the desired language (interface language) for the
installation.
4. Accept or alter the suggested disk drive and directories for the program and the
data.
5. You may also define a network drive as the drive for the program. Please note that
the network version of the program is necessary for multiple users to be able to
access the program at that same time.
6. Click on Start installation and the installation will run automatically.
7. All parts of the program are located in the automatically created Chem Folder.
8. Double-click chemges.exe in order to start the program. An icon will automatically
be created on your desktop.
Important information
Please do not install the program over an already existing program installation.
If several program installations exist on your PC / server, please never copy files from
one installation to another or exchange the files.
Both procedures cause file loss and damage of the database. The program will then no
longer work.

1.1.2. General information for working with the online-help
This help file corresponds to the standard of help files in all versions of Windows.
Nota Bene:
The online-help contains all the important screens of the program. But since the
program is regularly improved and updated, some screens may slightly change in their
appearance. Due to the large number of images we regret that we cannot actualize all
images as they change. We kindly ask for your understanding.
The items of this help file are allocated to the windows in the program. The help files
are thus accessible at any position in the program (via the keyboard short cuts
or
) retrieve information on the selected program part.
The following functions are available:
 Reading and printing.
 By clicking on a blue underlined term, one can access additional information on the
corresponding topic.
 If the information is displayed in a separate window, simply click outside this
window to return to the original text.
Manual ChemGes
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 If the help screen switches to another heading, you can go back to the previous
screen by pressing the Back button.
 By means of “«” and “»”, one can switch to the previous or next topic of the same
section in order to get additional information.
 If you are looking for specific information, which cannot be found in this way, click
on Contents and choose the Find tab. Follow the instructions as given there, in
order to complete a search.
If you want to enlarge or decrease the text of the help file, go to Options and change
the font size (this does not work for all versions of Windows). Here one can also
determine whether or not the help file shall always be displayed in the foreground of
the screen.

1.1.3. General information for working with the program
Buttons and key functions:
 Increase or decrease screen size: Go to Additional functions in the upper menu
bar of the basic screen to change the screen size (Decrease
and
Increase
). This is also possible by means of the buttons (+) and (-) on
the top right of the main screen.
 Buttons: At the bottom of each screen, function buttons can be accessed either by
clicking on them or by pressing the corresponding function keys. If not all function
keys can be displayed due to lack of space, the remaining functions will be under
Additional functions, in the upper menu bar.
 Upper Menu Bar (File, Edit, Help,…): In the upper menu bar are printer settings,
program functions and help options. If not all function buttons can be displayed at
the bottom of the screen, the upper menu bar also includes the Additional
functions menu, containing the missing functions. In some cases the menu bar
includes additional menu commands (e.g. Database, Print programs), which serve
to switch to other screens or to retrieve other program parts.
 Input fields: All input fields on the screen have a blue number. To access an input
field, either click on the field or the blue number, or press the number on your
keyboard (which will enter it into the box in the bottom right corner of the screen)
and press
. To leave the field press
,
or use the right mouse button
(the information is saved automatically).
 Overview screens (for the selection of languages, countries and labels,…): In
these screens you can also search for text by entering the desired characters. An
entry can be selected by clicking on it.
 Yellow Information Box: Appears when selecting certain input fields or buttons
and provides applicable functions. Different screen resolutions can lead to reduced
function options in this window.
 Quitting screens /the program: By pressing
or clicking the corresponding
button at the bottom of the screen, you can return to one previous screen at a time
until the program is closed. The same result can be produced by closing the current
screen with the function
in the upper right margin of the screen or doubleclicking the upper left corner. The program can be closed from any screen by
pressing the keyboard shortcut
. If you only want to go to the starting
screen without closing the program, you can do this by pressing
.
 Access individual program parts in the basic screen:
 Maintenance of substances (lower part of the basic screen; see page 15)
Manual ChemGes
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 Printouts and queries (by means of
 Data output (by means of

; see page 330)
; see page 341)

 Administration programs (by means of
 Maintenance programs (by means of

; see page 383)
; see page 406)

 Additional functions (upper menu bar; see page 4)
 Selection menus: To select the required menu, click the corresponding buttons, or
choose the button using the
and
keys and either press
, or click on
. You can also use the corresponding letters on the left margin of the buttons.
 Using the program in different language versions
In the file chemdat (located in the program directory), you can set various
parameters to personalize the software country and language.
language=x

Instead of "x" enter the abbreviation of the screen language

countrylanguage=y "y" stands for the abbreviation of the language used for the
substance descriptions.
country=z

"z" indicates the country, which is set as default in the country
overview screens, and of which the flag is displayed on
screen.

In order to use the software in different screen languages, copy the desktop icon.
Then right-click the new icon and select Properties. Go to the tab Shortcut, click
the field Target and enter a space character and the matching parameters after the
file name chemges.exe, as shown below:
l=x cl=y c=z
Example for English (USA): l=eng cl=eng c=usa
Example for French (Canada): l=fr cl=fr c=cdn
Example for English (Great Britain): l=eng cl=eng c=gb
Example for English (The Netherlands): l=eng cl=nl c=nl
Only the languages English, German, French and Italian can be used as screen
languages. For the substance descriptions you may use all languages, for which
translations are available in the program.
Nota Bene:
Only use those abbreviations for languages and countries that can be found in the
program in Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages or Countries.

1.1.4. General information for selecting and adjusting printers
The printer settings can be retrieved from the menu item File in the upper menu bar of
each active window. It is also possible to retrieve them with the function
or
. After selecting File, a submenu will open containing the following items:

Manual ChemGes
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Nota Bene:
Some screens are Windows-specific. Therefore, they are displayed in the language of
the installed Windows version and are independent of the installed language version of
ChemGes.
In every screen of ChemGes, from which you can print or in which you can set
specific printer settings, you can perform the following settings also via the buttons
shown below. Detailed information can be found further below under Information on
printer buttons.

Printer settings Ctrl+F11:
Here, one can adjust the settings for the various available printers. By means of the
button Options/Properties you may perform adjustments for each printer. By clicking
on Network you can allocate network printers.
Printer selection and print preview F11:
Via this you may set a printer for the program ChemGes. You may use any printer,
which can be installed in Windows. ChemGes will automatically use the default
printer in Windows, unless a different printer is set manually. After each restart of
ChemGes, the manual choice is set back to the default Windows printer.

Print preview:
The last line (red) in the above printer overview serves to activate and deactivate the
print preview. If this is option activated, the print preview is always displayed prior to
printing. For multi-page prints you can also scroll through the pages. To print, press
, to not print the document, press
. The print preview always looks like the
actual result of the printout with the currently selected printer. Thus even monochrome
printers are taken into consideration.

Manual ChemGes
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The print preview is available for all forms (Safety Data Sheet, IPI and Label), as well
as for the printing of lists. For labels, where several labels are printed on one page,
only one label is displayed in the preview to enable a better inspection of the layout. If
labels are printed via the print programs, the print preview is automatically
deactivated, as it is assumed that a quick printout without further inspection of the
composition of the label, is desired.
The print preview is switched off every time the program is started anew. If you want
the print preview always activated, you can achieve this via the parameter PREVIEW.
For this either write the word
preview
into a new line in the file chemges.par (located in the program directory), or right-click
the program icon, select Properties and enter the word preview after a space character
behind chemges.exe.
Printer allocation to different parts of the program:
In the screen Printers and file names (see page 514) you can set default printers for
certain program parts (i.e. Labels, SDSs, etc.), as well as define other printing defaults.
Restarting ChemGes will not reset these settings.
Embedding of the fonts in Adobe Acrobat PDFWriter:
Nota Bene:
ChemGes uses its own fonts, which enables the program to display all characters of the
various languages, correctly. These fonts have to be embedded in PDF-documents.
To activate the embedding of fonts, select the PDF Writer via Printer settings in
ChemGes (
+
or
). Then click on Options and select Fonts. Activate
the item Embed All Fonts in the displayed window. The settings for different PDF
Writers may differ slightly.
If there are problems with the output of symbols in the PDF-file we recommend that
you activate the option Output of the symbols as graphics instead of True-Type-Fonts
Manual ChemGes
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in the screen Printers [Maintenance programs] (see chapter Printers and file names
[Maintenance programs – Printers and file names] (see page 514).
Alternatively you can use the DR PDF Printer (see DR PDF Printer, page 518).
Information on printer buttons:
1st Button:

The first button opens the Printer selection screen. Here you have an overview of all
available printers and can chose the one with which you wish to print. By default, your
computer’s default printer is used, or, depending on your settings in the screen Printers
and file names [Maintenance programs – Printers and file names] (see page 514), the
default printer set there. The printer chosen here, will stay activated and overwrite all
other default settings, until you close ChemGes. Upon entering ChemGes again, all
default settings are reset.
2nd Button:

The second button opens the Printer settings of Windows. Here you can select some
basic settings, as in any other Windows program.
3rd Button:

The third button deactivates or activates the output as PDF. When deactivated,
indicated with the red X, the printer is stated at the end of the buttons. When activated,
the PDF writer is stated as the printer. In addition, if you have installed the DR PDF
Printer and activated is at the default printer (see settings for the PDF Printer in DR
PDF Printer, page 518), the fifth button in the row, will be in colour if the PDF button
is activated and in black-and-white if the PDF button is deactivated.
4th Button:

The fourth button activates and deactivates the print preview. If activated, the
magnifying glass appears on the button.
5th Button:

The fifth button is for the DR PDF Printer and thus will only appear if that printer is
installed. As mentioned above, if the output as a PDF is activated, this button is in
colour. If the output is deactivated, this button is in black-and-white. Upon clicking on
this button, you can access the settings for the DR PDF Printer (see DR PDF Printer,
page 518 for details).
At the end of the four or five buttons, ChemGes states the printer to which the
document will be printed. If it is the DR PDF Printer, then ChemGes also states the
location to which the PDFs will be saved.
Hardcopy F12:
This option allows a screen print of all open windows of the program ChemGes. This
function is mainly intended as help for error searching.
Manual ChemGes
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2.1. Maintenance of substances
Searching for and retrieving substances (see page 15)
Look at and change information of substances (see page 20)
Create substances (see page 56)
Retrieving and maintaining of substance database (see page 67)
Searching for and retrieving preparations (see page 120)
Create preparations (see page 137)
Create kits (see page 206)
Group allocations (see page 244)
Retrieve and create variants (see page 247)
Retrieve and create Safety Data Sheets (see page 252)
Retrieve and create Labels (see page 254)
Retrieve and create Internal Plant Instructions (see page 255)

2.1.1. Searching for and retrieving substances and preparations

The following search options are available in this screen:
CAS number: You can enter this number with or without hyphens, e.g. 50000 or 5000-0. Then press
. If the number can be found in the database, the substance is
retrieved and the data is displayed on screen. If the number cannot be found, ChemGes
automatically opens an empty raw materials database entry, where the substance can
be created (see New creation on page 56).
Product code: Product Codes are internal numbers, assigned by the user. After
entering this number press
. If the number is not entered completely or the term is
not clear, you will receive an overview of all possible substances, from which you may
select the required substance.
Manual ChemGes
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Index number: All substances included in the EU-Substance List have Index
Numbers. Enter the number without hyphens and press
. If the number does not
exist, you receive an error message.
EC number (EEC number): These include EINECS (European Index of Existing
Chemical Substances) and ELINCS (European List of Notified Chemical Substances).
Enter the number without hyphens and press
.
UN number: After entering the four-digit number, press
. If several substances
are allocated to the entered UN- number, an overview window will open. If the number
is allocated to no substance, only the number and its description are displayed.
Registration number: This number is assigned by ECHA after the successful
registration of a substance and can be entered in the screen Country specific
information (see page 103). To search for a substance by means of the registration
number, enter the number or parts of the number and press
. As usual the
search via wildcard characters ("*" and "?") is also possible here. If several substances
match the entered search term, an overview window will open.
UFI Code: After entering the UFI Code, click
. If the UFI Code exists in
ChemGes, you will receive a screen with the creation date of the UFI Codes and the
preparation with its identification number and description. By clicking Yes, you can
open the substance:

Note: If the searched for UFI Code does not exist in ChemGes or it does not contain
the required 16 characters, ChemGes will output the appropriate message.
Substance description: Enter the description of the substance, or parts thereof and
press
. To search for several text parts at the same time, enter them consecutively
with a space character in between. To search for text components within a word, enter
a slash (/) after the word and press
. If the term is not clear, all applicable
substances are displayed in an overview window (maximum 300).
To make the search for substances easier, digits, special characters, single capital
letters at the beginning of the word and prefixes in small letters are ignored. Examples:
iso-propanol and 2-propanol can be found by entering PROPANOL, Ndimethylaniline via DIMETHYLANILINE. The search can also be extended to
Descriptions in 2 languages (see page 18).
Nota Bene:
For the quick search for parts of names only the 3 first lines of each description are
used.
Searching for and retrieving
Preparations (see page 119) are created with the database numbers 1 to 49,999
(regarding the input of higher preparation numbers up to 999,999,999, see below). The
program can thus distinguish between preparations and raw materials, as the lowest
existing CAS number is 50000, if the hyphens are left out (50-00-0 is the CAS number
of formaldehyde). This enables you to search for substances and preparations from the
same location. The search is done in the same way as for substances, except that
numbers below 50,000 are considered preparation numbers. As also for substances,
Manual ChemGes
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you may search for preparations via the product codes (enter number and press
the UN-numbers, the description, or character strings of descriptions.

),

Use of preparation number higher than 49.999:
In order to use preparation numbers between 50,000 and 999,999,999, enter “#” in
front of the number.
Then, when you enter 50000 you retrieve the substance formaldehyde with the CAS
number 50-00-0. When you enter #50000 you can search for a formulation with the
number 50,000. Please consider the following:
In any part of the program where substance and preparation numbers can be retrieved
via the same field, the preparation numbers from 50000 onwards must be entered with
the “#”.
For all fields, which have a name like 'preparation number' (e.g. from – to preparation
number), the entry of “#” is not necessary, as it can only concern preparation numbers.
The preparation numbers are displayed with separation commas every three digits, e.g.
50,000 instead of 50000. Thus the preparation numbers can be easily distinguished
from CAS numbers, which are displayed with two hyphens (e.g. 50-00-0).
Search using the selection criteria:
This function enables you to restrict the search to certain articles. To enter the criteria
first press
to switch to the substance overview screen. After that press
to open the following window:

In all following search procedures only those articles, which correspond to the defined
selection criteria, will be displayed. If you do not enter a search string, but only press
, you will receive a list of all articles that correspond to the search criteria. Please
note that the search using search criteria will take significantly more time than without.
These selection criteria can be stored for each user separately and are available even
after a new program start. This is particularly intended for users who are not
authorized to access all articles.
Further buttons and keys:




,
- open a database entry for creating a new preparation, by
automatically allocating a preparation number (
looks for the next free number
after the highest already distributed number,
looks for the next free
number starting from 1)
and

are intended for kit creation (see page 206).

 Previously retrieved raw materials/preparations/kits are displayed in an overview
on the right side of the screen.
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By clicking the respective line you can access the raw material/preparation again.

2.1.1.1. Search for descriptions in two languages
Nota Bene:
In order to do a search in another language, it is necessary to create a description index
first. (see below).
For this go to Overview screens [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments].
Here you may select the second language and determine for which type of search it is
to be used (for substances and/or preparations, for the normal overview and/or for the
search for description parts).

As it is sometimes necessary to look for different languages, it is also possible to select
a second search language only temporarily, which is active until the program is closed.
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For this go to the basic screen and press
to switch to the substance overview
window. Then press
to open the following window:

2.1.1.2. Index creation for additional languages
To enable the search for names in other languages, you have to create an index for
each language, in which the names of the substances have been entered. This can be
done in Creation of description index [Administration programs – File repair
programs] (see page 395). Here select the desired language(s) and press
. The
descriptions are then available for searching.

2.1.1.3. Search with wildcards
The following wildcard characters are available:
*

for any number of characters (also 0).

?

for a single character

_

for a space character

Each character can be used several times at any position. As soon as one of these
characters appears, all remaining entered characters are relevant for the search (e.g.
punctuation marks and special characters as well).
If the first character of the string is a letter, the common overview window is
displayed. Enter 'ABC*DEF' to execute the program search for substances beginning
with ABC in alphabetical order. Each description, which fits the first search criterion,
is checked to see if it meets the remaining search criteria. So, if you enter only one
letter in front of the first wildcard character, all substances with this initial letter will
be read and the search can take a long time.
If the first significant character in the search string is an * or a ?, the function for the
search for part strings will be activated. This function first searches all part strings
consisting of numbers or letters. If a matching entry is found, the data record is
completely read and checked for correspondence with the wildcard character. The
search time will be shorter, the fewer hits are made with part strings. For example,
entering “*A*B*” would result in a relatively long wait period, as many substances
contain the letters A and B in their names.
Please note, that a search entry such as 'CHLOR AMMON' produces a list of all
substances, which contain both search terms at any position in the name. On the other
hand, the search entry '*CHLOR*AMMON*' locates all substances, which contain the
two search terms in the defined order.
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2.1.2. Substance window
Maintenance of Raw Materials Fields

The screen Maintenance of raw materials contains the following information, which
is discussed in detail, below:
1) Substance identifiers
2) Physical data
3) Buttons for Tox Values, Substance listings, OELVs and Country specific values
4) GHS classification
5) DSD Classification (Dangerous Substances Directive 67/548/EEC)
6) Transport
7) NFPA
8) Further functions in the lower screen
9) Additional functions (upper menus)
1) Substance identifiers:
 CAS number – Actual CAS number or fictional database number (in green and
parenthesis)
 Index number - entered into the system if they exist and we were able to elicit
them
 EC-Number - entered into the system if they exist and we were able to elicit them
 Description – States up to nine names. Each substance name can be 15 lines long
with 45 letters per line. Note: Translations of descriptions can be called upon via
the symbol
next to the description field (or the button
the description in the lower menu).
Manual ChemGes
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Automatic translation of substance names:
You can have substance names automatically translated via DeepL /Google
Translate.
a) Translation in all missing languages:
As most substances have more than one name, you have to select the required
substance name first. ChemGes will display an overview of all names in your own
language and – if available – in English. Only if no name is available in neither
language, the program will search in other languages.
Product code – internal number (up to 15 alphanumeric characters). If you have
defined the option Number of product codes per substance [Maintenance progams –
Program adjustments – General adjustments] correspondingly, it is possible to enter
up to 68 product codes. Product code – internal number (up to 15 alphanumeric
characters). If you have defined the option Number of product codes per
substance [Maintenance progams – Program adjustments – General adjustments]
correspondingly, it is possible to enter up to 68 product codes.

In the next step you can select, whether a translation shall be performed only if
there is no description existing yet, or the program shall always translate and add
new descriptions.
Note:
The option Transfer markings (SDS, Internal, Transport, Standard, Chemical
descriptions) from the description to be translated enables you to define,
whether possibly existing markings shall be adopted for the newly translated
substance name as well.
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By means of
process.

Start of the translation process you can start the translation

ChemGes indicates, which translation service was used for the respective language.

b) Translation in individual languages:
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 Product code – internal number (up to 15 alphanumeric characters). If you have
defined the option Number of product codes per substance [Maintenance
progams – Program adjustments – General adjustments] correspondingly, it is
possible to enter up to 68 product codes.
 Variants – The symbol
(or the button
Variants in the lower
menu) allows you to open the Administration of variants (see page 247). If you
have already created variants, you can open an overview of created variants, with
the symbol
(or the button
a variant by clicking on it.

Change of variant) and, if desired, choose

 Main substance – This function allows you to allocate the classification of a
substance to another. Further information can be found under Allocated substances
to a main substance (see page 119).
 Flags (see page 246) - Via this field you can set up to 400 different flags per article,
which enable you to select certain standard phrases in the SDS, based on these
flags.
 Article group (see page 245) – For creating groupings (up to 4 alphanumeric
characters, e.g. numbers, letters or special characters).
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Substance group (see page 246) - For entering group descriptions (e.g. for the
product declaration according to the Detergents Regulation 648/2004/EC), as well
as for the selection of chemical substance groups and ICGs (Interchangeable
Component Groups or generic standard formula components) for the PCN
notification.
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Note regarding chemical substance groups:
 Halogenated hydrocarbon
 Epoxy resin (mol<700): This field serves the automatic output of the EUH205.
The limit for the output can be defined in the screen Limits for the transfer of EUH
phrases [Maintenance Programs – Program adjustments – Limits for the transfer of
EUH phrases] (see page 423).
 Contains cadmium: The field Contains cadmium serves the automatic output of
the EUH207. The limit for the output can be defined in the screen Limits for the
transfer of EUH phrases [Maintenance Programs – Program adjustments – Limits
for the transfer of EUH phrases] (see page 423).
 Isocyanate: This field serves the automatic output of the EUH204. The limit for the
output can be defined in the screen Limits for the transfer of EUH phrases
[Maintenance Programs – Program adjustments – Limits for the transfer of EUH
phrases] (see page 423).
 Titanium dioxide <= 10 µm:
Note: The 14. ATP (2020/217/EU) implements a change concerning the labelling
of preparations containing titanium dioxide (see Paragraph 2.12 (Amendment to
Annex II, Part 2) below):

Via this option, you can activate the automatic output of the EUH211 and the
EUH212 on the label of a preparation containing titanium dioxide with a particle
size of ≤ 10 µm.
Manual ChemGes
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By pressing
Maintenance substance groups, you can access the Maintenance
of substance groups (see page 474). For each substance group, you can define a
separate percent limit for the output of SDS phrases, using the condition substance
groups (see Conditions for the automatic selection of standard phrases, page 560).
2) Physical data:
In the upper right corner of the screen, is located an overview of the most important
physical data:

Upon pressing

you can access the screen Physical data (see page 68).

The button
lets you open the self-defined physical/chemical data. Additional
information can be found under Additional physical-chemical values (see page 72).
3) The buttons Tox values, Substance listings, OELVs and Country specific values:

Via

you can access the screen Toxicological values (see page 78).

Via
Substance listings, you can open an overview of the listing status of
the raw material in various national Substance listings (see page 84) (see next image).
A similar overview is also available for preparations (see Preparation window, page
120).
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Within this overview, via
of the chosen substance listing.
By pressing

or Right click, you can access the Maintenance

New, you can create a new substance listing.

Using the button
Next page, you can scroll through the list pages. By
pressing
+A-Z, 1-9, 0, you can perform a search within the substance listings.
If you click on a line in the column Content, you can perform or edit an entry for the
raw material in the chosen substance list.
By pressing
Copy listings from other substances, you can copy the
substance listing entries of another substance:

Via
Via

OELVs, you can access the screen OELVs (see page 74).
you can open the screen Country specific information (see page 103).

4) GHS classification:
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Note:
In the first line, you can see an overview of official entries:

Numbers in parenthesis behind the term EU-list indicate the Adaptation Guidelines, in
which this substance was listed (from ATP 12).
By clicking on a flag, you can access the Hazards of the screen GHS classification.
Additional information can be found below.
The Austrian Poison List no longer differs from the EU-list, but shows that these
listed substances do not require any further registration with the Austrian authorities.
Furthermore, the Poison List contains several substances, which are not EU-listed;
these classifications are obligatory only in Austria, as far as they concern T+ and T
classifications.
The option GHS areas lets you choose which GHS types are to be displayed (Preselected, All or Selection of the GHS areas to be displayed):

 The Symbol represented as a square-on-point with a red frame. Hazard symbols,
which do not have to be stated as symbols on the label, according to the GHS
regulations, are displayed in grey.
 The Signal Word which is either Danger or Warning.
 The Hazard class, represented by a digit. i.e. "2.5", which stands for "Gases under
Pressure" (see next picture).
 The Hazard category is stated after the Hazard class, separated by a slash "/". The
hazard categories are stated in digits and/or letters. In some cases the letter stands
for an abbreviation (e.g. Class 2.5/C - "C" refers to the category "Compressed
gas").
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If a substance has diverging GHS classifications in different countries, this is indicated
by means of the following symbols:
GHS regulation
CLP (EU GHS)

Symbol
EU flag
supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12. 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)

UN GHS

United Nations flag
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

US GHS (OSHA HCS)

US flag

CA-GHS (HPR, Hazardous CA flag
Products Regulations)
Further national classifications
Self-classifications

see respective flags
In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with great care,
as they do not have a legal background.

If the classification is identical across the various versions of the GHS, no flag is
displayed.

In order to display the Hazard Codes in the Maintenance of substances/preparations,
please go to GHS settings for the screen [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 424) and activate the item Output of the category codes for
the GHS hazards. This setting is activated by default for EU countries.
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The hazards are sorted according to the following structure:
 Signal word: Danger (highest) - Warning - "no Signal word" (lowest)
 Hazard class: First the Physical hazards, then the Health hazards and lastly the
Environmental hazards. The hazard classes are sorted numerically within each
group.
If two or more hazard classes have the same signal word, as well as the same symbol,
those hazard classes are compiled into one block and the respective signal words and
symbols are stated only once.
If it is not possible to display all hazard classes, the remaining hazard classes can be
seen by clicking on the symbol
(yellow cross with red background) in the lower
right corner of this box or pressing the button
(lower menu bar).
To change a classification or to see details, click into the GHS classification box. The
thus displayed screen contains the following four tabs:
Hazards

Display of the signal words, symbols, classes
and hazard statements, as well as selection of
the hazard classes and categories.
Options for the allocation of exposure routes,
target organs and supplemental hazard
statement/special product phrases, output of
reduced labelling (CLP).

General statements and prevention

Options for the activation of the general
precautionary statements (P101 –P103)
Display of the P phrases (Prevention)
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Reaction

Display of the P phrases (Reaction)

Storage and disposal

Display of the P phrases (Storage and
disposal)
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Tab Hazards:
The tab Hazards contains an overview of the signal words, symbols, hazard classes and
H phrases separated into EU classification (field EU flag (4.ATP, 8.ATP and 12. ATP)
and column ≤ 125 [for the reduced labelling according to CLP, Annex I, 1.5.2
„Exemptions from Article 17 [(Article 29(2)]]), UNECE classification (field United
Nations flag, Revisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9), OSHA HCS classification (field US
flag), Canadian HPR classification (field CA flag), Taiwan, Australia, South Africa,
Korea, Japan, China, Malaysia.
Nota Bene:
You can display the designations of the signal words and symbols by moving the
cursor over the respective symbols. This is also possible for the texts of the hazard
statements (column Classification).

Using the following buttons under Alteration of classifications you can vary the
output of the GHS Classification:
Button All GHS types, sorted by class:
Using this option, all classes are shown in order, with their corresponding
classifications for all GHS-systems:
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One GHS type, the other GHS types are derived
Sorted by H phrases -button Only numbers:
This option outputs the H phrases (yellow marking) for one country at a time:

Via the field GHS Type, you can choose the desired GHS-system:
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By hovering the mouse over an H phrase you will receive additional information
(hazard class with category, texts of the H phrases and information regarding the
classification in other GHS-systems):

Black classifications with a red star (*) indicate that an official classification is
available in other GHS systems:
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The button Change of type of output, lets you switch among the output types:

If you hover the mouse over the gray text at the bottom of the screen, you will receive
additional detailed information:

Sorted by H phrases - button Numbers and complete text:
Similarly to the above overview, are here output the allocated H phrases (yellow
marking) for each country – in this screen you will also find the texts of the H phrases:
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The same above-mentioned options as are available for
available in this overview.

Only numbers, are

Sorted by Classes – button Only numbers and abbreviations:
Similarly as to the output via
Only numbers, are the allocated H phrases for
each country (yellow marking), output here. In addition, the codes of the Hazard
classes are output.

The same above-mentioned options as are available for the button Only numbers, are
available in this overview.
Sorted by Classes – button Complete:
Just as in the overviews mentioned above, are the allocated H phrases (yellow
markings) output for each country – but here you will additionally find the texts of the
H phrases, the codes and the hazard categories:
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The same above-mentioned options as are available for the button Only numbers, are
available in this overview.
You can retrieve an overview of the H and P phrases by pressing

Texts.

If the classification also contains the hazard statements H370 – H373, the fields
Exposure routes and Target organs are active.
By means of the item Additional hazards for specific target organ toxicity you can
select additional hazard statements for the hazard classes 3.8 and 3.9 (H335 and H336
together with H370 and H371.
If the classification also contains the hazard statement H350 resp. H351 or H360 resp.
H361, the field Exposure routes is active. By clicking into this field you can select the
exposure route for Class 3.6 (H350 or H351) resp. Class 3.7, Categories 1 and 2 (H360
and H361). Phrases that are not used are automatically set inactive (grey). The
completed Hazard statement is output in the SDS. In order to select an exposure route
or a target organ, you simply have to click the respective line in the overview screens
(see next picture). The completed Hazard statements are output in the SDS.
The item Automatic calculation and phrases that are not used, are automatically set
inactive (grey).
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The maintenance of the exposure routes and target organs, which are available for
selection, is located in the screens Routes of exposure (see page 487) and Organs (see
page 487) [Maintenance programs – Various tables] for all languages. The completed
Hazard statements are output in the SDS.

Causes atrophy of the testicles is selectable if the H361f is applicable. If this item is
activated, the supplement “(causing atrophy of the testes)” is automatically output in
addition to H361f.
The item Supplemental hazard statements contains the supplemental hazard
statements for the EU – the EUH phrases - (field EU flag, according to the CLP,
1272/2008/EG, Annex II), and for Australia – the AUH phrase - (field AU flag,
according to COP: Preparation of Safety Data Sheets for Hazardous Chemicals
Appendix C resp. COP: Labelling of Workplace Hazardous Chemicals, Appendix D).
The item Special product phrases contains the special product phrases for the EU
(field EU flag) and for Canada (field CA flag, according to the Canadian HPR
(Hazardous Products Regulations).
The fields Mutagenicity, Carcinogenicity, Reproduction toxicity and Nota contain
the respective information according to CLP, Annex VI.
By means of the item EUH208 you can omit EUH208 for mixtures for the 4. ATP, 8.
ATP and/or the 12. ATP.
Note – 12. ATP (2019/521/EU):
The rules for the additional labelling with EUH208 were changed for substances with
special limits regarding the classification as sensitizing. The phrase "Contains (Name
of the sensitizing substance). May produce an allergic reaction" must now be output at
a tenth (10%) of the limit for the phrase H317 or H334. Especially for substances with
special limits between 0.1% and 1% it ensures that the relation between sensitizing
classification and labeling with EUH208, is maintained. If an ingredient was classified
with H317 and lead to classification of the preparation starting at 0,2%, it will now
receive the labelling with EUH208 – previously this applied only starting at 0,1%,
which lead to the fact that the percentage range in which the EUH208 applied, was
very small as the "10%-rule" only applied from the special limit 0,1% (or below). The
new rule now changes this to be independent of any special limits for sensitizers.
Output of the reduced labelling in the SDS calculates and outputs the reduced
labelling rules according to the CLP [see Annex I, 1.5.2 „Exemptions from Article 17
[(Article 29(2)].
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Explosive according to Regulation 1272/2008/EC Annex I section 1.3.5 allows the
activation of rule 1.3.5. Explosives placed on the market with a view to obtaining an
explosive or pyrotechnic effect for substances that are classified in Class 2.1. This item
is deactivated by default.
The button
Health classification limits lets you enter special percentage limits
for the Classes 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 5.1, as well as M-factors for
Class 4.1.
Additional information for M-factors:
Since the 2.ATP of the CLP Regulation [Annex VI, section 1.1.2.3] one can define
individual M factors for acute and chronic toxicity (hazardous to aquatic environment).
This does not apply to substances currently listed in Annex VI, but it is possible in the
context of a self-classification. The item M-factor allows you to define either a
shared, or an individual M-factor for acute (Class 4.1A) and chronic (Class 4.1C).
These values are then used in the classification formulae, where applicable. Already
entered single values for M-factors will be used for both acute and chronic as before
(summation method).
For substances listed in the CLP, these values are transferred automatically.

Via the button
Classification limits for physical hazards, you can enter special
percentage limits for Classes 2.1 to 2.17. For substances, that are listed in the CLP,
these values are transferred automatically.
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The button
Only output of selected GHS types allows you to restrict the
GHS systems displayed on the screen, to those defined in GHS settings for the screen
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 424). To return to
displaying all GHS types, press
Output of all GHS types.
Example – Restricted display of GHS systems, via
selected GHS types:

GHS regulation

Symbol

CLP (EU GHS)

EU flag

Only output of

supplemented by the following digits:
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4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)
UN GHS

United Nations flag
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

US GHS (OSHA HCS)

US flag

CA-GHS (HPR, Hazardous CA flag
Products Regulations)
Further national classifications
Self-classifications

see respective flags
In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with great
care, as they do not have a legal background.

The ‘Self’ Classifications:
In the column

, one can enter a desired non-country based classification.

Important information:
Please consider the following when using self-classifications:
 Only the UN GHS calculation algorithm and the self-classifications that you have
entered are used and
 legal limits, country specific characteristics etc. are no longer considered.

There are two options for then applying this classification:
 Allocation of ‘Self’ Classifications to an existing country (field GHS-classification
type in the screen Maintenance of countries)
or
 Creation of new country and allocation of the ‘Self’ Classifications to this selfcreated country
Example:
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In the Classification screen one can display either all hazard classes (tab All hazards),
or only the physical, health or environmental hazards (tabs Physical hazards, Health
hazards or Environmental hazards):
Note:
The output of the GHS Classification can be varied in the screen GHS-Classifications
via the buttons under item Alteration of classification (see Tab Hazards: above).

Grey fields are hazard categories that were not adopted by the country version of the
GHS and cannot be selected for that version.
Blue markings indicate an official classification. Some countries have official
mandatory, non-mandatory or minimum mandatory classifications for certain raw
materials.
Yellow markings are calculated classifications.
Red markings indicate a locked classification. This is automatically set when a
classification is manually chosen.
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Where the GHS classification is based on existing classifications and certain physical
values, a manual alteration can be unlocked by clicking on the red marked line once
more. (see next picture). Alternatively, you can also press the button
Complete
re-calculation (screen GHS classifications, tab Hazards and P phrases). This enables
you to unlock manual changes. This button is only displayed, if manual alterations
were made.
Nota Bene:
If an official classification was manually changed and locked, unlocking the
classification will not return it to the official classification.

By moving the mouse over the individual lines you can display further information on
the respective entries on the bottom of the screen.
Tabs General statements and prevention, Reaction and Storage and Disposal:
These tabs list the Precautionary statements according to the GHS, based on their
groupings (Prevention, Reaction, Storage and Disposal as well as General Statements).
Here, just as with the Hazard Statements, flags indicate the GHS version to which the
Precautionary Statements apply.
Nota Bene:
You can display the texts of the nationally allocated P phrases by moving the cursor
over the respective line.
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GHS regulation

Symbol

UN GHS

United Nations flag
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2013)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

CLP (EU GHS)

EU flag
supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)

US GHS (OSHA HCS)

US flag

CA-GHS (HPR, Hazardous Products CA flag
Regulations)
Further national classifications
Self-classifications
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In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with
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great care, as they do not have a legal
background.
You can retrieve an overview of the phrases by means of

Texts.

The chosen phrases are output based on the classification (hazard class and hazard
category), as per legislation. In addition, ChemGes automatically applies the rules for
each country, regarding which P-phrases can be left out and which must appear on the
documents.
In each tab, you can access the Maintenance for the Priority of Precautionary
statements [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments], see page 436) via
. This allows some control over the automatism of P-phrase output/nonoutput.
If you want to perform alterations, select the respective P-Phrase tab and click into the
line of the GHS system, for which you want to perform alterations. A screen will open
that contains buttons with the phrase numbers of all available Precautionary statements
under the selected group. You can activate and deactivate the required phrases by
clicking on them. Already selected statements are displayed in yellow.

Via
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you can view an overview of the P-phrases with complete text:
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By clicking on the desired phrase number with the right mouse button (continuous
selection), you can select as many phrases as you wish, one after the other, without
having to re-enter the screen. In order to close the overview screen, press
. Via
Copy for all types, you can adopt the selected P-phrases for all other
GHS systems.
5) DSD classification (Dangerous Substances Directive 67/548/EEC)
Here you can view the ”old“ classification according to the DSD, as reference
information.
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Standard Phrases:
Risk phrases, Safety phrases and Special product phrases
Risk phrases/R-phrases: A maximum of 15 phrases can be stated - all combinations
are done automatically.
Safety phrases/S-phrases: A maximum of 15 phrases for substances, 20 for
preparations, are stated.
Nota Bene:
R- and S-phrases that are displayed in blue, correspond to the official classification
according to the EU-substance list. This only concerns the labeling of substances. For
preparations only S-phrases in blue color are available; these are the obligatory Sphrases.
Special product phrases/P-phrases: are special markings for certain preparations with
specific hazards (e.g. preparations containing lead, cyanoacrylates, isocyanates,
epoxides, etc.), as prescribed according to the General Directive on Preparations
(DPD). These are transferred automatically to the classified preparations (maximally 2
per substance or 4 per preparation).
All possible combinations of phrases are done automatically. Combined phrases are
separated by a slash (/), single phrases by a hyphen (-).
The item Automatic calculation from GHS allows the automatic calculation of the R
phrases based on the GHS classification. If you enter a new substance with the GHS
classification only, this item is activated automatically and the EU is calculated
accordingly.
By pressing
next picture).

you may display the texts of the relevant R-, S- and P-phrases (see

Categories (for carcinogenicity, mutagenicity and reproduction toxicity)
The following categories can be entered in the field Limits:
 Carc.Cat. 1, 2 or 3
 Muta.Cat. 1, 2 or 3
 Rep.Cat. 1, 2 or 3
For further information see Classification and Labeling, page 47).

6) Transport
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The transport screens contain information on Labels (symbols), Class, ADR-code,
Packing group (PG) and the UN number of the respective transport regulation (Land
transport - ADR, DOT / Sea transport – IMDG / Air transport– IATA).
You can switch to the transport screen by clicking on Transport or with the button
Transport (see Transport classification of raw materials, page 93).
7) NFPA

NFPA stands for National Fire Protection Association.
Here, the NFPA-Ratings are displayed.
You can switch to the screen NFPA- und HMIS-Ratings by clicking on NFPA or
with the button
NFPA/HMIS.

8) Further functions in the lower screen:

Last alteration – This field contains the date on which the last alteration to the
substance was made. As this field has only been available since August 1992, it is
empty in substances that have not been altered since this date. If applicable, the initials
of the user who made the change, will appear in the next box.
The button
allows the Locking of substances for Updates. The lock can be
unlocked by pressing
.
SDSs can be opened via

, Labels via

and IPIs via

.

Archived SDS versions are accessed via
. Additional information can be
found under Marking of alterations, version numbering and history of SDSs (see page
278) and Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605).
By pressing

, you can copy the Labels from another substance.

The PDF files are accessed via
. Additional information can be found under
Administration of PDF files (see page 253).
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Upon pressing
Memo, you can enter information for the substance.
Additional information can be found under Memo lines (see page 235).
After pressing
Copy/alteration/exchange you can copy a raw material,
replace it within preparations and / or convert it into a preparation. Additional
information can be found under Copy/alteration/exchange of substances and
preparations (see page 236).
The raw material’s Occurrence in preparations can be checked in all preparations,
by pressing
. Additional information can be found under Occurrence in
preparations (see page 255).
The screen for the substance information for the Data delivery for the Istituto
Superiore di Sanità (see page 349) can be accessed by pressing
Data for
the ISS notification.
Upon pressing
Product information, you can enter the data of the raw
material for the raw material value calculation of a preparation (see Price maintenance
and calculation of formulation, page 220). The Price per unit can be entered in
Price.
9) Menu Additional functions and Menu Database (upper menu)

Here you will find the options for Reference (see page 257) and the REACH Preregistration (see Country specific information, page 103).

This is an alternative manner of opening the database screens described above.

2.1.2.1. Classification and labeling
The main parts of classification and labeling of substances are the Hazard Limits
The DSD classification screen (see Substance window, page 20) contains the
substance-specific limit values according to the EU-Directive. If there are no
substance-specific limit values for certain hazards, the general limit values according
to Tables I - VI of the DPD (to be Limits for the classification of risk and safety
phrases [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] on page 456) are applied
here. The notation of the limits for the calculation of preparations with concentration
limits corresponds to the notation in the EU-substance list. Values, which deviate from
the standard limit values, are marked in color. Limit values, derived from “self-defined
limits”, are displayed semi-bright.
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Notes
The European legislation (CLP and DSD) applies Notes to substances, in order to
accommodate for variations in classification and/or labelling based on impurities,
physical data or other factors. In order to cover these special cases, ChemGes provides
a copy of the substance, with the Note in effect and thus, a different classification.
The description of each substance copy contains information, showing on which Note
the copy is based and what classification is omitted. This information is stated after
two space characters, which is a Memo technique in ChemGes, and thus will not
appear on the SDS.
The following pictures show examples for such a substance:
Substance with original classification:

Substance copy:
For this substance copy the classification as carcinogen and mutagen according to Note
K (Carc. Cat.1+Muta. Cat.2: R 45-46, resp. H340 – H350) is omitted. In the
description this is indicated, separated by two space characters, with the additional
information in parenthesis "(Note K; -R45, R46; < 0,1% 1,3-butadiene)":
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DSD:
Notes A to S are concerned with the names and details on the labeling of substances.
Notes 1 to 6 are concerned with the labeling of preparations.
Please pay attention to these Notes, as they can influence the labeling and the data in
the label.
The following Notes are especially important (applicable since 21st adaptation
guildeline):
Notes J to S indicate, that substances (this exclusively concerns coal- and oil-derived
complex substances) do not have to be classified as carcinogenic, if a certain
hazardous substance, contained therein, is below its stated threshold limit (e.g.
benzo[a]pyrene, benzene, etc.).
In order to cover these special cases, the following solution was integrated in
ChemGes:
For substances that are labelled with the Notes J, K, L, M, N and P, as well as the
Notes Q and R (please find the full-length texts of the notes below), ChemGes
automatically creates a copy of the concerned substance (CAS-No./1 for the substance
with the original classification, CAS-No./2 for the substance copy, see example
below), for which the respective classification is then omitted.

This concerns substances with the following labelling:
Carc. Cat.+Muta. Cat.: Notes J, K, P
Carc. Cat.: Notes L, M, N, Q, R
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The following categories and their R-phrases are omitted at the substance copies:
Carc. Cat.1-R45
Carc. Cat.2-R45
Carc. Cat.1-R49
Carc. Cat.3-R40
Muta. Cat.1-R46
Muta. Cat.2-R46
Muta. Cat.3-R68
List of Notes according to CLP (Tables 3.1 and 3.2):
a. Notes relating to the identification, classification and labelling of substances
Note A:
Without prejudice to Article 17(2), the name of the substance must appear on the label
in the form of one of the designations given in Part 3.
In Part 3, use is sometimes made of a general description such as ‘... compounds’ or ‘...
salts’. In this case, the supplier is required to state on the label the correct name, due
account being taken of section 1.1.1.4.
Note B:
Some substances (acids, bases, etc.) are placed on the market in aqueous solutions at
various concentrations and, therefore, these solutions require different classification
and labelling since the hazards vary at different concentrations.
In Part 3 entries with Note B have a general designation of the following type: ‘nitric
acid … %’.
In this case the supplier must state the percentage concentration of the solution on the
label. Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the percentage concentration is
calculated on a weight/weight basis.
Note C:
Some organic substances may be marketed either in a specific isomeric form or as a
mixture of several isomers.
In this case the supplier must state on the label whether the substance is a specific
isomer or a mixture of isomers.
Note D:
Certain substances, which are susceptible to spontaneous polymerisation or
decomposition, are generally placed on the market in a stabilised form. It is in this
form that they are listed in Part 3.
However, such substances are sometimes placed on the market in a non-stabilised
form. In this case, the supplier must state on the label the name of the substance
followed by the words ‘non-stabilised’.
Note E (Table 3.2):
Substances with specific effects on human health (see Chapter 4 of Annex VI to
Directive 67/548/EEC) that are classified as carcinogenic, mutagenic and/or toxic for
reproduction in categories 1 or 2 are ascribed Note E if they are also classified as very
toxic (T+), toxic (T) or harmful (Xn). For these substances, the risk phrases R20, R21,
R22, R23, R24, R25, R26, R27, R28, R39, R68 (harmful), R48 and R65 and all
combinations of these risk phrases shall be preceded by the word ‘Also’.
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Note F:
This substance may contain a stabiliser. If the stabiliser changes the hazardous
properties of the substance, as indicated by the classification in Part 3, classification
and labelling should be provided in accordance with the rules for classification and
labelling of hazardous mixtures.
Note G:
This substance may be marketed in an explosive form in which case it must be
evaluated using the appropriate test methods. The classification and labelling provided
shall reflect the explosive properties.
Note J:
The classification as a carcinogen or mutagen need not apply if it can be shown that
the substance contains less than 0,1 % w/w benzene (EINECS No 200-753-7). This
note applies only to certain complex coal- and oilderived substances in Part 3.
Note K:
The classification as a carcinogen or mutagen need not apply if it can be shown that
the substance contains less than 0,1 % w/w 1,3-butadiene (EINECS No 203-450-8). If
the substance is not classified as a carcinogen or mutagen, at least the precautionary
statements (P102-)P210-P403 (Table 3.1) or the S-phrases (2-)9-16 (Table 3.2) should
apply. This note applies only to certain complex oil-derived substances in Part 3.
Note L:
The classification as a carcinogen need not apply if it can be shown that the substance
contains less than 3 % DMSO extract as measured by IP 346 ‘Determination of
polycyclic aromatics in unused lubricating base oils and asphaltene free petroleum
fractions — Dimethyl sulphoxide extraction refractive index method’, Institute of
Petroleum, London. This note applies only to certain complex oil-derived substances
in Part 3.
Note M:
The classification as a carcinogen need not apply if it can be shown that the substance
contains less than 0,005 % w/w benzo[a]-pyrene (EINECS No 200-028-5). This note
applies only to certain complex coal-derived substances in Part 3.
Note N:
The classification as a carcinogen need not apply if the full refining history is known
and it can be shown that the substance from which it is produced is not a carcinogen.
This note applies only to certain complex oilderived substances in Part 3.
Note P:
The classification as a carcinogen or mutagen need not apply if it can be shown that
the substance contains less than 0,1 % w/w benzene (EINECS No 200-753-7).
When the substance is not classified as a carcinogen at least the precautionary
statements (P102-)P260-P262-P301 + P310-P331 (Table 3.1) or the S-phrases (2-)2324-62 (Table 3.2) shall apply.
This note applies only to certain complex oil-derived substances in Part 3.
Note Q:
The classification as a carcinogen need not apply if it can be shown that the substance
fulfils one of the following conditions:
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a short term biopersistence test by intratracheal instillation has shown that the
fibres longer than 20 μm have a weighted half-life less than 40 days; or



an appropriate intra-peritoneal test has shown no evidence of excess
carcinogenicity; or



absence of relevant pathogenicity or neoplastic changes in a suitable long-term
inhalation test.

Note R:
The classification as a carcinogen need not apply to fibres with a length weighted
geometric mean diameter less two standard geometric errors greater than 6 μm.
Note S:
This substance may not require a label according to Article 17 (see section 1.3 of
Annex I) (Table 3.1). This substance may not require a label according to Article 23 of
Directive 67/548/EEC (see section 8 of Annex VI to that Directive) (Table 3.2).
Note T:
This substance may be marketed in a form, which does not have the physical hazards
as indicated by the classification in the entry in Part 3. If the results of the relevant
method or methods in accordance with Part 2 of Annex I of this Regulation show that
the specific form of substance marketed does not exhibit this physical property or these
physical hazards, the substance shall be classified in accordance with the result or
results of this test or these tests. Relevant information, including reference to the
relevant test method(s) shall be included in the safety data sheet.
Note U (Table 3.1):
When put on the market gases have to be classified as ‘Gases under pressure’, in one
of the groups compressed gas, liquefied gas, refrigerated liquefied gas or dissolved
gas. The group depends on the physical state in which the gas is packaged and
therefore has to be assigned case by case.
b. Notes relating to the classification and labelling of mixtures
Note 1:
The concentration stated or, in the absence of such concentrations, the generic
concentrations of this Regulation (Table 3.1) or the generic concentrations of Directive
1999/45/EC (Table 3.2), are the percentages by weight of the metallic element
calculated with reference to the total weight of the mixture.
Note 2:
The concentration of isocyanate stated is the percentage by weight of the free
monomer calculated with reference to the total weight of the mixture.
Note 3:
The concentration stated is the percentage by weight of chromate ions dissolved in
water calculated with reference to the total weight of the mixture.
Note 5:
The concentration limits for gaseous mixtures are expressed as volume per volume
percentage.
Note 7:
Alloys containing nickel are classified for skin sensitisation when the release rate of
0,5 μg Ni/cm2/week, as measured by the European Standard reference test method EN
1811, is exceeded.
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List of Notes according to the EU-substance list (Notas):
a. Notes for the classification and labelling of substances:
Note A:
The name of the substance must appear on the Label under one of the designations
given in Annex I (see Article 23(2)(a)).
In Annex I a general description such as ". . . compounds" or ". . . salts" is used in
some cases. In this case, the manufacturer or any other person who markets such a
substance has to state the correct name on the Label. The chapter entitled
"Nomenclature" of the Foreword has to be considered for this:
Example: for BeCl2 (EINECS No 232-116-4): beryllium chloride.
The Directive also demands that the symbols, hazard descriptions and R and S phrases
of Annex I (Article 23(2)(c), (d) and (e)) are used for each substance.
For substances, which belong to one of the substance groups in Annex I, the symbols,
hazard descriptions, R and S phrases mentioned in the corresponding entry of Annex I
have to be used.
For substances, which belong to several substance groups of Annex I, the symbols,
hazard descriptions, R and S phrases mentioned in the corresponding entries of Annex
I have to be used. If two entries for the same hazard state differing classifications, the
classification, which represents the more severe hazard, has to be used.
Example:
substance AB – no entry in Annex I:
Substance group entry in Annex I for compounds of A:
Repr. Cat. 1; R61 Repr. Cat. 3; R62 Xn; R20/22 R33 N; R50-53
Substance group entry in Annex I for compounds of B:
Carc. Cat. 1; R45 T; R23/25 N; R51-53
The results in the following classification of the substance AB:
Carc. Cat. 1; R45 Repr. Cat. 1; R61 Repr. Cat. 3: R62 T; R23/25 R33 N; R50-53.

Note B:
Some substances (acids, bases, etc.) are marketed as aqueous solutions with various
concentrations and therefore require different labeling, as the hazards vary at different
concentrations.
In Annex I entries with Note B have a general designation, e.g.: '...% nitric acid'.
In this case the manufacturer or any other person who markets such a substance must
state the percentage concentration of the solution on the Label.
Example: 45% nitric acid
Unless otherwise stated, “%” always means the weight percentage.
The use of additional data (e.g. specific weight, degrees Baumé) or descriptive phrases
(e.g. fuming or icy) is permissible.
Note C:
Some organic substances may be marketed either in a specific isomeric form, or as a
mixture of several isomers.
At times, a general designation (e.g. 'xylenol') is used in Annex I.
In this case the manufacturer or any other person who markets such a substance must
state on the Label, either
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a) which specific isomer the substance is, or
b) if the substance is a mixture of isomers.
Example:

(a) 2,4-dimethylphenol
(b) xylenol (mixture of isomers).

Note D:
Certain substances, which are susceptible to spontaneous polymerization or
decomposition, are generally marketed in a stabilized form. They are listed in this
stabilized form in Annex I of this Directive.
However, such substances are sometimes marketed in a non-stabilized form. In this
case, the manufacturer or any person who markets such a substance must state the
name of the substance followed by the words “non-stabilized”, on the Label.
Example: methacrylic acid (non-stabilized).

Note E:
Substances with specific effects on human health (see Chapter 4 of Annex VI) that are
classified as carcinogenic, mutagenic and/or toxic for reproduction in categories 1 or 2
are ascribed Note E, if they are also classified as Very Toxic (T+), Toxic (T) or
Harmful (Xn). For these substances, the risk phrases R20, R21, R22, R23, R24, R25,
R26, R27, R28, R39, R68 (harmful), R48 and R65 and all combinations of these risk
phrases shall be preceded by the word 'Also'.
Examples:
R 45-23

'May cause cancer. Also toxic by inhalation'

R 46-27/28 'May cause heritable genetic damage. Also very toxic in contact with
skin and if swallowed'.

Note F:
These substances may contain stabilizers. If these stabilizers change the hazardous
properties of the substance, as listed in Annex I, the labeling of the substance has to be
done in accordance with the regulation on the labeling of hazardous preparations.
Note G:
This substance may be marketed in an explosive form. In this case the explosive
properties have to be evaluated by appropriate test methods and the Label must contain
the appropriate note.
Note J:
The classification as a carcinogen or mutagen need not apply if it can be shown that
the substance contains less than 0,1 % w/w benzene (EINECS No 200-753-7). This
note applies only to certain complex coal- and oil-derived substances in Annex I.
Note K:
The classification as a carcinogen or a mutagen is not obligatory, if it can be shown
that the substance contains less than 0.1 % w/w 1,3-butadiene (EINECS No 203-4508). If the substance is not classified as a carcinogen or mutagen, at least the S-phrases
(2-)9-16 should apply. This note only applies to certain complex oil-derived substances
in Annex I.
Note L:
The classification as a carcinogen is not obligatory, if it can be shown that the
substance contains less than 3 % DMSO extract, measured by means of the IP 346
procedure. This note applies only to certain complex oil-derived substances in Annex
I.
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Note M:
The classification as a carcinogen is not obligatory, if it can be shown that the
substance contains less than 0.005 % w/w benzo[a]-pyrene (EINECS No 203-450-8).
This note applies only to certain complex coal-derived substances in Annex I.
Note N:
The classification as a carcinogen is not obligatory, if the full refining history is known
and it can be shown that the substance from which it is produced is not a carcinogen.
This note applies only to certain complex oil-derived substances in Annex I.
Note P:
The classification as a carcinogen or mutagen need not apply if it can be shown that
the substance contains less than 0,1 % w/w benzene (EINECS No 200-753-7).
When the substance is classified as a carcinogen or mutagen, Note E shall also apply.
When the substance is not classified as a carcinogen or mutagen at least the S-phrases
(2-)23-24-62 shall apply.
This note applies only to certain complex oil-derived substances in Annex I.
Note Q:
The classification as a carcinogen is not obligatory, if it can be shown that the
substance meets one of the following conditions:


a short-term biopersistence test by inhalation has shown that the fibers longer than
20 µm have a weighted half-life of less than 10 days, or



a short-term biopersistence test by intratracheal instillation has shown that the
fibers longer than 20 µm have a weighted half-life of less than 40 days, or



an appropriate intra-peritoneal test has shown no evidence of excess
carcinogenicity, or



absence of relevant pathogenicity or neoplastic changes in a suitable long-term
inhalation test.

Note R:
The classification as a carcinogen is not obligatory for fibers with a length weighted
geometric mean diameter less two standard errors greater than 6 µm.
Note S:
This substance may not require a Label according to Article 23 (see section 8 of Annex
VI).
Note T:
This substance may be marketed in a form, which does not have the physico-chemical
properties as indicated by the classification in the Annex I entry. If the result(s) of the
relevant Annex V test method(s) show(s) that the specific form of the substance
marketed does not exhibit this (these) property (properties), the substance shall be
classified in accordance with the results(s) of this (these) test(s). Relevant information,
including reference to the relevant Annex V test(s) method(s), should be included in
the safety data sheet.
b. Notes relating to the labeling of preparations
The significance of the notes that appear beside the concentration limits is as follows:
Note 1:
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The concentration stated or, in the absence of such concentrations, the general
concentrations of Directive 1999/45/EG are the percentages by weight of the metallic
element calculated with reference to the total weight of the preparation.
Note 2:
The concentration of isocyanate is the percentage by weight of the free monomer
calculated with reference to the total weight of the preparation.
Note 3:
The concentration stated is the percentage by weight of chromate ions dissolved in
water calculated with reference to the total weight of the preparation.
Note 4:
Preparations containing these substances have to be classified as harmful with R 65, if
they meet the criteria in section 3.2.3 in Annex VI.
Criteria for R 65:
Substances and preparations containing aliphatic, alicyclic and aromatic
hydrocarbons in a total concentration equal to or greater than 10 % and having either


a flow time of less than 30 sec. in a 3 mm ISO cup according to ISO 2431, or



a kinematic viscosity measured by a calibrated glass capillary viscometer in
accordance with ISO 3104/3105 of less than 7 × 10-6 m²/sec. at 40 °C, or



a kinematic viscosity derived from measurements of rotational viscometry in
accordance with ISO 3129 of less than 7 × 10-6 m²/sec. at 40 °C.

Note that substances and preparations meeting these criteria do not have to be
classified, if they have a mean surface tension greater than 33 mN/m at 25 °C as
measured by the du Nouy tensiometer or by the test methods shown in Annex V Part
A.5.
Note 5:
The concentration limits for gaseous preparations are expressed as volume per volume
percentage.
Note 6:
Preparations containing these substances have to be assigned R 67 if they meet the
criteria in section 3.2.8 in Annex VI.
This note will no longer be valid from the date, on which the criteria for the use of R67
according to the guideline 1999/45/EG will come into force.
Note 7:
Alloys containing nickel are classified for skin sensitisation when the release rate of
0,5 μg Ni/cm2/week, as measured by the European Standard reference test method EN
1811, is exceeded.

2.1.3. Creating substances (Raw materials)
Creating a new database entry for a raw material
In the left part of the main screen you can find the input field for retrieving substances
or preparations.
If you have entered a CAS number, which is not in the database, the program
automatically opens the screen Maintenance of substances (see page 20).
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If you do not have a CAS number you can let the program allocate a simple database
entry number automatically, by pressing
Next substance number. This number is
displayed on the screen in green and in parenthesis (to clearly differentiate it from
CAS numbers) and is not stated in documents (e.g. SDS).
Next, enter the name of the substance, (see page 57) which can be up to 15 lines long.
Please only enter one name for now. To leave the input editor and to create the
substance, press
. In the lower part of the screen you can enter or alter the or
several markings (see page 58) of the substance names. Finish with
to create the
new name.
After that you may switch to the Substance database (see page 67) to enter further data.

2.1.3.1. Entering of substance names
If you wish to enter additional names (Synonyms), click into the description field (or
for foreign language descriptions, the symbol
). After that click the button
New in the displayed window. Enter the description and press
.
Automatic translation of substance names:
You can have substance names automatically translated via DeepL /Google Translate.
For further information on this function please see Substance window, page 20).
Nota Bene:
The descriptions can be entered continuously, as automatic word wrap is available. If
you wish to enter a permanent word break for output on documents, you can do that
via
.

You can enter up to 9 descriptions, with 15 lines available for each. The text can be
entered continuously, as automatic word wrap is available. Word divisions can be
entered by pressing
. A red + on the right lower bottom of the text field
indicates that not all descriptions are displayed in the window. Clicking on the red +,
allows you to scroll down to the next page.
Special characters:
The character table can be opened via
or Edit – Character table. Here
you can choose special characters for your description. Subscripts (ABC) can be
entered with the key functions
+0-9 and superscripts (ABC) with (Alt)+0-9.
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Please find information on marking of substance names in Marking of substance
names (see page 58).

2.1.3.2. Marking of substance names
Markings serve the selection of a description in various parts of the program. Each
description may be assigned more than one marking. These letters have the following
meanings:

Marking types:
Standard:
The Standard description is always used, when there is no marking of the type SDS,
Internal or Transport.
SDS:
Description for proprietary substances (output in SDS without CAS number) and
Description for Product contains
The SDS description is used in the sections 2 (resp. 3 for GHS SDSs), 8 and 11 of the
SDS as well as in section 15 for the declaration of the hazard-determining components,
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for the field “Product contains“ in the basic screen for preparations, as well as for the
printouts “Classification” and “Short version of classification”.
Attention: SDS descriptions are written in sections 2 (resp. 3 for REACH-SDSs) and 8
of the SDS without CAS numbers, as these descriptions are only intended for generic
terms and group descriptions. If you want to state the CAS numbers in the SDS you
have to create Standard descriptions instead of the SDS descriptions. Alternatively you
may activate the item CAS numbers of SDS decriptions with simultaneous
marking a standard or as EU designation in the screen General options
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheet] (see page 521).
Intern (Internal description (used for formulations,…):
The Internal description is used as substance description in SDSs, Labels and
Internal Plant Instructions, in formulations and print outs of formulations, in the safetyand production formulation of preparations, in the List of SDSs, the Price list, the
Substance list with WHC, VbF and ADR, in the List of raw materials with WHC and
in the transport classifications (and in the corresponding file outputs).
Transport:
The Transport description is only used for the transport declaration (proper shipping
name), if no UN-description exists.
EU list Main subst.
Main description from the EU-list
EU list Addtl. subst.
Additional description from the EU-list
These two types of descriptions are intended as information; these descriptions are
only used in the program, if they have an additional marking.
Button General INCI names (für kosmetische Inhaltstoffe)
The INCI name is used for the statement of an INCI-name in section 2 of the SDS
(resp. 3 for GHS SDSs), as well as for the Data sheet for medical personnel (see page
216) and the Data sheet for the public (see page 216). The abbreviation INCI stands for
"International Nomenclature of Cosmetic Ingredients". This is an inventory of
substances that are used in cosmetic products, which was published in Annex I of
Directive 96/335/EC.
Nota Bene:
The N-description is not used in the SDS, if there is already an INCI-name (see INCI
descriptions, page 242).
Chem. desc. (Chemical description):
The marking Chem. desc. enables the output of the substance name according to the
CLP Regulation (EU) 1272/2008, Article 18, item 2, which states that the substance
name has to originate either from CLP Annex VI, or from the classification and
labelling inventory.
If a heading is allocated (see General heading allocations, page 541), the output of this
substance name is done explicitly in section 1 of the SDS for a raw material.
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When a new substance is created and at least two descriptions are entered, the program
automatically assigns the Standard marking to the shorter name. Manual alterations are
possible.
By selecting the description field, you can open a window, which contains all names in
full length including their markings.
A description can be altered by clicking on it. The arrow keys
and
enable
you to view the entire text. To leave the editor, press
. Then you can activate or
change the markings of names.

2.1.3.3. Descriptions in foreign languages
The program contains substance descriptions in over 26 languages.
Please note:
Some names are not implemented in all languages in the ChemGes database, as the
official translations are (partly) unavailable due to legal circumstances (for example:
names of newly listed substances in Annex VI were published in English only). We of
course try to provide the official names in as many languages as possible, but due to
the above-mentioned reasons it may be possible that the name of a substance in a
certain language is not available in the database.
Accessing foreign language names:
By pressing
Translations of the description or via the symbol
next to the
description field in the substances window you can open an overview, where you may
select the desired language.
Automatic translation of names:
You can have names automatically translated via DeepL /Google Translate. For further
information on this function please see Substance window, page 20).
Already created translations are shown directly in the overview screen (if there are
several descriptions, only the first one).
After selecting the required language, a window will open with the main description
and the synonyms of the substance in this language. If no description is available, the
Input of substance description screen will open. If at least one description exists, you
may select it or create a new entry by pressing
.
Via
, you can copy the description from your main language and thus avoid
having to manually enter long names.
Similarly you may enter Multilingual descriptions for preparations (see page 214),
provided that the relevant option in the program settings in General adjustments
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 407) is activated. Find
more details in the topics about preparations.

2.1.3.4. Entering the classification
GHS classification:
ChemGes will activate applicable Classes and Categories, based on the information
entered in the various database windows, for the raw material (see below). In order to
enter or change the classification, click into box GHS Classification and then into one
of the lines in box 01 under the column Classification and select the hazard
class/category/statement for the various GHS systems (see table below), in the next
screen.
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GHS regulation

Symbol

CLP (EU GHS)

EU flag
supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)

UN GHS

United Nations flag
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

OSHA HCS (US GHS)

US flag

WHMIS 2015 - HPR, Hazardous CA flag
Products Regulations (Canada GHS)
Further national classifications
Self-classifications

see respective flags
In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with
great care, as they do not have a legal
background.

The ‘Self’ Classifications:
In the column

, one can enter a desired non-country based classification.

Important information:
Please consider the following when using self-classifications:
 Only the UN GHS calculation algorithm and the self-classifications that you have
entered are used and
 legal limits, country specific characteristics etc. are no longer considered.
There are two options for then applying this classification:
 Allocation of ‘Self’ Classifications to an existing country (field GHS-classification
type in the screen Maintenance of countries)
or
 Creation of new country and allocation of the ‘Self’ Classifications to this selfcreated country
Example:
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In the Classification screen one can display either all hazard classes (tab All hazards),
or only the physical, health or environmental hazards (tabs Physical hazards, Health
hazards or Environmental hazards):
Note:
The output of the GHS Classification can be varied in the screen GHS-Classifications
via the buttons under item Alteration of classification (see Substance window, Tab
Hazards, page 20).

Grey fields are hazard categories that were not adopted by the country version of the
GHS and cannot be selected for that version.
Blue markings indicate an official classification. Some countries have official
mandatory, non-mandatory or minimum mandatory classifications for certain raw
materials.
Yellow markings are calculated classifications.
Red markings indicate a locked classification. This is automatically set when a
classification is manually chosen.
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Where the GHS classification is based on existing classifications and certain physical
values, a manual alteration can be unlocked by clicking on the red marked line once
more. (see next picture). Alternatively, you can also press the button
Complete
re-calculation (screen GHS classifications, tab Hazards and P phrases). This enables
you to unlock manual changes. This button is only displayed, if manual alterations
were made.
Nota Bene:
If an official classification was manually changed and locked, unlocking the
classification will not return it to the official classification.

By moving the mouse over the individual lines you can display further information on
the respective entries on the bottom of the screen.
Tabs General statements and prevention, Reaction and Storage and Disposal:
These tabs list the Precautionary statements according to the GHS, based on their
groupings (Prevention, Reaction, Storage and Disposal as well as General Statements).
Here, just as with the Hazard Statements, flags indicate the GHS version to which the
Precautionary Statements apply.
Nota Bene:
You can display the texts of the nationally allocated P phrases by moving the cursor
over the respective line.
GHS regulation

Symbol

UN GHS

United Nations flag
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

CLP (EU GHS)
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supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)
US GHS (OSHA HCS)
CA-GHS
(HPR,
Products Regulations)

US flag
Hazardous CA flag

Further national classifications
Self-classifications

see respective flags
In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with great
care, as they do not have a legal background.

You can retrieve an overview of the phrases by means of

Texts.

The chosen phrases are output based on the classification (hazard class and hazard
category), as per legislation. In addition, ChemGes automatically applies the rules for
each country, regarding which P-phrases can be left out and which must appear on the
documents.
In each tab, you can access the Maintenance for the Priority of Precautionary
statements [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments], see page 436) via
. This allows some control over the automatism of P-phrase output/nonoutput.
If you want to perform alterations, select the respective P-Phrase tab and click into the
line of the GHS system, for which you want to perform alterations. A screen will open
that contains buttons with the phrase numbers of all available Precautionary statements
under the selected group. You can activate and deactivate the required phrases by
clicking on them. Already selected statements are displayed in yellow.
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Via

you can see the overview of P-phrases with the complete text:

You can select any number of phrases one after another by clicking on them with the
right mouse button (Continuous selection). To finish the phrase selection, press
. Via
Copy for all types, you can adopt the selected P-phrases for
all other GHS systems.
Extended Precautionary Statements:
Some Precautionary Statements are incomplete in their official version and have to be
completed by the manufacturer. As this is very annoying in an automatic program,
especially when working with several languages, we have created extended Pstatements that are completed with various common endings. These phrases have the
number of the incomplete phrase, completed by a lower case letter, e.g. P280a, P280b,
etc. They are adopted into the SDS and Label with the original number but the
completed text.
DSD/DPD Classification:
After selecting the field Risk phrases in the DSD classification resp. DPD
classification screen a window opens with all available R-phrases. To select or
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deselect a phrase, click the corresponding button. To view the text of the R-phrase,
hover the cursor on the respective button. You may only select single phrases - the
program automatically builds all combinations and allocates the corresponding hazard
symbols. To retrieve an overview of all R-phrases with their texts, press
.

In some cases the allocation of hazard symbols to R-phrases cannot be done perfectly.
For example, R 7 can occur with or without the symbol O. To activate or deactivate O,
click the field "Oxidizing" (as seen below).

This also applies for substances, which - according to the EU substances list - have to
be marked not only with the symbols T+/T, but also with the symbol C, which is
normally not necessary. The C can be activated or de-activated via the field "Corrosive
and toxic at the same time". This is only possible for substances in the EU-list and for
preparations.
A maximum of 15 R-phrases and 20 S-phrases (for substances 15 S-phrases) - single
or in combinations - can be stored and displayed. Special rules apply when entering
combinations with R 39, 68 and 48 (see below).
Entry of S-phrases
The S-phrases are entered in the same way as the R-phrases.
Extended S-phrases:
Some S-phrases are incomplete in their official version (e.g. “In case of fire use ...”).
They have to be completed by the manufacturer. As this is very annoying in an
automatic program, especially when working with several languages, we have created
extended S-phrases, which are completed with various common endings. We followed
the standard of the company Merck in Darmstadt, Germany. These phrases have the
number of the incomplete phrase, completed by a lower case letter, e.g. S 28a, S 28b,
etc. They are adopted into the SDS and Label with the original number but the
completed text.
Calculation of the S-phrases:
The default values, as found in the screen Default values [Maintenance programs –
Program adjustments] (state of aggregation, public or industry /trade, application by
spraying/splattering), are applied for calculating the S-phrases.
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Order of R- and S-phrases
Except for R 45 - 47, R 49, R 60 – 63, which are always placed at the beginning, the
phrases are sorted in ascending order. In addition, S 53 is always placed at the
beginning.
The user cannot alter the order of the R-and S-phrases.
Entering combinations with R-phrases 39, 68 or 48
The R-phrases 39, 68 (formerly 40) and 48 must be completed by phrases in the range
of 20 - 28 in order to describe the critical exposure route. There is also another R 68
phrase without critical exposure route, representing a diminution of R 46, and thus not
combined with other R-phrases. To link the relevant combination phrases, you may
enter them by selecting the R-phrases intended for the combination. After these Rphrases, the R-phrase(s), with which they shall be combined are listed and written in
parenthesis.
To create the combined phrase R68/20 for a substance, select the R-phrases
68(+20..22) and 20(+68). The combined phrase R68/20 will then be created
automatically. If you enter the R-phrases 68 and 20 without the combination indication
in parenthesis, these phrases will be entered as the single phrases R68 and R20. The
following table shows the possible combinations and their corresponding entries:
Symbol R-phrase
Entry
for
combination

Additional phrases for exposure route

T

39

39(+23..28)

23(+39), 24(+39), 25(+39)

T+

39

39(+23..28)

26(+39), 27(+39), 28(+39)

Xn

68

68(+20..22)

20(+68), 21(+68), 22(+68)

T

48

48(+20..25)

23(+48), 24(+48), 25(+48)

Xn

48

48(+20..25)

20(+48), 21(+48), 22(+48)

When calculating the classification of preparations, the phrases R 20 to R 28 for the
hazards T+, T and Xn are only considered in the quotient totals, if they are not
included in combinations with R 39, 68 and 48. When found in such a combination,
they only indicate the critical exposure route for another R-phrase.

2.1.4. Retrieving and maintaining of substance database
Within the Maintenance of raw materials screen, choose Database from the top menu
line.
Physical data (see page 68) via
Additional physical-chemical values (see page 72) via
OELVs (see page 74) via
Toxicological values (see page 78) via
Substance listings (see page 84) via
Transport (see page 93) via
Country specific information (see page 103) via
To leave respective screen and to return to the substance window press
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2.1.4.1. Physical data

The screen Physical data contains the following data-fields:
 State, Color, Form and Odor
 Structural formula (if it can be displayed in a single-line) and Summation
formula
 Flash point, Boiling point, Melting point and Ignition temperature
 Chemical heat of combustion: A value entered in the field Chemical heat of
combustion can influence the assessment of the flammability of the aerosol.
 Deflagration temperature
 Maximum explosion pressure
 Temperature class (DIN)
 Explosion group (DIN)
 Density, Rel. gas density and Bulk density (all at 20°C)
 Evaporation number
 Molecular weight
 Refractive index
 Content of solids
Note:
This field serves to determine the solids content and is applicable in two cases:
If the substance is liquid but nonvolatile and normally, due to a determination of
dry content, has a solids content. In this case you can leave the state set to 'liquid'
and enter 100% into the field Content of solids. The substance is then calculated,
in preparations, as a solid.
If you want to create a preparation (e.g. a solution) as a substance, you can enter the
actual content of solids in this field.
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This field is principally empty and can be filled in by the user, if required. If an
entry is made in this field, the state is no longer considered for the calculation of the
solids content of preparations.
 Solvent: This field serves to state the content of solvents for output in the Safety
Data Sheet. If creating your own file entry for solvents, you must activate this field,
as otherwise the calculation of the contents of solvents cannot function correctly.
 VOC-solvent: This field should be activated for all organic substances, which
exhibit a vapor pressure at 20°C of at least 0.01 kPa [according to the VOCdirective of the EC (1999/13/EC)] or have an initial boiling point less than or equal
to 250°C measured at a standard pressure of 101.3 kPa [according to the
"Decopaint" Directive (2004/42/EC)]. As our database does not contain the vapor
pressure values or boiling point values for all substances, we marked this field for
all substances, which are indicated as solvents in the field above. There are further
substances, which have a vapor pressure / boiling point above the stated limit and
have to be marked by the user, if applicable. The VOC-value for preparations is
then calculated according to the VOC-markings if these preparations are indicated
as coating materials. For this, activate the field Coating in the screen Country
specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160).
 Exempt solvent (US): Next to the field VOC-Solvent you will find the field
Exempt solvent (US), which is initially empty, but can be activated by the user.
 The field Austrian solvent regulation serves to define solvents according to the
Austrian Solvents Regulation. If the field Solvent is activated, this field is also
activated by default. Exceptions have to be entered by the user.
 Swiss VOCV: This field concerns the Swiss Ordinance on volatile organic
solvents.
If this field is activated, the product is a volatile organic substance according to the
Swiss VOC Ordinance. We have marked all substances and substance groups,
which are included in the official VOC-list, except for a large part of hydrocarbons
(gasolines, naphtas, etc.). The reason for this is that the properties, regarding the
content of aromatics and the boiling points, of these substances are not fully
identified by the CAS numbers. For those substances and for substances, that you
have created yourself, we recommend that you complete the correct classification
by using the Safety Data Sheets or other information from the supplier. For a
preparation the program adds the percentages of all ingredients marked as VOCs
and displays the Swiss VOC-content in the screen Country specific classifications.
 pH-value
 Whether it is an acid or base or neither
 Viscosity
 Explosion limits
 Vapour pressure
 Water miscible
 Occurrence in natural waterways: This item is used for the calculation of the
Dutch Water hazard class (ABM) for the differentiation of substances representing
a low hazard for the aquatic environment.
 Miscibility with and solubility in water and other solvents: The item Miscible or
soluble in water (internal flag) indicates - if activated - that the substance is fully
miscible with or easily soluble in water. In addition to the function as an internal
flag, this item serves the assessment of the water solubility for the calculation of the
Dutch Water hazard, if no numerical value is entered.
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 n-octanol-water partition coefficient (Cow): Here you can enter the partition
coefficient value. This value is used for the calculation of the Dutch Water hazard
(ABM). Please note, that a numerical value has to be entered. The required
logarithm is calculated by the program.
 Mixture of (is not used for the calculation, but only shown in the SDS): Here
you can enter information for ingredients (raw materials) of preparations, in order
to output this information on the SDS of a mixture. In the field Alternative CAS
numbers you can enter alternative CAS numbers for the output.
Note: The data entered in this field is not used for the calculation.

The output then occurs automatically in the SDS for preparations, under the
corresponding heading (i.e. 2.40.20 Dangerous components), see General heading
allocations, page 541).
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Example – Output on the SDS:

 Lead content: This field serves to calculate, whether preparations that contain lead
compounds, require a hazard phrase for lead containing coating compounds. For all
other substances the value in this field is 0.00%.
 Carbon content
 Content of soluble chromium (VI)
 Content of metal (for classification)
Superscripts and subscripts for formulas:
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As for all text entries in the program, it is possible to enter digits as superscripts (by
means of
+
–
) and as subscripts (by means of
+
–
) in this
screen.
Entering value ranges, values with <, >, ≤ and ≥:
For physical data you can also enter value ranges (values from-to) with/without
decimal places, or values with <, >, ≤ and ≥.
To input value ranges enter the desired values separated by a hyphen („-”).
Additionally, approximated values can be entered by means of „~” (circa). Values with
„≥” and „≤” can be entered as „>=” and „<=”. ChemGes automatically converts the
entered characters accordingly. ChemGes uses these values for the calculation.
Example:
80 to 100 minus >40 to <50 = >30 to <60
Calculation:
 80 - >40-<50  >30-<40
 100 - >40-<50  >50-<60
This results in a range of >30 to <60 (lowest and highest possible limit).
Not all of the data fields are filled in for each substance, because they are not always
relevant or available. The database is constantly expanded. If you have signed a
maintenance contract with us, you are provided with periodic updates.
You can also add new data, or alter existing data in the database yourself. Please note
that such alterations may be overwritten at the next program update. It is a well-known
fact, that data from different sources are not always identical. We would like to point
out, that our records come from various bibliographical sources and we therefore
cannot claim responsibility for the completeness and exactness thereof.

2.1.4.2. Additional physical-chemical values
This screen serves the extension of the database. To retrieve this window from the
screen Maintenance of substances, press
.
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If you have not created any values yet, ChemGes automatically switches to the screen
Input of definition of values for the new creation.

There you can enter the Description, Unit, and allocate a heading for output on the
SDS.

If this heading does not yet exist, it has to be created in Maintenance of headings (see
page 534) [
Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Headings].
The item Output of table with values of all ingredients, allows you to activate the
output of the applicable physical values for all ingredients of the mixture. Additionally,
you can define the percentage, from which the values of the ingredients shall be
stated.
The item Only substances that are also shown in section 3 lets you set that only the
values of those ingredients that are stated in section 3 shall be output, even if
additional ingredients have applicable values.
If you have also entered a value for the mixture itself, you can additionally output the
value for the mixture, in section 9, by activating the item If available, also output the
value of the preparation.
After leaving the screen Input of definition of values an overview with all value types
that you have created so far is displayed:
Here you can enter or alter values by clicking into the respective columns. The default
unit can be overwritten, if necessary.
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It is possible to allocate the same heading to several values. In this case all these values
will be displayed in the SDS one below the other, each beginning in a new line.
To adopt the new values into an existing SDS you have to perform an update via the
item Physical data – Additional physical/chemical data, if you have the automatic
update deactivated. These values are automatically adopted when a new SDS is
created.
Nota Bene:
The database with physical-chemical values can also be used for preparations. You
may access it from the screen Physical data by pressing
.

2.1.4.3. OELVs and biological limit values
The next window can be accessed via
OELVs in the screen Maintenance
of raw materials and contains the various exposure limits from countries all over the
world (OELVs (occupational exposure limit values), Ceiling limit values and CANCvalues (limit concentrations for carcinogenic substances), biological limit values, …).

In addition to the OELVs (fields Short-term values, Long-term values and Ceiling
limit values), hints like S (sensitization), H (skin resorption) and Y (no risk of fetal
distress during pregnancy in compliance with the OELVs) are available. We use the
country-specific abbreviations for the OELVs, as far as is known to us (e.g. MAK,
TRK), otherwise the abbreviation “OELV”.
In addition to the biological limit values information on the medium (for example:
blood), sampling time (for example: end of shift) and parameter (for example:
toluene) is available.
Here, you will also find additional information regarding whether the value is a Group
value, the texts of the Comments and whether the value is Locked for update.
Information on locking of OELVs for updates
If you enter OELVs yourself, you can protect these entries from being deleted or
overwritten during updates by activating the field Locked for updates either in the
overview screen (OELVs), or in the input screen (Maintenance of limit values).
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Buttons in the lower menu:
Via

you can access the Maintenance of Group OELVs (see page 483).

Via
Codes for biological limit values, you can access the maintenance of
country-specific abbreviations, after selecting a country.
To enter a new value, press

New entry.

In order to create a new value, press

Addition of new OELV.

By clicking into the appropriate line, you can change values. The screen Maintenance
of limit values can be accessed via right-click, and with a left-click on a value, you can
change that value without accessing the input screen.
Note: Greyed-out fields cannot be selected and show that the data field is not
applicable for the corresponding limit value.
Functions in the lower part of the screen:
Item Output only for solid preparations for dust limit values (OELVs)
OELVs for solid substances, regarding dust inhalation hazards are not applicable for
most liquid preparations containing such substances. Therefore, these values are not
output in section 8 of SDSs of preparations if Output only for solid preparations in
the overview screen OELVs is activated. This field is activated by default for all
substances, for which the German MAK-values are marked as dust limit values by one
of the letters A, E, F or G. To display the limit values of such a substance in SDSs of
liquid preparations, deactivate the field Output only for solid preparations.
The short-term as well as the long-term values – and, if available, Ceiling limit values
- (OELVs), including the type of limit value in full length, and comments, are adopted
into the SDS.
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Item Transfer into all other variations (/2, /3, ...):
This item allows the automatic adoption of all exposure limit values of the main raw
material for the created variations (incl. output in Section 8 of the SDS). If this item is
deactivated, only the limit values, which are entered for the variations, are used for the
variations. You can define this setting to be a default setting, with the option
Variations of raw materials (/2, /3, ...) – Transfer from main raw material – OELVs
in the screen Settings for the output (see page 412).
Note: If the item Transfer into all other variations (/2, /3, ...) is activated for the
main raw material, it is not possible to perform alterations or enter new values in the
screen OELVs for the variations.
Item Transfer of additional OELVs from substance:
Using this item in the screen OELVs (Maintenance of raw materials) you can allocate
a main substance from which the OELVs are to be adopted. If a main substance is
allocated in this field, ChemGes adopts those limit values, for which no corresponding
value is available for the other substance.
Example:
Substance A has a limit value AGW for Germany; substance B (allocated main
substance) has a limit value AGW, as well as a limit value MAK for Germany.
For substance A the limit value AGW (substance A) and the limit value MAK
(substance B) is output in the SDS for Germany.
Nota Bene:
When using this option please take into consideration that this does not correspond to
legal requirements.
In the official lists substances are stated either with their CAS number, or as group
entry. Both listing types are covered by ChemGes, independent of the above-described
option.
Allocate Group OELVs / Delete allocations to Group OELVs:
Via

you can access the Maintenance of Group OELVs (see page 483).

Nota Bene:
Obligatory values that must remain individual (cannot become group values) are
identified by a "-" in the field Group. The allocation to a group is not possible for these
values.
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Group OELVs are marked in the column Group value in the overview screen. A value
becomes a group OELVwhen a group is allocated to it in the Maintenance of limit
values screen. If the desired group does not exist, you can move to the Maintenance of
Group OELVs (see page 483) by pressing
and create it there. In the Maintenance
of limit values, you can also remove the group allocation by select the entry No group
allocation in the field Group.

Dust limit values (OELVs)
OELVs for solid substances, regarding dust inhalation hazards are not applicable for
most liquid preparations containing such substances. Therefore, these values are not
output in section 8 of SDSs of preparations if Output only for solid preparations in
the overview screen International limit values, is activated. This field is activated by
default for all substances, for which the German MAK-values are marked as dust limit
values by one of the letters A, E, F or G. To display the limit values of such a
substance in SDSs of liquid preparations, deactivate the field Output only for solid
preparations.
The short-term as well as the long-term values – and, if available, Ceiling limit values
- (OELVs), including the type of limit value in full length, and comments, are adopted
into the SDS.
Biological limit values
For each OELV you can activate whether it is a Biological limit value (see next
picture). If this item is activated, all fields for the OELV are set inactive (grey)
automatically.
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At the bottom part of the screen, you can then enter up to 4 different limit values (incl.
medium, sampling time and parameter), per substance.
The values, including the type of limit value, as well as further information (medium,
sampling time and parameter) in text form, as well as any comments, are adopted into
the SDS.

Codes for biological limit values
Codes for biological limit values
allows country-specific maintenance of the
codes. This screen contains the codes/translations for medium, sampling time and
parameter as well as for types of Media and Sampling Times. The same screen can be
accessed in Codes for biological limit values [Maintenance programs – Various
tables] (see page 484).

2.1.4.4. Toxicological values
The next screen in the substance database can be opened by pressing
Tox
Values in the screen Maintenance of raw materials and contains toxicological values.
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Important information:
Since very variable LD50 and LC50 values are found in the literature, these data
should be regarded merely as a guide; they do not necessarily correspond to the
classification according to official classifications, such as the EU-List. The values can
be extended by the user, as required; the tables can be created in Test types
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments - Toxicity] (see page 427) or in the
screen
Creation of new test type.
The table in the upper part of the overview shows the entered tox values, including
the corresponding Unit as well as the Test Method, the Exposure Route, the test
Animal, the Test Method, the existence of a comment and the SDS Group (see Table
allocations for the Safety Data Sheets, page 429) for each toxicological value.
Note: In the new field Additional information for the unit, you can enter an
additional or alternate unit (see next image).
The additional information for the unit, applies only to this one value. Please note that
this additional information should only be used, if the value is not to be used as the
basis for the calculation of a preparation value (i.e. one time 4h, then 6h), as the results
will then not be correct.
If a unit is defined for the test type, the additional information will be output after a
slash (/), otherwise, the value is output as it was entered.
The table in the lower part of the overview shows the Available test types.
In the lower part of the screen, you can find these additional options:
By activating the options The toxicity of this substance is unknown and The hazard
to the aquatic environment of this substance is not known, you can activate the
output of the notifications in Section 2 (Additional information) regarding components
with unknown toxicity or unknown aquatic environmental hazard.
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The option Transfer into all other variations (/2, /3, ...) leads to the adoption of the
toxicological values of the main substance by its variations. Activating the option
causes the toxicological values of the main substance to be used in all variations (with
output in Section 11 of the SDSs). If this option is deactivated, only the values entered
for the variation are output. These settings can be defined as default settings under
Variations of raw materials (/2, /3, ...) – Adopt from main raw material Toxicological
values in the screen Settings for the output (see page 412) [Maintenance programs –
Program adjustments].
The option Sort order lets you define whether the values are to be sorted according to
their abbreviations (alphanumeric or numeric), according to their Descriptions or
according to the ATE relevant values.
Note: All super- and subscripts (and their corresponding letters, that exist in Unicode),
are taken into consideration when sorting or selecting in the overview screens.
In addition, at the bottom of the screen is displayed information regarding the values
that are used for the classification. Blue test values are used for the calculation of the
ATEs .
Information regarding the various buttons in the lower menu, can be found below.
Changing of tox values:
In order to change an existing tox value, click in the corresponding line in the upper
table:

Creation of new test type:
For creating a new tox value, choose the desired test type in the lower table, by
clicking on it. Thereafter, ChemGes opens the following screen:
Note: If desired, you can create new Test types (see page 427) via
of new test type.

Creation

By pressing
Maintenance, you can switch to the Definitions for toxicology
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments - Toxicity] (see Toxicology
(Definitions for the toxicology), page 424.
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There, by pressing
Maintenance of species.

you can access the language independent table of the

To switch to the table in the basic language of the program (acc. to the parameter
countrylanguage) press
. If you retrieve the maintenance within an SDS you may
switch to the table in the language of the current SDS by pressing
. Here you can
enter new species. The field Test method serves to enter the respective test method.
Under Comment, general comments can be entered, which in turn can be output on
the SDS. Via the function
Alteration language one can enter a translation for the
comment. The comment is then output in the SDS under section 11 “Toxicological
information” in the table “LD/LC50 values relevant for classification”. The general
comment itself is output in the SDS for languages, for which no translation is
available.
The comment is only output, if the item Output of the toxicology comments in the
screen Countries [Maintenance programs - Various tables] (see page 459) is activated
for the respective country. Next to the item Comment, information on the language
and the availability of translations in other languages is stated, in parenthesis.
In the field Additional comments you can enter a comment and have it output in the
SDS, if the item Output of the additional comment in addition to the value in the
screen Maintenance of test types (page 427) is activated. The output is done directly
after the value. If no value has been entered, the entered additional comment is output
instead of a value.
The item The tox value will only be used for the following types of preparations
lets you specify for LC50 values (inhalation toxicity), whether these values for the raw
material shall be considered at the classification of the preparation as Gas, Vapor
and/or Dust or mist.
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Please note:
If you have entered several LC50 values for a raw material, for which you have
additionally activated one of the options Gas, Vapor and/or Dust or mist, and only a
certain value (for example LC50 value for Dust or mist, see previous picture) shall be
considered for the classification of the preparation, you can activate the respective
option of the item LC50 calculation in the Maintenance of preparations (screen GHS
classification, tab Hazards, see next picture).

Correspondingly, this value is then displayed in the quotient totals for Class 3.1 (in
Maintenance of preparations by means of
– Toxicological values (3.1))
and is used for the classification of the preparation:
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Allocation of target organs:
If chemical substances show specific detrimental effects on certain human organs, you
can indicate this via
Allocation of target organs (in the screen
Toxicological data).

There you can either choose one of the already entered target organs, in order to make
changes, or retrieve the Maintenance of organs window by pressing
, and enter
the names of the organs (see next picture).

If no target organs have been created, via
New entry, you can enter the
names of the organs and their allocations (see next image).
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First, select an organ via
. Alternatively, you can also enter one or more
letters and press
. The program will complete the name, if the letters are
unambiguous. Otherwise a selection window will open with all matching designations.
If the program cannot find a matching entry, it asks you whether you wish to create the
organ.

Afterwards enter the strength of the effect. The strength is decisive as to whether this
target organ will be stated as a standard phrase in SDSs. Details can be found in
Conditions for the automatic selection of standard phrases, page 560) under Target
organs [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text modules].

2.1.4.5. Substance listings
This screen contains information on the listing status of the raw material in various
country-specific substance lists.
You can open this overview in the screen Maintenance of raw materials via
Substance listings (see Substance window, page 20).
Note:
For preparations (see Preparation window, page 120) you can open an overview of the
substance listing entries for the ingredients by pressing
Listing status.
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The overview is sorted so that it begins with your own country followed by the
remaining countries in alphabetical order.
Column 1 shows the country, column 2 and 3 contain the abbreviation and the name of
the listing. Column 4 shows the substance’s listing status, including classification
information (if applicable) and column 5 contains the limit for the adoption into the
SDS (if applicable).
Using the button
Next page, you can scroll through the list pages. By
pressing
+A-Z, 1-9, 0, you can perform a search within the substance listings.
Information on substance listing entries (column 4):
If it is a “yes/no” list (e.g. AICS), an activated check box indicates, that the substance
is mentioned in that list, and an box indicates, that is not in that list. By left-clicking on
a line in column 4 you can activate / deactivate an entry.
For “text”lists (e.g. GADSL), a list entry is indicated by values or text. By left-clicking
on a line in column 4 you can open a separate window, where you can enter or delete
values /text.
Note:
Please handle this screen carefully, as you can easily alter original entries accidentally.
Maintenance and new creation of substance listings:
To create a new substance list press
on your keyboard or the button
New creation. Via
or Right click, you can access the Maintenance of the
chosen substance listing. For a new creation, the same window will open (empty),
which you may fill in according to your requirements.
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The example above shows a substance list, in which only the occurrence of a substance
is entered (exists - yes/no). If you activate the option Exists – Yes/No of the field Type
of value, the fields Output of the special phrases that all of the substances are part
of the listing and Output of the special phrases that none of the substances is part
of the listing, are activated.
Note: For text lists (option Type of values – Text) you can enter texts for
abbreviations via the button Abbreviation explanations, if required.

Sample:

In the SDS these texts are then output below the substance listing entry (see sample
below):
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Note regarding the options for the output of special phrases:
There are standard phrases that can be shown depending on whether or not all
ingredients are included, depending on the limits of consideration.
There are two types of texts:
The general texts are
- None of the ingredients is included or The substance is not included
- All ingredients are included or The substance is included
If you only want to specify which substances are not included, then select the option
Only output the missing substances when the individual substances are output.
The text of the title is then supplemented by the phrase '(substances are not
contained)'.
Important: It should be noted that for listings that are not just yes/no listings, but
contain a value, or for which the percentages should be given, you can indicate that all
the substances are included, but since the value itself is important, a corresponding
phrase is only output if all ingredients to be displayed have the same value.
For a better understanding: If it is only important for a recipe, whether certain
substances are included, then it is sufficient, of course, to say that all substances are
included. But if the percentage is significant, the statement that all substances are
contained would suppress the percentages.
If you only want to substitute phrases for the headline for this particular listing,you can
do this via the button Specific phrases for this heading only. So if you define
heading-specific phrases, they replace the standard phrases.
The corresponding texts for these phrases can be found in Texts for listings
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases] (see page 584).
Via the button Maintenance of standard phrases, it is possible to quickly access the
screen Texts for listings. By pressing
Alteration language you can change the
language – the current language will be output in the upper part of the screen.

Alternatively, you can create your own texts via the button Specific phrases for this
heading only. These are then output only for the listing stated in the field Heading.
By pressing
Alteration language you can change the language – the current
language will be output in the upper part of the screen.
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If you activate the item Entries by EC-/Index number allowed, you can define for
each substance, whether this list entry shall apply for all substances with the same
EINECS and/or Index number.

The item Transfer of the substance from allows you to set a %, g/l, g/100ml, or g/kg
limit for the adoption of a substance as listed. However, using the g/l, g/100ml, or the
g/kg limit is only possible, if the preparation has an entry for the density, which is
required for the conversion calculation.
The item Substance specific limits permitted lets you use the consideration limit for
the SDS when performing a list entry for a substance (see example below).
Nota Bene:
Please note that this item can only be selected, if a heading for output of the listing, is
allocated and the item Substance specific limits permitted is activated in the screen
Maintenance of substance listings. In the SDS the substance is then output from the
defined limit on.

The setting Output only if the substance is also shown in Section 3 of the SDS with
the dangerous substances, allows you to restrict the output of the listing status of
substances, to those substances that are stated as hazardous in Section 3. We do not
recommend using this setting.
Furthermore, you can set that the components of a substance listing shall be stated
without their CAS numbers, by activating the item No output of CAS number.
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If you select one of the options Exact or Limits (only for percentages) in the field
Output of the percentage resp. amount, the field Output of the special phrases
that all of the substances are part of the listing is deactivated, as the substance(s)
will then be listed in table form.
The option Only output of missing substances was implemented, as customers
repeatedly contacted us concerning the output of listed substances in the SDS and with
this the disclosure of possibly confidential data on components. If this item is
activated, the existing output logic is reversed. Instead of the listed substances, only
those substances that are not listed are output for the respective substance listing. In
consideration of the valid legislation we do not recommend activating this option.
Using the option Phrase that is also displayed elsewhere if no substance is shown,
you can choose any SDS phrase that is to be automatically output if none of the
ingredients of the preparation are listed in the selected substance list.
By means of the field Countries you can define the countries, for which the output
shall be done. Further information can be found under Listings (see page 544).
Information on the transfer of substance listing information to variations:
By means of the item Transfer into all other variations (/2, /3, …) you can adopt all
listing entries of the main raw material for the created variations. If this item is
activated, the substance listing entries of the main raw material are used for all
variations (incl. output in Section 15 of the SDS). If this item is deactivated, only the
substance listing entries, which are entered for the variations, are used for the
variations. You can also define this setting as a default setting using the item
Variations of raw materials (/2, /3, ...) – Takeover from main raw material –
Substance listings in the screen Settings for the output (see page 412).
Transfer of substance list information into the SDS:
In order to output a substance list in the SDS, allocate a heading, under which the
information shall be stated. If such a heading does not exist yet, you have to create it.
Only after you have created the heading, the lower part of the window is active.
1. Create a heading in the required languages:
This can be done directly from the Maintenance of substance listings for each
substance list, after clicking into the field Heading, by pressing the button
Maintenance of headings. By means of
you can retrieve an overview of all
already created headings. The selected heading is then displayed in the field Heading.
Most substance listings will be output in Section 15. Further information can be found
in Headings on page 534.
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2. Create phrases for the heading.
To do this, go to the Maintenance of phrases [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets – Text modules].
Five text phrases should be created in the following order:
1
2
3
4
5

None of the ingredients is listed.
All ingredients are listed.
Substance is not listed.
Substance is listed.
Unlisted substances.

If none of the ingredients of a preparation is included in the corresponding list, the
program displays phrase 1. If all ingredients are listed, phrase 2 is stated. For SDSs of
substances either phrase 3 (not listed) or phrase 4 (listed) is stated.
If not all ingredients are included in the respective list, all listed ingredients are stated
instead of the phrases.
Please note: For headings, under which listing entries shall be output, the phrase
numbers 1- 5 are reserved for the above stated texts. If you create a phrase for such a
heading, in the Maintenance of phrases, with a phrase number between 1 and 5, you
will receive the following message:
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The corresponding texts for these phrases can be found in Texts for listings
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases] (see page 584).
In the screen Maintenance of substance listings, you can also call upon these texts
with the buttons Maintenance of standard phrases (general listing texts) or Specific
phrases for this heading only (Listing texts that are defined for a specific substance
listing).
If you press
Next free number you will automatically receive a phrase number
from number 6 onwards.
Now you have to perform the allocations for the created heading (and its phrases). In
the Maintenance of substance listings, choose the appropriate list to open its
maintenance window (as shown above). Click the field Heading and enter the heading
number, or select it from the overview (by
).
Nota Bene:
Please only create headings and text modules in those languages in which you want an
output (e.g. in English or American English), so that it does not appear in other country
versions by mistake. SDSs, which already exist, have to be updated (automatically or
manually) and new SDSs will have the new heading automatically.
Already created SDSs have to be updated by means of
Substance listings).

Update (activate item

To alter the entries in the SDS, which were automatically done by the program,
position the cursor in the first line of such a table and press
. In the displayed
window you can delete or add substances.
Output of substance listings as Excel files:
The following two output programs are available here:
Button Excel file with preparations and all raw materials in this substance listing:
Sample output:
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Button Excel file with raw materials and the occurrence in all preparations:
Sample output:

After selecting the desired program, you can define the output folder:

Via the button Import new values with file, you can import data for a substance
listing, yourself. Additional information regarding the file and data format, appears
after clicking on the button (see next picture):
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After selecting the file, in the field Name of the file to be read, you can start the
import by pressing
Program start.
Note: Once a data import was performed with this function, it cannot be undone.
Therefore, it is highly recommend to always perform a program and data backup
before you import data using this function.
By pressing

, you can leave the above-shown screen.

2.1.4.6. Transport classification of raw materials

Here you can view the transport classification according to the ADR (respectively
RID) and DOT (Land transport), as well as according to the IMDG and IATA (Sea
and Air transport) for raw materials.
Note: In the upper part of the screen, you can see additional information, such as the
CAS-number, the description, the GHS classification, as well as the flashpoint and
boiling point of the substance.
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Explanation of abbreviations:
ADR:

European transport regulation for road transport

RID:

European transport regulation for rail transport: the classification is identical
to the ADR and therefore not repeated.

DOT:

Transport regulations for the USA

IMDG: Transport regulations for the sea transport
IATA:

Transport regulations for the air transport

In order to enter or change any classification data, click into the corresponding line.
Note: Greyed-out fields cannot be selected and show that the field is not applicable to
the transport type (i.e. ADR Code for DOT, IMDG and IATA). Changed fields are
initially marked in yellow.
Field Class:
Upon clicking into the field Class, you can choose the desired class from the overview
or manually enter it:
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Field UN number:
The field UN number now contains the following additional functions:

If the transport classification has already been calculated, you will receive an overview
of Matching UN numbers for the substance:

You can also search for UN numbers, or switch into the Maintenance of UN
numbers via
.
After selecting a UN number you will receive a new screen, where you can perform
the following settings:
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If the selected UN number has entries for several packing groups, you can select a
packing group in the field Possible packing group. If only one packing group entry
exists, the field is inactive (grey).

If the state of the substance /preparation does not correspond to the state that is
assigned to the selected UN number, ChemGes indicates this with a message in blue
font. In addition, the item Alteration of the state of the substance can be selected. By
means of this item you can adjust the state of the substance/preparation to the state of
the UN number.
Example:

By means of
Transfer you can adopt the selected UN number, including all
data assigned to this number (Class, ADR code, packing group, label, etc.). In this case
no calculation is performed.
By pressing
No adjustments you can adopt the selected UN number without
further control of state of aggregation and by pressing
you can cancel the input.
Information on the transfer of UN-numbers without recalculation via
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 If the UN number does not match the classification of the product, unsuitable risk
factors may be selected.
 It might be that some information could not automatically be determined by
selecting a UN number only.
 UN numbers which do not fit to the substance will be replaced by correct UN
numbers after the next classification.
 The classification is performed automatically upon retrieving the preparation.
Field Name:
Depending on the transport type, upon clicking into the field Name, the following
screen opens:
Here you can define whether a substance is to be output as a Hazard trigger. The
usual search options are available here.
For ADR/RID, DOT/TDG/TMD and IATA:

For IMDG:

To retrieve the article overview or search for substances press
. You can also
enter a product code and press
, an index number and press
or an EC
number and press
. Via
, you can search for text. Further information can be
found under Transport classifications of preparations (see page 184) and Settings for
the declaration text (see page 501).

Field Marine pollutant (for DOT and IMDG) / Symbol Fish and tree (for ADR):
This field provides information regarding the marine pollutant status of the substance,
for DOT/TDG/TMD and IMDG. The database contains more than 600 substances,
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which are classified as marine pollutants according to the IMDG. The letter P stands
for a marine pollutant and PP indicates a strong marine pollutant. Preparations are
calculated automatically according to these values. They are classified as marine
pollutants, if they contain at least 10% P-substances or at least 1% PP-substances.
Nota Bene:
We did not classify White spirits (turpentine substitutes), as they have different
compositions and - according to IMDG - only have to be classified as marine
pollutants at an aromatic content of 15 - 20 %. These and all self-created substances
have to be checked manually.
The item Symbol "Fish and tree" can be altered manually for ADR. Depending on
the settings in the screen General transport adjustments (see page 497) you can
perform the calculation automatically and / or lock it. This alteration (lock) remains
until it is "unlocked" either manually or the transport data is deleted using
.

Fields Limited quantity, Excepted quantity, Transport category and Tunnel
restriction code :
The fields Limited quantities, Excepted quantity, Transport category and Tunnel
restriction code concern the codes and categories according to ADR, which are stated
in SDS-section 14, automatically. Here you can also find the quantity limitations for
passenger aircraft/rail and cargo aircraft according to the DOT and IATA.
Note: In the field Excepted quantity, after clicking into the lines for ADR or IMDG,
you will receive an overview of applicable entries. The desired entry can be chosen by
clicking on it or manually entered. If you hover the mouse over an entry, ChemGes
shows additional information.

Field Output of RQ:
The item Output of RQ, facilitates the output of the Restricted Quantities (RQ)
according to DOT. Further information can be found at Settings for the declaration
text (see page 501).

Field Poison inhalation hazard:
In the field Poison inhalation hazard, you can choose the appropriate entry for the
Poison inhalation hazard according to the DOT.
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Field EmS:
The EmS-Code is a code for First-Aid-Measures in sea transport. It used to consist of
a combination of digits (e.g. 3-07). With IMDG 2003 it was changed to two different
letter combinations - EmS-Fire (e.g. F-E) and EmS-Spillage (e.g. S-D). These letter
combinations are stated one after the other, separated by a comma. Via
you can
perform a recalculation.

Field Segregation groups:
After clicking into the field Segregation groups, you can open an overview of IMDG
Segregation groups by pressing
. Here, you may allocate up to 6 segregation
groups. The allocations of UN numbers to segregation groups for raw materials listed
in the IMDG Code were integrated in the ChemGes database. They are adopted as
proposal in the field Segregation groups in the screen Transport and Screen 2 of the
UN numbers [Maintenance programs – Transport] (see page 503).

Field Stowage:
This field contains the Stowage category (i.e. “B”), the Stowage code (i.e. “SW1”), the
Handling code (i.e. “H1”) and the Segregation code (i.e. “SG1”) according to IMDG.
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Field Comments:
In the field Comments you can enter a general comment or a comment for ADR,
DOT, IMDG and/or IATA. If required you can output the comment(s) in the SDS in
Section 14 under the heading „Remarks“ (by activating the item Output of comments
in the SDS in the screen General adjustments for transport [Maintenance programs –
Transport], see page 497).

Functions in the lower part of the screen:
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HazChem-code (for Great Britain, Australia, India and Malaysia):

The HazChem-Code or Emergency Action Code (EAC) replaces the Hazard number
(Kemler) in the Anglo-Saxon Transport law. This code contains information in case of
an accident with hazardous goods. The first item – a number – identifies fire-fighting
measures. The second item – a letter – indicates the necessary safety instructions for
the fire department. The third item is either free or an “E”, which represents a general
safety risk.
Option During input:

With the option Automatic transfer to the different types of transport, you can
define that changes are adopted into all transport types.
Via the option Recalculation of dependent other fields, you can define that, for
example, additional information for the UN number is adopted automatically when the
applicable classification or criteria are changed. This means that, upon changing
classification fields, other fields that are directly affected are automatically updated.
The transport classification can be locked with the button Lock:
If the lock is activated, the red text “Locked“, is output.
Note: After changing the transport classification, it is automatically locked.

Buttons in the lower menu:
By pressing

, you can delete the transport data in full.

Afterwards, the deleted fields are marked in yellow and the button
to initial state is available:
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Via
you can perform a simplified classification and then, via
you
can Recalculate additional information. Further information is available under
Automatic transport classification (see page 195).

Via

you can copy the Transport classification of another substance.

All usual search options are available here.
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By pressing

you can switch to the Maintenance programs:

Notes regarding the classification:
 Substances that are not classified as hazardous for transportation, are marked by a
hyphen (-) in the field Class of each applicable form of transportation.
 An empty screen does not indicate that the product is classified as not hazardous for
transportation, but that the classification has not been performed or entered.
 It is possible to let the program calculate a proposal for the ADR-classification
from the classification. But this does not always lead to correct results. Find more
information in the chapter Proposal for the ADR-classification of substances (see
page 118).

2.1.4.7. Country specific information
This screen contains country specific information for the raw material.
This overview can be opened in the screen Maintenance of raw materials via
:
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Fields for the EU:
 Seveso III (Directive 2012/18/EU): This field shows the qualified quantities,
categories and listed ingredients (Namentlich aufgeführte gefährliche Stoffe ANHANG I, Named dangerous substances, Annex I), according to Directive
2012/18/EU.
After clicking into this field you will receive the following screen:

The calculation of the qualified quantities is based on 4 categories (H –Health
hazards, P – Physical hazards, E – Environmental hazards, O – Other hazards),
where the most stringent classification is considered. Listed substances (named
dangerous substances, Annex I) have priority. These values can be altered
manually, after which they are marked red and locked for re-calculations. To
unlock, press
.
The item The product was repacked or unpacked allows that substances and
mixtures of GHS Class 2.1/1.4, are classified as P1a.
The item Particularly high pressure or temperature allows for substances and
mixtures of GHS Class 2.6 to be classified as P5a.
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The item Temperature > boiling point leads to substances and mixtures of GHS
Class 2.6 being classified as P5b.
 Biocidal Products Regulation: By means of this item you can set that the raw
material is a biocidal active substance or a nanomaterial.
 Via the option Annex XVII REACH (Restrictions), you can enter the restrictions
of the raw material, according to Annex XVII. The here entered restrictions are
output on the EU SDS under heading 15.69.110 Regulation (EG) No. 1907/2006
ANNEX XVII. In order to lock the entered restrictions, click into the field. In order
to unlock the entered restrictions, click into the field again, and press
Unlock.
Nota Bene:
The restrictions 3 and 40 are automatically calculated from the classification.
 The field Waste hazards serves the selection of the codes according to Annex III
Properties of wastes which render them hazardous, of the EU Directive on waste.
After selecting this field you can select /deselect the required codes (see next
picture).

You can activate the output of the codes in Section 3 of the SDS in General options
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521).
 ECHA notification - Reference Number: This field serves for entering the
registration number, which is generated upon completing an ECHA notification and
listed in the respective transfer protocol. This number is required, if you wish to
retransfer substances or mixtures in order to update the notification.
 Chemical Safety Assessment available: If a Chemical Safety Assessment was
carried out for the substance, you can activate this item.
With this setting and if the output of the Exposure scenario is activated globally,
(see General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521)),
the output of the Exposure scenario is activated for the substance and all
preparations, which contain this substance. If this occurs, a phrase is automatically
output in REACH SDSs, under the heading 15.67 Chemical Safety Assessment, if
the item EU Country in the screen Maintenance of countries, tab General settings
(see page 459) is activated. In addition, the button
Additional
Exposure scenarios is displayed in the SDS screen (see Information fields and
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buttons in the SDS, page 263 and Exposure scenarios for the SDS, page 597). If this
item is deactivated, ChemGes will automatically output a phrase indicating that a
Chemical Safety Assessment has not been carried out.
 Nanoform: Here you can define further details for nanoforms (form, structure,
etc.).

The text for „nanoform“ can be maintained in the screen Variable texts for tables
(see page 581). The output in the SDS will be based on your selection in the above
screen, in Sections 2 and 3.
Example:

Fields for Germany:
 Storage class (LGK) acc. to TRGS510: The LGK is automatically calculated
based on the transport classification and, if necessary, on the hazard classification
and the state of aggregation.
 Betriebssicherheitsverodnung BetrSichV: The VbF is no longer valid in Germany
since 1.1.2003. The classification is now performed according to the
Betriebssicherheitsverordnung BetrSichV (German Plant Safety Ordinance)
based on the level of flammability.
 Water hazard class, Type of WHC classification
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Automatic calculation of the Water hazard class of substances according to the
German AwSV:
According to the latest version of the national German regulation on water hazard
classification (AwSV, Verordnung über Anlagen zum Umgang mit
wassergefährdenden Stoffen) the Water Hazard Class WHC can be calculated from
the classification, if the substance is not included in the official list.
Via the symbol
Hazard Class.

you can access the Settings for the calculation of the Water

Via the field Type, it is possible to mark list classifications as List classification.
The following options are available in this screen:

 The substance is subject to annex 2 of the ChemVerbotsV: Using this option,
you can define, that the raw material fulfills the requirements according to annex 2
of the German Chemikalien-Verbotsverordnung (ChemVerbotsV). If this option is
activated, then the corresponding information is output on an SDS for Germany,
under heading 15.70.70 Other regulations, limitations and prohibitive regulations.
 The items below contain information about the German MAK list as well as BATvalues (Biological workplace tolerance values).
 TA-Luft type and class: The fields for the TA-Luft classification contain letters
with the following meanings:
O

Organic substances

A

Inorganic substances

K

Carcinogenic substances

R

Substances toxic for reproduction

E

Mutagenic substances

For each of these groups of substances, there are 3 or 4 classes, which are listed
after them.
Fields for Austria:
 VbF class for Austria (no longer valid in Germany, since 31.12.2002): This field
contains descriptions in accordance with the Ordinance on the storage of
combustible liquids, which are identical with the German descriptions. There are
only differences in Class B, because Austria has a Class BI for flash points <21°C
and BII for flash points from 21 to 55°C.
 Waste #: This field is not filled in, since the definite allocation of Waste Code
Numbers to substances is only possible in a few cases. Therefore, it must be filled
in by the user. The field Waste # is intended for the National Austrian Waste Key
Number (5 digits). In ChemGes, you can search for key numbers for all fields, by
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pressing
in this field. Further information can be found in the section
Waste Catalogue (see page 243).
 TA-Luft type and class: The fields for the TA-Luft classification contain letters
with the following meanings:
O

Organic substances

A

Inorganic substances

K

Carcinogenic substances

R

Substances toxic for reproduction

E

Mutagenic substances

For each of these groups of substances, there are 3 or 4 classes, which are listed
after them.
Fields for further countries (respective country flags):
Switzerland:
 Waste #: This field is not filled in, since the definite allocation of Waste Code
Numbers to substances is only possible in a few cases. Therefore, it must be filled
in by the user. The field Waste # is intended for the Swiss Waste Code (6 digits)
according to the Verordnung des UVEK über Listen zum Verkehr mit Abfällen (SR
814.610.1). In ChemGes, you can search for key numbers for all fields, by pressing
in this field. Further information can be found in the section Waste
Catalogue (see page 243).
 FOPH registration according to ChemO (Swiss Chemical Ordinance, Article 48 –
54; SR 813.11): By clicking this button you can access the FOPH information on
raw materials. Here you will find fields for entering the CPID (Chemical Product
IDentification), the Submission status and the Manufacturer information for the
FOPH registration.
General information
(from Guidance RPC, https://www.anmeldestelle.admin.ch):
The manufacturer of new substances who places them on the market in Switzerland
in quantities of ≥ 1 tonne per year must notify the new substance before placing it
on the market for the first time in Switzerland (Art. 26 ChemO).
The manufacturers of new substances that, in accordance with Art. 26 ChemO
para. 1 let. a-c, are exempted from the obligation to notify, shall, independently of
whether a safety data sheet must be compiled for them, report them to the
Notification Authority for Chemicals within three months after first placing them on
the market (Art. 48, Art. 19 ChemO).
The notification as well as the report must be submitted in an electronic format.
(Art. 27 para. 1 and Art. 51 ChemO). Notifications may be submitted, reports must
be submitted via the RPC portal (www.rpc.admin.ch).
Preparations subject to registration:
 Hazardous preparations according to 48-54 ChemO (SR 813,11)
 Non-hazardous preparations containing the following types of substances:
 Substances hazardous to health or environment ≥ 1.0% (gases ≥ 0.2%)
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 In addition, the following substances from 0.1% on: Substances of classes
3.6/2, 3.7/1A, 1B or 2 and that have effects on or via lactation, 3.4/1, as well
as PBT-, vPvB- and SVHC-substances
 Substances with an EU occupational exposure limit (without defined limit)
Note: It is not necessary to register preparations for which the labelling contains
only EUH phrases and that do not contain substances that must be reported, based
on the above rules.
Requirements for the submission via RPC
1. Personal user account in the RPC
2. Linkage of the user account with the reporting company
3. Review of whether a notification or reporting obligation exists (self-regulation)
Steps for registration:
1. Create FOPH Mass registration in ChemGes
2. Upload dossier to the BAG-website
3. Download log files from the BAG-website
4. Transfer log files into ChemGes
5. If errors occur, correct them and restart procedure

Important: As the FOPH has several, very specific requirements, we urgently
recommend that you watch and consider the directions in our instructional
YouTube video at https://dr-software.com/links/youtube.php?doc=bag&lng=en, so
you can make use of the fully automatic possibilities that ChemGes offers you.
The registration of raw materials is similar is similar to that for preparations (see
Countryspecific classifications, page 160 and the video on our website).
Note: Please note that raw materials with CAS or EC numbers usually do not need
to be registered, as the FOPH has an extensive substance list with CAS and EC
numbers. Therefore, it is only necessary to register substances without CAS or EC
Number, for which you received notification in the FOPH log, that the substance is
not known.
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Button Mass registration of raw materials
To ensure that for raw material registrations, the FOPH is aware of all substances
used in your company, you can use the button Mass registration of raw materials,
so that ChemGes searches through all of your formulations for raw materials that
are neither identified by a CAS number nor an EC number.

Additionally, ChemGes searches all logs for error notifications indicating that the
FOPH did not recognize an official number. All of these substances are then
notified to the FOPH via a mass registration. At the same time, ChemGes generates
an error log, in case some substances could not be registered. Please note that for
substances that are already registered, it is important that the CPID is entered, as
otherwise conflicts will occur. It is therefore important to import the registered
substances, beforehand (see Button Import of registered products).
The CPID (Chemical Product IDentification) is generated by the RPC system,
automatically (during each product registration). ChemGes uses this number as
information on whether a registration has been completed for a substance.
Therefore, only delete this number in exceptional circumstances, as the FOPH can
recognize when the CPID and the product code no longer align and allows new
registration only when this is corrected.
ChemGes knows when a new registration is necessary and shows this information
on the screen. Via the button next to the information, you can decide whether to
perform a registration.

If a registration was not completed, ChemGes will show, in most cases, the
corresponding error. Some error can only be identified by the FOPH and are then
shown in the submission status in the error identification.
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In the field Common use of raw material you can define the use of the raw
material in the formulation. If no value is entered here, ChemGes will
automatically identify whether it is a main, secondary, dye or fragrance substance.
The field Manufacturer lets you define the manufacturer. Outputting this
information is extremely important for biocides. Up to 5 manufacturers can be
selected. It is possible to create new companies here. If no company is output, then
the company information from the SDS is used.
Button Import of registered products
If you have already registered substances with the FOPH, then you can use this
menu item to import this data into ChemGes. First download the necessary
information from your FOPH account, via Downloads - List of all notified products
of your own company. Afterwards you can import the created xls-file into
ChemGes, via the menu item Import of registered products.
Note: The prerequisite for a successful import is that you used your own product
code when originally registering the product, and that that product code is the same
as the one you have entered for the product in ChemGes. If the product codes are
different, then ChemGes cannot perform an allocation.
Button Mass registration of preparations:
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After registering the raw materials, you can select your preparations for mass
registration here, according to the regular criteria.

Additionally, you can define the Output directory.
Upon pressing
Program start, the creation of the mass notification is
started. Thereafter, you can log into the FOPH website and upload the registration
via Mass registration. Detailed information can be found in our instructional video
https://dr-software.com/links/youtube.php?doc=bag&lng=en.
IMPORTANT: After uploading on the FOPH website it is absolutely necessary to
download the log via the button Download of last log (Download des letzten
Logs). ChemGes needs this information for the status of the transferred substances.
Screen Defaults for the FOPH registration (via Button Settings)
Here you can define the default values for the FOPH registration:

If you place environmental substances on the market, you must define a default
value for the Quantity placed on the market.
While the output of a Contact person is optional it is strongly encouraged by the
authorities.
If you sell biocides, then the data for biocides (for example the field of application),
is absolutely necessary for the registration. Under Additional information on
biocides you can define default values and if necessary make changes for
individual products in the screen FOPH information on raw materials.
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For Aerosols, you can define here one of the two standard packaging options
according to the FOPH (Pressurized gas pack or Manual pump), in which your
product is most commonly sold.
Limit to show ingredients of products for the public:
The regulation requires the output of all hazardous ingredients of a product. For
non-hazardous ingredients there is a lower limit of 1%. At your own risk, you can
define here a different lower limit for hazardous ingredients. Special limits that are
lower than the legally defined limit, take precedence.
Use water to fill formulations with less than 98% ingredients to 100%:
Many of our customers do not enter water into their formulations, as it is not
relevant for the classification. This option lets you define that for formulations that
are not complete, the difference to 100% will be considered to be water.
Percentage in notifications to the public:
Here you can define whether the percentage output of all ingredients is to be done
according to the rounding table for the PCN notification, according to the rounding
table for the Swiss SDS or Exactly.
If the product is not intended for the public, then only the substances and
percentages from the SDS, will be notified.
Intended use, if no other one has been defined:
If no intended use is defined in your SDS, then the use defined here will be the
default value.
The last option lets you define whether to Move log files to a backup directory
after transfer.
Italy:
 TA-Luft type and class: The fields for the TA-Luft classification contain letters
with the following meanings:
O

Organic substances

A

Inorganic substances

K

Carcinogenic substances

R

Substances toxic for reproduction

E

Mutagenic substances

For each of these groups of substances, there are 3 or 4 classes, which are listed
after them.

The Netherlands:
 ABM - Automatic calculation of the Water hazard class (NL) of substances
according to the Dutch ABM:
The automatic calculation of the Dutch Water Hazard Class of raw materials is
based on the GHS classification, the eco-toxicological data and whether the
substance is a “Black list substance” (Lijst van Zeer Zorgwekkende Stoffen).
The new regulation for the calculation of the Dutch Water hazard class
differentiates between 4 categories:
Z: Substances of very high concern, „Black list substances“
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A: Slowly degradable substances that are hazardous to the aquatic environment
B: Rapidly degradable substances that are hazardous to the aquatic environment
C: Substances that occur naturally in the aquatic environment
These substances are divided into further subsubcategories (1= high), based on
increasing hazard potentials (Z: 1,2; A: 1-4; B: 1-5; C: 1,2).
The Dutch texts for the categories can be found in Texts for water hazard classes
(NL) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases] (see page
585).

Besides listed substances, the following substances are to be considered as
substances of very high concern
 Carcinogenic, mutagenic and reproductive toxic substances (Categories 1A and
1B respectively),
 Substances that meet the criteria for PBT/vPvB according to REACH, Annex
XIII or
 Substances that are listed as SVHC.
Further criteria for the classification are
 eco-toxicological data and data on the degradability (see screen Toxicological
values, page 78) and
 physical/chemical data, for example the solubility in water and the n-octanol/water
partition coefficient (screen Physical data on page 68). If no information on the
solubility is available, the internal flag Miscible or soluble in water is used.
Denmark:
 MAL-Code: Several fields are available for the Danish MAL-Code.
The Danish MAL-Code consists of two numbers connected by a hyphen. The number
before the hyphen (00, 0 up to 5) is a measurement for the amount of air in m3 per liter,
which is necessary to avoid exceeding the OELV (occupational exposure limit value).
The number after the hyphen (0 for water, 1 to 6 for all other substances) shows the
hazard level to be observed concerning the protective equipment. The first number
primarily depends on the OELV, the second one on the classification. A table with
official values is available for a large number of substances; all other substances are
categorized by means of OELV, vapor pressure and classification.
Please note:
For the same reason as for the Swiss VOC values, we could not include the MAL
classifications of many hydrocarbons, as data like the content of aromatics and boiling
points would be required. For many hydrocarbons, this data is not clearly definable
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based simply on the CAS number. We recommend that you add information using
Subannex I for the Danish MAL-code and supplier data. The MAL-code calculation of
polymers is currently not included.
In addition to the calculated MAL-code, this screen contains a small table with the
MAL-factors according to Subannex 1 (4 values per line). If this table is empty, the
calculation is performed as mentioned above (from OELVs, vapor pressure, and
classification). The calculated MAL-code cannot be altered directly, but only by
altering the values in the table. To delete entries in the table, select the required line
and press
. For preparations only one field for the calculated MAL-code is
available.
Canada:
 HMIRA numbers: In this field you can enter the HMIRA Registration number and
the data regarding Claim filed and Claim granted according to the Hazardous
Materials Information Review Act (HMIRA).

Korea:
 Waste: Using the fields Designated, Workplace and Municipal, you can choose
the korean waste code numbers. By pressing
, you can open an overview
of the waste code numbers. Additional settings can also be found under Settings for
Korea (see page 596).

Japan:
 Fire ServiceAct: Here you can allocate the raw material to a category of the Fire
Service Act:
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Further fields:
 Registration: You can enter the national registration numbers for any created
country into field 25.
Example – Overview: numbers created for the EU and Turkey:

Further information on registration numbers for the EU:
If you enter REACH registrations numbers in this field, these numbers are
automatically adopted into the SDSs under heading 1.30.10.80 "Registration number"
as required by REACH.
Here it is also possible to allocate registration numbers to company data in the SDS,
thus automating the output. In the SDS the registration numbers, which are allocated to
the selected company address phrase, are stated. If no registration numbers were
allocated to the specific company address phrase, the registration numbers without
allocation, are output.

Underneath, are the fields Tonnage band, Deadline for registration and Preregistered substance for the Pre-registration according to REACH.
Further information on pre-registration numbers for Turkey:
For Turkey you can enter the pre-registration number according to the Turkish
KKDIK-Regulation (KİMYASALLARIN KAYDI, DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ, İZNİ
VE KISITLANMASI HAKKINDA YÖNETMELİK) in this field.
Just as for the REACH-Registration numbers, it is possible here to allocate the number
to a company. If you wish to output the pre-registration number on a turkish SDS,
define a heading number in the screen Settings for Turkey (see page 595)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Country specific settings ments].
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Further information on for the Registration number for Korea:
Here you can enter registration numbers, as well as an associated expiration date, for
Korea. Just as for REACH Registration numbers, the allocation to a company is
possible here. The text for the output of the expiration date, can be found under
Settings for Korea (see page 596).

 Special percentage limits for the SDS: By means of this item you can define one
of the special percentage limit tables, which were created in the screen Predefined
limit tables (see page 611) [Maintenance Programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
settings - Definition of limits to use – Predefined limit tables] to be used for the
adoption into the SDS. Furthermore, you can set, that for this substance the exact
percentage shall be output. After selecting the field, you can access, via
, the
Maintenance of limit value tables.
Please note:
One can define for raw materials, mixtures, and individual countries, whether limits
or exact percentages shall be used. Differing settings may therefore easily lead to
conflicts.
Thus, ChemGes proceeds as follows:
 If a raw material has a special limit, this limit is used.
 If a raw material does not have a special limit, the program checks for a special
limit for the mixture.
 If a mixture does not have a special limit, the program checks for a special limit
for your country.
 If the country does not have a special limit, the general setting is used.
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 RTECS-number (identification number for substances in the RTECS database)
 Respiration filter
 Customs tariff number
 Test tubes
Note: The fields for VOC and Solvents can be found in the screens Physical data
(Maintenance of raw materials, page 68) and Country specific classifications
[Maintenance of preparations], page 160).

2.1.5. Proposal for the ADR-classification of substances
Via the option Transport proposal for raw materials in the screen General transport
adjustments [Maintenance programs – Transport – General adjustments] (see page
497) ChemGes can automatically calculate the transport classification of a substance,
based on its classification. Once that is completed, you can calculate the classification
for the remaining types of transport, based on the ADR classification.
Attention:
Please note that only a proposal can be made, as in many cases it is not possible to
make a calculation based on classification or it does not lead to the correct results. If
you know the ADR-class and the classification code, as well as the packing group,
please deactivate the item ADR-classification and activate all other items, so that the
rest can be calculated automatically.
The proposals made by the program have to be seen only as help for your own
classification and therefore have to be checked - for only in a few cases is it possible to
make a correct calculation from the classification and other substance data. Experts for
the transport law will have different classification suggestions for several substances,
as the ADR is not based on mathematical rules and programmable elements.
After pressing
Simplified Classification in the transport screen, you can, via
Recalculate additional information.

Restriction: For classes 1 and 4.1 only the class, not the classification code is
determined. Classes 6.2 and 7 cannot be calculated based on classification.
Further information about the transport classification can be found in Automatic
transport classification (see page 195).
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2.1.6. Allocated substances to a main substance
This function allows you to allocate the classification of one substance to another
substance. This can be useful, for instance, when a substance is to be re-named or
given a new CAS number. You may then allocate the classification and labeling to the
main substance, while still being able to record other data into the database. If there are
alterations of the main substance the newly created substance is automatically altered
and updated. This function is also useful for substances that have two different CAS
numbers, and for generic terms, as stated in an official list.
Procedure:


Go to the substance you want to allocate to another substance.



Select the field Main substance for the allocation.



Enter the name or number of the main substance in the displayed window.



Then leave the window by pressing

or

.

When you are in the main substance afterwards, by hovering the mouse over the field
Main substance, you can view information regarding the numbers and names of the
allocated substances. To cancel an allocation, retrieve the allocated substance. After
selecting the field Main substance, delete the number of the main substance in the
displayed screen.
Note Bene:
For allocated substances the classification cannot be altered. ChemGes indicates this in
the screen Maintenance of raw materials (see page 20). Changes in the classification
must be done in the main substance.

2.2. Maintenance of preparations
This section contains:
General information about preparations (see below)
Searching (see page 15) and retrieving (see page 120) preparations
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Creation of preparations (with classification and transport classification as well as
creation of kits) (see page 137)
Breakdown of formulations (see page 210)
Formulation history and classification history (see page 213)
Locking of formulations (see page 214)
Multilingual descriptions for preparations (see page 214)
Printing of classifications, formulations and production orders (see page 216)
Price maintenance and calculation of formulation (see page 220)
PCN notification (see page 222)
Import programs for the PCN notification (see page 234)
Export programs for the PCN notification (see page 234)

2.2.1. General information about preparations
 Preparations are mixtures of 2 or more substances.
 Solutions of acids and bases are also preparations. Therefore, a lot of raw materials
can be considered as preparations.
 The classification calculation method of various forms of legislation, is based on
the fact that each preparation has to be split into its basic substances (CAS
numbers) before the classification can be calculated.
 The composition of preparations, also called formulation, contains the CAS
numbers of the raw materials and their percentages.
 In the case of chemical reactions, the formulation must not contain the basic
substances, but only the final composition.

2.2.2. Preparation window

The screen Maintenance of preparations contains the following information that is
described below in more detail:
1) Preparation identifiers
2) Physical data
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3) Buttons for Formulation, Breakdown of formulation, Quotients, Substance listings,
Tox values and country specific values
4) GHS classification
5) DPD classification (Dangerous Preparations Directive 99/45/EC)
6) Transport
7) NFPA
8) Further functions in the lower screen
9) Additional functions (upper menu)
1) Preparation identifiers
Preparation number - This is the main key of the data record and must therefore be
unique. Numbers from 1 to 999,999,999 are permitted (about the use of preparation
numbers above 49,999 see below). This number cannot be changed later on. Later
alterations can only be done by copying the preparation to a new number and deleting
the old one.
01 Description - This field fits up to 255 characters.
02 Synonym – This field is for the second description and is the same length as the
description field.
Note: Translations of descriptions can be called upon via the symbol
next to the
description field (or the button
Translations of the description in the lower
menu).
Please note that this function is only available, if the item Use multilingual
preparation descriptions in the screen General adjustments [Maintenance programs
– Program adjustments] (see page 407) is activated. By selecting a language you can
change an existing name or enter a new name.
Automatic translation of preparation names:
You can have names for preparations automatically translated via DeepL /Google
Translate. The automated translation feature functions similarly to the translation for
substance names (see Substance window, page 20). However, please note that the
automatic translation of proprietary names will not always provide effective results.
Further information is also available under Multilingual descriptions for preparations
(see page 214).
03 Product code – This field can have a maximum length of 15 alphanumeric
characters. As also for substances it is possible to enter several product codes (up to
68), provided that the item Number of product codes per substance in the screen
General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 407)
is set accordingly.
04 Variants – The symbol
(or the button
Variants in the lower
menu) allows you to open the Administration of variants (see page 247). If you have
already created variants, you can open an overview of created variants, with the
symbol
(or the button
variant by clicking on it.

Change of variant) and, if desired, choose a

05 Flags (see page 480) and 06 Article group (see page 472) - these fields are used for
creating and managing groupings.
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2) Physical data:
In the upper right corner of the screen, is located an overview of the most important
physical data:

Upon pressing
(or the button Physical data, in the upper menu) you can access
the screen Physical Data (see page 145).
The button
lets you open the self-defined physical/chemical data. Additional
information can be found under Additional physical-chemical values (see page 72).
3) Buttons for Formulation, Breakdown of formulation, Quotients, Substance
listings, Tox values, and Country specific values:

Via
(or the option Formulation in the upper menu), you can access the screen
Formulation (see page 138).
Via
(or the button
in the screen Formulation) you can access the
Breakdown of formulations (see page 210).
Upon clicking
Quotients you can access the overview of quotients.
Additional information can be found under Classification and labeling of preparations|
(see page 151).
By pressing
Listing status, you can open an overview of which raw
materials contained in the preparation, are listed in the various Substance listings (see
page 84):
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Here, ChemGes shows the Description, the Abbreviation (Column Listing), the Limit
for the adoption into the SDS, as well as the Type of list (Yes/No or Value) and the
Status (Amount of raw materials contained in each substance list).
If you hover the mouse over the column Status, you will receive additional
information regarding the raw materials contained in the substance list:

By Right clicking in a line in this overview, you can access the Maintenance of the
chosen substance list. Here you can also perform a File output of substance listings via
the buttons Excel file with preparations and all raw materials in this substance
listing and Excel file with raw materials and the occurrence in all preparations.
Via

you can scroll through this overview screen.

A similar overview is also available for raw materials (see Substance window, page
20).
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Via

you can open the screen Toxicological values (see page 183).

Via
(or the screen Country-specific Classifications in the upper menu) you
can access the screen Country specific classifications (see page 160).
4) GHS classification
Under the item GHS classification the following information is stated for each type of
Hazard:

Note: The option GHS areas lets you choose which GHS types are to be displayed
(Pre-selected, All or Selection of the GHS areas to be displayed):

1. Hazard class and Hazard category
The Hazard class, represented by a digit, e.g. "2.5", which stands for "Gases under
Pressure".
The Hazard category is added after the Hazard class, separated by a slash "/". The
hazard categories are stated with digits and/or letters. In some cases a letter stands for
an abbreviation (e.g. in Class 2.5/C - "C" refers to the category "Compressed gas").
If a preparation has diverging GHS classifications, this is indicated with the following
symbols:
GHS regulation
CLP (EU GHS)

Symbol
EU flag
supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)

UN GHS

flag United Nations
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
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5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)
US GHS (OSHA HCS)

US flag

CA-GHS (HPR, Hazardous Products CA flag
Regulations)
Further national classifications

see respective flags
In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with great
care, as they do not have a legal
background.

Self-classifications

If the classification is identical across the various versions of the GHS, no flag is
displayed.
2. Hazard communication elements
 Symbol or Pictogram
 Signal word
 Hazard statements
In order to display the Hazard Codes in the Maintenance of substances / preparations,
please go to GHS settings for the screen [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 424) and activate the item Output of the category codes for
the GHS hazards. This setting is activated by default for EU countries.
The hazards are sorted according to the following structure (priority):
 Signal word: Danger (highest) - Warning - "no Signal word" (lowest)
 Hazard class: First group Physical hazards - second group Health hazards - third
group Environmental hazards. Within the same group the hazard classes are
sorted numerically.
If two or more hazard classes have the same signal word, as well as the same symbol,
those hazard classes are summarized into one block and the respective signal word and
symbol are stated only once.
If it is not possible to display all hazard classes, one can view the remaining hazard
classes by clicking on the symbol
(yellow cross with red background) in the lower
right corner of this box or pressing the button
(lower menu bar).
To change the hazard classification or display further information, click the item GHS
classification. The displayed overview screen contains the following four tabs:
Hazards

Displays the signal words, symbols, classes and hazard
statements, as well as the hazard classes and
categories.
Options for the allocation of exposure routes, target
organs and supplemental hazard statement/special
product phrases, output of reduced labelling (CLP),
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LC50 calculation.
General statements and Options for the activation of the general precautionary
statements (P101 –P103)
prevention
Display of the P phrases (Prevention)
Reaction

Display of the P phrases (Reaction)

Storage and disposal

Display of the P phrases (Storage and disposal)

Tab Hazards:
The tab Hazards contains an overview of the signal words, symbols, hazard classes
and H phrases separated into EU classification (field EU flag 4.ATP, 8.ATP and 12.
ATP) and column ≤ 125 [for the reduced labelling according to CLP, Annex I, 1.5.2
„Exemptions from Article 17 [(Article 29(2)]]), UNECE classification (field United
Nations flag, Revisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9), OSHA HCS classification (field US
flag), Canadian HPR classification (field CA flag), Taiwan, Australia, South Africa,
Korea, Japan, China and Malaysia.
Nota Bene:
You can display the designations of the signal words and symbols by moving the
cursor over the respective symbols. This is also possible for the texts of the hazard
statements (column Classification).
Using the following buttons under Alteration of classifications you can vary the
output of the GHS Classification:
Button All GHS types, sorted by class:
Using this option, all classes are shown in order, with their corresponding
classifications for all GHS-Systems.
One GHS type, the other GHS types are derived
Sorted by H phrases - Button Only numbers:
This option outputs the H phrases (yellow marking) for one country at a time:
Sorted by H phrases - Button Numbers and complete text:
Similarly to the above overview, are here output the allocated H phrases (yellow
marking) for each country – in this screen you will also find the texts of the H phrases.
Sorted by Classes - Button Only numbers and abbreviations:
Similarly as to the output via the button Only numbers, are the allocated H phrases for
each country (yellow marking), output here. In addition, the codes of the hazard
classes are output.
Sorted by Classes - Button Complete:
Just as in the overviews mentioned above, are the allocated H Phrases (yellow
markings) output for each country – but here you will additionally find the texts of the
H Phrases, the Codes and the Hazard Categories:
Additional information to the functions in these overview screens, can be found under
Substance window, Tab Hazards on page 20.
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You can retrieve an overview of the H and P phrases by pressing

Texts.

If the classification also contains the hazard statements H370 – H373, the fields
Exposure routes and Target organs are active. By means of the item Additional
hazards for specific target organ toxicity you can select additional hazard statements
for the hazard classes 3.8 and 3.9 (H335 and H336 together with H370 and H371. If
the classification also contains the hazard statement H350 resp. H351 or H360 resp.
H361, the field Exposure routes is active. By clicking into this field you can select the
exposure route for Class 3.6 (H350 or H351) resp. Class 3.7, Categories 1 and 2 (H360
and H361). Phrases that are not used, are automatically set inactive (grey). The
completed Hazard statement is output in the SDS. In order to select an exposure route
or a target organ, you simply have to click the respective line in the overview screens
(see next picture). The completed Hazard statements are output in the SDS. The
maintenance of the exposure routes and target organs, which are available for
selection, is located in the Routes of exposure (see page 487) and Organs (see page
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487) [Maintenance programs – Various tables] for all languages. The completed
Hazard statements are output in the SDS.
Note on the option Suppress classification of inhalation:
In cases where the hazard is for a raw material that is not liquid by itself but is used in
a preparation that is liquid, this setting can be used to define that certain hazards
arising from inhalation are not calculated.
These are:
Class 3.1 Inhalation toxicity (H330-H333)
For the following hazards, the route of inhalation must be defined and no other route
must be defined:
Class 3.6 Carcinogenicity (H350, H351) - (Since in the EU the H351i 'May cause
cancer during inhalation' implies inhalation, inhalation is assumed for all other GHS
areas, if this phrase is chosen for EU.)
Class 3.7 Reproductive toxicity
Class 3.8 Specific target organ toxicity – single exposure (H370, H371)
Class 3.9 Specific target organ toxicity – repeated exposure (H372, H373)
Causes atrophy of the testicles is selectable if the H361f is applicable. If this item is
activated, the supplement “(causing atrophy of the testes)” is automatically output in
addition to H361f.
For further information please see chapter Substance window, item 09 GHS
classification (on page 20).
The item Supplemental hazard statements contains the supplemental hazard
statements for the EU – the EUH phrases - (field EU flag, according to the CLP,
1272/2008/EG, Annex II), and for Australia – the AUH phrase - (field AU flag,
according to COP: Preparation of Safety Data Sheets for Hazardous Chemicals
Appendix C resp. COP: Labelling of Workplace Hazardous Chemicals, Appendix D).
The item Special product phrases contains the special product phrases for the EU
(field EU flag) and for Canada (field CA flag, according to the Canadian HPR
(Hazardous Products Regulations).
By means of the item EUH208 you can omit EUH208 for mixtures for the 4. ATP, 8.
ATP and/or the 12. ATP.
Note – 12. ATP (2019/521/EU):
The rules for the additional labelling with EUH208 were changed for substances with
special limits regarding the classification as sensitizing. The phrase "Contains (Name
of the sensitizing substance). May produce an allergic reaction" must now be output at
a tenth (10%) of the limit for the phrase H317 or H334. Especially for substances with
special limits between 0.1% and 1% it ensures that the relation between sensitizing
classification and labeling with EUH208, is maintained. If an ingredient was classified
with H317 and lead to classification of the preparation starting at 0,2%, it will now
receive the labelling with EUH208 – previously this applied only starting at 0,1%,
which lead to the fact that the percentage range in which the EUH208 applied, was
very small as the "10%-rule" only applied from the special limit 0,1% (or below). The
new rule now changes this to be independent of any special limits for sensitizers.
The field Warnings according to Regulation 1223/2009/EC contains the texts
according to Annex III of the Cosmetic Regulation. This field can only be selected, if
the item Cosmetic product according to Regulation 1223/2009/EC in the screen
Country specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160) is
activated.
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Output of the reduced labelling in the SDS calculates and outputs the reduced
labelling rules according to the CLP [see Annex I, 1.5.2 „Exemptions from Article 17
[(Article 29(2)].
By means of the item LC50 calculation you can determine, how the LC50 values of
the raw materials shall be treated for the toxicity calculation (options: acc. to state of
aggregation, for gas, for vapor, or for dust or mist). This item is deactivated (grey) for
raw materials, by default.
In the tab Hazards you can additionally retrieve an overview of the hazardous
components according to the respective GHS guidelines by pressing
Raw
materials.

Explosive according to Regulation 1272/2008/EC Annex I section 1.3.5 allows the
activation of rule 1.3.5. Explosives placed on the market with a view to obtaining an
explosive or pyrotechnic effect for substances that are classified in Class 2.1. This item
is deactivated by default.
The button
Only output of selected GHS types allows you to restrict the
GHS systems displayed on the screen, to those defined in GHS settings for the screen
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 424). To return to
displaying all GHS types, press
Output of all GHS types.
Example – Restricted display of GHS systems, via
selected GHS types:
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Classification Details and Changing of the classification:
In order to change the classification, click into one of the lines in box 01 in the column
Classification and select the hazard class/category/statement for the various GHS
systems (see table below), in the next screen.
GHS regulation

Symbol

CLP (EU GHS)

EU flag
supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)

UN GHS

flag United Nations
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

US GHS (OSHA HCS)
CA-GHS
(HPR,
Products Regulations)

US flag
Hazardous CA flag

Further national classifications
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Self-classifications

In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with great
care, as they do not have a legal background.

Unlike for raw materials, you can activate the item Automatic calculation. If this item
is deactivated, you can perform manual alterations.
The ‘Self’ Classifications:
In the column

, one can enter a desired non-country based, classification.

Please consider the following items when using self-classifications:
 Only the UN GHS calculation algorithm and the self-classifications that you have
entered are used and
 legal limits, country specific characteristics etc. are no longer considered.
There are two options for then applying this classification:
 Allocation of ‘Self’ Classifications to an existing country (field GHS-classification
type in the screen Maintenance of countries)
or
 Creation of new country and allocation of the ‘Self’ Classifications to this selfcreated country
Example:

In the Classification screen one can display either all hazard classes (tab All hazards),
or only the physical, health or environmental hazards (tabs Physical hazards, Health
hazards or Environmental hazards):
Note:
The output of the GHS Classification can be varied in the screen GHS-Classifications
via the buttons under item Alteration of classification (see Substance window, Tab
Hazards on page 20).
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Grey fields are hazard categories that were not adopted by the country version of the
GHS and cannot be selected for that version.
Yellow markings are calculated classifications.
Red markings indicate a locked classification. This is automatically set when a
classification is manually chosen.
Where the GHS classification is based on existing classifications, formulae and certain
physical values, this manual alteration can be unlocked by clicking on the red marked
line once more.
Alternatively, you can also press the button
Complete re-calculation (screen
GHS classifications, tabs Hazards and P phrases). This enables you to unlock manual
changes. This button is only displayed, if manual alterations were made.
Nota Bene:
You can display the additional information at the bottom of the screen by moving the
cursor over the respective line.
Tabs General statements and prevention, Reaction, Storage and Disposal:
These tabs list the Precautionary statements according to the GHS, based on their
groupings (Prevention, Reaction, Storage and Disposal as well as General Statements).
Here, just as with the Hazard Statements, flags indicate the GHS version to which the
Precautionary Statements apply.
GHS regulation

Symbol

UN GHS

flag United Nations
supplemented by the following digits:
3: Revision 3 (2009)
4: Revision 4 (2011)
5: Revision 5 (2013)
6: Revision 6 (2015)
7: Revision 7 (2017)
8: Revision 8 (2019)
9: Revision 9 (2021)

CLP (EU GHS)
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supplemented by the following digits:
4: 4. ATP (487/2013/EU)
8: 8.ATP (2016/918/EU)
12: 12. ATP (2019/521/EU)
US GHS (OSHA HCS)

US flag

CA-GHS (HPR, Hazardous CA flag
Products Regulations)
Further national classifications
Self-classifications

See respective flag
In this column you can enter your own
classifications. However, the use of selfclassifications should be handled with great
care, as they do not have a legal background.

You can retrieve an overview of the phrases by pressing

Texts.

In the tab General statements and prevention under General statements - Deactivated
phrases, you can define, whether the phrases P101, P102 and/or P103 (statements for
products that are available to the general public) shall be output. This item is only
active, if you have activated the item Purpose – Public in the Physical Data screen
(see Physical values and general information, see page 145).
The grouping of the Precautionary statements into Prevention, Response, Storage and
Disposal is done according to GHS. The individual phrases are calculated based on the
classification (Hazard class and Hazard category). However, if you want to perform
alterations, select the respective tab and click into the line of the GHS system, for
which you want to perform alterations. A screen will open that contains buttons with
the phrase numbers of all Precautionary statements available under the selected group.
You can activate and deactivate the required phrases by clicking on them. Already
selected statements are displayed in yellow.

Via
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By means of
you can switch to the Maintenance for the Priority of
Precautionary statements [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments], see page
436, where you can influence the priority output of precautionary statements.
ChemGes automatically applies the legislated rules that allow the reduction of the
amount of precautionary statements. Via priority settings, you are able to guide
ChemGes on your specific company needs.
You can select any number of phrases one after another by clicking on the requested
phrase numbers with the right mouse button (Continuous selection). To finish the
phrase selection, please press
. Via
Copy for all types, you can
adopt the selected P-phrases for all other GHS systems.
5) DPD Classification (Dangerous Preparations Directive 99/45/EC)
Here you can find the “old” classification according to the DPD, for reference.

 If the item Cosmetic product according to Regulation 1223/2009/EC in the
screen Country specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page
160) is activated, Warnings according to Regulation 1223/2009/EC (see page 495)
are output in Section 2 of the SDS and on the Label.
 Dangerous components that have to be stated on the Label and in section 15 of the
SDS, are listed under Product contains. Further details can be found in the topic
on Classification and labeling of preparations| (see page 151).
To alter the EU classification, select the item 08 DPD classification. The screen below
will open.
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By means of the item Automatic calculation from GHS you can perform an
automatic calculation of the R phrases based on the GHS classification. If you enter a
new preparation with the GHS classification only, this item is activated automatically
and the EU classification (DPD, 99/45/EC) is calculated accordingly.
6) Transport

This field contains information, such as all Labels (symbols), Class, ADR-code,
Packing group (PG) and the UN number of the respective transport regulation (Land
transport - ADR, DOT / Sea transport – IMDG/Air transport– IATA).
You can switch to the transport screen via
Transport (or the option
Transport in the upper menu). Find further details in the chapter Transport
classifications of preparations (see page 184).
7) NFPA
NFPA stands for National Fire Protection Association.
In this section, the NFPA-Ratings, are displayed. You can switch to the screen NFPAund HMIS-Ratings by clicking the item NFPA or via the button
NFPA/HMIS.
8) Further functions in the lower screen

At the bottom of the screen you can find fields for the date of Creation (Date of initial
creation of a preparation), the date of Last alteration (only relates to this window) and
the date of Last classification. If at least one User is set up in ChemGes, then the
abbreviation for the user who made the change, appears next to do the date.
All data from the installation of the program version of September 1992 onwards are
recorded.
Alteration of the date of the last alteration:
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The date of the last alteration is set automatically, but can also be changed manually by
means of the shortcut keys
(for substances, as well as for preparations).
The button
allows the Locking of preparations for Updates. The lock can
be unlocked by pressing
.
SDSs can be opened via

, Labels via

and IPIs via

.

Archived SDS versions are accessed via
. Additional information can be
found under Marking of alterations, version numbering and history of SDSs (see page
278) and Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605).
By pressing

, you can copy the Labels from another substance.

The PDF files are accessed via
. Additional information can be found under
Administration of PDF files (see page 252).
Upon pressing
Memo, you can enter information for the substance.
Additional information can be found under Memo lines (see page 235).
After pressing
Copy/alteration/exchange you can copy a preparation and
replace one for another. Additional information can be found under
Copy/alteration/exchange of substances and preparations (see page 236).
The preparation’s Occurrence in preparations can be checked in all preparations, by
pressing
. Additional information can be found under Occurrence in
preparations (see page 255).
Upon pressing
Product information, you can enter the data of the raw
material for the raw material value calculation of a preparation (see Price maintenance
and calculation of formulation, page 220).
Via
Price you can output the prices on the screen instead of the percentages. If
not all data is available, you will receive a message stating that the prices could not be
calculated. The letter ‘H’ stated next to a value means that the price of an intermediate
product of the formulation was manually overwritten.
9) Additional functions (upper menu):
In the menu Print programs, you can find the following options:

Further information can be found under Printing of classifications, formulations and
production orders (see page 216).
In the menu Additional functions, you will find the following options:
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Use of higher preparation numbers higher than 49,999:
In order to use preparation numbers between 50,000 and 999,999,999, enter “#” in
front of the number.
Then, when you enter 50000 you retrieve the substance formaldehyde with the CAS
number 50-00-0. When you enter #50000 you can search for a formulation with the
number 50,000. Please consider the following:
In any part of the program where substance and preparation numbers can be retrieved
via the same field, the preparation numbers from 50000 onwards must be entered with
the “#”.
For all fields, which have a name like 'preparation number' (e.g. from – to preparation
number), the entry of “#” is not necessary, as it can only concern preparation numbers.
The preparation numbers are displayed with separation commas every three digits, e.g.
50,000 instead of 50000. Thus the preparation numbers can be easily distinguished
from CAS numbers, which are displayed with two hyphens (e.g. 50-00-0).

2.2.3. Creation of preparations
Preparation number
To create, classify and Label a preparation - whether a prepared raw material, an
intermediate- or a finished product – first enter a preparation number. You may use the
product or preparation number, which is normally used in your company, provided that
this number is below 50,000, or is entered with the character “#”. You may later also
enter your own product code in the field Product code. If you wish to transfer data
from a central computerized database, we will be glad to advise you on the available
transfer possibilities.
To use the next free preparation number, simply press
. Via this button, you will
receive the next free number following the highest already allocated number. If you
press
, you will receive the first free number starting from 1.
The preparation database consists of seven screens. When creating a new preparation
you have to take care to retrieve each screen. Please consider the following steps:
1. The first screen of the preparation database, requires you to enter the name and/or
synonym of the preparation. Then, you can enter the chemical
composition/formulation in the screen Formulation (frame 2, see page 138).
2. If you have finished the entries in the formulation window, press
switch to Physical data (frame 3, see page 145).

or

to

3. After pressing
or
again, you will switch to frame 1 (basic screen),
where the classification (see page 151) is performed automatically (if activated) or
manually, after pressing
.
4. Next, retrieve the following screens, which have nothing to do with the
classification itself, but are important for the SDS:
Country specific classifications (frame 5, see page 160)
Transport (frame 6, see page 184)
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After initial creation, you can quickly switch between the screens via the tab menu or
the following buttons:
Basic screen (frame 1)
Formulation (frame 2)
Physical data (frame 3)
Country specific classification (frame 5)
Transport (frame 6)

2.2.3.1. Formulation
General information on the screen:
1. Entry of percentage ranges:
Besides the entry of values with <, >, ≤ and ≥, ChemGes also permits the use of
percentage ranges.
Note for entering values:
Values with “≤“ and “≥“ (less than or equal to / greater than or equal to) can be entered
by entering “<=“ or ”>=“.
This function enables you to enter products 1:1 based on the SDS by your supplier in
the database and have them classified:
For example, if your supplier states the ingredients in Section 3 as percentage ranges,
you can simply enter the percentage ranges as stated in the SDS in the screen
Formulation. ChemGes automatically calculates the classification, based on the
entered ranges.

2. Messages and warnings:
If percentage ranges (e.g.: 40 – 45%) are used in a formulation, always the upper range
value (till value, e.g.: 45%) is used for the calculation.
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ChemGes indicates this by means of the following message:

If a formulation with percentage ranges exceeds 100%, ChemGes marks the total
content of the preparation in red and displays the following warning:

If a formulation without percentage ranges exceeds 100%, the message „The input
value must be ≤100!“ is displayed and you can only finish the input of the formulation
when the sum of the ingredients is ≤100.
Please note that the function
Break down to 100% is only available for
formulations that fall below 100 % and do not contain percentage ranges or values
with ”≥“. This function is still available for values with “≤“.
3. Display of additional information:
Column Substance:
By moving the mouse over the individual fields you can display the classificationrelevant physical values of the ingredients. This is available for both raw materials and
intermediates (preparation used as ingredient).
Column Description:
By moving the mouse over the individual fields you can display the entered standard
descriptions, as well as further descriptions (incl. reference, e.g. “EU list”) of the raw
materials.
Column Symbols:
By moving the mouse over the individual fields you can display the classification
(hazard codes, texts and numbers of the H phrases incl. allocated target organs and
supplemental statements) of the ingredients. This is available for both raw materials
and intermediates (preparation used as ingredient).
Column Percent:
Generally:
For formulations below 100% ChemGes automatically displays the difference of the
respective ingredient to 100% upon clicking into the field. By means of
you can
let the percentage of the selected ingredient be automatically adjusted to this
difference. This is also available for ingredients with percentage ranges (e.g.: 40 –
45%).
Example: Content entered for the ingredient: 20 – 22%, total content of preparation:
91,8 – 95,8 %
The difference to 100% is 4,2% (100 - 95,8) -> The percentage of the selected
ingredient is adjusted to 26,2% (22 + 4,2) in order to reach 100%.
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By means of
you can let the program calculate the weight percentages in
consideration of the density of the respective ingredient. This function is only
available, if for the selected ingredient a value for the density is available in the
database.
Example: Content entered for the ingredient: 20 – 22%, density value entered for the
ingredient: 0,9/cm3
Calculation of content in consideration of the density: 20x0,9 – 22x0,9 -> 18 – 19%

For intermediates:
If the ingredient is an intermediate (preparation used as ingredient) you can display the
composition of the intermediate itself and additionally the respective proportion of the
ingredients of the intermediate in the preparation. For this move the mouse over the
respective field.
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4. Further functions:
If the cursor is positioned on a raw material line within a formulation, you can access
the Maintenance for this substance by pressing No. +
.
If you do not know the CAS number of an ingredient when entering a formulation,
press
to receive the next available substance number. This will take you to
the screen Maintenance of raw materials, which only differs from the normal
Maintenance of raw materials screen in the text ”From formulation:”. Upon returning
to the formulation, the new substance will be output as an ingredient.
Comments or empty lines in the formulation:
Below each ingredient line, you can insert one or more lines with remarks or leave
them empty, by pressing
after clicking in the chosen line. All raw materials
from this line onwards will be moved down by one line. Simply click into the line and
press
, in order to enter text. This moves the cursor into the field
Description, where you may enter text of up to 45 characters per line. You can also
output text modules, which you have created in Text modules for formulations
[Maintenance programs – Phrases] (see page 496) by means of
.
Nota Bene:
The maximum number of lines in a formulation is limited to 90. Each text module can
have a length of up to 5 lines, but is considered to be only one line in the formulation.
To delete a line of text or a raw material, place the cursor in the respective number
column and press
.
Information on creating formulations:
Enter each ingredient and the percentage at which it is contained in the formulation.
The components can be searched and retrieved as in the main screen of ChemGes (by
means of the CAS number, first letters, character strings or product codes). The next
screen shows a sample formulation:
Nota Bene:
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For components that are not yet in the ChemGes database, see Creating substances on
page 56.
We highly recommend entering all ingredients, the more information that is provided
the better the calculations and the stronger your database information.

If the substance is a raw material, the description - in the case of several names the
description marked with I (if not available, the S-marked one) - is stated in the
formulation. If a preparation is used as ingredient of a new formulation (multistage
formulations), its first description is used.
Important hints:
Your attention is particularly drawn to the fact, that the formulation, if resulting from
a chemical reaction, must not contain the raw materials, but the ingredients of the
final composition only.
All ingredients, which neither are nor ever will be hazardous substances, do not have
to be declared and therefore the summary of all ingredients may be below 100%. The
program regards the remaining portion as non-hazardous. Whether this remainder is
calculated as a solid or as a liquid depends on the corresponding setting in the screen
Default values [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 453).
Please note:
For formulations that are below 100%, you can let the program recalculate the
individual percentages of the ingredients aliquotely, via the button
Break down
to 100% (lower menu bar), in order to set the formulation to exactly 100%.
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 This product is a raw material with impurities: Via this item you can set that the
preparation shall be treated like a substance in the SDS, independent of the settings
for the item Limit for the treatment of the whole product as raw material in the
screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
521).
 Main raw material: If the item This product is a raw material with impurities is
activated, you can select the main raw material here.
 If the item This product is a raw material with impurities is activated, you can
activate/deactivate the output of the main raw material in the SDS and set the
CAS number of the preparation in the following 2 fields.
 Limit table for the SDS: This item allows you to define one of the special
percentage limit tables, which were created in the screen Predefined limit tables
(see page 611) [Maintenance Programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings Definition of limits to use – Predefined limit tables], to be adopted into the SDS. By
pressing
, you can access the Maintenance limit value table. By means of the
setting exact percentage you can set that for this mixture the exact percentage shall
be output. This setting causes that the limit table is overruled and for the ingredients
of this mixture, that are stated in the table of dangerous components in Section 3,
the exact percentage is stated. With the setting acc. to presettings, the output
occurs according to the settings in the screen Standard settings for the output of
percentages (see Settings for ranges (from-till-values, see page 608). Using the
option Rounding acc. to rounding table, you can define that the output is to occur
according to your settings in the option Settings for the output of ranges in the
screen Definitions for the output of percentages (see Settings for ranges (from-tillvalues, see page 608).
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Please note:
One can define for raw materials, mixtures, and individual countries, whether limits or
exact percentages shall be used. Differing settings may therefore easily lead to
conflicts.
Thus, ChemGes proceeds as follows:
 If a raw material has a special limit, this limit is used.
 If a raw material does not have a special limit, the program checks for a special
limit for the mixture.
 If a mixture does not have a special limit, the program checks for a special limit for
your country.
 If the country does not have a special limit, the general setting is used.
Button Manual percentages for SDSs:
Via this button, in the lower buttons menu, you can open an overview of all raw
materials with their corresponding percentages, in the recipe, and their percentage
output on the SDS.
In the column Manual value, you can enter your own values for output on the SDS. If
you enter a value in this column, then, upon leaving the screen, each percentage in all
country versions is changed.
Please note: In the SDS, you can still perform manual alterations – but these are
always country-specific and after an update of the SDS, they are removed. The entries
in the below screen, remain even after an update.
Additional information regarding this function, can be found in the lower part of the
screen:
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2.2.3.2. Physical Data
When the formulation is entered, press
to switch to the Physical Data screen.
This screen contains some of the fields from the screen Default values [Maintenance
programs – Program adjustments] (see page 453) as well as data fields for other
physical values and flammability.

If you create a preparation, which consists of 100% of one substance, or if a substance
reaches or exceeds the Limit for the treatment of the whole product as raw
material (see General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
521)) the adoption of all data from the database (95% in the standard setting), the
default values for the state of this substance are automatically adopted. If the product
consists of an equally high quantity of another preparation (normally at least 95%), all
default values of this preparation are adopted.
All fields that are marked in yellow color, are proposals that must be checked. If you
perform alterations, the color disappears. You do not have to select fields if you do not
wish to change their contents, as the yellow marking will disappear later on.
Nota Bene:
Some physical data cannot be calculated, and requires testing. Where possible, as for
example for the flash point, ChemGes makes a worst-case-scenario estimate. In other
cases, such as pH, not even that is possible. All fields either calculated or estimated by
ChemGes are marked in yellow, upon first creation of the preparation. These fields, as
well as empty fields, must be checked for accuracy.
Recalculation of data with the symbol

:

Each field, next to which you can see the symbol, can be automatically recalculated by
clicking on it.
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Output of substances from which the physical data has been taken over directly:
In preparation for the expected changes to Annex II of the REACH Regulation
(1907/2006/EC), the CAS number of the raw material from which this value was
derived, is now output as information for the user next to the individual physical
values.

If you hover the mouse over one of the shown CAS numbers, additional information to
the specific raw material, appears at the bottom of the screen:

Note:
If you perform a manual alteration of a physical value in this screen then, instead of
the CAS number of the raw material from which the original value was taken, the word
“CAS” appears in grey:
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By clicking on the word “CAS”, you can enter a raw material from which the value
comes.

By clicking
(for individual values) or
(for all values), you can perform
a recalculation in order to return to the original values.
The output of the individual substances in the SDS, can be activated in the screen
General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheet - Options] (see page 521)
via the option Output of substances, from which the physical value has been taken
over directly individually for the EU and the Rest of the world.
Entering value ranges, values with <, >, ≤ and ≥
For physical data you can also enter value ranges (values from-to) with/without
decimal places, or values with <, >, ≤ and ≥.
To input value ranges enter the desired values separated by a hyphen („-”).
Additionally, approximated values can be entered by means of „~” (circa). Values with
„≥” and „≤” can be entered as „>=” and „<=”. ChemGes automatically converts the
entered characters accordingly. ChemGes uses these values for the calculation.
Example:
80 to 100 minus >40 to <50 = >30 to <60
Calculation:
 80 - >40-<50  >30-<40
 100 - >40-<50  >50-<60
This results in a range of >30 to <60 (lowest and highest possible limit).
Information on the options on the right side of the screen:
If the item Purpose - Public (meaning that the product is sold to the general public) is
deactivated, the then no-longer applicable P phrases are skipped. For reasons of
product liability it is in many cases advisable to have this field activated.
The item Ready-to-use product for the final customer controls the output of the
symbol GHS05 (Corrosion), on labels for products labelled with H290 if they are
packaged for end-consumers [487/2013/EC – section 1.3.6 Substances or mixtures
classified as corrosive to metals but not corrosive to skin and/or eyes]. This setting can
be defined as default in the Default values [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 453).
The item State has to be checked when entering a new preparation in the database. The
options here are: solid, liquid, gaseous, or aerosol (liquid + gaseous). Find further
details in the chapter on the Classification and labeling of aerosols (see page 159).
If you have selected Aerosol in the field State, the following two items are selectable:
 Product is in aerosol package or container with sealed spray attachment – This
field allows you to set that your product, even though classified in Class 3.10
(Aspiration hazard), does not have to be labelled as such [CLP, Article 23 and
Annex I, 1.3.3.].
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 Pressure > 29 psig – This field lets you set that for aerosol coating products
[pressurized coating product containing pigments or resins that is dispensed by
means of a propellant’ – see definition 40 CFR 59.503, NATIONAL VOLATILE
ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSION STANDARDS FOR CONSUMER AND
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS], labelled according to OSHA HCS and with a
pressure > 29 psig, the symbol gas cylinder shall always be output. This is also a
default option in the screen Default values [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 453). Alternatively, in order to always output the symbol
GHS04 (gas cylinder) for aerosols, please activate the item US/CA/UN Rev.03:
Aerosols should also be classified as gases at pressures below 29 psig in the
screen Classification options [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see
page 416).
The following 3 items are important for the assessment of the flammability of
aerosols:
The field Flammable substances (left side of the screen) shows the amount of
flammable substances, as percentage.
In the field Chemical heat of combustion (left side of the screen) you can enter a
value in kJ/g.
By means of the item The aerosol is: (right side of the screen) you can determine,
whether the aerosol is extremely flammable, flammable or non-flammable.
Form / Color / Odor (left side of the screen): Here, just as for raw materials, you can
allocate phrases, which are adopted into the SDS (please also see Updating SDSs and
special functions, see page 271).
Further information on the data fields on the left side of the screen:
The Flash point is very important, for it directly influences the classification. It can
also be altered manually.
Important information:
The flash point for flammable liquids must be entered at least accurately enough, so
that it lies within the correct limits for the classification (<0, <21, <55 or >= 55°C).
However, it is advisable to enter the flash point as accurately as possible - at least up to
100°C as the limits for transportation are different.
The Boiling point can, in some cases, also influence the classification.
The field Water miscible/water soluble is automatically activated if for all
ingredients in the database the field Flag for water miscibility/solubility is activated. It
has to be checked and, in many cases, to be altered manually.
The Density and the Bulk Density are calculated according to an approximation
formula based on your settings in the screen Calculation of physical values
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 437), if the formulation is
complete and all ingredients have a corresponding value.
The field pH-value can be filled in, if required. The value entered in this field is used
for the classification. You can also enter negative values, the value 0, as well as values
with “>” (more than) and “<” (less than) into this field.
Nota Bene:
The limits for classification via pH-value, can be altered in the item pH-value-limits
[Maintenance programs - Program adjustments], see page 433.
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Note: As of Version 3.0 (October 2020), ECHA requires for the PCN notification of
dossiers that do not contain a pH value, that the reason for the missing pH value is
stated (ECHA BR61). Thus, it is now possible to enter the reason for the missing pH
Value, in the field pH value:

For solid mixtures you can also enter the value for the solution concentration directly
behind the pH value.

Alternatively, you can define a Default pH-value in the screen Settings for UFI,
EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440).
The solids content (item Solids) can only be exact if the state of aggregation is entered
for all ingredients. This value influences the VbF-classification for Austria and is also
adopted into the SDS.
Nota Bene:
The calculation of the solids content can be influenced using the field Content of
solids in the substance database. If you enter a value in this field, this value (instead of
the state, the melting point or the flash point) is used for the calculation of the solids
content. Further information can be found in the section Substance Database under
Physical data (see page 68).
Please note:
If a preparation exhibits the state liquid, but the calculation of the solids content results
in 100%, or the solids content has been changed manually to 100%, the state is
automatically altered to solid. This can only be undone by changing the state manually
to liquid and not merely by changing the solids content once more to lower than 100%.
The field Flammable substances shows the amount of flammable substances, as
percentage.
In the field Chemical heat of combustion you can enter a value in kJ/g.
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The field Viscosity - at 20°C / at 40°C is important for the transport classification of
flammable substances of Class 3 and for the classification with R65/H304. Values can
be entered in the following units: mPas, mm2/s, DIN 4 s, ISO 4 s and ISO 6 s, by
pressing the relevant function key after entering the digits. The defined unit is not
altered by pressing
.
The field Contains ≥ 10% nitro cellulose is of importance for the VbF- and the ADRclassification. Find further information in Hazard classification according to VbF (see
page 183).
By pressing
in the screen Mainteance of preparations or via the button
in the screen Physical Data, you can retrieve the input screen for the
Additional physical-chemical values for preparations (see page 72).
By pressing
or the corresponding button, you can open an overview of the
Physical data of contents.

Note:
You can change values directly in this screen.
Values that were changed in this screen, are automatically taken over into the screen
Physical data (Maintenance of raw materials).
If you leave this screen after a change, the preparation is recalculated automatically (if
the automatic classification is activated).
Recalculation of physical data
If you have done alterations in the formulation, or the physical data of the ingredients
of the formulation were amended, you can perform an automatic re-calculation of the
Physical data via
Re-calculation. All values can be re-calculated. In the
screen that appears, you can choose which fields shall be re-calculated.

By pressing
you can activate all items;
is performed upon pressing
or
.

deactivates them. The re-calculation

By means of
you can directly access the screen Options for the calculation
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments Calculation of physical values] (see
Calculation of physical values (see page 437).
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The options in this screen enable the automated re-calculation via the item Automatic
recalculation. The settings performed in this screen are valid for all preparations
(general settings).
The item Bulk density can only be selected, if you have activated the corresponding
item in the screen Options for the calculation (see Calculation of physical values (see
page 437).
Information on the options for flammability (right lower screen part):
Fields, which are not applicable due to the state, are inactive (light grey) and cannot be
activated.
Please note that only components, which have a concentration that is at least as high as
the value that you have entered in the field Limits for consideration – Fire hazards
in the screen Calculation of physical values (see page 437), are considered. By default,
this is set to 5% and can be altered.
If a component with the corresponding classification is present – but has a
concentration, which is below the consideration limit – it may occur that the proposal
cannot be created.

Button

Settings for physical values:

By means of this button you can switch to the settings for the Calculation of physical
values (see page 437).

Once you have completed the screen, press
to go to the screen Maintenance of
preparations (frame 1), where the classification (see page 151) is automatically or
manually performed (depending on your settings).
After this you have to check the screen Country specific classifications and the
Transport screen.

2.2.3.3. Classification and labeling of preparations
Implementation of classification and labeling
For new creations: If you switch from screen Fire and explosion risks (screen 4) to
Maintenance of preparations (screen 1) by pressing
, the text ”Not classified”
will be displayed instead of a classification, if the automatic classification is not
activated.
Nota Bene:
The automatic classification can be activated in the screen Classification options
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 416).
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If the automatic classification is not activated, you can manually classify the
preparation by simply pressing
.
Nota Bene:
You can avoid that re-calculations are performed accidentally, by activating the option
Confirmation before new classification in the screen Settings for the maintenance of
formulations [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 452). If this
item is activated, the program will ask you each time you press
, if you really
want to re-classify.
The following image shows an example of a classification:

If the preparation contains substances with R-phrase 65/hazard statement H304, the
following window is displayed after pressing
:
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This is necessary, because the phrase R 65 only has to be allocated to preparations, if
the viscosity is less than 7 mm²/s (20,5 mm²/s for H304). The program stores the
setting of this question for the next classifications. If none of your preparations has a
viscosity of less than 7 mm²/s or 20,5 mm²/s, you can switch off this query in
Classification options [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 416).
To print the classification, hold down the
key and press
. This enables
you to compare the effect of various settings (e.g. switching between country versions)
on paper.
To print a classification, which you have modified or to which you have added
information on screen, select the menu item Print programs where you can select the
required type of print out (Classification with or without formulation, safety
formulation etc.). Find further information in Printing of classifications, formulations
and production orders (see page 216).
The dates of the initial Creation of the file entry, the Last alteration and the Last
classification are also recorded and displayed in the lower part of the screen.
Quotient totals
The Quotient totals can help you understand the calculated classification. In addition,
they can be useful for developing less harmful formulations, by allowing you to
understand from where the hazards come. Press
to open the overview screen
of the quotient totals according to CLP and EU (DPD).

Quotient totals according to CLP
The quotient totals according to CLP can be displayed with the items A – G of the
above-shown overview screen.
A – Toxicological values (3.1)
The following picture shows the screen Toxicological values with the quotient totals
according to CLP Class 3.1 Acute toxicity.
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The upper part shows the classification results (ATE) for the oral, dermal and
inhalation toxicity, the lower part shows the components with their percentages in the
preparation, as well as their categories and tox values (if available). The results are
highlighted blue. The quotient that leads to the classification is highlighted yellow.
Note: For the calculation of the ATE (acute toxicity estimate) in Class 3.1. Oral
toxicity according to CLP 3.1.3.6.1.c) an LD50 value above 2.000 mg/kg bodyweight
is not taken into consideration. This may cause divergences in the values according to
CLP and UN GHS. These values are displayed with their respective abbreviations (for
example: GHS 896 / CLP 1.000) in the Result line (see previous picture).
Red values are default values from GHS. These are used, when a substance has a
classification but no tox value. Based on the tables in the legislation, tox values are
assigned that lead to that classification. This allows a translation of the classification
into a tox value, so that it can be used in the ATE formula.
Display of GHS systems on screen:
By means of the button
Change of the GHS type you can select which GHS
system shall be displayed in addition to the standard GHS systems that you have set
(see GHS settings for the screen [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments],
page 424). The additionally selected GHS system is indicated in the field GHS type.
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By means of the button
Only output of selected GHS types you can set
that only the standard GHS systems that you have set (see GHS settings for the screen
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 424) plus the additionally
selected one (see above), are displayed. To reset to the display of all GHS types press
Output of all GHS types.
B – Skin and eye corrosion and irritation (3.2, 3.3)

The upper part of the screen shows the classification results for Classes 3.2 and 3.3, the
lower part shows the components with their percentages in the preparation, as well as
their categories and special limits (if available).
C – Respiratory or skin sensitization (3.4)
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The upper part of the screen shows the classification results, the lower part shows the
components that are used for the classification, with their percentages in the
preparation, as well as their categories and special limits (if available).
D – Cell harming substances (3.5 – 3.7)

The upper part of the screen shows the classification results for Classes 3.5 - 3.7, the
lower part shows the components with their percentages in the preparation, as well as
their categories and special limits (if available).
If components of the preparation have an official IARC and/or NTP listing, this listing
is indicated in blue font in the column Special limits.
E – Specific target organ systemic toxicity (3.8, 3.9)
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The upper part of the screen shows the classification results for Classes 3.8 and 3.9, the
lower part shows the components with their percentages in the preparation, as well as
their categories and special limits (if available).
F – Hazardous to the aquatic environment (4.1)

The upper part of the screen shows the classification results for Class 4.1, the lower
part shows the components with their percentages in the preparation, as well as their
categories and special limits (if available). The quotient that leads to the classification
is highlighted yellow.
G – Hazardous to the ozone layer (5.1)

This screen shows all ingredients that are classified as hazardous to the ozone layer.
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H – EU hazard symbols and risk phrases (quotient totals according to the DPD):
For most classifications, the quotients are formed from the percentage of the substance
and its limit value; these are then added to the quotients of other substances with the
same hazard. The following picture shows an example of the window Quotient totals
according to the DPD. If a quotient total reaches or exceeds the value 1.0, the
corresponding classification is performed.

By checking these quotient totals you can see whether they are either just, or
considerably above 1.0. This enables you to evaluate and to test, to what extent you
have to reduce the proportion of hazardous substances in order to fall below the limit.
However, please note that the quotient total of >=1 does not always mean, that the
corresponding symbol or R-phrase is stated.
Where more than one hazard symbol is assigned to a substance or preparation:
 the obligation to indicate the symbol “T+” or “T” makes the symbols “Xn”, “Xi”
and “C” optional
 the obligation to indicate the symbol “C” makes the symbols “Xn” and “Xi”
optional
 if the symbol “Xn” is assigned, the symbol “Xi” is optional
The classification with a Risk phrase is not required, if the classification with an Risk
phrase, which represents a higher hazard, is required. This means, for example:
 R28 > R25 > R22
 R27 > R24 > R21
 R26 > R23 > R20 > R67
 R35 > R34 > R41 > R36
 R50 > R51 > R52
The classification with R53 may be required, although the quotient for R53<1 and only
the quotient for R52>=1. In this case R52 represents the combined phrase R52/53,
while the quotient for R53 only stands for the individual R-phrase (see 1999/45/EC
Annex III).
Summary of quotients
To check the extent, to which the individual substances contribute to the quotient
totals, you can access further details by selecting any line of the quotients totals. After
that a window will open, which contains the relevant raw materials of the formulation
together with their quantities and their corresponding quotients. You may retrieve such
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detailed information for hazard symbols, as well as for risk phrases by selecting the
respective letters on the left screen margin (see next picture).

Additional phrase for sensitizing substances (Z20)
If at least one sensitizing substance is present, the table with the quotient totals also
contains a line for the phrase Z20. By selecting this line you can access the overview
of the quotients, which contains the individual sensitizing substances with their
percentages and the corresponding R-phrases 42 and/or 43.

2.2.3.4. Classification and labeling of aerosols
Method of classification of aerosols
When creating a preparation you will, after entering the formulation, switch to the
screen Physical data, where you have to select the state of aggregation Aerosol.
Furthermore, the following settings are available in the screen Physical data, for the
labelling of aerosols:
 Product is in aerosol package or container with sealed spray attachment
 Pressure > 29 psig
By activating the item Product is in aerosol package or container with sealed spray
attachment you can determine that even though your product is classified in Class
3.10 (Aspiration hazard) according to CLP, it does not have to be labelled as such [see
CLP, Article 23 and Annex I, 1.3.3].
By activating the item Pressure > 29 psig you can determine that for aerosol coating
products [pressurized coating product containing pigments or resins that is dispensed
by means of a propellant - see definition 40 CFR 59.503, NATIONAL VOLATILE
ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSION STANDARDS FOR CONSUMER AND
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS], labelled according to US GHS (OSHA HCS) and
with a pressure > 29 psig, the symbol gas cylinder is output. This can be set as a
default setting in the Default values [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments]
(see page 453). In order to always output the symbol GHS04 (gas cylinder) for
aerosols, please activate the item US/CA/UN Rev.03 – Aerosols should also be
classified as gas under pressure in the screen Classification options [Maintenance
programs – Program adjustments] (see page 416).
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2.2.3.5. Country specific classifications
Screen 5 Country specific classifications does not open automatically when creating a
preparation and has to be retrieved by means of
, the menu bar or the tab
menu. The fields in this window are not important for the classification according to
the chemical law, but can be relevant to the Safety Data Sheet.

Note:

Symbol

:

For each field, next to which you see this symbol, you can display additional
information for the specific value. By clicking on this symbol, the additional
information appears in a separate screen. If you hover the mouse over the symbol,
ChemGes will show you the alternative access for that screen.
Symbol

:

For each field, next to which you find this symbol, you can access the setting options
of the field, by clicking on the symbol.
Fields for the EU:
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 Seveso III (Directive 2012/18/EU): The field Seveso III shows the qualified
quantities, categories and listed ingredients [Namentlich aufgeführte gefährliche
Stoffe, Anhang I - Named dangerous substances, Annex I] according to Directive
2012/18/EU.
After clicking into this field you will receive the following screen (both for raw
materials and mixtures):

The stated qualified quantities are calculated based on up to 4 categories (H –
Health, P – Physical hazards, E – Environmental hazards, O – Other hazards),
whereat always the most stringent classification is considered. Listed substances
(named dangerous substances, Annex I) have priority. These values can be altered
manually. After manual alterations they are marked red and locked for recalculations. To unlock, press
(as described for the MAL-Code below).
With the item The product was repacked or unpacked you can let substances and
mixtures of GHS subclass 1.4 be classified under the entry P1a.
With the item Particularly high pressure or temperature you can let substances
and mixtures of GHS Class 2.6 be classified under the entry P5a.
With the item Temperature > boiling point you can let substances and mixtures of
GHS Class 2.6 be classified under the entry P5b.
 Via the option Annex XVII REACH (Restrictions), you can enter the restrictions
of the preparation, according to Annex XVII. The here entered restrictions are
output on the EU SDS under heading 15.69.110 Regulation (EG) No. 1907/2006
ANNEX XVII. In order to lock the entered restrictions, click into the field. In order
to unlock the entered restrictions, click into the field again, and press
Unlock.
Nota Bene:
The restrictions 3 and 40 are automatically calculated from the classification.
By pressing
Ingredients Annex XVII, you can open an overview of
ingredients, the percentages at which they are contained and the restrictions
according to Annex XVII:
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 Waste #: The item Waste # serves the entry of key numbers for waste disposal.
There are 3 fields for the 6-digit European Waste Code.
Via
you can search for Waste Key numbers. Find further information in
the section Waste Catalogue (see page 243).
The reason for displaying 3 fields for the EWC is that this catalogue is based on
branch related classifications, which leads in some cases to different waste codes
for disposal depending on the branch of the user. All numbers entered here will be
copied into section 13 of the SDS together with the corresponding texts. By means
of the symbol
you can switch to the maintenance of the Allocation of waste
codes (see page 454).
 The field Relevant waste hazards serves the selection of the codes according to
Annex III [Properties of wastes which render them hazardous] of the EU Directive
on waste. After selecting this field you can select /deselect the required codes (see
next picture).

You can activate the output of the codes in Section 13 of the SDS in General
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521).
 Detergent Regulation: This item additionally provides the option to mark a
preparation as Fragrance, Essential oil or Dye. This labelling is linked to the
creation of data sheets concerning the product declaration according to EU
648/2004 and the Cosmetic Regulation. Further information on these data sheets
can be found at Data sheet for medical personnel (see page 216), Data Sheet for the
public (see page 216) and Data Sheet according to Cosmetic Regulation (see page
216).
 The items Child-resistant fastenings and Tactile warnings are automatically
activated at the presence of certain GHS classifications (see below) for products
intended for the general public and for substances (here always). By activating
these items this information can be later selected in the individual file creations in
the screen Other classifications (see page 363).
Child-resistant fastenings: 3.1/1-3, 3.8/1, 3.9/1, 3.2/1A-1C, 3.10/1,
Tactile warnings: 2.2/1-2, 2.6/1-2, 2.7/1-2, 3.1/1-4, 3.8/1-2, 3.9/1-2, 3.2/1A-1C,
3.4.R/1, 3.10/1, 3.5/2, 3.6/2, 3.7/2
 If the preparation is marked as a Cosmetic product according to Regulation
1223/2009/EC [Cosmetic Regulation], the warnings according to Annex III, which
have been entered in the field Warnings according to Regulation 1223/2009/EC
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(items DPD classification and GHS classification, see Preparation window on
page 120), are output in Section 2 of SDSs for EU-countries under the heading
“Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009 on cosmetic products”.
 If the preparation is marked as Leave-on Product according to the Cosmetic
Regulation, all sensitising fragrances with a concentration greater than or equal to
0.001% (see Maintenance of substance groups, page 474) will be stated in the Data
Sheet. Products with Data Sheets according to the Cosmetic Regulation without the
marking Leave-on product are so-called Rinse-off products. For this type of
product, sensitising fragrances only have to be listed at a concentration of 0,01% or
higher.


Biocidal Products Regulation: In this field you can find the biocidal active
substances according to Article 58 (528/2012/EU).

 UFI-Code and EuPCS:
General Information:
According to Article 45 of the CLP Regulation, Importers and Downstream Users
are required to report the chemical composition, and the chemical identity and
concentration of the contents of products to the responsible national authority (i.e.
BfR in Germany, NPIS in Great Britain). The national authorities transmit this data
to the Poison Centers, so that in case of emergency, the emergency personnel have
immediate access to the necessary information.
In order to standardize this process EU-wide, the CLP Regulation is being revised
and the new Appendix VIII („Harmonised information relating to emergency
health response and preventative measures“) is being added.
These changes are to be implemented in stages, starting in 2020, for hazardous
products:
from 01.01.2020: for Consumer uses
from 01.01.2021: for Professional uses
from 01.01.2024: for Industrial uses
Completed notifications remain valid until 01.01.2025, as long as the composition
of the notified product does not change.
In addition to a harmonized format for the notification of the information to the
responsible authorities, a 16-digit UFI-Code (Unique Formula Identifier) is being
implemented. This is an unambiguous, alphanumeric code, that is used to precisely
identify products and is to be stated on labels. This code connects the product on
the market with the information transmitted to the poison centres and thus
facilitates the fast transfer of information to emergency personnel, in case of
emergency.
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Products classified in class 2.5 (Gases under Pressure) and class 2.1 (Explosives),
are exempt from this change.
EuPCS stands for European Product Categorisation System and describes the
intended uses of a product, for which a submission, according to Article 45 and
Annex VIII (Submission to the European Poison Centers) of the CLP, has to be
done. The settings for EuPCS can be found under Settings for UFI, EuPCS and
PCN notification (see page 440).
Information on the option MiM:
This option can only be selected if the UFI-Code was manually entered or is
locked.
Further information on MiM can be found at PCN notification (see page 222) and
in the guide PCN notification on our website at https://www.drsoftware.com/en/downloads.html.
ChemGes can automatically calculate the UFI-Code for you, based on the
composition of the preparation and the data that you have entered into the field
Company (VATIN (Value Added Tax Identification number) or company number
of the notifying company, if the VATIN is not available).
Note: By clicking the symbol
next to the field UFI Code you can display a list
of all UFI Codes already used for the preparation:

You can create a company in the field Company. You can create a company in the
field Company. When you click on this field, you can choose either an existing
entry (phrase from the SDS phrase maintenance or a company name already entered
for UFI codes), enter a new company or define that there is not to be an allocation:
Note: For variants it is not possible to use the company stated in the field
Company in the screen Country specific classification, but only the companies
entered as phrases.
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Via Creation of a company with VATIN or company number, you can enter the
data of a new company.
Example:

The option Default company, lets you set whether this company entry is to be used
as default for all other preparations. If no standard company is defined, or no
VATIN (Value Added Tax Identification number) is entered for a company, then no
UFI will be generated until the missing information is allocated.
Via the button

, you can Transfer data from a ECHA Legal Entity.

Via the button
, you can export data from ChemGes for the import in
the ECHA PCN Portal.
Via the button
, you can change the settings for the setup (see ECHAPCN (UUID and S2S setup), see page 447).
Additional information can be found under PCN notification (see page 222).
Note: The definition and performance of bulk notifications is possible under ECHA
PCN notification (Bulk notification) (see page 342).
The option General settings for the calculation of the UFI code (applies to all
companies and substances) lets you activate whether there should be a
Recalculation after change of ingredient list and/or a Recalculation after
changed classification of the UFI code.
By pressing
company entries.
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As soon as you have allocated a company here, the UFI Code is automatically
calculated and output in the field Code.

Alternatively, you can enter a UFI Code manually. ChemGes checks manually
entered codes for completeness (16 digits) and validity (based on the check digit
value).
In order to lock a code, click into the field Code. Locked Codes are marked in red:

To remove the lock, click into the field Code and press

Unlock.

Output of the UFI code on the label:
In order to output the UFI code on the label, define a variable with the allocation
UFI code (see Additional variables, page 645).
Output of the UFI code on the SDS:
In order to output the UFI code on the SDS, allocate the desired heading in the field
UFI code in the screen Country specific heading allocations (see page 543).
Note – UFI codes for variants:
Information regarding UFI codes for variants can be found under Administration of
variants (see page 247) and Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see
page 440).
Information on the option MiM:
This option can only be selected if the UFI-Code was manually entered or is
locked.
Via the button PCN you can enter data for the creation of the PCN notification (see
page 222):
Please note: If all default values are entered accordingly in the screen Settings for
UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440), it is usually not required to enter
any further product specific data here.

The button PCN ingredient list shows additional information for the formulation:

Via the button Selection of standard formula (see image above) you can select
one of the standard formulae according to EU 2020/1677, Part D for the PCN
Notification:
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Standard formulae are preparations containing groups of interchangeable ingredients,
whose technical function(s), classification and toxicological characteristics are
identical.
You can select such standard formulae for preparations that correspond to the standard
formulae as listed in EU 2020/1677, Part D, and the classification of which does not
change depending on the concentration of the ingredients within the percentage ranges
specified in the corresponding standard formula.

ChemGes automatically detects which standard formulae might apply based on the
ingredients and suggests them:

The selection in the overview in blue indicates the most suitable match, green marked
selections indicate further possible standard formulae:
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If a standard formula has been selected, ChemGes displays it at the top of the table.
Further notes on formulation breakdown can be found in the lower part of the
screen:

 ECHA notification: This field serves for entering the registration number, which is
generated upon first ECHA notification and listed in the respective transfer
protocol. This number is required if you wish to retransfer substances/mixtures in
order to update the notification.
 Chemical Safety Assessment available: If a Chemical Safety Assessment has
already been carried out for the preparation, you can activate the item Chemical
Safety Assessment available.
With this setting - if the output of the Exposure scenario is activated over all
(General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521)) the output of the Exposure scenario is also activated for the preparation. In this case
a corresponding phrase automatically appears under heading 15.67 Chemical Safety
Assessment in section 15 of the REACH SDS [A REACH SDS is identified by
having activated the item EU country in Maintenance programs- Various tables Countries]. In addition, the button
Additional Exposure scenarios is
displayed in the SDS screen (see Information fields and buttons in the SDS, page
263). If this item is deactivated, ChemGes will automatically output the phrase that
a Chemical Safety Assessment has not been carried out. For further information
see also General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
521).
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Note: Information regarding the EU-VOC can be found below, in the item Fields
for VOC.
 Via the setting Output of precursors for explosives in the SDS you can define
specifically whether the dataaccording to Regulation 2019/1148/EU is to be output
in the SDS:
Note: If you do not activate this setting, then the option set in the screen Default
values (see page 453) will be used.
Upon clicking on the magnifying glass next to the option, ChemGes will show
information regarding the listed ingredients of the preparation:

Note:
The ingredients and percentages can only be changed directly in the SDS.
If the output on the SDS is activated for a preparation, then the two additional
statements A08 and A09, are calculated (if necessary) and output on the SDS and
the label.
The percentages are output on the SDS, because Annex I defines limits.
Annex II defines no limits, and we thus defined a default value of 1%. This limit
can be adjusted as desired, in the Maintenance of substance listings (see page 84) in
the field Transfer of the substance from ...% :

 With the option
Registry numbers, you can access an overview of the
registration numbers of the various ingredients (see option Registration in the
screen Country specific information, see page 103). REACH Registration numbers
are indicated by the EU flag:
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Fields for Germany:
 the German Water Hazard Class:
The field WHC (Water hazard class) is calculated automatically according to the
German regulation AwSV (Verordnung über Anlagen zum Umgang mit
wassergefährdenden Stoffen).
WHC 3-substances are classified in WHC 3 from 3% on, in WHC 2 from 0.2% on
and below this percentage in WHC 1.
WHC 2 - substances are classified in WHC 2 from 5% on, in WHC 1 from 0.2%
on, and below this percentage as non-water-hazardous, if they are not water-soluble
(simplified application of the regulation).
WHC 1 - substances are classified in WHC 1 from 3% on, and below this
percentage as non-water-hazardous, if they are not water-soluble (simplified
application of the regulation).
Carcinogenic substances lead to WHC 2 from 0.1% on, if they are classified in
WHC 2, otherwise they are classified in WHC 3, and below 0.1% in WHC 1.
Polymeric dispersions have to be classified, in certain circumstances, as WHC 1.
The user has to check this himself according to the above-mentioned regulation.
Via the symbol
Hazard Class.

you can access the Settings for the calculation of the Water

By means of
Calculate the WHC (D) you can perform the calculation
of the German Water Hazard class.
Via
Water hazardous contents, you can open an overview of the
Water Hazard Classes of the contents, according to the AwSV:

By means of the function
Printout of documentation for WHC you can
print the documentation for self-classified mixtures („Dokumentationsformblatt für
Gemische“ according to AwSV, Annex 2, number 2):
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In this screen you can enter all relevant company information and define the
number of decimal places for percentages (default: 1 decimal place).
By means of the item The product contains dispersants you can fill in the
respective item in the Dokumentationsformblatt 2.
By means of
mixture.

Print start you can print the WHC documentation for your

Sample:

 Storage class (LGK) acc. to TRGS510 : The allocation of products to a Storage
class (LGK) is regulated by the German Regulation TRGS510. The Storage class
(LGK) according to TRGS510 is automatically calculated based on the transport
classification and on the hazard classification and the state of aggregation.
 BetrSichV: The German Betriebssicherheitsverordnung (classification only in
Flammable, Highly flammable) replaced the German VbF on 1.1.2003.
 The product is subject to annex 2 of the ChemVerbotsV: Using this option, you
can define, that the preparation fulfills the requirements according to annex 2 of the
German Chemikalien-Verbotsverordnung (ChemVerbotsV). If this option is
activated, then the corresponding information is output on an SDS for Germany,
under heading 15.70.70 Other regulations, limitations and prohibitive regulations.
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GISCode (BG BAU): In this item you can search for the codes, parts of codes or
parts of names (even several parts separated by a space character) by the GISBAU
[Hazardous Substance Information System by the German BG BAU
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(Berufsgenossenschaft der Bauwirtschaft, Employer's Liability Insurance
Association)] and select the desired codes from the overview (see next picture).
The GISCodes [resp. product groups, for example "BZM 2 Betonzusatzmittel,
reizend" (concrete admixture, irritant)] serve to identify products presenting similar
health hazards, thus requiring identical safety measures and rules of conduct, and to
combine them into groups. The statement of the GISCodes in Safety Data Sheets
enables employers and safety representatives to obtain information on possible
hazards and necessary protection measures related to the used product. The here
selected codes are automatically adopted into SDSs for Germany, in section 7
(heading 7.252 "GISCode").

Decopaint:
In this field information according to 2004/42/EC for the output in the SDS section
15 can be entered and calculated.
Note:
This field can only be selected, if the field Coating is activated.
As no formulas for the automatic calculation of that type of information are
available, you have to define the basic settings initially:
The heading text is available in all languages. However, as only some of our
customers manufacture this type of products, you have to activate the output in the
SDS as a first step.
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Please note that the output of this information is only mandatory for SDSs for
Germany (TRGS 220). Thus, you can deactivate the output for all further countries
in the field Countries, in order to avoid the output in SDSs.
If needed, you can additionally output the VOC with the information on the
DecoPaint Directive in the SDS by activating the field Additional output of the
VOC.
Apart from above-described settings, we have predefined all remaining default
settings for you.
In order to provide you with the possibility to have the required information for this
directive calculated automatically, we included the selection of flags and article
groups here.
Example: Selection of flags:
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Whenever a product exhibits the allocated flags/article groups, the allocations to the
product subcategories according to the DecoPaint Directive are automatically
transferred.
If neither flags, nor article groups apply, resp., if your company does not have a wide
range of different products, you can also enter default values in the field Other default
value, if coating material. The default values defined in this field will then apply in
all other cases, if the product is marked as coating.
After leaving this screen, ChemGes automatically calculates all necessary entries. As
usual, you can of course perform manual alterations anytime. After manual alterations
ChemGes locks the field (symbol
and red marking). To unlock the field and initiate
a recalculation, please simply click the symbol .
When you create an SDS afterwards, the information on the DecoPaint Directive is
automatically output in section 15.

Note:
For the automatic transfer of the information, please ensure that at least the item
BetrSichV, VbF, Seveso, DecoPaint in the automatic update options (see page 604) is
activated and the SDS is not locked. If needed, you can maintain the texts for the
DecoPaint Directive in DecoPaint Directive 2004/42/EC (see page 587).
Fields for Austria:
 VbF for Austria (for Germany no longer valid since 1.1.2003): The Ordinance on
the storage of combustible liquids (Verordnung über die Lagerung brennbarer
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Flüssigkeiten - VbF) exists in Germany and Austria with slight differences. Find
further information under Hazard classification according to VbF (see page 183).
 Waste # serves the entry of key numbers for waste disposal.
There is 1 field for the 5-digit Austrian Waste Code according to ÖNORM S2100
(Austria).
Via
you can search for Waste Key numbers. Find further information in
the section Waste Catalogue (see page 243).
Fields for further countries:
Switzerland:
 Waste #: The item Waste # serves the entry of key numbers for waste disposal.
There are 3 fields for the Swiss Waste Code according to the Verordnung des
UVEK über Listen zum Verkehr mit Abfällen (SR 814.610.1).
Via
you can search for Waste Key numbers. Find further information in
the section Waste Catalogue (see page 243).
The reason for displaying 3 fields for the Swiss Waste Code is that this catalogue is
based on branch related classifications, which leads in some cases to different waste
codes for disposal depending on the branch of the user. All numbers entered here
will be copied into section 13 of the SDS together with the corresponding texts.
Note: Information regarding the VOC for Switzerland can be found below in the item
Fields for VOC.
 FOPH registration according to ChemO (Swiss Chemical Ordinance, Article 48 –
54; SR 813.11): By clicking this button you can access the FOPH information on
raw materials.
General information
(from Guidance RPC, https://www.anmeldestelle.admin.ch):
The manufacturer of new substances who places them on the market in Switzerland
in quantities of ≥ 1 tonne per year must notify the new substance before placing it
on the market for the first time in Switzerland (Art. 26 ChemO).
The manufacturers of new substances that, in accordance with Art. 26 ChemO
para. 1 let. a-c, are exempted from the obligation to notify, shall, independently of
whether a safety data sheet must be compiled for them, report them to the
Notification Authority for Chemicals within three months after first placing them on
the market (Art. 48, Art. 19 ChemO).
The notification as well as the report must be submitted in an electronic format.
(Art. 27 para. 1 and Art. 51 ChemO). Notifications may be submitted, reports must
be submitted via the RPC portal (www.rpc.admin.ch).
Preparations subject to registration:


Hazardous preparations according to 48-54 ChemO (SR 813,11)



Non-hazardous preparations containing the following types of substances:
 Substances hazardous to health or environment ≥ 1.0% (gases ≥ 0.2%)
 In addition, the following substances from 0.1% on: Substances of classes
3.6/2, 3.7/1A, 1B or 2 and that have effects on or via lactation, 3.4/1, as
well as PBT-, vPvB- and SVHC-substances
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 Substances with an EU occupational exposure limit (without defined limit)
Note: It is not necessary to register preparations for which the labelling contains
only EUH phrases and that do not contain substances that must be reported, based
on the above rules.
Requirements for the submission via RPC
1. Personal user account in the RPC
2. Linkage of the user account with the reporting company
3. Review of whether a notification or reporting obligation exists (self-regulation)
Steps for registration:
1. Create FOPH Mass registration in ChemGes
2. Upload dossier to the BAG-website
3. Download log files from the BAG-website
4. Transfer log files into ChemGes
5. If errors occur, correct them and restart procedure

Here you will find fields for entering the CPID (Chemical Product IDentification),
the Submission status and the Manufacturer information for the FOPH
registration.
Notes regarding the fields:
The CPID (Chemical Product IDentification) is generated by the RPC system,
automatically (during each product registration). ChemGes uses this number as
information on whether a registration has been completed for a substance.
Therefore, only delete this number in exceptional circumstances, as the FOPH can
recognize when the CPID and the product code no longer align and allows new
registration only when this is corrected.
CPID and Submission status are automatically filled in upon importing the log
files (Buttons Import of one log file and Import of several log files on the right
side of the screen). If you have manually completed a registration in the past, you
can enter the CPID here.
Substance data is automatically calculated by the system thus, manual changes
afterwards are not necessary, in most cases.
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Button Registration of a substance
Upon clicking onto the button Registration of this substance, you can define the
Output directory, and activate whether the directory and the FOPH website are to
be opened after creation. Clicking
Program start will create the
notification.

Note: For the next step, it is necessary to be registered on the FOPH website.
After creating the notification file, you can log into the FOPH website and upload
the mass registration. Detailed information can be found in our video https://drsoftware.com/links/youtube.php?doc=bag&lng=en.
NOTE: After uploading onto the FOPH website, you must download the Log via
the button Download of last log. ChemGes needs this information for the status of
the transferred substances.
Afterwards, import the log files using one of the buttons Import of one log file and
Import of several log files, on the right side of the ChemGes screen. We
recommend the transfer of the whole directory, so that no files are missed. The
button Overview of registrations lets you open an overview of already transferred
registrations.

Note: If you have already performed registrations, you can also import into
ChemGes, the log files from these registrations. This data can be downloaded from
your FOPH account.
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The prerequisite for a successful import is that you used your own product code
when originally registering the product, and that that product code is the same as
the one you have entered for the product in ChemGes. If the product codes are
different, then ChemGes cannot perform an allocation.
Button Mass registration of raw materials:
To ensure that for your substance registration, the FOPH has knowledge of all the
raw materials you use, you can ask ChemGes to search all of your preparations for
raw materials that are not identifiable by a CAS number or an EC number.
Button Import of registered products
If you have already registered substances with the FOPH, then you can use this
menu item to import this data into ChemGes. First download the necessary
information from your FOPH account, via Downloads - List of all notified products
of your own company. Afterwards you can import the created xls-file into
ChemGes, via the menu item Import of registered products.
Note: The prerequisite for a successful import is that you used your own product
code when originally registering the product, and that that product code is the same
as the one you have entered for the product in ChemGes. If the product codes are
different, then ChemGes cannot perform an allocation.
Button Settings
Here you can define the default values for the FOPH registration:

If you place environmental substances on the market, you must define a default
value for the Quantity placed on the market.
While the output of a Contact person is optional it is strongly encouraged by the
authorities.
If you sell biocides, then the data for biocides (for example the field of application),
is absolutely necessary for the registration. Under Additional information on
biocides you can define default values and if necessary make changes for
individual products in the screen FOPH information on raw materials.
For Aerosols, you can define here one of the two standard packaging options
according to the FOPH (Pressurized gas pack or Manual pump), in which your
product is most commonly sold.
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Limit to show ingredients of products for the public:
The regulation requires the output of all hazardous ingredients of a product. For
non-hazardous ingredients there is a lower limit of 1%. At your own risk, you can
define here a different lower limit for hazardous ingredients. Special limits that are
lower than the legally defined limit, take precedence.
Use water to fill formulations with less than 98% ingredients to 100%:
Many of our customers do not enter water into their formulations, as it is not
relevant for the classification. This option lets you define that for formulations that
are not complete, the difference to 100% will be considered to be water.
Percentage in notifications to the public:
Here you can define whether the percentage output of all ingredients is to be done
according to the rounding table for the PCN notification, according to the rounding
table for the Swiss SDS or Exactly.
If the product is not intended for the public, then only the substances and
percentages from the SDS, will be notified.
Intended use, if no other one has been defined:
If no intended use is defined in your SDS, then the use defined here will be the
default value.
The last option lets you define whether to Move log files to a backup directory
after transfer.
The Netherlands:
 ABM - the Dutch Water Hazard Class:
The field ABM is automatically calculated according to the Dutch Ordinance ABM
2016 with consideration of the WHC and of the concentration of each individual
substance.
The consideration limit for substances of Classes Z(1) and Z(2) („substances of
very high concern“) and for substances, which are classified with H400 resp. H410,
is at 0,1%.
M factors are considered for environmentally hazardous substances.
All remaining substances have a consideration limit of 1%. With this the
consideration limits correspond to those of CLP.
By pressing
ABM (NL) contents, you can open an overview of the
Water Hazard Classes of the contents, according to the ABM:
Additionally, you can, for each substance, activate whether it is a Blacklist
substance. If you activate the option Blacklist for a substance in this screen, the
option Blacklist will be automatically activated in the screen Country specific
classifications (Maintenance of raw materials) and vice versa.
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The Dutch texts for the categories can be found in Texts for water hazard classes
(NL) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases] (see page
585).
Denmark:
 MAL-Code: The field MAL-Code contains the calculated code based on the
MAL-factors of the ingredients or – if no factors are entered – from the Danish
OELVs (occupational exposure limit values) and the classification of these
substances. Details concerning the MAL-Code can be found in the section
Substance database under Country specific information (see page 103). Please also
note the hints concerning partly missing substance classifications.
Via
MAL code contents you can open an overview of the MAL Codes
of the contents:

Turkey:
 Via
Registry numbers you can open an overview of the registration
numbers of each substance (see option Registration in the screen Country specific
information (see page 103). Turkish numbers are indicated by the Turkish flag:

Korea:
 Waste: Using the fields Designated, Workplace and Municipal, you can choose
the korean waste code numbers. By pressing
, you can open an overview
of the waste code numbers. By means of the symbol
you can switch to the
maintenance of the Allocation of waste codes (see page 454).
 Dangerous substances and quantity of dangerous substances: Here you will
find the entries for the substance listing KDSL according to Annex 1 of the
Dangerous Goods Safety Management Act (위험물안전관리법시행령).
Note: The texts for the output, as well as settings for the calculations, can be found
in the Settings for Korea (see page 596). By clicking on the symbol
the field, you can switch directly into the screen Settings for Korea.
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 Hazardous substances subject to special control: Here are the entries for the
substance listing HSSSC according to ISHA Korea (Supplement to table 12).

Note: The texts for the output can be found in the screen Settings for Korea (see
page 596). By clicking onto the symbol
directly into the screen Settings for Korea.

, next to the field, you can switch

Japan:
 Fire Hazard Act: Here you can allocate the preparation to a category of the Fire
Service Act:
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Fields for VOC:
Nota Bene:
All VOC-fields are only active, if the field Coating is activated.
All fields for VOC-values, for WHC (NL) and for the MAL-Code can be corrected
manually. After alterations they are locked for automatic calculations and highlighted
in red. To unlock a field and to remove the manually entered value, you have to
reselect the field and press
. After that the value will be re-calculated.
 Coating: By means of this field all VOC-fields are activated resp. deactivated.
 EU-VOC: The field VOC value for the EU contains the value, calculated according
to Directive 1999/13/EC, in g/l and next to it in percentages.
 US-VOC: The field VOC value for the USA contains the value, calculated
according to the American legislation, in g/l. In SDSs this value is also stated in
lb/gl.
 VOC value for Switzerland: This field contains the percentage of volatile organic
substances within the meaning of the Swiss VOC-Ordinance. Details can be found
in the section Substance database under Country specific information (see page
103). Please also note the hints concerning partly missing substance classifications.
 Wood preservative: If this field is activated, the EU-VOC-values are calculated
according to a different formula, which leads to slightly differing values.
If your company mainly produces or purchases coatings, or wood preservatives,
you can set the Default values [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments]
(see page 453) by activating the item Coating and/or Wood preservative. After
that the program will ask whether it should alter all existing preparations
correspondingly. If you confirm with `Yes´, the VOC-values will be activated and
calculated for all preparations.
Via
Solvents, you can open an overview of contents with the status
information regarding Solvent, VOC-Solvent, Exempt Solvent, LMVO Austria und
VOCV Switzerland:
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2.2.3.5.1. Hazard classification according to the VbF
The screen Country specific classifications (screen 5) contains 2 fields for the hazard
classification according to the VbF. These are automatically calculated. These fields
relate to the Austrian Ordinance as well as the German Regulation on the storage of
flammable liquids.
The data necessary for calculating the VbF can be found in the screen Physical data
(screen 3). When altering these fields you can immediately see alterations in the VbF
class, if you position screens 3 and 5 next to each other on the screen.
The flash point for substances is automatically adopted from the substance file. For
preparations, the lowest flash point of all ingredients - excluding the substances that
fall below the defined limit - is adopted.
The program automatically checks whether the product contains nitrocellulose;
whereas substances with the CAS numbers 9004-70-0 and 900000-02-5 are regarded
as nitrocellulose. You can set the limit percentage, from which nitrocellulose shall be
considered for calculation, in the screen Calculation of physical values (see page 437)
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments]. If the limit value is set at 0 the
nitrocellulose field is never automatically activated.
The solids content is calculated from the data in the database. It is necessary to check
this calculation, as in some cases – especially when substances are self-created – the
corresponding values, necessary for calculation, are missing. The solids content is
calculated from all substances, which are marked as “solids” in the database. If the
aggregation state is not marked, all substances with a melting point above 20°C are
used for calculation (if no melting point is stated either, then all substances with a flash
point above 100°C). ). In addition, in case of incomplete formulations, all ingredients
that are missing to the 100% total will be calculated as solids or liquids depending on
your setting in the Default values [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments]
(see page 453).
Important information
You can influence the calculation of the solids content via the field Content of solids
in the screen Physical data of the substance database. If you enter a value in this field,
the solids content is calculated according to this value (instead of the aggregation state,
the melting point or the flash point). Further information can be found in the section
Substance Data Base at Physical data (see page 68).
Viscosity is entered in seconds (DIN-beaker, 4 mm, ISO-beaker 4 or 6 mm), in mPas,
or in mm2/s. The unit can be altered using the F-Keys, where
changes to seconds,
2
to mPas and
to mm /s,
to ISO 4mm, and
to ISO 6mm. Please be
aware that the values are not converted into other units.
The question whether the product is fully miscible with water, needs to be checked as
well, because the respective default value of the program may not always be correct.
The field Flammable substances is important for the German VbF, as the viscosity
limits in the classes AII and AIII depend on this value.
For the determination of the VbF classification the formulation is split on all levels;
this means that even the components of intermediate products are considered.

2.2.3.6. Toxicological values for preparations
Press
in the basic window of a preparation, in order to go to the window
for toxicological values. Here you can enter the data from toxicological tests (LD 50,
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LC 50 values,…) in the same way, as it is possible for substances (see Toxicological
values, page 78).

The option Sort order lets you define whether the values are to be sorted according to
their abbreviations (alphanumeric or numeric), according to their Descriptions or
according to the ATE relevant values.
Note: All super- and subscripts (and their corresponding letters, that exist in Unicode),
are taken into consideration when sorting or selecting in the overview screens.
Further details on the Test types (see page 427), Test methods (see page 432) and
Species (see page 430) can be found in the menu Toxicity [Maintenance programs –
Program adjustments - Toxicity]. The following screen shot shows this window with
test values:

All entered values are adopted into the SDS of the respective preparation.

2.2.3.7. Additional physical-chemical values for preparations
In the screen Physical Data (screen 3) you can access the screen for the creation of
additional physical or chemical data, via
Additional physical-/ chemical
values (or via
in the screen Maintenance of preparations). Data is entered the
same way as it is for substances. These values are adopted into the SDS, provided that
a heading is allocated to them. Details can be found in Additional physical-chemical
values for substances (see page 72).

2.2.3.8. Transport classifications of preparations
Here you can see the transport classification data for preparations for the Land
transport according to the ADR (respectively RID) and DOT (TDG/TMD), as well as
for the Sea and Air transport according to the IMDG and IATA.
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You can retrieve the transport classification windows via the tab menu, or the shortcut
keys
.
Note: In the upper part of the screen, you can additionally see the preparation number,
the article number (if applicable), the description, the GHS classification, as well as the
flash and boiling point of the preparation.

ChemGes can calculate the transport classification automatically for preparations
containing substances in the following transport classes: 3, 6.1 and 6.2, 8, 9 as well as
aerosols of class 2
This is based on a simplified method (see Automatic transport classification on page
195), which is not possible for other hazards. The transport classification can also be
entered manually, which is especially important for classes 1, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2 and
7. Each field can be chosen individually with the mouse.
Note: Greyed-out fields cannot be selected and show that the field is not applicable to
the transport type (i.e. ADR Code for DOT, IMDG and IATA). Changed fields are
initially marked in yellow. Additional information to the various fields, can be found
under Transport classifications of raw materials (see page 93).
Field Class:
Upon clicking into the field Class, you can choose the desired class from the overview
or manually enter it:
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Field UN number:
The field UN number now contains the following additional functions:
If there is no transport classification yet, you can search for descriptions or parts of
descriptions via
or go to the Maintenance of UN numbers via
:

If the transport classification has already been calculated, you will receive an overview
of Matching UN numbers for the substance:

After selecting a UN number, you will receive a new screen, where you can perform
the following settings:
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If the selected UN number has entries for several packing groups, you can select a
packing group in the field Possible packing group. If only one packing group entry
exists, the field is inactive (grey).

If the state of the substance /preparation does not correspond to the state that is
assigned to the selected UN number, ChemGes indicates this with a message in blue
font. In addition, the item Alteration of the state of the substance can be selected. By
means of this item you can adjust the state of the substance/preparation to the state of
the UN number.
Example:

By means of
Transfer you can adopt the selected UN number, including all
data assigned to this number (Class, ADR code, packing group, label, etc.). In this case
no calculation is performed.
By pressing
No adjustments you can adopt the selected UN number without
further control of state of aggregation and by pressing
you can cancel the input.
Information on the transfer of UN-numbers without recalculation via
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 If the UN number does not match the classification of the product, unsuitable risk
factors may be selected.
 It might be that some information could not automatically be determined by
selecting a UN number only.
 UN numbers which do not fit to the substance will be replaced by correct UN
numbers after the next classification.
 The classification is performed automatically upon retrieving the preparation.
Field Name:
Depending on the transport type, upon clicking into the field Name, the following
screen opens:
Here you can select, whether the preparation is a mixture or a solution and which
substances shall be stated as hazard triggers (max. 10 - Amount dependent upon the
settings in the screen Settings for the declaration text [Maintenance programs Transport] (see page 501).
Note: The options Solution and Mixture are only active when the UN number is a
raw material UN number.
For ADR/RID, DOT/TDG/TMD and IATA:

Note: The item Symbol "Fish and tree" can be altered manually for ADR.
Depending upon the settings in the screen General transport adjustments (see page
497) you can have this automatically calculated and / or locked. This alteration (lock)
remains until it is "unlocked" either manually or the transport data is deleted using
.

For IMDG:
This overview includes up to two environmentally hazardous (marked as Marine
Pollutant) ingredients, which are present in the preparation in concentrations that
exceed the usual 1%-limit for the classification as environmentally hazardous.
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To retrieve the article overview or search for substances press
. You can also
enter a product code via
, an index number via
or an EC number via
.
You can search for text via
.

Fields Limited quantity, Excepted quantity, Transport category and Tunnel
restriction code:
These fields concern the codes and categories according to ADR, which are stated in
SDS-section 14 automatically. Here you can also find the quantity limitations for
passenger aircraft/rail and cargo aircraft according to the DOT and IATA.
Note: In the field Excepted quantity, after clicking into the lines for ADR or IMDG,
you will receive an overview of applicable entries. The desired entry can be chosen by
clicking on it or manually entered. If you hover the mouse over an entry, ChemGes
shows additional information.

Field Output of RQ:
By activating the item Output of RQ you can activate the output of the text ‘RQ’
(Restricted Quantities) according to the DOT. Further information can be found in
Settings for the declaration text [Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 501).

Field Poison inhalation hazard:
In the field Poison inhalation hazard, you can choose the appropriate entry for the
Poison inhalation hazard according to the DOT.
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Field EmS:
The EmS-Code is a code for First-Aid-Measures in sea transport. It used to consist of
a combination of digits (e.g. 3-07). With IMDG 2003 it was changed to two different
letter combinations - EmS-Fire (e.g. F-E) and EmS-Spillage (e.g. S-D). These letter
combinations are stated one after the other, separated by a comma. Via
you can
perform a recalculation.

Field Segregation groups:
After clicking into the field Segregation groups, you can open an overview of IMDG
Segregation groups by pressing
. Here you can allocate up to 6 segregation
groups.

ChemGes contains the allocations of UN numbers to segregation groups for raw
materials listed in the IMDG Code. These are output automatically in the field
Segregation groups in the screen Transport and Screen 2 of the UN numbers
[Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 503).
If a preparation has an allocation to segregation groups, this allocation is automatically
adopted. If there is no allocation, the program checks, whether the output of hazard
triggers is required and automatically adopts the segregation groups allocated to the
respective hazard trigger, or a group allocation available for the UN number of the raw
material.
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Field Stowage:
This field contains the Stowage category (i.e. “B”), the Stowage code (i.e. “SW1”), the
Handling code (i.e. “H1”) and the Segregation code (i.e. “SG1”) according to IMDG.

Field Comments:
In the field Comments you can enter a general comment or a comment for ADR,
DOT, IMDG and/or IATA. If desired, you can output the comment(s) in the SDS
Section 14 under the heading „Remarks“ (by activating the item Output of comments
in the SDS in the screen General adjustments for transport [Maintenance programs –
Transport], see page 497).
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Functions in the lower part of the screen:
HazChem-code (for Great Britain, Australia, India and Malaysia): The HazChemCode or Emergency Action Code (EAC) replaces the Hazard number (Kemler) in the
Anglo-Saxon Transport law. This code contains information in case of an accident
with hazardous goods. The first item – a number – identifies fire-fighting measures.
The second item – a letter – indicates the necessary safety instructions for the fire
department. The third item is either free or an “E”, which represents a general safety
risk.
Options During input:

With the option Automatic transfer to the different types of transport, you can
define that changes are adopted for all other transport types.
Via the option Recalculation of dependent other fields, you can define that, for
example, additional information for the UN number is adopted automatically when the
applicable classification or criteria are changed. This means that, upon changing
classification fields, other fields that are directly affected are automatically updated.
The transport classification can be locked with the button Lock:
If the lock is activated, the red text “Locked“, is output.
Note: After changing the transport classification, it is automatically locked.

Buttons in the lower part of the screen:
The transport data can be deleted in full, by pressing

.

Afterwards, the deleted fields are marked in yellow and the button
to initial state is available:
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Via
you can perform a simplified classification and then, via
you
can Recalculate additional information. Further information is available under
Automatic transport classification (see page 195).

By pressing
the contents:
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Via
Calculation data for class 8, you can open an overview regarding the
calculation for class 8:

In the upper area of the screen are the activated settings – which can be changed in the
screen General transport adjustments (see page 497).
Below this, are the Special limits, for your information. These are output
independently of the activated settings (the screen always looks the same). Limits
according to the ADR 2019 are identifiable via the abbreviation “PG“ and the Packing
Group. CLP limits can be identified by one of the categories 1A, 1B or 1C. If a special
limit exists for the ADR as well as for the CLP, the ADR limit has priority.
Note: If class 8 is not the main hazard (i.e. with 95-48-7 in the example above) and the
Packing Group is PG I or PG II, but the GHS classification could lead to PG II or PG
III, then the higher Packing Group (PG II or PG III) is used in order to avoid a stronger
classification.
Additionally, the pH value and the ingredients that are not classified into class 8, are
also output in this screen for information purposes.
Via

you can copy the Transport classification of another substance.

All usual search options are available here.

By pressing
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2.2.3.9. Automatic transport classification
Simplified classification for classes 3, 6, 8 and 9 as well as for aerosols of class 2
with consideration of substances of classes 4.1 – 4.3 and 5.1
Restrictions:
ChemGes contains a simplified classification routine according to ADR/RID for
preparations containing substances of the ADR classes 3, 6.1, 6.2, 8, environmentally
hazardous substances of class 9, as well as aerosols of class 2.
If at least one substance of these classes (except class 6.2) is present, substances of
class 4.1 (except those of packing group I, as well as desensitized explosives and selfdecomposing substances), of class 4.2 (except those of packing group I) and of the
classes 4.3 or 5.1, can also be present.
When it comes to aerosols, gases of class 2 may also be present.
ChemGes covers a large amount of possibilities in these classes, but it does not contain
substance-specific characteristics, of which there are many in the ADR. Therefore, this
program cannot replace a manual for ADR/RID, but only eases the classification of
preparations. Thus, the result needs to be examined afterwards and corrected, if
necessary.
Carrying out the transport classifications:
Please note:
If the Automatic classification [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see
page 416) is activated for the transport classification, ChemGes will automatically
calculate the transport classification. Be aware of the fact that in some cases manual
entries in the window Additional information for the transport classification
[accessible via
Simplified classification, in the transport window] are
necessary to calculate a correct classification. Therefore, we recommend that you
perform the procedure described below, or, for more complicated classifications, that
you deactivate the automatic classification for transport.
1. To activate the simplified automatic transport classification press

.

2. In the window that opens, please check and correct the information fields. These
questions are especially important for the allocation of the classification code and
for the selection of the UN-number.
In the case of pesticides the corresponding item has to be activated. If one of the
components is classified as a pesticide, this field is automatically activated.
If corrosive substances do not have an acid or base flag in the database, you have to
answer the question, whether the product contains acids or bases.
If necessary, you also have to activate the appropriate setting for inorganic acids or
bases.
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Additional information about other fields:
 The product will be transported in a molten state - if activated, the transport
description is automatically supplemented with the word "molten" [according to
ADR 3.1.2.5, 5.4.1.1.14 and IMDG 3.1.2.5] or "hot" [according to DOT, §172.203
(n)].
 The product is a color additive - solvent mixtures, which are usually classified
with UN 1993 Flammable liquid, n.o.s. or with UN 1263 Paint, are classified with
UN 1263 as Paint related material via this option.
 Transport temperature ≥ flash point - only important for products with a flash
point above 60°C and for products, which are transported at a higher temperature.
 Transport temperature - is only important for products, which are transported hot
and do not exhibit any other hazards. For liquids, temperatures above 100°C, and
for solids, temperatures above 240°C, are relevant for the classification in class 9,
as Elevated temperature substances.
 Temperature control necessary - you can determine, that ChemGes shall consider
the temperature control, as defined in the ADR regulation, when deriving the
transport classification from the GHS classification. If this item is activated,
ChemGes applies the appropriate UN number, depending on the respective ADR
requirements.
 Volume > 1 liter - is used for the classification of aerosols, as aerosols containing
more than 1 liter are forbidden according to IATA and DOT.
 Volume (<= 5 litre, <= 30 litre, > 30 and <= 450 litre, > 450 litre) - concerns
goods of ADR-class 3 with no additional hazards, with a flash point of 23 – 60°C,
and with high viscosity, as they do not have to be classified in ADR class 3 in
volumes up to 450 liters. However, according to IMDG 2003 exceptions at a high
viscosity are only permitted for packings up to 30 litres. This exception is only
effective, if the field Solvent separation test < 3% is activated. Note: In the screen
General transport adjustments (see page 497) you can define a general default value
for the volume.
 No calculation of the classes 4.1.-4.3. and 5.1. - you can avoid, that the hazard
potentials of the ingredients, which are allocated to one of these classes, are
considered. If, for example, a solid preparation consists of 50% of a substance of
class 4.1 (flammable solid substance) and of 50% of a substances allocated to class
9 (environmentally hazardous with the symbol "N"), the simplified classification
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results a) if this item is deactivated in class 4.1. or b) if this item is activated in class
9.
Note: If a preparation is a liquid and contains, only substances of class 4.1. besides
substances of class 6.1., 8 and/or 9, the flammable properties, that might be present,
are not considered for calculating the transport classification. We, therefore,
recommend that you perform the automatic transport classification only for
preparations with the state "solid".
 Pasty according to penetrometer test – according to the transport regulations, a
"solid" can also be a product, which – due to its fluidity (determined with the
penetrometer test) – is pasty. If this option is activated for a liquid preparation, it is
not allocated to UN1993 "FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S.", but to UN 3175
"SOLIDS CONTAINING FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S.".
 Vapor pressure at 50°C – this is essential for correctly classifying some UNnumbers of class 3. For the transport in tanks the vapor pressure range must be
included in the declaration of the good as "Special provision 640X" (X= "C to H").
If the option Special Provision 640 shall always be used, is activated in Settings for
the declaration text [Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 501), the text
for SP 640 is output on the SDS.
In order to more specifically apply Special provision 640X, this screen contains two
selection fields for the vapor pressure at 50°C (<= 110 kPa and >110 kPa).
ChemGes automatically fills in this field according to the highest values of all raw
materials above 5% (as far as data are available). For goods of class 3, which
contain low-boiling components, it must be checked and adjusted, if necessary. If
no values are available in the database, the lowest vapor pressure (max. 110 kPa) is
set as default, as this is the most frequently occurring case.
 Corrosion rate on steel or aluminium ≥ 6.25mm a year - if this is deactivated
and the preparation is not allocated to packing group I or II, due to its corrosive
effect, the product is also no longer allocated to Class 8 (neither as main-, nor as
secondary hazard). However, please note that preparations still have to be allocated
to Class 8/packing group III, if they have a proven corrosive effect on skin tissue.
Therefore, we recommend that this setting is only used in combination with item
R35=>PG I, R34=>PG II in the screen General transport adjustments
[Maintenance programs – Transport] (see page 497).
If you press
or
after checking these fields, the classification will be
performed or an error message displayed, if classes are present, which cannot be
calculated, or if the classification of raw materials is missing. (see pictures in
Transport classifications of preparations on page 184).
Additional Automatic Classification Information:
Basic Facts:
For the classification, each formulation is broken down into its basic raw materials and
the data from each substance that exceeds the consideration limit (by default 0.5%, but
modifiable by the user), is used to calculate the formulation’s transport classification.
For raw materials with unknown ADR-classification it is possible to let the program
calculate a proposal for the ADR-classification based on the hazard classification (with
restrictions). Find further information in Proposal for the ADR-classification of
substances (see page 118).
For the corrosive properties the quotient totals are always used.
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As there are not always consideration/classification limits for substances for the
transport classification in preparations, we have determined general limits for toxic and
corrosive substances. These can also be changed by the user. In addition, for each UNnumber, specific limits for packing groups I, II and III for class 8 can be entered in the
screen UN numbers [Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 503).
For example, sulfuric acid is classified in class 8, packing group II. However, it is not
set, at which low percentage the classification should change to the less hazardous
packing group III, and below which percentage the sulfuric acid should not be
considered at all.

Item Limits, screen General transport adjustments:
The first field states the consideration limit, below which a substance is not considered
for classification. In the fields below, you can find the consideration limits for classes
1, 2, 4.1-4.3, 5.1 and 5.2 - depending on the packing group. The field Especially
dangerous substances contains the limit above which the classification of these
components is adopted for the classification of the whole preparation.
Calculation of class 8:
The transport regulations 2019 provides extensive changes to the calculation of class 8.
In order to implement these new rules, you can activate the option According to the
rules of ADR/IMDG/IATA 2019.
In addition or alternatively, you can activate the consideration of special limits from
GHS.
As many users wish to have class 8 as soon as the H314 (GHS Class 3.2/1, 1A – 1C)
applies, you can activate both options at the same time.
If the item H314: 1A=>PG I, 1B=>PG II, 1C=>PG III is activated, the allocation to
Class 8, packing group I, II and III is performed based on the classification with H314
and the Categories 1A, 1B and 1C of Class 3.2 Skin corrosion /irritation.
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Note: The use of the limits according to the CLP is activated by default. As this is not
specifically mentioned in the ADR, is it possible to activate/deactivate it as needed.
In the Transport screen (Maintenance of preparations) you can open an overview of
the calculation of class 8 via
Calculation data for Class 8 (see page 184).
1. The ADR contains a calculation method for determining the toxicity of preparations
based on the LD 50-values of their raw materials (table 2.2.61.7). ChemGes applies
this method for class 6.1, as far as LD 50-values are available. If no LD 50-values
are available, the calculation is performed according to the GHS/CLP guidelines
based on ATEmix (Acute Toxicity Estimates for Mixtures for GHS-Class 3.1).
2. The calculation procedure determines classifications in classes 3, 6.1, 8 and class 9
for environmentally hazardous substances of UN numbers 3077 and 3082 and
elevated temperature substances. Additionally, aerosols of class 2 and infectious
substances of class 6.2 are calculated.
3. If you deactivate the field No calculation of the classes 4.1-4.3 and 5.1 in the
screen Additional information of transport classification [access via
Simplified classification in the screen Transport], these classes will be considered
in the calculation, only on condition that they are present in combination with
classes 3, 6.1, 8 or 9.
4. Class 9 is the weakest class. A classification in this class only occurs, if no other
class applies. Classification in class 9 results if the preparation contains at least
25% of substances of class 9, UN 3077 or 3082, or if it concerns elevated
temperature substances, which are transported below their flash point (liquid
substances: above 100°C; solids: above 240°C).
Important information
There are no rules for transport classifications in classes 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 5.1
available, which are comparable to those for the classes 3, 6.1 and 8. Therefore, it is
only possible to calculate on the basis of the Table for classification of mixtures in the
ADR/RID, IMDG and IATA, where no percentages are considered. So it may occur
that if there are small additional amounts of substances of classes 4.1 – 4.3 and 5.1,
these are overestimated. In such cases, it is possible to press
once more to
suppress the calculation of these classes. Please take into account that in many cases
only practical tests of the hazardous properties can lead to reliable results.
UN Number Facts:
1. ChemGes contains all UN-numbers and their descriptions in several languages.
This information can be viewed, altered and added to in the screen UN numbers
[Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 503). Here, you can find the details
for each UN-number and information about whether the number, or the description,
is present in the ADR, the IMDG, IATA and/or the DOT.
2. During the automatic calculation of the transport classification, a UN-number is
automatically assigned. In many cases several UN-numbers are possible for a
specific class, ADR-code and packing group. ChemGes selects the number, which
you have defined as the main number in the maintenance program (see below) or if
no such number is defined, the general n.o.s. (not otherwise specified) entry is
selected. As this cannot always be the most suitable number for the product, you
can retrieve an overview of all UN-numbers (with description), which are allocated
to the code and packing group (by selecting the field UN-number), and there select
the best matching number. If more than one description is admissible in the chosen
type of transport, for the selected UN-number, you have to select the proper
description as well.
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3. The description of the UN-number will then be adopted into the field Name
(=proper shipping name) of the transport window.
4. In the case of a generic term (most of them ending with the abbreviation n.o.s.), to
which hazard triggers have to be added (Special provision 274), the program will
automatically complete it with one or two hazard triggers, as prescribed by
ADR/RID. If the product contains at least two hazardous components, two hazard
triggers are stated.
5. The terms paint, printing ink and adhesive are not considered generic terms and
do not require hazard triggers.
6. For some UN-numbers the hazard triggers are not required for all transport
regulations.
All of this information can be found in the table UN numbers [Maintenance programs
- Transport] (see page 503).
Hazard Trigger Facts:
According to the regulations for the transport of hazardous goods, 2 hazard triggers
have to be declared, if more than one hazardous ingredient is present.
These hazard triggers have to cover the main hazard and at least one secondary hazard.
In addition, if the product is classified as a Marine Pollutant, according to the IMDG
one of the hazard triggers has to be the Marine-Pollutant-substance.
In case of several dangerous components it is difficult to find the 2 most important
substances. Therefore, we have developed a new procedure, which considers both the
hazard and the percentage of the components. The procedure for this calculation is
very complex; the overview below shows the basic criteria:
 The Label is the basis for the declaration of the components.
 If the Label only contains 1 hazard, the 2 most important substances with this
hazard are stated. If only one substance with this hazard is present, but also
substances with further hazards, the most important substance with the other hazard
also has to be declared (e.g. also an environmentally hazardous substance of class
9). If required, the output of hazard triggers of class 9 in addition to another hazard
trigger may be suppressed (see below).
 If the Label contains 2 hazards, the most important component for each of these
hazards has to be declared.
 If the Label contains 3 hazards, the hazard triggers are selected from the first 2
hazards.
 If the product contains several substances of the same class, in class 3 the flash
point and in class 8 their limit values for the classification into packing group III
will be considered in addition to their percentages and the packing group.
Substances with multiple hazards will be preferred.
 In case there is only one hazard and two hazardous components, of which one is
present in only very low amounts, the one with the very low amount is not declared.
 For the calculation of the hazard triggers for a Marine-Pollutant-classification,
ChemGes checks whether the calculated hazard triggers include the most important
or the second most important Marine-Pollutant-component. If not, the most
important Marine-Pollutant is stated as the second hazard trigger.
Note:
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In the screen Settings for the declaration text [Maintenance programs - Transport] (see
page 501) it is possible to suppress the output of a second hazard trigger. This is in
our opinion not in conformity with the law and therefore has to be used at your
own risk.

The option Minimize the number of hazard triggers depending on the
considerability suppresses a second hazard trigger for the same hazard even if it is
present not in the lowest, but in clearly lower amounts than the main hazardous
substance.
Marine Pollutants:
In the IMDG some substances are marked as marine pollutants by the letter P for
marine pollutants, or the letter PP for severe marine pollutant.
These markings are included in the field Marine Pollutant of the screen Transport of
raw materials (see page 93).
A similar field can also be found in the screen Transport of preparations (see page
184), which is calculated automatically. This field is automatically activated, if the
preparation contains more than 10% of substances marked with P or more than 1% of
substances marked with PP.
In the IMDG all Marine Pollutants are automatically classified into class 9 as being
dangerous for the environment, as far as they do not fulfill the criteria of another class.
But this is not valid for the remaining transport regulations.
In the SDS the field Marine pollutant is automatically set to “yes” or “no”. For
substances this field is additionally supplemented by the letters P or PP.
Important information:
When using white spirit please check your SDSs, to see whether the type you are using
is a marine pollutant. According to the IMDG, white spirits with an aromatic
content of 15-20% have to be classified as marine pollutants with the letter P. As we
cannot generally presume this for all types of white spirit we did not mark them in our
database. Please also check highly aromatic naphtha (solvent naphtha), as well as all
raw materials you have entered yourself.
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Dangerous Goods Declaration Facts:
The program includes the item Automatic calculation of the declaration in Settings
for the declaration text [Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 501). This item
is activated automatically.
When opening the transport window for substances and preparations it automatically
displays in the field Name, the text of the UN-number, including possible hazard
triggers. This overrides the text that was previously displayed in this field. Also, with
each change of the UN-number, the text is adapted accordingly. If you do not want
this to happen, as you already have manual text in this field, which you do not want to
delete, deactivate this item.
The same item is also important for the manual alteration of a name.
 If it is activated, the text in the field Name cannot be edited manually. You can
only select other substances as hazard triggers (via a window); the name is stated
according to the description of the relevant UN-number. If the substance has not
been allocated a UN-number, the standard description or transport description is
used.
 If this item is deactivated, it is possible to perform manual alterations in the field
Name.
Attention: We would like to point out, that the automatic output of the hazard
transport declaration in the SDS in the respective language (if available) is only done,
if the item Automatic calculation of the declaration is activated. Only on this
condition can the manually not editable text be adopted from the UN-number list in the
corresponding language version.
The automatic classification program can only select generic terms or n.o.s.-positions.
According to the transport regulations, the most suitable UN-number, which
corresponds to the chemism (e.g. Isocyanates, toxic. n.o.s.) or to a product group (e.g.
adhesive, paint, etc.), is to be selected for the hazardous good. This can be done either
via pre-set main-UN-numbers in Preferred UN numbers [Maintenance programs –
Transport], see page 508), or manually by clicking into the UN Number field. There,
the generic terms are shown first, followed by the group- and generic entries, and
finally the substance numbers. If the number you are searching for is not displayed,
you can retrieve an overview of all UN-numbers, which match the class, code and
packing group (by pressing
), or an alphabetical list in which you can use a
search term (by pressing
).
Example 1:
The product mainly consists of toxic organic phosphorus compounds. If the
formulation contains more than one hazardous substance, the automatic classification
program determines the general n.o.s. position 2811 Toxic liquid, organic, n.o.s., with
ADR-class 6.1, code T2, packing group I, II or III. Let us assume that packing group II
was calculated: If you select the field UN-number, the displayed overview contains,
among others, the number 3278 Organic phosphorus compound, toxic, n.o.s. If you
select this number, the packing group and ADR-code remain the same – only the UNnumber is changed in order to correspond to the chemism of your product.
Example 2:
The product is a resin solution with a flash point below 23°C. The automatic
classification program will display first class 3, code F1, packing group II and the UNnumber, which has been set as the main number for this item, otherwise UN-number
1993 Flammable liquid, n.o.s. The field Name contains this UN-description,
supplemented by the hazard trigger (the solvent contained in the solution), and in this
case, the necessary additional texts. If you select the field UN number, you will
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receive an overview of the UN-numbers for this classification. This overview also
contains the number 1866 Resin solution, which would be correct in this case. Enter
this number and confirm it by pressing
. The text will be corrected immediately,
and a window will be displayed, in which you can set, which further fields shall be
changed. The field Name now contains the description 1866 Resin Solution. This name
is not extended by hazard triggers, as UN-number ‘1866’ is not a generic term and for
this does not need to be supplemented. But it is supplemented by the same additional
information for ADR, which was stated for UN ‘1993’. It might also be that you select
a UN-number, for which this additional ADR-information is not intended, and in this
case this information is no longer stated.
Classification of Solutions and Mixtures Facts:
Special cases for transport classification, are preparations, which contain besides the
one hazardous substance only a harmless solvent (mainly water), or other harmless
additives. In such cases the UN-number of the single hazardous substance,
supplemented by the word solution or mixture, is used.
For example:
A preparation, which only consists of acetone (UN 1090) and water, is described as
1090 Acetone, solution. This is only permitted, if the properties of the preparation lead
to a similar classification. If such a solution reaches the flash point range 23 - 60°C,
packing group II would no longer be correct, but it would have to be classified in
packing group III, which does not exist for UN number 1090 Acetone. The automatic
classification program therefore calculates the classification normally first, which
results in class 3, code F1, packing group III, UN 1993. Afterwards the program
checks, if the criteria for solutions and mixtures apply. If positive, it will be checked
whether 1090 Acetone exhibits packing group III, or if another number for Acetone,
solution with packing group III is present. If not, the calculated classification with
class 3, code F1, packing group III and UN 1993 is displayed, and the declaration will
then read as follows:
1993 Flammable liquid, n.o.s., acetone.
In some cases, the solution of a hazardous substance has a different code and a
different UN-number than the substance itself. These cases are also considered.
For example:
Sodium hydroxide, solid is registered with the UN-number 1823 in class 8, code C6,
packing group II. The solution in water is registered with the UN-number 1824 sodium
hydroxide solution in class 8, code C5, packing group II or III. In this case the program
classifies automatically into packing group II or III (according to the concentration)
and displays the UN-number 1824 sodium hydroxide solution. As the word ‘solution’
is already contained within the UN-description, this word is not attached to the name
again.
So you can see, that this program part is rather complex.
Determination of the Hazard number (Kemler code), the hazard Label and other
fields:
Even if the automatic transport classification cannot be used fully, and the ADR-class,
code and packing group, or even the UN-number are corrected or simply filled in
manually, it is possible to use the automatic determination of the Hazard number
(Kemler code) and the Label. To perform these calculations press
within
the transport window. After that, a window will open, in which you can determine,
which calculations shall be performed. These functions are not only active for
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preparations, but also for substances. This enables you to perform calculations for the
remaining transport regulations as well.
Other transport classifications: IMDG, IATA and DOT:
The automatic classification program also automatically performs American DOT
(Department of Transportation), IMDG (Sea transport), and IATA (Air transport)
classifications. More information about this subject can be found in Transport
[Maintenance programs] (see page 497).
Due to the extensive harmonization between ADR, IMDG and IATA by the
amendments of 2001, very few differences remain between these regulations. The
hazard symbols have been standardized as well. Only the American DOT has not
participated in this harmonization yet.
Small differences still exist.
For instance:
 the ADR requires hazard triggers with some UN-numbers, but the IMDG and IATA
do not.
 Some UN-numbers exist in IMDG with the extension 'solid' and 'liquid' or
'solution', but not in ADR. Therefore, it might occur that a solution of a solid needs
an allocation to an n.o.s. entry in ADR, while in IMDG the substance number with
the addition 'solution' is stated.
 There are UN-numbers, which represent a dangerous good in one transport
regulation and in the remaining regulations they are optional
 Some substances are not permitted for transport by some regulations.
All of these differences can be found in the table with the UN-numbers in the transport
maintenance.
Important information
With IMDG 2003 the differences to ADR for flammable liquids of class 3 increased a
little bit, as the exceptions at higher viscosity are valid for ADR up to packings of
maximally 450 litres, but for IMDG only up to 30 litres.
Copying transport classifications:
It is possible, to copy all fields of the transport screen of one article (substance or
preparation) to another article. This is particularly useful, if the transport fields have to
be altered or filled in manually. To copy, switch to the transport screen of the new
substance, to which the classification shall be copied, and press
. After that
a window will open, where you can enter the number or the name of the substance to
be copied. Please note that no check is made to see if the copied transport classification
applies to the new substance.
Classification according to the ADR from 2001 (also valid for RID):
With the amendment of 2001, the previously used digit (mostly combined with a letter)
was replaced by the packing group and the classification code. The letters a, b and c
were replaced by the packing groups I, II and III.
In some cases, particularly with dangerous substances, but partly also for substances
with very low hazard, no packing group is stated. In those cases the field for the
packing group contains a dash (-).
The digits were not abolished without replacement; they were replaced by a
classification code which consists of 1 – 3 capital letters for the classification of the
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main and secondary hazards, followed by 0 – 2 digits to characterize the state of
aggregation or the chemical structure (organic or inorganic, etc.).
The existing classification code in class 1 (e.g. 1.1D) has been kept, and the former
digit in class 2 (e.g. 2F) has been directly adopted into the classification code. In class
7, no classification code exists.
The classification code presently does not have to be stated, it is not part of the
declaration of transport goods. But it has the advantage that in most cases you can
directly see from this code which hazard Label is necessary, as it contains the main and
secondary hazards.
The letters used in the code are the same abbreviations that are common in the
chemical law, but with some modifications. The letters have the following meaning:
Letter in
classification
code

Type of hazard

A

Non oxidizing, asphyxiant (class 2)

C

Corrosive (class 8)

D

Desensitized explosives (classes 3 and 4.1)

F

Flammable (classes 3 and 4.1)

I

Infectious (class 6.2)

M

Miscellaneous hazards (class 9)

O

Oxidizing (class 5.1)

P

Organic peroxide (class 5.2)

S

Spontaneously combustible (class 4.2)

T

Toxic (class 6.1)

W

Water reactive (class 4.3)

The letters C, F, O and T may also occur in class 2, as well as in other classes as
secondary hazards (here also W and S).
The declaration of dangerous goods in the transport papers consists of:
UN number, description, class, packing group, ADR or RID.
Example: 1098 ALLYL ALCOHOL, 6.1, I, ADR
For most of the generic names (n.o.s. entries), as well as for pesticides the UN
description has to be extended by one or two hazard triggers in parenthesis.
Example: 1992 FLAMMABLE
BUTNAOLS), 3, II, ADR

LIQUID,

TOXIC,

N.O.S.

(METHANOL,

For some UN-numbers it is necessary to state additional information on the vapor
pressure, the viscosity and/or the concentration, as only then all the transport
regulations are defined clearly. This additional information has to be stated in
parenthesis after the UN-description. According to ADR 2003 you may use short
information, which only points to the letter in accordance with the Special Provision
640 in the line of the ADR manual (e.g. Special Provision 640A), instead of these very
long additional descriptions. Whether the short description according to Special
Provision 640 is to be used or not, can be defined in Settings for the declaration text
[Maintenance programs - Transport] (see page 501).
Examples for the ADR declaration in transport papers:
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1263 PAINT (with a flash point below 23°C and viscous according to 2.2.3.1.4) (vapor
pressure at 50°C at most 110 kPa), 3, III, ADR (according to ADR 2001) or
UN 1263 PAINT (Special Provision 640H), 3, III (according to ADR 2003)
1993 FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S. (not viscous) (Toluene, Xylene), 3, III, ADR
(according to ADR 2001) or
UN 1993 FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S. (Special Provision 640E) (Toluene,
Xylene), 3, III (according to ADR 2003)
Nota Bene:
The declaration of the class, packing group and the code ADR or RID is only
necessary in transport papers but not in Safety Data Sheets, as it would only repeat the
contents of the fields on class and packing group. Therefore these additions are not
stated in the transport information and in the SDS.
Notes to ADR 2003:
According to ADR 2003 the declaration in transport documents has to differ from the
declaration according to ADR 2001, as follows:
 The letters UN have to be stated in front of the UN-number
 The letters for the secondary hazards (as far as available) have to be stated after the
class – e.g. 3 (6.1).
 The statement “ADR” or “RID” at the end of the declaration is dropped.
The above example:
1992 FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S (METHANOL, BUTANOLE), 3, II, ADR
So the wording according to ADR 2003 has to be as follows:
UN 1992 FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S (METHANOL, BUTANOLE), 3 (6.1), II

2.2.3.10. Creation of kits
In addition to raw materials and preparations, it is possible to create product kits. A
product kit consists of two or more preparations, which are filled into separate
containers but which are packed together in one outside wrapping or sold together in
some other way. The advantages of creating file entries for product kits are that the
composition of the kit is fixed and that all individual SDSs can be printed at the same
time. Product kits are created nearly in the same way as normal preparations. Kit
numbers are in the range between 1 and 49999. They can be accessed by entering their
numbers or their names.
In order to create a kit, enter a number and press
(for a self- defined kit
number) or, alternatively pressing
(automatic allocation of the next free
kit number). After entering the name, enter the composition. Instead of entering the
percentage proportions as in a normal formulation, insert the number of containers for
each preparation. It is not possible to enter raw materials here. The function keys have
the same meaning as for the creation of normal preparations. The usual productoverview windows are also available.
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Provided, that you have activated the item Use multilingual preparation descriptions
in General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page
407), you can access the translations of descriptions via the symbol
next to the
description field (or via the button
Translations of the descriptions among the
buttons in the lower part of the screen).
Automatic translation of names for kits:
You can have names for kits automatically translated via DeepL /Google Translate.
The automated translation feature functions similarly to the translation for substance
names (see Substance window, page 20). However, please note that the automatic
translation of proprietary names will not always provide effective results.
a) Translation in all missing languages:

b) Translation in individual languages:
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In the fields below, you can enter and maintain the Product codes, Flags and Article
groups.
The column SDS shows whether an SDS is available for the preparation:

Since the kit is not a preparation, there is no rule for the classification of the kit. By
pressing
you can retrieve a screen with the classification. By pressing
once more, you can re-calculate the classification. The classification is created by
adding together all of the hazards from all kit components and removing identical and
superfluous classifications.
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Via
, the formulations for the individual preparations can be retrieved. To print
the formulations of the preparations contained in the kit, together with the kit
composition, press
.
To print a Label for the kit, press

.

To copy a kit press
and enter the requested kit number in the displayed
screen or search for the next free kit number via
(see next picture).

To print all Safety Data Sheets of the kit press
. It is not possible to create an SDS
for the kit itself. But there is an option in the maintenance program to have a cover
sheet printed for the SDSs of product kits. This can be activated via the option
Printout of a cover sheet in the screen General options [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521).
Other available functions are for Memo lines (see page 235), entering new preparations
and deleting the entire kit.
Via the button
it is possible to Lock Kits from automatic updates. The lock
can be removed by pressing the button
again.
By pressing
, you can open the screen Transport. A complete transport
classification cannot be done here automatically, but a simplified classification can be
performed by pressing
and with
, you can recalculate the
additional information. The ADR class and item have to be entered manually.

The button Lock allows you to lock the transport classification:
If the lock is activated, the word „Locked“ is shown in red.
With the button

you can delete the transport data fully.

Afterwards, the deleted fields are highlighted in yellow and the button
Reset to initial state is available:
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Via

you can copy the Transport classification of another substance.

All usual search options are available here.

By pressing

you can switch to the Maintenance programs:

2.2.4. Breakdown of formulations
Since it is often extremely difficult and time consuming to determine all the
ingredients and their quantities, for complicated formulations containing other
formulations, ChemGes has a formulation breakdown feature comprised of the
following individual programs.
By means of
in the screen Maintenance of preparations or via
Breakdown of formulation in the screen Formulation you can open an overview
screen, where you can select the desired formulation breakdown (
to
). By
selecting
and
you can view the Formulation history (see page 213).
- A - Output of all raw materials with hazard features
- B - Output of all raw materials with the most important physical data
- C - Separated breakdown of all intermediates (cumulated intermediates)
- D - Breakdown of intermediates (no cumulation of same substances)
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- E - Nested breakdown
- F - Occurrence of individual substances in the formulation
- G - Composition at an earlier point in time (without breakdown)
- H - Composition at an earlier point in time (with breakdown)
Note:
The items C to F and H are only selectable for mixtures containing intermediates.
A. Output of all raw materials with hazard features
Here, the formulation is broken into all its levels (see next picture). The raw materials
are output in alphabetical order. Product codes and names are displayed as defined in
the output options. The right upper part of this screen contains the classifications, the
state of aggregation, flash point, the boiling point, the density and the Water Hazard
Class (WHC (D) and ABM (NL)) of the substance. By hovering the mouse over a line
in the column H phrases you can display the texts of the respective H phrases.

The functions
Print without classification and
Print with classification
allow the printout of the information on ingredients with hazard features.
Via
File output you can output the information as an xls file. This file is
automatically saved in the directory export.

B. Output of all raw materials with the most important physical data
By means of this item you can access an overview of the most important physical data
of the ingredients:

C. Separated breakdown of all intermediates (cumulated intermediates)
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This breakdown outputs all intermediates and the substances they contain (including
their intermediates) in alphabetical order. The intermediate products are stated in blue,
the ingredients in black font.
This screen additionally contains the classifications of all ingredients.

You can also output this information by means of
Print without classification,
Print with classification and
File output.
D. Breakdown of intermediates (no cumulation of same substances)
Using this preparation breakdown, you can view a structured overview of ingredients.
For this purpose, for each grouping of ingredients in an intermediate preparation, a
new outline level is started, thus creating a branching structure for the complete
breakdown of a preparation. For the purpose of this overview, same substances are not
cumulated.
One can easily identify the level of each ingredient via the amount of symbols in the
left screen edge. In addition, for each ingredient the percentage it is contained in the
final product, as well as the percentage it is contained in the intermediate preparation,
are displayed.

E. Nestedbreakdown
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This screen displays the basic formulation first. By clicking on an intermediate product
you can open another screen that shows the breakdown of the intermediate product. If
further intermediate products are contained at this level, they can also be split as
described above. By pressing
you can close the active screen and return to the
previous one.

F. Occurrence of individual substances in the formulation.
This breakdown program shows all raw materials and intermediate products contained
at any level of the formulation, in the first table. On the right side a second table is
displayed, which contains all occurrences of the ingredients with their respective
percentages.

2.2.5. Formulation history and classification history
In the above-described formulation breakdown table (accessible via
from the
Formulation screen or via
in the screen Maintenance of preparations),
are two options for viewing the Composition at an earlier point in time. These options
allow you to access all earlier stored variants of a formulation (Formulation history) provided that you have activated the item Backup of old versions of the formulation
in the screen screen Settings for the maintenance of formulations [Maintenance
programs – Program adjustments] (see page 452).
G. Composition at an earlier point in time (without breakdown)
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Here, you can view the former composition of the preparation without formulation
breakdown (as it was entered).
H. Composition at an earlier point in time (with breakdown)
With this item you can split the formulation into its individual components.
For either item, simply enter the desired date of the old formulation. After that a screen
will open, which contains the formulation in the old version of the selected date, as
well as in the present state (see next picture).

Alterations are marked with “+” or “-“, in the far right column. To print the old
formulation version press
Print. If no alterations occurred, the phrase 'No
differences could be detected' is displayed above the formulation (next to the date).
If the classification differs between today and the selected date, you can view a
comparison of the classification by pressing
Classification. This button is
inactive if the classification did not change.

2.2.6. Locking of formulations
Formulations can be locked in the Maintenance of Preparations screen by pressing
Lock. Afterwards the following alterations are no longer possible:
 Reclassification via

Classification.

 Recalculation of the transport classification (within the transport windows via
Simplified classification).
 Re-calculation of the physical values and flammability in frame 3 via
Re-calculation.
To unlock the formulation press

once more.

2.2.7. Multilingual descriptions for preparations
Just as for substances, it is possible to enter multilingual descriptions for preparations.
These can then be used in the appropriate language version of the SDS.
If you wish to enter foreign language descriptions for preparations, activate the item
Use multilingual preparation in the screen General adjustments [Maintenance
programs – Program adjustments] (see page 407).
Within any preparation press

Translations of the descriptions or the symbol

next to the description and choose a language and enter the foreign language
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description or copy the description in the original language. You can copy the main
description via
(see next picture).

As long as you did not create multilingual descriptions for preparations, the same
description is used for each language. After changing to multilingual descriptions,
already created preparations will have an empty description field for the other
languages. This means that, if you start the program in a different language searching
for substance names, but did not create descriptions for the preparations in this
language, you cannot retrieve them via their descriptions.
Automatic translation of preparation names:
You can have names for preparations automatically translated via DeepL /Google
Translate. The automated translation feature functions similarly to the translation for
substance names (see Substance window, page 20) and names for kits (see Creation of
kits, page 206).
However, please note that the automatic translation of proprietary names will not
always provide effective results.
a) Translation in all missing languages:

b) Translation in individual languages:
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2.2.8. Printing of classifications, formulations and production orders
In the Maintenance of preparations screen, you can access the menu item Print
programs. This item gives access to the following print programs:


Classification

+1



Short form of classification

+2



Formulation

+3



Formulation + symbols for the ingredients

+4



Classification + formulation

+5



Safety formulation

+6



Production formulation

+7



Data sheet for medical personnel

+8



Data sheet for the public

+9



Data sheet according Cosmetic Regulation

+0

 Classification: Prints the complete classification including the texts of all standard
phrases.
 Short form of classification: Prints the complete classification, but only the
numbers of the standard phrases without their texts.
 Formulation: Prints the formulation including CAS numbers, product codes,
descriptions and percentages of all raw materials. A breakdown of the formulation
is not done.
 Formulation + Symbols for the ingredients: Prints the formulation as in the item
Formulation, but includes the hazard symbols and the ADR-classification for all
raw materials.
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 Classification and formulation: Prints a combination of the items Classification
and Formulation.
 Safety formulation: The nature of the safety formulation is to state only the
hazardous components of a formulation and to give generic terms for the remaining
substances (e.g. pigments, fillers, polymers, etc.). To be able to use the safety
formulation, you have to create the desired generic terms as Article groups (see
page 472) in the Maintenance of article groups [Maintenance programs – Various
tables], and to allocate the article groups to the relevant raw materials. The safety
formulation then contains the names of the article groups and their percentages
followed by a blank line. After this blank line the remaining raw materials and their
percentages are listed. Hazardous components must not be allocated to article
groups, so that their names can be stated here. Prior to printing the safety
formulation, a window opens, in which you can define whether the hazardous
components shall be listed with their exact percentages or percentage limits. There
you can also set, from which percentage on substances shall be listed. The
percentage limits are the limits, which can be found and altered in the menu item
Predefined limit tables (see page 611) [Maintenance Programs – Safety Data
Sheets – Other settings - Definition of limits to use – Predefined limit tables).
 Production formulation: This enables you to create simple production orders.
After selecting this item a window will open (see next picture), where you can enter
the desired production quantity. The production orders are printed with a 4-digit
number where the number following the last entered number is given as default. To
alter this number, press
.

Then, the order number is extended by a leading digit, which represents the last
digit of the year. Furthermore, it is possible to define the number of printouts. After
pressing
a production formulation, which contains the following data, is
printed:
 Date
 Preparation number/ order number (e.g. 25/81234 for preparation number 25,
order 1234 from year 1998). If you have created your own product code, this
number is stated instead of the preparation number.
 Basic quantity (desired quantity = output). If you have entered a loss amount for
this formulation (see next topic) the amount of raw material is increased
correspondingly.
 Product code, description, quantity and unit of each raw material.
 2 lines for comments, if entered (they are not stored).
If the item Alteration stock levels is activated, the stock control is automatically
adjusted.
By pressing
you can perform a test print (e.g. to check the stock of the raw
materials beforehand). In this case only 5 dashes are printed instead of the order
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number. Furthermore, the order number is not increased and the stock amount is not
adjusted.
General information on the Data sheets:
Data sheet for medical personnel:
This item creates a data sheet containing information on the ingredients according to
Art. 9(3) and Annex VII item C of the Regulation on Detergents 648/2004/EC.
For this type of data sheet the following holds true:
 All ingredients are stated; they are listed in descending order corresponding to their
weight proportion.
 A preparation, which is marked as a fragrance, essential oil or dye, is an individual
component – so none of the substances contained therein, have to be stated.
 For an additive fragrance or additive dye, the language-independent terms
"PARFUM" and "COLORANT" are used.
 Allergenic fragrances always have to be stated with their names, even if they are a
component of a fragrance, essential oil or dye.
 For each ingredient the chemical or IUPAC name (the S-description or Standard
description, see Marking of substance names, page 58), as well as the INCI name
(if available) have to be stated.
Data sheet for the public:
This type of data sheet is also described in the Regulation on Detergents 648/2004/EC
(Annex VII item D). This data sheet is similar to the Data sheet for medical personnel
with the following exceptions:
 It is not required to state the weight proportion.
 CAS numbers do not have to be stated.
 Stating the names according to the INCI Nomenclature, is sufficient.
 For a fragrance or a dye the language-independent terms "PARFUM" or
"COLORANT" are used.
Data sheet according to the Cosmetic Regulation:
The requirements for this type of data sheet are described in Regulation
1223/2009/EC, Article 19, 1(g). This data sheet is similar to the Data sheet for the
public with the following exceptions:
 Colouring agents are always stated with their Colour Index (C.I.). Therefore the
INCI-name in ChemGes should always be the C.I. number.
 Allergenic fragrances for "Leave-on" products, have to be stated starting at
concentrations of 0.001%. Therefore, the preparation has to be marked as Leave-on
Product in ChemGes (see Country specific classifications, page 160).

Creating the Data sheets:
After selecting a data sheet you will receive the following screen:
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The field Company automatically contains the text that is output as defined in the SDS
under the heading 1.40.10 Manufacturer/Supplier for the SDS (Maintenance of
Phrases [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text Modules], see page 548)
for the country set in field 01. It is of course possible to select another address by
clicking on item 03 and thus opening an overview of all available phrases for that
heading. If you select a different country, the company data is automatically adjusted.
If you have activated the output of a company logo, you can suppress the output of the
company address by activating the item Company logo already includes address (see
previous picture).
Furthermore, you can state the CAS numbers (which is usually not required) for the
Data sheet for the public and for the Data sheet according to Cosmetic Regulation by
activating the item Output of CAS number (see previous picture).
By means of the button
Maintenance of phrases you can switch directly to the
maintenance of the Texts for the Detergents regulation (see page 482).
The button

Print settings lets you change the layout of your data sheets.

You can add Lines and insert Blank lines. For example, using the option Blank Lines
– Below additional text you can insert blank lines below the company data. In addition,
you can state up to 2 symbols on the Data sheet and change the page header and page
footer.
Examples of Data Sheets:
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Product description in the Data Sheets:
The product description stated in the data sheet is automatically selected according to
the following criteria:
 Safety Data Sheet for the selected country: If you have created an SDS for the
selected country and entered a trade name as manual text (not a standard phrase
from the text library), this trade name will be used for the data sheets. If you have
entered more than one trade name, only the first one is transferred.
 Description in the language of the selected country: If no SDS is available for the
selected country, the name is transferred in the default language for this country
(setting in the tab General settings of the screen Maintenance of countries
[Maintenance programs – Various tables] see page 459).
 Safety Data Sheet for your own country (Home country): If neither an SDS nor a
description was created in the language of the selected country, the description is
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transferred in the default language of the program (see General information for
working with the program, item "Using the program in different language
versions" [Parameter: countrylanguage=y] on page 8).
 Language-dependent text in the Safety Data Sheet: If none of the conditions 1 to 3
applies, a manually created language-dependent description is transferred (see
Information fields and buttons in the SDS, page 263)
 Description in your own language: The last option is to transfer the description,
which you have entered in the basic screen of the Maintenance of preparations.
The phrases for this data sheet are available in all EU-languages in Texts for the
Detergents regulation (see page 482).
Information on certain substance groups:
Fragrances are:
 substances with the allocated substance group "perfumes" or "allergenic fragrances"
(see Maintenance of substance groups [Maintenance programs – Various tables] on
page 474) according to the entries in the screen Texts for the Detergents regulation
(see page 482) [Maintenance programs – Various tables].
 preparations that are marked as fragrances (see Country specific classifications
[Maintenance of preparations] on page 160)
Essential Oils are:
 substances with the allocated substance group "essential oils" according to the
entries in the screen Texts for the Detergents regulation (see page 482)
[Maintenance programs – Various tables].
 preparations that are marked as essential oils (see Country specific classifications
[Maintenance of preparations] on page 160)
Colouring agents (Dyes) are:
 substances with the allocated substance group "colouring agents" according to the
entries in the screen Texts for the Detergents regulation (see page 482)
[Maintenance programs – Various tables]
 substances, which contain "C.I." in their descriptions, as well as
 preparations that are marked as dye (see Country specific classifications
[Maintenance of preparations] on page 160).

2.2.9. Price maintenance and calculation of formulation
The price maintenance can be used for calculating the cost of raw materials based on
the entered formulation. To enter the price for a raw material, retrieve the respective
substance and press
in its basic screen.
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After that a window will open, where you can enter the unit (kg, l, etc.) and the price
per unit. If the selected unit is not kg, you have to enter a conversion factor in the
additional field (in the case of liters, the conversion factor is the density). It is also
possible to enter a loss for each raw material, which may result from evaporation or
residue left in containers. This loss is then taken into consideration during the
calculation of the formulation. This information can also be entered for intermediate
products and finished preparations. When calculating the product price the
intermediate product is not split any further.
To display the prices instead of the percentages, press
Prices in the
formulation. If not all data is available, you will receive a message stating that the
prices could not be calculated. The letter ‘H’ stated next to a value means that the price
of an intermediate product of the formulation was manually overwritten.
When printing the formulation from the print programs (see page 216) a column with the
prices is displayed next to the components of the formulation, if a price has been
entered for at least one substance.

2.2.10. PCN notification
In order to create your PCN dossier, it is first necessary to enter the additional data
needed. This can be done for a preparation, in the screen Country specific
classifications (see page 160) by clicking on the PCN button.

Please note: If all default values are entered accordingly in the screen Settings for
UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440) as described below, it is usually not
required to enter any further product specific data here.
The following fields are available in this screen:
Field Market placement:
For the PCN notification it is necessary to identify the markets on which the product
will be placed. The notification must be generated in the official language(s) of the
country to which it is going. You can either identify the markets in this field, or
ChemGes will identify them by looking for which EU country an SDS has been
generated for your preparation.
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Note: When selecting the Market Placement, please be aware of limitations on
markets, such as fees or countries that have not fully implemented the various parts of
Annex
VIII.
An
overview
can
be
accessed
at
https://poisoncentres.echa.europa.eu/appointed-bodies.
If you wish to always limit the market placement to specific countries, you can enter a
default value for desired countries, in the screen Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN
notification (see page 440) in the field Default value for the Market placement.
Field Packaging:
The packaging must also be identified. This can be done manually each time, or
default packaging, based on the terminology provided by ECHA, can be assigned via
the screen Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440).
This can be accessed here:

Here you can assign a default packaging dependent on the state of aggregation and you
can set whether these defaults are only to apply to variants.
When assigning packaging, it is possible to provide a number of different types,
define the units of measurement for each type, as well as define one or more
amounts.
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Information on market placement and packaging for variants:
You can create variances concerning the Market placement and the Packaging in the
notification information for variants (
Variants in Maintenance of
preparations). This can be filled in for each variant (see below).

Please note: Whether you run the dossier generation in a variant or in the main
substance, makes no difference. The dossier that is generated will always be for a
substance and all of its variants. The dossier that is generated will always be for a
substance and all of its variants. If the third option “for this variant only” is chosen,
the dossier will be generated exclusively for this variant and the PCN number saved
for this variant.
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Field Emergency contact:
The emergency contact information is only necessary for Limited Submissions (Part
A, section 2.3 of the Regulation). It can be set up by clicking into the line and creating
a new contact. You must fill in all fields marked with a * (see below).

After creating a contact, you can choose it for output and then you can activate the
Limited submission.
Note: Limited submissions are permitted for mixtures that are only for industrial use:
In the screen Physical data (see page 68) you can activate the purpose of the substance
(Industry or trade). Then in the screen Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification
(see page 440), define Industry for the purpose of your PCN notifications.

Item Submission status:
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Field PCN Number:
The PCN number identifies the dossier. It is generated by ChemGes upon first
generation of the dossier and is used in the update dossiers.
Please note: Only if the formulation changes, is a new PCN number generated and the
old PCN number will be notified for reference purposes. A changed market placement
also requires a new PCN number, but without reference to the original dossier.
If you have a PCN number from a previous notification, then you can enter it here. If
this is the first time this preparation is being notified, then leave the field blank. Once
the notification is completed, you will be provided with a unique PCN number for your
preparation, which is then used in the future for identifying the preparation. ChemGes
fills this field in automatically after you have completed the notification.
Fields Submission number and Status:
The field Submission number is automatically filled in once the submission is
completed.
ChemGes will also identify your submission status in the field Status.
Note: If the PCN notification was not successful, ChemGes will provide you with
details as well.
Please note: The screen PCN data does not contain fields for product specific data,
as this data is taken directly from your preparation and its SDS. Where ECHA requires
specific terminology, as in the colour, ChemGes provides an option for converting the
ChemGes used term to an ECHA used term.
This is available in the screen Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page
440), under the option Assignment of colors to PCN codes. These are set by default,
using the colours already available in ChemGes. Any self-created colours would, of
course, need to be assigned. This can be done, as well as the changing of any already
existing assignment, by clicking into the Assigned PCN phrases column.
For creating a dossier you must also enter or generate an UFI as well as the EuPCS.
Further information on this can be found in Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN
notification (see page 440).
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Finally, it is necessary to create the company (field Company in the screen
Countryspecific classifications) and choose it for the notification. It is best to get the
information from the manufacturer phrase, and then adapt it to your needs.

Important information on UUID (screen Company settings):
The UUID must be aligned with that from the ECHA Legal Entity from the ECHAPCN Portal. Please copy this number, including the prefix (i.e. „ECHA-xxxxxxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx“) into the corresponding UUID Field in the customer
data.
By clicking the
symbol next to the field UUID (see previous picture) you can
choose a UUID. Alternatively, it is possible to import the company data as well as the
UUID, into ChemGes, or export this data for the creation of ECHA Legal Entities.
Further information can be found in the document PCN notification in the download
area of our website (http://www.dr-software.com/en/downloads.html).
Information on import and export of data in the screen Company settings:
In the screen Company settings you can adopt the data from Maintenance of ECHA
Legal Entities(see page 440) by pressing
or export it via
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Export for the import in the ECHA PCN portal. Additional information about the
UUID and the adoption of data from the ECHA-Legal Entity, can be found in the
screen ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup), see page 447), which can be opened by
pressing
UID and S2S setup (see next image).

Information on the S2S-key:
The S2S key has to be requested via the ECHA-PCN-Portal and adopted into the data
set of the corresponding ECHA Legal Entity, in ChemGes. Additional information can
be found under ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup), see page 447) and in the
document PCN notification in the download area of our website (http://www.drsoftware.com/en/downloads.html).
If you have already entered an S2S key for the S2S-Service, you can access the
Maintenance of S2S keys, by pressing
.
Item Creation PCN dossier:
After entering the necessary data, you can generate the PCN notification in the screen
PCN Data, „for the main substance and all variants”, “for the main substance and
all variants with this VATIN”, or ”for the main substance only” (see second picture
below):
If you create a PCN dossier from the main substance or from the variant, the dossier
will contain the main substance and all of its variants. In order to deactivate this
default setting, please activate the option Separate PCN notification per VATIN if
different companies are used for variants (in Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments – Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification). Once this is activated,
separate notifications will be created for each variant that has a different VATIN
(Value Added Tax Identification number) than the main substance. Any variants that
have the same VATIN, will still be contained in one dossier with the main substance.
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Alternatively, you can choose, before generating a dossier from the variant settings,
whether you wish to generate the PCN notification for the main substance and all
variants, the PCN notification for the main substance and all variants with this
VATIN, or the PCN notification only for this one variant. Whatever setting is
chosen in this screen for the variant, at the time of generating the dossier, takes
precedence over the setting in the Options for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification
screen.
Note: In the screen PCN dossier creation you will find additionally, the Options for
update submissions as well as the Output options.
If you have already set up S2S access (see ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup), see
page 447), you can set that the dossier is automatically uploaded after creation by
activating the option Automatically submit dossier via S2S (if installed).

If you already have created a dossier, these options enable you to perform the
following actions:
 Force the generation of an initial submission, even if one has already been done
 Manual override of the reason for the update notification.
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These options are necessary because if the dossier has already been generated, and you
attempt to run it again, ChemGes automatically verifies whether and what changes
have occurred that would merit a new notification. If no changes are found or forced,
ChemGes will only provide an error message, since ECHA does not accept update
dossiers without change reasons.
Note: By pressing
Check changes for update submission, you can check
whether the creation of an updated dossier is necessary. ChemGes will show you the
various changes.
Example:

After generating the dossier in the screen PCN dossier creation, you will receive the
following screen:

Upload the dossier using the S2S-Service
If you now wish to upload the PCN dossier to the ECHA-PCN-Portal, using the S2SService, press
Start PCN submission via S2S service or click the Submit dossier
link in the field S2S service.
Note: If you have already set up S2S access and activated the item Automatically
submit dossier via S2S (if installed) in the screen PCN dossier creation, the dossier is
automatically uploaded after creation.
The S2S service field will provide the following information:
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 no S2S key is available. If you have not yet entered an S2S key for the S2S
Service, in ChemGes, you can go to the screen ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup),
see page 447), by pressing
. Further information can also be found in the
document PCN notification in the download area of our website (http://www.drsoftware.com/en/downloads.html).
 an upload link after creating the dossier (Submit dossier)
 the S2S submission status, after the dossier has been transferred.
Manual upload of the dossier:
Alternatively, you can upload the PCN dossier manually to the ECHA-PCN-Portal.
The appropriate PCN dossier can be shown by clicking into the file name in Explorer,
so that you can upload it into the PCN-Portal using Drag and Drop.
Further information is shown upon clicking into the individual lines in the table.
If the submission fails, ChemGes informs you thereof in the PCN dossier screen.
If the submission is successful, you receive the following screen:

Information on MiM:
A MiM is a preparation that is an ingredient in another preparation (known in
ChemGes as an intermediate). As a UFI notification requires the output of all
ingredients of a preparation, a situation might arise where it is not possible to retrieve
all of the ingredient information for a MiM, from a supplier. The legislator suggests
two options to deal with such a situation:
 If the MiM has its own UFI Code, then this code can be output instead of the
unknown ingredients.
 In situations where your supplier has not provided an UFI-Code for the MiM, the
legislation requires the conveyance of information regarding the known ingredients,
that are stated in Section 3 of the provided SDS. These can be created as
preparations, as usual. The conveyance of the name, e-mail address and telephone
number of the MiM supplier is in this case considered adequate criterium for the
identification.
Please note, that you must be able to prove that every effort was made to receive the
data from the supplier, as choosing either of these two options will most likely lead to
authorities contacting you to ensure that you have done all that was possible, to acquire
the data. Visits from authorities may be expected.
In ChemGes, these options can be activated with the setting MiM in the Country
specific classifications screen. Once this setting is activated, all known raw materials
and the UFI Code of the MiM substance, will be output in the dossier of the
preparation containing it.
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If the UFI of the supplier is known (this code has to be entered manually and locked),
you can enter the information regarding in which countries this product was notified
by the supplier, by clicking on the flag symbol next to the item MiM.

This information is automatically evaluated in the PCN notification and compared to
the market placement of the product. If the MiM-UFI is not notified in one of the
market placement countries, the dossier will not be saved, and you will receive an
appropriate message. MiM data sets, for which this information is not stored, are
automatically considered as “reported everywhere”.
If no UFI is available for the MiM, the authorities require that information regarding
the supplier is output. This data can be entered in ChemGes in the screen Company
settings.
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In such a situation, the option to output the PDF file of the SDS that is linked to this
substance, is also available.
A PDF can be attached to a substance entry in ChemGes via the button
PDF files. Any such PDFs must first be placed into the folder PDF in the folder
CHEM/GEFDAT or CHEM/DATA.

For each PDF you can define the language as well as the country, and whether it is a
MiM for the PCN notification. This then ensures that the PDF is automatically a part
of your notification, if the option MiM is activated in the Country specific
classifications screen (see first picture above).
Information on generic product identifiers:
The generic product identifiers perfumes, fragrances and colouring agents, can be
used to identify specific components, as long as these are not classified with any health
hazard and they do not cross the total percentages (5% for perfumes/fragrances and
25% for colouring agents). These can be activated in the screen Country specific
classifications (see page 160):
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Note: The definition and performance of bulk notifications is possible under ECHA
PCN notification (Bulk notification) (see page 342).

2.2.11. Import programs for the PCN notification
Via the button
PCN transfer programs of the screen Settings for UFI, EuPCS
and PCN notification (see page 440) you can switch to the import programs.

2.2.12. Export programs for the PCN notification
Via the button
PCN transfer programs of the screen Settings for UFI, EuPCS
and PCN notification (see page 440) you can switch to the import programs.
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2.3. General functions of the substance window
The following general functions are available in the Maintenance of raw materials
and the Maintenance of preparations screens:
Memo lines (see page 235)
Copy/alteration/exchange (see page 236)
NFPA- and HMIS-Ratings (see page 240)
INCI descriptions (see page 242)
Searching for Waste Disposal Keys (see page 243)
Group allocations (see page 244)
Article groups (see page 245)
Substance groups (see page 246)
Article flags (see page 246)
Variants of substances and preparations (see page 247)
Safety Data Sheets (see page 252)
Administration of PDF files (see page 252)
Labels (see page 254)
Internal Plant Instructions (see page 255)
Occurrence in preparations (see page 255)
Reference (see page 257)
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2.3.1. Memo lines
Memo lines enable the user to store information concerning a preparation or raw
material. You can open the input screen for these memo lines by pressing
.
This information is visible in the bottom left corner of the screen, in blue color,
whenever the substance is called up. You can then also access the memo input screen
by clicking on the blue text.

2.3.2. Copy/alteration/exchange of substances and preparations
1) Copying of preparations (mixtures):
Via
Copy/Exchange (screen Maintenance of preparations) you can copy a
formulation to a new preparation number. The following options are then available:

If you select the option Complete substance a small window will open (after pressing
), where you can enter the desired number of the new formulation. You can also
let the program search for the next free number by pressing
. After that the
complete formulation with all data and the SDSs, Labels and Internal Plant
Instructions, is copied to the new number, where you can then perform alterations.
The option Complete substance without multilingual descriptions works in the
same way as the option Complete substance, except that the descriptions in foreign
languages are not copied.
The remaining items serve to copy SDSs, Internal Plant Instructions and Labels, but
they function in a different way:
1. First you have to retrieve the new article to which you want to copy the forms.
2. Then, after pressing

, you can select the desired document from the list.

3. Next, you have to enter the name or the number of the article from which you want
to copy the document.
With the option Replacement of ingredients in recipes you can replace the current
preparation (intermediate) with another ingredient, or another ingredient with the
current preparation (intermediate).
After selecting one of the two options of the fields for the Replacement of ingredients
in recipes, the following screen will open, in which you can enter the new substance /
substance to be replaced. The typical search functions are available here.
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After entering the desired ingredient, the exchange can be initiated via
start.

Program

2) Copying of raw materials:
Via
Copy/alteration/exchange (screen Maintenance of raw materials)
you can select the following options for copying raw materials:

Alteration of the substance number … to a new substance number:
By means of this item you can copy a substance data record to a new substance
number. With this option all data of the substance is automatically copied to the new
substance number and the entry with the old substance number is deleted.

Copy the complete raw material for the creation of a new raw material (for
example, for the creation of CAS number variations):
In order to assign to the copy of a raw material the same CAS number that the original
raw material has, proceed as follows:
1. Choose the option Copy the complete raw material for the creation of a new
raw material and press
.
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2. In the next screen ChemGes automatically suggests the next free variation number
(structure: CAS number/continuous number). You can also enter a different number
manually. Confirm with
. By means of the item Allocation of main substance
(see next picture) you can additionally set that the classifications of the copied raw
material (for example 50-00-0/10) shall correspond to the classifications of the
main substance (for example: 50-00-0/1). This means that alterations at the main
substance are adopted for the copied substance as well.

By means of
you can start copying. Via
enter the CAS number.

you can cancel copying and re-

ChemGes then automatically creates a copy of the substance.
Example:

You can access these variations directly by entering the variation number using the
structure "CAS number/continuous number", in any search screen.
As soon as variations of a CAS number are created, the original CAS number is
identified with “/1” (ex.: 50-00-0/1). When more than one version of a substance
(variants and/or or the above-mentioned variations of CAS numbers) exists, an
overview screen opens, listing all of the options, upon entering the original CAS
number in any search screen.
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The slash “/”and the number(s) in green are not stated in documents (e.g. SDSs).
Nota bene:
Please note that applying variations (/2, /3, …) only makes sense if the new substance
has different properties. If you only require additional product codes or descriptions in
the formulation, it is better to make a 100% preparation with the raw material. For this
you can use the option Create a preparation containing this raw material.
Creating a preparation containing this raw material:
This option lets you generate a 100%-preparation of the substance to be copied. This
means that a preparation is automatically generated, that contains the chosen substance
at 100%. The original substance itself is not deleted. After clicking on this option, you
will receive the following screen, in which you can define the percentage of the raw
material, as desired.

Create a preparation containing the main raw material:
This option converts the chosen substance (i.e. 50-00-0/10) into a 100%-preparation,
where the basis for the 100%-preparation is the main substance (i.e. 50-00-0/1). The
chosen substance (i.e. 50-00-0/10) will be automatically deleted after the preparation is
created. In addition, any preparations that contain the chosen substance (i.e. 50-000/10), will be automatically updated so that they contain the newly created 100%preparation as ingredient.
After clicking on this option, you will receive the following screen:
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Afterwards, you can define the percentage of the raw material in the product.
The remaining items serve to copy SDSs, Internal Plant Instructions and Labels and
function as described under 1) Copying of preparations (mixtures).
With the option Replacement of ingredients in recipes you can exchange either the
current substance with another ingredient in preparations or another ingredient with the
current substance.
After selecting one of the two options of the fields for the Replacement of ingredients
in recipes, the following screen will open, in which you can enter the new substance /
substance to be replaced. The typical search functions are available here.

2.3.3. NFPA- and HMIS-Ratings
The NFPA-Ratings are a non-mandatory classification system, generated by the
National Fire Protection Association of the USA. The HMIS-Ratings are nonmandatory as well and come from the American Coatings Association.
The hazard classifications have become standard and are often requested on SDSs in
the USA and Canada. Due to their inconsistency with the GHS, regarding the severity
of hazard numbering, it has fallen under some scrutiny (GHS 1 is highest hazard,
NFPA 0 is lowest hazard).
The classification consists of the following parts:
Health: for this area the toxic and corrosive effects are given in numbers ranging from
0 - 4 (0 = lowest hazard). The Health classification can differ between the NFPA and
HMIS, because of different LD50 and LC50 limits.
Flammability: classification range of 0 – 4.
Reactivity (reactivity and explosivity): classification range of 0 - 4.
Special Hazards: In the NFPA, products reacting hazardously with water are marked
with W, oxidizing products with OX. The HMIS does not include these Special
Hazards.
The calculation is performed depending on the available information and takes the
hazard and transport classification into consideration, if no tox-data exists.
To perform the automatic classification of a substance or preparation, press
.
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You can increase the accuracy of the classification by entering missing tox-data (to
open the screen Toxicological values of the substance/preparation press
)
and by answering the remaining questions. Each relevant entry immediately results in
an alteration of the classification.
The NFPA-Rating is output in the SDS via heading 3.50.50 and the HMIS via heading
3.50.60. Linked to the headings is the following phrase:
Health = $
Flammability = $
Reactivity = $
These headings and phrases exist in the languages American English, French,
Portuguese, and Spanish.
The following picture shows an SDS containing the NFPA-classification:

Calculation of the NFPA- and HMIS-ratings:
The ratings are primarily derived from the physical data and the hazard classification.
If, tox-values are available, these values have priority in the classification of the
health-ratings. Furthermore, you can influence the ratings by activating the following
items in this screen.
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Activation of field

HMIS / NFPA – rating

01 Saturation concentration

The saturation concentration influences
the health-ratings.

02 Combustion product

For the health-ratings it is important,
which hazards the combustion products
have. You can select up to 2 hazard
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symbols.
03 The product forms explosive
mixtures with air.

If activated => Fire-rating at least "3", if
state is "solid".

04 The product is solid and burns
explosive

If activated => Fire-rating at least "2", if
state is "solid".

05 The product burns in the air after
heating to 515°C for 5 min

If activated =>Fire-rating at least "1"
(but only, if state of aggregation "solid")

06 The product reacts explosive with
water without heat input

If activated => Reactivity-rating at least
"3". Item 16 The product reacts with
water is also activated.

07 Degradation or modification in air,
light or damp

If activated => Reactivity-rating at least
"1".

08 Exothermic reaction ≤ 150°C,
according to the DSC method

If activated => Reactivity-rating at least
"2".

09 Exothermic reaction > 150°C - ≤
300°C according to the DSC method

If activated => Reactivity-rating at least
"1".

10 Instantaneous Power Density at Note: According to NFPA criteria,
aerosols are not considered for the
250°C (482°F)
instability rating.
< 0,01 W/mL

If activated => Instability-rating "0"

≥ 0,01 W/mL

If activated => Instability-rating "1"

≥ 10 W/mL

If activated => Instability-rating "2"

≥ 100 W/mL

If activated => Instability-rating "3"

≥ 1000 W/mL

If activated => Instability-rating "4"

2.3.4. INCI descriptions
The International Nomenclature of Cosmetic Ingredients (INCI) is an inventory of
substances that are used in cosmetic products. This list was published with Annex I of
Directive 96/335/EC. The substance descriptions listed in this inventory are languageindependent and are, among other places, stated on labels in context with Detergents
Regulation 648/2004/EC.
The INCI description can be entered in the INCI descriptions screen [Maintenance of
raw materials – field for substance descriptions - General INCI names]. Some
substances have more than one INCI-description. In this case you can activate the
name to be used by default. If you activate none of the listed names, the program
always states the name that is in the first line.
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If you activate the option for the output of the INCI-description for a Substance group
[Maintenance programs – Various tables – Substance groups – Maintenance of
substance groups] (see page 474), the INCI description will be output, instead of the
substance group description in the SDS.

2.3.5. Waste Catalogue
For substances and preparations Disposal key numbers can be entered.
1. Types of Disposal key numbers:
a) European Waste Catalogue EWC (EAK (Europäischer Abfallkatalog) in
Germany):
In 1999 the European Waste Catalogue EWC/EAK replaced the former 5-digit
disposal key numbers according to TA-Abfall and LAGA. Generally the EWC-numbers
consist of 6 digits, but can be extended by two country-specific letters or by 2 to 8
digits.
The structure of the EWC is as follows:
Section No.:

2 digits with section title

Group No.:

4 digits with group title

EWC:

6 digits with waste description

Example:
07

Wastes from organic chemical processes

07 01

Waste from manufacture, formulation, supply and use (MFSU) of
basic organic chemicals

07 01 07

halogenated still bottoms and reaction residues

When declaring the waste, at a minimum the section number with the description has
to be stated for the waste description to be clear.
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Allocation of waste:
To allocate waste, you first have to check whether it can be allocated to a branch- or a
process type-specific section (01 to 12). If this is not possible, it can be allocated to an
origin- or waste type-specific section (13-19). Section 20 may only be allocated in
context with solid municipal waste.
b) Austrian Waste Code according to ÖNORM S 2100:
The Austrian Waste Code has 5 digits, consisting of a 2-digit group code, a 1-digit
subgroup code and a 2-digit code number. The Austrian standard ÖNORM S 2100
contains only codes for hazardous wastes, which have to be supervised. Code numbers
for other types of waste do not exist anymore.
Formerly the ÖNORM S 2100 contained the surveillance-free types of waste and the
ÖNORM S 2101 the waste types that had to be supervised. In the meantime, the old
ÖNORM S 2100 was cancelled, and the S 2101 (with some minor changes) has been
renamed to S 2100.
c) Swiss Waste Code according to the Verordnung des UVEK über Listen zum
Verkehr mit Abfällen (SR 814.610.1):
The Swiss Waste Code is structured similarly to the European Waste Catalogue. The
waste codes generally consist of 6 digits and are supplemented by information on the
classifications (Klassierung) and the threshold limits for special wastes
(Mengenschwellen – Sonderabfälle).

2. Retrieving the overview for selecting code numbers:
The Disposal key numbers for preparations are located in Country specific
classifications and for substances, in Country specific information.
The field Waste #:
for the EU is for the European Waste Code (EWC, EAK)
for Austria is for the Austrian Waste Code
for Switzerland is for the Swiss Waste Code
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To open a catalogue, select the field and press
. There, you can perform a
search or retrieve an overview of the main groups by pressing
. The search
can be for partial or full descriptions (enter a description and press
, or enter at
least 2 terms divided by a space character and press
).
If you select an Austrian Waste Code, the disposal information and eluate classes are
also displayed.
If you select a Swiss Waste Code information on the classifications (Klassierung) and
the threshold limits for special wastes (Mengenschwellen – Sonderabfälle) is displayed
on the screen as well.
3. Outputting the Waste Code on the Safety Data Sheet:
To state the waste codes in section 13 of the SDS you have to update the SDS:
Manual update (for the currently selected SDS):
Press
Update in the SDS editor screen and activate the item Waste disposal
keys. To perform the update, press
.
Automatic update (for all SDSs):
Go to the screen Update options [Maintenance programs - Safety Data Sheets – Other
settings] and activate the item Waste disposal keys. Via the automatic update, this
information appears automatically the SDS.
In SDSs for Austria the EWC Code, as well as the Austrian Waste Code according to S
2100 with texts and disposal information, is stated. For SDSs for Switzerland, the
EWC Code, as well as the Swiss Waste Code, including information on the
classifications (Klassierung) and the threshold limits for special wastes
(Mengenschwellen – Sonderabfälle), is stated.
4. Languages:
ChemGes contains the European Waste Catalogue in all EU-languages, as well as in
Norwegian, Turkish, Serbian and Croatian.
5. Maintenance of the Waste Catalogues:
The maintenance program for the waste catalogues can be accessed in the screen
Waste catalogues [Maintenance programs – Various tables]. In order to access the
European Waste Catalogue select any language except German. After that you can
either retrieve the overview by pressing
or search for the key numbers as
described above. Here you can also perform corrections or create new codes (e.g. with
country-specific extensions) by pressing
.
You can switch to the maintenance of the Austrian Waste Catalogue by selecting the
language German (Austrian Waste Disposal Key). This program part is available in
German only.
Both catalogues correspond to the latest valid version.

2.3.6. Group allocations for substances and preparations
Preparations and substances can be allocated to groups. ChemGes offers three options
for this: Article groups (see below), Substance groups (see page 246) and Article flags
(see page 246).
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2.3.6.1. Article groups
Article groups are simply group names that are allocated. They can be used in the
various Printout and queries programs and the Data output programs, to create
outputs based on groups. The article group can also be used for the automatic transfer
of text modules into the SDS (via Conditions).
Article groups are created and maintained in the screen Article groups [Maintenance
programs – Various tables] (see page 472). If you have created article groups, you can
retrieve an overview window of the available article groups by pressing
within the field Article group of the screens for the Maintenance of raw
materials/preparations.

2.3.6.2. Substance groups
Substance groups have a more specific use. They allow you to output group
descriptions in the Dangerous components table in section 3 (resp. 2) or activate the
output of the INCI name instead of the substance name. In addition you can set,
whether the substance group shall be used for the Product declaration according to
EU 648/2004 (Detergents Regulation).
You can select up to 2 substance groups per substance. However, please note that only
the first substance group entry is considered for the product declaration according to
648/2004/EC.
The substance groups are maintained in the screen Substance groups [Maintenance
programs – Various tables] (see page 474). Using the field Substance group in the
screen Maintenance of raw materials, you can allocate substance groups either by
directly entering the substance group number, or by retrieving an overview of the
created substance groups (
).

2.3.6.3. Flags
Flags allow for more detailed groupings. A flag contains not just the group name, but
also numerous sub-options (for example the flag “Color” and the sub-options blue,
green, red, etc.), with which you can refine the flag.
The flag is a useful tool for phrase outputs (conditions) and Printout and queries as
well as Data output programs. It can also serve as information on product properties.
Flags are maintained in the screen Flags [Maintenance programs – Various tables]
(see page 480).
Sample – Selection screen in Maintenance of raw materials / preparations (via field
05 Flags):
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Further information on the allocation of flags can be found under Flag allocation (see
page 569).

2.3.7. Administration of variants
Variants are additional versions of a substance or preparation, that differs only in name
and product code. All other data of these variants are identical with the data of the
main substance. This enables you to print SDSs and Labels with different substance
names and/or product codes. The remaining contents of the SDSs and Labels are
identical, as these documents are only available once and only the name and/or the
product code is altered when a variant is retrieved.
Creation of variants:
To create a variant for an existing substance/preparation, press
or the
symbol
next to the field Variants to open the Administration of variants.

There, press
and enter a unique product code, if desired. This field can also be
left blank, by pressing
. Next, you can enter a name (255 characters). For variants
with the same description see below under Variants of the same name.
In the field Company in SDS you can allocate a phrase created under the heading
1.40.10 Manufacturer/Supplier [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text
modules] to variants.

Note:
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 If the here selected phrase is allocated to other phrases, all company related phrases
in section 1 and 16 are deleted and replaced by the here allocated phrase.
 If the here selected phrase has no allocations to further phrases, only the phrase
under 1.40.10 Manufacturer/Supplier is deleted and replaced by the here allocated
phrase.
 When leaving the SDS of a variant, the company data is reset to its original state.
This means that changes of the company data performed in the SDS of a variant are
not adopted for the main substance.
The VATIN (Value Added Tax Identification number)of the allocated company (if
entered) is output in the field VATIN. Via right-click, you can enter the VATIN for
the company in the SDS maintenance (under 1.40.10 Manufacturer/Supplier:). If no
company is defined here, then the program searches for Company 1 within the SDS
phrases – if a VATIN is entered for this address, then that number will be used.
In addition, you can find the field VATIN also under Company specific settings
(
Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text modules Conditions) (see page 572).
UFI codes for variants of preparations:
If you activated the UFI code settings for variants in the screen Settings for UFI,
EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440) then the field UFI code will also be
available for variants of preparations:

UFI codes entered for variants are taken into consideration on the label and on the SDS
as well as for the file output.
Note:
Alternatively, you can also activate the output of the UFI Code via the button
Activation of UFI for variants in the overview screen for variants:
Please note that activating this option will result in extensive efforts required.
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Entered UFI codes are shown in the overview screen, when you hover the mouse over
the corresponding field in the column UFI:

Grey entries in the column UFI, indicate that the UFI Code is adopted from the main
substance. Blue entries indicate the UFI code of the main substance. A red field
indicates that the UFI code is locked. Black entries indicate calculated UFI codes.

If the option Show language codes in maintenance of variants (takes a little bit
longer) is activated in the screen Settings for the output (see page 412), then the
information as to in which languages the description is available, will be additionally
output. Via the field Language you can enter the description in additional languages.
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The same applies for the EuPCS (European Product Categorization System). Find
furher information in Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440).
In order to ignore the selected variant for the PCN notification, simply activate Do not
use for PCN notification.
The article group allocated to the variant is output in the field Article group (field in
Maintenance of raw materials / preparations). If desired you can allocate a group
directly in this field. The here entered article group is taken into consideration on the
label, for the selection of phrases on the SDS and for the general file output.
In the field Content (for BfR report), you can enter, if desired, variant specific
packaging information for the Report to the German BfR (see page 345).
In the field CPID, you can enter the CPID (Chemical Product IDentification) for the
FOPH registration according to the Swiss ChemO (Article 48 – 54; SR 813.11)).
Please note that a registration of variants, similar to the PCN notification, is not yet
possible with the FOPH. These are registered as additional preparations. Thus it is the
same notification as for the main substance with only the Product code, description and
UFI changed. If a variant has the same UFI as a a main substance, you will receive a
warning from the FOPH, which you can simply ignore. An appropriate comment is
automatically output with the variant registration.
Note:
Detailed information on the FOPH registration can be found in our YouTube Video,
under:https://dr-software.com/links/youtube.php?doc=bag&lng=en,
and
at
Country-specific information (see page 103) and Country specific classifications (see
page 160).
Note:
Please note that for file outputs it is not possible to select according to variant article
groups, but these are merely output.
To finish creating the variant, press

.

Note:
Via
you can define the sort order of the created variants (alphabetical or
according to product code).
The amount of variants of a substance/preparation, is displayed in brackets directly
next to the field Variants in the screen Maintenance of raw materials / Maintenance
of preparations. When a product is retrieved using the CAS number or preparation
number, the main substance and all variants are listed. However, when searching for
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substances via EC- (EEC-, EINECS- or ELINCS-number) or Index number, variants
are not stated. When calling up a substance/preparation via the description you can
easily identify variants, as they have the same substance number, but different product
codes and/or descriptions.
The basic screen of the variant looks similar to the basic screen of the main substance
– the only difference is that the variant's screen contains the name and product codes of
the main substance below the variants name.
You can print a list of created variants by from the screen List of Article variants
[Printout and queries – Article variants] (see page 340).
Variants of the same name:
If the variants shall only have different product codes but the same description as the
main substance, enter an asterisk (*) instead of a name in the variant administration
(
), when creating a new variant. For substances the I-description (if not
available, the S-description) is then used for all outputs. The variant description is only
a single line; longer names are cut off. For variants with an “*”, in overview windows
the main description is stated.
Furthermore, you can control the output of variant descriptions and product codes on
SDSs and/or Labels:
 For the SDS go to General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets]
(see page 521) and activate the item Transfer of variant information into the
SDS. The item Store variant information when printing a customer SDS allows
you to determine, whether the allocation of customers to printed SDSs shall be done
separately for variants.
 For Labels go to Basic settings [Maintenance programs - Labels] (see page 657)
and activate the item Transfer of the variant information into the Label.
 For Internal Plant Instructions (IPIs) go to can also be printed with variant
descriptions. For this go to Settings [Maintenance programs – Internal Plant
Instructions] (see page 637) and activate the item Transfer of descriptions for
variants.
The names and product codes in the SDS, the Label or in the IPI are always altered
directly when calling up the variant, but can be altered manually, afterwards. After
leaving the document, all altered fields are reset to their original values. If the option
Automatic marking of the altered section in Reactions of the program after
alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
settings] is activated, a marking for the alteration of the fields Product code and
Description in the SDS is not set, as this would be unwelcome.
The selection of variants when printing SDSs and Labels from the Print programs is also
possible.
Limitations to the variants administration and additional information:
1. If the Labels are printed from the print programs, the variant-product code is not
displayed in the variable-window and therefore cannot be changed manually. It is
automatically updated. As for this type of print no editing is possible, the labels are
– independent of the priority assigned to the respective user – always updated
according to the settings defined for the labels and all settings are reset according to
the settings of the label template.
2. The variants administration is not taken into consideration during the file output of
SDSs.
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3. When copying substances and preparations, for which variants are created, the
variants are not copied.
4. Variants are listed in every article overview of the program, but in any other place
except the one described above (e.g. in formulations), the main substance is
selected, as the selection of a variant does not make sense then.
5. Within all printing- and administration programs all selections are done according
to the main product codes without exception (not according to additional variant
numbers).
6. In the program for the File output of substances and of preparations you can
select, whether or not the variants shall be output as independent articles.
7. In the search for variant names, not only letters but also digits are considered.

2.4. Retrieving and creating SDSs
SDSs can be created automatically for substances and for preparations. The complete
and correct creation of SDSs is based on the substance database and the classification therefore the following steps are recommended:
SDSs of substances:
1. Check whether the substance is classified (especially self-created substances).
Check whether the substance has a transport classification in the database. Please note
that an empty transport screen does not necessarily mean that the substance is not
hazardous for transportation. A hyphen (-) in the fields Class for all transport types,
indicate that a substance is not hazardous for transportation.
2. Check the remaining fields in the substance database.
The more data entered, the more complete the SDS.
Especially important are the fields State, Color and Odor (Physical data), as they are
obligatory.
The fields Density and Miscible or soluble in water (internal flag) and the disposal
key number (if needed) should be filled in as well.
3. Now it is possible to generate an SDS by pressing

.

SDSs of preparations:
1. Check first whether the preparation is classified (by pressing
Maintenance of preparations screen).

in the

2. Check whether the transport classification is completed. If not, perform the
transport classification by pressing
.
3. Check the fields of the screens Physical data and Country specific classifications
of the preparation: VbF-classification and disposal key number, viscosity and
flash point (if required) and density.
4. The database fields of your raw materials are also used in the SDS (especially in
section 9). Therefore, checking these fields – especially, if the substances are not
often used or if you have created them yourself - is recommended.
5. Now you can perform the new creation of an SDS by pressing

.

Retrieving of already created SDSs:
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This can be done either by pressing

or the corresponding button.

Find further details in the section on Safety Data Sheet (see page 259).

2.4.1. Administration of PDF files
It is possible to allocate PDF files to substances and preparations in the screens
Maintenance of raw materials (see Substance window, page 20) and Maintenance of
preparations (see Preparation window, page 120) and maintain the allocations.
This function is available, as soon as you have created a subfolder named "PDF" in the
data directory of ChemGes (usually chem/data). Please save all PDF files that you
want to allocate in ChemGes into this subfolder.
If you then retrieve a substance/preparation, the additional function
PDFfiles is displayed in the lower menu bar of the screens Maintenance of raw
materials/Maintenance of preparations. If no PDF files are allocated to a substance/
preparation, this is indicated by a minus in parenthesis ("(-)", see next picture). If you
allocate PDF files to a substance/preparation, the number of allocated PDF files in
parenthesis, is output.

If the subfolder "PDF" is empty, you will receive the following warning after pressing
PDF-files:

If no allocations of PDF files were made yet, pressing
PDF-files will open
a search screen, where you can either search for PDF files by entering a search term,
retrieve an overview of all PDF files saved in the subfolder "PDF" by pressing
.
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After selecting a PDF file for allocation the following screen opens:

In this screen you can open the PDF file by pressing
Show (if a PDF reader is
installed on your computer), enter or alter a comment, or delete the allocation by
pressing
. Via
you can leave this screen without alterations.
The authorities require that for Mixtures-in-Mixtures (MiMs), whose complete
composition is not known and for which no UFI is available, that information about
the supplier, is output. This data can be entered in ChemGes in the screen Company
settings (see PCN notification, page 222 for additional information). If needed, this
SDS can be allocated here via the option MiM-SDS for the PCN. This ensures that
the PDF files are automatically linked into the PCN notification, when the option MiM
in the screen Country specific classifications (see page 160), is activated.
As soon as a PDF file is allocated to a substance/preparation, the overview screen
looks as follows, after pressing
PDF-files:

By pressing New allocation you can switch to the search screen Existing PDF files,
where you can allocate further PDF files. By clicking on the individual allocations you
can, as described above, enter/alter the comment for the allocation, view the PDF file
(if a PDF reader is installed on your computer), or delete the allocation.
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2.5. Retrieving and creating Labels
Hazard Labels can be created for each substance and preparation. They are created or
retrieved from the Maintenance of substances or Maintenance of preparations screen
by pressing
. Details can be found in the section Hazard Labels (see page 299).

2.6. Retrieving and creating Internal Plant Instructions
For each substance and each preparation, internal plant instructions for the instruction
of the staff in the workplace can be made. The internal plant instructions can be
retrieved from the Maintenance of substances or Maintenance of preparations screen
by pressing
. For more information see the chapter on Internal Plant Instructions
(see page 293).

2.7. Occurrence in preparations
Using the button
Occurrence in preparations (lower menu bar) in
the screens Maintenance of raw materials and Maintenance of preparations
one can search in which preparations this raw material or preparation is
contained.
After selecting this option, the following screen appears:

If desired, you can activate the option Breakdown of intermediates. If this
option is activated, the List of Occurrence will additionally contain the
information whether the raw material or preparation is contained in the main
substance or in an intermediate substance (if applicable).
If the option Show variants of preparations is activated, possibly created
variants are considered in the list as well.
In order to start the query, press

Program start.

If the raw material / preparation is contained in formulations, you will receive a
List of Occurrence, including the appropriate percentages and – if the option
Breakdown of intermediates is activated – the information regarding
occurrence in the main recipe and / or an intermediate:
Example – Occurrence of a raw material with activation of the option
Breakdown of intermediates
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Example – Occurrence of a raw material without activation of the option
Breakdown of intermediates

If the substance / the preparation is not contained in any preparation, you will
receive the notification „No preparation with this substance found“.
Via
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2.8. Reference
This window contains references to literature for further information on a substance.
These references do not necessarily mean that they are the basis for the values entered
in the database.
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3.1. Safety Data Sheet
General information
With ChemGes you can create Safety Data Sheets (with or without output of the
Exposure scenario, where required). SDSs are generated country-specific, applying
the national GHS regulations ("GHS building blocks"), as well as other regulatory
specifics. In addition, each country SDS is created in the official language of the
country for which it was created.
The automatism of the SDS generation is aided in that for each heading, standard
phrases are output based on appropriate criteria. These phrases can of course also be
output manually. ChemGes contains the translations of these phrases for all languages
for which they apply, and thus facilitates the generation of SDSs in many languages,
automatically. The user can extend this phrase catalogue by adding phrases and their
translations.
Furthermore, free text can also be entered into the SDS - these phrases are stored
directly as texts and cannot be translated automatically.
The Safety Data Sheet consists of 16 main headings, which include all sub-headings.
In the printout the 16 main headings are numbered.
The sub-headings are not numbered, as not all headings are obligatory and therefore
numbers would be skipped.
All headings belong to one of the following three groups:
1. Standard: Information under heading is mandatory. "Not applicable" or similar
phrases are not permitted. These headings are marked with a green double hook on
the left side of the window. All 16 main headings (section headings) are standard
headings, but do not have the green hook.
2. Information: Information selection is according to professional judgment,
wherever it is useful. Descriptions like "not relevant", "not applicable", etc. are
permitted, if justified. These headings are marked with a single green hook.
3. Applicable: Should be completed, if relevant for the product properties, local
requirements or safety. If no data exist, the heading is not to be printed. They do not
have any markings on the left screen margin.
The SDS consists of 16 sections (resp. 16 sections + annex):
1.

Identification of substance-/preparation- and company

2.

Composition/Data on components

3.

Hazard identification

4.

First aid measures

5.

Fire fighting measures

6.

Accidental release measures

7.

Handling and storage

8.

Exposure controls and personal protection gear

9.

Physical and chemical properties

10. Stability and reactivity
11. Toxicological information
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12. Ecological information
13. Disposal considerations
14. Transport information
15. Regulations
16. Other information
X.

Exposure scenario (Annex for REACH SDSs)

3.1.1. Creating a Safety Data Sheet
1. In the Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of preparations window,
press
.
2. A selection window containing a list of countries, if more than one is activated for
SDS generation. Select your own country first.
3. If you have activated the item Offer copying possibility in the screen General
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521), a window
will open that enables you to copy an already created SDS. To do so, enter the
number or the name of the product, from which you want to copy. Afterwards you
can copy either with adaptation to the data of the new product by pressing
or
without adaptation by pressing
.

4. If you do not want to copy, simply press
product name.

without entering a number or

5. Next, you will enter the editing screen of the SDS. We advise that you check,
complete or alter as described below.
The following pictures show an example of what the editing screen of the Safety Data
Sheet looks like without manual entries.
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The following is a REACH SDS:
Nota Bene:
For SDSs that are generated according to REACH, the heading 1.40.30 Emergency
telephone number is a standard heading (symbol "Green double hook"). If this is not
filled in, the SDS is regarded as incomplete and cannot be printed.
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Additional information can be found in Countries [Maintenance programs – Various
tables] (see page 459) and in SDS according to REACH (see page 262).
Find information about the function keys and symbols under Information fields and
buttons in the SDS (see page 263).
The SDS is filled in automatically in two ways
1. Fully automatic calculation or adoption of data from the substance data base, or
from all information, which is stored for the product.
2. Automatic adoption of standard phrases to the individual headings and subheadings, based on appropriate selection criteria. These phrases can be altered (text,
conditions) and new phrases can be created, in order to influence the automatic
adoption. The phrases can be accessed via the Maintenance of texts by pressing
in the editing screen of the SDS.
The following Editing options are available in the editing screen of an SDS (the key
functions are described in the next section):
 Deleting texts and data, which are transferred automatically by the program.
 Inserting standard phrases by means of manual selection.
 Entering additional texts (manual texts) directly into the SDS (are not translated
automatically).
 Transformation of automatically adopted standard texts and data into manual
texts, which enables you to alter them for one specific SDS. Here the same holds
true as for manual texts.
 Transformation from manual texts into standard texts. Afterwards any text
alterations affect all SDSs containing that phrase, but can be output in different
languages, if the translations are entered.
 Additional selection of Sub-headings, which did not appear on the screen. In the
Maintenance of headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
534) it is possible to determine for each heading or sub-heading, whether it shall
appear on the screen.
Furthermore, headings and standard texts can be altered, deleted and created in
the Maintenance of headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets and via
in the SDS editor] (see page 534) and Maintenance of phrases
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets and via
in the SDS editor] (see
page 548). Additionally, you can alter the conditions, under which headings or
standard phrases are selected. The description of the Maintenance programs follows in
the section Maintenance of Safety Data Sheets (see page 520).
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3.1.2. Information fields and buttons in the SDS

Buttons on the upper left part of the screen:
Further information can be found in General information for selecting and adjusting
printers (see page 10).
Printer selection
Further information can be found in Printers and file names
[Maintenance programs – Printers and file names] (see page
514).
Printer settings
Activation/ deactivation of the output of PDF files
Activation/ deactivation of the print preview
If activated, the magnifying glass appears on the button.
Activation/ deactivation of the DR PDF Printer
This button is only displayed, if the DR PDF Printer is installed.
Upon clicking on this button, you can access the settings for the
DR PDF Printer (see DR PDF Printer, see page 518).
Contents fields:
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Bold face print

Headings

Grey print

Headings, which are not shown on the printout of the SDS, as no
information (text) is stated therein

Normal print

Texts/Phrases

Red frame

Position of the cursor. Editing keys always affect this position.
Texts and tables consisting of several lines are displayed in a
frame of several lines, as single lines cannot be selected directly
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here.
Left side, column 1:
Symbol:

Standard heading (Contents mandatory)

green double
hook
Symbol:
green single
hook
Empty field

Information heading (Contents mandatory but can be a general
statement)

Applicable heading (Can be left empty)

Left side, column 2:
Symbol:

Heading can be filled in

Traffic light with
green light
Symbol:

Heading cannot be filled in, but only the sub-heading below

Red symbol Entry forbidden
Symbol:
Open book
Symbol:
Table
Symbol:
Yellow Pencil
Symbol:
Red Pencil

-

Standard text (automatically or manually selected from the text
library)
Data table, usually consisting of several lines. Can be edited by
pressing
.
Manual text (has been written directly into the SDS, manually or
by the program). This text is displayed only in one country
version.
Country independent manual text or manually inserted symbol.
Intended for the manual entry of numbers with or without special
characters (<, >) or manually inserted symbols. Displayed in all
country versions, but not translated.
Marks a text that was inserted using self-defined keys. These
definitions can be set up in Keyboard shortcuts [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases] (see page 585).

White in blue
field

Number of section heading

Yellow number
in red field

Section, which has been altered since the last version (find
information in Marking of alterations, see page 278).

Right side, last column:
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Numerical
buttons 1-16 and
X

By clicking a number button you can switch directly to the
respective section. This can also be done by pressing the
corresponding Numerical key (with or without
) on the
keyboard.

Color of
numerical keys

Red numbers indicate altered sections, blue numbers unchanged
ones.

Country flag

Indicates the country version of the retrieved SDS. The flag is
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only shown if you have installed more than 256 colors in
Windows or if you use the starting parameter flags=1.
Right side, second-to-last column:
Big blue arrow
buttons

By clicking these buttons you can scroll one page up or down.

Small black
arrow buttons

Via these buttons you can move the cursor one line up or down.
Texts and tables consisting of several lines are regarded as one
line.

Scroll bar

This bar serves to scroll the text, as is usual in Windowsprograms. You can either drag the button with the mouse or click
on the area below or above the button.

Bottom of screen, button bar below text (3rd line from bottom):
The buttons correspond to the respective function keys or shortcut keys on the
keyboard. The following table shows the buttons, keys and their meanings:
Button

Key

Meaning
1 line up (blocks are regarded as 1 line)
1 line down (blocks are regarded as 1 line)
1 screen page up
1 screen page down
=

Pressed once: First line of screen
Pressed twice: First line of text
Pressed once: Last line of screen
Pressed twice: Last line of text
Previous section
Next section
Insert standard text. A selection window with texts
pertaining to the current heading opens.
Delete standard text or manual text.

or

Insert a manual text. This button can only be used, if the
cursor is not positioned in a table or a countryindependent manual text. An editor for entering the text
opens.
Edit a table (only works, if the cursor is positioned in a
table). A window opens, in which you can select the
individual lines of the table.
Printing of the SDS
Print with customer allocation. The Maintenance of
customers opens, where you have to select the customer
first. Find more information in Printing of Safety Data
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Sheets (see page 269).
Check for completeness of the SDS (find further details
later).

Bottom of screen, lowest two lines + menu item Additional functions:
The last two lines of the screen contain several buttons. For lack of space not all
available functions can be displayed as buttons. The remaining functions can be found
in the menu item Additional functions of the upper menu bar. As the length of the
texts depends on the language and the screen resolution, it cannot be determined
exactly, which functions are visible as buttons at the bottom of the window.
Key

Meaning
or Move to the main heading with the corresponding number,
whereby the buttons 1-6 are used twice (they serve to switch to
section headings 1-6 and 11-16).
Alternatively, you can select the individual sections using the
buttons (1-16, X) on the right screen margin.
Search and insert phrases: Search for phrases, which contain
certain terms (up to 10 terms, separated by space characters). The
search terms are marked red in the overview.

Language-independent manual text: The text is stated in the same
form in each country version of the data sheet.
Conversion of phrase: Alter a standard text into a manual text the text can then be altered via the editor window. Stored as text
(no translation).
Conversion of a manual text into a standard text with text
maintenance.
Additional headings: Insert additional headings via a selection
window. Headings of same level are marked with “*”, headings of a
lower level with “+”.
Update (see following description)
Maintenance of phrases
Database: Retrieve the substance database (only available in
physical data) for information on substance data
Lock: Lock SDSs for output (or remove lock, if locked)
The SDS can also be locked using the button Unlocked (upper
screen margin). If the SDS is locked, the button Locked is
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displayed (see next picture).

Additionally you can deactivate the automatic update of the SDS,
if the SDS is unlocked:

This enables the printing of the SDS without automatic update.
Check: Check for completeness
Change country: With this button you can switch to another
country version of the SDS.
Calculate phrases
Maintenance of headings
Within the SDS: Delete SDS in all country versions
Within the Maintenance of headings/phrases: Delete the
respective heading/phrase
Delete country: Delete SDS only in the current country version
Date: Manually Manually change creation and revision date, as
well as the version number of the current and previous SDS
version. By means of the item Alteration in all languages you
can define, whether the alteration shall apply only for the
selected, or all country versions of the SDS.
Marking of the current section of the SDS
Markings: Mark altered sections or delete markings of sections
Copy manual phrase: Copy manual texts from another SDS
-

Self-definable buttons for inserting standard words, e.g. none, etc. in
the text. These definitions can be set in Keyboard shortcuts
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases]
(see page 585). The following buttons are pre-set:
None
Void
not determined
not applicable
Customer: Print SDS with customer maintenance
Print: Normal printing of SDS
Printout of single pages: Print single pages of the SDS (you can
also determine the number of copies to be printed)
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Output to file: Output of print as file, as determined in Type of
file output of SDSs [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets
– Other settings], see page 626 - either all data sheets in one file,
or each data sheet into a single file)
Additional exposure scenarios: If the output of Exposure
scenarios is activated in General options (see page 521) and the
item Chemical Assessment available in the screen Country
specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page
160)/ Country specific information [Maintenance of raw
materials] (see page 103) is activated, this button is displayed.
This also applies for preparations that contain a substance, for
which the output is activated. If no Exposure scenario has been
allocated, the button is displayed in blue font. If Exposure
scenarios have been allocated, the button is displayed in red font.
The number of allocated Exposure scenarios is stated in brackets.
You may allocate other substances with Exposure Scenarios or
predefined Exposure Scenario groups (see Exposure scenarios for
the SDS, page 597).
Symbol: Insert a symbol (one graphic per heading). Most of the
common graphic formats can be selected. The file can be located
in the program directory for the symbols (usually
CHEM\SYMBOLS) or any other directory accessible to you. The
symbol width either corresponds to the size for hazard symbols in
the SDS, or can be defined as % value of the text width.

3.1.3. Editing and completing the SDS
Inserting and deleting standard phrases:
By positioning the red frame on any heading of the SDS and pressing the key
(or the corresponding button) you can retrieve an overview of all standard phrases (text
modules), which are available for the selected heading. You can select the desired
phrase either by pressing the letter on the left side of the line or by clicking on it. Then
the phrase is placed into the SDS below the heading or the text where the red frame is
positioned. If you cannot find a text via
, no text has been created for this
heading. Phrases, which are already present in the SDS, are not displayed in the
overview.
Adopting several texts via
: If you right-click the required phrase in the
overview screen, this phrase is immediately output in the SDS and deleted from the
overview, without closing the overview. This way you can quickly and efficiently
select additional phrases.
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By pressing
you can search for phrases, which contain certain text strings
(part string search as for the retrieval of substances). This is especially important for
headings, for which a lot of text modules are created. Up to 10 words or parts of words
- separated by a space character - can be entered here. After pressing
the program
lists all applying phrases, from which you can select one. Phrases, which are already
listed in the SDS, are not displayed in this overview.
To delete a standard phrase in the SDS, click on it and press

.

Explanations to the key functions:
,

:

Pressing the buttons once moves you to the section headings with the respective
number (0 means 10), where the buttons 1 to 6 are used twice (means that they serve to
switch to section headings 1-6 and 11-16). At each keystroke the cursor moves on to
the next higher number; after reaching the highest number it starts again at the
beginning. If you are, for example, in section 3 and press
, you get to section 4, by
pressing
you get to section 12; after pressing the button once more you switch to
section 2.
Please always pay attention to the info bars at the bottom of the screen. You will
immediately see, what you can do from each position.
Maintenance of standard phrases:
If the cursor is positioned on a standard phrase, you can switch to the maintenance by
pressing
. There you can alter the text or the criteria for its automatic adoption.
Please do not alter the text of standard phrases supplied by us, as the translations will
no longer match. Details about altering conditions can be found in the Maintenance
program for the text modules (see page 548).

Check (Check on completion):
ChemGes will not allow you to print an SDS that is not complete. It is possible to
check the completeness by pressing
. The cursor (red frame) will move to the
position that is incomplete.
Two types of incomplete parts can be marked:
1. Obligatory headings
According to the legislation of the various countries, certain headings are obligatory.
2. Missing translation
A phrase output in the SDS does not have a translation into the language of that SDS.
This is indicated by a question mark, a red highlight and the text ‘Self-created phrase
with missing translation’. If this occurs, you can
 either press

and enter the translation, or

 delete the phrase in the SDS (then the text is missing in all country versions).
If no obligatory text or translations are missing, the following message appears:
The SDS is complete

3.1.4. Printing of SDSs
Print,
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These two buttons allow you to print an SDS. Printing with
stores the SDS for a
specific customer. Additional information can be found in the section on the Customer
maintenance for SDSs (page 280) and Maintenance of customers (page 482).
In both cases the Check (Check for completeness) is performed prior to printing. If the
SDS is not complete, an error message will appear. In this way, incomplete SDSs
cannot be printed. The same holds true for the output of SDSs into a file.
Note:
Using the button Print SDSs in the main screen, you can print SDSs directly from the
main screen. Additional information can be found under Print SDSs and labels from
the Main Screen (see page 5).
Customization of the SDS (font selection, frames, printing of hazard and
information symbols, etc.):
The appearance of SDSs can be designed in Print settings (definition of template)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] (see page 616).
There, SDSs can be optically designed regarding font, printing of graphics and layout,
among other things.
Printing of single pages or of multiple copies:
In order to print only a single page, press
(instead of
then open, where you can enter "from page" and "to page".

). A screen will

Nota Bene:
An alteration can cause text to shift. If you then print only one page, it is possible that
text is shifted from that page to the next and thus, printing just one page results in
missing information.
After pressing

you can also determine the desired number of printouts.

Buttons (upper left part of the screen):
Printer selection
The printer that you select here is temporarily used as standard printer for
all printouts until you close the program. When you re-start the program
later, the selected printer is automatically reset to the standard printer as
defined in the screen Printers and file names [Maintenance programs –
Printers and file names] (see page 514).
Printer settings
Here you can perform settings for the selected printer.
pdf printer
Here you can activate / deactivate the output as pdf file.
Print preview
Here you can activate / deactivate the print preview.
DR PDF Printer
This button is only displayed, if the DR PDF Printer is installed. By
clicking on this button you can access the settings for the DR PDF
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Printer. Further information can be found in DR PDF Printer (see page
518).
Further information on the Printer buttons can be found in General information for
selecting and adjusting printers (see page 10).

3.1.5. Updating SDSs and other special functions
A. Automatic update of all SDSs:
ChemGes can perform an automatic update each time an SDS is retrieved. This can be
activated under Update options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
settings] (see page 604).
B. Manual update of the currently selected SDS:
By means of
Update in the SDS screen you can update the SDS (complete or
partial update, depending on the selected options). To activate all fields for the update,
press
, to deactivate all fields, press
.

Upon pressing
, the SDS is updated. Your selection in the update window is
stored, so that the same sections are checked as defaults at the next retrieval of the
SDS.
The first item in the update screen concerns standard texts. Here, phrases can be
updated by section, so that manually altered or exchanged phrases of other sections are
not changed. When clicking on this item, the following window opens where you can
activate the sections that you want to update.
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If, for example, you want to update the standard phrases of the section Handling and
storage, then activate item 7. By pressing
you can return to the update window,
where the sections, which you have activated for update, are stated in parenthesis next
to the word Standard phrases. If you press
once more, the update is performed.
Via the item Physical data you can open a screen, where you can either
activate/deactivate all types of physical data, or activate/ deactivate only certain types
of data (see next picture).

Update Facts:
 All headings that are separately stated in the Update screen, are excluded from
update for any headings chosen in the Standard phrases option. This means that
during an update of section 1, the headings Application of the substance/the
preparation, Manufacturer/Supplier, Further information obtainable from and
Information in case of emergency are not updated, as there are separate fields
available for this (Application purpose and Company data). The same holds true
for the fields Form, Color and Odor, which may only be updated via the
individual fields, but not via the standard phrases of section 9. The phrases for the
Water Hazard Class and the Waste Code are also separately updated.
 All tables and calculated values are also updated using individual fields (e.g.
Chemical characterization, VOC-values, MAL-Code, Storage class (LGK)
according to TRGS510/Germany). For the adoption of this information into the
SDS you have to allocate headings for the output in Country specific heading
allocations (see page 543).
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 You can additionally update the standard phrases of up to 7 headings. To do this,
select or enter the headings in the table of the item Headings (only standard
phrases). After selecting a field you can view an overview of all headings and
scroll by pressing
. Please note that the headings stated here, are not taken
into consideration during a general update of the standard phrases of their sections
and can only be updated via the respective fields.
 Manually selected standard phrases, which do not have a condition for automatic
adoption, will not be deleted during an Update of the standard phrases.
 The field New transfer of the percentages into the ingredient tables is always
inactive here. It is only active in the Update options for automatic update
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Update options].
 The fields Manual texts of this section and All manual texts serve the adoption of
manually entered phrases from the SDS of the home country and are only active, if
you are in another country version. Further information can be found in Adoption
of manual phrases, see page 603).
C. Declaration of classification alterations:
If you retrieve an SDS, and the classification has changed, the following window
appears:
Classification has changed since last retrieval!
If you confirm by pressing
, and you do not have the automatic update (as
discussed above) on, you have to do a manual update by means of
Update, to
transfer the new classification into the SDS. Upon pressing
, this message will not
appear again.
If you do not want to perform this change right away, press
instead of
.
Then the window with the warning will re-appear each time you call up the SDS, until
you confirm with
.
This warning regarding the classification is also available for the Label and the
Internal Plant Instruction.
D.

Retrieving the data base (Physical Data):

If you are in a physical data field in the SDS of a preparation, you can get information
on that data by pressing
. This information is displayed in a new window and
contains the data of all raw materials sorted according to their percentages contained.
For example, if you are on the flash point, you can retrieve a window with all flash
points of the ingredients. This enables you to check the values, calculated by the
program.
E.

Lock:

The lock function allows two types of lock:
 To lock an SDS from being printed. This can be useful to avoid that an
unreleased/unfinished SDS is printed and/or passed on to a customer.
 To lock an SDS from being updated.
The lock is not restricted by country. This means, that for the respective
substance/preparation all country versions of an SDS are locked. The lock also affects
the file output of SDSs.
The lock can be set or removed by pressing
within the SDS. At the top of the
screen, you can see whether the SDS is locked or not:
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It is also possible to use the buttons (see screenshot above) to unlock and lock the SDS
and/or update, individually.
Note:
If alterations are made in a locked SDS, the Version number (see page 278) is not
automatically increased (editing mode), unless the lock is removed before leaving the
SDS.
The program can be set up to lock each newly created SDS automatically. This
automatic lock can be activated or deactivated in General options [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521).
F.

Copy manual phrase:

Using this keyboard shortcut you can copy manual texts of a heading from one SDS to
the SDS in which you are currently working, if they are both in the same language.
First, click on the desired heading. Then, press
, and a window will open
where you can choose the substance from whose SDS the manual texts are to be taken.
After that, the text from the selected SDS appears on the screen, and you can select,
whether you want to copy the text (
) or not (
).
As long as you are in the SDS, the program remembers the entered substance number.
Thus, the next time you wish to copy a manual text, after pressing
, you do
not have to re-enter the number.
Information on printouts in other languages:
If you will print the SDS in other languages, avoid entering manual texts as much as
possible, as they cannot be translated automatically. Translation can only be
performed, if the text modules (headings and standard texts) are created in the required
language. If texts and headings are missing, they are not shown on the screen or
printout. There is no check for completeness, as skipping some parts of the SDS,
adding other headings or recreating the layout could be desired for printouts in other
languages.
G. Adoption of manual texts into other country versions of SDSs:
In general, manual texts, which were entered in the SDS of the home country, are only
adopted into other versions, if the corresponding settings in Adoption of manual
phrases, see page 603 [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] are set.
Nota Bene:
The home country is the country, which was either entered during installation or set
using the parameter country in the file chemdat. It is the country whose flag appears on
the starting screen of ChemGes.
Here, you can determine from which items manual texts shall be copied. Please note
that this only affects new SDSs in the language of the home country.
You can copy manual texts into already existing country versions of SDSs in two ways
by means of
Update:
1. Item Manual texts of this section:
If this item is activated, all texts belonging to the main heading where the cursor is
positioned, are copied.
2. Item All manual texts:
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If this item is activated, all texts of all items that are activated in the screen Adoption
of manual phrases, are adopted.
H. Language independent manual texts
In order to enter language independent manual texts, click on a heading and press
. After that, you will switch to an editor screen for the input of the text. The
new manual text is output in the SDS and marked with a red pencil in the left margin.
Later on you can select this text and open it by pressing
. To create a normal
manual text (for one country only) under the same heading, press
to open the
editor.
Language independent manual texts are output in other country version automatically.
I. Transfer of foreign OELVs into the respective country versions:
The database contains OELVs (occupational exposure limits) of various countries.
These values are automatically adopted into section 8 of appropriate country SDS. In
the Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages
and countries - Countries], one can allocate OELVs from other countries to one
country.
J. Alteration of date and version number:
When a new SDS is created, the Creation Date is automatically determined by the
program and is displayed in the upper screen bar (on a printout as well).
Next to the creation date the date of the Last Alteration is stated.
The Alteration Date is only changed automatically if the item Automatic change of
date after alterations in Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] is activated.
In order to manually change the date, press
. If you enter a space character
or a zero, the current date is automatically filled in. In this window you can also
change the date of the first creation (item Creation, see next picture). Additionally you
can also change the revision date, as well as the version number of the current and
previous SDS version. By means of the item Alteration in all languages you can
define, whether the alteration shall apply only for the selected, or all country versions
of the SDS.

After a date is automatically altered, it is changed for all country versions of this SDS.
After a manual change, you can deactivate the field Alteration in all languages, so
that the new date is only stated in the current country version.
K. Immission classes according to TA-Luft:
In Section 15 (under the heading National Regulations) the declaration of the
percentage proportions of harmful substances per class of TA-Luft, is stated. As is
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common in the varnish and paint industry the water content is stated in addition to the
solvents according to TA-Luft. However, you can suppress the output of the water
content by deactivating the item Output of water content in the screen General
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521). Furthermore,
you can set whether exact percentages or only the limits for the sums in the individual
classes shall be shown, via the item Use limits instead of exact percentages.
L. Substances with workplace exposure limit values:
In the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] the
option Also list substances with OELVs in secton 8 in section 3, allows the user to
decide whether substances with OELVs should appear in section 3 in the hazardous
components table, or only in section 8. In the first case the percentages/limits are listed
in section 3 (see also General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets]
(see page 521).
M. Transport classification - Description of goods or Proper shipping name:
The transport description of goods is adopted into the SDS from the transport screen of
the substance/preparation. It is also possible to enter it manually by pressing
at
this position in the SDS. For this there is a field of 10 lines with 45 characters each,
available.
The description for land transport is adopted in the country language, if available,
otherwise in English. The descriptions for the sea and air transport and for DOT
(only in US-SDSs) are always adopted in English.
N. General indications:
If you want to write texts manually into the SDS, press
or
in the respective
sections (
for tables). Be aware of the fact that these texts are neither translated,
nor automatically adopted into other country versions.
O. Marking of created SDSs in the country overview:
When opening the country overview by pressing
, you will find all countries for
which an SDS already exists, are marked with an asterisk (*).
Please note: The versions marked with “*” are not necessarily complete and printable.
P. Superscripts and subscripts:
Using the following characters, you can enter superscripts and subscripts:
^

The following character is shown as superscript in the printout. Resetting is
not necessary, for it only concerns one character.

{u}

All following characters are shown as superscripts (up).

{d}

All following characters are shown as subscripts (down).

{=}

Cancel superscript and subscript.

This function enables you to display e.g. m2, m3, etc. even in Eastern European
languages or in Russian, where these superscripts are not included in the character set.
For all text entries you can enter digits as superscripts, using
+
–
and as
subscripts, using
+
–
. This feature can be especially useful when
entering chemical formulae into the database.
Q. Temperature data in Fahrenheit additionally to data in Celsius:
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Via the item Celsius-values also in Fahrenheit in the Maintenance of countries
[Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] you
can set for each country whether all temperature data shall not only be stated in °C and
but also in °F. For the USA this option is set as default.
R. Country abbreviations in the printout:
You can print the SDSs with a country abbreviation on the lower part of the sheet, in order
to indicate for which country they were created and printed. For this activate the item
Country code on SDS in the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety
Data Sheets] (see page 521).
S. Country dependent layout of section 2 resp. 3 in the SDSs:
You can set, whether the components of section 2 (resp. 3) shall be stated with the
CAS number and/or EC-number, Index number, RTECS number, Registration number
in the Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables –
Languages and countries - Countries – Choose a country] for each country.
T. Toxicological and ecological data in the SDS:
All toxicological and ecological data, which have been allocated to a heading in the
item Table allocations for the Safety Data Sheets (see page 429) [Maintenance
programs – Program adjustments - Toxicity] are adopted into the SDSs under the
appropriate heading. The next picture shows an example of this transfer:

Sections 11 - Toxicological information and 12 - Ecological information, are thus
filled in automatically. All in all, a maximum of 25 lines to 4 different headings (this
means a maximum of 100 lines) can be transferred. Space lines between the substances
are also counted. If space is limited, you can deactivate the field Spaceline between
individual substances in substance tables in Symbols and additional design
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Print settings
(definition of template) – Tab Symbols and additional design] (see page 621). If the
substance tables are set up to be printed with a frame (see tab Lines and margins (see
page 620) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Print
settings (definition of template)]), the space lines are automatically skipped.
The sequence of the declarations is determined by the exposure route or the effect, in
the sequence as defined in the maintenance window: oral, dermal, inhalative, skin
irritation, eye irritation, sensitization. Just as for each table in the SDS you can
perform manual alterations by pressing
.
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If you enter toxicological values for a preparation (see Toxicological values on page
183), these data are stated first, under the corresponding heading. If data on the
ingredients are also available, they are stated below, after a horizontal separation line.
U. Additional headings, additional tables of substances, Canadian Hazard
Symbols, VOC-values, MAL-Code and Storage class (LGK) acc. to
TRGS510/Germany:
Via the maintenance programs you can create further headings and also partially have
them filled in automatically. First, you have to create the required headings by using a
new number (this determines the position, where the heading shall appear in the SDS)
in Headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets]. Find more information on
this in the chapter on Headings (see page 534).
Afterwards you can allocate headings to data, causing them to be filled in
automatically. This allocation can be done under Country specific heading allocations
(see page 543).
V. User dependent company name in the SDS:
Through the password administration you can allocate a certain company name to each
user. When this user retrieves an SDS, the text in Manufacturer/Supplier is temporarily
replaced by the allocated phrase. More details can be found in User administration
[Maintenance programs – Access rights] (see page 510) - item User dependent
company name in the SDS.

3.1.6. Marking of alterations, version numbering and history of
SDSs
The following special functions can be activated, if needed. Find descriptions and
further details within the corresponding maintenance section of this manual.
Marking of altered sections (automatically or manually)
The regulations demand, that altered sections are marked within an SDS. ChemGes
fulfils this obligation by automatically marking each of the 16 main sections that have
changed, and by allowing manual marking of changed sections.
As it would otherwise be too much hassle for the user, only the 16 main sections can
be marked. If the receiver of the SDS really wants to know what exactly has been
altered, he simply has to compare the old version with the marked sections of the new
version.
For the manual marking there are 2 possibilities:
 Single sections can be marked by moving the cursor somewhere into this section
and pressing
. This marking is removed in the same way.
 To mark or remove the marking of several sections at the same time, press
. After that you receive an overview, where you can remove all
markings for an SDS by pressing
.
The marked sections are shown with a red section number on screen and with an
asterisk in the printout. The automatic marking can be activated in the screen
Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Other settings].
The following picture shows the window with the overview of markings, reached via
.
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In section 16, the text *Date compared to the previous version altered, appears
automatically, as soon as a section is marked with an asterisk.
If you want to state an additional note, you can create a phrase that appears only when
alterations were made, using the output condition when an alteration mark is set.
Details can be found in Output options for standard phrases, page 572 [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text modules].
Administration of version numbers
The administration of version numbers is possible manually or fully automatically. It
can be activated in the screen Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings].
If the administration of version numbers is activated, the number of the current version
of the SDS appears on the top right of the screen. You can alter the version number by
pressing
, even if the number was automatically distributed.
Indication on alterations
If the option Output a message that alterations were done in the screen Reactions of
the program after alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets – Other settings] is activated, a corresponding message is displayed on the
screen each time the date or the version number is altered or markings are set.
History of SDSs
If the option Backup of old versions in the screen Reactions of the program after
alterations [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] is activated,
the old version is stored each time something is altered in an SDS. To retrieve stored
versions press
in the Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of
preparations screen. Then, after choosing a country, an overview window will open
containing all stored versions sorted according to descending date. This date is not the
date of alteration in the SDS, but the backup date of the SDS. This enables you to view
or print an SDS, which was valid at a certain date. Find further information in
Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Other settings].
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Important information
This kind of backup uses a lot of storage space and is very time-consuming, as the
program stores the old version of each SDS upon calling it up, in order to compare it
with the new version upon exiting the SDS. If nothing has been altered, the old version
is deleted. If a number of alterations were made in one day, only the oldest version of
the day is stored.
Note:
We would like to draw your attention to the fact that when outputting old versions of
SDSs for variants, the following must be taken into consideration:
Article numbers and descriptions are automatically exchanged in each variant upon
output, for the specific variant.
Additional deviations as, for example, variant-specific manufacturer addresses and
UFI-Codes, are not taken into consideration. Here, only the texts used in the SDS at
the time the old version was saved, are output.
A variant-specific output of these deviations is generally not possible, as it would
greatly increase the storage space requirements. In addition, the time necessary for
saving the old versions, would also drastically increase, as various variant SDSs would
have to be additionally generated and saved. This would not be acceptable for the
regular work-flow.

3.1.7. Customer maintenance for SDSs
Customer allocated printout
The customer maintenance allows you to perform customer-allocated printing of
SDSs, which enables you to check, at any time, when each customer received an SDS
of a certain product.
To access this section of the program, retrieve the SDS of a substance/preparation or
create a new SDS. After that press
(instead of
) for printing, to switch to
the Maintenance of customers screen, where you can select a customer via customer
number or name.

You can also create a new customer by entering a customer number (up to 13 digits).
Then enter the name and, if required, the address (up to 4 lines available). After
entering a main customer (see below) you switch to the field Search string, which
contains the initial letters of the name entered in line 1 as default. Please alter this
entry, if you think that another combination of letters is a better search term. For
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example, if the company is called “John Miller Ltd., the best search term would
probably be "MILLER".
The customer numbers can also contain letters (alphanumeric characters), if the option
Alphanumeric characters in customer numbers is activated in the screen General
adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 407).
Main customers:
In case a company has several branches, it might happen that the SDSs are sent to the
head office only, but not to the individual branches or vice versa. Using the Main
customer function, you can set for each customer, whether the SDS shall be sent to
this particular customer or to a main customer.
 If a main customer is entered and the field Send SDSs only to main customer is
activated, all SDS information is stored twice: once under the main office, once
under the branch.
 The information 'last purchase' is stored under the branch only.
 ChemGes usually uses the information, which is stored under the head office (main
customer).
 Only in the overview window, when it is retrieved from the branch, the information
of the branch is used, as well in print programs, if Printing for a certain customer
is selected.
 If the field Send SDS only to main customer is deactivated, it is stored under the
customer (branch) only.
The creation and alteration of customer data is possible in the menu Customers
[Maintenance programs – Various tables] (see page 482).
Printout with storage in the customer file:
If you now press
or
retrieved customer file.

, an SDS is printed and stored in the created or

Alternatively, you can create a pdf file and let this file be sent by email, using the
button
E-Mail.
When calling upon this customer file (either via a number or via the search term
(abbreviation)), you can see the date, on which the SDS was last sent to this customer.
The search for customer names can be performed either by entering the first letters of
the name or by pressing
. If the entered term is not clear, an overview
window will open (see next image), from which you can select the required customer.
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After selecting a customer, you can open an overview window containing all SDSs that
were sent to this customer, by pressing
(see next picture).

Creation of customer entries
When in an SDS, in order to create several customers successively (without printing),
press
and enter a new customer, as shown above. Then press
New
customer (instead of
Print), in order to enter another customer.
Customer maintenance from the maintenance programs:
The customer maintenance can also be selected without retrieving an SDS. For this go
to Customers [Maintenance programs – Various tables] (see page 482).
Input of substance allocations to customers:
In the screen Maintenance of customers [Maintenance programs – Various tables] (see
page 482) you can create substance allocations directly to customers. For this select a
customer and press
. After that you can retrieve and allocate any number of
substances to this customer. This is particularly useful, if you start with allocations of
SDSs to customers at a later point in time and want to enter these allocations.
The screen Maintenance of customers also includes the item Printed SDSs (see page
336). This item provides a list of all customers, who have received the SDS for a
certain product, and enables you to simultaneously reprint the altered SDS for all listed
customers.
The printing program
Printout and queries provides various options for
printing customer allocated SDSs. In all cases the SDSs are stored under the respective
customer files. Further information can be found in Printing of several Safety Data
Sheets (see page 331).
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Alteration of customer numbers
After retrieving a customer within the screen for the creation of customers, you can
alter the customer number by pressing
and entering the new number.
Cover letter for SDSs:
When mailing SDSs to customers you also have the possibility to print a cover sheet,
using addresses and names stored in the customer file. The text of the cover sheet can
be created in any language, where the proper language module exists. The relevant
language version is selected depending on the country version of the SDS.
You can create such cover letters in Cover letter (see page 624).
Information on the field Additional SDSs for the countries:

3.1.8. SDS according to REACH
Introduction
The REACH-Regulation 1907/2006 of the EU was published on 12.30.2006 (Official
Journal L396). SDSs are generated according to Article 31 and Annex II ("Guide to the
compilation of Safety Data Sheets").
An SDS in REACH-Format is mandatory in Europe.
Important information (1907/2006/EU, article 31):
"The new, dated version of the information, identified as "Revision: (date)", shall be
provided free of charge on paper or electronically to all former recipients to whom
they have supplied the substance or preparation within the preceding 12 months. Any
updates following registration shall include the registration number."
Therefore you only have to provide your customers with a new SDS, if the registration
of the substance is completed and you have supplied your customers with the
respective substance within the last year.
The new SDS has to contain the new revision date and – if available – the Registration
number.
Amendments:
From time to time, the EU publishes amendments to the REACH regulation and
specifically to Annex II, regarding the generation of SDSs.
Amendment 453/2010/EU:
Regulation 453/2010/EU was published in the Journal of the European Communities
L133 from May 31, 2010. This regulation makes changes to the REACH regulation.
With this regulation, Annex II is adapted to comply with the CLP-Regulation (L353,
December 31, 2008 – 1272/2008/EU).
Amendment 830/2015/EU:
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According to Regulation 830/2015/EU (Official Journal L 132, 29.05.2015) the
following essential changes were made for REACH:
Section 3:
Change of criteria for stating the ingredients of a mixture.
Section 11:
It is now mandatory to always state all information required according to 11.1
Information on toxicological effects (a-j) in the SDS (“These hazards shall always be
listed on the safety data sheet”).
REACH implementation in the SDS
1. Stating the email address of the competent person in section 1:
As of June 1st, 2007, stating the e-mail address of the competent person has become
mandatory.
2. Registration number in section 1:
The Registration number is given by ECHA (European CHemicals Agency – or, as
stated in REACH, the "Agency"), as soon as the registration dossiers for the respective
substances are completed. ECHA operates in Helsinki as an independent body of the
European Union and takes a central role in the implementation of the regulation
concerning the Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of CHemicals (REACH).
Nota Bene:
Note the difference between the Registration number and the Submission number,
which is to be used for all correspondence regarding the registration until the
registration is deemed complete.
Please note: The Registration number only applies to substances.
You can enter this number the screen Country specific information in the
Maintenance of raw materials (see next picture). Entered numbers will automatically
be transferred into the SDS under heading 1.30.10.80 "Registration number".
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3. Information in case of emergency:
The heading 1.40.30 "Emergency telephone number" has become an obligatory
heading (standard heading).

The heading is marked with the symbol "Green double hook", indicating its mandatory
nature (see previous picture).
If this has not been filled in, the SDS is regarded as incomplete and cannot be printed.
4. Section 3 – 830/2015/EU:
The concentration limits defined in 830/2015/EU, 3.2.1. a) ib) are considered for the
selection of ingredients for the output under Dangerous components.
5. Output of SVHC substances in section 3 (453/2010/EU):
Substances that are included in the ECHA Candidate list (Substances of Very High
Concern (SVHC)) are automatically output under the SDS heading 2.40.28.
6. DNELs and PNECs in section 8:
a) DNELs:
DNEL is the abbreviation for "Derived No-Effect Level" and indicates the exposure
level, below which no effects on human health occur (no-effect level). According to
REACH, CSRs (or "Chemical Safety Reports") and Exposure scenarios have to be
established. For this it is necessary to identify different DNELs for each relevant
human population (e.g. workers, consumers and humans – especially children and
pregnant women) and for different routes of exposure (oral, dermal, inhalative).
Therefore, if a CSR is required, it will be necessary to state all relevant DNELs in the
SDS.
PNEC is the abbreviation for "Predicted No-Effect Concentration" and indicates the
concentration of the substance, below which adverse effects in the environmental
sphere of concern (aquatic, terrestrial or atmospheric compartments) are not expected
to occur.
To enter DNELs and PNECs into the database, proceed as follows:
Go to Table allocations for the Safety Data Sheet [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments – Toxicity]. Create an allocation in the table by entering the heading
number, under which the DNELs shall be stated:
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Create a new Test type in the Test Type menu [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments – Toxicity] (see example below):

Nota Bene:
Oral and dermal exposures have to be stated either in mg/person/day or in mg/kg body
weight/day. For local dermal effects the exposure has to be stated in mg/cm2 and for
Inhalation in mg/m3.
Now you can enter the DNELs resp. PNECs in the screen Toxicological values
[Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of preparations] for any substance.
The item This value will be used for the classification of the toxicity of a
preparation allows you to identify values that are to be used for the calculation of the
toxicity. If no tox value is available, the relevant formulae and the default values
(ATEs) according to the GHS regulation, are used for the calculation.
7. Section 11 – 830/2015/EU:
The information output in section 11.1 Information on toxicological effects (a-j,
please see below) according to 830/2015/EU is done automatically. If no data is
available for a certain hazard class, the phrase “Based on available data, the
classification criteria are not met.” is output.
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As a result, the standard phrases for this section are no longer relevant and thus not
output. Only self-created or altered texts are still output.
Please note that manually or automatically (via conditions) inserting a standard phrase
will not result in output of the phrase.
If a self-created phrase is output under one of these headings, the automatic output of
the respective classification still occurs, as per legislative requirements. However, if
classification information is missing, the phrase “Based on available data, the
classification criteria are not met.” will not be output, but only the self-created phrase.
The information requirement is as such:
“These hazards shall always be listed on the safety data sheet”
(a) acute toxicity
(b) skin corrosion/irritation
(c) serious eye damage/irritation
(d) respiratory or skin sensitisation
(e) germ cell mutagenicity
(f) carcinogenicity
(g) reproductive toxicity
(h) STOT-single exposure
(i) STOT-repeated exposure
(j) aspiration hazard
Data on Sensitisation and CMR effects for substances and/or preparations are
transferred from the database into the SDS automatically.
8. Options for the output of classifications
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The item Codes (item Classification) in the screen General options [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521) allows you to activate the output of the
Codes for the Hazard and/or Precautionary statements in EU GHS (CLP) and UN GHS
SDSs.
Nota Bene:
The H and P Phrase codes are mandatory in most countries. Change the default
settings of the item Codes at your own risk.
According to 453/2010/EU section 15 shall only contain information, which is not
stated elsewhere in the SDS. By means of the option Additional output of labeling in
section 15 [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – General options] you can
activate the output of the labelling according to CLP/UN and the former labelling
according to EEC (DSD resp. DPD) in section 15. This information is output under the
headings 15.57 – 15.57.40.
9. Default values

If a Chemical Safety Assessment is available for all of your substances/preparations,
you can activate the item Default value for the Chemical Safety Assessment in the
screen Default values [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 453).
 If this item is activated, ChemGes will automatically output the phrase, that a
Chemical Safety Assessment has been carried out, under heading 15.67 Chemical
Safety Assessment in the SDSs for all EU countries (item EU country in
Maintenance of countries,tab General settings (see page 459).
 If this item is deactivated, the hint phrase, that a Chemical Safety Assessment has
not been carried out, will be automatically output in these SDSs.
Important information
If a Chemical Safety Assessment was carried out for a substances/preparations, you
can activated the output of the corresponding phrase for a single substance/preparation
via the item Chemical Safety Assessment available in the screen Country specific
information (see page 103), or Country specific classifications (see page 160) in the
Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of preparations.
10. Allocation of headings
The item Hazard phrases of the ingredients in the screen General allocation of
headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Headings – Heading
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allocations] (see page 541) you can define a heading (the default heading is
16.20.90.60 Relevant phrases), below which the complete text of all hazard
statements, which are stated in section 2 (resp. 3) of the SDS, shall be output in
section 16.

3.1.9. SDS according to GHS
The GHS (Globally Harmonized System of classification and labelling of chemicals)
was developed by the international cooperation of various organizations and published
by the UNECE.
Background for the development of this new system were the problems, which
occurred due to the variety of national and regional legislation regarding the
classification and labelling of hazardous substances.
With GHS a globally valid basis for the simplification and harmonization of these
varying regulations, was created.
This significant step in the chemical legislation will be an essential relief in the future,
for all, who deal with hazardous substances:
 GHS has been in force in Asia as of January 1, 2008 – this means that starting from
that date, SDSs for countries like Japan have to be created according to GHS.
 The EU published the GHS Regulation 1272/2008/EC with Official Journal L353
on December 31, 2008. The enforcement of which was planned with a transition
period of several years (please also see SDS according to REACH, on page 262).
As an introduction to the upcoming changes please find an overview of the new
symbols according to GHS, below.
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With ChemGes it is possible to create all different "types" of SDSs:
 the SDS according to UN GHS ("Globally Harmonized System of classification and
labelling"): Most countries adopt the GHS based on the UN GHS, with only small
differences. These nuances are implemented by ChemGes in the country settings
(Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages
and countries - Countries] (see page 459).
The EU, the USA and Canada have more strikingly different GHS implementations:
 the SDS according to CLP (1272/2008/EU), with or without output of the SDS
annex (Exposure Scenario) according to REACH (1907/2006/EU)
 the SDS according to the OSHA HCS ("Hazard Communication GHS Final Rule")
 as well as the SDS according to HPR ("Hazardous Products Regulations", Canada)
GHS Implementation in the SDS
1. Section 2 –heading: "GHS label elements" for UN GHS and "Labelling
according to Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008" for CLP
The labelling according to GHS is stated under this heading. This labelling consists of:
 the Classes and Categories (numbers and abbreviations)
 the Signal words and Symbols
 the Hazards statements with their Codes (e.g. H200)
 the Precautionary statements with their Codes (e.g. P201)
The Supplemental hazard statements (according to the CLP (EU GHS) and the
Australian GHS) and Special product phrases (according to the CLP (EU GHS)) are
stated in section 2, below the Hazard statements.
The item Codes (item Classification) in the screen General options [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521) allows you to activate the output of the
Codes for the Hazard and/or Precautionary statements in EU GHS (CLP) and UN GHS
SDSs.
Deactivated Codes:
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Activated Codes:

2. Section 3 – "Dangerous components":
The table of dangerous components has been supplemented with the GHS information:
 Signal word
 Symbol (or the associated abbreviation)
 GHS-class and category (numbers and abbreviations)
The next picture shows an example of the Table of Hazardous Components for an EU
country:

3. Section 14 – new heading: UN "Model Regulation"
The complete ADR-data is automatically stated under this heading (see next picture):
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4. Section 14 – Output of transport information
If you activate the item No output of the various transport types in the SDS (except
EU) in the screen General adjustments for transport [Maintenance programs –
Transport] (see page 497), only the UN number with description, Class and packing
group according to UN Model Regulation is output in the SDSs for all countries, for
which the options GHS (raw materials and mixtures) in the field Type of output are
activated in the screen Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various
tables – Languages and countries - Countries – choose a country] (see page 459). The
limited quantities and the transport category are also no longer output.
For SDS according to CLP (EU GHS) [Maintenance programs – Various tables –
Languages and countries - Countries – choose a country] all transport types are stated.
5. Section 14 – heading: "Environmental hazards"
According to the GHS, existing environmental hazards must be stated in section 14
(see next picture):

Substances that are listed as hazard triggers for Marine Pollutant (in the field Name for
IMDG in the screen Transport (see page 184) are output automatically.

6. Section 16 – heading: "Abbreviations and acronyms"
The abbreviations and acronyms as prescribed by GHS are listed below this heading.
ChemGes automatically creates this list when outputting an SDS.

Variables in the Safety Data Sheet:
For a few Precautionary statements (Storage) the use of variables is necessary. If the
phrases P411, P413 and any of their combined phrases are allocated to a
substance/preparation, they are displayed with a red $-sign (see next picture) in the
SDS screen.
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To allocate values to the variables, position the cursor (red frame) on the phrase(s) and
press
. After doing so you the screen Allocation of variables opens, in which you
can easily enter the requested values. It is also possible to enter default variables (see
Additional functions, item Variables in standard phrases, page 578).
Entered values and default values for variables are displayed in blue color in the SDS
screen and are printed in the SDS.
If you do not enter values for the variables, you can still print the SDS. In this case the
respective phrases will not be stated in the printed SDS.

3.2. Internal Plant Instructions
This program is created based on the German regulation TRGS 555 and generates
Internal Plant Instructions according to §14 of the German Ordinance On Hazardous
Substances on single sheets, as well as on multiple sheets, if required. The three-sheetsystem with A-, B- and C-sheets has not been used here, because in our opinion all
information, exceeding this instruction, can be taken from the SDS.
The IPIs provide the most important information at one glance and contain companyspecific additional information concerning work place and field of activity. The
program was structured on this principle and most of the work is done with standard
text modules. In this way, the whole text can be translated and we can offer translation
modules. The user can also create additional languages and the corresponding
translations and then print the documents in the requested language. If you want to add
company specific phrases you can create them as standard phrases in the desired text
areas.
In addition it is possible to write a manual text, which is not translated, for each
chapter directly into the IPI.
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For each substance/preparation, up to 99 IPIs can be created. This allows you to
complete the automatically created standard IPIs with individual phrases according to
work place and field of activity and to store them several times. This can be useful, for
example, if a certain substance is used at different work places and some instructions
or information (emergency numbers, escape routes,…) are not identical.
Therefore each IPI contains three lines in the header: for work area, work place and
activity. The part below is divided into the following information groups:
1

Hazardous Materials Description: the description can be altered or
supplemented manually and can also be extended with a comment.

2

Hazards for Humans and Environment: symbols and descriptions *) of the
hazards.

3

Safety Measures and Codes of Conduct: prohibition symbols and selection
phrases of group 3.

4

Conduct in case of danger: command symbols and selection phrases of group
4.

5

First Aid: First Aid symbol and selection phrases of group 5.

6

Proper Waste Disposal: symbols for prohibited disposal by sewage system or
household waste and selection phrases of group 6.

*) The hazard descriptions below the symbols may be switched on or off in the screen
Settings [Maintenance programs – Internal Plant Instructions] (see page 637).
The disposal symbols have been adopted from the Austrian Ordinance On Chemicals,
as we think they could be useful information. But you can of course deselect any
symbol you do not need.
You can select any printer installed in Windows, for printing. If a color printer is used,
the bars are printed in red and the symbols in their colors.
Creating an IPI
Go to the basic screen of a substance/preparation and press either
or the
corresponding button in the lower screen margin. After that, you will switch to the
following screen, where you can alter or supplement the product name (three lines are
available) and select the texts for working area, work place and activity. If you want
texts here, you first have to create standard phrases for these three fields in the screen
Working areas, working places and activities (see page 633) [Maintenance programs –
Internal Plant Instructions].

Furthermore, you can check the data below and alter or supplement them, if necessary.
With these data you can influence the automatic selection of standard phrases. Special
comments and additional information can be retrieved by pressing
(see below).
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If all data are correct, you can get to the next page by pressing
you can see the editing screen of the IPI (see next image).

or

, where

You can scroll through the text with
and
. With
you can
switch to the end of the text, with
to the beginning of the text. To delete a
phrase, position the cursor on the respective phrase and press
. To insert phrases
press
to retrieve an overview screen, from which you can select the required
phrase (like in an SDS).
By pressing
you can perform a Re-calculation where the data from page 1 are
not altered. By means of
only the Hazard classification (depending on the
setting you have performed for the option Hazards according to in the screen Settings
for the Internal Plant Instruction [Maintenance programs – Internal Plant Instructions
– Settings] (see page 637) are updated, everything else remains unchanged.
By pressing
the areas.

you can return to the first screen, which contains the designation and

To alter the symbols, which appear in the printout, you can either click on the symbols
on the right side of the screen or press
Symbols (see next pictures).
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Here you can activate and deactivate each symbol either with the mouse or via the
respective field number.
The symbol texts have the following meanings:
Hazard Symbols:
Hazard symbols EU
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Hazard symbols GHS (UN/CLP)

E

Explosive

GHS01

Exploding bomb

F+

Extremely
Flammable

GHS02

Flame

F

Highly Flammable

GHS03

Flame over circle

T+

Very Toxic

GHS04

Gas cylinder

T

Toxic

GHS05

Corrosion
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C

Corrosive

GHS06

Skull and crossbones

Xn

Harmful

GHS07

Exclamation mark

Xi

Irritant

GHS08

Health hazard

O

Oxidizing

GHS09

Environment

N

Harmful
to
environment

the

The symbols do not contain hazard shortcuts or hazard descriptions.
Prohibition symbols (section Safety measures and codes of conduct):
No entry for unauthorized people
No smoking
No fire, open flame or smoking
No extinguishing with water
Command symbols (sector Conduct in case of danger):
Protective goggles
Respiratory protective equipment
Protective gloves
Protective boots or shoes
These symbols can also be copied manually into the section Safety measures and codes
of conduct.
First aid symbol:
Rescue, First Aid
Disposal symbols:
Prohibition of disposal in household waste (crossed-out garbage bin)
Prohibition of disposal in sewage system (crossed-out toilet)
As the space on one page is very limited and we did our best to satisfy almost all
demands regarding the selection of the standard phrases, it happens very often that not
all selected phrases fit on one printed page. This is indicated by a red number with a
plus sign on the lower right screen margin, which shows the number of surplus lines.
In this case printing is not possible. This means that you have to delete phrases, which
seem most dispensable to you, until the red number is replaced by a blue one with a
minus or a zero. You can also switch over to Multi-page IPIs permitted in the screen
Settings [Maintenance programs – Internal Plant Instructions]. After that you can
initiate printing by pressing
and entering the required number of copies.
After clicking on a phrase and pressing
you can switch to the Maintenance of the
Phrases for the Internal Plant Instruction. Then, the phrase is displayed with its
selection criteria. Here you can either alter the text and the criteria for its automatic
selection or create a new phrase. In order to create a new phrase, press
, enter the
heading number (e.g. 3) and press
. Find additional information in Texts
[Maintenance programs – Internal Plant Instructions] (see page 631).
Hazard triggers in preparations:
In the IPIs of preparations you should also list the hazard triggers (the substances
which have to be stated on the Label). For this activate the item Information about
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hazard triggers in the screen Settings for the Internal Plant Instruction [Maintenance
programs – Internal Plant Instructions – Settings] (see page 637).
In the item Main titles [Maintenance programs – Internal Plant Instructions] you can
define whether the text 'Product contains:' or another text shall be stated in front of the
hazard triggers. The hazard triggers are stated below the classification in the section
Hazards for Humans and the Environment.
Creating manual phrases:
For each section of the IPI you can create a manual text, which can be printed at the
end of the respective section after the standard phrases. To create a phrase, go to the
required section and press
to open the editor. After entering the text, leave the
editor by pressing
. Please note that this text is only included in the IPI, in which
you have entered this phrase. For this reason we recommend that you instead create
standard phrases for phrases that you wish to use on other IPIs.
Further IPIs for the same substance:
If you have already created at least one IPI for a substance/preparation, when pressing
in the basic screen, an overview screen opens, from which you can select the
required IPI. To create a new IPI either press
or click the corresponding button.
IPIs of variants:
IPIs can be printed with variants names, after activating the item Transfer of
descriptions for variants in the screen Settings for the Internal Plant Instruction
[Maintenance programs – Internal Plant Instructions – Settings] (see page 637).
If you retrieve a variant and select the IPI, the current name is replaced by the variant's
name (on screen and in the printout). After leaving the IPI the name is reset to the
original name.
Comments and additional information:
From the first page of an IPI you can retrieve a screen for the input of comments and
additional information, by pressing
. For further information see Maintenance (on
page 638).

Bold-face printing and underlining:
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By entering the following control characters at the beginning and at the end of a text
part you can output this text part in bold letters or underlined. This is effective for
standard phrases, as well as for comments.
$

bold-face print on/off

#

underlining on/off

Upon first appearance of these characters in a line the respective modus is activated;
the second time, it is deactivated. In a new line they are not effective anymore.
You can also define different control characters for bold-face printing and underlining
in the screen Printer [Maintenance programs]. However, please note that after an
alteration you have to adapt all existing texts, which contain the formerly used control
characters.

3.3. Hazard Labels
Hazard Labels can be created for each substance/preparation. For the Label paper you
need either pre-printed, self-adhesive paper or normal paper that has to be cut and
glued afterwards.
If you use a monochrome printer, the paper has to already be pre-printed with the
colored fields for the hazard symbols and, if desired, with a colored company logo.
With color printers all symbols are automatically printed in the appropriate colors.
The creation of Labels is divided into two parts:
 The creation of the Label template (layout).
 The creation of the Labels themselves.
The Label template is a form or layout, which describes the appearance of the Label.
You have to create this template first to be able to use it as the basis for the Label.
Label templates can be set up in the standard sizes, in Portrait (upright) or Landscape
format, as well as in any other required size that fits on one page of your printer
(special formats).
The layout contains the position of the symbols, as well as the position and size of the
text fields (company name, product description, hazard phrases as well as further
required text fields). It is also possible to set the automatic adoption of certain number
fields (e.g. disposal key number, WHC, etc.) into variable fields. Furthermore, you can
set the languages of the label texts (ex.: H and P-phrases), as the program makes it
possible to create multilingual Labels.
Creating a template (layout) takes some time initially. Via the button Graphical label
design [Maintenance programs – Labels – Label templates - accessible after choosing
a template] you can switch to the Graphical label design (see page 668). This screen
enables fast and easy creation of a layout. If the creation of the layout is finished and
the test print looks satisfying, a hazard label can be created within a second, as it will
then be filled in fully automatically.
Settings for Labels
Prior to creating the first Label template you have to perform some settings. For this go
to the screen Settings for the Label [Maintenance programs – Labels]. Here you can
find the following selection menu, from where you can retrieve the Label templates as
well as all settings:
A. Label templates
B. Basic settings
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C. Standard formats in DIN-format
D. Standard formats in letter format
E. Special formats
F. Text modules
G. File names for pdf files
Details to these items can be found in Maintenance of Labels (see page 639).

3.3.1. Creating Label templates
First go to the menu item Label templates [Maintenance programs - Labels] (see next
picture):

Enter a sequential number for this template (for example “100”). Then, name the
template and select the format (paper size) in the next field. After that, the details for
the individual label elements have to be set. You can do this either via the buttons in
the overview screen of the respective label template or via the button Graphical label
design (see page 668).
Step 1 - Start with item D - Settings:

The item Zero for all other positions is important, if the appearance of your label
looks principally good, but the symbols do not fit exactly into the colored fields on the
label paper. This may also happen when there is a new delivery of label paper. In this
case you can adjust all positions defined for the label correspondingly. This
automatically affects all labels that are created with this template.
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In the field Basic country, you can define a country, from which the GHS settings
defined in the Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables –
choose a country] (see page 459) shall be automatically adopted for the label. If you
have entered a country in this field, ChemGes automatically adopts the language
defined in Maintenance of countries (see page 459).
Please note: For existing label templates the country is adopted automatically only for
Canada and Australia, as special requirements for the label creation apply for these
countries:
Canada: Specific layout and output of Canadian symbols - details can be found in the
chapter Labels for Canada (see page 325).
Australia: Output of the supplemental hazard statements, which have been entered in
the screen GHS classifications [Maintenance of raw materials/preparations – GHS
classifications – tab Hazards] (item Supplemental hazard statements, see Substance
window, page 20 and Preparation window, see page 120) on the label.
In addition, you can define the type of output for the GHS information for the label
template, deviating from the settings for the selected Basic country defined in
Maintenance of countries (see page 459), by means of the item GHS Information.
If no country is entered in the field Basic country, the output of GHS information is
carried out according to the settings that you have defined in the item GHS
Information.
The item Used Languages allows you to output the H and P phrases in several
languages. For this press
and select the required languages, one after the
other.
Sequence
 phrase/all languages
 language/all phrases
 dividing into text columns
If you have selected at least two languages, this item allows you to set whether each
single phrase shall be printed one after the other in all languages, whether separated
language blocks are to be written one below the other or the language blocks are to be
printed in separated columns.
Please note:
 the first option is set inactive (grey) for GHS labels, as this order is not permitted
according to Article 32 (2) resp. (3) of the CLP Regulation.
 for the second or third option, some other items are inactive, as only one variant is
possible for them.
 for the option Dividing into text blocks, you have to retrieve the screen Position of
texts and to enter the settings for the text columns. Details can be found in the topic
Text columns for different languages (see page 326).
If the item Titles in all languages is activated, the headings on the label are stated in
all languages. If you have activated the option for the language blocks, this item is
inactive, as the headings are printed in all languages anyway.
The item Adopt other phrases in all languages refers to the text phrases you can
create yourself (see below). If you activate this item the manually selected phrases are
output in all languages of the label, if the translations exist.
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If you activate the item Language flag before each phrase / language / text block,
the language flag is stated before each phrase / language / text block. Please note that
multilingual phrases take up a lot of space.
If the option Order - language / all phrases or Dividing into text blocks is also
selected, you can deactivate the output of a line break after the language flag by
activating the item No line break after the language flag.
In the field GHS Information you can set for the selected label template, how the
GHS information shall be stated in the printed label:
Depending on basic country/first language:
This option is activated by default and is intended for already existing label templates.
The output of the GHS information is done according to the first language in the field
Used languages, or if a Basic country is selected, the output is done according to the
GHS settings defined for this country in Maintenance of countries [Maintenance
programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] (see page 459).
For Asian languages and English for the USA and/or Canada, the output of the GHS
information is automatically done according to the UN GHS. For EU-languages the
output of the GHS information is automatically done according to the CLP.
For languages, which are used for several countries (e.g. English, French, Portuguese
and Spanish) the type of output depends on the setting Use strict EU rules in the
screen Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables –
Languages and countries - Countries] (see page 459).
Acc. to UN guidelines (United Nations flag):
The output of GHS information is done according to the guidelines of the UN GHS.
Acc. to EU guidelines (EU flag):
The output of GHS information is done according to the CLP Regulation
(1272/2008/EC).
Acc. to US guidelines (US flag):
The output of GHS information is done according to the guidelines of the Hazard
Communication GHS Final Rule (OSHA HCS).
Acc. to Canadian guidelines (Canadian flag):
The output of GHS information is done according to the Hazardous Products
Regulations (HPR).
Reduced labelling according to CLP (≤125 ml):
The output of the GHS information on labels for small packages (up to 125 ml) is done
as reduced labelling information according to CLP (see Annex I, 1.5.2 „Exemptions
from Article 17 [(Article 29(2)]“).
Please note that this setting has to be done not only for the desired label template, but
also for those substances /preparations, for which you want to output the reduced
labelling.
Activation for substances: Screen Maintenance of raw materials (see Substance
window, page 20), – item GHS classification, tab Hazards, item Output of the
reduced labelling in the SDS.
Activation for preparations: Screen Maintenance of preparations (see Preparation
window, page 120), – item GHS classification, tab Hazards, item Output of the
reduced labelling in the SDS.
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National GHS regulations (see respective flag):
The output of GHS information is done according to the selected GHS regulation.
Self-classification

:

The GHS information is output based on the classification information that you have
entered for the raw material/preparation. However, the use of self-classifications
should be handled with great care, as they do not have a legal background.
If the item Numbers of hazard texts - Output is activated, the codes for the H and P
phrases are also printed, otherwise only the texts. If this item is activated, you may also
set that only the numbers without the texts are displayed, by activating the field Only
numbers without text. This space-saving variant is only suitable for internal purposes
and a few countries (i.e. USA, …), as it does not correspond to most countries GHS
Regulations for the label. The item New line per number enables the print of each Hand P-phrase (or R- and S- phrase) in a new line.
Via the next items you can define the output of the GHS phrases:
 whether the Precautionary statements shall be output
 whether a space line between phrases is desired
 whether the Signal words shall be printed in bold and/or with inverted color output
(If the item Invert color output is activated, the signal word is output highlighted
in black with white font color or highlighted in light grey if any other font color is
selected.)
The number of Precautionary statements can be limited using the field Maximum
number per group (Prevention, Response, Storage, Disposal). By default, the
Maximum number is set at 99, because the UN GHS neither gives nor forbids a
restriction.
The headings (and their translations) for the Signal words, the General statements, the
Hazard statements, the Precautionary statements, as well as the subheadings
(Prevention, Response, Storage and Disposal) are managed in the screen Titles
[Maintenance programs – Labels – Text modules – Title phrases] (see page 662).
If you do not want to print the P-phrases for very small packages, but, for example,
want to enclose an Annex or the SDS, you have to deactivate Output of P phrases.
Normally a space line is written between the H-and P- phrases. To avoid this,
deactivate the item Space line between H and P phrases. To output a space line
between the individual P-phrase groups, activate Space line between P phrase
groups.
By means of the item A07 (hint for adequate training) you can defined that the
output of the additional statement A07 („As from 24 August 2023 adequate training is
required before industrial or professional use.“ for diisocyanates, entry 74, Annex
XVII, REACH) shall be done in bold print and / or with yellow background.
The item Bold descriptions enables the printout of the descriptions in the label in bold
face.
By activating the item Adoption of the synonym of preparations as name 2
(otherweise the synonym will be added as line 2 at name 1)you can get the program to
copy the product synonym into the field Product name 2. For this you have to define
the text field (see discussion on label design, below).
For preparations, which do not have to be labeled, but contain at least one hazardous
component, the Special Product phrase 23 Safety data sheet available for professional
user on request has to be stated on the label. This output can be suppressed by
deactivating the item Output of the SDS-hint (if necessary).
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By activating the item Output of warnings according to Regulation 1223/2009/EC
you can define the output of the warnings according to the Cosmetic Regulation.
The item Disposal symbols only on labels for the public only concerns the labels for
Austria, where the disposal symbols are not obligatory for products, which are only
sold to industry and trade. By activating this item you can print these symbols
depending on the setting for the preparation, whether it is for the public or not (item
Purpose in the screen Physical data, Maintenance of preparations).
In the field Printer you can choose the printer, from which the created label template
shall be printed. Please note that the printer, which is selected here, is only used when
printing via the print program Printing of Labels (see page 338).
Step 2 - Go to the Positioning screen via the button Graphical label design (see
discussion below) or move on to option G- Positions of symbols (see next picture):

You can print up to four hazard symbols on one label. First, you have to define the
position for the left upper corner of the symbols on the label.
Nota Bene:
It is not necessary to define individual symbols when using the optimized function.
In the example we select field number 22 and enter 12 cm from the left border and
2.77 cm from the top. After that we insert the size. For this label size, 6.45 cm is
legislatively required in the EU (15% of the labeling field), therefore this size is set as
default upon first creation, but can be altered by the user. Setting the GHS symbols in
such a way, with the optimized option activated, leads to the output of all symbols, up
to the maximum number defined in field 24.
If using pre-printed labels, we recommend defining the templates first and then
ordering the label paper, in order to avoid problems with positioning caused by the
printer.
Now, you have to set the font for the description and for the symbol letters, as well as
the type size (minimum and maximum size). As the text should be readable, the
program sets font size 8 as default. ChemGes then selects the largest possible type size
depending on the text length.
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T=Times Roman Proportional Type
A=Arial Proportional Type
C=Courier Type with fixed character width
In the field Color you can determine the font color of the symbol name.
The symbol text can be positioned either below the symbol, on the right side of the
symbol or at a certain predefined position. In order to define a position, you have to
state the positioning of the left upper corner of the text, in the following fields. The
horizontal orientation to the remaining texts is possible via the field Alignment.
If the item Output in all languages is deactivated, the first of the languages defined
for the label (see Settings, see page 641) is selected for the symbol descriptions. If this
item is activated, the symbol descriptions are printed in all selected languages, one
below the other.
With the item Frame around symbols, you can define, whether or not the frames of
the symbols shall be printed. This is used when you have pre-printed labels and simply
wish to output the symbol via ChemGes.
Labels for Austria have to contain the pictogram crossed-out garbage can for all
goods intended for the public (the crossed-out toilet is no longer necessary). The size
is not prescribed. Usually it is printed in half the size of the other symbols.
Additionally, you can print Transport symbols, as well as the graphics for the NFPA
and HMIS ratings (for USA and Canada). For this, enter the position and size into the
corresponding fields.
Important Facts to note:
 The standard size of the transport symbol is set at 10 x 10 cm. This is a requirement
in the ADR. Reductions (down to 4 x 4 cm) are only permitted, if the standard size
does not fit on the package.
 If you have defined at least one transport symbol, you can determine, whether the
transport symbol shall replace similar hazard symbols. For this activate the item
Transport symbol substitutes hazard symbol.
To delete a line, which you have already filled in with symbol positioning, select this
line and press
.
The item Company logo lets you define a logo in the label. Here you can enter the
name of a graphic file (PNG, JPG, BMP, TIF, EMF, WMF, GIF, TIF, EXIF, ICO) in
the common formats. Below you have to state the print position and the required
width.
General table of GHS symbols
The General table of GHS symbols allows you to set the Position of the symbols on
the label, as well as the Number of possible symbols (this means the maximum
number of symbols in the label is “Columns x Lines”) and the Size of the symbols.
 The distance between the symbols can be defined via the size of the columns and
lines.
 The function, Center symbols, activates the automatic arrangement of the symbols
within the table.
 If the output of a Transport symbol is activated for the label template, then this
symbol automatically replaces the relevant symbol according to the GHS.
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 The output of texts under the symbols (to view the texts, go to the screen GHS
Symbols [Maintenance programs – Phrases – Symbols and signal words] (see page
488) and select a language) can be activated by via the option Output of GHS
symbol texts.
 The field Maximum number of GHS symbols lets you set the maximum number
of GHS symbols to be stated on the label.
 The option Blacken unused symbols up to the maximum number (at your own
risk) allows, for pre-printed labels, that empty red pictogram frames are covered up
by a black square. Legislation does not permit an empty red frame or any
information such as ‘not applicable’, inside an empty red frame. In order to ensure
that any inaccuracies of the printer do not impede with the complete cover-up of the
pre-printed red symbol frames, the size of the black square can be defined with the
item Magnification … %, whereat generally a value of 5 % should be sufficient. If
the used printer shows greater inaccuracy, a correspondingly higher value has to be
selected.
A. Optimized layout of the GHS symbols:

If the optimized layout is activated, the GHS symbols are output with the optimized
size and layout based on the actual number of symbols. In this case the previous
settings for the column- and line size of the symbol table, no longer apply.
Additional settings for the optimized layout can be found in the screen Optimized
layout, which is displayed when the option Optimized is selected.

The item Distance between symbols serves to adjust the spacing between the
individual symbols. 0% means, that the symbols are positioned margin to margin.
100% distance equals the size of the symbol itself.
If the item Center table (horizontally/vertically) is activated, the entered position
information (left/top) is used for the respective center. If the table is centered both
horizontally and vertically, the position information (left/top) is used as the exact
center of the table.
The item Rotation allows the rotation of the specific layout that is used for the
optimized output. However, the GHS symbols in the table are not rotated.
B. Screen Special table of GHS symbols via
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The special table allows you to define output settings of GHS symbols for any
number of symbols on the label. This is either by manually defining each symbol or
creating tables for different numbers of symbols.
Additional information can be found in the information screen Method for positioning
of GHS Symbols (field 01, click the blue text Additional information):

Additional Symbols:
By pressing
you can switch to another screen, where you can define additional
symbols (e.g. the Green Point or other disposal symbols, symbols for frost sensitivity,
etc.). First copy the graphic files for the required symbols into one of the programsupported graphic formats into the symbol directory (usually located in the folder
containing ChemGes, the Chem folder). Find more information in Additional symbols
(see page 644).
Step 3 - Go to the Positioning screen via the button Graphical label design (see
discussion below) or move on to options E- Positions of texts and F - Positions of
additional texts 7-18
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Select the menu item Positions of texts or the menu item Positions of additional texts
7-18 (see next images).

Now you have to determine the positions for the individual text fields. For this we
recommend that you make an outline of the label layout; determine the position of the
product name, the company name, the hazard texts and any additionally desired texts.
After that enter the position of the upper left corner of the text block, into the
respective line. Then you have to state the length of the line and the height of the text
block. Take care that the individual text blocks do not overlap.
If you have activated the item Dividing into text blocks in the screen Settings (see
above) so that text blocks are set up for various languages, you have to define the
details concerning the text columns. Further information can be found in the topic Text
columns for different languages (see page 326).
Then you have to define, whether the text shall be written justified left (regular
unjustified setting), centered, justified right, or justified (left and right). With the
justified output you can achieve a professional appearance of the label.
In the next field you have to determine the font type. A small window shows the
available fonts. To give you an idea on the appearance of the different fonts in the
printout please see the following examples:
Times New Roman 10 point proportionally spaced printing
Arial 10 point proportionally spaced printing
Courier 10 point fixed spacing
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While the first two fonts provide a nicer typeface due to the proportional spacing, the
Courier font has to be preferred, due to its fixed horizontal spacing, if you want to
present something in table form. In this case you should not use the justified output, as
the space characters are enlarged then.
After defining the font type you have to select the font size by entering a minimum and
a maximum font size. If you do not want an automatic adaptation of the size, enter the
same value for the minimum and maximum size. After that you can determine the font
colors using the field Color.
For the GHS label it is possible to set the text range and the font for
 the GHS – Signal word (“Danger” or “Warning“),
 the GHS – General statements (Precautionary measures for dangerous products
that are intended for the general public) as well as
 the GHS – Hazard Statements (also includes the output of the precautionary
statements for Prevention, Response, Storage and Disposal).
If the output of more than one language and the function Order - Dividing into text
blocks is activated in the Settings (see page 641), it is possible to output the chosen
languages in columns analogously to the hazard statements (column Alloc).
Furthermore, you can define up to 19 Additional phrases with which you can, for
example, create a link to information available on the SDS, the transport description or
text phrases. Details can be found in Automatic adoption of additional texts (see page
318).
The field Additional phrases 0 exhibits a special feature: If you enter the value 0 into
this field for all 4 positions, this text is printed directly below the hazard texts. If you
enter the value 0 for the font type and the font size, the font of the hazard phrases is
adopted.
At this point you should perform a test print. In the maintenance part in the chapter
Label templates (see page 640) you can find important information about constants and
variables, as well as about the printing of bar codes and lines. Please also read the
remaining items of the manual for the menu Maintenance of Labels. In this menu you
also have to check the Basic settings (see page 657) and to enter your Company name
(see page 662).
You can create up to 9.999 label templates. So there is enough space to create copies
of templates with other languages or some other small adaptations.

3.3.2. Creating Labels
You have to perform the Basic settings (see page 657) in the maintenance program, as
well as enter your Company name (see page 662) either now or later on. But for now
you can create the first test label. For this retrieve a substance/preparation as usual
from the substance maintenance and press
for label creation. Then, you will
receive an overview that shows all available label formats, as well as (if labels have
been created for the substance) a list of available labels for your raw material or
preparation:
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Note: Gray entries under Available templates indicate templates with which labels
have already been created for the raw material or preparation. Of course, you can
select gray templates again, in order to generate additional templates.
Simply select the desired template from this overview.
From this overview you can retrieve completed labels to alter or to print them. By
selecting an entry under Available templates you can create a new label.
You can create a maximum of 99 labels per substance/preparation.
By right-clicking you can select and delete any number of already created labels.
After selecting the desired template, you can either enter a name for the label or
confirm the default template name. After that, the program automatically creates a
label and displays it on the screen (see next image).

Note regarding the overview of labels and templates:
If you wish to assign sequential numbers for labels, you can change the setting using
the option Overview of created labels in the Basic settings (see page 657).
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Upon choosing the option Only display of labels already created, new creation with
separate function key – own numbering and thus sort order possible, you will
receive, after clicking
Label an overview of available label templates and, if
labels have already been created for the raw material or preparation, an overview of
created label formats (see next image).
Output of available label templates:

Output of already created labels:
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Here you can generate additional labels with the next available sequential number, by
pressing
and selecting a format in the overview screen. If, on the other hand, you
wish to choose the label number yourself, (i.e. to regenerate a deleted label), then
simply press
and enter the desired number.
In the lower part of the screen you can find the buttons for moving through the text;
they are the same buttons as in the SDS. By means of the buttons
and
you
can move down or up one line, by pressing
and
you can move one
screen page down or up, in combination with
you can move to the next or
previous text block.
By pressing
label.

and

you can move to the beginning or to the end of the

To alter or supplement a text, move the red frame to the respective text block and press
to switch to the editor (full-screen-editor). See next picture:

In the editor control characters for bold-face print, underlining, etc. are visible. They
can also be inserted or deleted by the user. The following control characters can be
used:
$

bold face printing on/off

#

underlining on/off
Upon first appearance of these characters in a line, the respective modus is
activated and the second time it is deactivated. In a new line they are not
effective anymore.

¬

mark for word-division. This character can be entered using the keyboard short
cut
. These divisions are especially important for the justified output,
as otherwise the line wrap for long words would lead to a stretched line on
screen and when printing. If you enter your own texts, you should therefore also
enter word divisions.

_

mark for a hard space character (prevents the splitting at the end of a line at that
very place). Outside the editor and when printing only a regular space character
is visible. To enter this character (underscore) instead of a regular space
character, press
(German or English keyboard).

–

mark for a hard hyphen (prevents the splitting of letters and numbers as for
example, of a postal code (zip code)). To enter this character instead of a regular
hyphen, press
(insert the numbers 0, 1, 5 and 0 while holding the
-key pressed)).

You can also define other control characters for bold-face and underlining in the screen
Printer settings [Maintenance programs – Printers]. However, please note that after
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alteration you have to adapt all existing texts, which contain the formerly used control
characters.
Press
to leave the editor. On screen the font is displayed in bold face or
underlined, as well as right or left justified, centered or justified. The line wrap is
already displayed as it will be in the printed copy. The program selects the maximum
font size for each text block based on your defined limits. On the right lower margin of
the screen you can find the font type and the selected font size for the respective text
block (see next image).

A negative number displayed in parenthesis next to the font size (e.g. -3) indicates the
number of free lines. A positive number shows the number of lines, which exceed the
limit. If that happens, the warning "Too many lines", written in red letters, is displayed
on the lower text margin, which indicates that it is not possible to print the whole text.
After pressing
Print you will receive the following error message:

If you want to alter the default font size set by the program, you can do this - according
to the limit, which you have defined in the screen Position of texts - by pressing the
keys
and
on the right numeric keypad of the keyboard. By pressing
once
you can decrease the font to the next smaller point size. By pressing
once you can
increase the font to the next higher point size. After that the new point size is displayed
with the additional word “fixed” and the program cannot alter the point size
automatically anymore. The following image shows a manually enlarged font.
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You can immediately see that the line length has been shortened and 1 line does not fit
on the label anymore (indication +1 along with the font size and the warning in red
letters). Now you can either set a smaller font or cancel the size increase by pressing
the key
on the right number block or by clicking on the button [*] Cancel fixed
character sizes. In some cases it is also possible to shorten the text, or to delete empty
lines in order to keep the bigger font size.
Temporary language changes in Labels:
In order to enable users, who are not permitted to create or change labels, to alter the
used language(s) for a single label, it is possible to retrieve a language window within
a label by pressing the shortcut keys
. Here one can enter one or more
languages, that are temporarily valid for the selected label. After exiting the label and
retrieving it again, the original languages are re-set.

3.3.3. Printing of Labels
After creating the label you can print it by pressing

.

Note:
Using the button Print labels in the main screen, you can print labels directly from the
main screen. Additional information can be found under Print SDSs and labels from
the Main Screen (see page 5).
If you have defined variables for the selected template, a window will open first, in
which you can enter the relevant values or adjust the ones that are automatically filled
in (see next picture).
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 The displayed default value for variables without automatic allocation is the last
entered value, which can be overwritten.
 If you have defined variables with allocations (in the above example Date, UN
number and ADR-classification), these values are adopted from the
substance/preparation database entry but can still be altered here.
 If you do not require a certain variable field, just enter a space character.
After making entries or confirming the values by pressing
, you can press
,
to move to the next screen where you can enter the required number of labels. If you
did not define any variables, this window opens immediately. The default is the
number of labels, which can be printed on one page according to the template setting.
To print a test label, confirm this number by pressing
to start the printout.
If you always want to use a certain printer for the output of labels, you can set the
printer, as well as the paper source (bin), in the screen Printers and file names
[Maintenance programs – Printers and file names] (see page 514).
The screen Printout of label (see next picture) additionally provides the following
options:

Printer selection
The printer that you select here is temporarily used as standard printer for all
printouts until you close the program. When you re-start the program later, the
selected printer is automatically reset to the standard printer as defined in the
screen Printers and file names [Maintenance programs – Printers and file
names] (see page 514).
Printer settings
Here you can perform settings for the selected printer.
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pdf printer
Here you can activate / deactivate the output as pdf file.
Print preview
Here you can activate / deactivate the print preview.
DR PDF Printer
This button is only displayed, if the DR PDF Printer is installed. By clicking
on this button you can access the settings for the DR PDF Printer. Further
information can be found in DR PDF Printer (see page 518).
Further information on the Printer buttons can be found in General information for
selecting and adjusting printers (see page 10).
If you enter a number of labels to be printed, which does not fill all pages completely,
you can either let the program round up the number of labels to full pages by pressing
, or print exactly the entered number of labels by pressing
or
. If the
entered number is not the number of labels, but the number of pages you have to press
instead of
.
If you have defined additional symbols for the label template, a window will open
with the defined symbols prior to the window for entering the number of labels to be
printed. In this window you can activate and deactivate the symbols, as required. These
adjustments remain stored for the next label printing and are also used for label
printing via the print programs.
The field Start print from label is active, if several labels are to be printed per page
and determines, with which label the printout of the first page shall start.
The field Sequence of printing determines, in which sequence the individual labels
are printed on a page: line by line means that all labels are horizontally printed side-byside in one line first, before a new line is output below the first line, column by column
means that only after the printout of all labels of a column a new column with labels is
printed on the right side of the previous column.
Now, after receiving the first printout of a label, you can check, if it is visually correct,
this means that the text fields do not overlap and that the layout meets your
requirements. If this is not the case, you have to alter the positions in the template. If,
for example, a symbol has been printed incomplete at the top or left, or even has not
been printed at all, it was positioned too close to the printable margin, so that you have
to alter its position. In order to make this adaptation more accessible, it is possible to
retrieve either the selected template (by pressing
) or the maintenance programs
(by pressing
) directly from the label.
Nota Bene:
When printing a Label for the first time or creating a Label template, we recommend
that you use the print preview. To activate the print preview press
or click into
the field Selected printer and select Activation print preview (last line). When
printing via
, the print preview displays one example of the Label. Details to the
print preview can be found in the chapter General information for selecting and
adjusting printers (see page 10).
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3.3.4. Alterations to templates or Label
To retrieve the label template directly from the label window press
. After that
you can select the individual items as described above, just as in accessing it via the
Maintenance programs.
Warning: Any alterations of the template will automatically affect all labels that were
created with the same template. If you do not wish this to happen, you have to create
two or several similar templates. In the template name you can then enter a note to
indicate the specific purpose of each template.
After altering the template you can return to your label by pressing
and then
print another test label. In this way you can adapt the template until it corresponds to
your requirements.
By pressing
General settings you can also access the Maintenance (see
page 639) directly from the label and make changes such as adapting the company
name.
In addition to the described manual text editing you can also perform the following
modifications in the label itself:
Changing the label description:
By pressing
you can alter this description. If for one product several labels are
created, depending on the filling weight, it is advisable to include the filling weight in
the name to ease the selection of the desired label later on.
Update and restructure:
To update a certain text block, move the cursor to this text block and press
Section update. If you retrieve the label the first time after an alteration of the
classification, the message “Classification altered” will appear to alert you to the
change. This has to be confirmed by pressing
. After that you should update the
label (unless you have the automatic update on).
By pressing
Complete update you can update the whole label. Please
note that the company name is adapted to the text in the item Company name
[Maintenance programs – Labels - Text modules]; that means that manual alterations
are overwritten by this default text.
Automatic update:
In the screen Basic settings [Maintenance programs - Labels] you can define the
automatic update (see page 657).
Altering the company name/several company names
Nota Bene:
Please note that this function is only available, if the item Transfer of company
address from SDS in the screen Basic settings [Maintenance programs - Labels] (see
page 657) is deactivated.
To retrieve the Customer overview, position the cursor next to the company name and
press
.
You can create several company names here, which you can copy into the labels later
on. After retrieving this function you can either enter a search term, in order to search
for a company name or you can press
to create a new address entry. After that
the a window will open (see picture below), which you can fill in. In the field Search
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strings you can either keep the default entry or enter a search term that is more
convenient for your purpose. In the line below you can enter a second search term.

If you have finished the new entry or if you have selected an already created company
name, you have the following options for the data transfer:
The text is copied into the field where the cursor is positioned (fields
Company name 1 or 2), where the existing text is deleted.
The text is copied into this field, but without deleting the existing text.
The text is divided between the fields Company name 1 (first line) and
Company name 2 (remaining lines).
The text is not copied into the label.
Additional functions can be found in the lower menu bar.
Text modules:
By pressing
you can copy a previously created text module to the end of the
current block. Text modules can be created in the menu Text modules for the Labels
[Maintenance programs - Labels] (see page 662).
After pressing
you can retrieve an overview of the created text modules by
pressing
and there select the desired phrase. To separate the text optically
from the previous text, switch to the editor by pressing
and enter a word wrap at
the required position by pressing
.
Foreign lingual and multilingual labels:
As some languages need special characters, different character sets have to be used.
The label always starts with the character set of the first selected language. If the text
changes into another language, the program enters a marking for the character set in
braces, which is visible in the editor of the label. The following language settings,
which you can also enter yourself, can be stated here:
{W} Western character set (Windows 1252): contains all special characters for
Western European languages (German, Scandinavian languages, Spanish,
Portuguese).
{E}

Eastern character set (Windows 1250) contains all special characters for
Slavic languages and Hungarian.

{T}

Turkish character set (Windows 1254) for Turkish.

{K} Cyrillic character set (Windows 1251) for Russian, Bulgarian, and Serbian
{G} Greek character set (Windows 1253) for Greek.
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If these character set markings are entered correctly, multilingual text is correctly
presented on screen, as well as in the printout.
If you have defined multilingual labels with separated text columns, you can find the
additional character sequence {-} in the editor. This character sequence separates the
individual text columns and must not be deleted. Details can be found in the topic Text
columns for different languages (see page 326).
Temporary language changes in labels:
To enable users, who are not authorized to create or alter labels, to alter the used
language(s), it is possible to retrieve a language selection window within the label by
pressing
Languages. There, the user can enter one or several languages,
which shall be valid for the current label. It is only possible to choose the number of
languages, that are defined for the template. After leaving the label and retrieving it
again, the languages are reset.
Copying of labels:
You can copy any labels that were created for one product, to another product. For this
retrieve the new product and press
(instead of
for the label). Enter the
name or the number of the product, from which you want to copy the label, into the
displayed window. After that, an overview of the labels that were created for this
product will open. After selecting the desired label it is copied to the new product.
The second possibility for copying labels is to press
Copy in the basic
screen of the new product. After that the copy window will open, where you have to
select 'Label' and to press
. Then enter the product, from which you want to copy.

3.3.5. Automatic adoption of additional texts
The additional phrases, which can be defined in Positions of texts and Positions of
additional texts 7-18 [Maintenance programs – Labels – Label templates], can be
automatically allocated to text modules or to parts of an SDS. After retrieving a label
template either press the button Graphical label design (additional information can be
found at Graphical label design (see page 668), or one of the buttons Positions of texts
and Position of additional texts 7-18 (see next pictures).
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In these screens you can enter the positions for the additional texts. To open the
window for allocations either press
in the second-to-last field, or click on the last
field (‘Alloc’):

In this screen you can select one of seven positions. After defining one position, the
other positions are set inactive.
1. Standard label phrase:
Here you can allocate already created text modules for the label. After clicking on this
position you can retrieve an overview by pressing
and there select a text.
After allocating the created text you can select the Language in which it is to be
output. If you do not make an entry in the field Language, the text is output in the
language, which is set as the first language of the label, in Settings (see page 641).
Details about the text modules can be found in the Maintenance program (see page
662).
By creating another phrase and allocating the same standard label phrase again, but in
a different language, you can facilitate multilingual label information output.
2. Phrase from SDS:
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After selecting this area you can allocate up to 8 different text parts from the SDS. By
pressing
you can scroll down the SDS headings and select one heading per
line. After that all texts, which are available in the defined language under the selected
heading, are given. You may also select a main heading (e.g. No. 14 Transport
information); in this case the whole section is output, on condition that the size of the
text field is large enough and the item Use subheadings too is activated.
After choosing a Phrase from SDS, you can also set, using the corresponding fields
below, whether the heading itself shall be stated, whether a space line shall be given
before each heading, whether each phrase shall be written in a new line and whether
the subheadings shall be stated as well.
The field SDS for country allows you to select the country, from which the texts shall
be adopted. If you do not make an entry in this field, the text is adopted from an
already created SDS. The first SDS, which was created in the language set as the first
language in the screen Settings (see page 641), is used for this.
If you enter a country here, for which no SDS has been created yet, you can still adopt
a phrase from the selected heading of the SDS. In this case the phrase is transferred in
the language, which was predefined for the entered country. The only condition for
this is, that at least one SDS for the product was generated for any country.
3. Table from SDS:
This position enables you to output one of the tables from section 2 or 3. This could be
the table of the hazardous components or one of the additional tables (non-hazardous
components, most important components, table according EC 89/542, or additional
tables 1 or 2), on condition that this table is defined and exists in the SDS. Here you
can also set whether the CAS numbers and the percentages shall also be output,
whether each substance shall be listed in a new line and whether the heading shall be
output.
4. Name of the transported good (setting is also used for transport symbol)
If you have selected one of the transport regulations ADR, DOT, IMDG or IATA in this
field, the additional text contains the appropriate description of the transport good
(proper shipping name) and the transport symbols.
5. Full shipping declaration:
If this item is activated, the full declaration information (for example “UN 1992
Flammable liquids, toxic, n.o.s. (ethyl acetate, toluene), 3(6.1), I“) is output on the
label.
Nota Bene:
This item is only active, if you have selected one of the transport regulations ADR,
DOT, IMDG or IATA in the field Name of the transported good (setting is also used
for transport symbol).
6. Flag or Article group:
Here you can define the output of a Flag, an Article group or one of the Phrases
allocated to article groups.
Note:
In the label template [Maintenance programs – Labels – Label templates] you can
perform settings for the formatting of this additional phrase via the button Graphical
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label design. Additional information can be found under Graphical label design (see
page 668):
When you click into the field Flag, you can choose a flag from the overview list of
created flags. Please note that only one allocated flag or one flag content, is output.
This means that if more than one possible content is chosen for a preparation or raw
material or if a content is manually entered (as long as no contents are predefined for a
flag) only the 1st chosen/entered content is used.
Example - Flag „Internal Storage Code“:
Allocated contents in the field Flag (Screen Maintenance of preparations):
“123ABC“ and “456DEF“
Output on the label: “123ABC“
Please note, that no translations are foreseen for flags and therefore cannot be used
here. There is no translation option for flags due to the free input of content, as no
unique key is provided. For the output of translatable texts, you can alternatively use
article groups.
You can define the output of the article group description or the output of a label
phrase that has been assigned to an article group (for example, for instructions), via the
following fields:
The field Article group lets you output on the label an article group that is assigned to
the substance/preparation.
Alternatively, you can define the output of a phrase assigned to the article group using
the option Phrases allocated to article groups:
These phrases can be created and maintained via
texts:

Maintenance of Article group

First, select the desired article group via Group+
Maintenance, from the overview.

or Right click

You can also create a new article group by clicking on the line Creation of a new
article group and entering the desired description, as well as any translations that may
be required.
ChemGes then automatically changes to the maintenance screen of these phrases.
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In the column Translation (see next image), you can create a description with up to
200 characters for each required language. The language-neutral General Description
has to be entered. It is used automatically if no language-specific text exists.
To enter a description, click on the desired line:

The languages are displayed in alphabetical order, with the General description
always displayed as the first line. Translations that are already entered, are grouped
directly afterwards and also sorted by language.
By selecting a language (line in the column Translation) and pressing
Maintenance of the specific label phrases or by clicking into fields 1, 2 and 3, in the
column Label phrases, you can enter the maintenance for the phrases for this article
group:

Here you can create three label phrases with a length of up to 3,000 characters each.
You can switch between the individual fields of the label either by clicking directly
into the desired field or by pressing
(Label phrase 1),
(Label phrase 2), or
(Label phrase 3).
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Press
to complete the text input and return to the first screen (see next image).
In this screen, you can see in the column Label phrases (phrase created: activated
field, no phrase created: field empty), whether a label phrase was created.

If you wish to output the texts in other languages as well – as described above - you
can press
Maintenance of the specific label phrases or click into fields 1,
2 and 3 in the column Label phrases and enter the corresponding translations.
You can also enter label phrases that are to be used when there are no languagespecific texts, via the line General description (see above). Here too, you can create
three label phrases with up to 3,000 characters each.
If you have entered all required texts, you can leave the screen by pressing

.

You can then specify, in the screen Additional phrases (see next image), using the
option Phrases allocated to article groups, which phrase you would like to output
(Text 1, Text 2 or Text 3) or you can activate the field Article group.
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If you now specify an article group in a preparation, the text (article group, label
phrase 1, 2 or 3) that corresponds to the selected options in each additional phrase, is
output automatically as an additional phrase on the label. You can also use more than
one additional phrase on each label, to output, for example, the article group and one
or more label phrases (1, 2 and/or 3), at the same time.
In the label template [Maintenance programs – Labels – Label templates] you can
perform settings for the formatting of these additional phrases via the button
Graphical label design. Additional information can be found under Graphical label
design (see page 668).
7. Text for Proposition 65 (long or short version):
Via these options, you can maintain the warning phrases according to Proposition 65
(USA) in all available SDS languages.
Requirements for the automatic output:
 You have created an SDS for the USA for your substance, that contains information
for Proposition 65.
 You have defined a text field in the desired label template, for which the output of
the Text for Proposition 65 is activated.
The texts for the warning phrases can be found under Text modules for the Labels (see
page 662).
Example- Output of long version:

Example- Output of short version:

Automatic update of the additional texts:
You can also set that the additional texts shall be updated automatically. To do this go
to the screen Basic settings [Maintenance programs - Labels] (see page 657) and
activate the item Automatic update - Additional phrases.

3.3.6. Labels for Canada (according to WHMIS 1988)
Labels for Canada (WHMIS 1988) differ from those in the rest of the world. They
contain different hazard warning symbols, all texts have to be in English and French
and the labels have to be surrounded with a black diagonally striped frame. There are
no prescriptions for the minimum size of the symbols.
To generate a label template for Canada you have to create a new template
[Maintenance programs - Labels]. Then select Settings and there the field Basic
country to enter the country CDN – Canada. With this, the languages USA (English
for the USA) and French are automatically and unchangeable selected.
The item Indivdual line width for the hatched frame for Canada (Line 1) in the
screen Definition of lines (see page 656) lets you set whether it shall be possible to
manually define the line width of the obligatory, diagonally striped frame for Canadian
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labels. The definition of the line width is done in pt. If this item is deactivated, a
predefined line width is used for the frame.

If you then retrieve the screen Positions of texts or the Insert tab in the Positioning
screen, you can now output the fields for the classification (whether GHS or
DSD/DPD) in English and in French. The WHMIS 1988 labels usually have an
English text element on the left and a French text element on the right, while the
symbols are positioned between these two text blocks. This structure can be arranged
by proper positioning of texts and symbols.
The complete label must be surrounded by a diagonally striped frame. In order to set
this, switch to the menu item Lines and define a rectangle as frame under number 1.
The program automatically displays this rectangle as a striped ribbon. Please take care
that the rectangle is not too close to the paper margin (at least 0.6 cm spacing from the
left and the top), as otherwise the striped frame cannot be printed. You should also
take care to select the text and symbol positions in such a way that everything is
located within this frame. For this you should use the print preview.

3.3.7. Text columns for different languages
This setting enables you to position the texts for H-and P-phrases for several languages
into separate columns. For this you can define as many columns as languages or less.
If, for example, 2 columns are defined for 3 or 4 languages, the first two languages are
output horizontally in two columns and the third and the fourth language are
positioned below in the same column widths. If required, you can define frames for the
individual text blocks, as well as the spacing between the text blocks.
First, retrieve the label template in Label template [Maintenance programs – Labels].
In the screen Settings you can find the item Order (sequence), which is only activated,
if at least 2 languages are selected. Here the following possibilities exist:
 Phrase/all languages: one hazard phrase after the other is listed in all languages,
while the languages are marked with their abbreviations. Please note that this order
is not permitted for GHS labels according to Article 32 (2) and (3) of the CLP
Regulation. This option is therefore set inactive (grey) for GHS labels.
 Language/all phrases: all hazard phrases are written in a separate text block for
each language; with the text block in the next language, below.
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 Dividing into text blocks: the individual language blocks are printed in separate
columns.

After selecting the option Dividing into text blocks leave this window by pressing
and go to the screen Position of texts. Here you can find the column 'Alloc'
(allocation), but the field is not yet activated.

By clicking on this field you can open a small window, where you can enter the
Amount of columns and, if required, activate the output of Lines between the
columns and the width and color of the lines. In addition, you can define the Distance
between the columns. If you have defined at least two columns, the allocation field in
the screen Position of texts is activated after leaving the small window.
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You can also perform all these settings directly from a label. For this press
to
switch to the maintenance of the current label template. After returning to the label
screen you can immediately see the effect of the alterations.
On screen the label is displayed with the correct letter width of the columns, but with
one column listed below the other. Only the print preview shows the actual layout of
the label. On screen the language blocks are separated by a line with the following text
in blue italic font:
--- Next text block --After pressing
to switch to the text editor you can find the character sequence {} at this position. This character sequence separates the individual text columns and
must not be deleted.

If there is not enough space on the Label to print the complete text, the hint “too many
lines” is displayed in red letters and the surplus lines in the respective text columns are
marked red. Of course you can edit texts with different character sets within one text
block.
Hint for printing: In addition to the hint "too many lines" you will receive the
following error message after pressing
Print.

Hint: If a frame is defined, it is printed in width 1. If you require thicker lines, you can
set this by defining lines instead of the frame. For this go to Lines [Maintenance
programs – Labels – Label templates].
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4. Printouts, data outputs,
administration programs, stock
control
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4.1. Printouts and queries
The item Printouts and queries (
Printout and queries in the basic
screen) includes the following print programs and queries:
Occurrence of raw materials (see page 330)
Safety Data Sheets
Printing of Safety Data Sheets
Without customer allocation (see page 331)
Single customer allocation to the selected SDSs (see page 331)
Separated customer allocation to every selected SDS (see page 331)
All SDSs of a customer (see page 331)
SDSs of all variants of a substance (see page 331)
All SDSs of a country (see page 331)
SDSs chosen by different selection criteria (see page 331)
Kit SDSs (see page 331)
Sending E-Mails with SDSs with alterations within the last year (see page 331)
Distributed SDSs (see page 336)
List of Safety Data Sheets (see page 337)
Labels (see page 338)
Substance list with hazard features (see page 331)
Raw materials with WHC (see page 340)
Simple preparation list (see page 340)
Preparation list with classifications (see page 340)
Article variants (see page 340)
Transport classifications (see page 341)
Generated forms (see page 341)
Price list (see page 341)

4.1.1. Occurrence of raw materials
First, enter one or more substances via the usual search options (CAS number, Product
code, Name, Index number, EC number). You can enter up to 13 different raw
materials in this screen. Then, you can print a list of all created preparations, which
contain this or these substance(s).
If you had listed several components, the search is performed according to the link
“and/ or”, which you have defined under the item Combination.
 If you activate “OR”, all formulations, which contain at least one listed substance,
are output.
 If you activate “AND”, only those formulations are considered, which contain all
listed substances.
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You can also set, whether the formulation is to be split on all levels. If you split the
formulation on all levels, you cannot search for intermediate products.
You can set a minimum and a maximum percentage for the output.
You can enter a date into the field From alteration date, to let the program search for
formulations with alteration dates from the entered date onwards.
The search can be restricted to one or up to 10 article groups, which can be entered in
the item Search in article groups. It is also possible to exclude up to 10 article groups
from the search string (item Excluded article groups).
One can also select according to the Purpose of the substance (selection fields Public,
Industry or trade). Both selection fields are inactive by default and can be activated, if
required.

The printed list contains the internal number (preparation number), the product code,
the description and GHS classification of the preparation, as well as the CAS number,
description and percentage of each raw material, for which the search was performed.

4.1.2. Printing of Safety Data Sheets
This item serves the bulk printing of SDSs. You can select the substances and
preparations in the same way as in the Maintenance of substances. On the condition,
that you have made the required entries in Definitions for sending e-mails (see page
625) and that you can create PDF-files (PDF-printer installed), you can send an SDS
by email directly to a customer (instead of printing it).
Menu item Without customer allocation
This iItem is a print program without customer allocation. Here you have to select
the country/countries.
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Upon first retrieval, the home country is automatically selected (marked yellow). Then,
the program presents the last performed settings as default values, which you may of
course alter. The individual countries can be activated and deactivated by clicking on
them. To mark all countries at the same time, press
, to cancel this marking press
. After selecting all desired countries (marked yellow), press
.
After choosing a country, you can choose the substances for output. You can retrieve a
maximum of 30 products and print any number of SDSs for each product. Distribution
via email is not possible here.

Menu item Single customer allocation to the selected SDSs
Using this item you can perform a single customer allocation. After selecting the
customer, select all SDSs, which shall be printed for or sent by email to this customer.
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The print out/distribution by email can also be done with a cover letter (see chapter
Cover letter (see page 624)). Printouts are stored with the selected customer.
Menu item Separated customer allocation to every selected SDS
This item functions similar to item Without customer allocation,, with the difference
that you can allocate one customer to each SDS.

The distribution via email is possible. The SDSs are stored with the respective
customer.
Menu item All SDSs of a customer
This item serves to print or send (via email) all SDSs for a certain customer, which are
already stored under this customer. In this case you can either enter the customer
directly or search for the customer via the overview screen. Below the field Customer
you can find the default country version, which you can alter, if required.
Furthermore, you can determine, whether a list of the printed SDSs shall be printed as
well. The selection of single SDSs is not possible here.
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Menu item SDSs of all variants of a substance
Via this item you can print the SDSs of all variants of a substance.

The following items are intended for the creation of PDF files via any PDF
Writer/Distiller:
Menu item All SDSs of a country:
Here you can either print all SDSs, with or without their variants, that were created for
a certain country, or – after pressing
and selecting the PDF-Writer or Distiller
instead of a printer – output them as PDF files.
Menu item SDSs chosen by different selection criteria
Using this option, one can print or output as PDF a selected group of SDSs. After
selecting a country, you can define preparation number or product code ranges,
article groups, flags, excluding flags or customer allocations as selection criteria.
You can also define whether only the SDSs from a certain alteration date or SDSalteration date onwards, shall be output, or whether the output shall be done for raw
materials, preparations and/or kits, as well as all variants. The selection criteria are
the same as for the file output of SDSs.
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Via the field Index file for ChemTrec you can output the index file required for the
transmission of your SDSs to ChemTrec. In this field you can enter the desired file
name (default: chemtrec.txt). The index file is then automatically created as a text file
with tab-delimited fields, upon printing the selected SDSs. You can import the file to
Microsoft® Excel® by saving it as an Excel® file.
The next picture shows a sample of the created index file:

When you have performed all necessary settings, you can start the print via
Program start.
Additional information:
If you retrieve a product, for which no SDS has been created, an error message
appears. You can Create missing country version automatically by activating the
appropriate option in the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets] (see page 521).
Please note that in this case unchecked SDSs are printed. The program only checks, if
all obligatory headings are filled in automatically. If this is not the case, an error
message appears and the SDSs cannot be printed, as additional editing is required.
Menu item Kit SDSs:
This item generally functions like item SDSs chosen by different selection criteria,,
but here only the SDSs of kits, meaning their components are printed. The advantage is
that you do not have to know the individual numbers of the kits, as you can enter a
range of preparation numbers/product codes, from which the program automatically
selects the kits.
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The SDSs of all components of these kits are printed. In addition, you can print a cover
sheet containing the composition of the kit. To do this, activate the option Printout a
cover sheet in the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets] (see page 521). This cover sheet is also printed, if you print the SDSs of a kit
via one of the other print programs for the SDS.
Menu item Sending E-Mails with SDSs with alterations within the last year
Using this item you can send updated SDSs by email to all allocated customers.
Conditions for the email dispatch:
 the email address is entered in the data record in the Maintenance of customers
[Maintenance programs – Various Tables - Customers] (see page 482).
 the last purchase of the customer was not more than one year ago
 the modification date of the SDS is newer than the date of the last purchase
Nota Bene:
E-mail dispatch
The sending process may, depending on your data, take very long. Thus it is possible
to interrupt the program by pressing
at any time and to continue at a later time.
Log file
The log file CustomerSDSs.log is created in the export directory (usually
c:\chem\export). In this file you can find the names of the output SDSs and, in case of
errors, the reasons for not processed data records (for example ,incomplete SDS’).

If the file CustomerSDSs.log already exists, new lines will simply be added at the end
of the file, during a new email dispatch. The deletion of this file must be carried out by
the user.

4.1.3. Distributed SDSs
This item is intended as a supplement to the customer maintenance for SDSs. From
here you can check, which customers received SDSs of a certain substance and when,
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and simultaneously you can reprint these SDSs. After selecting a substance or
preparation, an overview of all customers opens, for whom you have printed SDSs of
this substance (to scroll press
and
). Next to each customer you
can find the date of the last printing of this SDS.

To perform new printouts for all customers, press
. After that, a window will
open in which you can determine from which date on the reprint shall be done. The
date of last alteration (shown in an extra field) is displayed as default.

Additionally you can set, whether or not the printed SDSs shall be labeled with the
customer name or the customer number in the upper left margin. To start printing,
press
.

4.1.4. List of Safety Data Sheets
This menu item enables you to generate a list of all created SDSs, so that you can
check which data sheets are already available.
For this it is possible to sort according to:
 Description
 Product code
 Substance number
 Alteration date
 Article group
You can also use combinations of two sorting criteria. This is especially important, if
the first sorting criterion does not lead to an unambiguous sorting order (e.g. when
sorting according to alteration date or article group). In this case it is advisable to use a
field such as the description or the product code as a second sorting criterion.
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Furthermore, you can restrict the list of SDSs via the fields From article group and
To article group.
It is also possible to print a list of only those SDSs, which have an alteration marking
(*). For this activate the item Only SDSs with alteration markings before starting the
print program.
Locked SDSs are only listed, if the item Show locked SDSs, is activated. If you
additionally activate the item Show only unlocked SDSs, all created SDSs are stated
in the list. You have to activate at least one of these two items.
The item Completeness control lets ChemGes check whether incomplete country
versions of the SDS are available. Incomplete country versions of the SDS are then
indicated by the character „-“ after the country abbreviation. Please note that the output
of the list will take significantly more time, if this item is activated.
The list can be printed or output as a text file (item Output as file). The created text
file is stored in the data directory of ChemGes (usually chem/data) as sdlist.txt.

4.1.5. Printing of various labels
With this item you can print various labels at once. If you have predefined a printer in
Settings (see page 641), the selected product is printed from this printer. Please note
that if the printer was changed by pressing
or
this selected printer
is used. This program even enables you to combine labels of various products on one
sheet, provided that they use the same label template.
After retrieving the menu item Print programs and queries – Labels, the following
window opens, in which you can enter the first label, as well as the required number of
copies.
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If you have defined variables for the label, another window will open where you can
enter or alter the definitions of these variables. The printing of defined additional
symbols is not queried, but automatically corresponds to the settings from the last
printout of the label from the substance maintenance. You can alter these settings by
retrieving the item Additional symbols.
After that you will switch to the list of the labels intended for printing (see next
picture), from where you can select additional labels for printing or start the printing.
The print out is performed in the background. This means that as soon as you leave
this screen you can go on working in the program.

Important:
The number of printed labels always corresponds to the entered number and thus, the
program does not round up to full sheets. Therefore, you can combine different labels
on one sheet, provided that they are based on the same label format (e.g. A6L). Before
each print start, as well as after each alteration of the label format, the program asks
you to insert the proper paper, so that you can work with pre-printed paper.
As for this type of printing no editing is possible, the labels are – independent of the
priority assigned to the respective user – always updated according to the settings
defined for the labels and all settings are reset according to the settings of the label
template.

4.1.6. Substance list with hazard features
With this item you can create a list, which allows you to select substances and/or
preparations according to Water Hazard classes, VbF classification, ADR class and
ADR Code or Packing Group, or IATA-class. For the Water Hazard Class the
characters “<” and “>” can be used (e.g. all substances with WHC greater than 1). In
addition, you can select up to 4 article groups.
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After that, a list of preparations matching the defined criteria, is printed. This list
contains the following columns:
 Description
 CAS- or preparation number
 Product code
 GHS hazard symbols
 VbF-classification
 ADR-class and ADR Code or Packing Group
 IATA-class
 WHC
 UN-number
The sort order can be done either according to name or according to product codes.
Only substances with a product code are printed.

4.1.7. Raw materials with WHC
This item allows you to print a list of substances that have water hazard classes. In this
screen you can select, which WHC (D) ( - (no hazard class exists), 1,2,3), as well as
which WHC (NL) (between 1 and 12) shall be output.
The printed list contains the product codes, the CAS numbers, the names and the WHC
(D) or WHC (NL).
Please note that only substances, which have an entry for the product code, are printed,
so that you obtain only lists of your own raw materials resp. of raw materials you use.

4.1.8. Simple preparation list
This list contains the product codes, preparation numbers, the description and the
hazard symbols. It can be sorted according to description, product code or preparation
number.

4.1.9. Preparation list with classifications
This list contains - besides the formulation and product codes - the description of
preparations, the hazard symbols and GHS hazard categories, the flash point, the
ADR-class and item, the UN-number and the WHC. After retrieving the respective
menu item you can determine the sort order alphabetically, according to preparation
number, product code, ADR classes and items, or according to UN numbers.

4.1.10. List of Article variants
This options allows you to print an overview of all created variants for substances
and/or preparations. After retrieving this item, a window opens where you can select
the output for substances, preparations or both.
The list consists of the following fields:
 Product code
 CAS- or preparation number (internal number)
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 Description
It always starts with the main substance in bold letters and lists the respective variants
below.

4.1.11. List of transport classifications
This item serves as a documentation of transport classifications before and after an
alteration. You can select substances, preparations or both and define the sort order
according to the description or the product code. The printout contains the transport
screens of all selected products, which have been altered after the entered date of
alteration. Each substance/preparation is printed on a new page so that the printouts
can be filed separately for documentation. This list contains only raw materials, which
have their own product codes.

4.1.12. List of generated forms
This item enables you to print an overview list of all generated SDSs, Labels and
Internal Plant Instructions. The list contains all products, for which at least one form
was generated and includes product code and CAS-/preparation number. An ‘x’ in the
respective column indicates which form exists. Sorting is possible according to the
description (alphabetically), according to the product code or the substance number
(CAS number or preparation number).

4.1.13. Price list
If you use the Calculation of formulations feature (see page 220), you can print a price
list via this item. For output, you can choose either raw materials or preparations. If
raw materials are selected, only substances, for which a price has been entered, are
output. In the case of preparations, all substances are printed. If the price cannot be
calculated because of insufficient data, the estimated price is marked by an asterisk (*).

4.2. Data output
The menu Data output can be accessed by pressing
Data output in the
basic screen. This menu item includes all file export programs, which serve the
transfer of data to other systems or an external print. These conversion programs are
used for the creation of standard data-files in Windows-ANSI format from the datafiles of this program. These files can then be used in many other programs, particularly
in databases or for transferring data into other EDP-systems. These substance files do
not contain all fields from the substance database but only contain substances, which
have their own product codes or an article group entry.
Important information on the fields of the files:
With the exception of the “yes/no” fields (booleans, marked with B), all fields,
including number fields, are stored as character fields (strings), where the decimal
point has its own position. The field Density in substances may contain “>”, “<” and
other special characters.
For both substances and preparations, the field Flash point has the following format:
In the first position is a character, followed by up to three digits justified right. In front
of negative numbers is the character „-“; space characters are entered in between, as
required. Possible characters in the first position are: space character, <, >, X (not
applicable), ? (unknown).
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The “yes/no” fields contain a Y for yes or an N for no.
The following menu items can be selected:
Declarations to authorities and institutions
ECHA
PCN notification (see page 342)
Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440)
Report to the German BfR (see page 345)
Data delivery for the ISi database (see page 347)
Export for euSDB (see page 348)
Data delivery for the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (see page 349)
Data delivery for GISBAU (see page 350)
FOPH mass registration
Mass registration of preparations (see page 351)
Mass registration of raw materials (see page 351)
Import of log files (see page 351)
Import of registered products (see page 351)
Settings (see page 351)
FOPH product register – Login (see page 351)
Notification authority for chemicals ((see page 351)
Individual File creation (see page 355)
Raw materials (see page 341)
Preparations (without recipe) (see page 373)
Created Safety Data Sheets (see page 377)
Formulation file (see page 381)
Transport information (see page 381)

4.2.1.1 ECHA PCN notification (Bulk notification)
In this menu item, you can define the settings for the PCN Bulk notification. It is
recommended that the bulk notification is only used when the notification will be
performed via S2S, because individual dossiers are generated for each notification and
ECHA currently does not provide the option for a bulk upload. Therefore, the
notification of a number of dossiers at once, can only be done via S2S. If you have not
yet set up S2S, it is necessary to upload the dossiers generated in ChemGes, to the PCN
portal, individually.
After selecting the option, you can define settings (with which new notification
definitions are initialised) or default notification definitions.
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Selection criteria:
Here you can define the Legal entity, as well as the selection criteria for the
Preparations, for which the bulk notification is to be performed.
The option File with product codes allows for the selection of a file with product
codes, for which the bulk notification is to be done.
Additional information for the file format:

Additionally, you can define under Record types, whether the bulk notification for the
selected preparation, is to be performed for the Main substance and / or the Variants.
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Using the option Treat variants of MiM records as 100% formulation, you can
define that the variants of preparations that are marked as MiM records are
automatically notified as 100% preparations of the MiM record, as long as the variant
itself has a defined company and a UFI.
In Notification types you can define, which types of notification are to be performed
in the notification. This way, it is possible to define that, for example, only Initial
submissions or only specific types of Update notifications are performed.
Notification options:
With these options you can force an Initial submission and perform a Manual
override of the reasons for the update notification (see next picture).

Output options:
Here you can set the Output directory for this specific notification definition. By
pressing Open you can access the output directory and open the created file.

The button
allows you to Check changes for the update submission. This
function checks whether, for example, an Update notification or an Initial
notification is necessary.
A protocol file in xlsx format is created for single notifications, as well as checks and
bulk notifications. This file contains the preparations that were part of the notification
and the result (Dossier file name, error protocol and in the case of a transfer via S2S,
also the submission number and the resulting submission status from ECHA).
The following information is displayed:

In the column Protocol, the file name of the corresponding protocol is shown. This
file can be opened via Open under Output options (see above).

The output of the bulk notification can be started by pressing

Program start.

By pressing
you can delete the selected definition. Pressing
allows you to leave the definition.
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4.2.1.2. Report to the German BfR
German Detergent and Cleaning Agent Act (WMRG)
According to the German Detergent and Cleaning Agent Act (WMRG) manufacturers
of detergents and cleaning agents have to provide the BfR (German Federal Institute
for Risk Assessment) -prior to the marketing of a product - with a datasheet, which –
among others – includes data on the ingredients in a defined xml-format.
This notification obligation can be fulfilled with the export program Report to the
German BfR. After activating this export program you can select your products, for
which you want to create a report for the BfR, using various selection criteria.
For the registration it is necessary to state the BfR company code (Company number
of notifier), as otherwise a correct export file in xml-format is not created.

The generated xml-file contains, besides data on the formulation (ingredients,
classification etc.), also data from the Safety Data Sheets (e.g. application purpose,
form, color). Therefore, it is necessary that for each selected product an SDS for
Germany is available in ChemGes.
The item Indication of quantities allows you to define, whether you want to output
the substances with
 their exact percentages (Option exact)
 their percentage limits as used in SDS-Section 2 resp. 3 (Option as used in the SDS)
 the percentage limits according to §16e (hazardous preparations, biocides) of the
ChemG (German Chemicals Act, "Chemikaliengesetz") (Option percentage limits
for the §16e-notification)
 the percentage limits according to the German WRMG (detergents) ("Gesetz über
die Umweltverträglichkeit von Wasch- und Reinigungsmitteln").
Please note that this option can only be selected, if the item Output of all ingredients
is activated.
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You can also add general remarks for the evaluation of the report to the German BfR.
In the screen Data for BfR report [Maintenance of preparations – Additional functions
Data for the BfR Report] you can enter product specific information
for the preparation (Company data, flag detergent and/or cleaner, Remarks, Packaging
and Biocide categories).

During the output, the product specific information has priority. If this information
does not exist, the general information applies, if available.
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If requested, you can add additional voluntary information in the Report to the BfR
(e.g. BAuA- or UBA-number, EAN-Code or PI-Element). However, please note that
this voluntary data cannot be integrated in this export program.
The Report to the BfR is possible in the interchange formats:
 XWRMG
 XProductNotification
 XProduktmeldung (= "XProductNotification" in German language)
In contrast to the older, but still valid file format XWRMG, the newer format
XProduktmeldung (resp. XProductNotification) additionally enables the notification of
the CLP labelling.
Furthermore, the format XProductNotification (resp. XProduktmeldung) includes the
fields Purpose and Packaging as mandatory fields.
The company number of the notifier is a mandatory field for each of the three
formats.
Therefore, please enter the respective values in the fields for the default settings [Data
output – Declarations to authorities and institutions – Report to the German BfR].
These values will be used, if no product-specific data is entered.
The format XProduktmeldung (resp. XProductNotification) additionally enables the
notifier to choose the type of labelling that shall be transferred. This output can be
defined in the field Labelling (acc. to setting for the preparation, 99/45/EC only, or
CLP only). If you activate acc. to setting for the preparation, the labelling, which is
output in the respective SDS (for the country Germany), is transferred.
The item Type of notification serves to define, whether this report is
 a Detergent notification according to the WRMG (German Act on detergents
and cleaning agents, "Gesetz über die Umweltverträglichkeit von Wasch- und
Reinigungsmitteln")
 a notification according to §16e (hazardous preparations, biocides) of the ChemG
(German Chemicals Act, "Chemikaliengesetz")
 a biocide Notification according to §16e (biocides only).
 a voluntary notification for products for which a notification is not required.

4.2.1.3. Data delivery for the ISi database
The Informationssystem für Sicherheitsdatenblätter (information system for safety
data sheets, ISi) arose from a cooperative venture of the IFA [Institute of work safety
under the German Social Accident Insurance, Institut für Arbeitsschutz der Deutschen
Gesetzlichen Unfallversicherung]with the VCI [Association of the Chemicals Industry
in Germany, Verband der chemischen Industrie] to provide authorities, emergency
institutions and the legal accident insurance companies, comprehensive and current
access to SDSs for chemical products.
With the transfer program Data delivery for the ISi database, you can create the index
files, which may be transmitted to the IFA. After activating this export program you
can select your products, for which you want to create an index file for the ISi
database, using various selection criteria.
The field Company code number serves the entry of the number, which each
participating company receives from the IFA. [Institute of work safety under the
German Social Accident Insurance, Institut für Arbeitsschutz der Deutschen
Gesetzlichen Unfallversicherung].
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The generated index file contains the following data fields:
FCN

Company code number for the identification of the company

Product name

Trade name of the product

File name

Name of the pdf file, structured as set up in Printers and file
names [Maintenance programs – Printers and file names] (see
page 514)

IC

The product code is used as the Ident-Code for the
identification of the Safety Data Sheet

Access

Security category that defines, whether the Safety Data Sheets
are available only to the authorized institutions, or publicly.

SDSdate

Date of creation resp. alteration of the Safety Data Sheet

4.2.1.4. Export for euSDB
The database euSDB is a free-to-use, non-commercial project and contains references
to SDSs in German, compiled from different vendors/manufacturers.
Via the transfer program Export for euSDB you can create the index files to be
transmitted to the euSDB.
The items Labelling according to 99/45/EC and Labelling according to the CLP,
allow you to define, which labelling elements shall be selected for the export, as these
fields are not obligatory.
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The created index file contains the following data fields:
Product code, Product- or substance description, CAS number, Alteration date of SDS,
File name (Name of the pdf file, structured as set up in Printers and file names (see
page 514), ISO country- and language code of the created Safety Data Sheets, labelling
elements according to EEC Guidelines (hazard symbols, R- and S-phrases), labelling
elements according to Regulation 1272/2008/EC (pictograms, Hazard and
Precautionary statements).

4.2.1.5. Data delivery for the Istituto Superiore di Sanità
The Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) is the leading technical and scientific public
body of the Italian National Health Service (Servizio Sanitario Nazionale, SSN). Its
activities include research, control, training and consultation in the interest of public
health protection.
Using the transfer program Data delivery for the Istituto Superiore di Sanità, you can
create the index files, which are required for the transmission of the notifications to the
ISS.
After selecting this export program you have to enter general contact information, as
these fields are obligatory fields and the export is not possible without this data.
Furthermore, you can select the substances and preparations, for which you want to
create a notification for the ISS database, using various selection criteria.
The required file number for the notification can be predefined and is increased
automatically.
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Export files:
The exported data is divided into 3 files:
 General information on the notified products
 Further details on the notified products
 Formulations
The individual export files are combined into a zip file. The export files contain,
besides a selection of physical data, also those fields, which have to be maintained for
substances and preparations in the screen Substance information for ISS file.
If errors occur during the export (for example missing entries in obligatory fields for
the exported data records or unsupported product codes), an error file, named ISS
errors.txt, is created in the target directory and a corresponding message is displayed
when the export is finished. Generally, product codes may not start with "ISS" and
may only contain digits 0 to 9 or letters A to Z.
The substance and preparation specific information for the ISS notification can be
entered and maintained directly in the screen Maintenance of raw materials or
Maintenance of preparations (via
Data for ISS notification).

4.2.1.6. Data delivery for GISBAU
GISBAU is the Hazardous Substance Information System by the German BG BAU
(Berufsgenossenschaft der Bauwirtschaft, Employer's Liability Insurance Association)
and provides extensive information on hazardous substances used in construction,
renovation and cleaning.
The so-called GISCodes (product groups, for example "BZM 2 Betonzusatzmittel,
reizend" (concrete admixture, irritant)) serve to identify products presenting similar
health hazards and thus identical safety measures and rules of conduct, and to combine
them into groups.
With the transfer program Data delivery for GISBAU you can create pdf files (one
file per substance), which can then be submitted to BG BAU as a zip file. The program
provides various selection criteria for the substance export.
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For preparations you can enter GISCodes in the field GISCode (BG BAU) in the
screen Country specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160).
This information is automatically adopted into SDSs for Germany, in section 7
(heading 7.252 "GISCode").

4.2.1.7. FOPH mass registration
The following options, transfer and import programs and the login into the FOPH
product register and the Notification authority for chemicals, are available in the
menu item FOPH mass registration according to the Swiss ChemO (Article 48 – 54;
SR 813.11)):

Important: As the FOPH has several, very specific requirements, we urgently
recommend that you watch and consider the directions in our instructional YouTube
video at https://dr-software.com/links/youtube.php?doc=bag&lng=en, so you can make
use of the fully automatic possibilities that ChemGes offers you.
General information
(from Guidance RPC, https://www.anmeldestelle.admin.ch):
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The manufacturer of new substances who places them on the market in Switzerland in
quantities of ≥ 1 tonne per year must notify the new substance before placing it on the
market for the first time in Switzerland (Art. 26 ChemO).
The manufacturers of new substances that, in accordance with Art. 26 ChemO para. 1
let. a-c, are exempted from the obligation to notify, shall, independently of whether a
safety data sheet must be compiled for them, report them to the Notification Authority
for Chemicals within three months after first placing them on the market (Art. 48, Art.
19 ChemO).
The notification as well as the report must be submitted in an electronic format. (Art.
27 para. 1 and Art. 51 ChemO). Notifications may be submitted, reports must be
submitted via the RPC portal (www.rpc.admin.ch).
Preparations subject to registration:


Hazardous preparations according to 48-54 ChemO (SR 813,11)



Non-hazardous preparations containing the following types of substances:


Substances hazardous to health or environment ≥ 1.0% (gases ≥ 0.2%)



In addition, the following substances from 0.1% on: Substances of classes
3.6/2, 3.7/1A, 1B or 2 and that have effects on or via lactation, 3.4/1, as well
as PBT-, vPvB- and SVHC-substances



Substances with an EU occupational exposure limit (without defined limit)

Note: It is not necessary to register preparations for which the labelling contains only
EUH phrases and that do not contain substances that must be reported, based on the
above rules.
Requirements for the submission via RPC
1. Personal user account in the RPC
2. Linkage of the user account with the reporting company
3. Review of whether a notification or reporting obligation exists (self-regulation)
Steps for registration:
1. Create FOPH Mass registration in ChemGes
2. Upload dossier to the BAG-website
3. Download log files from the BAG-website
4. Transfer log files into ChemGes
5. If errors occur, correct them and restart procedure
Menu item Mass registration for preparations:
After the notification of raw materials, you can define here groupings of preparations
for which a mass registration is to occur. These groupings can be based on
Preparation numbers, Product codes, Article groups, Flags and/or SDS dates.
Additionally, you can select here whether All variants and Non-hazardous
preparations are to be taken into consideration for the FOPH mass registration.
You can also define the Output directory and activate whether the directory, the
FOPH website and the Error log are to be opened after creation.
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The creation of the mass registration can be started by pressing
Program start.
After creating the notification file, you can log into the FOPH website and upload the
mass registration. Detailed information can be found in our video https://drsoftware.com/links/youtube.php?doc=bag&lng=en.
NOTE: After uploading onto the FOPH website, you must download the Log via the
button Download of last log. ChemGes needs this information for the status of the
transferred substances.
Menu item Mass registration of raw materials:
To ensure that for your substance registration, the FOPH has knowledge of all the raw
materials you use, you can ask ChemGes to search all of your preparations for raw
materials that are not identifiable by a CAS number or an EC number.
Additionally, ChemGes searches all logs for error notifications where the FOPH did
not recognize official numbers. All these substances are then registered with the
FOPH via a mass registration. At the same time, ChemGes creates an Error log in
case some substances could not be registered. Please note that for already registered
substances, it is important that the CPID is already entered, to avoid conflicts.
Therefore, it is important to first import substances that are already registered (see
menu item Import of registered products).
Here you can define whether you wish to do a mass registration for ingredients or only
a test run.

You can also define the Output directory and activate whether the directory,
the FOPH website and the Error log are to be opened after creation.
Further information can be found in the lower part of the screen.
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Menu item Import of log files
This menu item lets you import the log files into ChemGes.
Menu item Import of registered products
If you have already registered substances with the FOPH, then you can use this menu
item to import this data into ChemGes. First download the necessary information from
your FOPH account, via Downloads - List of all notified products of your own
company. Afterwards you can import the created xls-file into ChemGes, via the menu
item Import of registered products.
Note: The prerequisite for a successful import is that you used your own product code
when originally registering the product, and that that product code is the same as the
one you have entered for the product in ChemGes. If the product codes are different,
then ChemGes cannot perform an allocation.
Menu item Settings
Here you can define the default values for the FOPH registration:

If you place environmental substances on the market, you must define a default value
for the Quantity placed on the market.
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While the output of a Contact person is optional it is strongly encouraged by the
authorities.
If you sell biocides, then the data for biocides (for example the field of application), is
absolutely necessary for the registration. Under Additional information on biocides
you can define default values and if necessary make changes for individual products in
the screen FOPH information on raw materials.
For Aerosols, you can define here one of the two standard packaging options
according to the FOPH (Pressurized gas pack or Manual pump), in which your product
is most commonly sold.
Limit to show ingredients of products for the public:
The regulation requires the output of all hazardous ingredients of a product. For nonhazardous ingredients there is a lower limit of 1%. At your own risk, you can define
here a different lower limit for hazardous ingredients. Special limits that are lower
than the legally defined limit, take precedence.
Use water to fill formulations with less than 98% ingredients to 100%:
Many of our customers do not enter water into their formulations, as it is not relevant
for the classification. This option lets you define that for formulations that are not
complete, the difference to 100% will be considered to be water.
Percentage in notifications to the public:
Here you can define whether the percentage output of all ingredients is to be done
according to the rounding table for the PCN notification, according to the rounding
table for the Swiss SDS or Exactly.
If the product is not intended for the public, then only the substances and percentages
from the SDS, will be notified.
Intended use, if no other one has been defined:
If no intended use is defined in your SDS, then the use defined here will be the default
value.
The last option lets you define whether to Move log files to a backup directory after
transfer.
Menu items FOPH product register – Login and Notification authority for
chemicals
The final two menu items allow you to access the login for the FOPH product
register and the Notification authority for chemicals directly.

4.2.2. Individual File Creation
Using this menu item, each user can put together data fields of raw materials,
preparations and kits, as needed. The data fields in this file output (text file) are
separated by tabulator characters and therefore can simple be transfered to Excel. For
the import into Excel you have to take into consideration that a maximum of 256 data
fields can be transferred.
It is possible to run file outputs in the background. This can be done using the
parameter query=. For this state the parameter and the name of the respective file
output in the file chemges.par (e.g. query=SDS information for substances) or in the
icon settings. If you open ChemGes afterwards, the file output is executed
automatically in the background. After the file output is finished, ChemGes terminates
automatically. Further information can be found under Retrieval of an individual file
output in the background mode (see page 371).
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After selecting this item and the option of New file output, the above window will open
with the following definable settings:
Description of query: The description of query is stated on the top of the text file. If
you create a description, this query will be saved and can be retrieved anytime.
Raw materials/Preparations/Kits: You can select data of substances, preparations or
kits for the output file. Multiple selections are possible. Depending on the activated
options different field types are available for selection.
Headings: If this item is activated, the description of the selected data field is stated in
the first line. This is advantageous, if you want to transfer the file to Excel.
Additional product codes/Variants: If one of these two items is activated, an
individual record is output for each additional product code/each created variant.
Selected fields: Here, all field types that were selected, are listed. If you have selected
at least one field, you can print a separate list of the selected fields by pressing
.
From product code / To product code, From preparation / To preparation, From
article group / To article group: These fields enable you to restrict the number of
records that are to be output. If you define more than one selection criterion here, only
those records are output that correspond to all conditions.
File with substance for output: Here you can define a file with the CAS
numbers/preparations numbers, internal numbers and/or Product codes, for which a file
output is to be done.
Note: Additional information to this field, is available via the symbol
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H phrases: In this field, you can define one or more H-phrases as output criteria for
the file output:

Flags/Excluding flags: This field enables you to select one or more flags as selection
criteria for the file output.
From alteration date: If you enter a date here, only those substances, preparations or
kits are output, that were either altered last or newly created after the entered date.
Only ingredients of preparations: In combination with the activation of Substances
the selection criteria are used for all raw materials that are components of a
preparation. If this field remains deactivated, only substances with a product code, are
output.
Output language of field contents: The selected field contents can be output in the
language of your choice. For this select this item and either enter the corresponding
abbreviation for the requested language or select the required language from the
overview. If the information for a field content is missing in the selected language, the
information is stated in the basic language according to the default settings. The basic
language is also used, if the abbreviation for a language was not entered.
File name: Here you can determine the file name, as well as the location, where the
text file shall be saved. The default file is file.txt in the data directory of the program.
An existing file name is overwritten. If an existing file cannot be overwritten, for
example, because the user has no authorization to do this or because the file is still
open, you receive a corresponding message.
The field File type allows you to determine, whether the file to be output shall be a
Text file, a csv file or an Excel file. Additionally, you can define the output in Unicode
or in UTF-8 encoding (for the options Text file and csv file) and the requested
Delimiter (Comma or Semicolon for the option csv file).
Output possible for user with priorities lets you set the priority level(s) of users (see
Definition of authorization classes, page 509) required for retrieving or starting the
selected file output.
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To retrieve an overview of the fields available for selection, press
fields are then stated in the field Selected fields.
To display the structure of the file output, press
press
.

. All selected

. To start the file output

If you receive a message after the program start, which says, that an output file with
the entered name already exists, just alter the file name. If you receive a message
saying that the user has no proper rights for accessing the selected directory, you may
change the output directory.
Selected fields:
Via the field types you can activate various data fields for the file output. These data
fields correspond to the fields in the databases of substances, preparations and kits.
Here you can activate various data fields for the file output. These data fields
correspond to the fields in the databases of substances, preparations and kits.
Please note that the field type Ingredients can only be selected, if the file output for
preparations is activated. The field type Other classifications is not available for the
file output of kits.

Example:
The structure of the file output of preparations with the description „Test query“ and
output of the headings looks as follows:
Field Type

Activated items

Numbers and descriptions
GHS, DSD/DPD, Canadian symbols
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Other classifications

UFI code, EuPCS, waste hazards
CAS-/Preparation number

Ingredients

Number of substances to be put out: 5
ADR, Class, Label

Transport
Physical-chemical values
Various other flags
Additional physical-/chemical values
Substance listings
Toxicological data

State
Article group
-

The structure of the test query then look as follows:

4.2.2.1. Numbers and Descriptions
Depending on which type of file output you have activated (substances, preparations or
kits), all, or only relevant fields are available for selection.
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If you activate the item Product code,
 those substances that are contained in a preparation and / or for which there is a
product code, as well as
 preparations and/or kits, for which a product code was entered, are output.
This serves to avoid that all substances in the database are output.
Via the option Only substances with product codes will be selected, you can
additionally define that only ingredients of preparations, for which a product code is
entered, are output. If this option is decativated, ingredients without product code will
also be output.
The item Additional product codes can only be activated, if you have entered a value
higher than “1” in the field Number of product codes per substance of the screen
General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 407).
Only the first 10 product codes are output in individual data fields. If you have
allocated more than 10 product codes to a substance, they are listed in one data field,
separated by slashes ("/").
You can only activate the Type of description in the data fields for substances, if you
have activated the item All descriptions. Instead of All description you can also
individually select the Standard description, the Internal description, the
Description for the SDS and/or the Chemical description (see Marking of substance
names, page 58).
The INCI description is a substance name, which has been assigned by the
International Nomenclature of Cosmetic Ingredients. If available, you can find this
description in the Maintenance of substances in the screen INCI-descriptions (see
page 242). If you activate this item, substances with this type of marking (see Marking
of substance names, page 58) are output.
The Preparation number in the selection criteria for preparations and kits is equal to
the preparation number or the kit number (Main key of the record).
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4.2.2.2. GHS, DSD/DPD, Canadian symbols

GHS:
GHS types: This item enables the output of the GHS classification [for CLP (4. ATP,
8. ATP and 12. ATP), UN GHS (Revisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9), OSHA HCS, HPR
(CA-GHS) and/or other national classifications (see respective flags), as well as selfclassifications].
Symbols/Signal word: If you activate one of these items, the abbreviations of the
hazard symbols and the signal words are output.
H phrases: This item outputs the numbers of the H phrases.
With the item Output of combined H-phrases you can activate the output of the
combined H phrases (for example H300+H310).
With the item Output of special product phrases separately (EUH) you can output
the special product phrases according to CLP in a separate column.

By means of the item Classes in front of the H phrases you can define the
output of the classes as numbers, texts or select no output.
P phrases: This item outputs the numbers of the P phrases. In addition, you can
select the output of the general statements and/ or the precautionary statements.
Hazard trigger: This item outputs the hazard triggers, which have to be stated in
section 15 of the SDS and on the Label. You can output the CAS-numbers, as well as
the descriptions (Standard description=S-marking) of the hazard triggers.
Sensitizing substances: If the preparation does not have to be classified as sensitizing,
but contains substances, which are classified as sensitizing, they have to be stated in
the SDS and on the Label. These substances can be stated separately with their CASnumbers and/or descriptions.
Via the item Output as: the GHS output can be further restricted to Classification,
Labelling or EU: Reduced labelling according to CLP, Annex I, 1.5.2 „Exemptions
from Article 17 [(Article 29(2)]“).
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Please note that the output as Reduced labelling is only possible, if the reduced
labelling is also activated for those substances/preparations, for which you want to
output the reduced labelling.
Activation for substances: Screen Maintenance of raw materials (see Substance
window, page 20), – item GHS classification - tab Hazards - item Calculate reduced
labelling.
Activation for preparations: Screen Maintenance of preparations (see Preparation
window, page 120), – item GHS classification - tab Hazards - item Calculate
reduced labelling.
DSD/DPD:
Here you can select the Hazard symbols, Risk phrases, Safety phrases and special
product phrases for the output.
Hazard trigger: This item outputs the hazard triggers, which have to be stated in
section 15 of the SDS and on the Label. You can output the CAS-numbers, as well as
the descriptions (Standard description=S-marking) of the hazard triggers.
Sensitizing substances: If the preparation does not have to be classified as sensitizing,
but contains substances, which are classified as sensitizing, they have to be stated in
the SDS and on the Label. These substances can be stated separately with their CASnumbers and/or descriptions.
Notas: With this item you can output the Notas A to S or 1 to 6 of the Classification
and Labeling, if you have activated the file output for substances.
Hazard categories: This item can only be selected, if the file output for substances is
activated. If available, the CMR-categories (Canc.Cat., Muta.Cat., Repr.Cat.) are
output.
Settings for GHS and DSD/DPD:
One field per record: By activating this field, you can achieve that, for example, the
hazard symbols are not output in one data field, but separately in up to 4 data fields.
The same holds true for the R-phrases (15 data fields), the S-phrases (20 data fields),
Special product phrases (6 data fields), Canadian hazard symbols (4 data fields), GHS
Symbols (9 data fields), GHS General statements (3 data fields), GHS hazard
statements (31 data fields) and GHS Precautionary statements (120 data fields).
Same amount of phrases as in Safety Data Sheet: You can restrict the output of the
H- and P-phrases/R- and S-phrases, according to the settings in the screen
Classification options [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 416).
This item is only available for selection, if the output of those phrases is activated.
Numbers or abbreviations/Sub numbers: If you activate these two items, e.g. the Por S- phrases, refined with additional information, are output instead of the basic
phrase. For example, “In case of fire, use powdered extinguishing agent. Never use
water.” Instead of “In case of fire, use …”.
Text: None/directly afterwards/in separate field: If you activate this item, the
abbreviations for the Canadian hazard symbols, GHS symbols, as well as the R-, Sand P-phrase numbers and GHS hazard – and precautionary statement numbers are
output together with the corresponding texts. Furthermore, you can select, whether the
text shall be stated directly after the phrase or in an individual data field. A
combination with One field per record is possible.
Canadian hazard symbols: Even if no SDS for Canada has been created yet, these
symbols can be output. However, the text to the Canadian hazard symbol can only be
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output, if you have entered an SDS heading in the field Canadian hazards symbols of
the screen Country specific heading allocations (see page 543).
Please note: DSD/DPD and Canadian symbols are still available for compatibility
reasons, so that already existing transfer programs do not have to be changed.

4.2.2.3. Other classifications
Via this screen you can select the substance data of the country-specific information
and the preparation data of the country-specific classifications for the individual file
output.

The fields OELV-values, TA-Luft and Type of water hazard class are only
selectable, if you have activated the file output of substances.
If you activate the field OELV-values/Only own country, the corresponding data is –
depending on the country – transferred into 1 to 3 data fields. For Germany this is the
data for 1. OELV (DFG), 2. OELV (TRGS 900) and 3. TRK. For OELV-values/USA
this is the data for 1. PEL, 2. REL, 3. TLV. For all remaining countries only one data
field is intended.
For substances, only the last alteration date is listed in the database, the items
Creation date and Last classification date are only available for preparations.
Via the option Registration no. for you can activate the output of the numbers entered
in the screen Country specific information (see page 103) for one country.
The item ECHA notification – Reference Number lets you activate the output of the
reference number (registration number, PPORD notification number, pre-registration
number, etc.).
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By activating the item Coating, you can also output the field Coating of the screen
Country specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160).
Via the item Seveso III: you can activate the output of the qualified quantities and
the categories.
Via the item PCN notification you can output the UFI Code (see page 160)
(Calculated / Notified and or Document), information on the EuPCS (see page 160)
(EuPCS, Text for EuPCS), Market placement, Company (VATIN, Company
name, Company (Legal Entity UUID)), PCN number, Submission number and
Submission state.
Information on the option UFI code – Document:

Information on the option Submission state:

Via the item REACH Annex XVII you can output information on Annex XVII
(prohibitions and restrictions).
Using the option Is subject to annex 2 of the ChemVerbotsV lets you output the
information regarding the listing in annex 2 of the German ChemikalienVerbotsverordnung (ChemVerbotsV) (Yes/No Output).
By means of the items Child-resistant fastenings and Tactile warnings you can
select information on additional packing information based on specific GHS
classifications (for products intended for the general public and for substances (here
always) for the file output. If the corresponding items in the screen Country specific
classifications (see page 160) are activated, this information is output (see sample
below).

4.2.2.4. Ingredients
Here you can create a file output of the ingredients of preparations and kits. As
selection criteria for the Ingredients the fields CAS-number/preparation number,
Product code and Description are available.
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In addition, you can define ingredients according to the Biocide Ordinance as
output criterion.

If the output is activated via one of these items, the ingredients are always listed with
their percentages.
More complicated formulations contain other preparations as intermediate products. If
you activate the field Complete breakdown, the intermediate products are split and all
individual components (raw materials) are output.
In the file output of kits the individual ingredients of the kit are listed. The output of
the kits can also be linked to the output of the hazardous substance- and transport
classification. For this the data entered under Creation of kits (see page 206) is used.
The maximum number of the substances to be output is 90. If you intend to perform
a data import to Excel, you should not use all of these spaces. The reason for this is
that the maximally possible number of 256 records, which can be imported to Excel,
might easily be exceeded then.
If you activate the item One line for each substance, the file structure is altered
correspondingly, so that the information on the ingredients is listed in only one
column, one per line (instead of the former output in numerous columns for each
ingredient). The output of the selected fields is done as usual in columns, where the
selected fields form the "formulation heading". The ingredients of the individual
preparations - if available - are listed in the lines below and form a table with an
individual column structure. To enable a logical distinction of the "formulation
headings" and the ingredients, the first column of the ingredients table is empty. The
following columns may – depending on the selected fields - contain the CAS-number,
Product code, Description and the amount of the respective ingredient (in %).
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If you have activated the item One line for each substance, it is also possible to select
one of the two following items:
The setting Complete preparation information in each line lets you ensure, that all
selected fields are stated in each line of the ingredients table. Please note that there
then is no individual "formulation heading" displayed in this setting.

If the item Output of selected additional information for ingredients is activated,
the selected information is also stated in the corresponding line for the respective
ingredient. The *, which is displayed at the beginning of the line, indicates that it is an
ingredient. The next picture shows a sample after the import to Excel:

The big advantage of this function is that you can receive exact data both for
preparations and substances.
If activated, the output of Kits is done similar to preparations.
materials) have exclusively a heading line.

Substances (raw

4.2.2.5. Transport
This options lets you select transport data for your file output. With exception of the
field Date of last alteration you can only select fields here after activating a transport
type.
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The declaration of a transport type can be output wholly; this means that it is stated as
it is entered in the field Name of the screen Transport (see page 184).
It is also possible to output the shipping declaration:
 without hazard triggers and SP640 (Special Provision 640 – required for certain
UN-numbers)
 with all hazard triggers
 with CAS-numbers of the hazard triggers
 with Descriptions of the hazard triggers.
The first and the second hazard trigger are stated in 2 individual data fields.
By activating the fields Limited quantities (LQ), Excepted quantities (EQ), Transport
category and Tunnel restriction code you can select the specific codes and categories
according to the ADR.
The item Only DOT/TDG lets you output the Restricted Quantities (RQ) and Limited
quantity (LQ) according to the DOT.
Furthermore, for the IMDG, the EmS, Marine Pollutant, as well as the numbers and
texts for the segregation groups, the stowage category, stowage code, handling code,
segregation code, Limited quantities (LQ) and Excepted quantities (EQ) can be
output in the file.
If the item UN-“Model Regulation” is activated, this information is also output in the
file.
By activating the field Environmentally hazardous you can select whether the
special labelling with the symbol "Fish and tree" is indicated in the output. In the data
file this is indicated by the respective entries "Yes" or "No".
The item Environmentally hazardous substances (CAS numbers, Descriptions) lets
you output the substances that have been classified as environmentally hazardous
substances (Marine Pollutants), according to GHS criteria.
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Via the option HazChem-Code, you can output the HazChem-Code or the Emergency
Action Code (EAC) entered in the screen Transport (Maintenance of raw materials /
preparations).
These fields can be especially useful, if you need to transfer transport data to another
IT-system (ERP-system).

4.2.2.6. Physical-chemical values
Only if the file output for substances is activated, are all data available for selection. In
case of preparations the items Rel. gas density, Molecular weight, Refractive index,
Structural formula, Summation formula, Temperature class, Explosion group and
Partition coefficient (n-Octanol/water)(Kow) are set inactive.
These fields concern data, which are stored in the screen Physical data for raw
materials (see page 68) and preparations (see page 145).

The output of physical values can be performed with or without units. For the output
with units activate the item Output of units - directly after the value (the value and the
unit are output in one field), or Output of units - in own field.
By means of the fields Flammable substances and Chemical heat of combustion
you an output the information from the preparations database (screen Physical data).

4.2.2.7. Various other flags
Here, you can restrict the output of records to certain article groups, substance groups
or flags. As the allocation of substance groups is only possible for substances, the item
Substance groups cannot be selected for the file output of preparations and kits.
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In the screen Maintenance of article groups [Maintenance programs – Various tables –
Article groups] (see page 472) you can create article groups that you can then assign
to substances. If you want to output the description of the article group, when
restricting the file output via article groups, you have to activate either the item
Output of description - In own field or Output of description - Directly beside. If
you only want to put out the explanatory description instead of the abbreviation you
have to activate the item Output of description - Only description without
abbreviation.
Using the field Number of substance groups, you can determine, whether the
substance group descriptions that are allocated to the respective substances (raw
materials), shall be listed. If you do not want the output of the substance groups,
activate option "0". If you have selected the options "1" or "2", you can select that
the percentage the Active substance is contained, if entered in the Maintenance of
raw materials, is output (see Maintenance of substance groups [Maintenance
programs – Various tables] on page 474).
For the file output with restriction via one or more flags you have to enter the
abbreviation(s) of the flag(s) in the fields of the first column. The heading of the output
file is always the explanatory description, as it was created in the Maintenance of flags
(see page 480) [Maintenance programs – Various tables - Flags]. This description is
displayed in the second column. However, in the output file, the field content that was
entered in the preparation, the kit or the substance, is output. If you have selected more
than one flag, all substances, preparations or kits that exhibit an entry for at least one
of these flags, are output (OR-linkage).
If you have entered Memo lines (see page 235), you can select this information for
output.
Using the Number of the reference entries, option you can define the output of the
Reference [Maintenance of raw materials – Additonal functions - Reference]
information and restrict how many references are to be output.
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4.2.2.8. Additional physical-/chemical values
If you have supplemented the database with additional physical-/chemical values for
substances (see page 72), or preparations (see page 184), you can select these entries
for the individual file output.

The output of the units, which you have defined in these self-created data fields, is
possible by selecting the field Unit and activating either the option next to the value
or in a separate field.

4.2.2.9. Substance listings (Individual file creation)
The database of raw materials (substances) includes information on country-specific
Substance listings (see page 84). If you have performed entries in one or more
substance listing(s), you can output this information.

The output of entries for substance listings, which you have created yourself, is of
course also possible.
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4.2.2.10. Toxicological data
This item allows you to output toxicological data of substances and preparations. Here
you enter a Test type and if desired, a species.

After defining the test type you can select the output of all or certain entries for this
substance/preparation from the screen Toxicological values (raw materials, page 78
and preparations, page 183) by activating the respective fields (Value, Exposure
route, Condition, Test method, Species - abbreviation, Species – full name).
The field Number of values per test type, lets you set that for those selected test
types, for which no species was defined as selection criterion, several values can be
output.

4.2.2.11. Retrieval of an individual file output in the background
mode
If you wish to start the individual file output in the background mode, you can either
use an individual link (adding a parameter to the ChemGes icon) or create a batch or
CMD file and use the following parameters:
chemges.exe query=xxx
xxx represents the name of the defined file output (If the name contains space
characters, please use quotation marks: "query=name of the defined file output")
Optional parameters for retrieval:
from-product-code=
till-product-code=
from-preparation-number=
till-preparation-number=
H= (for H Phrases – if the + symbol is output in the parameter, then it is an ANDcondition (i.e. +301-341), otherwise an OR-condition)
from-date= (YYMMDD)
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from-article-group=
till-article-group=
filename=
flag=
Information on the parameter “flag”:
The format is flag=abbreviation of flag/content 1|content 2|content 3…

4.2.3. File with raw materials
After selecting this item, a window opens with the following possible settings:
Short type of output

The short type of output does not contain all fields.

Output file

The default file is SUBST.ASC in the data directory of
the program, but this can be altered here.

File record termination If activated, each record is finished with CR+LF
characters:
(carriage return + line feed).
Output of variants and If activated, created variants are output as individual
records. If several product codes are created for one
additional product codes
article, an individual record is created for each product
code.
From alteration date:

If a date is entered, only those substances, which have
been altered or created from this date onwards, are
output.

Only raw materials with If this field is activated, only substances that have
product codes, are output. If this field is deactivated, all
product code
substances that have either a product code or an article
group, are output. Substances, for which both fields are
empty, are not listed.
Creation of substance file (usual form):
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Field

Fieldname

Length

1

CAS- or substance-number

10

2

Own product code

15

3

Description 1, lines 1-3
st

Decimals

3 x 45

4-8

Descriptions 2-6 (1 line)

5 x 45

9

Symbol 1

2

10

Symbol 2

2

11

R-phrases

40

12

P-phrases

5

13

S-phrases

40

14

Filler

11

15

Filler

11

16

Index-number

9

17

EEC-number

7

18

Flash point

6

19

Lead content

5

1
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20

Article group

4

21

Density

11

22

Filling characters

15

23

Substance group

4

24

UN-number

25

4

OELV*) short term value in mg/m

3

25

OELV long term value in mg/m

3

25

27

OELV short term value in ml/m

3

25

28

OELV long term value in ml/m

3

29

Viscosity

16

30

Unit of viscosity

6

31

Waste code (EU)

10

32

ADR class

3

33

ADR code

4

34

Filler

1

35

IMDG class

3

36

VbF Germany

4

37

VbF Austria

4

38

WHC (German Water Hazard class)

1

39

State (1 = solid, 2 = liquid, 3 = gaseous, 4 = Aerosol)

1

40

Filler

4

41

Symbol 3

2

42

Symbol 4

2

43

Marine pollutant (P, PP or blank)

2

44

ADR packing group

3

45

Filler

30

46

NFPA health

1

47

NFPA fire

1

48

NFPA reactivity

1

49

NFPA oxidizing

1

50

NFPA reaction with water

1

51

WHMIS health

2

52

WHMIS fire

1

53

WHMIS reactivity

1

26

0

25

*) For the occupational exposure limit values (OELVs) the first values of the country,
in which the program is started, are used. The country flag can be found in the file
chemdat in the program directory (e.g. country=GB for Great Britain).
Creation of substance file (short version):
This file only contains fields 1 - 13 and field 20 of the complete version.

4.2.4. File with preparations (without recipe)
The window with the settings is identical to the one for the substance file. However, if
the item Only preparations with product code is deactivated, then – in contrast to
the substances - all preparations are put out. The default name is PROD.ASC.
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Description of preparation file (standard form):
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Field

Field description

Length

Decimals

01

Number of preparation

9

02

Product code

15

03

Description

45

04

Synonym

45

05

Symbol 1

2

06

Symbol 2

2

07

R-phrases

40

08

P-phrases

11

09

S-phrases

40

10

Filler

11

11

Filler

20

12-17

Declaration line 1-6

6 x 51

18

Waste disposal Key No.

5

19-108

Raw material No. 1-90

90 x 10

0

109-198

Raw material percentages 1-90

90 x 7

3

199

Aggregation state

1

200

Public use

1 (B)

201

Industrial use

1 (B)

202

Spraying

1 (B)

203

Hazardous

1 (B)

204

Explosive

1 (B)

205

Particularly explosive

1 (B)

206

Oxidizing

1 (B)

207

Organic peroxide

1 (B)

208

Combustible gases

1 (B)

209

Dusty

1 (B)

210

Ignition range

1 (B)

211

Liquefied gas

1 (B)

212

Auto-combustible

1 (B)

213

Flash point

5

214

Boiling point <35°C

1 (B)

215

Report preparation

1 (B)

216

VbF Austria

4

217

VbF Germany

4

218

Article group

4

219

ADR class

3

220

ADR code

4

221

Filler

1

222

Danger code (Kemler)

4

223

ADR UN-No.

4

224

ADR Label

8

225

ADR text

7 x 63

226

DOT hazard class

3
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227

DOT UN-No.

6

228

DOT packing group

3

229

DOT hazard quantity

4

230

DOT inhalation hazard
(1=yes, 0=no, P=possible, blank=unknown)

1

231

DOT text

7 x 63

232

IMDG class

3

233

Filler

6

234

IMDG UN-no.

4

235

IMDG EmS

7

236

Filler

7

237

IMDG packing group

3

238

IMDG Label

28

239

IMDG text

7 x 63

240

IATA class

7

241

IATA UN-No.

4

242

IATA packing group

3

243

IATA Label

28

244

IATA text

7 x 63

245

Density

6

246

Filler

15

247

WHC (water hazard class)

1

248

Boiling point

5

249

Viscosity

8

250

Viscosity unit
(1=DIN, 2=mPas, 3=mm²/s, 4=ISO s 4mm, 5= ISO s 6mm)

1

251

Date of creation

6

252

Last alteration

6

253

Last classification

6

254

Paint related substance

1 (B)

255

Contains nitrocellulose

1 (B)

256

Hazard triggers (CAS numbers)

10 x 10

257

pH – value

5

258

Marine pollutant

1 (B)

259

Solids content

5

1

260

Combustible substances

5

1

261

Filler

6

262

European waste code

10

263

Symbol 3

2

264

Symbol 4

2

265

ADR packing group

3

266-275

CAS numbers for sensitizing substances (for Z20)

10 x 12

276

Variants

3

277

US-VOC

6

278

EU-VOC (g/l)

6

279

Swiss VOC

6

3

1
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280

MAL-Code

4

281

EU-VOC (%)

6

282

P-phrases

17

283

ADR UN no. (Description variant)

1

284

NFPA health

1

285

NFPA fire

1

286

NFPA reactivity

1

287

NFPA oxidizing

1

288

NFPA reaction with water

1

289

HMIS health

2

290

HMIS fire

1

291

HMIS reactivity

1

292

Transport – General comment

63

293

Tunnel restriction code

6

Description of preparation file (short form):
Field

Field description

Length

01

Number of preparation

9

02

Product code

15

03

Description

45

04

Synonym

45

05

Symbol 1

2

06

Symbol 2

2

07

R-phrases

40

08

P-phrases

11

09

S-phrases

40

10-15

Declaration line 1-6

6 x 51

16

P-Phrases

17

You can also output a manually created list of preparations as a file. For this press
Manual preparations list. After selecting this item you switch to a new screen,
where you can retrieve the preparations by entering the description or the preparation
number. If you have entered a product code for the preparation, you can also search
by product code. By pressing
Overview the search according to a certain
character string, as well as the search in an additional language is available (see Search
for description in two languages, page 18).
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4.2.5. Created Safety Data Sheets
This item enables you to transfer a larger number of SDSs with sequential substance
numbers, into a file.

First you must select the country/countries.
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Upon first retrieval, the home country is automatically selected (marked in red). Later
on, ChemGes uses the last defined settings as default values, which you may of course
alter. To mark all countries at once press
, to remove this marking press
.
After selecting all required countries (marked in red), press
to switch to the
Output criteria.
Here you can perform a selection according to preparation numbers, product codes,
article groups, flags and excluding flags. Furthermore, you can set, whether the
output shall be done for raw materials, preparations and/or kits, as well as all
variants / only for variants that are allocated to a specific company.
Note concerning the field For company/variant allocation:
All phrases that were created under heading 1.40.10 Manufacturer/Supplier are
available here. Via
New or
Maintenance of phrases you can access
the Maintenance of phrases and create new phrases or change existing phrases. By
pressing
Settings, you can define the desired order of the phrases shown.
If you have defined more than one criterion, only those data sheets are printed, for
which all criteria apply.
In addition, you can restrict the number of SDSs to be output, using the alteration
date (from – to) or SDS-alteration date (from – to) (e.g. to transfer only new or
previously altered SDSs). If the field All variants is activated, the SDSs for all created
variants of the selected products are also output.
Furthermore, you can output all SDSs that are allocated to a certain customer, by
entering the customer in the field For customer. Please note that after activating this
item several of the remaining fields are deactivated.
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To transfer a single SDS into a file press
SDS.

when you are in the actual

Additionally, you can compile a file with substances (Product code or CAS Number),
for which you wish to output SDSs as a file, and select it in the field File with
substances to be printed.
Note: The file can be in any text format (e.g., csv or txt) or in Excel format. Either one
product code or one CAS number can be specified per line. If two or more columns are
specified, they are accepted but ignored.
If a CAS number is specified, it must be specified in the official CAS number format.
Variation (/ 1, / 2, ...) are allowed. Numbers for raw materials without CAS number
must be given in brackets, as shown on the screen. Numbers that are not found in
ChemGes are ignored without an error log.
If additional conditions are defined in the window with the selections, these are taken
into account. Individual changes for individual customers are generally not provided
for in this program function.
Via the field Index file for ChemTrec you can output the index file required for the
transmission of your SDSs to ChemTrec. In this field you can enter the desired file
name (default: chemtrec.txt). The index file is then automatically created as a text file
with tab-delimited fields, upon outputting the selected SDSs. You can import the file
to Microsoft® Excel® by saving it as an Excel® file.
The next picture shows a sample of the created index file:
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When you have performed all necessary settings, you can start the print via
Program start.
Type of file output:
Regarding the options for the output in a file, see Type of file output of SDSs
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings], see page 626. The file
described in this discussion, can be obtained by selecting Type 1 - continuous file
with header. In addition, you can select the desired printer control characters for bold
face and underlined printing.
This data-file is created in the data directory (usually DATA) with the name
sd.country (below, find further information on output in other drives and in certain
directories). The abbreviation of the selected country version replaces the word
‘country’ in the file name (e.g. sd.gb for Great Britain or sd.d for Germany). If this
data-file is already available, further data records are appended (added to the end).
File structure:
Pos.

Length

Description

1

1

S for start of page, otherwise space

2

15

Product code

17

16

Formulation No. or CAS No.

33

78

Text of one line

The file contains as many records with the same structure (including header), as there
are lines in the data sheet.
To transfer a single Safety Data Sheet into a file, select Type 2 (Single file for each
SDS).
The file names are as follows:
 sd+No. of preparation.country is the designation of an SDS for a preparation; e.g.
sd1024.nl is an SDS for preparation No. 1024 for the Netherlands.
 sd+CAS-No. for SDSs of substances: As the CAS numbers have a maximum
length of 10 characters (without dashes), it is necessary to use the extension of the
file description as well. Shorter numbers are extended to 10 characters using
leading zeroes (e.g. sd0000108.883 is the SDS for Toluene with the CAS number
108-88-3).
Selection of drive and directory for file output of SDSs
For the file output of SDSs you can set the desired drive and directory, hence the direct
output on CD-ROM is also possible. For this go to Type of file output of SDSs
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings], see page 626 and
activate the item Selectable directories. When creating the file output by pressing
in an SDS or via the File output program, a window will open, where
you can enter the required drive and the directory. The last entered value is used as
default at the next retrieval.
You can also define the directory independently from the setting above by using a
parameter at the program start. To do this add a line with the desired path (e.g.
C:\CHEM\MSDS) in the parameter file chemges.par.
File output of non-existing country versions:
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To perform this file output also for other countries, for which no SDSs were created
yet, go to the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets]
(see page 521) and activate the item Create missing country version automatically.
After that, country versions of SDSs that are not available yet, are automatically
created during background printing, as well as during the file output. Please note that
these automatically created SDSs are checked only for completeness. They are thus
unchecked SDSs.

4.2.6. Formulation file
With this menu item you can produce a file with all created formulations in ANSI
format. The program suggests a file name, which you may alter. After that, you can
enter a date, from which on the formulations shall be transferred. This enables you to
exclusively transfer altered formulations from the entered deadline on. If you do not
enter anything in this field, all formulations are transferred into this file.
It is also possible to perform the formulation output only for certain Article groups.
Finally you can determine, whether or not multi-step formulations shall be split into
the basic materials.
The formulation file has the following structure:
Position

Length

Field description

0

1

Type:1 = preparation
2 = raw material

1

10

Formulation No.

11

15

Product code
if type = 1:

26

45

Product description

71

45

Synonym
if type = 2:

26

16

CAS-No. of raw material (with dashes) or preparation number of intermediate
product (with separation commas)

42

7

Percentage with 3 digits before decimal point, the decimal point and 3 digits
following the decimal point

4.2.7. File with transport information
Via this menu item you can transfer the transport classifications of substances or
preparations into a file, which can be used, for example, for the creation of transport
documents. After retrieving this item, a selection window will open, in which you can
alter the default file name. The structure of the transport file is as follows:
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Field

Field description

Length

01

CAS- or Preparation No. (11 digits)

11

02

Product code

15

03

ADR/RID class

3

04

ADR/RID code

4

05

Filler

1

06

Kemler number

4

07

Substance (UN) number

4

08

Label

8

09

Declaration

7 x 63

Decimals
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10

Remarks ADR/RID

63

11

DOT hazard class

3

12

DOT UN-number

6

13

DOT packing group

3

14

DOT hazard quantity

4

15

DOT inhalation hazard

1

(1=yes, 0=no, P=possible, blank=unknown)
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16

DOT declaration

7 x 63

17

DOT remarks

63

18

IMDG class

3

19

Filler

6

20

UN number sea

4

21

EMS

7

22

Filler

7

23

Packaging group sea

3

24

Label sea

28

25

Proper shipping name IMDG

7 x 63

26

Remarks sea

63

27

IATA class

7

28

IATA UN-number

4

29

IATA packing group

3

30

IATA Label

28

31

Proper shipping name IATA

7 x 63

32

IATA remarks

63

33

General remarks

63

34

Filler

6

35

Aggregation state

1

36

Flash point

5

37

Marine pollutant (P, PP, Y or N)

2

38

Filler

7

39

ADR packing group

3

40

Declaration

350

41

Trigger

350

42

Density

6

3

43

Viscosity

8

1

44

Unit of viscosity

10

45

Language code

3

46

Filler

4

47

Transport category

1

48

Tunnel restriction code

6

49

Excepted quantities

4

50

ADR – Environmentally hazardous (Y=Yes, N=No)

1

51

IMDG segregation groups

6x2

52

Limited Quantity

4

53

CAS- or Preparation No.

12
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4.3. Administration programs
The menu Administration programs can be accessed from the basic screen by
pressing of
Administration programs, and consists of the following parts:
 Stock control
 Classification programs
 Exchange programs
 Deletion of preparations
 File repair programs
 Settings for backups
 Updates and Upgrades
 Creation data for MSDS+
 Individual customer programs
The last two items are only active, if the add-in program MSDS+ or special additional
programs are at your disposal.
Stock control
The program part Stock control was primarily developed to facilitate the keeping of
records concerning the transport of poisons, especially in the laboratory context, as
prescribed by law. However, it is also possible to use this program for the stock
administration for all substances and preparations. Furthermore, this program enables
you to create a Dangerous substance register.
The menu Stock control can be accessed in the basic screen, either by pressing
Administration programs or by Additional functions – Stock control
(
). After selecting the item Stock control from the main menu you will
receive the following sub menu:
Input of ingoings (see page 384)
Input of outgoings (see page 384)
Query movements (see page 385)
Query stocks (see page 385)
Maintenance programs (see page 386)
Print programs (see page 387)
Classification programs:
This item includes all auxiliary programs for the administration of preparations
(formulations). The following table shows the overview menu:
Reclassification of formulations and Recalculation of the safety phrases for all
formulations (see page 389)
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Recalculation of transport classifications of formulations (see page 391)
Recalculation of the environmental hazard for transport (see page 391)
Recalculation of flammability of aerosols (see page 392)
Recalculation of all Water Hazard Classes of formulations (see page 392)
Transfer of locked H- and P-phrases (see page 392)
Conversion prices (see page 392)
Exchange programs:
Exchange of ingredients of formulations (see page 393)
Exchange of phrases in SDSs (see page 393)
Change of the review date in all Safety Data Sheets (see page 394)
Deletion of preparations (see page 393)
File repair programs
Repair of defective files (see page 395)
New creation of description index (see page 395)
Settings for backup:
Immediate Backup (see page 396)
Settings for the automatic backup (see page 396)
Backup for the transfer to DR-Software (see page 396)
Updates and upgrades
Program and data update from a memory stick (see page 398)
Program and data update from the Internet (see page 398)
GHS and EU guidelines (see page 398)
Installation of languages or the Label program (see page 398)
Maintenance mode (see page 399)
Adoption of IFRA/IOFI Labeling manual (see page 399)
Create data for MSDS+ (see page 400)

4.3.1. Incoming and outgoing stock
After retrieving this program part, you can select the substance (product) by means of
all usual search possibilities. Afterwards, the current stock level is displayed in a
window. You can now enter the quantity and the supplier, who is immediately stored
at the initial entry. After this you can enter the delivery date, the stock and possibly a
shelf number, as well as an order number. If you have created a Minimum stock level
(see page 386) for the product, this value is also displayed, together with any possible
surplus or shortfall.
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The program automatically allocates a sequential number to each performed booking.
By selecting the field Current number you can retrieve old records by entering their
sequential number.
You can also switch between the two items Input of ingoings and Input of outgoings,
by pressing
.
The screen for outgoing stock movements looks very similar. After retrieving the
substance, you receive a screen with the current stock level. Provided that you have
entered a Minimum stock level, this minimum stock level and surplus or shortfalls are
also displayed in this window. In case of outgoing goods you can also simultaneously
create a recipient of the goods or a customer. Furthermore, you can enter the purpose
of dispatch or the disposal.

4.3.2. Query stock movements
By means of this menu item you can retrieve all stock movements (incoming and
outgoing) of a certain substance or preparation. After entering the product and the start
date, you receive an overview of all incoming and outgoing transactions, where the
outgoing goods are indicated by negative numbers. By selecting a transaction you can
switch directly to the maintenance of this booking (ingoing or outgoing), where you
can perform corrections, if required.

4.3.3. Query stocks
This menu item serves to query the individual stock levels of a substance/preparation
in the respective warehouse, as well as the total stock level. The field Classification
contains the classification of the selected substance/product.
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4.3.4. Maintenance programs for the stock control
This menu contains the following items:
Stock depots (see page 386)
Suppliers (see page 386)
Substance recipients (customers) (see page 386)
Stock shelves (see page 386)
Minimum stock amounts (see page 386)
Deletion of old entries (see page 387)
Work areas (see page 387)

4.3.4.1. Maintenance of stock depots
The Maintenance of depots serves the creation of new warehouses and the alteration
of the names. You can enter up to 99 different warehouses.

4.3.4.2. Maintenance of suppliers and substance recipients
The maintenance programs for suppliers and customers have a similar structure. It is
possible to create new data and to perform alterations. For alterations enter the
description or its initial letters and press
. After that, enter the amended name and
confirm with
. To delete a supplier/customer press
.

4.3.4.3. Maintenance of stock shelves
This program part serves the maintenance of shelf numbers. You can determine a
description for each shelf here, which is then displayed in the screens for the incoming
and outgoing stocks.

4.3.4.4. Minimum stock amounts
After selecting this menu-item from the stock maintenance programs, you can create
minimum stock levels for your substances/preparations. You can enter the
substances/preparations as usual, using all search options. After the entering a
minimum amount, you also have to state the unit.
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If you register incoming or outgoing movements for a certain product, which exhibits a
minimum stock level, this value is displayed on screen. A positive number in
parenthesis indicates a surplus, a negative number indicates a shortfall.
Via the option Printing programs [Administration programs – Stock control] you can
print a minimum stock list.

4.3.4.5. Deleting old stock movements
This item serves to delete all stock movements up to a determined date. This should
only be used, if the entered data are no longer required or if all data (e.g. from the
previous year) are filed using printouts. It is also possible to delete the stock levels of
one individual warehouse or of all warehouses.

4.3.4.6. Definition of work areas
The registration of work areas for dangerous substances and preparations is necessary
for the creation of a Dangerous Substances Register (see page 388).
With this item you can retrieve all dangerous substances and then enter the work
area(s) (up to 3 lines are available). But you can also copy the work areas, which are
created for the Internal Plant Instruction, by means of an overview window.

4.3.5. Print programs for the stock control
This menu item concerns the printing programs that are analogous to the screen
queries. To produce a list of Stock movements for individual substances, a product
account, simply enter the product and the required period. This is the most important
document for official investigations.
It is also possible to print a Sum of stock movements for all products, via the next
menu item. Here, you can determine, whether this list shall consist of only incoming
movements, of only outgoing movements or of both. In addition, you can restrict the
list to certain article groups (via the fields From article group and Till article group).
Furthermore, you can produce a Stock account list according to individual stock for
all products that are created in this program part. You only have to enter the number of
the required warehouse (enter “0” for all warehouses).
You can also print a Stock account list with entire stock accounts sorted according
to article groups, a Stock account list sorted by different classification types (see
below) and an Entire stock list according to article groups with selection ranges
from and to article group. The last two lists are printed without declaration of the
individual warehouses.
After retrieving the item Stock valuation according to article groups, a window
opens in which you can determine, whether the list shall be created only for certain or
for all article groups, as well as the sort order.
Minimum stock level
After selecting the menu item Print list of minimum stock, a window opens where
you can define, if only shortfalls shall be printed or all products that exhibit a
minimum stock level.
The item Print list of hazardous substances allows you to print a Dangerous
Substances Register (see page 388). Find more information below.
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Stock list sorted by different classification types
Via this item, you can print a stock account list sorted according to different types of
classifications. After selecting this item you receive the following window, where you
can determine, whether the list shall be created for raw materials (substances) and/or
preparations, as well as the sort order.

The sorting can be done according to the hazard symbols, the WHC (Water Hazard
Class) or the German VbF-Class. For the second sort order you can select either the
product code or the description (sorted alphabetically).
Furthermore, you can activate the following items Output of the depot, Output of
the shelf number and from-to shelf number, if you require a detailed summary.
The list contains the following fields:
sorting term, substance number, product code, description, depot (if activated), shelf
number (if activated), stock level, unit, hazard symbols, WHC and VbF.
At the end of each group (equal sorting term) a subtotal and at the end of the list a
grand total is stated.

4.3.5.1. Dangerous Substances Register
The program part Stock control can also be used for the creation of a Dangerous
Substances Register, as prescribed by the German GefStoffV (Ordinance On
Hazardous Substances). For this, the amounts of the hazardous substances have to be
recorded in the stock administration using ingoing and outgoing movements, so that
the stock amount in the program corresponds to the current actual stock amount. In
order to facilitate this, the Stock control includes the menu items Definition of work
areas and Print list of hazardous substances.
The item Definition of work areas (see page 387) lets you determine the work areas for
all dangerous substances. You can also copy the work areas, which you have created
for the Internal Plant Instructions, by means of an overview screen.
After retrieving the menu item Print list of hazardous substances, a window opens,
in which you can determine the sorting order. Afterwards you can start printing by
pressing
.
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Restrictions of the dangerous substances register:
It is only possible to copy one work area per substance automatically or to enter a
maximum of 3 work areas (with one line each) manually.
The list of hazardous substances cannot be sorted according to depots (warehouses) or
work areas. Furthermore, it is not possible to print lists for individual depots or work
areas.
After finishing these preparations, you can print the list using the option List of
hazardous substances. The list contains the following fields:
 CAS number (substances) or Preparation number
 Description
 Hazard symbol letter
 Water Hazard Class
 Amount in operation
 Work areas (up to 3 lines)

4.3.6. Reclassification of formulations and Recalculation of the safety
phrases for all formulations
A – Reclassification of formulations

With this option you can perform the final recalculation (with or without protocol) of
all or only certain formulations, as well as a test calculation (with list). For both
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options various selection criteria (for example, preparation numbers, product codes,
article groups, flags, selection based on ingredients, alteration date) are available.
You can start the final recalculation or the test calculation by pressing
Program start.
Further information on selection based on ingredients:
Field Contained substance:
This field lets you select one raw material at a time, from which you know that the
classification has been altered. The program checks all formulations that contain this
raw material (test calculation with list) or permanently alters them. All normal search
options and the overview screen, are available for searching for a substance.
Field File with CAS numbers:
This field lets you select several raw materials in the form of a list (text file) for the
final recalculation or the test calculation of formulations that contain these raw
materials.
Nota Bene:
With each major update, a list with the file-name CAS.TXT, is transferred to your
program directory (CHEM). This list contains the CAS-numbers of all raw materials,
of which the classification has changed due to new legal provisions.
Using the field File with CAS numbers, you can either select the CAS.TXT (see side
bar) or a self-created text file with the same structure as the file CAS.TXT (see below).
Self-created text file:
In order to generate such a file, you have to write a normal text file in a text editor,
which contains a CAS number (of the required substance) with dashes, justified left in
each line. Space characters before the number, as well as any other special characters
or control characters are not permitted.
The list may appear as follows:
123-23-4
4567-12-1
52-01-2
After that, enter the file name including the search path, into the field File with CAS
numbers and start the program via
. If ChemGes finds an error in the file (e.g.
space character before the number), it terminates the program and states the line,
where the error was found.
Field Recalculation of locked H and P phrases:
This option lets you also recalculate locked H- and P- Phrases, as well as additional
phrases.
Field Recalculation of locked preparations:
Via this option you can define whether locked preparations are to be part of the
recalculation.
B - Recalculation of the safety phrases for all formulations
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Similar to the item Reclassification of formulations you can let the classification of
all or certain formulations be recalculated. The field Additional options serves to recalculate only the S-phrases of all preparations. This is useful when there are
alterations of the criteria for the output of S-phrases. To automatically transfer the
altered S-phrases into the existing SDSs, activate the item Classification in the Update
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] (see page 604).

4.3.7. Recalculation of transport classifications of formulations
This item lets you recalculate the transport classification of formulations.
You can let the program recalculate all formulations, or select certain formulations via
the fields Preparation numbers, Product codes, Article groups, Flags and / or
Excluding flags.
Here, you can also perform either a test calculation with a printout of the alterations or
a final recalculation (with or without protocol printout).

4.3.8. Recalculation of the environmental hazard for transport
In this option you can activate the recalculation of the environmental hazard (Marine
Pollutant, or Class 9) according to the four transport regulations and for the
environmentally hazardous substances. It is possible to perform either a test calculation
with a printout of the alterations or a final recalculation (with or without protocol
printout).
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4.3.9. Recalculation of flammability of aerosols
By activating the respective items in this screen you can have the flammable
components, chemical heat of combustion, flammability and/or the classifications of all
aerosols recalculated. Here, you can also perform either a test calculation with a
printout of the alterations or a final recalculation (with or without protocol printout).

4.3.10. Recalculation of all Water Hazard Classes of all formulations
Via this option, you can either perform only a sample calculation with an alteration log
or a final recalculation in the actual files (with or without alteration log). After that all
water hazard classes are re-calculated (according to the German AwSV-regulation).
Note:
This option is inactive, if the option Automatic calculation – Preparations/Raw
materials, is activated, in the screen Calculation of physical values (see page 437)
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments].

4.3.11. Transfer of locked H- and P-phrases
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By means of this program part you can transfer all manually selected H-, P- and EUHphrases from EU 8. ATP to EU 12. ATP.
Note: Already locked phrases in the 12. ATP will not be changed.
In order to start the transfer, press

.

4.3.12. Conversion prices
This program part serves the conversion of prices into another currency. After
selecting this item, a small window will open in which you can enter the conversion
divisor. After starting the program, all existing prices for substances and preparations
are converted into the new currency.
Please note that this conversion divisor is not a factor for multiplying the prices, but a
divisor, by which the existing prices are divided. Therefore, you can enter the official
EURO exchange rates (1 EURO = xxx old currency). This divisor can have 4 digits
before and up to 6 digits after the decimal point.
Nota Bene:
If your prices are not based on single currency units, but on 100 or 1000 currency
units, you should take this into consideration dividing the exchange rate by 100 or
1000, respectively.

4.3.13. Exchange of ingredients of formulations
This item enables the automatic exchange of certain substances with other substances,
in all created formulations. In order to do this, enter the names or numbers of the old
and the new raw materials. You can also decide, whether a protocol shall be printed or
not.

4.3.14. Exchange of phrases in SDSs
With this program part, you can exchange standard phrases within all SDSs. If you
state the same number for the Old phrase and the New phrase, no exchange is
performed, but a list of all substances (and formulations) that contain the selected
phrase, is printed. If you enter the number 0 in the field New phrase, the program
searches for the concerned phrase in all SDSs and deletes it.
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4.3.15. Change of the review date in all Safety Data Sheets

Via this option, you can change the review date for all created SDSs automatically to a
desired date.
After pressing

the following question appears:

Press Yes to change the review date or No to leave the screen.

4.3.16. Deletion of preparations
This item allows you to delete a large number of preparations at once.

For this purpose you may select an article group and/or product code range, as well as
determine, whether preparations, which are components of other preparations, shall be
deleted (AND-linkage).
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Alternatively, you can use the field File with product codes to define product codes
and CAS numbers, internal numbers or preparation numbers that are to be deleted, in a
file:
Note: Using the symbol

you can access additional information regarding this field.

We advise that you handle this menu-item with great care, because you may
irrevocably lose products and their formulations, SDSs and Labels.

4.3.17. File repair programs
Here, you can repair corrupted files and create new index files:
Repair of defective files (I/O error):
If you receive an error message when working with the program, which contains a file
name and the error type: I/O error, this file has an error, which has probably been
caused by a program- or system crash.
 Write down the stated file name.
 If the program can be started without error message, go to the screen Repair
defective files [Administration programs – File repair programs]. A window,
which contains the names of all data files of the program, appears. Select the file,
whsichich was stated in the error message and start the repair program by pressing
. After that the file is newly created. You can see the progress in the counting
of the transferred records. If also defective records are stated, the program could not
save all data, which means that some data are lost. In this case we recommend, if
possible, to restore the file with the same name from the last data backup. In case of
doubt please contact us.
 If the File repair program is performed for all files, via
, the program stops if
the number of calculated and the number of transferred records do not correspond.
 Via
you can check all files, without replacing the existing files. This can be
performed even if other users are in the program.
If the program ChemGes cannot be started, because you immediately receive an error
message, you can start it with the parameter noopen. In this case the files are not
opened and you switch directly to the file repair program. To access the program this
way, right click on the ChemGes icon and enter a space character and then the
parameter NOOPEN, after the CHEMGES.EXE path, or simply enter the parameter
NOOPEN in the Arguments (if available).
New creation of description index:
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If you cannot perform the quick search for descriptions of substances/preparations
(input of a name plus
or of at least two names separated by a space character),
as you only receive an error message, the index file of the desired language is either
missing or defective. In this case go to Creation of description index [Administration
programs – File repair programs]. Select the desired language and press
. After
that the index file is newly created from the description file.

4.3.18. Settings for backups
This item lets you create an immediate backup or lets you change the settings for
automatic backups. It consist of the following options:

Immediate Backup:
By clicking this button, you can perform an immediate backup, which is advisable
before performing an update to ChemGes.
The manually started backup is created in the sub directory Manually Started Backup
in the program directory of ChemGes.
Settings for the automatic backup:
Here you can view/edit the settings for the automatic backup:
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In the field Number of backup generations you can determine the number of
performed backups that shall be stored (archive).
In the fields Days between two backups and Number of monthly backups you can
determine the interval between the individual backups (daily backups) and the number
of backups that shall be performed monthly.
In the field Backup directory you can enter the directory, where your data backups
shall be stored. In the default setting the data directory of ChemGes (usually (CHEM
DATA) is used. Within this backup directory, ChemGes generates several sub
directories, where the backups are stored.
In addition to that, ChemGes creates text files in this directory. These files are empty,
but the file names indicate, on which day a backup was performed.
Below please find a sample of a backup directory:

The sub directory backup-1 contains the data backup of the day 11.04.2014. This is
indicated by the text file „1 – 11.04.2014“.
The sub directory backup-2 contains the data backup of the day 15.04.2014. This is
indicated by the text file „2 – 15.04.2014“.
The sub directory backup-M-1 contains the data backup no. 1 of the month April. This
is indicated by the text file „M-1 – 15.04.2014 (IV)“.
Independent of these settings, an automatic backup is created in the sub directory PreUpdate-Backup in the program directory of ChemGes, during a program and data
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update from the internet (see Updates and Upgrades, see page 398 – item Program
and data update from the Internet).
Backup for the transfer to DR-Software:
Here you can also start a manual backup similar to item A – Immediate Backup.
However, in contrast to the backup via A – Immediate Backup, this backup contains all
data files from the data directory for further analysis of, for example, differing versions
of data files. In contrast, the backup via item A – Immediate Backup only contains the
versions of the data files that ChemGes currently uses.
This backup is also created in the sub directory Manually Started Backup in the
program directory of ChemGes. Please note that no automatic upload of the backup
will be performed. If an upload of the backup is required, this has to be arranged with
the DR Software hotline.

4.3.19. Updates and Upgrades
This menu item provides the following options:
Program and data update from a memory stick
Program and data update from the Internet
GHS and EU guidelines
Installation of languages or the Label program
If you select item Program and data update from a memory stick, the program
searches for the memory stick, which contains the update of ChemGes, and then starts
the update automatically. After finishing the update the program automatically starts in
the new version.
If you select item Program and data update from the Internet the program
downloads the update to the current version from the homepage www.dr-software.com
and starts the update automatically. After finishing the update the program
automatically starts in the new version.
After selecting the menu item GHS and EU guidelines, you will receive an overview
of the activation and transfer options for GHS and EU guidelines.
The menu item Installation of languages or the label program lets you extend the
program with new language modules for the SDS, the Internal Plant Instructions
module or with the Label module. After selecting this item you will be asked to insert
the CD-ROM with the language files or to plug the USB stick with the languages files
into the USB port. Everything else is performed automatically.
If you receive a language module or the label program by email, copy the received
ZIP-file without unzipping, into the program directory (usually CHEM) and start the
program ChemGes. The upgrade is done automatically.
As always, you must be certain that no one is in ChemGes when doing an update or an
upgrade of the software.
Nota Bene:
When installing a new module, be aware that the module was generated based on a
specific version of ChemGes. Please ensure that ChemGes is at that version before
installing the module. This information will be provided to you when you receive the
module.
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4.3.20. Maintenance mode
Via this menu option, you can close all active ChemGes sessions, to, for example, run
a backup or an update.
In order to enter maintenance mode, click on the menu option and answer the below
depicted question with “Yes”.

No new ChemGes sessions can be opened, while the maintenance mode is active.
The maintenance mode can be ended by either again choosing the menu option or by
closing ChemGes.

4.3.21. Adoption of IFRA/IOFI Labeling manual
Via this option, you can import the original IFRA file, into ChemGes, yourself.
In order to import it, safe the file in the file folder of ChemGes (usually /gefdat). After
selecting the file, you will receive the following screen, in which you can define the
desired options for the transfer:

Please note the following:
Before the transfer, it is vital that a backup is performed. Without a backup, a transfer
is not reversible.
The current version works only for the Labeling Manual 2019. As soon as new
Labeling Manuals are available, we will adjust the program.
If an attempt is made to import an older version, the software will not be able to
identify it, which is guaranteed to lead to incorrect entries that are not reversible.
If manual changes are made in the file that is to be imported, it can lead to serious
mistakes.
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Lines with data that are not clearly identifiable, such as double CAS numbers, will be
ignored.
Adaptations to individual customer wishes, are not intended, and if they are feasible
will incur a charge.
After pressing
Programm start ChemGes will transfer the chosen file – the
number of read and transferred substances is shown int the bottom left corner of the
screen:

The transfer could take some time.
After finishing the transfer, you will receive the following screen, in which you can
open a protocol of not transferred substances and the reason for the program’s inability
to transfer them:

4.3.22. Create data for MSDS+
Here you can find the following sections:
General information on MSDS+ (see page 401)
Creating Safety Data Sheet (SDS) files (see page 401)
Information regarding installation of MSDS+| (see page 403)
Passing over to customers or other company sites (see page 404)
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4.3.22.1. General information on MSDS+
Program for the printout and administration of Safety Data Sheets
This program consists of two parts:
Part 1 (Creation of data for MSDS+) is integrated into the program ChemGes and
enables the user to select SDSs, which are then stored on CD ROM/USB stick in
compressed form.
Part 2 is an independent program, which is operational on any number of computers
(with a Windows Operating System), but which requires data from part 1. This part
can be passed on to any number of customers or subsidiaries.
General Instructions
1. Select SDSs and transfer them onto CD ROM/USB stick in compressed form via
the program item Create data for MSDS+.
2. Install the program MSDS+ using the CD ROM/USB stick, via MSDSINST.EXE.
3. Install data from the program MSDS+, from the CD ROM/USB stick.
We strongly recommend that you install the entire program including the data on your
own PC first, before passing on the CD ROM/USB stick to others.
Step 1 is described below. Details to the installation of MSDS+ can be found further
down.

4.3.22.2. Creating Safety Data Sheet (SDS) files

Note:
We would like to draw your attention to the fact that when outputting SDSs for
variants via MSDS+, the following must be taken into consideration:
Article numbers and descriptions are automatically exchanged in each variant upon
output, for the specific variant.
Additional deviations as, for example, variant-specific manufacturer addresses and
UFI-Codes, are not taken into consideration. Here, only the texts entered for the
substance or preparation, are output.
A variant-specific output of these deviations is generally not possible, as it would
greatly increase the storage space requirements. In addition, the time necessary for
generating the database for MSDS+, would also drastically increase, as various variant
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SDSs would have to be additionally saved. This would not be acceptable for the
regular work-flow.
To create files, select the menu item Create data for MSDS+. After that, a window
will open in which you can determine various selection criteria. If you have already
started the program previously, the entries you made last time are displayed as default.
You can select up to 30 different countries, where the usual overview screen of the
permitted countries is at your disposal. The selection can be restricted via Preparation
numbers, Product codes, Article groups and/or Flags.
If you perform entries in the fields for the Preparation number and the Product
code, only those SDSs are selected, for which both criteria apply.
The item All SDSs of customer enables you to select all SDSs that are stored for a
certain customer (that were already printed with allocation to this customer).
By activating the item All raw materials (also without product code), you can select
all created SDSs of raw materials, even if they do not have entries for the product
code.
To transfer also SDSs of substances without hazard characteristics, activate the item
Also non-hazardous substances.
If you want to permit the recipient of your data to alter the company name (sections 1
and 16) or the substance description, activate the corresponding options in this
screen.
By activating the item Automatic creation of non-existing country versions you can
let the program automatically generate missing country versions of created SDSs,
which you have defined in the field Countries. Please note that these SDSs are not
checked!
Via the item Copying of the created file onto the MSDS+ on this computer you can
automatically transfer the data into MSDS+ on your computer (into the directory
MSDS\MSDS.DAT). Please note that the program MSDS+ has to be already installed.
If several versions of MSDS+ are installed on the PC, the data is copied to the first
subdirectory MSDS.DAT that can be found.
Start the file creation by pressing
. After that, a window will open, which
displays the number of transferred SDSs, substance descriptions and phrases. Furthermore, it contains the total amount of all copied data records, as well as the time spent.
It is difficult to estimate transfer times, but on a fast computer the transfer usually
takes one to two seconds per SDS. After the SDSs have been transferred, the program
creates the files with the substance descriptions and standard phrases, which are
required for the printout of SDSs. This procedure takes a few minutes.
After completion, if an error log has been generated, a corresponding message is
displayed on screen. The error log is named error.txt. This error log indicates
incomplete SDSs and informs you, if an SDSs is available, but not in the selected
country version. This may be intended so, but the information is still displayed. The
error logs are stored in the directory \chem\msds.dat, where \chem represents the
directory, which contains the program files of the program ChemGes. This directory
might have a different name in your case.
Finally, you have to insert a CD-ROM/plug a USB stick into the USB port and to start
the copying procedure either by clicking on the
button or by pressing
. The
program compresses the created data and copies them to the CD-ROM /USB stick.
This CD-ROM/USB stick has to be passed on to the customers. If you want to
distribute the same data to several customers, you have to copy the original CDROM/USB stick as often as required. It is also possible to copy the file DATEN.ZIP
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from the directory CHEM\MSDS.DAT instead. This file contains all files in noncompressed form.
Nota Bene:
In the screen Maintenance of countries you can define - among other things - that the
RTECS number shall be printed in section 3 of SDSs for raw materials. Please note
that this number is not transferred into MSDS+ data sheets.
If the SDSs contain company logo(s), which you also want to transfer, please copy the
respective graphic files manually from the directory Symbols to the data medium or to
the MSDS+ program directory.

4.3.22.3. Information regarding installation of MSDS+
Program installation
Insert the CD ROM or plug the USB stick into the USB port and start the file
msdsinst.exe directly from your CD ROM/USB drive.
After that, a window will open, where you can determine the drive and directory, as
well as the name for the icon, which shall be used by MSDS+. Here you can also set
one of the 4 possible screen languages (English, German, French, Italian); after the
language selection the screen immediately changes to the chosen language.

After completing the installation, you can start the program either by clicking the
MSDS+ Icon on the Windows desktop or by opening the file MSDSPLUS.EXE, which
can be found in the directory you have stated during the installation (usually MSDS).
Attention: Please note that for network operation each user must have all rights in the
MSDS+ directory, except for supervisor rights.
If you want to change directories later on, you have to install the program once more
via MSDS inst.exe. After that, alter the settings in the displayed window (see picture
above). If you only want to perform a program update without altering the directories,
you can do this by pressing
for Updating the program (see below).
Further information concerning MSDS+ can be accessed in the Online help.
Installation of data files
After this part of the installation you only have the program files, but not the data files
in your computer. The data is located on the CD ROM/USB stick. Insert the CD ROM
or plug the USB stick into the respective drive of your computer and start
MSDSPLUS.EXE. Then click on the button
Update data or press
. After that the actual SDS-files are copied to your computer.
Whenever you receive new data on a CD ROM/USB stick, you have to transfer this
data to your computer by pressing
. If you receive a new program version
of MSDS+ at the same time, you have to update the program by pressing
Update program version, first. Details can be found in the online-help to MSDS+.
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4.3.22.4. Passing over to customers or other company sites
In order to pass the program MSDS+ on to your customers, your subsidiaries or
representatives you have to copy and send the CD ROM/USB stick that we have sent
you, containing the program files of MSDS+, together with the CD ROM/USB stick
created as mentioned above. After each program update you have to transfer the new
data and the new MSDS+ program version (on CD ROM/USB stick) to all customers,
who have already received the Windows-version of the program MSDS+ in the past. It
is, of course, also possible to send the contents of the CD ROM/USB stick,
electronically (via Internet or Intranet).
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5. Maintenance programs
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5.1. Maintenance programs - overview
The menu Maintenance programs can be accessed by via
Maintenance
programs in the basic screen. It contains contains all program parts that can be
maintained by the user, as well as specific settings of the program. After selecting this
menu item the following sub-menu appears:
Program adjustments (see page 406)
Various tables (countries, languages, etc., see page 458)
Phrases (R- and S-phrases, texts to formulations etc., see page 488)
Transport (adjustments and maintenance, see page 497)
Access rights (administration of passwords, see page 509)
Printers (settings) and file names (see page 514)
Safety Data Sheets (standard phrases and adjustments, see page 520)
Internal Plant Instructions (standard phrases and adjustments, see page 629)
Labels (Label templates and general adjustments, see page 639)

5.2. Program adjustments
The menu Program adjustments [Maintenance programs] contains a sub-menu
consisting of options regarding calculations, classifications, and general program
settings:
General adjustments (see page 407)
Settings for the output on the screen
Overview screens (see page 409)
Settings for formatting (see page 452)
Settings for the output (see page 412)
GHS settings for the screen (see page 424)
Calculation of classifications
Classification options (see page 416)
Limits for the transfer of EUH phrases (see page 423)
Priorities for adoption of official GHS ratings (see page 424)
Toxicity
Toxicity (see page 424)
Calculations and limits (see page 425)
Test types (see page 427)
Table allocations for the Safety Data Sheet (see page 429)
Types of species (see page 430)
Translation of test methods (see page 432)
Translation of text components (see page 432)
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pH-value limits (see page 433)
Safety instructions
Sub numbers of P-phrases (see page 434)
P-phrase duplicates (see page 434)
Unused P-phrases (see page 435)
Priority of P-phrases (see page 436)
Settings for other calculations
Calculation of physical values (see page 437)
Settings for the calculation of country specific values (see page 439)
Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification (see page 440)
Defaults
Formulations
Settings for the maintenance of formulations (see page 452)
Default values (see page 453)
Allocation of waste codes (see page 454)
DSD and DPD
Settings or the DPD classification (see page 455)
Limits for the classification of risk and safety phrases (see page 456)

5.2.1. General adjustments
Please note that the menu item General settings can only be accessed, if only one user
has opened ChemGes. If another user is simultaneously working with ChemGes, the
program will automatically display a corresponding message. In addition to that,
ChemGes cannot be opened by other users, if a user is accessing the screen General
settings.
Here you can find the following settings (see picture below):
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Digits are part of the search key in the name of formulations:
This option lets you activate that digits are also considered for the search for
preparations via their descriptions or their initial letters. If this item is deactivated, the
search procedure is the same as for substances. However, please note that, if this item
is activated, alphanumerical substance descriptions can only be found using character
strings (partial string search) for the search.
Output of own product codes instead of CAS numbers or preparation numbers:
Here, you can set whether your own product codes or the CAS numbers of the raw
materials shall be displayed on screen whenever a substance is listed. (This does not
affect the output of the CAS numbers of your substances on SDSs or labels). If you
activate this option, the output takes some more time, as the product codes have to be
read from the hard drive first.
Type of product code:
This setting lets you determine options for the search for product codes. The following
selection criteria are available:
 Deletion of special characters - any special characters included in a product code
(not letters or digits) are ignored during the search. For example: if you have
allocated the product code A.1/2, you can only search for this number by entering
A12. If this item is deactivated, you can retrieve the product only by entering A.1/2.
 Deletion of leading zeros - zeros at the beginning of a number are ignored. For
example, you can only search for the number 00100 by entering 100. However, if
you deactivate this item, you must enter the complete number 00100.
 Deletion of leading zeros after letters - zeros that follow a letter, are ignored. For
example, B001 can only be retrieved by entering B1. However, if this item is
deactivated, you have to enter the complete number B001. If the item Deletion of
special characters is deactivated as well, zeros after special characters are also
ignored. Then the number B/001 can be retrieved by entering B/1.
 Overview screen if the number is not unambiguous - you can enter the first
characters of a product code; after that an overview window will open, if the
entered characters apply to at least two products. With this you can comfortably
search for the required product code.
Number of product codes per substance:
This options lets you enter several product codes for each substance and each
preparation (a maximum of 68). After clicking on the field Product code in the
Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of preparations, a window will open,
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where you can enter multiple product codes. After leaving this field, only the first
number, supplemented by a “+”, is visible on screen.
In the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] you can
activate whether the additional product codes are to be output on the SDS and how
they are to be sorted.
Nota Bene:
It is also possible to create several product codes for one product, using variants, but
the method described here has the advantage that all product codes can be
automatically transferred to the Safety Data Sheet.
Show additional product codes in description fields (if possible):
This settings outputs the additional product codes as green text in the field for the
synonym/description in the Maintenance of preparations/Maintenance of raw
materials. This only applies, if the field for the synonym does not already contain an
entry, or, respectively, for substances, if less than 5 substance descriptions are
available.
Alphanumerical characters in customer numbers:
This setting enables you to create or transfer customer files for SDSs, that have a main
key that consists of a letter sequence instead of a number. This item can only be
activated/ deactivated as long as the customer file is empty.
Use multilingual preparation descriptions:
This option lets you enter descriptions for preparations, in foreign languages, just as
for substances. These descriptions are then automatically copied into the respective
country versions of the SDS. Find further information in Multilingual description for
preparations (see page 214).
Allow internet access:
This settings lets you define whether ChemGes can search automatically for updates,
online. If this item is activated, ChemGes indicates the latest available version by
showing the new version number in brackets (next to the currently used version
number) in the basic screen.

Use of an internal Cache (File access accelerator):
If the performance of ChemGes, installed in a network environment with simultaneous
access by several users, is too slow, you can activate this item, which optimizes file
access times and thus improves the overall performance.

5.2.2. Overview screens
Via this menu item you can perform settings for the search and overview screens.
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In the upper part of the screen you can define a second language for the search for
descriptions (substance overview):
Here you can select a second language and determine, if this language shall be used for
raw materials and/or preparations, as well as for the usual overview and/or the search
for texts parts. For this you only have to activate the respective fields.
The lower part of the screen lets you define the display options for the general
overview screens:
Example:
Option Selection: Characters without

; Search

+ characters:

Example
Option Selection:

+character; Search: characters without

:

Via the option Fields must be consecutive, you can define whether fields between
entered text (symbols), are to be taken into consideration.
Via the remaining options you can restrict the number of entries in the overview to
36 lines (for the selection with the keyboard) and define the sort order for the
selection.
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To enter the additional language, click the field Additional language (or select it by
pressing on the number 01 and pressing
). After that, press
to select the
required language from the displayed overview screen.

5.2.3. Settings for formatting
In this screen you can define the formatting of values, in order to achieve a better
readability of the information:
ChemGes automatically displays an example for each field, based on the current
settings.

The item Output a blank before and after special characters enables a clearer
display of the values (for example for value ranges with a „-“ (minus): „-12 – -20“).
By means of the item Blank in front of degree values you can output a blank between
the value and the unit (e.g.: 20 °C).
By means of the item Output of digit group separators for numbers ≥ 1000 you can
define, whether numbers in general and/ or preparation numbers (item Preparation
numbers always output with digit group separators – selectable if the item 03 is
deactivated) shall be output with or without decimal separators.
The item Use n-dash (long hyphen) for the separation of from-till-values enables
you to output a long hyphen („–“) for value ranges.
By means of the item Number of significant digits (this leads to a variable amount
of decimal numbers) you can define the number of digits (1-6) that shall be output.
Please note that „0“ (zero) is not considered as a significant digit.
Examples based on the standard setting „3 significant digits“:
Original value: 0,00012345  Output: 0,000123
Original value: 1,23456  Output: 1,23
Original value: 1.000,1234  Output: 1.000
Note: The number of significant digits for the exact output of percentages can be
defined in the item Significant digits for ranges of the screen Standard settings for
the output of percentages (see Settings for ranges (from-till-values, see page 608).
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5.2.4. Settings for the output

Measurement units:
Here, you can define the unit of measurement for positions in the printing programs
(Labels and company logos). You can select either cm (centimeters) or inches.
White background for SDSs, TremCards,…:
This option changes the screens for editing Safety Data Sheets, Internal Plant
Instructions and Labels, from a a grey background (default setting) to a white
background.
ISO country and language codes on print-outs (e.g. SDSs):
With this option, you can define, whether the ISO codes or the ChemGes codes for the
countries (see Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables] (see
page 459) and languages (see Maintenance of languages [Maintenance programs –
Various tables] (see page 458) shall be used for print-outs and file names of PDFs (see
Printers and file names, page 514).
If the option Show language codes in maintenance of variants (takes a little bit
longer) is activated, then in the Administration of variants (see page 247) will be
additionally displayed in which languages a description is available.

Order of the overview of flags and Order of the overview of article groups:
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Here you can decide whether the sort order of Flags [Maintenance programs – Various
tables] (see page 480) or Article groups [Maintenance programs – Various tables] (see
page 472) is to be Alphabetical or according to Abbreviations.
Variations of raw materials (/2, /3, ...):
If you have created variations of a CAS number (e.g. 50-00-0/2, see Copying of
substances and preparations, page 236), you can use the following settings to refine
your data:
In case of missing translations, use the name of the main raw materials:
Using this option, you can automatically adopt the name of the main substance for the
CAS variations with missing descriptions.
If you have variations of a raw material, with identical classifications, you can use the
option Variations are ignored and instead always the main raw material will be
used so that in Section 3 of the SDS, the substance is only output once.
Note: If there are a number of variations of the same substance, with differing
classifications, then these are added together.
Takeover from main raw material:
Here you can activate the adoption of all OELVs, Substance listings and/or
Toxicological values, of the main raw materials for the variations. If the items are
deactivated, only the values entered for the variations are used for the variations.
For OELVs you can also define this setting separately for each main raw material
(Maintenance of raw materials) in the screen OELVs (see page 74). For substance
listings you can define the transfer for individual substances in the screen Substance
listings (see page 84), for toxicological values this is possible in the screen
Toxicological values (see page 78).

5.2.5. GHS settings for the screen
In this screen you can define various settings for the display of GHS information on
the screen.

By activating the item Output of the category codes for the GHS hazards you can
display the "EU abbreviations" (see next picture) in the screens Maintenance of raw
materials and Maintenance of preparations. This setting is activated by default for
EU countries.
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The item Output of the hazard statement codes lets you display the numbers of the
hazard statements (see next picture) in the screens Maintenance of raw materials and
Maintenance of preparations.

The item Output of GHS references activates the display of the specific references,
providing additional information to the classifications, according to the EU Regulation.
The options here are:
*

Minimum classification

**

Route of exposure cannot be excluded

*** Hazard statements for reproductive toxicity
**** Correct classification for physical hazards could not be established
(*) Specific concentration limits
If you wish to display the "P" (Precautionary statements) in front of the numbers on
screen, please activate the item Output of "P" at the Precautionary statements.
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By activating the item Output of the category codes for the GHS hazards in
English you can output the hazard codes in the screen Maintenance of raw
materials/Maintenance of preparation in English, even if you are using a different
screen language (for example German, see next picture).

With this option, the output on screen is adjusted to the usual output of the information
in Sections 2 and 3 of the CLP SDS.
Background information: The abbreviations of the GHS hazards are stated in English
in all official publications of the CLP Regulation.
Via the field GHS areas to show, you can set, which GHS systems are displayed in
the screens Maintenance of raw materials/preparations. After clicking into the field,
an overview opens, where you can activate (yellow marking) and deactivate the
display of the individual GHS system. By default, the display of UN GHS (Revision
4), CLP, OSHA and HPR is activated.
If you select the display of other GHS systems here, the selected information (together
with the GHS system defined for the basic country) is displayed in the screens
Maintenance of raw materials and Maintenance of preparations.

Example – Display in the screens Maintenance of raw materials / preparations:
Activation UN GHS, CLP, OSHA HCS and HPR:
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Activation Korea and China (+display of basic country with CLP):

5.2.6. Classification options
In this screen you can set various criteria concerning the classification and labeling.

Limits for data transfer without calculation:
Here, you can define a limit, from which percent occurrence of a raw material onwards
the Hazard statements and/or Precautionary statements shall be adopted without any
further calculation. This is useful, if one substance is the predominant main component
of a preparation. If you principally want each preparation to be calculated, you have to
enter 0% in each of these fields. However, we recommend that you enter 100% for
Hazard statements. This means, that for preparations, which consist of 100% of one
substance, only the Precautionary statements are calculated, while the Hazard
statements are adopted from the substance.
Section Classification:
Automatic classification:
This item serves to automate the classification of preparations, so that you do not have
to update manually, via
. Here you can define separately for the hazard
classification and the transport classification, whether the automatic classification shall
be performed
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 each time the preparation is retrieved
 after a new creation
 after alterations in the ingredients list
The automatic classification can be performed each time you call up the formulation,
either by retrieving the basic screen of a preparation (screen 1) or by selecting one of
the screens 2 to 7 and switching back to the basic screen by pressing
. The reclassification for formulation alterations is performed after each alteration in the
formulation screen (screen 2). Alterations in the Administration programs are not
taken into consideration here.
Consider limits for each hazard separately:
This setting influences the calculation of the labeling of preparations. Substances,
which are below the consideration limit, are ignored for this calculation. As different
interpretations regarding the consideration limit exist, the user may adjust here whether
the lowest consideration limit of a substance is to be used for the calculation of all
hazards, or if the different limits shall be used separately for the calculation of the
individual hazards.
Note:
The rules define for each hazard what percentage of the occurrence of a raw material
should be considered, but it is not defined how a raw material should be considered if
it has multiple hazards at the same time, ie if the lowest percentage for all dangers
should be considered or all the different percentages independent for each hazard.
Special limits: Consideration only for CLP classification:
This item lets you set that the EU-specific consideration limits for raw materials shall
only be considered for the CLP classification and shall not be used for UN and OSHA
HCS.
Consideration limit if the special limit is below the standard consideration limit:
Here you can choose between two options for the consideration of special limits:
New limit=special limit: Here you can, as stated in the CLP Regulation, define that
raw materials with special limits are considered for the calculation, starting from a
concentration in the mixture that corresponds to the respective special limit.
Limit=special limit 2/standard limit: Here you can set that a raw material that has a
special limit and is contained in the mixture below the legally defined special limit, is
considered for the calculation according to the evaluation of its hazardousness (ratio of
special limit to standard limit).
Via the buttons Classification settings for toxicology and Classification settings for
corrosive and irritant effect, you can switch into the screen with the corresponding
settings:
Classification settings for toxicology (Maintenance programs – Program adjustments
– Toxicity – Calculation and limits, see page 425):
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Classification settings for corrosive and irritant effect (Maintenance programs –
Program adjustments – pH-value-limits (see page 433):

In the case of non-liquid raw materials in liquid preparations, suppress hazards
that exist only with inhalation:
In cases where the hazard is for a raw material that is not liquid by itself but is used in
a preparation that is liquid, this setting can be used to define that certain hazards
arising from inhalation are not calculated.
These are:
Class 3.1 Inhalation toxicity (H330-H333)
For the following hazards, the route of inhalation must be defined and no other route
must be defined:
Class 3.6 Carcinogenicity (H350, H351) - (Since in the EU the H351i 'May cause
cancer during inhalation' implies inhalation, inhalation is assumed for all other GHS
areas, if this phrase is chosen for EU.)
Class 3.7 Reproductive toxicity
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Class 3.8 Specific target organ toxicity – single exposure (H370, H371)
Class 3.9 Specific target organ toxicity – repeated exposure (H372, H373)
Products are made with a viscosity: <20,5mm²/s at 40°C or < 7mm²/s at 40°C:
Using these settings, you can avoid, that for preparations containing substances
classified in Class 3.10, category 1 according to CLP (H304) or containing substances
with R 65 and Note 4, the query concerning the viscosity at 40°C is displayed at each
classification. If you do not have any preparations with a viscosity < 7mm²/s (R 65 and
Note 4) or <20,5 mm2/s (H304), you can deactivate this item. If it is activated, the
query on the viscosity is displayed at each classification of preparations, which contain
substances with R 65 resp. H304.
Only consider the metal content of the raw material:
If this item is activated, the percentage entered in the field Content of metal (for
classification) (see screen Physical data on page 68) is considered for the
classification.
Classification of health hazards for aerosols:
According to the CLP [1272/2008/EU] section 1.1.3.7 (“Aerosols”), in the case of
mixtures of Classes
3.1 (Acute toxicity)
3.2 (Skin corrosion/irritation)
3.3 (Serious eye damage/eye irritation)
3.4 (Respiratory or skin sensitisation)
3.8 (Specific target organ toxicity — single exposure)
3.9 (Specific target organ toxicity — repeated exposure),
an aerosol form of a mixture shall be classified in the same hazard category as the nonaerosolised form of the mixture, provided that the added propellant does not affect the
hazardous properties of the mixture upon spraying, and scientific evidence is available
demonstrating that the aerosolised form is not more hazardous than the nonaerosolised form.
By activating the item Do not consider propellant gases (CLP; automatically for
US/CA-GHS), you can, in accordance with the above stated conditions, let your
aerosols be classified without consideration of the propellants. As we take the view that
this procedure is not in compliance with the legal requirements, particularly
concerning the cut-off values for health and environmental hazards (see CLP
Regulation 1272/2008/EC, section 1.1.2.2.2 and following sections), this item is not
activated as a standard setting.
According to the CLP section 1.3.3 [“Aerosols and containers fitted with a sealed
spray attachment and containing substances or mixtures classified as presenting an
aspiration hazard”], the corresponding labelling information (Table 3.10.2) for
aerosols, that are classified in Class 3.10 (Aspiration hazard, GHS08 and H304)
according to the criteria defined in sections 3.10.2 and 3.10.3, may be omitted.
However, according to section 3.10.1.6.3 [“Classification of aerosol/mist products”]
the classification of an aerosol in Class 3.10 also depends on the size of the aspirable
particles.
By means of the item Particles aspirable (for H304) you can influence the output of
the classification and labelling information for your aerosols with regard to Class 3.10
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in the SDS. If the item is deactivated, it affects the output of H304 (without symbol)
for the classification and no output for the labelling in the SDS. If this item is activated
(default setting), the SDS will contain H304 and GHS08 as classification information
and GHS08 as labelling information.
In the field Consideration limit for H304 (excluding special limits) you can enter a
consideration limit for the output of the classification and labelling information for
your aerosols. Please note that if a special limits is assigned to a substance, the here
entered limit is ignored.
Additional Classification / Labeling into Class 2.5 Gases under Pressure:
The following applies according to the OSHA HCS and the HPR, as well as the UN
GHS up to and including Rev.03:
Aerosols (Class 2.3) are to be additionally classified and labeled as Gases under
Pressure (Class 2.5) when the gas has a pressure of > 29 psig. Unfortunately, there is
some uncertainty regarding the labeling information in Canada. The classification as
Aerosol Cat. 1 and 2 leads to the output of the H229 Pressurized container: May burst
if heated. The wording of the H280, that is output for the classification in class 2.5
Gases under pressure, is Contains gas under pressure; may explode if heated. The
problem then is, that in the Canadian HPR it clearly states that for the labeling the
H229 does not need to be output, but this is not stated for the H280. It looks as though
there is a mistake in the legislative text, since these two phrases essentially say the
same thing. It is not logical to leave out the one phrase and output the other.
In order to take this exception regarding the labeling according to the HPR (Canada)
for class 2.3 into consideration, you can activate or deactivate the output of the H280
for labeling for Canada, via the option CA: Do not show H280 for labeling,
according to however you interpret the situation.
The option US/CA/UN rev. 3 lets you additionally activate whether for these
regulations Aerosols should also be classified as gases (Class 2.5) at pressures below
29 psig. The next option Default category when classified as gas under pressure, lets
you define whether the classification for OSHA HCS, HPR and UN GHS rev. 3 should
be into Categorie 2.5/C (Compressed gas) or 2.5/L (Liquified gas).
According to the CLP and starting with GHS Rev. 04:
Aerosols (Class 2.3) are not to be classified as Gases under Pressure (Class 2.5), no
matter the pressure. This means no additional classification and labeling according to
Class 2.5, is permitted. Instead of H280 and GHS04, only the H229 + GHS02 (for Cat.
1 and Cat. 2) or H229 (for Cat. 3) is to be used.
Via the option Suppress GHS04, when symbol GHS02 or GHS06 are present, you
can decide separately for the EU, US/CA and the Rest of the world, whether the
output of the symbol “Gas cylinder“ is to occur. Therefore, this option is activated by
default for the EU – for the US/CA and the Rest of the world the symbol “Gas
cylinder” is output automatically (option deactivated by default) for the labeling.
Section Labeling:
Maximum number of hazard triggers:
This item lets you define the maximum number of hazard triggers to be output,
separately for UN GHS, CLP and US/CA GHS. The default setting is "4" and the
maximum number is "10".
However, as the requirements on the output of hazard triggers on the label („Product
contains:“) are not clearly defined in the OSHA HCS [Appendix C, section C.1 „The
label for each hazardous chemical shall include the product identifier used on the
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safety data sheet.“] and in the Canadian HPR [4.2 „The product identifier and the
initial supplier identifier that are provided on the safety data sheet of a hazardous
product must be identical to those provided on the label.“], it is also possible to enter
“0” for US GHS and HPR.
By means of the item Sensitizing substances you can enter the maximum number of
sensitizing substances to be output. The default setting is "20" and the maximum
number is "44".
CLP: Labeling with H410 for H400+H411, H400+H412 and H400+H413:
This setting lets you activate the additional output of H410 for the labelling, if the
stated H phrase combinations are present.
Section EUH phrases:
Show “Only for commercial users” phrase for:
Here, you can activate the Special product phrase A26 “Restricted to professional
users.“ according to Directive 76/769/EEC (relating to restrictions on the marketing
and use of certain dangerous substances and preparations), resp. TRGS 200, for SDSs
for Germany / for the EU / for all country versions (Everywhere) or for no country
version (Nowhere).
With the option Only output EUH211 if spraying/splattering has also been
selected, you can, if needed, limit the output of the EUH211 for liquid products, even
further: If this option is activated, ChemGes checks, in addition to the normal output
options (state of aggregation liquid, product contains at least 1% Titanium Dioxide
with particle size ≤ 10µm) additionally, whether the product is applied by spraying or
splattering.
Note: This option is deactivated by default, as this approach, in our opinion, does not
comply with the legislative requirements.
Consideration of the OELVs for ‘SDS available’-phrase:
This setting is related to the requirement to provide SDSs for non-hazardous
preparations that contain substances with OELVs, according to the CLP
[1272/2008/EU]. According to the CLP, only those substances with OELVs that are
Community workplace limit values, have to be considered. What this means, is not
really clear and is interpreted in different ways. It might concern only those few
substances, which already have an EU-limit value or all substances, which have a limit
value in the respective EU-country, for which the SDS is created. But it may also mean
those substances, which have limit values in at least one EU country. Therefore, the
program includes an option, which enables the user to select this definition. We
recommend the default setting (OELVs from EU-countries), but every user may
activate the setting according to his or her understanding of this regulation.
Section Safety instructions:
Maximum:
This item lets you define the maximum number of precautionary statements to be
output, separately for UN GHS, CLP and US/CA GHS. For the UN and the CLP GHS,
the default setting is "6", in accordance with the CLP requirements. As no definite
limitation on the number of precautionary statements to be output, exists according to
the OHSA HCS, the default is set at 99. You can change the number of the phrases for
US GHS (OSHA HCS) and the CA GHS (HPR) as needed.
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At least one phrase per group (Always activated for Korea):
By activating this item you can ensure that, if available, at least one phrase per group is
output. The selection of the phrase depends on the priorities that have been set. This
means that the first available phrase with the lowest priority level is stated (see
Maintenance for the Priority of Precautionary statements [Maintenance programs –
Program adjustments], see page 436).
Defaults:
Here you can generally define, whether the output of the Precautionary statements
shall be done for the public (leads to output of P101-P103), or for industry and
commerce.
Remove duplicates:
With this item you can activate, that P phrases with similar information are not output
in duplicate.
Sort order:
Using this option, you can determine whether the P-Phrases are sorted Automatically,
by number or by priority.
After modified classification message when going into SDS or label:
Herewith, you can activate the output of the message Classification has changed since
last retrieval upon calling up an already created SDS or Label, if the classification has
changed. This message reappears at each retrieval until you confirm it by pressing
. This serves to make you aware of alterations, which usually require the update
of the SDS and/or the Label.
GHS classification only after recalculation or other changes (in case of
performance problems):
Activating this setting lets you switch off the automatic GHS classification. If this item
is activated, the GHS classification is only recalculated, if you alter or let the program
recalculate the R phrases of a substance/preparation. However, please note, that in this
case (activated setting) alterations made for a substance (for example: alteration of a
toxicological value) are not adopted for the preparations that contain this substance –
this means, that these preparations are not reclassified automatically.
Note:
Normally, this option should only be enabled when working on a very slow computer.
The advantage of the immediate recalculation is that every little change has an
immediate effect on other places, otherwise it can happen that settings or ingredients
are changed, but the changed conditions only have an effect after a conscious
reclassification of a raw material.
By means of the item Overwrite locked classifications when adopting official CLP
classifications you can determine that locked classifications shall be replaced with
official classification data when transferring ATP data. Via the next item you can
additionally set that this shall be done also for non-EU countries.
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5.2.7. Limits for the transfer of EUH phrases
Here you can define limits for the EUH phrases, from which they are to be adopted
from the raw materials, for the preparation.
Additional information regarding the use of the limits, can be found in the lower part
of the screen:

In order to change a limit value, click into the corresponding line. If an EUH phrase is
not to be taken into consideration, enter the value “0“.

ChemGes will also show you if there is a legal limit according to the CLP:

Note to EUH204, EUH205 and EUH207:
In the screen Physical data (see page 68) the following fields must be activated
additionally:
- for EUH204 the field Isocyanate
- for EUH205 the field Epoxy resin (mol<=700) and
- for EUH207 the field Contains Cadmium.
In order to activate EUH211 and EUH212 (titanium dioxide, as of 14. ATP
(2020/217/EU)) please enter the value “1%” for both phrases.
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5.2.8. Priorities for adoption of official GHS ratings
Here you can define the priorities of the national GHS classifications for raw materials.
The picture below shows the default settings. If desired, you can change these.

The following applies for the adoption:
 Official classifications are adopted for all substances that do not have an official
classification.
 If more than one official classification is available, the priorities are applied,
starting at 1 (highest) to 8 (lowest). For example, if a substance has an official
classification according to the CLP (priority 1) and the Chinese GHS legislation
(priority 2), the CLP classification is applied.
 If there are any manual locks in the classification, there is no transfer.
 Classifications according to toxicological and physical values (i.e. Flash Point), are
added.

5.2.9. Toxicity (Definitions for the toxicology)
This menu consists of the following options:
Calculations and limits (see page 425)
Test types (see page 427)
Table allocations for the Safety Data Sheet (see page 429)
Types of species (see page 430)
Translation of test methods (see page 432)
Translation of text components (see page 432)
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5.2.9.1. Calculation and limits

Classification in Class 3.1 Acute toxicity (inhalation):
Limit for LC50 inhalative category 5 – With this setting, you can determine the limit
for the classification in Category 5 of Class 3.1 (Acute toxicity), deviating from the
limit defined in the UN GHS (Table 3.1.1 and Note (g)).
Calculation of toxicity only with real tox values (no estimates) – Here, you can
activate that the toxicity for substances and preparations according to the GHS, shall
be calculated with real toxicity values. If this item is deactivated, the toxicity is
calculated according to CLP regulation, 3.1.3.6.2 (1272/2008/EU), with estimates,
based on the tables in the legislation.
Subtraction of substances with unknown toxicity – This setting allows you to apply
the special formula according to the CLP, that subtracts out the substances with
unknown toxicity.
ATE – Cut-off limits for categories 1-3 – Here are defined the legislated cut-off
limits for the consideration of a substance for the calculation of the ATE, according to
the UN-GHS, the CLP, USA (OSHA HCS), and Canada (HPR).
Classification in Class 3.8 Specific target organ toxicity – Single Exposure
Cumulative calculation of category 3 for specific target organ toxicity – This
setting lets you activate that all components with specific target organ toxicity shall be
considered for the classification of a preparation (summation of components) into
Class 3.8/3 (Transient target organ effects). If this item is deactivated, the
classification of a preparation into Class 3.8/3 is only done, if one of the components
reaches the corresponding consideration limit.
Classification in Class 3.10 Aspiration hazard
Calculation of aspiration hazard without consideration of the viscosity – If this
setting is activated, the calculation of the classification into Class 3.10 is performed
independently of the viscosity.
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Classification in Class 3.6 Cancerogenity
Transfer carcinogenicity for IARC and NTP – For the USA, Canada and Rest of
the world you can set that the carcinogenicity for the GHS classification into Class 3.6
shall be derived in accordance with the list entries for IARC and NTP.
It is important to note here, that while the OSHA HCS does not make Appendix F,
containing the conversion from an IARC/NTP classification to a GHS classification,
mandatory, it is highly recommended within the OSHA HCS to apply this
classification conversion. The basic principle of the GHS is to utilize all available
information in deciding upon a classification, and it is clearly stated that the IARC and
NTP information is thus significant. Please note that not applying the IARC and NTP
information, will, in the case of an audit, need to be justified by you.
If activated, the classification in Class 3.6 is derived as stated below:
IARC

GHS

NTP

Group 1

Category 1A

K

Group 2A

Category 1B

R

Group 2B

Category 2

 If a substance listing entry for IARC or NTP is created in the database and this
entry does not lead to a GHS classification, an already existing (automatically
calculated) GHS classification of the substance is deleted. However, a manual
classification in Class 3.6 remains.
 An IARC classification has priority over an NTP classification
 If a substance has an official CLP classification in Class 3.6, the EU classification
is not overwritten, even if the item Rest of the world is activated. In this case a
derivation is only performed for UN GHS (if Rest of the world is activated), for
OSHA HCS (if USA is activated) and for HPR (if Canada is activated).
In order to provide a better overview on the classification results, the IARC and NTP
listings are also displayed in the quotient totals (item Cell harming substances for the
Classes 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, see Classification and labeling of preparations|, page 151).
If official classification does not fit to tox-value, use toxicity point estimate instead
(not according to legal requirements):
If a raw material has an official CLP classification and tox values, ChemGes proceeds
here as follows:
 First, ChemGes calculates the classification of the raw materials from the entered
tox values.
 If this calculated classification does not correspond to the official classification
according to CLP, Annex VI and the item If official classification does not fit to
tox-value, use toxicity point estimate instead is activated, ChemGes ignores the
entered tox value and uses the legal toxicity estimates (ATE) of the legal
classification, for the calculation instead.
 This allows the prioritization of the harmonized CLP classification (Annex VI) for
the acute toxicity, before tox values (LD50 or LC50).
Recipes > 100 %:
This item lets you define how calculations are handled:
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Calculation based on 100 % - all formulations with a composition of more than 100%
shall be converted to 100%. This can also be done for individual formulations by
pressing
Break down to 100% in the screen Formulation [Maintenance of
preparations] (see page 138).
Calculation with the total sum of the ingredients - all formulations with a
composition of more than 100% shall be calculated with the actually entered
percentages of the ingredients.
Transfer into the safety data sheet:
Here you can determine for all substances with the hazard symbols GHS06, GHS08,
GHS05, GHS07 and GHS09, that their tox data shall be adopted into the SDS from a
certain percentage on.
If desired, the field Dangerous substances from enables you to copy even the
toxicological data of substances that do not have to be labelled, into the SDS from a
certain percentage on.
Furthermore, by means of the item In any case, indicate the most dangerous
substance you can set, that at least the toxicological data of the most hazardous
ingredient have to be adopted, if - according to the remaining limits - no substance
meets the adoption criteria and if the preparation is toxic or harmful.
By activating the item Specify all substances from section 3 you can adopt the
toxicological data of all substances that are listed in section 3, into section 11 of the
SDS.
By activating the item Output of comments in all countries you can activate the
output of the comments for toxicological values for all countries. Alternatively, you
can also activate this output for each country separately (item Output of the
toxicology comments in Maintenance of countries, see page 459).

5.2.9.2. Test types
In the screen Test types, you can create the various types, which are then available for
selection when entering a tox value (see next picture):

For each test type you have to allocate an abbreviation (up to 5 digits), which is the
sorting criterion for the output. This is an alphanumeric field. In order to provide
sufficient space for insertions and enable the output in the usual sort order - oral,
dermal, inhalative - the three main test types are set up with the numbers 100 (LD 50
oral), 200 (LD50 dermal) and 300 (LC50 inhalative). For each test type, a description,
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the corresponding heading in the Safety Data Sheet, the exposure route or the effect
and the unit are filled in in this screen.
By means of the item Output of the additional comment in addition to the value
you can determine that the comment that you have entered in the field Additional
comment in the screen Input of tox values (Toxicological values [Maintenance of raw
materials], see page 78 resp. Toxicological values for preparations [Maintenance of
preparations], see page 183) is output in the SDS directly after the value. If no value
has been entered, the entered additional comment is output instead of a value.
The function
Translations of the test types allows you to enter the translations
of the selected test types in other languages. Languages for which a translation exists,
are stated via their abbreviations, in brackets (see previous picture).
In order to perform an automatic transfer of the translations entered here, into the SDS,
it is absolutely necessary, to set the automatic update of the toxicological Update
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] (see page 604).
If the automatic update of the toxicological values is deactivated, the language specific
translation of the test type is only transferred into the respective SDS if a manual
update of the toxicological values (via
in the SDS screen) is performed. If no
update is performed, the test type is output in the SDS in the last selected language.

In the field Exposure route the following selections are possible:
 Oral
 Dermal
 Inhalative
 Skin irritation
 Eye irritation
 Sensitization
 Not defined
The test type Not defined is intended for the creation of test types with other exposure
routes (e.g. subcutaneous). In these cases the exposure route has to be included in the
description (e.g. LD 50 subcutaneous).
The function This value will be used for the classification of the toxicity of a
preparation determines that a certain value is used for the calculation of the toxicity.
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If the item Calculation of toxicity only with real tox values (no estimates) in the
screen Tox classification options for GHS/CLP Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments – Toxicity – Calculation and limits] (see page 425) is activated, the values,
for which the item This value will be used for the classification of the toxicity of a
preparation is activated, will be used for the calculation of the toxicity.
All created test types are listed in the following overview screen (test types, for which
the item This value will be used for the classification of the toxicity of a
preparation is activated, are displayed in blue font):

The option Sort order lets you define whether the values are to be sorted according to
their abbreviations (alphanumeric or numeric), according to their Descriptions or
according to the ATE relevant values.
Note: All super- and subscripts (and their corresponding letters, that exist in Unicode),
are taken into consideration when sorting or selecting in the overview screens.
Using the option Heading for the SDS, you can activate the output of the allocated
heading in the overview screen. This option is useful when you have defined many test
types, as, when this information is deactivated, there is more space in the overview
screen.

5.2.9.3. Table allocations for the Safety Data Sheet
The headings, to which test types are allocated, can be determined in this menu item.
Each of the headings created in this table can be allocated to the test types (see option
Heading in the screen Maintenance of test types [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments – Toxicity – Test types]). If the values are not to be stated in the SDS,
enter the value 0 (zero).
The next picture shows a sample screen containing headings:
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Here you can use headings of the sections 11 (Toxicological information) and 12
(Ecological information), as well as section 8 for the REACH-SDS (for DNELs and
PNECs).

5.2.9.4. Types of species
Under the menu item Type of species, you can create various species of test animals
used in the toxicological tests. These are set up with a three-digit abbreviation and an
international term (Latin or English).
By pressing
, you can retrieve an overview of already created species. Here
you can enter the translations of the species.
If needed, you can add missing translations in all languages via DeepL and Google
Translate by pressing the button Automatic translation.
In the SDS the test animals are stated in the country language, if this exists - otherwise
with the language-independent term. If this term is not available either, only the
abbreviation is stated.
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Notes on the automatic translation process via the button Automatic translation:
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5.2.9.5. Translation of test methods
In the screen Translation of test methods you can enter test methods and their
translations.
Alternatively, you can also add missing translations via DeepL and Google Translate.
For this click into the required description field and then press the displayed button
Automatic translation. The language used as the source for the translation is always
displayed in parenthesis next to the button.
In the SDS the designation of the test method is stated in the country language, if this
exists - otherwise in English or US English. If this is not available either, the test
method is stated in the screen language.

Please note: In order to perform an automatic transfer of the translations entered here,
into the SDS, it is absolutely necessary, to set the automatic update of the toxicological
values. For this please activate the item Toxicological values in the screen Update
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] (see page 604).
If the automatic update of the toxicological values is deactivated, the language specific
translation of the test method is only transferred into the respective SDS if a manual
update of the toxicological values (via
in the SDS screen) is performed. If no
update is performed, the test method is output in the SDS in the last selected language.

5.2.9.6. Translation of text components
The screen Translations of text components serves for entering the translations of all
other text parts that are intended for the toxicological part of the SDS. For all language
modules we offer for the Safety Data Sheet, these texts are already translated.
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5.2.10. pH-value limits
The pH-value as criterion for classification
According to the current legislation a substance has to be considered and marked as
corrosive, if the pH-value is less than or equal to 2, or greater than or equal to 11.5. It
is not clear as to what extent this regulation has to be regarded as obligatory for
preparations as well. We have given here the option to activate, deactivate or alter this
criterion.
The following picture shows the window in the standard setting.

With this it is possible to output a preparation as non-irritating, if the pH-value is
within the entered limits (e.g. between 6 and 8). This exclusion of the classification
can also be used to suppress the classification as corrosive if, for example, acids and
bases that neutralize each other are present in one formulation. As you know, the
program cannot consider chemical reactions, but this option enables you to suppress
undesired classifications as corrosive or irritating.
Note: By activating the option Ignore limits if there is only one ingredient in classes
3.2 or 3.3, you can define that the pH values entered in this screen are ignored if one
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of the ingredients is classified with the CLP class 3.2 or 3.3, and instead, only the
calculated CLP classification is used.

5.2.11. Sub-numbers of P-phrases

This screen contains an overview of the variants for P phrases. By clicking on a P
phrase you can display a list of all created variants for this P phrase. You can select the
desired variant by clicking on it. The variant select here (for example: P310a) is then
automatically output as the standard phrase instead of the main P phrase, as soon as a
substance/preparation is labelled with the main P phrase (for example: P310).
Alternatively, you can also define, that the main P phrase (for example: P310) is
always output.

5.2.12. P-phrase duplicates
This screen provides an overview of P phrases with similar information.
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If you have activated the item Remove duplicates in the screen Classification options
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 416), the phrases listed in
the column Phrases to delete are no longer output, if the substance/preparation is
labelled with the P phrase in the column Condition.

5.2.13. Unused P-phrases
In this screen you can deactivate the output of P phrases.
Please note that this option was implemented on customer request and does not
comply with the legal requirements.
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5.2.14. Priority of P-phrases

After selecting a language you can retrieve an overview of all available texts with their
assigned priority levels (numbers 1-9) for each of the four phrase types (Prevention,
Response, Storage and Disposal):

Hint:
A star (*) next to the priority level means that the affected P phrases are directly
allocated to other P phrases. For more information, hover your mouse over the star.
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Gray numbers show that the priority is taken directly from the allocated P phrases
without lower letters (i.e. P310a and P310).
Phrases with a lower priority level, are stated first. Phrases that do not have a priority
level (=0), are stated last. To change the priority of a phrase, click into the line and
enter the new priority level (numbers 1 –9 or 0 for "no priority").
Hint: The screen Maintenance for the Priority of P-phrases can also be accessed
directly in the screen GHS classifications (in Maintenance of substances, see page 20)
by pressing
.

5.2.15. Calculation of physical values
This menu item contains options for various calculations.
Please note that the results of all classifications can only be estimates.

Item Limits for consideration:
Here you can modify the values for the limit for the adoption for all values from raw
material, or for single values (fire hazards, boiling point, ignition temperature, vapor
pressure, explosion limits, nitrocellulose) to another value. Lower values may lead to a
higher fire hazard in the proposal for flammability, higher values to a lower hazard.
The item Nitrocellulose is important for the Austrian VbF-classification. In this field
you can determine the limit percentage for consideration.
Item Transfer of values of intermediates for:
If the option Flash point is activated, components of intermediates (or raw materials,
which are preparations), which exhibit a fire hazard, are also considered for the
suggested value for the flash point. If it is deactivated, only the raw materials of the
last level are considered.
By means of the next option you can consider the boiling point of the intermediates
for the calculation.
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If the option Content of solids is activated, the solids contents, which were entered
manually in the screen Physical data (frame 3) of preparations, are considered at the
calculation of further preparations produced from these.
The item >= or <= in front of results serves to set that for calculated values of
intermediates the information ≥ and ≤ is used.
By means of the item Density: add ~in front of value values for the density of
intermediates can also be stated and calculated as approximate value („~“ (circa)).
Item Automatic recalculation:
By means of this item you can define that the following physical data and values shall
be automatically recalculated after alterations:
Boiling point, Water miscibility, Density, Bulk density, Content of solids, Flammable
substances, Ignition temperature, Chemical heat of combustion, Vapor pressure,
Explosion limits, Nitrocellulose, Flammability of aerosols
Item Decimal places:
Here you can define the number of decimal places for the following values for the
automatic output in the SDS and the database:
Density (default: 5 decimal places)
Bulk density (default: 1 decimal place)
Solids (default: 1 decimal place)
Other solvents contents (default: 1 decimal place)
Vapor pressure (default: 1 decimal place)
Explosion limits (default: 1 decimal place)
Item Density:
Via the item Type of density calculation you can determine, whether the density of
preparations is to be calculated or not, and according to which method. You can select
one of the following 3 options:
 No calculation: The values can only be entered manually.
 Sum (% x density/100): The density is calculated as the weighted arithmetic mean
of the densities of the raw materials. This is only performed, if all raw materials are
entered in the formulation and if all raw materials exhibit an entry for the density in
the database. In this case, the density is entered into the corresponding field in the
screen Physical data (frame 3) of preparations, where it can be altered manually as
well. This field has 2 digits before and 5 after the decimal point.
 100/sum (%/density): The density is calculated using the following formula
(addition of volumes):
density = 100 / sum of all quotients from percentage / density. This method
produces better values for the combination of solids and liquids, especially at high
density differences. We would like to make you aware of the fact, that none of the 2
methods can produce an exact density value and therefore cannot replace
measurements.
The next item lets you activate the calculation of the bulk density. In the field
Minimum percentage of solids for calculation of bulk density you can enter the
desired percentage (standard value is 60 %).
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By means of the item Density for the remainder of recipes < 100% you can
determine the density for the remainder to 100 %.
To facilitate the calculation of density, you can activate:
 Calculation only, when the sum of the ingredients is at least 100%, thus
avoiding calculations of density when not all data is available,
 Density for the remainder of recipes <100%, which lets you define how
ChemGes handles formulations that come to less than 100%,
 Default density of substances without density value, which lets you define for
Solids and for Liquids, what the default density is to be if no information is entered
into the density field for a raw material.
If the option Content of solids is 100% - content of solvents (otherwise content of
solid raw materials) is activated, then for the calculation of the content of solids, first
the content of solvents is calculated and the remainder to 100% is considered solid.
The content of solids of intermediate products thus no longer is considered.
By means of the option Preparations with 100 % solids can be liquids you can
define that solid preparations can also be liquid.
Item Water miscibility:
In the first field you can define a transfer limit for miscible and soluble substances.
In the second field you can generally set that raw materials without a clear assignment
(see Physical data, page 68) are to be considered either as miscible/soluble, or not
miscible or soluble.
Option Viscosity in the SDS:
In the first option, you can define whether a Conversion from mPas to mm2/s and
vice versa is to be performed and output in the SDS. In the second option, you can
define the number of Decimal places for converted values.

5.2.16. Settings for the calculation of country specific values

Item VOC calculation:
By means of the item VOC calculation - Calculation also for solids you can
determine that the VOC content shall also be calculated for mixtures that have the state
“solid”.
The United States Code of Federal Regulations (40CFR) part 59, section 401
describes two calculation methods for the VOC-content in preparations. The
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Calculation US-VOC - for the coating (e.g. paint or varnish) should be used for
preparations with high solids content. However, if your preparations usually contain
max. 0.12 kg per litre solid, activate the option Calculation US-VOC - for the liquid
product.
Item German Water Hazard:
Using the option For class 3 consider the difference to 100% from % (0=never),,
you can define from which remainder to 100% the remaining substances are to be
automatically considered as classified in class 3.
Via the option Standard limit for other carcinogenic substances for WGK 1
(0=always), you can set the consideration limit lower than 0.01%. The default value is
0.01% which is the highest possible value for the consideration. This means that a
lower legislative value of course has priority before this setting.
You can use the option Automatic calculation to set whether the calculation of the
WHC for preparations and/or raw materials is to occur automatically. These options
are deactivated by default. If they are deactivated, then the calculation only occurs
automatically upon new creation of a substance and can be performed manually in the
Country specific information (Maintenance of raw materials) and Country specific
classifications (Maintenance of preparations).
Notes:
For raw materials that have the Label “L” (Listed substance), there will not be an
automatic calculation as that would overwrite official classifications.
If these options are activated, the option Recalculation of all water hazard classes
[Administration programs – Classification programs] is inactive.
In the field Japanese Fire Service Act: adoption of raw material values from …%
you can define a percentage limit for the adoption of raw material values.

5.2.17. Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification
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UFI:
Some users use preparations consisting of 100% of a preparation, instead of variants,
as they allow for the input of specific data. For such instances, in order to minimize the
amount of UFIs, you can activate the option Transfer UFI from other preparations
if they consist of 100 % of this other preparation. Please note, that the UFI will only
be copied when the company stated in the preparation in the formulation is the same as
that of the preparation itself. Thus, if the company was manually changed in one of the
two preparations, two separate UFIs will be calculated.
Some companies sell variants of their products under different names. Therefore, you
can define here for variants whether a separate UFI code for each variant is to be
calculated. Via the option Also calculate separately, if no company number or
VATIN has been entered and the EuPCS is identical can you activate that for each
variant a separate UFI code is calculated, even if no company was defined for the
variant, or no VATIN (Value Added Tax Identification number) was entered for the
company allocated to the variant.
This is not a necessity, as it is not possible to identify from a UFI that it belongs to a
different substance, as different UFIs only must be generated when the classification is
different or when the ingredients are different. Therefore, it is necessary to take into
consideration the extra efforts that will be required regarding notifications, new labels
and changed SDSs.
If these options are deactivated, then the UFI code of the main substance is used.
If the item UID and UUID do not have to match is activated, UFIs from other
companies (different VATIN) can also be used in a notification or in a dossier (same
UUID or legal entity).
Information on the option Prefer notified UFI for the output in documents:

The option If no notification has been issued yet, do not output anything achieves
that no UFI Code is output if Prefer notified UFI for the output in documents is
activated and no UFI has been registered. If the option is not activated, the not yet
registered, calculated UFI is used.
If the item No recalculation of UFIs after alterations is activated, alterations in
preparations are only recalculated after deactivation of this general lock.
Additional information regarding UFI Codes for variants can be found under
Administration of variants (see page 247).
EuPCS (European Product Category System):
 Flags are used by some users. Here you can allocate various flags to one EuPCS.
With this, it should be possible to cover just about everything.
Variants do not have an option for assigning flags. This is not an oversight in the
program, but was left out intentionally, as the use of flags for variants would lead to
such extreme complexity due to the various levels of impact, that it becomes no
longer manageable by the user.
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If your ERP or other system does have flags or equivalent markings, ChemGes also
has a solution for that; further information can be found below (Option Transfer of
flags / article groups).
Note:
When hovering the mouse over the various fields, you can access additional
information.
Example:

 Article groups can be used for the main substance as well as for variants.
 Customer allocations are only available for Variants. These customer allocations
are mainly used for variants in order to sell special product groups under a different
company name.
 If an SDS has been created, then it is possible to pull information from there.
 As there exist many more Uses than PC Codes, it is possible to also make
allocations for these.
 ECHA did not assign allocations for all PC Codes and some of the allocations are
not definitive. Therefore, you can define your own allocations, which will have
precedence.
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 If none of these definitions lead to a result, then the field Otherwise, and if no
code from the SDS could be determined, can be used to define a default setting
for all other cases.
Note that the EuPCS is determined dynamically if it is not locked. This means that
every change of the above stated fields can lead to an immediate change of the EuPCS.
Information on the order of the EUPCS selection:
 If special flags with EUPCS assignments have been defined, the allocation of the
first occurrence of a flag is taken from the respective preparation. Since variants do
not have a flag, these allocations cannot be used for variants.
 If no allocation could be made for a flag, then the allocated article groups are
searched. This works both for the main substance and for variants, since article
groups can also be defined for variants.
 The next level is the assignment of suppliers, which is only used for variants, in
case that address allocations have been made there.
 If nothing is found there as well, existing SDSs will be searched. The procedure is
two-stage, whereby in the first stage all selected PC codes (REACH product
categories) are checked as to whether there is a self-selected allocation to an
EUPCS. Only if nothing is found, will the second pass use an ECHA allocation
(from the ECHA conversion guide). If the ECHA has more than one allocation to a
specific PC code, the self-created table of preferred EUPCS codes is searched. If
there is a matching entry within the multiple selection of the ECHA, then this one is
used, otherwise the first entry in the multiple entries of the ECHA is used.
 If this could not be done then the 'else' code will be used.
 For variants, if no special code for the variant could be determined, the code of the
main substance is used. However, the 'else' code for variants is only used if it would
also be allocated to the main substance.
Note: Via the item For variants always use the EuPCS from the main substance
you can define that the codes selected for the main substance in Country specific
classification (field EuPCS, see page 160) shall also be used for the variants.
As there are 240 codes, and the selection can thus not be overly clear, you can define
in the field Preferred codes, which EuPCSs are to be used in your company. Via the
option Only the preferred codes should be displayed, you can additionally define
whether only the reduced list (activated), or the complete list with the preferred codes
(deactivated), is to displayed in the beginning.
Button Transfer of flags / article groups:

For users that use flags or equivalent identifiers, but have not entered these into
ChemGes, or have the flags for variants in their main system, we have created a
function to transfer these via a file import. Detailed information regarding this import
can be found after clicking on this option (see next image):
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Button Adoption of already defined EuPCSs for preparations:
This option allows you to import EuPCSs that already exist in other systems, into
ChemGes:

PCN submission:
Here you can enter the standard values for the PCN notification (see page 222):

Via the button Assignment of colors to PCN codes you can select a color and the
assigned PCN phrase:
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Any self-created colours would, of course, need to be assigned. This can be done, as
well as the changing of any already existing assignment, by clicking into the Assigned
PCN phrases column.
Here you can assign a default packaging dependent on the state of aggregation (solids,
liquids, aerosols and gases) and you can set whether these defaults are only to apply
to variants.
When assigning packaging, it is possible to provide a number of different types, define
the units of measurement for each type, as well as define one or more amounts.
Sample – Defined values for solids:

The next item of this screen enables you to define, whether these settings shall apply
for Industry and / or Trade.
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If you wish to always limit the market placement to specific countries, you can enter a
default value for desired countries in the field Default value for the Market
placement.
As of Version 3.0 (October 2020), ECHA requires for the PCN notification of dossiers
that do not contain a pH value, that the reason for the missing pH value is stated
(ECHA BR61). In the field Default pH value, you can define a default value:

Note: You can define this output directly in the screen Physical data (see page 145) in
the field pH value.
With the option Fill liquid preparations < 70% to 100% with water, you can define
for liquid preparations, for which water is not defined as an ingredient, that for the
PCN notification, the preparation is automatically filled up to 100% with water.
Via the fields for the Output of ranges you can set, whether Exact values or Fromtill-values shall be used. After selecting one these fields the following screen, where
you can also perform a test calculation, is displayed:

Using the option Show warnings and errors only if the notification is not
successful, you can deactivate the output of warnings upon successful dossier
notification.
The data from the ECHA Legal Entities and the S2S Key for the System-to-System
Service, can be manually entered or imported as a file, after clicking
Maintenance of ECHA Legal Entities.
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Note:
In order to use the S2S-Service, it is first necessary to request an S2S key through the
ECHA-PCN-Portal and enter this key into the corresponding ECHA Legal Entity in
ChemGes. Additional information can be found under ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S
setup), see page 447).
After clicking
UUID and S2S setup you can enter the UUID and the S2S
key for the System-to-System-transfer. Additional information can be found under
ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup), see page 447).
The import programs (see page 234) and export programs (see page 234) for the PCNnotification, can be accessed with the button
PCN transfer programs.
Note: The definition and performance of bulk notifications is possible under ECHA
PCN notification (Bulk notification) (see page 342).

5.2.17.1. ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup)
Via the button
UUID and S2S setup, in the Settings for UFI, EuPCS and
PCN notification (see page 440) you can enter the UUID and the S2S key for the
System-to-System transfer.
After clicking the button, the following screen opens:
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Option General Information:
Here you will find the description UFI, EuPCS and PCN from our Homepage, as well
as links to the various Tools (ECHA Submission portal, PCN format, UFI, EuPCS and
S2S) on the ECHA Website. By clicking on the appropriate link, you can call upon the
desired information.
Option Legal Entity UUID:
Here you can enter the Company data and the corresponding UUID, that are needed
for the creation of the PCN dossier.
Please note:
If an ECHA Account has been generated and a legal entity is available in the portal:


In that case, please use the UUID of the ECHA legal entity entered in the ECHAPCN-Portal.



The UUID must be entered into the ChemGes company entry, from the dataset of
the ECHA Legal Entity in the ECHA-PCN-Portal. This can be done manually or
can be imported as a Legal Entity-Dataset (i6z-Dossier) into ChemGes.

If no ECHA Account has been generated or the ECHA Legal Entity is not yet available
in the portal:
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In this case you can export the company entry of the ECHA Legal Entity, from
ChemGes, in order to upload it into the ECHA portal, when setting up the Legal
Entity.



ChemGes generates the UUID that starts with “CG“. This UUID is sent to ECHA,
with the upload of the Legal Entity dataset.



In this case, it is not necessary to manually generate the ECHA Legal Entity in the
ECHA portal.
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Note regarding the field Company:
The Company data can be entered manually, or – if you have already generated an
ECHA Legal Entity in the ECHA-PCN-Portal – you can import it from the ECHAPCN-Portal by pressing
(see next image) and thus adopt it into ChemGes:

Conversely, you can export a company, that is already entered in ChemGes but not yet
registered in the ECHA-PCN-Portal, by pressing
(see next image), for the
import into the portal.
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Information concerning the entry or adoption of the ECHA Legal Entity:
By clicking
Maintenance of ECHA Legal Entities you can enter the data
of the ECHA Legal Entity manually or – if you have already entered this data in the
ECHA-PCN-Portal – import it from the ECHA-PCN-Portal:

Note: Import files can be pulled into the screen ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup)
via Drag and Drop.
If you have not generated an ECHA Legal Entity in the ECHA-PCN-Portal, choose
the desired data set and export it via
(see next image) and then import it
into the ECHA-PCN-Portal.
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The link ECHA Applications (https://poisoncentres.echa.europa.eu/de/tools) allows
you quick access to the ECHA-page (My Legal Entity), for the purpose of registration.
Using
the
link
ECHA
Submission
portal
(https://ecs.echa.europa.eu/cloud/submissions/list), you can upload PCN-Dossiers
manually. Information regarding the automatic upload of PCN-Dossiers via the S2SService, can be found below.
Option PCN S2S (System-to-System service):
Alternatively to the manual upload of PCN-Dossiers, it is possible to automatically
upload the PCN-Dossiers generated in ChemGes, using the S2S-Service in the ECHAPCN-Portal.
In order to do this, you need to have an S2S-Key and a user name, which must also be
entered in ChemGes.
Note regarding the user name:
In 2021, ECHA implemented user-specific S2S keys, which has led to the need of
usernames for new S2S keys. Old access data with only LE UUID and S2S key can
still be used. ChemGes must be updated for all newly generated S2S keys, if the error
400 (invalid access data) is reported. The username is the one from your account in the
PCN portal and is automatically imported with the new S2S-csv-file, if available
(column username).
Please note:
 Access via S2S-Service must be requested through ECHA. This can be done using
the link ECHA CLP contact form (https://echa.europa.eu/de/contact/clp). A
detailed description of the steps necessary for this, can be found under the link
ECHA Support – How to join ECHA’s system-to-system integration service
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(https://poisoncentres.echa.europa.eu/documents/22284544/22295820/How_to_join
_ECHAs_S2S.pdf/c87e6225-8463-9103-1fce-090797d2609c). Please note, that at
this time, this document is only available in English.
 The key and the user can be exported from the ECHA-PCN-Portal and imported
into ChemGes by pressing
Import an S2S key. Note: Import files can
be dragged into the ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup) screen using Drag and
drop.
With the link ECHA Poison Centres – System-to-system service
(https://poisoncentres.echa.europa.eu/de/system-to-system-service), you can retrieve
general information regarding the S2S-Service.
The S2S key can be accessed using the link ECHA Applications (https://idpindustry.echa.europa.eu/idp/applications), and thus exported from the ECHA-Portal
and imported into ChemGes.
Button

Test S2S access:

After entering the above mentioned data, you can test your access using this button.
The test is started by pressing
.

Note: The definition and performance of bulk notifications is possible under ECHA
PCN notification (Bulk notification) (see page 342).

5.2.18. Settings for the maintenance of formulations
This menu item includes the Settings for the maintenance of formulations (see next
picture).

The item Backup of old versions of the formulation lets you set, whether old
versions of formulations are stored if there are alterations. Please note that this requires
quite a bit of storage on your hard disk. Find further information in Formulation
history (see page 213).
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If you activate the item Confirmation before new classification, each time you press
, a window will open with the query `Do you really want to re-classify?’.
The item Ignore empty formulations controls the reactions of the program during the
automatic classification of formulations that do not contain substances.
 If this item is deactivated (standard setting) and if you press
to classify, or
the automatic classification (see previous topic) is activated, the program displays
the message 'No formulation entered!' and the classification cannot be performed.
This also happens when trying to classify a formulation that contains an empty
formulation.
 If this item is activated, the program assumes that all substances are harmless, and
so classifies the preparation as harmless, without displaying the message
concerning the empty formulation. If this empty formulation is a component of
another preparation, the program performs the classification of this other
preparation as well, without displaying the message.
Hint: Please do not use this option, if you have created hazardous preparations without
formulations, but with a manually entered classification, as this manual classification
would be deleted after pressing
Classification.
By means of the item Decimals places for ingredients you can define the number of
decimal places for the percentages of ingredients in the formulation (default value: 4).
Further information can be found in General options [Maintenance programs – Safety
Data Sheets] (see page 521).

5.2.19. Default values
The Default values screen contains various pieces of information used for the
classification. These are then the settings that apply to the majority of your products.
Many of these settings can be found on a preparation specific level, in the Physical
Data screen in the Maintenance of Preparations, where they can be adjusted
specifically for the preparation.

Please note that when creating a preparation, if not enough other data is available, the
state is adopted from the screen Default value. In this screen you can also set whether
the remainderto 100% in preparations shall be calculated as solid or as liquid. If set
on solid, also liquid raw materials with a flash point above 100°C are calculated as
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solids, while if set on liquid only substances with the state 'solid' are calculated as
solids.
If you activate the field Coating or Wood preservative, ChemGes will ask you
whether it shall activate the field Coating or Wood preservative for all created
preparations. If you confirm with `Yes´, the VOC-values are activated and calculated
for all preparations. Find details in Country specific classifications [Maintenance of
preparations] (see page 160).
If a Chemical Safety Assessment is available for all of your substances/preparations,
you can activate the item Default value for the Chemical Safety Assessment. If this
item is activated, ChemGes will automatically output the phrase, that a Chemical
Safety Assessment has been carried out, under heading 15.67 Chemical Safety
Assessment in the SDSs for all countries, for which the item EU country in the screen
Maintenance of countries, tab General settings [Maintenance programs – Various
tables – Languages and countries - Countries] (see page 459) is activated. If this item
is deactivated, the phrase stating that a Chemical Safety Assessment has not been
carried out, will be automatically output in these SDSs.
Hint:
If a Chemical Safety Assessment is not necessary or has not been carried out for all
your substances/preparations, you can let the program automatically output the
information that a Chemical Safety Assessment has been carried out, for a single
substance/preparation. To do so, activate the item Chemical Safety Assessment
available in the screen Country specific information [Maintenance of raw materials]
(see page 103), or in the screen Country specific classifications [Maintenance of
preparations] (see page 160) for the substance/preparation.
The settings for the Chemical Safety Assessment influence the automatic output of
the Exposure scenario (section X). Further information can be found under General
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521).
The setting Aerosols have a pressure of > 29 psig determines for aerosol coating
products [Pressurized coating product containing pigments or resins that is dispensed
by means of a propellant – see definition 40 CFR 59.503, NATIONAL VOLATILE
ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSION STANDARDS FOR CONSUMER AND
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS] labelled according to the US GHS (OSHA HCS) and
with a pressure > 29 psig, that the symbol gas cylinder shall always be output. This
setting can also be performed for individual products in the screen Physical data (see
page 145). If you wish to always output the symbol GHS04 (gas cylinder) for the
labelling of aerosols, please activate the item US/CA/UN Rev.03 – Aerosols should
also be classified as gas under pressure in the screen Classification options
[Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 416).
Via the option Output of precursors for explosives in the SDS you can activate the
output of information according to Regulation (EU) 2019/1148 as a general default,
Note: This option is activated by default. In addition, for preparations, you can define
specifically whether the data is to be output, via the setting Output of precursors for
explosives in the SDS, in the screen Country specific classifications (see page 160).

5.2.20. Allocation of waste codes
This screen enables the definition of allocations to waste codes for the EU, Austria,
Switzerland and Korea.
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Please note:
If several waste groups are defined for a selection, then these are AND conditions.
AND conditions means that all waste groups must be assigned to the substance.
If a substance could match several selections, then the select ion will be used, to which
most of the waste groups apply.
If no assignment could be made, then, if defined, the waste codes for hazardous or
non-hazardous substances will be used.
The conditions are searched country-independently. So if waste codes have been
selected for one country, but there is no entry for the other countries, then the search
continues.
Note that waste codes are not displayed as locked if no conditions for the automatic
transfer are set.

5.2.21. Settings for the DPD classification
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Adoption of S-phrases from raw materials from ...%: This item influences the
output of S-phrases. Here, you can determine the percentage, from which on the Sphrases of a substance shall be transferred to the preparations. If you enter the value 0,
no S-phrases are adopted from the raw materials – the calculation is performed based
on the R-phrases and the product data only.
Especially strict S-phrases: This items outputs phrase S29 ”Do not empty into
drains” for all preparations. If the preparation is also intended for the public (private
consumer), the phrase S2 ”Keep out of reach of children” is stated, even if the
preparation does not have to be labeled according to the General EC-Directive on
Preparations.
At least one S-phrase for waste disposal: Using this option, all preparations (even
those without any R-phrase) receive an S-phrase for disposal. This is usually S56 for
products intended for the public and in most cases S60 for industrial products. If this
item is deactivated, only hazardous preparations (meaning those that are classified with
at least one R-phrase) receive one of these disposal phrases. For Labels for Austria,
which contain the 'Crossed-out garbage can', we recommend that you state S56, as this
pictograph must be supplemented by a corresponding disposal phrase.
Limits for data adoption without calculation: Here, you can define a limit, from
which percent occurrence of a raw material onwards the Hazard phrases and/or Safety
phrases shall be adopted without any further calculation. This is useful, if one
substance is the predominant main component of a preparation. If you principally want
each preparation to be calculated, you have to enter 0% in each of these fields.
However, we recommend that you enter 100% for Hazard phrases. This means, that
for preparations, which consist of 100% of one substance, only the Safety phrases are
calculated, while the Hazard phrases are adopted from the substance.
Maximum number of Risk phrases, Safety phrases and Hazard triggers, serves to set
the maximum number for the adoption into SDSs and Labels. The EU regulations
‘generally’ intend a restriction to 6 R-phrases, 6 S-phrases, and 4 hazard triggers;
however, there are also exceptions. If you set all three values to 4, the exceptions
prescribed by law are considered; this means, that in special cases still more phrases or
descriptions are stated. But, due to safety reasons, it can be useful to generally increase
the maximum number (e.g. to 15 R-phrases, 6 S-phrases and 5 or more hazard
triggers).
Adoption of all obligatory S-phrases (under all circumstances), lets you determine,
that at least all obligatory S-phrases are adopted into the SDS and the Label, even if
the defined maximum number of S-phrases was lower. Obligatory S-phrases are
highlighted within preparations.
Transfer of R 45 or R 46, if substances show notas J to P: This item deals with the
EU adaptation guidelines from the 21st Adaptation Guideline onwards. Substances
with R 45 or R 46, which exhibit one of the Notes J to P, have to be marked with R 45
/ R 46 only in certain circumstances (e.g. if they have a benzene concentration >
0.1%). As the mineral oil products in most cases are marketed in the pure version, for
which R 45/R 46 is not necessary, you can exclude the adoption of R 45 / R46 into
preparations by deactivating this item. If this item is activated, R45 / R46 is transferred
to preparations from the limit percentage on.

5.2.22. Limits for the classification of risk and safety phrases
This menu item consists of the following three sub-screens, which contain all legal
limits for the calculation of preparations, as well as additional limits proposed by us:
Legal limits (see page 456)
Limits for environmental hazards (see page 457)
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Self defined limits (see page 458)

5.2.22.1. Legal limits
Do not make alterations in this window, unless an amendment of the General Directive
on Preparations prescribes different limit values in Tables I to VI. The only exception
is phrase R 66, for which no legal limit value is available.

The program does not consider the differing limit values for the classification of
gaseous mixtures, as it concerns percent by volume, which does not fit into the system
of this program.
For the phrase R 66 some associations have made recommendations on limit
percentages for transferring this phrase to preparations. You can enter one of these
recommended limits in this table. Our default value is 99.999%; this means that R66 is
only transferred to preparations, which consist 100% of a substance with R66. It is also
possible to keep this default value here and to enter specific limit values for R 66 in the
individual substances.

5.2.22.2. Limits for environmental hazards
Here you can find all legal limit values for the R-phrases 50-59 and their
combinations, as far as they exist. Do not alter these values either.

Due to the rather complicated calculation procedure, where different limits are
available, e.g. for R 53 (R 53 alone, or in combination with R 50 or R 51), the
calculation with substance specific limits is not planned.
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5.2.22.3. Self-defined limits
In addition to the limits of R-phrases dealt with in the General Directive on
Preparations, there are several important R-phrases for substances, which should also
be transferred to preparations. We have determined limit values for such R-phrases
(see next picture), where those R-phrases of a substance, for which the respective
limits as determined in this screen are exceeded in a preparation, are allocated to the
preparation.

The limit values entered here are not set by law and can therefore be altered. In cases,
where substance-specific limit values according to the EU list are available, these
values are preferred.

5.3. Various tables
This menu item includes several tables. After retrieving it you will receive the
following selection menu:
Languages and countries
Languages (see page 458)
Countries (see page 459)
Country groups (see page 470)
Substance-specific groups
Article groups (see page 472)
Substance groups (see page 474)
Flags
Flags (see page 480)
Import file with flags (see page 482)
Additional physical/chemical values (see page 482)
Customers (see page 482)
Waste catalogues (see page 483)
Maintenance of Group OELVs (see page 483)
Codes for biological limit values (see page 484)
Texts for the Detergents regulation (see page 482)
Types of absorption
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Routes of exposure (see page 487)
Organs (see page 487)

5.3.1. Languages
The menu-item Languages allows you to maintain various language settings. The
output of a language is normally activated automatically, when you install a new
language module. You can, of course, also create new language entries yourself. Only
after creating a language or activating it for the desired application, can you create or
retrieve texts in this language. The windows may look like in the following pictures:

The texts entered here for the month names are used for the output of the date in the
SDS and the label. The format of the date can be defined in the Maintenance of
countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries Countries] (item Format of the date, see page 460).
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5.3.2. Countries
The menu-item Countries allows you to define or view specific settings for individual
countries. In addition, it is possible to create several versions of an SDS in the same
language, which differ in country-specific characteristics (e.g. one data sheet in
English for use in Great Britain and one for use in the USA).
The screen Maintenance of countries may appear as below:

In this screen, the column classification shows the GHS systems that are used for the
individual countries.
The column Deactivated GHS-categories shows for the specific country, the
deactivated (not adopted) categories.
Should an SDS for a certain country be required in a language, that is not the official
language (for example foreign-language staff or customers in the country of
destination), this can be achieved by creating a new country (by creating a copy) for
this purpose and simply allocating the alternatively required language. In order to
create a copy of a country, simply click on the button
Copying of existing
country.
After clicking this button you will receive an overview of all created countries, from
which you can select a country. Following that you will receive the screen for New
creation, which already contains all settings of the copied country, as default values.
You can enter a new country code and perform the desired alterations for the new
country.
To create a new country, press
and enter an abbreviation and a description and
then fill in all other desired data and settings in the two screens available for a country.
Via
you can sort the country overview either according to the Country name or
the GHS type.
Via the button
Common settings for several countries you can,
depending on the selected GHS-type, perform settings for multiple countries at once.
Additional information can be found under Common settings for several countries (see
page 468).
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After selecting a country, the following screen, containing general settings and settings
for the Safety Data Sheets, will open:

General settings:
You can enter the abbreviation and the country name in the field Country (ChemGes
code).
The item ISO code contains the country code according to the ISO.
In the field Flag, you can choose the desired flag for output in the SDS editing screen.
After clicking on this option, you can open an overview of the available graphics and
the ISO codes of the countries:

In the field Basic language you can define the language for the country.
The field Special language allows the allocation of an alternative language. If a
language is created specifically for this purpose (for example: AUS for “Australian”
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substance names), the substance names, as well as headings and phrases will be output
in the SDS in this alternative language, provided that the respective texts have been
created in the selected alternative language. This is also considered for the label, if
phrases from the SDS are adopted into the label.
This item allows the output of country specific substance names and phrases in a selfcreated language and presents an essential enhancement of the previous functionality
for the language specific output of substance names and phrases. In many cases the use
of the output condition Permitted countries for a heading or a phrase can be skipped
thanks to this field.
Note: When switching from the SDS editing screen to the Maintenance of headings /
phrases (by means of
or
), ChemGes will display an information
screen (see next picture), if the selected text/heading has been created in the alternative
language. The user might not be aware of this and could mistakenly assume that the
screen Maintenance of headings/phrases is accessed in the original language (field
Basic language in the screen Maintenance of countries).

If the item EU country is deactivated, you can activate the output of the hazard codes
according to the CLP in section 3 of the SDS in the SDS language, by activating the
item Output of the hazard types in SDS language. If the item EU country is
activated, this item is not selectable and the hazard codes are automatically output in
the SDS in English only, in accordance with the EU legislation.
In the field GHS-classification type the GHS system to be used for the country (CLP
(4. ATP, 8. ATP and 12. ATP), UN GHS (Revisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9), OSHA
HCS, HPR, other national classifications, self-classifications) can be defined.
The UN has designed the GHS as a modular system consisting of various classification
criteria ("Building blocks"), which may be individually adopted by a country. The item
Deactivated GHS-categories serves to deactivate certain classes and categories (e.g.
Class 2.6, Category 4 "Combustible liquid") for the output in the SDS of a country.
These are set by default to the legislation of the country.
If the item Combined H-phrases is activated, the combined Hazard statements for
Class 3.1 "Acute toxicity" are output in the SDS for the selected country. This item is
activated by default.
By means of the item Decimal character you can determine, whether the decimal
characters shall be output as Point or Comma.
Via the item Format of the date, you can define the format for the output of the date
in the SDS and in the label (standard format: DD.MM.YYYY). The translations of the
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month names can be found in Maintenance of languages [Maintenance programs –
Various tables - Languages] (see page 458).

In order to create SDSs for a country, activate the item Activation of safety data sheet
for this country.
Settings for the Safety Data Sheet:
Via the following items you can influence the output of hazardous substances in
section 3 of the SDS in a country-specific way:
If the item Only ingredients with health or environmental hazards are shown is
activated, only those substances that exhibit at least one Hazard statement that refers to
a health or environmental hazard, are stated in section 3. In this case substances that
are only explosive, extremely flammable, highly flammable, flammable, and/or
oxidizing, are no longer listed in this section. This can be activated/deactivated for
each country separately.
The item Show classification of raw materials enables you to define for non-EU
countries, whether the ingredients in section 3 shall be output with or without
classifications.
Output at deactivation:

Output at activation:
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If the item EU country is deactivated, you can activate the output of the hazard codes
in section 2 of the SDS in the language of the respective SDS by activating the item
Output of the hazard types in SDS language. If the item EU country is activated,
this item is not selectable and the hazard codes are automatically output in the SDS in
English only, in accordance with the EU legislation.
Using the item Limit table to be used you can set the limits to be used for stating the
contents of the ingredients in the SDS. These limit tables can be viewed/edited in
Predefined limit tables (see page 611) [Maintenance Programs – Safety Data Sheets –
Other settings - Definition of limits to use – Predefined limit tables).
Note: After selecting the field, you can access, via
value tables - see Predefined limit tables (see page 611

, the Maintenance of limit

Please consider the following items:
 The setting in this screen has priority over the setting Type of percentages in the
screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
521).
 The setting performed for the company address in the SDS (item Output of
percentages in the screen Company specific settings [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Text modules Conditions], see Output options for
standard phrases, page 572) has priority over the setting in this screen.
 The setting in the screens Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of
preparations (item Special percentage limits for the SDS in the screen Country
specific information, see page 103) or for the mixture (item Limit table for the
SDS in the screen Formulation [Maintenance of preparations] on page 138) has
priority over all above mentioned settings.
Adaptation to legal limit values:
With this option it is possible to overwrite country-specifically the global non-countryspecific setting (see General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets]
(see page 521). Thus, it is possible to adapt, explicitly per country, the limits in the
table of hazardous components in Section 3, to the official classification limits of the
substance.
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The adaption of the limit values to legal limits is deactivated for Canada by default
(Option [18] Adaptation to legal limit values).
By means of the item Output of numbers you can determine, whether the substances
shall be stated with their CAS number, EC-number (EINECS, ELINCS, NLP), Index
number, RTECS- and/or Registration number according to REACH. Further
information can be found in the section SDSs in the topic Updating SDSs and special
functions (see page 271).
Using the options Output of synonyms of substance descriptions and Additional
output of English synonyms, you can manage the output of synonyms.
Note: If the first description has given an M marking (only for the SDB, without CAS
number), then no additional descriptions are output. Descriptions that contain the
string '-' that end in a period or that are marked as internal descriptions are not printed.
If additional English descriptions are selected, only those in which less than 90% of
the letters and digits match the already transmitted designations are output. If
descriptions have less than five characters, then those are chosen in which all
characters except one or none match.
This is to avoid that names with only small differences (for example, an e at the end)
are additionally output.
If the item Output of ingredients in section 2 instead of section 3 is activated
(corresponds to the old order of sections 2 and 3), the SDS is no longer output in
REACH format.
With the option Output of all ingredients (including harmless ones) you can define
if and from which percentage on all ingredients of the product (also those that are not
considered hazardous), are output in the SDS.
The option EU only: Specification of additional information (e.g. occurrence of
OELVs) allows you to define under which conditions additional information (see
Variable texts for tables (see page 581) is to be output:

Note: These settings can be automatically activated for all countries that classify
according to EU rules, (see Common settings for several countries, page 468).
Via the field Use strict EU rules you may determine, for which countries the EUregulations for SDSs shall be valid. All EU-countries as well as all countries, which
conform to the EU-regulations, will be marked with this.
Additional information:

Nota Bene:
An SDS in REACH-Format has to be made available since June 1st, 2007, if
- an SDS has to be generated for a new product
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- the "old" product was delivered less than 12 months ago and new information
(classification,…) is available.
If the item Use special settings, which are otherwise only used for USA and
Canada is activated, the settings in the screen Settings [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Country specific settings – Settings for the USA/Canada] (see
page 590) are also valid for the version of this country. Using the button
Special
SDS settings for USA/Canada, you can switch directly to the maintenance of these
settings, from the Maintenance of countries screen.
Output of hazard statements of raw materials and of the abbreviations in section
16:
The new guidelines demand that the SDS contain the complete text of those Hazard
statements that are listed in section 3. As this requirement only concerns EU-countries,
you may activate or deactivate the item Output of hazard statements of raw
materials and of the abbreviations in section 16 separately for each country. We
have already activated this item for all EU-countries, as well as for Switzerland,
Norway, Turkey and Australia. In this case section 16 contains – besides the liste of
abbreviations (acronyms) - a list of all Hazard statements for substances that are stated
in section 3, with their complete texts below the heading Relevant phrases. In section 2
under Additional information the following phrase exists:
For the wording of the listed hazard phrases refer to section 16.
By means of the item Occupational exposure limit valus to be shown (OELV) you
can decide from which country the OELVs shall be adopted. This is useful for
countries for which no OELVs or Cancer limits are available. Thus, you can set
another country or the EU-limit values as basis for the output in the SDS.
If you need two or more languages for a certain country (e.g. Belgium), you have to
create this country several times with different abbreviations (e.g. BNL for Dutch
speaking Belgium (Flemish) and B-F for French-speaking Belgium (Walloon)). Many
of these variations exist in ChemGes by default.
If the item Output of the toxicology comments is activated, the comment texts of the
toxicological data are also adopted into the SDS.
The field Celsius values also in Fahrenheit (only visible in the final output) lets you
set whether all temperature data in °C shall additionally be printed in °F (afterwards in
parenthesis).
The option Sort order of headings in SDS allows for the activation of the new
structure of SDS headings, according to (EU) 2020/878, Annex B (Option SDS2021).
The option Standard corresponds to the SDS structure according to (EU) 830/2015.
By pressing
Maintenance, you can access the maintenance of the SDS structure
(menu option Sequence of headings, see page 539).
Note: These settings can be activated all at once, for all countries that apply the EU
regulations for classification (see Common settings for several countries, page 468).

Via the item Archiving of safety data sheets, you can define for each country
individually whether SDSs shall be archived. The activation of this option only makes
sense, if you have also activated the item Backup of old versions in Reactions of the
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program after alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets
– Other settings].
By means of the item Type of output you can set separately for raw materials and
mixtures, which classification and labelling type shall be output in SDSs. If Use strict
EU rules is activated, you can choose here between the previous EU regulations
(DSD, resp. DPD) and the CLP ("EU GHS", 1272/2008/EC, latest edition). If this item
is deactivated, you can choose here between the previous EU regulations (DSD, resp.
DPD) and the UN GHS.

The field Template serves to select a special print format for SDSs. Details can be
found in Print settings (definition of template) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets – Other settings] (see page 616).
The item Output of a second SDS for, lets you define for each country the additional
output of a second SDS within one document (for example Canadian SDSs in English
and French, Malaysian SDSs in Malay and English).

By pressing

you can retrieve an overview of all created countries.

Output of second SDS:
- If a country is entered in the field Output of a second SDS for, the SDS of the
entered second country is automatically output when the SDS for the main country
is printed.
- When outputting a PDF file, both SDSs are automatically stored in one single file.
- Page numbering for the second SDS starts with „1“.
Please consider the following items:
1. Generally, the SDS of the second country, even if its output has been activated in
this screen, is not marked as created in the Maintenance of raw
materials/preparations (no asterisk next to the country entry in the overview (
SDS), see item 5 below).
2. For the country that you have entered in Output of a second SDS for, the country
settings of the main country are used instead of the country settings of the second
country.
3. If, for this country translations are missing, the concerned phrases are used in the
language of the main country. This applies for phrases, as well as headings and
manual entries. No notification of this appears before printing.
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4. If an SDS for the second country has already been created, the OELVs,
toxicological values and the transport texts that are available in various languages
(basically ADR) are adopted from this SDS.
5. If for the second country no SDS has been created yet, only the OELVs,
toxicological values and the transport texts are calculated, as if a new country
version of the SDS was created. This may bring results differing from the SDS of
the main country. However, this procedure is required, as otherwise certain texts in
tables would not be translated.

5.3.2.1. Common settings for several countries
Via the button
Common settings for several countries in the overview of
the Maintenance of countries (see page 459) you can, depending on the selected GHStype, perform the following setting for multiple countries at once:

Note:
Every change here, changes the settings of all countries, that are classified according to
the selected GHS-type.
If necessary, it is still possible to make changes in individual countries.
Settings for countries, that are not classified according to the selected GHS-type, can
be changed directly in the Maintenance of countries of that country.
The values entered here, will only be transferred when the corresponding checkbox is
activated in the left column (Transfer).
In the field Alterations for you can define for which GHS classification system
(EU/UN/USA and Canada/all other countries), the here performed classifications
should apply.
By means of the item Output of numbers you can determine, whether the substances
shall be stated with their CAS number, EC-number (EINECS, ELINCS, NLP), Index
number, RTECS- and/or Registration number according to REACH. Further
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information can be found in the section SDSs in the topic Updating SDSs and special
functions (see page 271).
With the option Output of all ingredients (including harmless ones) you can define
if and from which percentage on all ingredients of the product (also those that are not
considered hazardous), are output in the SDS.
The option Output of the hazard types in SDS language, lets you define the output
of the hazard codes according to the CLP in Section 3, in the language of the SDS. If
the option is not activated, the hazard codes are output automatically, corresponding to
the EU legislation, only in English. Exception: The output for Croatia is always in
Croatian.
Using the item Limit table to be used you can set the limits to be used for stating the
contents of the ingredients in the SDS. These limit tables can be viewed/edited in
Predefined limit tables (see page 611) [Maintenance Programs – Safety Data Sheets –
Other settings - Definition of limits to use – Predefined limit tables].
Please consider the following items:
 The setting in this screen has priority over the setting Type of percentage in the
screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
521).
 The setting performed for the company address in the SDS (item Output of
percentages in the screen Company specific settings [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Text modules Conditions], see Output options for
standard phrases, page 572) has priority over the setting in this screen.
 The setting in the screens Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of
preparations (item Special percentage limits for the SDS in the screen Country
specific information, see page 103) or for the mixture (item Limit table for the
SDS in the screen Formulation [Maintenance of preparations] on page 138) has
priority over all above mentioned settings.
Adaptation to legal limit values:
With this option it is possible to overwrite country-specifically the global non-countryspecific setting (see see General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets]
(see page 521). Thus, it is possible to adapt, explicitly per country, the limits in the
table of hazardous components in Section 3, to the official classification limits of the
substance.
The adaption of the limit values to legal limits is deactivated for Canada by default
(Option [18] Adaptation to legal limit values in Maintenance of countries).
Output of hazard statements of raw materials and of the abbreviations in section
16:
The new guidelines demand that the SDS contain the complete text of those Hazard
statements that are listed in section 3. As this requirement only concerns EU-countries,
you may activate or deactivate the item Output of hazard statements of raw
materials and of the abbreviations in section 16 separately for each country. We
have already activated this item for all EU-countries, as well as for Switzerland,
Norway, Turkey and Australia. In this case section 16 contains – besides the liste of
abbreviations (acronyms) - a list of all Hazard statements for substances that are stated
in section 3, with their complete texts below the heading Relevant phrases. In section 2
under Additional information the following phrase exists:
For the wording of the listed hazard phrases refer to section 16.
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If the item Combined H-phrases is activated, the combined Hazard statements for
Class 3.1 "Acute toxicity" are output in the SDS for the selected country. This item is
activated by default.
If the item Output of the toxicology comments is activated, the comment texts of the
toxicological data are also adopted into the SDS.
Via the item Archiving of SDSs, you can define for each country individually whether
SDSs shall be archived. The activation of this option only makes sense, if you have
also activated the item Backup of old versions in Reactions of the program after
alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
settings].
Settings that only affect countries that classify according to EU rules:
Classification according to ATP: Here you can select whether the classification is to
be according to the 4. ATP (487/2013/EU), 8. ATP (2016/918/EU) or 12. ATP
(2019/521/EU).
Please note: All label templates using a different ATP will also be changed.
The option Sort order of headings in SDS, allows you to define the application of the
new structure of SDS headings, according to (EU) 2020/878, Annex B (Option
SDS2021). The option Standard corresponds to the current SDS structure according to
(EU) 830/2015. By pressing
Maintenance, you can access the maintenance of
the SDS structure (menu option Sequence of headings, see page 539).

By means of the item Specification of additional information (e.g. occurrence of
OELVs) allows you to define under which conditions additional information (see
Variable texts for tables (see page 581) is to be output:

5.3.3. Country groups
The menu item Country groups, lets you create up to 12 country groups, which you
can then allocate as output condition in the screen Maintenance of phrases
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text modules] (see Output options for
standard phrases, page 572).
The following country groups are automatically created (based on the information in
Maintenance of countries, page 459):
- EU (EU countries)
- CLP (EU countries and countries using GHS based on CLP) and
- HCS (USA and countries using GHS based on HCS)
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To create a new country group, press
New creation and enter the group
abbreviation and name. Afterwards select the included countries (maximum: 35
countries per group) from the displayed overview.

Example:
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5.3.4. Maintenance of article groups
This item enables you to create article groups. Article groups serve to divide your
products into groups. This division can be used for defining substances for output (e.g.
via the print programs) or for other selections in many program parts.

To create new article groups, click into the line Creation of a new article group and
enter a number or a combination of letters (abbreviation) with a maximum of 4
characters, into the field Group and press
.In the table in the lower part of the
screen, you can enter the desired description of the article group in all needed
languages as well as enter a language-neutral General description.
Note:
You can also have missing texts automatically translated via DeepL and Google
Translate.
Individual languages can be translated via the button Automatic translation (click
into the field Translation of the required target language). The language used as the
source for the translation is always displayed in parenthesis next to the button.
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Alternatively, you can also select one language that shall be used as the source text for
the translation in all missing languages. For this click into the field Translation of the
required source language and press the button Translation of all untranslated
phrases from the language XX (lower screen margin).

Once the translation process is completed, you can deselect languages that you do not
need in the column Transfer.
Additionally, you can unselect all selection via
once via
.
To transfer the created translations finally press
phrases.
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Via
, you can access the Maintenance of the specific label phrases
(Allocation Article group, see Automatic adoption of additional texts, page 318).
You can perform alterations in already existing article groups by selecting the
corresponding line. Deletions are done via
.

5.3.5. Maintenance of substance groups
The substance group allocation serves to allocate specific substances to substance
groups.

Here you can find the Chemical substance groups with relevance for classification,
Groups for the product declaration according to EU 648/2004 (Detergent
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Ordinance) and Substance groups for the identification of generic standard recipe
components for the PCN notification. Additionally, you can create your own
substance groups.
Information concerning the fields in the overview screen:
For Data sheets according to the Cosmetic Regulation (see page 216) you can define a
general consideration limit for “Leave-on“-Products, in the field Product
declaration according to EU 648/2004: General limit for “leave-on“ products.
This limit will be used, if you have activated the item Leave-on Product in the screen
Country specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160), for the
preparation.
Using the option Allocation of chemicals in ChemGes to the groups preservatives
and allergenic fragrances, you can open a list of substances in ChemGes, that are
listed as preservatives and / or allergenic fragrances and transfer the allocation to these
substance groups.

For a new entry, press
and enter a substance group with a sequential number
and a description. Then, you have to define, whether the group name shall be stated in
SDS section 3) under the heading Hazardous components instead of the individual
substance names. Furthermore, you have to determine whether the conversion into
active substance shall be performed.
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The option Used for building groups for PCN notifications (ICG) defines this
substance group for use for the building of groups for the PCN notification of ICGs
(interchangeable component groups).
By activating the item Product declaration according EU 648/2004, you can
determine that the substance group for the definition according to Detergents
Regulation 648/2004/EU shall be used. According to this Regulation, detergents are
products that contain soaps and/or surfactants and are intended for the washing and
cleaning processes.
In section 2 (resp. 3 for REACH-SDSs) of the SDS, below the heading Dangerous
components, a further heading called Regulation (EC) No 648/2004 on detergents /
Labelling for contents is used, where the substance groups, if available in the
preparation, are stated with their percentages.
We have created this heading with the number 2.40.30 in the Maintenance of
headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Headings]. However, you
have to go to General heading allocations [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets – Headings] (see page 541) and enter, or select this number in the field
Declaration acc. to EU 648/2004, to enable the automatic adoption. If the item
Product declaration according EU 648/2004 is activated, you can additionally enter
a consideration limit (field from…%), suppress the output of the percentages and
state the INCI-description.
If you have activated the option Output of the INCI description, the specific,
language-independent INCI description (see page 242) (instead of the group
description you have entered here) is used for the substances of this substance group. If
no INCI-name is available for a substance of this substance group, the standard
description is stated instead.
If you need the substance group descriptions for foreign SDS versions in other
languages as well, you can enter translations by pressing the button Translations.
Here you can find the text in all already created languages.
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Automatic translation of substance group names:
You can also have missing texts automatically translated via DeepL and Google
Translate.

Individual languages can be translated via the button Automatic translation (click
into the field Translation of the required target language). The language used as the
source for the translation is always displayed in parenthesis next to the button.
Alternatively, you can also generate translations in all missing languages by pressing
the button Translation of all untranslated texts.
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After creating the substance groups you can allocate the chosen substance groups by
clicking on them, to one substance in the field Substance group in the basic screen of
the Maintenance of raw materials (Substance window, page 20).
By clicking on the field Substance groups you can retrieve an overview of all
substance groups and select a group. However, please note that only the substance
group entry in the first line is considered for the product declaration according to
648/2004/EC.
If the item Conversion into active substance is activated in the Maintenance of
substance groups, you can enter a percentage in the field Active substance in the
Substance group overview screen (Maintenance of raw materials). This percentage
limit is used for the consideration of this substance for the statement in SDS section 3..
The active content can also be used for percentages under the heading " Regulation
(EC) No 648/2004 on detergents / Labelling for contents " in the SDS.
Note: You can define for each substance group, using the condition Substance
groups, a separate percent limit for the output of SDS (see Conditions for the
automatic selection of standard phrases, page 560).
If you create an SDS (see page 260) afterwards, section 2 (resp. 3 for REACH-SDSs)
may look like in the following picture, if you have defined, that the substance group
name has to be stated under the heading Dangerous components as well as under the
heading Regulation (EC) No 648/2004 on detergents / Labelling for contents.

In the example above, among others, the INCI-name FORMALDEHYDE (substance
of the substance group Preservation agents) and CITRONELLOL (substance of the
substance group Allergenic fragrances) are stated below the heading Regulation (EC)
No 648/2004 on detergents / Labelling for contents.
If you want to, for example, state the individual chemical descriptions of the hazardous
components instead of the group names under the heading Dangerous ingredients, you
can switch to the Hazardous components table by pressing
. After that, deactivate
the field Output group (see next picture). You can of course also delete or enter other
substances here.
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This formulation table contains all substances, from which the classification is adopted
into the SDS, as they have to be stated in section 2 (resp. 3 for REACH-SDSs) for the
dangerous components. In case that two or more substances of the same substance
group exhibit a different classification, only similar substances are added and stated in
one line in the SDS. The remaining substances are stated in one or several additional
lines with the same group description, but with another classification. If you move the
red frame to the line below the heading Regulation (EC) No 648/2004 on detergents /
Labelling for contents and press
, a similar window will open for the
maintenance of this second formulation table (see next picture), where single line
alterations are also possible.

Hint:
If you do not want the INCI names stated under the heading Regulation (EC) No
648/2004 on detergents / Labelling for contents for a certain product, you can
deactivate the output of this information for this product.
To do so you only have to activate the item Product does not have to be declared
acc. to EU 648/2004 in the above shown screen. Afterwards press
. After
applying this setting, neither the heading, nor the table below is stated in the SDS. If
you want to state the heading and the table in the SDS again, you only have to
deactivate the item Product does not have to be declared acc. to EU 648/2004.
Similar to article groups it is possible to perform the automatic adoption of standard
phrases into the SDS based on substance groups. For this, retrieve the relevant
standard phrase within the Maintenance of Phrases and press
for Conditions
for the automatic selection of standard phrases, page 560 [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Text modules].
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5.3.6. Maintenance of flags
In this program part, you can create and edit flags. With this it is possible to define
such things as product properties. The maintenance is performed similar to that for
Article groups (see page 472).

By either choosing an existing flag or creating a new one via
New creation,
you can switch to the maintenance window. In the field Flag you can enter or alter an
alpha-numeric abbreviation (maximum of 4 characters) and and a description. You can
create up to 400 flags. Each flag can have up to 60 user-defined contents, each with a
maximum of 40 characters. Upper or lower case letters are not important here.

Via the field Type you can define the type of the new flag.
There are four different types of flags:
∞ - The Infinity Symbol - No restrictions for the selection:
This indicates that you can allocate as much content as you wish, up to the maximum
available number of content fields (60).
Max. 1 – Max. 1 value allowed for selection:
This type of flag allows you to only select one content field at a time, even if more are
available. It allows you to more quickly activate/deactivate flag details, as you can just
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change the flag content, rather than having to deactivate the one(s) you do not want to
have.
Yes/no:
With this type of flag, you have 3 options, ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Not set’. ‘Not set’
deactivates the flag, while ‘No’ indicates a ‘No’-flag and of course, ‘Yes’ indicates a
‘Yes’-flag. The ‘Not set’ option ensures clarity. It is necessary to choose ‘No’ if mean
to indicate ‘No’ for the flag. ‘Not set’ on the other hand means that it is intentionally
not marked ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Activation – Activated:
This flag can be simply activated or deactivated.
In the fields below you can enter the possible contents of the flag (max. 60). Via
you can sort the entered contents. Via
you can delete all entered contents,
via
you can delete the complete flag.
Using these flags, you can automate the adoption of phrases into the SDS. More
information on this can be found in the maintenance for the SDS under Flag allocation
(see page 569). In the same way you can select SDSs for certain customers in the
additional program module MSDS+.
Nota Bene:
If several allocations are defined for one flag, these allocations are combined with OR
for the automatic selection of standard phrases in the SDS; this means, if at least one of
the defined values applies, the phrase is selected.
The following picture shows a preparation with 4 flags, the next image shows the
details you can display by clicking on the field Flags:
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Further information can be found under Flags (see page 246) and Flag allocation (see
page 569).
Note: You can also import flags to ChemGes. For further information please see
Import file with flags (see page 482).

5.3.6.1 Import file with flags
This menu item serves to import flags to ChemGes. Further information can be found
in the lower part of this screen:

Further information on flags can be found under Maintenance of flags (see page 480).

5.3.7 Additional physical/chemical values (general maintenance)

Here you can generally add and maintain additional physical/chemical value types.
The substance-specific entry of values is done via the button
Self-defined
physical/chemical data in Maintenance of raw materials /Maintenance of
preparations. Further information can be found under Additional physical-chemical
values (see page 72).

5.3.8. Maintenance of customers
The customer maintenance serves to create and to alter a customer database entry,
which is intended for the allocation of the printouts of SDSs to customers. It is possible
to retrieve the customer maintenance from an SDS and from the printing programs of
the SDS. The functioning of the customer administration is described in the topic
Customer maintenance for SDSs (see page 280).
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For each customer you can enter a number, a name and address, a phone and fax
number (each 25 digits), as well as three email addresses. A Search string function is
also included. The search string function operates similar to the search for substance
names, only wild cards (* and ?) are not available. You can enter up to five part
strings, each separated by a space character. For this all address lines are considered.

5.3.9. Maintenance of waste catalogues
In this menu item, you can retrieve the European Waste Catalogue, as well as the
Austrian Waste Catalogue [according to ÖNORM S 2100] and the Swiss Waste
Catalogue [according to the Verordnung des UVEK über Listen zum Verkehr mit
Abfällen (SR 814.610.1)].
After retrieving this item you will receive a language overview window.
 To display the European Waste Catalogue select one of the EU languages or
Norwegian, Serbian, Turkish or Croatian.
 To retrieve the Austrian Waste Catalogue (Österreichischer Abfallkatalog) select
the Austrian Waste Disposal Key option.
 To retrieve the Swiss Waste Catalogue, select Switzerland – German, Switzerland –
Italian or Switzerland – French.
The use of all catalogues is similar. By pressing
overview of the main groups (see next picture).

you can retrieve an

After selecting a line, you receive the various levels of sub-groups available. Here you
can maintain the entries and create new numbers. It is permitted to supplement the 6digit EWC-Code with a 2-digit country-specific extension (e.g. D1) at its end. To
create a new number select the required main group and sub group and press
.
Further information on the Waste Catalogues can be found in the section Waste
Catalogue (see page 243).

5.3.10. Maintenance of Group OELVs
By means of the menu item Group OELVs you can – similar to the Maintenance of
limit values (OELVs (see page 74) for individual substances – create country specific
group limit values.
After selecting a country, you can enter the Type of value and then define the name of
the Group in the following field. By activating the option Biological limit value you
can define a value as a biological limit value. If this item is activated, all fields for the
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OELVs are set inactive (grey), automatically. The following fields allow the entering
of short-term and long-term values (OELVs), ceiling limit values, and for biological
limit values (the medium, sampling time and parameter), as well as a comment.

Locking of OELVs for updates
If you enter occupational exposure limit values (OELVs) yourself, you can protect
these entries from being deleted or overwritten during updates by activating the field
Locked for updates.
The short-term as well as the long-term values, including the type of limit value in full
length and possible comments, are adopted into the SDS for the appropriate country.
You can also access the Maintenance of group OELVs from the Maintenance of raw
materials, by pressing
in the screen OELVs (see OELVs on page 74). In this
screen you can create new group limit values or allocate values to groups.

5.3.11. Codes for biological limit values
In this item, you can access and maintain the country-specific codes for medium,
sampling time and parameter. The first 3 fields are for entering the country specific
texts for the headings Medium, Sampling time and Parameter. All remaining fields
are for entering the different media (for example: blood), sampling times (for example:
end of shift) and parameter (for example toluene).
The screen below shows the country-specific codes for Germany:
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In the SDS the codes (abbreviations) entered in this screen are output as the respective
full text, which is entered here next to the abbreviation.

5.3.12. Texts for the Detergents Regulation
The texts of the Detergents Regulation are intended for the creation of Data Sheets in
compliance with the Product declaration according to 648/2004/EC and according to
the Cosmetic Regulation. Further information can be found under Data sheet for
medical personnel (see page 216), Data sheet for the public (see page 216) and Data
Sheet according to Cosmetic Regulation (see page 216).
After opening this item you can select a language and, if necessary, create the
translations.
If required, you can also alter the texts (ex.: in case of amended regulations), as well as
the allocated heading (see also Country-specific heading allocations, page 543),
activate the output for the SDS and select the countries,for which the output shall be
done.
The next picture shows the phrases for the language English:
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The texts in fields 01 to 13 are required for the creation of the data sheets. The entries
under Allocation of substance groups show the links to the substance groups that
were created in Maintenance of substance groups [Maintenance programs – Various
tables] (see page 474).
As the substance groups Fragrances (PARFUM in the data sheets), Essential Oils and
Colouring agents (or dyes – description in the data sheets can be COLORANTS) have
to be listed for the creation of both data sheets, you can also perform an allocation to
the created substance groups here. This means that, if a preparation contains
ingredients that were allocated to one of the substance groups "Perfumes" or
"Allergenic fragrances", the Data sheet for medical personnel (see page 216), the Data
sheet for the public (see page 216) as well as the Data Sheet according to Cosmetic
Regulation (see page 216) contain the entry "PARFUM".
The substance group "Preservation agents", as well as all above-mentioned substance
groups are – if relevant – additionally stated under the SDS heading that is entered in
the item Allocated heading in the SDS in this screen.

Automatic translations:
You can add missing translations of individual phrases via the translation services
DeepL and Google Translate.

You can also use this function for checking already translated self-created phrases. If
differences between the existing and the automatic translation can be detected,
ChemGes displays both texts in an overview, from which you can choose the text that
you want to use.

By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.
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5.3.13. Routes of exposure
In the item Types of exposure, you can maintain the phrases for exposure (e.g.
Contact with skin).
Note: Additional routes of exposure can only be created by DR Software. This service
is free.

5.3.14. Organs
In the item Organs, you can maintain the phrases for the various organs, which are
stated in the Hazard statements H370 – H373.
Note: Additional organs can only be created by DR Software. This service is free.
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5.4. Maintenance of phrases
This menu item consists of the following options:
GHS phrases
Symbols and signal words (see page 488)
Hazard classes (see page 490)
Categories (see page 490)
Hazard statements
Hazard statements (see page 490)
Type of absoption
General hazard statements 370 – 373, 361f (see page 491)
Routes of exposure (see page 487)
Organs (see page 487)
EUH and other additional statements
Special product phrases (see page 492)
Limits for the transfer of EUH phrases (see page 423)
Safety instructions
General statements (see page 492)
Prevention (see page 492)
Response (see page 492)
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Storage (see page 492)
Disposal (see page 492)
Settings for Safety instructions
Sub numbers of P-phrases (see page 434)
P-phrase duplicates (see page 434)
Unused P-phrases (see page 435)
Priority of P-phrases (see page 436)
GHS settings for the screen (see page 424)
Warnings according to the Cosmetic Regulation (see page 495)
Biocidal Products Regulation (see page 496)
Text modules for formulations (see page 496)
DSD and DPD
DSD/DPD symbols (see page 496)
Risk phrases (see page 497)
Safety phrases (see page 497)
Special product phrases (see page 497)
Settings or the DPD classification (see page 455)
Limits for the classification of risk and safety phrases (see page 456)

5.4.1. GHS hazard symbols and signal words
This item enables you to enter and alter the names for the hazard symbols and signal
words for GHS in every language. These symbol descriptions are also used for the
symbols in the Label module.
Via the button Alteration language, you can change the language.
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5.4.2. GHS hazard classes and categories
After selecting the items Hazard classes and Categories you can enter and alter the
names for the hazard classes and categories for GHS in every language.
Via the button Alteration language, you can change the language.

5.4.3. Maintenance of GHS Hazard statements
This menu item enables you to maintain the various Hazard statements in all
languages. The respective translations are already available in ChemGes. If needed, it
is possible to alter a text after retrieving a phrase.
You can switch to the Maintenance of these phrases by selecting a language. To
retrieve an overview of all available Hazard statements, press
. To edit one
of the phrases, simply click on the respective line. Via the button Alteration language,
you can change the language.
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5.4.4. General hazard statements 370 – 373, 361f
The item General hazard statements 370 – 373, 361f, lets you retrieve the texts and
translations of the phrases H370, H371, H372 and H373, as well as the translations of
the supplement “(causing atrophy of the testes)” for phrase H361f. Via the button
Alteration language, you can change the language.
In these phrases, the character “$” replaces the respective organ(s). You can also
define separation characters, which are automatically output, if several organs have to
be stated (e.g.: “,” in the case of 3 or more organs, “and” for the statement of 2
organs).
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5.4.5. Maintenance of GHS-standard phrases (Special product
phrases, General statements, Prevention, Response, Storage,
Disposal)
These items on the one hand provide you with information and on the other hand they
enable you to perform alterations and supplementations. Nevertheless, it is
recommended that you do not change any official GHS phrases.

Special product phrases:
These phrases concern the labelling according to the CLP ("EU GHS", 1272/2008/EC,
latest edition) and for Australia.

General statements:
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The general statements are the statements P101, P102 and P103, for substances for the
public. The output of these phrases can be activated / deactivated in the screen GHS
classifications (Maintenance of preparations). Via the button Alteration language,
you can change the language.
Precautionary statements (Prevention, Response, Storage and Disposal):
Here you can find the texts of the precautionary statements, some of which are
incomplete and must be filled in by the user for completion. ChemGes has a number of
options for automating that process.
We created variations of these phrases, where possible, so that these variations can be
chosen for output for a substance in the Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance
of preparations screen. You can also define the automatic output of certain variations
in the screen Sub-numbers of P-phrases (see page 434).

After selecting a phrase, you can allocate either a flag or an additional physical/chemical value for phrases with variable marking („$“) and have the variable value be
output in the SDS automatically. Via the button Alteration language, you can change
the language.
The field Flag serves the allocation of any flag that you have created in Flags
[Maintenance programs – Various tables].
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If you have allocated several possible contents of a flag to a raw material/preparation
(via the field Flag in Maintenance of raw materials/preparations) and wish to output
all allocated flag contents in the SDS, you can determine this output here by activating
the item Combination of more than one flag and the definition of a separation
character (see previous picture).
The field Physical-/chemical value serves the allocation of any physical-/chemical
value type that you have created for a raw material [Maintenance of raw materials –
Self-defined physical-/chemical data] or a preparation [Maintenance of
preparations –
Self-defined physical-/chemical data or via
Additional physical-/chemical values in the screen Physical data].
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Additionally, for H and P phrases the fields Alteration from rev. or from ATP
indicates whether the wording of an existing phrase was changed with a legislative
update.
Example– Change of P280 with 12. ATP:

For information on hazard symbols and signal words see GHS hazard symbols and
signal words (see page 488).
For information on hazard classes and categories see GHS hazard classes and
categories (see page 490).
For information on hazard statements see Maintenance of GHS Hazard statements
(see page 490).

5.4.6. Warnings according to the Cosmetic Regulation
Here, you can view the warnings according to Annex III, Regulation 1223/2009/EC on
cosmetic products, but also perform alterations and supplementations. However, you
should not alter the legally determined warnings, unless this is officially prescribed.
After entering a number or selecting via
, the corresponding text is retrieved
and can be edited. If the entered number does not yet exist, the program assumes that
you want to create a new phrase.
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Further information can be found in Country specific classifications [Maintenance of
preparations] (see page 160).

5.4.7. Biocidal Products Regulation
By means of the item Biocidal Products Regulation you can access and
maintain the translations of the texts „Contains biocidal products“ and „nano“.
The respective translations in all EU languages have been implemented in
ChemGes. Via the button Alteration language, you can change the language.

5.4.8. Text modules for formulations
This program part allows you to create texts that can be adopted into formulations.
This enables you to produce complete production formulations with instructions on the
manufacturing process. Find more information under Creation of preparations (see
page 137).

5.4.9. DSD/DPD symbols
This item enables you to enter and alter the names for the EU-hazard symbols in every
language. These symbol descriptions are also used for the symbols in the Label
module.
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5.4.10. Maintenance of standard phrases (R-phrases, S-phrases)
The phrase maintenance provides you with information, but also enables you to
perform alterations and supplementations. By means of these programs you can inspect
and alter all standard phrases (Risk-phrases (R-phrases), Safety phrases (S-phrases)
and Special product phrases (P-phrases)) or create new phrases. However, you
should not alter the legally determined R- and S-phrases, unless this is officially
prescribed.
After entering a number or selecting it via
, the corresponding text is
retrieved and can be edited. If the entered number does not exist yet, the program
assumes that you want to create a new phrase.
We recommend that you do not change the R-phrases, the special product phrases and
all complete S-phrases. Some S-phrases are incomplete and are intended to be
supplemented by the manufacturer of the product. But even in this case it is seldom
necessary to alter the required phrases, as we have created variants of these phrases
with descriptions, which are common in the industry. These phrases are marked by the
number of the incomplete S-phrase and a letter behind it. If these phrases are not
sufficient, we recommend that you create additional variants with the next available
letter.

5.5. Maintenance of transport
This item contains the basic settings for the automatic transport classification, as well
as the UN-numbers with their descriptions. After selecting Maintenance programs
(basic screen) - Transport the following selection appears:
General adjustments for transport (see page 497)
Settings for the declaration text (see page 501)
UN numbers (see page 503)
Preferred UN numbers (see page 508)
Translations (see page 508)
Standard phrases for the declaration (see page 509)

5.5.1. General adjustments for transport
This item has already been discussed under Automatic transport classification (see
page 195). The next picture shows this screen:
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Via the item Transfer from substance without classification, you can define a
percent limit for raw materials from which onwards the transport classification shall be
adopted without any further calculation. This is useful, if one substance is the
predominant component of a preparation. If you principally want each preparation to
be calculated, you have to enter 0% in each of these fields. However, we recommend
that you enter 100%. This means, that for preparations, which consist of 100% of one
substance, the transport classification is adopted from the substance.
If the item Transport proposal for raw materials is activated, you can perform an
automatic calculation of the transport classification as proposal for raw materials by
pressing
in the transport screen of the raw material. Find more
information under Proposal for the ADR-classification of substances (see page 118).
This is performed in the background, if the transport classification of a preparation that
contains a raw material without transport classification, is calculated. To be informed
about this procedure it is useful to activate the item Report after creation of the ADR
proposal. In this case, after starting the calculation of the preparation you will receive
a window with the proposal for the ADR-classification of this raw material. Please
check, if the proposal appears useful and logical.
Limits:
Here you can define, from which limit on the missing classification of raw materials is
ignored, as well as limits for classes 1, 2, 4.1-4.3, 5.1 and 5.2 (PG I – III) and a limit
for especially dangerous substances.
Calculation of class 8:
The ADR 2019 provides extensive changes to the calculation of class 8. In order to
implement these new rules, you can activate the option According to the rules of
ADR 2019.
In addition or alternatively, you can activate the consideration of special limits from
GHS.
As many users wish to have class 8 as soon as the H314 (GHS Class 3.2/1, 1A – 1C)
applies, you can activate both options at the same time.
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If the item H314: 1A=>PG I, 1B=>PG II, 1C=>PG III is activated, the allocation to
Class 8, packing group I, II and III is performed based on the classification with H314
and the Categories 1A, 1B and 1C of Class 3.2 Skin corrosion /irritation.
Note: The use of the limits according to the CLP is activated by default. As this is not
specifically mentioned in the ADR, is it possible to activate/deactivate it as needed.
In the Transport screen for preparations (see page 184) you can open an overview of
the calculation of class 8 via
Calculation data for Class 8.
According to ADR section 2.2.61.1.14 substances and mixtures (with the exception of
those used as pesticides), which are not classified in CLP Class 3.1 (Categories 1-3),
do not have to be classified in ADR Class 6.1. If the item No classification in class 6.1
without classification in CLP class 3.1 (categories 1-3) is activated, the classification
in ADR Class 6.1 is skipped, if no classification in CLP Class 3.1 is present.
According to ADR section 2.2.61.1.14 substances and mixtures (with the exception of
those used as pesticides), which are not classified in CLP Class 3.1 (Categories 1-3),
do not have to be classified in ADR Class 6.1. If the item No classification in class 6.1
without classification in CLP class 3.1 (categories 1-3) is activated, the classification
in ADR Class 6.1 is skipped, if no classification in CLP Class 3.1 is present.
The item DOT – Classification as Marine Pollutant according to GHS criteria
enables you to set the rules, according to which the environmental hazard "Marine
Pollutant" according to DOT shall be calculated. This item is inactive by default which
corresponds to the preferred procedure for the DOT. If this item is activated, the
environmental hazard is calculated according to the GHS criteria, as with the
remaining transport regulations. This option only becomes active if the option Symbol
“fish & tree” is active.
In order to suppress the automatic calculation of the labelling with the symbol "fish
and tree", please deactivate the item Symbol "fish & tree". If this item is activated,
the labeling "fish and tree" is no longer calculated and is not stated in the SDS.
Using the option Symbol „fish & tree“ you can define separately for each transport
regulation, whether the symbol "fish and tree" shall be output. For ADR you can
additionally define, whether the output shall be done either only for UN numbers 3077
and 3082, for all UN numbers, or for none. For ADR you can also manually influence
the output of the symbol directly in the transport screen (see screen Transport for raw
materials, page 93) and preparations, page 184).
In the field Classify solids from … % liquid ingredients with Class 4.1 UN 3175 for
solids with flammable liquids (0=no), you can enter a percentage from which solid
substances of class 4.1 (“Flammable Solids”) that contain liquid ingredients, are to be
automatically classified with UN 3175 (“SOLIDS CONTAINING FLAMMABLE
LIQUID, N.O.S.”). If you do not wish to have this classification, enter the value “0”
(zero) here.
In the field Default volume, you can define a default value (Options <=1 Liter, >1<=5 Liter, >5 Liter - <=30 Liter, >30 - <=450 Liter, <450 Liter) for the volume. In the
screen Additional information on transport classification (see page 195) this value can
be defined separately for each preparation or raw material.
If you activate the item No output of the various transport types in the SDS (except
EU), only the UN number with description, Class and packing group according to the
UN Model Regulations is output in the SDSs for all countries, for which the GHS
classification is activated for output, in the screen Maintenance of countries
[Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] (see
page 459). The limited quantities and the transport category are then no longer output.
Output example - raw materials
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Output sample – preparations

This setting has no effect on SDSs according to the CLP ("EU GHS", 1272/2008/EC),
as there all transport types are stated.
Via the setting, Output of the description next to the class in the SDS, you can
define whether the description of the hazard class shall be output next to the class
number (for example 3Flammable liquids). This item is activated by default.
If the item Output of comments in the SDS is activated, the remarks entered in the
field Comments in the screen Transport for raw materials (see page 93) and
preparations (see page 184) are output in the SDS Section 14 (heading “Remarks”).
The item Output of the ADR code next to the ADR class enables you to set, whether
the ADR classification code shall be stated in parenthesis next to the ADR class in
section 14 of the SDS under Land transport. According to the current regulations this
code is not necessary.
By activating the item Transfer of class „-“ to all other classes, if they are empty,
you can automatically adopt the entry "void" for all remaining transport regulations. If
you, for example, enter "-" in the field Class of the screen Transport for raw materials
(see page 93) and preparations (see page 184), the “-“ and thus the entry "void" is
automatically adopted in the SDS for the remaining transport regulations.
The options Expansion of the abbreviation ADR with (Classification is always
identical) /RID or /ADN, you can determine, whether the abbreviation(s) /RID or
/ADN shall be additionally stated in Section 14 of the SDS.
Below you can see an example for the output in the SDS (both options activated):

The option Automatic replacement of UN 1169 with UN 1197 enables you to define
individually for each transport type, to use the new UN 1197 EXTRACTS, LIQUID
instead of UN 1169 before transitional periods (ADR: 01 July 2023, IATA: 31
December 2023) end. Please note: With the respective end of the transitional period,
the switch is done automatically. Further information can be found in our instructional
video Alterations in the transport regulations 2023 on our YouTube channel.
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5.5.2. Settings for the declaration text

Automatic calculation of the declaration:
If this function is activated, the description of the UN-number is automatically adopted
into the field Name within the transport window. For preparations with generic UNnumbers, the hazard triggers are stated as well. When activated, other texts that may
have been in the field Name, are deleted and the text in the field Name cannot be
altered manually. After selecting the field Name you can only alter the hazard trigger.
If this item is deactivated, the program will ask you after each selection of the field
UN-number whether the Name or other parts of the transport classification shall be
altered. Thus, an alteration only takes place, if approved. In addition, the text in the
field Name can be edited manually.
But please note that in this case the text in the field Name cannot be translated
automatically into other languages. Therefore, we recommend that you activate the
automatic calculation of the declaration when creating SDSs in several languages.
Maximum number of hazard triggers:
By means of this item you can define the number of hazard triggers separately for each
transport regulation (maximum: 10, default: 2).
Minimize the number of hazard triggers depending on their considerability (at
own risk):
If activated, a second hazard trigger for the same hazard is suppressed, even if it is
contained not in very low, but simply in lower amounts than the main hazardous
substance.
Hazardous ingredients for Marine Pollutant:
This setting lets you define the number and type of hazard triggers for Marine
Pollutants, that are to be output (defined maximum together with the other hazardous
ingredients, max. 2 separately or unlimited).
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Group name has priority over substance name (only suggested for DOT):
If this item is activated, the UN-number (together with the transport description),
which is determined according to the settings in the screen Preferred UN numbers (see
page 508), is stated for the selected transport regulation.
Example:
 The UN-number 1263 (paint) is defined for class 3, packing group I, II and III, as
well as for ADR-code F1.
 For a preparation consisting of Toluene and non-hazardous additions, the transport
classification is stated with the UN-number and the description “1263 Paint”.
 For transport regulations, for which the item Group description has priority over
substance name (only suggested for DOT) is not activated, only the UN-number
and the description “1294 Toluene” is allocated.
We would like to point out, that this possibility is only permissible in the American
Road Transport regulation DOT and the Canadian transport regulations TDG. For the
regulations ADR, IMDG and IATA the substance description (e.g. 1294 Toluene) has
priority over the group description (even generic names, e.g. 1263 Paint).
Special Provision 640 shall always be used:
If you deactivate this item, Special Provision 640 is not calculated. The output of the
SP 640 for a preparation is possible using the setting for Vapor pressure in the screen
Additional information on transport classification [Maintenance of preparations –
Transport –
Simplified classification] (see topic Automatic transport
classification, page 195).
Order of the ADR-text:
For some flammable liquid substances (UN 1263 Paint, UN 1133 Adhesives, UN 1993
Flammable liquid n.o.s, etc.) the text on the Special Provision 640 has to be stated. In
ChemGes this text is additionally given in the field for the ADR-name of the screen
Transport (Maintenance of raw materials/preparations) and is therefore also adopted
into section 14 of an SDS. This output is done according to the following settings
under the Order of the ADR-text:
1. UN-description / Special Provision / components
Output sample:
UN 1993 FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S., Special Provision 604E (TOLUENE,
ETHYLACETATE)
2. UN-description / components / Special Provision
Output sample:
UN 1993 FLAMMABLE LIQUID, N.O.S., (TOLUENE, ETHYLACETATE), Special
Provision 604E
Output of the UN number with the ADR declaration
Here, you can define how the UN number for the ADR declaration in the SDS section
14 (heading 14.2 UN proper shipping name) shall be output (options None / Only the
number / UN+number). The next picture shows the output with the setting Output of
the UN number with the ADR declaration - Only the number.
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No output of additional information “environmentally hazardous” for ADR in
SDS:
This setting lets you influence the output of the text “environmentally hazardous” for
technical names in the SDS under UN “Model Regulation”. This item is deactivated
by default. If it is activated, the information “environmentally hazardous“ is output at
the end of the UN “Model Regulation”.
Example:
UN1866, RESIN SOLUTION, special provision 640E, 3, III, ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
instead of (output, if setting is deactivated)
UN1866, RESIN SOLUTION, special provision 640E, ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS, 3, III
UN number description shall not be used for hazardous ingredients (only
substance description):
In this option, you can activate that the substance names are used instead of the UN
number description, for the output of hazard triggers. Please note that this option was
implemented by customer request and does not comply with legal requirements.
DOT-RQ:
Here you can activate the Output of RQ ingredients also for non-NOS UN numbers
and Show „RQ“ also in front of RQ ingredients.
IATA – General n.o.s. entries: state ‘containing’ before hazard triggers
This option can be activated to output the word ‘containing’ before the list of hazard
triggers.

5.5.3. UN numbers
To retrieve the Maintenance of UN-numbers go to Maintenance programs (basic
screen) – Transport - UN numbers. You can either enter the UN-number or switch to
the overview screen, where you can search via the description or part strings (like for
substances), by pressing
. After retrieving a UN-number, you receive a
window with all descriptions that are allocated to this number (see next picture).
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We have created sequential numbers for the individual description variants. It is
possible, that for one UN-number two or three different terms are available in the ADR
and/or IMDG (for example, for UN-number 1263 the descriptions paint and paint
related material exist in ADR). When outputting a UN number manually, the user has
to select the corresponding description, if required (in the transport screen in the
Maintenance of preparations).
All information available for this UN number is included in this three-part screen:
Nota Bene:
All information for the ADR is also valid for the RID.

Important information
Please note that the classification code in most cases includes the state of aggregation,
and therefore changes, if the state changes. Some UN numbers exist with two
descriptions, one for liquid and one for solid; they also have different ADR-codes.
However, further data on Excepted quantity (EQ) (table in Screen 2), Transport
category and Tunnel restriction code only apply to the ADR.
Main screen:
This screen contains the UN number and the description. Here you can switch to other
languages by pressing
. The table below the fields Class and State, contains
all possible packing groups and other classification information, are displayed.
Please note that data on Excepted quantity (EQ) (table in Screen 2), Transport
category and Tunnel restriction code only apply to the ADR.
For an ADR classification (Class, ADR Code and Packing Group), several UN
numbers can be permissible. Via the menu item Preferred UN numbers (see page 508),
you can retrieve an overview of all permissible UN numbers for the above stated
criteria and allocate a main UN number for the respective ADR classification (for
example, the UN number 1993 for ADR Class 3, PG. I, ADR Code F1).
As many companies use certain UN numbers more frequently, it is possible to allocate
such a UN number as the main UN number to an ADR classification, by pressing
Preferred UN-number for the classification. This allocated main UN
number will always be output, if it fits the ADR classification details. If you select this
allocated main UN number in the screen Transport (see page 93), you will receive a
query, whether you want to use this UN number as the standard UN number for the
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respective ADR classification. Any allocation of a preferred UN-number applies to all
modes of transportation.
To remove the allocation for a UN number, press the button
preferred UN-number for the classification.

Non-

ADR Additional information:
The asterisks (***, ** or *) refer to the vapor pressure limits and/or the boiling point,
which have to be stated for some UN-numbers of class 3, if the dangerous good is
transported in tanks. The v means 'viscous' and concerns substances of class 3 that can
be classified due to the viscosity-flash point-table according to ADR 2.2.3.1.4.
However, if the same substance was classified due to its flash point of at least 23°C, it
has to be classified with 'not viscous' (nv) now.
Please note that substances of class 3 with Packing Group III and the addition nv have
a hazard number of 30 instead of 33. This is taken into consideration in the
classification program, but is not evident from the UN-table.
For Hydrofluoric acid (UN 1790) two entries for different concentrations are available
in Packing Group I, which used to be indicated by different digits. The higher
concentration is now indicated by an h, the medium concentration by an m. In these
cases the texts listed below, additionally have to be stated in the transport documents.
The shortcuts are only used within ChemGes.
Shortcut in the program

Additional text

v

(with a flash point below 23°C and viscous
according 2.2.3.1.4)

nv

(not viscous)

***

(boiling point not higher than 35°C)

**

(vapor pressure at 50°C higher than 110 kPa, boiling
point more than 35°C)

*

(vapor pressure at 50°C maximally 110 kPa)

h

with more than 85% hydrogen fluoride

m

with more than 60 % hydrogen fluoride, but
maximally 85 % hydrogen fluoride

Screen 2
Screen 2 indicates the types of transport regulations, in which the UN number and the
description occur, whether hazard triggers have to be stated and whether the material is
forbidden or exempted in the individual transport types.
The item Toxic by inhalation, supplements the proper shipping name with the
information “toxic by inhalation”. This concerns all UN numbers that have an entry for
SP354 in Chapter 3.2, Table A, as well as all UN numbers that are listed with the ADR
code TF1 (note j) under ADR 2.2.61.3. The language specific texts for the information
“toxic by inhalation” can be accessed and maintained in the screen Translations (see
page 508).
This screen also contains information on the IMDG:
 the EmS-number
 the marine pollutant entry
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 the allocation of the UN numbers to the IMDG segregation groups (see also
Transport classification of raw materials, page 93 and Transport classifications of
preparations, page 184).

Screen 3:
Screen 3 contains information that is important for solutions and mixtures, as well as
the type of the description.
The following types of description exist:
1) Description of a substance: clearly identified substances or mixtures of substances.
Only substance descriptions can be supplemented with the word Solution or Mixture.
This is not permitted for group- or generic descriptions.
2) Generic description: either a technical or an application related description (e.g.
1263 Paint, 1133 Adhesives, etc.) or a chemical generic term (e.g. 3283 selenium
compound, n.o.s., 2478 Isocyanates, flammable, toxic, n.o.s.).
3) General n.o.s. entries: these are n.o.s. descriptions that only contain the hazard
type, but no information on the chemistry or the application (e.g. 1993 Flammable
liquid, n.o.s.).
The differentiation of the description types is particularly important, as during the
classification of preparations the program can, most of the time, only select the general
n.o.s. entries according to the hazard characteristics. But the user can check afterwards,
whether a more exact description (generic or group description) applies. It is important
to always the most specific description.
Besides that, ChemGes only uses the UN description for the hazard trigger output, if it
is a substance description. Otherwise the transport description (marking T) or, if not
available, the standard description (marking S) from the substance database is used.
This also has the effect that the hazard triggers are written in uppercase letters (if
applicable in the form of transportation), if it is the UN description and in lowercase
letters if it is a T- or S-description from the substance database.
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Some UN-numbers have just one description in the ADR but two variants in the IMDG
with the additional description solid and liquid or solution. To be able to state the
correct description, the field State is filled in here. In some cases the description
already contains the word solution or mixture. In order to avoid that the program adds
the words solution or mixture behind such a description, the fields Part of the text –
Solution / Mixture are set properly.
Furthermore, there are UN-numbers, where the last part of the description indicates the
state of aggregation (solid, liquid, dehydrated, etc.). In this case the field Last word is
state is activated. With this it can be avoided that, for example, the description of a
solution contains the words solid, solution or liquid, solution, but only solution behind
the substance description.
In addition, there are some substances that have a different UN-number as solution or
mixture than as a solid substance, and that are partly classified differently.
This is the case for sodium hydroxide (UN 1823):
 This substance is classified in class 8, packing group II, ADR-code C6.
 Usually, ChemGes would automatically classify a solution in water with the same
UN-number and as sodium hydroxide, solution. In this case, this is not allowed
because of the different state.
 Therefore, an n.o.s. entry would be selected.
 But this solution can be found in the ADR with UN-number 1824, with packing
group II and ADR-code C5.
 To enable the program to classify correctly, the UN number 1824 with the
description sodium hydroxide solution is entered in UN numbers for solutions
and mixtures in this window.
In some cases the percentage is important for the classification of the solution or
mixture; therefore Percentage limits for class 8 (PG I – III) can be entered here as
well.
UN numbers in other languages:
All existing UN-numbers and their descriptions are available in the three official
languages of the ADR (English, French and German).
In addition, the descriptions of most of the UN-numbers are also present in all EU
languages, as well as in Norwegian, Serbian, Turkish, Ukrainian and Russian.
For air- and sea transport, it is customary to use only the English description.
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If you need the description for land transport in another language, you can retrieve the
item UN-numbers in this language and enter the corresponding translation yourself.
Within a retrieved UN-number you can also change the language by pressing
within screen 1 (Main Screen).

5.5.4. Preferred UN numbers
The next item of the menu Transport is the item Preferred UN numbers. Here you
can define the preferred UN numbers. These numbers are then used for all substances
and mixtures with similar characteristics as the pre-defined value. The pre-defined
number will apply for various applicable combinations of Packing Groups and
Labelling Codes.
The program automatically selects the first item that is permitted for the transport type
and the state. Of course, for this, the preferred UN numbers take precedence.
For example:
 For a paint company we recommend that you select the UN-number 1263 (paint) as
default value under class 3.
 For adhesive materials the UN number 1133
 For printing colors the UN number 1210.
We have already performed default settings in the program, but you should check
them.

5.5.5. Translations for the transport declaration
This item of the transport menu serves to create the various texts for transportation, in
different languages. These are provided in most of the EU languages, as well as in
Norwegian, Serbian, Ukrainian and Russian. Additional translations can be entered by
the user.
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5.5.6. Standard phrases for the declaration
Even though the program automatically displays the name of the goods according to
the applicable UN number, some of our customers want to fill in this field manually.
To save from having to type such phrases each time, it is possible to store them as
standard phrases. In the screen Standard phrases for the declaration, you can create
these texts with sequential numbers. To be able to copy these phrases into the field
Name of the screen Transport [Maintenance of raw materials / preparations] you
have to deactivate the item Automatic calculation of the declaration in Settings for
the transport declaration [Maintenance programs – Transport].

5.6. Maintenance of access rights
The Maintenance of access rights can be accessed via Maintenance programs (basic
screen) – Access rights. Here you can define the access authorization for all users of
the program. As long as no passwords have been created, all users can access this
program item.
After selecting this item you receive the following submenu:
Definition of authorization classes (see page 509)
User administration (see page 510)
Validity period of passwords (see page 513)
Automatic program termination (see page 513)
Nota Bene:
The created passwords are encrypted and therefore cannot be located on the hard drive
by any other person.

5.6.1. Definition of authorization classes
After selecting this item you can check and alter the default settings for each
authorization class (see next picture). All priority levels, except for priority 9, can be
defined by the user, as desired. Priority 9 always has all possible rights.
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The symbols, which have to be entered for the individual program parts for each
authorization class, have the following meaning:
Authorized
This marking can only be allocated to the items General settings,
Passwords, Other maintenance and Backup.
No authorization
This marking cannot be allocated to Labels, Safety Data Sheets and Internal
Plant Instructions. It is also senseless for raw materials and preparations
Viewing allowed, alterations not permitted
Alterations permitted
Creation, but not with storing
This marking can only be allocated to Labels and Internal Plant Instructions.
The Label templates, however, cannot be altered. For information on
language changes in the Label, see below. Entries of variable texts are saved.
Deletion of records permitted

Except for the marking 'Authorized', each marking contains the previous authorization
levels, e.g. 'Alterations permitted' includes 'Viewing permitted', 'Deletions permitted'
includes 'Alterations permitted', etc.
The item 'Backup' also covers all programs with data output (e.g. creation of files with
raw materials/preparations); however, it does not include the file output of Safety Data
Sheets.

5.6.2. User administration
By selecting this menu item, you can access the user administration. In the first
window an overview of all created users is displayed. Only after selecting a user in this
list or pressing Insert to create a new user, can you view and alter the user settings in
the next screen.
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Creating a new user:
In this screen, you first must enter a password for the user. When creating a password,
the program checks if at least 1 user is allocated to priority 9. Otherwise it is not
possible to leave this part of the program.
Next, the name of the user, as well as the identification sign and the priority, must be
entered.
Following those initial, mandatory fields you can define further restrictions / access
options:
Using the field Only printing, you can define whether the user should be restricted to
printing only Labels and/ or SDSs. If you activate this option, the screens for the
printing of SDSs and Labels will automatically open when this user accesses
ChemGes.

Additional information can be found under Print SDSs and labels from the Main
Screen (see page 5).
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By means of the item Printing and file output not permitted you can define further
restrictions.
In the following fields you can not only define the formulation range to which the user
has access for alterations or copying (by preparation number or article group). If two
types of ranges are entered, both ranges are queried for their limits. Within your own
preparation number ranges, you can of course always copy, even if theoretically due to
the restrictions, it should not be possible.
Therefore, if you define preparation number ranges, the program reacts as follows:
 If the access authorization for preparations is set on 'viewing', the program does not
permit the user to retrieve preparations beyond his own preparation number ranges.
 A user with higher access authorization is permitted to retrieve preparations beyond
his own range, but the access authorization is set on 'viewing' then.
 One can only view the formulations, if their numbers are within the number range,
for which the permission for copying was set for the user.
 The access authorizations for SDSs, Internal Plant Instructions and Labels beyond
one’s own preparation number range, are automatically set to 'viewing'.
 If you define a preparation number range for a user, this user automatically receives
the next free preparation number within his range, when pressing
in the first
screen of ChemGes. Already created preparations that are not within the correct
number range, can be transferred to a different position via the copy function, by
pressing
in the Maintenance of preparations screen.
In addition, you can restrict user access to specific substance numbers.
User dependent company name in the SDS
You can also set the company name in the SDS that shall automatically be output
depending on the user. To do this, click into the field Company name in SDS and
select the desired phrase via
. If this user retrieves an SDS, the existing entry
at Manufacturer/Supplier is replaced by the phrase defined in the user administration.
In addition to the company name all allocated phrases are replaced. This normally
concerns the phrases under the headings 1.40.20, 1.40.30, 16.30 and 16.40. This
replacement is performed temporarily only; this means, if afterwards another user
accesses ChemGes, the information is replaced by that allocated to the user, or if the
user does not have a company allocation, the original phrases are re-set.
If you want further phrases to be replaced automatically depending on the user, you
can do this by allocating these phrases to the company name phrases.
Restriction of the authorization for alterations of formulations via flags
Via the field Flags you can restrict for which flags the user has authorization to alter
the formulations. In order to do this, define a flag with the description 'Range', 'Product
group', or any other name, in the Maintenance of Flags [Maintenance programs –
Various tables - Flags] and allocate values to it. If you define this flag for a certain
user and select one or more contents, this user may only alter those formulations that
contain one of the selected contents for this flag. If you create the flag 'Range' with the
possible contents 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' and a user is allocated to range 'A' only, he may
only alter those formulations with the flag ‘Range: A’.
Please note: All formulations that do not exhibit such a flag (e.g. flag Range), or that
do not have a flag at all, may nevertheless be edited by all users, as far as no other
restrictions (e.g. via the preparation number range) exist.
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Definition of the screen language per user
Via the field Screen language you may determine, which one of the 4 possible screen
languages (German, English, French and Italian) shall be active for each user. The
standard setting is 'Default'; this means the language, which is predefined via the file
chemdat, or via parameters. If you select a different language, the screen windows, as
well as the substance descriptions are adjusted to this language.
GHS areas to show:
Via the field GHS areas to show you may determine, which GHS system(s) (UN
GHS, CLP, OSHA, HCS, national GHS classifications and /or Self-classifications, see
next picture) shall be displayed for each user. The setting Standard in this field means
that the settings performed in the screen GHS settings for the screen [Maintenance
programs – Program adjustments] (see page 424) are used.

Different user
When the password system with identification signs (initials) is activated, the user may
be changed without leaving the program. For this go to the basic screen of ChemGes
and select the menu item Additional functions (upper menu bar in the basic screen) –
Change user (
). After entering the password of the new user, the name of
this user is displayed on screen and all alterations he or she performs, will be marked
by his or her initials (identification sign).
Alteration control of the password management
If you have entered initials in the field Identification sign, the initials of the respective
user mark any changes within substances and preparations. This identification sign is
displayed next to the alteration date and helps to document, which user made the last
alterations.

5.6.3. Validity period of passwords
In this program part, you can set the duration of the period, after which a password
alteration is forced. If you enter the value 0 (days) in the displayed window, the
program never demands an alteration.

5.6.4. Automatic program termination
This item leads to an automatic program termination after a certain period of time if no
buttons have been pressed. After retrieving this item you receive a window with the
following text:
Termination of the program after
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You can enter time periods of at least 60 minutes. If the value 0 is entered, the program
is never ended automatically. 5 minutes before the program ends, a window appears
that shows the remaining time in seconds. Each keystroke causes a reset of the timer.
When the program is quit automatically no storing takes place, the files are only
closed properly.

5.7. Printers (settings) and file names for SDSs and labels
This item of the maintenance programs enables you to perform allocations of printers
to the individual program parts, as well as pre-settings for these printers. Furthermore
you can define the file names for the output of SDSs and labels in PDF format, HTML
format or as text files.

Printer settings:
After retrieving this item you get to the following menu, which initially contains the
entry Standard printer in each line.
Here you can then select each line to allocate a certain printer to the respective
printout. After clicking a line the following window appears:
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Upon selecting the field Printer, another window with a list of the installed printers
appears, from which you can select the desired one. Additionally, you can set the
Printer bin and the Type of output (simplex or duplex). If you set the Type of
output on Default, the standard setting of the printer will be used. For color printers
you can set whether the printout is to be performed monochrome (by means of the
field Output in black & white). If this field is activated, or one of the remaining two
selection fields (Printer bin and Type of output) is not set on Default, the check box
Addl. Fields in the first screen, is activated.
These settings allow you define different printers without having to repeatedly
manually change the printer. This is especially helpful, if you have to use several
printers for the individual program parts.
For Labels, additional settings are available:
When selecting a special format for the Label it is often necessary to activate the item
Adjustment of page length to label height. Please note that not all printers adopt the
Label dimensions entered under Special formats for the Labels (see page 661).
If the item Selection of the bin before start of label printing is activated, the
program will ask prior to each Label print, which bin shall be used.
Nota Bene:
All of these settings are computer-specific, this means that in network versions these
settings are stored for each client computer. So, each user can perform his or her own
settings
Bold Face Print and Underlining:
The screen Printer settings also contains two fields for entering and editing the control
characters for bold face and underlined printing of texts. The standard control
characters are the dollar sign ($) for bold face print (activating and deactivating), and
the hashtag (#) for activating and deactivating underlined printing. You can of course
define other characters here. However, you have to consider, that after an alteration
you have to adapt all existing texts that contain the formerly used control characters.
Otherwise bold face- and underlined printing will no longer be available for these
texts.
Printing of symbols as graphics instead of Truetype-fonts:
Unfortunately, problems occur in various versions of Adobe Acrobat Writer and
Distiller and in certain Windows-versions, concerning the embedding of the TruetypeManual ChemGes
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font drsymbol.ttf. This can result in the hazard symbols, information symbols and
transport symbols in PDF-files of SDSs, not being printed.
To evade this problem, it is possible to print these symbols as graphics. For SDSs,
Labels and Internal Plant Instructions, one may separately define that the Symbol-font
shall be replaced by graphics – either only for the creation of PDF-files or also for
normal printouts. The following picture shows the recommended standard settings:

To optimize the print quality when using graphics (jgp-files), we recommend that you
perform the following settings for Adobe Acrobat Writer, respectively Distiller:
Acrobat Distiller (called up via acrodist.exe):
Presettings – Settings – Compression
a. Color-Bitmap-graphic and Grey scale-Bitmap-graphic:
Switch off re-calculation (as otherwise the quality suffers most).
Compressing: Automatic
Quality: Minimum (is sufficient and saves storage).
b. Monochrome-Bitmap-graphic:
Switch off re-calculation to off, no further alterations required.
Acrobat PDF-Writer (called up via Start – Settings –Printer):
Right-click Acrobat PDF-Writer – Select Properties – Details – Acrobat-PDF
Compression:
Color-Grey scale-graphic: JPEG high
You may leave the remaining options unchanged.
These settings lead to a size of approximately 130 – 150 KB per SDS.
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By means of the field Standard PDF printer you can define the requested standard
printer for the creation of PDF files.
In the field Output directory for pdf files (DR Pdf-Printer) you can define the
output directory for the DR Pdf-Printer. Further information on this printer can be
found in DR PDF Printer (see page 518).
By means of the item Output directory for pdf files (Other Pdf-Printer) you can –
alternatively to the entry performed in the screen Definitions for sending e-mails in
the item PDF output directory (see Definitions for sending e-mails (see page 625)) –
define the directory, where the created pdf files shall be saved.
Settings for file names for SDSs and labels:
Safety Data Sheets:
You can select up to 5 fixed and 4 variable texts in any order. You can use the
following information from the database as variable texts:
 CAS number, if you create an SDS of a substance, or the preparation number, if it
is the SDS of a preparation
 Product code, which was allocated to the substance or the preparation by the user
 Description of the substance or the preparation (trade name) in the basic language.
Description 2 (synonym) can be output as well.
 Country (abbreviation), for which the SDS is generated
 Language (abbreviation) that was set for the country SDS in the Maintenance of
countries
 Version number of the SDS, on condition that the option Administration of
version numbers in Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] is activated.
 Revision date of the SDS
After selecting a file name in the above-described way, you can immediately see the
result on the screen based on a sample preparation (Description "Aqua Test Kit" with
product code "A714-3", preceded by the abbreviation “sd” (for Safety Data Sheet)).
Please take into consideration that certain characters, like dot (.), Slash (/), Backslash
(\), or asterisk (*) cannot be selected as component of a text.
Furthermore, you can define the Replacement character for non permitted
characters in the file name (e.g. when they are part of the trade name or the product
code). By means of the next option you can set that this character shall also replace
spaces and other special characters in file names, if they could be used by the
printer.
Labels:
You can select up to 5 fixed and up to 4 variable texts in any order. The following
information from the database can be used as variable texts:
 Product code, which was allocated to the substance or the preparation by the user
 Description of the substance or the preparation (trade name) in the basic language.
Description 2 (synonym) can be output as well.
 Country (abbreviation), for which the SDS is generated
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After selecting a file name in the above-described way, you can immediately see the
result on the bottom of the screen.
Please take into consideration that certain characters, like dot (.), Slash (/), Backslash
(\), or asterisk (*) cannot be selected as component of a text.
Furthermore, you can define the Replacement character for non permitted
characters in the file name (e.g. when they are part of the trade name or the product
code). By means of the next option you can set that this character shall also replace
spaces and other special characters in file names, if they could be used by the
printer.

5.8. DR PDF Printer
In order to simplify the generation of PDFs, because many of our customers
experience problems with the settings of their standard PDF writers and because many
other customers do not have a PDF writer installed, we have decided to implement our
own PDF writer in ChemGes. Of course, there is no additional cost to our users.
This PDF writer is called the DR PDF Printer.
We highly recommend installing this printer. When newly installing a PDF-printer,
most people have undesired pre-settings and these can lead to unexpected and/or
undesired results. This can be avoided with the DR PDF-printer. If this printer is not
installed, the following message appears in the bottom left corner of the main screen:

A detailed explanation can be read in the screen that opens upon clicking onto this new
text:

It is not mandatory to install this printer. PDFs can be generated with any PDF writer.
We made it part of ChemGes to aid our customers when generating PDFs, as all
settings are easily accessible.
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Important to note are the two items at the bottom of the screen. Here you can activate
whether you wish to use the DR PDF Printer as the default PDF printer and in what
directory you wish your PDFs to be saved.
 It is highly recommended that use the DR PDF Printer as the standard PDF printer,
due to its ease of use, the speed at which you can create documents and the security
you have in the PDF printer’s compatibility with ChemGes. With this printer, you
can be certain that documents are printed correctly.
Once you have set these two points based on your preferences, you can click on the
button
Installation of the DR Pdf printer and thus, install the DR PDF Printer.
Upon successful installation, the text in the bottom left corner of the main screen
changes to the following:

The DR PDF Printer now appears in the Printer overview:

The button DR PDF Printer is displayed in every screen of ChemGes, from which
you can print or in which you can set specific printer settings (see information on
Printer buttons under General information for selecting and adjusting printers (see
page 10).

The printer settings for this printer can be accessed by clicking on the icon DR PDF
Printer in any of those screens. Here you can activate and deactivate your printing
preferences.
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The following settings are available:
The DR PDF-printer will be the standard PDF-printer within ChemGes: Here you
decide whether this is the default PDF printer or not.
Standard output directory for the created PDF-files: In this field, you can change
the default output directory, into which your PDFs are saved. If this directory is not
available, the PDFs will be automatically saved into the PDF directory within the
folder containing ChemGes.
Open the PDF-file after the creation: This field allows you to activate that the
document is opened once it is created.
Activate manual alteration of the file name and directory: If this setting is
activated, you will receive a pop-up window upon each PDF generation, where you
can manually change the name of the document and the directory to which it is printed.
Print preview: Here you can activate/deactivate the print preview. The print preview
will not open when printing with any of the background printing programs, as a batch
print would be inhibited by a print preview.
Further information can be found in Printers (settings) (see page 514).

5.9. Maintenance of Safety Data Sheets
The maintenance programs for the Safety Data Sheets consist of the following options:
Note: By means of the button
Change language in the upper right corner of the
screen you can change the language, in which you retrieve the selected texts. The
currently selected language is always stated in parenthesis next to the button.

General options (see page 521)
Headings
Headings (see page 534)
Sort order of headings (see page 539)
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Heading allocations
General heading allocations (see page 541)
Country-specific heading allocations (see page 543
Toxicological values (see page 429)
Listings (see page 544)
Self defined physical/chemical values (see page 545
Detergents Regulation (see page 482)
Generic texts for the SDS (see page 545)
Additional country specific headings (see page 547)
Phrases
Text modules (see page 548)
Activation of emergency phone numbers (see page 579)
Replacement of phrases in the SDS (see page 580)
Printing of phrases (see page 581)
Other phrases
Text for generating variable texts for tables (see page 581)
Descriptions for EC numbers 1-9 (see page 583)
Texts for listings (see page 584)
Texts for water hazard classes (NL) (see page 585)
Keyboard shortcuts (see page 585)
Units (see page 586)
Descriptions of nanoforms (see page 586)
DecoPaint Directive 2004/42/EC (see page 587)
Country-specific settings (see page 588)
Exposure scenarios (see page 597)
Adoption of manual phrases (see page 603)
Other settings (see page 603)
SDSs are not created languages-specific but country-specific. In order to activate a
country for SDS output, activate the item Activation of safety data sheet for this
country in the screen Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various
tables – Languages and countries - Countries]. This allows you to create different
SDSs for different countries. These SDSs will then contain the respective OELVs and
other country-specific information.

5.9.1. General options
This menu item contains the options for data transfer and printing.
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Item When retrieved:
When new – Lock automatically:
If this field is activated, every newly created SDS is locked automatically. In this way
you can prevent the accidental printing and sending of not fully examined SDSs. After
editing an SDS, you can unlock it by pressing
.
When new – Offer copying possibility:
If you create a new SDS by pressing
in the Maintenance of raw
materials/preparations, a screen that allows the copying of an already created SDS, is
automatically displayed, if this item is activated (see Creating a Safety Data Sheet,
page 260). You can copy the SDS either with adaptation to the data of the new product
by pressing
or without adaptation by pressing
. If this copying of SDSs is
not or only occasionally used, you should deactivate this item in the screen General
options and use the function
Copy/exchange in the Maintenance of raw
materials/preparations, if needed.
Always apply the alteration date in all languages:
This option results in the adjustment of the alteration date for all country versions of an
SDS after each alteration in the SDS. For this to work, you have to activate the item
Automatic change of date after alterations in Reactions of the program after
alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
settings].
Automatic print preview if the user has read-only rights:
If a user only has access authorization for "viewing" the SDS (see Access Rights, see
page 509), he is automatically switched to the Print preview, instead of the SDS
editing screen, upon retrieving an SDS. To enable users, who have only this restricted
access authorization, to display the editing screen upon retrieval of the SDS, deactivate
the item Automatic print preview if the user has read-only rights.
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Create missing country version automatically:
If you activate this field, missing country version of an SDS, which you retrieve from
the Print program for SDSs (see page 331), will be created automatically. This is also
done during file outputs of SDSs.
Hint: Please note that the program only checks these SDSs for completeness, but not
their contents.
Special features in the printout:
 Not only headings with their texts, but also superior headings without text are
printed on the same page. Therefore, it may occur that some pages, due to page
break, contain a shorter text compared to the remaining pages.
 Tables that consist of less than 10 lines will not be split in a page break as the
complete table is always printed on one page. Tables with 10 lines or more,
experience a page break with at least 2 lines remaining on the first page.
 If enough space is available, the substance tables will be displayed in such a way,
that the H or R phrases are listed in a separate column on the right of the
descriptions. If this is not possible without line break, the H or R phrases are
printed below the descriptions.
 If you have activated the item Frame with physical and transport data [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Print settings (definition of
template) – tab Lines and margins] the table with the physical data is printed with
horizontal lines for headings, for which you have activated the item Preceding line
in the printed SDS in the screen Maintenance of Headings [Maintenance programs
– Safety Data Sheets – Headings]. In order to improve the clarity of the printout the
sub-headings are slightly indented.
 Texts below the heading 'Manufacturer/supplier' can be printed justified right, if
you insert at least 3 space characters in front of them. This is useful for example,
for entering the telephone number to the right of the address.
Item Descriptions:
Here you can find all options that influence the output of substance descriptions in the
SDS:
Product description for raw materials:
This option enables you to define whether the standard description (marked with the
letter S), the specific SDS description (marked with M) or the internal description (Imarking) shall be used as product name for the SDS.
Additional information can be found under Marking of substance names (see page 58).
Use SDS substance descriptions of your own language (if necessary):
With this, you can determine, whether the SDS description (M-description), if
available, is to be used for country versions in other languages. If you activate this
item, the M-description in the basic language is copied to the SDSs in all languages,
for which no M-description is available.
Substitute language for missing substance description:
This function is not only valid for SDSs but also for all output types that require
foreign descriptions. You can select the country language or English. If a foreign
description is not available, the defined substitute language is selected.
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Item Variants/product codes:
Transfer of variant information into the SDS:
If this option is activated, the description and product code of the variant are
automatically stated in the printout of the SDS. The fields are reset to their original
settings, after printing.
Store variant information when printing a customer SDS:
In customer-related printing of the SDS of a variant, you can store this variant with the
customer, if this item is activated. If this item is deactivated, the main substance is
stored under the customer instead.
Additional product codes:
This item is only useful if you use a number of product codes. You have to set the
permitted number of product codes in the field Number of product codes per
substance of the screen General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 407). The item Additional product codes provides 3 selection
fields: No output, One below the other and Side by side. Activating these fields has a
global effect on all SDSs.
Item Kits:
Printout of a cover sheet:
If you activate this field, a cover sheet with the name of the kit is printed with the
SDSs of kits. By means of the next option you can activate the output of additional
product codes for kits.
Item CAS numbers:
Always write the letters CAS in front of the CAS number:
Here you can activate the output of the abbreviation “CAS” (for example: CAS: 10888-3), even if no other identification numbers are output.
Example – Output when item is activated:

CAS numbers of SDS descriptions with simultaneous marking as standard or EU
designation:
If this item is activated, the CAS number is stated in section 2 of the SDS (resp. 3 for
REACH-SDSs), if the substance name is marked with Standard/SDS or SDS/EU-list.
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For information on marking substance names only with M, please go to Marking of
substance names (see page 58).
If an EC Number begins with the number 9, then there exists no CAS number for this
substance (with equal restriction on composition or substance properties) or an existing
CAS number was purposefully not used for the registration in the EU. By default, for
substances with an EC number >900-000-0, even if they have a CAS number in the
ChemGes database, that CAS number is not output on an SDS. In this way, you can
use the substance data of CAS listed substance for an EC number >900-000-0. The
CAS number is not output, just as was desired by the EC registrant. If you do want to
output the CAS number in such situations anyway, then you can activate the option
Also show CAS numbers for substance with EC number >900-000-0.
Item Classification:
Codes – H phrases / P phrases / Additional GHS phrases (EUH):
Via this function, you can determine separately for the EU GHS (CLP) and the UN
GHS, whether the Codes for the Hazard and/or Precautionary statements, as well as
the codes for the additional GHS phrases (EU) shall be stated in the GHS SDSs.
If you activate the respective items, the Hazard and/or Precautionary statements will
be stated together with their codes in section 2 of the GHS SDS:

If these items are deactivated, the texts for the Hazard- and Precautionary statements
will be stated without their Codes. In this case, the Hazard statements will only be
stated with the respective Hazard class and category and the Precautionary statements
only with their texts.
Nota Bene:
The H and P Phrase codes are mandatory in most countries. Change the default
settings of the item Codes at your own risk.
Additional output of labeling in section 15:
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According to the new regulations (453/2010/EU) section 15 only contains information
that is not stated elsewhere in the SDS. If desired, you can additionally state the CLP
labelling and/or the former labelling according to EEC (DSD-67/548/EEC, resp. DPD99/45/EC) in section 15 of your SDS, using this function.
The item Always output H phrases of the same class in multiple lines enables you
to output hazard statements of the same class one below the other, instead of in the
same line:
Sample
Activated setting:

Deactivated setting:

Item Section 3:
Here you can find all settings that concern section 3 of SDSs.
Percentages - Limit for the treatment of the whole product as raw material:
This field leads to preparations that contain a main component in at least the quantity
defined here, being treated like substances in the SDS, since, from the safety
perspective, the residue to 100% is regarded as ‘negligible impurities’ or ‘water
content’ (e.g. sulfuric acid 98%). If you do not want this, enter the value 100% here.
Minimum value is 81%.
By means of the item Type of percentage you can define one of the following options
for the output of the percentages:
Exact: The output of the ingredients is done with the percentages as entered in the
screen Formulation (see page 138).
Use limit tables: The output of the ingredients is done according to the limit tables
defined under Predefined limit tables (see page 611) [Maintenance Programs – Safety
Data Sheets – Other settings - Definition of limits to use – Predefined limit tables]) and
the table allocated to the respective raw material (screen Country specific information,
item Special percentage limits for the SDS, see page 103) resp. the table allocated to
the respective country (screen Countries, item Limit table to be used, see page 459).
Rounding acc. to rounding table: The output of the ingredients is done according to
the settings that you have performed in the rounding table (item 12) in Settings for
ranges (from-till-values, see page 608. This means that the percentage that you have
entered in the screen Formulation (see page 138) is rounded based on this table.
Percentage of proprietary descriptions:
If this item is deactivated, the output of the percentages in sections 2 resp. 3 of the
SDS is suppressed for all substances that have an M-description. This item is activated
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by default; this means that the percentages are stated even for confidential descriptions
(group names or M-descriptions).
Adapt to legal limits:
If this item is activated, the limits in the table of dangerous components in section 3 of
the SDS are adjusted to the official classification limits of the substance. This item is
only selectable for the options Use limit tables and Rounding acc. to rounding table.
This also means that the concentration range reflects the legal provisions, which are
finally relevant for the calculation of the classification of the mixture, and that the
possibly existing special limits for the raw materials are considered automatically.
Already defined percentage limit tables, which were only created for the purpose of
complying with the special limits of substances, are no longer required, as their
function is replaced by this option. Naturally, these tables still remain valid. This item
can only be selected, if the item Type of percentage is set accordingly. This global
setting is in effect as long as the option was not defined on a country-specific basis
(see Maintenance of countries, page 459).
Example 1:
The limit defined in the limit table is 10-20%.
The substance is with 14% in the preparation.
The substance has legal limits for 5 % and 15%.
Then the program would change the limit to "10-<15%" automatically.
Please note: The "<"-sign is shown, because otherwise 15% would be included, and
for this reason the classification would no longer be reproducible.
If the substance were contained in the preparation with 15%, the program would show
the limit "10-15%".
Example 2:
The defined limit is < 2,5 %.
The substance is contained at 2% in the preparation.
The substance has legal limits for 1% and 5%.
Then the result would be "1-2,5 %".
Note:
Also in this screen one can switch to the Maintenance of limit tables (limits for the
statement of the contents of the ingredients in the SDS, general setting) by means of
the button
.
Output of special limits (always for SDS2021) and Show only if the specified
percentage is ≥ the limit:
Using the options Output of special limits (always for SDS2021) and Show only if
the specified percentage is ≥ the limit, you can define the output of special limits for
substances, according to the CLP, Annex VI, in the SDS Section 3 (Dangerous
components). The translations for “Special limit“ or “Special limits“, can be found in
the screen Variable texts for tables (see page 581).
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Consideration of 1%-limit for non-hazardous preparations (EU):
It is required to state occupational exposure limit values (OELVs) of substances that
are declared as hazardous components in section 2 (resp. 3 of REACH-SDSs). The
program automatically performs this for all preparations. If the consideration limit for
non-hazardous preparations is generally at 1%, you have to activate the item
Consideration of 1%-limit for non-hazardous preparations.
M factors (always for SDS2021):
This item outputs the M factors as additional voluntary information.
By means of the item Also output of 1 you can also have M factors=1 output.
Output SDS for raw materials – Section 2:

Output SDS for mixtures – Section 3:

Canc., muta. and repr. categories:
To enable the output of CMR-properties (carcinogenic, mutagenic, reproductive toxic)
of components in section 2 resp. 3 of the SDS, activate the item Canc., muta. and
repr. categories. Then, if available, the CMR-categories are stated in section 3 (resp. 2
for REACH-SDSs).
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One line per hazard symbol:
Using this option, you can define that each of the hazard symbols shall be output in a
separate line.
Item OELVs:
OELV and OEL-B values from …%:
This field has the effect that substances with a concentration below the limit defined
for the statement of the OELVs and biological limit values of the components of a
preparation, will not be considered in the SDS. However, this limit is set at 1% by
regulation and therefore should not be changed.
TRK values from … % (Germany):
This field has the effect that substances with a concentration below the limit defined
for the statement of the CANC values (TRK values in Germany) of the components of
a preparation, will not be considered in the SDS.
Via the button Complete names of legislation you can open an overview of
descriptions of the country-specific legislations for the workplace exposure limits:

With the option Output in SDS you can activate for OELVs and biological limit
values separately, whether and for which countries the output of the full description of
the legislation is to be output.
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Example – Activated for Great Britain:
Output of the full description under the heading 8.40.0.19 for OELVs and 8.40.0.109
for biological limit values:

In addition to the general limits for the adoption of OELVs, you can create special
limits via the button Additional OELV-limits. After clicking this button you will
receive the following screen, where you can create new limits by means of
New entry. After that, a window will open, in which you can enter the country and, if
required, the type of the limit value.
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This enables you to set for certain countries, from which percentage onwards the
OELVs of substances shall be adopted into the SDS of the preparation. I
Note: Please note that the spelling of the type of OELV has to exactly match with that
of the substance database, as otherwise this entry would be ignored. If you leave the
field Type of the OELV-value empty, the limit is valid for all values, which were not
defined in a further line for the same country. The previous picture shows such an
example, where one limit value of 1% for Dutch BGW-values and one limit value of
2% for all remaining Dutch OELVs were defined.
Also list substances with OELVs in section 8 in section 3:
If this item is activated, all substances listed in section 8 with their OELVs or CANC
(TRK)-values are also stated in section 3 under the hazardous components, in
accordance with the EU regulations. In this case, the percentages/percentage limits are
stated in section 3, while in section 8 only the OELVs and CANC (TRK)-values are
listed. If this item is deactivated, these substances are not shown in section 3.
However, they are shown in section 8 with their percentages.
In EU countries only consider EU limits:
Here you can set that the output of an ingredient that is stated in Section 3 due to its
occupational exposure limit value (OELV) only, shall only be done, if this substance
actually has an EU limit value. If this item is deactivated, the output of such
substances in Section 3 is done, as usual, as soon as a limit value, which is valid in one
or more EU member states, is available.
This setting is valid for all countries, for which the item EU country is activated in
Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and
countries - Countries] (see page 459).
Item Tox values:
Output of calculated tox values (ATE) (requires automatic update of the SDS):
Here you can output the calculated tox values for mixtures (ATEmix - Acute Toxicity
Estimates for Mixtures for Class 3.1) in section 11 of the SDS.
Please note:
 The values are only displayed, if the output of the GHS classification (field Type of
output) is activated in Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various
tables – Languages and countries - Countries] (see page 459).
 In addition, the automatic update of the SDS is required after activating this
function.
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Output of the estimated raw material tox values according to the GHS:
With this setting, you can output the estimated tox values for Class 3.1 for components
in section 11 of the SDS. The legislation permits a ‘translation’ of an acute toxicity
classification into a tox value, if no tox value exists that supports the classification.
These are then considered estimated tox values.
Item Waste code:
Output of group names:
Via this item, you can activate the output of group and subgroup descriptions
according to the EWC, in section 13 of the SDS.
Output of hazardous properties of waste:
Here you can activate the output of the codes according to Annex III Properties of
wastes which render them hazardous of the EU Directive on waste, in the SDS. You
can find this information in the fields Waste hazards in the screen Country specific
information, see page 103) and Relevant waste hazards in the screen Country specific
classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160). In order to transfer this
information into existing SDSs please perform an update of the item Waste disposal
keys (screen Update options).

Item Transport:
Here you can define for each transport system (DOT/TDG, ADR, IMDG, IATA)
separately, for which country the respective information shall be output in the SDS.
Note: Changes are only possible if the user has not deleted the texts for English. An
automatic transfer of missing translations does not take place. The country selection
for UN numbers will be used, even if the user has made different settings for other
areas.
Item TA-Luft:
Output of water content:
This item enables you to determine for the SDS whether the content of water in the
preparation is listed in the statement of the percentage contents of the substances in the
TA-Luft classes. This is very common in the paint and varnish industry for stating a
quantitative comparison of organic solvents and water. For all other industry branches
it is recommended to deactivate this item.
Use limits instead of exact percentages:
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If this item is activated, the sums of substances with equal TA-Luft-classes are stated
with percentage limits, instead of exact percentages (e.g. "10-25%" instead of "15%")
in the SDS. You can find these limits in Definitions of limits to use [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings].
Item Exposure scenarios:
Here you can define the automatic output of the exposure scenario for raw materials
and/or preparations, for SDSs.
The output of the Exposure Scenario (section 17) also depends on whether you have
activated that a Chemical Safety Assessment is available (see Country specific
information, page 103 [Maintenance of raw materials] and Country specific
classifications [Maintenance of preparations], page 160 [Maintenance of
preparations] and Default values [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments]
(see page 453).
Start new page for the exposure scenario:
If this option is activated, section 17 is printed on a new page. If this item is
deactivated, the Exposure scenario is printed directly after section 16. Further
information on the output of Exposure scenarios can be found under Exposure
scenarios for the SDS, page 597.
Item Other output options:
Output of abbreviations and acronyms in section 16 of the GHS SDS
By means of this item you can activate the output of the abbreviations and acronyms in
section 16. This list is then automatically created at the output of the SDS.
Country code on SDS (only possible with lines around the SDS):
By activating this item you can print the SDS with a marking on the bottom right of
the output, to indicate the country, for which the SDS was created.
Flash point of preparations:
This field sets whether the flash point stated in the classification, shall be adopted as an
exact value, or only as a limit within which the value lies. The valid limits are: less
than, or equal to 0°C, 21°C, 55°C and above 55°C.
Note: ChemGes tries to determine the flash point, depending on the settings. Since this
is only possible by using the lowest flash points for comparison, this can never be
completely correct. To avoid to show flash points that are not measured, you can use
this setting to specify that only the legal flashpoint limits that led to the classification
are displayed.
Output of substances from which the physical value has been taken over directly
This option can be activated individually for the EU and the Rest of the world, to
output the raw material from which a physical value was derived (see Physical data,
page 145).
Example – Output in Section 9 with activated output for the EU:
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Note: If you perform manual changes in the SDS, these will not be adopted into the
Maintenance of raw materials.

5.9.2. Headings
The menu item Heading phrases lets you view and maintain all headings for the SDSs
in the various languages. Here you can view and edit the texts and the output settings.
After retrieving this menu item and selecting the required language you can access an
overview of all headings by pressing
or search for texts or text parts of
headings by means of
. The headings are sorted hierarchically by a
number code. The range “X” is provided for the Exposure scenario.

After retrieving a heading either by selecting it from the overview or by entering the
corresponding number, you switch to the Maintenance of Headings for that specific
heading:
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By choosing an empty heading number (after looking at the overview to find what
number might be available in the desired position), it is possible to create your own
headings. If you create your own headings in one language, please note that you must
enter your own translations via
Alteration language.
Automatic translations:
By means of
Automatic translation of all missing languages you can
add missing translations of phrases in all languages via the translation services DeepL
and Google Translate.
However, please note that heading translations are only created for countries, for
which the output of the respective heading is activated. Thus, you have to select the
required countries in the field Countries first:
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After doing so, you can start the automated translation process by pressing the button
Automatic translation of all missing languages.

You can interrupt the translation process anytime by pressing

.

Once the translation process is completed for all previously selected countries, you can
select the required texts in the column Transfer. To transfer the created translations
finally press
Transfer of the selected phrases.

Note:
For some headings – specifically for substance listings – it may not be desirable to
output information in all languages in the SDS. If a heading shall not be translated, but
still stated with the original wording in the SDS, you can simply leave the phrase after
selecting the required countries. ChemGes then automatically provides an option for
the transfer of the text without changes.
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Like for SDS phrases (see page 548), you can also perform automatic translations in
individual languages.

By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.

next to the button you can display further

Field 2 contains the Changed wording for the SDS 2021. The symbol
additional information regarding this field:

provides

You can define a heading as being one of 4 Types of headings:
 Applicable: non-obligatory heading. These headings are not printed, if they are not
filled in. They are not marked in the editing screen of the SDS.
 Information: These headings have to be filled in. Standard phrases like "Not
applicable" or "Not defined" are valid. These headings are marked with a green
single hook in the left margin of the SDS editing screen.
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 Standard: Obligatory headings that have to be filled in. Standard phrases like "Not
applicable" or "Not defined" are not permitted here. These headings are marked
with a green double hook in the left margin of the SDS editing screen.
 Standard only for EU-countries: Corresponds to the standard heading, but only
for EU-countries. In the editing screen of SDSs for EU-countries these headings are
marked with a green double hook. For other countries they are not marked and only
applicable, thus not obligatory. Which countries are considered as EU-countries, is
determined in Maintenance of countries, tab General settings [Maintenance
programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] (see page 459).
If the item Output as standard proposal at a new creation of an SDS is checked,
this heading will be displayed on screen each time a new SDS is created; if it is
deactivated, the heading will not appear. In the latter case you can only copy the
heading manually into the SDS via
Additional headings.
If the item Only for REACH-SDSs is activated, the heading is stated in REACH
SDSs only. REACH SDSs are defined by the activated setting EU country and the
deactivated item Output of ingredients in section 2 instead of section 3 in the screen
Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and
countries - Countries].
The item Only for GHS enables you to define for certain headings that they shall only
be put out, if one of the columns GHS or CLP (raw materials and mixtures) in the
field Type of output in the screen Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs
– Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] is activated.
The field Only for Safety Data Sheet 2021, lets you define, for specific headings, that
these are only output for EU SDSs based upon EU 2020/878, or Japanese SDSs based
on JIS Z7253-2019. The symbol
provides additional information regarding this
field.
If the item Area can be filled in is activated, standard texts or manually entered texts
can be written directly under this heading. If it is deactivated, no direct text is intended
for this heading, but only for its sub-headings.
Furthermore, you can determine in the field Preceding spacing in the printed SDS,
whether a space line, a space line with divider, or no spacing (none) shall be printed
before the heading.
The item Ident of heading lets you indent individual headings.
Please note: This item is only selectable, if not automatic indentation in the screen
Settings for headings on page 618) is activated.
The Level of the field allows the definition of the position of the heading. The symbol
, provides additional information regarding this field:
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The item Sub-heading for EU-SDSs, lets you enter the heading number of the
subsection, which is then output in EU SDSs if the option Output of sub-section
numbers in EU-SDSs, is activated in Settings for headings [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Print settings (definition of template, tab Settings
for headings]. Further information on the output of heading numbers for subsections in
Settings for headings on page 618).
Countries:
In this field you can set for which countries the heading shall be valid and for which
countries it shall not be used. You may define one or more countries, for which this
heading shall either be displayed or not (by activating either phrase is issued in the
mentioned countries or phrase is not issued in the mentioned countries). This enables
you to automatically remove certain headings (and the corresponding texts) for certain
countries. Find further details in Permitted countries in the section Output options for
standard phrases, page 572).
Change of language:
To change the language, press the button
Alteration language in the
lower menu bar and select a language from the displayed overview. This way you can
comfortably maintain and view the heading in all languages.

5.9.3. Sequence of headings
The REACH amendment (EU) 2020/878, has necessitated a restructuring of the sort
order of SDS headings.
This menu option allows you to maintain the structure and sort order of the SDS
headings and groupings
After selecting this menu option, the following overview opens:

Note: The structure according to (EU) 2020/878 has been set up as a Predefined
group. Via New creation of a group with a defined sort order or the button New
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group by copying of existing group it is possible to create groups with a desired sort
order and to allocate the countries for which this sort order is to apply. Alternatively, it
is possible to change the country allocation for the chosen countries from the
Maintenance of countries (see page 459) using the field Sort order of headings in
SDS. There, using the button
Maintenance in the selection screen (see image)
you can access the menu option directly.

After selecting the group SDS 2021, a screen containing the 16 Section headings, will
open:

Upon selecting an SDS section, it is possible to re-sort the subheadings of the selected
Section, by selecting one or more lines and moving it / them up or down using the
arrow keys, thus positioning them in the desired location.
By pressing
and
the headings can be repositioned by one level up or down.
The heading level can also be changed for individual headings, in the column Level.
Deselection is achieved with the right mouse button.
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Note: The overview shows all headings that exist for the Section, even if these do not
exist in your language. If you do not need them, simply ignore them, as ChemGes will
only use those that are needed for the chosen country, when generating the SDS.

5.9.4.1. General allocation of headings
This item enables you to let further headings of the SDS be filled in automatically.
Here you can define headings for different pieces of information, so that they then
appear on the SDS. If the headings are not available, they must be created in the
Maintenance of headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Headings].
Find further information in Headings (see page 534).
Besides allocating the respective heading you can also individually activate/deactivate
each allocation and define the countries, for which the information shall be output, in
the column Countries.
Allocations can be performed for the following headings:
 Dangerous ingredients: This item is filled in with the heading 2.40.20 by default.
 Non-dangerous ingredients: This heading outputs a table with the remaining
ingredients, in addition to the table of the hazardous components. Furthermore, you
can define a percentage limit from which on a substance is output in this table. The
default limit is 3%. If you have allocated a heading in the field Non-dangerous
ingredients, you can additionally define, whether the percentages shall be output
 Most important ingredients: Some countries/states/provinces (e.g. the US state
Pennsylvania) demand the statement of the quantitatively most important
ingredients. Upon allocating a heading, you can set the number of the ingredients
that are to be output (default is 5). The next option enables you to additionally
define, whether or not the percentages shall be output.
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 Product declaration according to EU 648/2004: Details on this table for the
declaration of detergent substances can be found in the chapter on Substance
groups (see page 474).
 Additional substance tables 1 and 2: Here you can create further substance tables
manually. These tables cannot be transferred automatically.
 OELV table: Here you can decide where the OELV Table is to be written. The
default heading is 8.40.
 Derived OELVs: It is possible to indicate here where derived OELVs from
generated substances are to be written. The default heading is 8.40.10.50.
 Biological limit values: Here you can decide where the table with the biological
limit values is to be written. The default heading is 8.40.0.100.
 Product description: This item is filled in with the heading 1.30.10 Trade name,
by default. Alterations are possible.
 Synonyms: This field enables the output of all synonyms for substances or of one
synonym for preparations. You can determine, whether it shall be active for
substances (Output for raw materials), for preparations (Output for preparations) or
for both.
 Chemical description of raw materials: This field outputs the chemical
description in section 1 of SDSs for raw materials.
 Variants: similar to the synonyms, all variant descriptions are stated here.
 Product codes: This item is filled in with the heading 1.30.10.20 Product code by
default. The following options are available:
If you delete this entry, no product code is stated in the SDS.
If you enter the same number as in the line Product description, the product code
is stated in the SDS justified right, next to the product description (trade name).
 Creation date: If you define this field the current date will be transferred each time
you retrieve the SDS as well as at each date alteration. With this, the creation date
is always identical with the date on the screen.
 Canadian hazard symbols: You can state the Canadian hazard symbols according
to the former WHMIS 1988 in all SDSs. But please note that you should only
create the heading in those languages, for which you want to state these symbols.
Otherwise the symbols will also appear in other country- or language versions.
On the screen the Canadian symbols are not displayed as graphics, but only with
their characteristic letter. In the printout and in the print preview the symbols are
stated as graphics in the same size as the other symbols.
 Hazard phrases of the ingredients: This heading allocation enables the output of
the complete texts of all hazard statements and R-phrases for substances, that are
listed in section 2 of the SDS (resp. 3 of REACH-SDSs). This is done in item 16
(16.20.90.60) by default, but the user may change this setting.
The picture below is an example of how this screen can be filled in:
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These settings, as well as the numbers and texts of the headings are only examples.
You can define the texts, as well as the numbers (determines the position of the
heading in the SDS) yourself.

5.9.4.2 Country-specific heading allocations
This screen serve the automatic transfer of the VOC-values, the Danish MAL-Code,
the German Storage class (LGK) acc. to TRGS510, the UFI code (see Country
specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160), the GIS-Code
((Germany), the HazChem code (screen Transport in Maintenance of raw materials /
preparations) and the information for the Japanese Fire Service Act (see Country
specific information, page 103 and Country specific classifications, page 160) as well
as further country-specific information into the SDS. If required, you have to create
new headings.
Besides allocating the respective heading you can also individually activate/deactivate
each allocation and define the countries, for which the information shall be output, in
the column Countries.

As soon as you have created the allocation here, the corresponding values are copied
into each new SDS. To transfer the values into already existing SDSs use the Update
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] (see page 604).
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By means of the buttons in the lower part of the screen you can switch directly to the
country-specific settings for the Netherlands, Austria, Slovenia, Turkey and Korea,
as well as to the texts for the Detergent Ordinance (EC) 648/2004 and the DecoPaint
Directive (EC) 2004/42. These screens can also be found in Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Country-specific settings (see page 588) and Maintenance
programs – Various tables – Texts for the Detergent Regulation (see page 482), as
well as Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets - DecoPaint Directive
2004/42/EC (see page 587).

5.9.5. Listings

In this screnn you can maintain the heading allocations for substance listings,
activate/deactivate the output in the SDS as well as define the countries, for which
the listing information shall be output. By clicking the resepective substance list entry,
you can switch to the maintenance of the selected substance list. Find further
information under Substance listings (page 84).
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5.9.6. Self-defined physical/chemical values

In this screnn you can maintain the heading allocations for self-defined
physical/chemical values, activate/deactivate the output in the SDS as well as define
whether the output shall only be done for substances listed in section 3 or only the
preparation value shall be output instead. In addition, you can define the countries,
for which the information shall be output.
Further information can be found under Additional physical/chemical values) (see
page 72) and Additional physical/chemical values (general maintenance (see page
482).

5.9.7. Generic texts for the SDS
Here you can find the general texts for the SDS. This item is mainly used for
translations, but it can also be used to make alterations according to your requirements
or legal regulations.

To create these texts in a new language, make a hardcopy of the texts in the basic
language by pressing
. After that switch to the new language and enter the
translations in the corresponding lines.
SDSs are output in REACH format by default. Thus the phrase contained in the field
"according to" for REACH-SDSs (see picture before last) is stated in the SDS head,
if no country specific "according to" text is defined (see Additional country specific
headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Country specific settings],
page 547). If the item Output of ingredients in section 2 instead of section 3 (screen
Maintenance of countries) [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and
countries - Countries] is activated, the SDS is no longer output in REACH format.
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In item 9 Version, you can enter a text to be printed in front of the version number in
the SDS head (e.g. “version no.:”). For the output of the version number you can either
activate the item Output in the SDS in this screen, or the item Administration of
version numbers in the screen Reactions of the program after alterations (see page
605) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings].
If one of these two items is activated, the respective item in the other screen is
activated automatically. If both items are deactivated, the item Automatic numbering
of the versions in the screen Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] is set inactive and can
only be selected after activation of the item Output in the SDS or Administration of
version numbers.
In item 11 replaces version you can enter a text for the output of information on the
replaced version. Note: This option is only intended for countries, for which the item
Sort order of headings in SDS in the screen Maintenance of countries (see page 459)
is set to SDS2021.
Item 12 Section is intended for the text "SECTION", that is to be stated in front of the
section number of each of the 16 main headings for EU SDSs (see also Settings for
headings on page 618).
Automatic translations:
You can add missing translations of individual phrases via the automatic translation
services DeepL and Google Translate.

You can also use this function for checking already translated self-created phrases. If
differences between the existing and the automatic translation can be detected,
ChemGes displays both texts in an overview, from which you can choose the text that
you want to use.

By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.
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In the screens Texts for listings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
phrases] (see page 584) and Variable texts for tables (see page 581) you can find
further text fields for the maintenance of further SDS texts.

5.9.8. Additional country specific headings
In this screen you can view and alter the two main headings as well as the section
headings, country-specifically. If you have not transferred these texts, it is necessary to
do so via
Transfer of the standard texts, unless you have entered your own
texts.

The information contained in the screen after a Transfer of standard texts, is based
on the definitions set for the selected country (see Maintenance of countries
[Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries], see
page 459) and according to the SDS regulations valid for the selected country.
If you are in a country, for which you have entered a self-defined country code in the
Maintenance of countries (see page 459), you will receive an overview of all countries
that use the same language that you have set for the country with the self-defined
country code, after pressing
Transfer of standard texts.
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Please note:
 Texts that you may have entered for SDs headings manually, will be overwritten
upon activating the Transfer of the standard texts, by means of
.
 The texts entered in this screen have priority over the regular translations that are
entered for the individual languages in the Maintenance of headings [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets - Headings] (see page 534) or in the screen Generic
texts for the SDS [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases]
(see page 545).
 You can also enter alternative texts for the SDS in this screen. However, as soon as
you press
Transfer of the standard texts, these manually-entered phrases
will be replaced with the official texts.
Special cases Malaysia and Canada:
Please consider the following information:
 According to the Malaysian Regulation P.U.(A)310/2013 (Occupational Safety and
health (Classification, Labelling and Safety Data Sheet of hazardous chemicals)
Regulations 2013) from October 11, 2013, it is obligatory to provide the SDS for
Malaysia in Malaysian and in English.
 According to WHMIS 2015 (Hazardous Products Act) from January 29, 2015, it is
obligatory to provide the SDS for Canada in English and in French.

5.9.9. Text modules
This menu enables you to access and maintain the phrases for the SDS. To display an
overview of all headings press
. By means of
you can
search for texts or text parts of headings and phrases.
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Retrieving the text modules:
After selecting a heading (either by clicking on the corresponding line in the overview
(
) or by entering the heading number manually), the heading is displayed on
the screen. To select a text, either enter a number from 1 - 65536 or press
to
display an overview of the created phrases for this heading and there, choose the
required phrase. To search for text or text parts of phrases under the selected
heading press
.
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After that the phrase, including its complete selection criteria (conditions), is displayed
on the screen. The selection criteria define under which conditions this phrase is
automatically output in an SDS (see next picture).

The above-shown phrase has the number 4.50/1. This means that it is the first phrase
created under heading 4.50 (section 4 First Aid'- heading 4.50 After skin contact). This
phrase is automatically stated in the SDS, if the product meets at least one of the
conditions in the field Conditions.
If you have defined standard phrases such as classification phrases, as selection
criteria, you can display the texts of these standard phrases by pressing
. Details
on alterations of the Conditions for the automatic selection of standard phrases, page
560) and the Output options for standard phrases, page 572) can be found in the next
chapters.
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New creation of phrases:
 To create a new phrase, select a language and a heading, as described above.
 If you then enter a phrase number (65536 maximum) that does not exist yet, you
will automatically switch to the New creation. You can also let the program
automatically allocate the next free number, by pressing
.
 Then enter the text and press

to finish the entry.

 After that you can enter the conditions for the automatic transfer (as described
below).
 For any self-created phrases, you must also enter your own translations by selecting
Alteration language, choosing a language and entering the translation
into the Maintenance of phrases for that phrase number in that language.
If you create a new phrase number and do not want to enter a text, but want to copy an
existing phrase to this new number instead, leave the text field by pressing
without making an entry. Then retrieve one of the functions Other phrases or
Standard phrases.
Via the item Other phrases, each phrase that is allocated to a heading, can be
allocated to the heading in which you currently are. For this, select the heading and the
phrase number of the existing phrase. After that, the text field, field 01, is displayed
with a grey background (see next picture). Please note that this phrase cannot be
altered here, as it is not a copy of the selected phrase, but only an allocation to this new
phrase number.

The function Standard phrases, enables you to allocate additional phrases that exist
in another program part (for example H- and P-Phrases, Hazard classes – all H phrases
as well as general statements or special product phrases), to a new heading without
having to enter manually.
Here you can also select the output of general information (green fields in the
overview). The phrases for the statement of this type of information can be maintained
in Variable texts for tables (see page 581).
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After retrieving the item Standard phrases, select the type of standard phrase and the
desired phrase number.
Furthermore, you can use the field Standard phrase to create a Group output (see
next picture):

This function saves a lot of time, as it is possible to copy complete text blocks of
already existing phrases to a specific position into an SDS and/or Exposure scenario,
with a single setting.
In the overview screen and the maintenance screen only the type of selection is visible.
The SDS and/or Exposure scenario will then contain the full texts of the selected
group.
If you have created standard phrases containing variables, you can use the field
Default value for variables to enter a default value that is automatically adopted into
the SDS. You can create up to three variables ($) with default values for each phrase
here. The values can be entered in a separate screen. In the SDS screen a variable with
default value is displayed in blue color. If you position the cursor (red frame) on the
phrase with the variable(s) and press
you can then change the value(s) for the
variable(s) directly in the displayed screen. For further information on variables for
standard phrases please see Additional functions, item Variables in standard
phrases, page 578).
Change of language:
To change the language, press
Alteration language and select a language
from the displayed overview. This way, you can comfortably maintain and view the
phrases in all languages.
Note: The criteria for the automatic selection of texts generally apply for all created
languages. However, by using the option Permitted countries in Conditions for the
automatic selection of standard phrases, page 560) you can determine for each country
version of the SDS whether the phrase is to be output.
Additional functions:
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Via the buttons at the bottom of the screen or their functions keys, or the Additional
functions in the upper menu bar, you can retrieve other functions. For further
information see Additional functions, page 578).
Automatic translation of SDS phrases
The automated translation feature is mainly intended for self-created phrases.
For the standard phrases provided by DR Software translations by certified translators
are usually available in all SDS languages.
Here you have two options:
1) the translation in individual languages or
2) the translation in all available languages
1) Translation in individual languages:
First, select the language, in which the translation is missing, and then click into the
text field. After doing this, press the displayed button Automatic translation.

Note:
The language used as the source for the translation is always displayed in parenthesis
next to the button.
By default, ChemGes searches for the original text in your own language. If no text is
found, ChemGes searches for the text in the screen language.
If no text is found, the program searches in English – this procedure is repeated for all
languages until ChemGes finds a text.
Pressing the button immediately starts the translation process.
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You can also use this function for checking already translated self-created phrases. If
differences between the existing and the automatic translation can be detected,
ChemGes displays both texts in an overview, from which you can choose the text that
you want to use.

2. Translation in all available languages
To start the automated translation process, press the button
translation of all missing languages.

Automatic

Note:
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This function generates translations for all languages, in which a translation of the
selected phrase is missing. Here, ChemGes only displays those languages, which –
depending on the language setting for the respective phrase - shall also be stated in the
SDS. Translations are only created in languages, for which H and P phrases are
available.
For language variations (for example, German for Switzerland) no automatic
translations are created. However, this functionality is available for translations in
individual languages (see 1) Translation in individual languages). In this case the
„main language“ is used for the selected language variation.
Pressing the button immediately starts the translation process (approx. 1
second/language).

You can interrupt the translation process anytime by pressing

.

Please note that this process only translates the phrases – the texts themselves are
not transferred at this step. This was designed this way, in order to give users
maximum control of what exactly shall be transferred. If you leave the screen
without starting the transfer by pressing
, the created translations are NOT
saved.
Once the translation process is completed, you can deselect languages that you do not
need in the column Transfer.
Additionally, you can unselect all selection via
once via
.
To transfer the created translations finally press
phrases.
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The phrase comment and the language overview indicate, which translation service
was used for the respective language:

By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.
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Self-created phrases with missing translation in the SDS
If you create a phrase, you also have to enter the required translation for this phrase in
ChemGes. If such a translation is not entered, upon attempting to print an SDS in a
language for which the translation does not exist, ChemGes stops you. The following
warning appears:

By pressing
, you can access the Maintenance of phrases and receive the
following options for dealing with the missing translation:

This screen tells you in which language the phrase was originally created (e.g. English)
and in which languages it also exists (e.g. American English). In addition, it provides
you with the following options to deal with the missing translation.
1. Go to the standard maintenance of phrases and enter the missing translation
This option will take you to an empty screen, where you can enter the translation, if
you have it.
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2. Activate that, if the translation is missing, the other language text is always
used. This setting then affects all SDSs, in which the translation for this phrase is
missing.
Using this option, the text from the language in which the phrase was originally
created (e.g. English) will be output whenever the translation of the phrase is missing.
This will affect all languages and not just the one with which you are working right
now (e.g. Greek). Such an option is useful for phrases that do not need translations,
such as names, telephone numbers or addresses.
3. A condition will be set that this phrase is not used in country ….
This setting lets you deactivate this phrase for the country in whose SDS you are (e.g.
Greece), and thus remove the need for a translation into that country’s language.
4. A condition will be set that this phrase is only used in countries where the
language …. is spoken.
With this option, you can activate the output for this phrase, only in countries that use
the language in which the phrase was originally created (e.g. English). This option is
only available if the phrase exists in only one language.
5. The phrase will be automatically translated from the language XX
If needed, this option enables you to have the missing text automatically translated by
the translation services DeepL / Google Translate.
Screen for inserting phrases
For most headings in the SDS, one or more phrases is available for output under the
heading. This list can be accessed by pressing Insert on your keyboard, or the
corresponding button
Insert Phrase.

The following options are available for these lists:
 Phrases that are selected for output are highlighted in yellow. These can be
deselected by clicking on them.
 Self-created phrases are marked with “*1” in red, self-created phrases with missing
translation in the chosen language, are marked with “*1” in red.
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 The right mouse button lets you select a phrase without closing the screen, thus
allowing the quick and easy selection of phrases. By clicking the left mouse button
to make a selection, the screen closes. These functions are also available for
deselecting phrases.
 The option
Search, lets you perform a search for specific
letters, letter combinations or numbers. Simply hold down the
key and type
the desired alphanumeric character(s). Via the settings (see next picture) for the
Overview screens [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 409)
you can also activate the search without using
.

 Via the button
Settings, you can access several settings on how this screen
is arranged for output.

The settings available here, are as follows:
Alphabetical order, sorts all phrases in this screen, in alphabetical order.
Separated according to defined screen priorities, organizes the phrases based on the
priorities assigned to each phrase in the Maintenance of phrases [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text modules]. Within each grouping based on
priorities, the phrases are sorted in alphabetical order.
Last selected phrases first, places the phrases that were last used, at the top of the list.
That way you can quickly see the more commonly used phrases.
Show phrases always in own languages (if possible), lets you look at the phrase
overview in a foreign language SDS, in your own language, thus making it easier to
select a desired phrase.
Show phrase number, shows the database number of each phrase.
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5.9.9.1. Conditions for the automatic selection of standard
phrases
General information – linking of conditions:
Output conditions that are displayed below each other (one line per condition) in the
field Conditions are always linked as AND-conditions. This means that for the
automatic output of a phrase all AND-conditions have to apply.
Example AND-conditions:
Hazard pictograms (GHS) AND WHMIS classification

Output conditions that are displayed next to each other (in one line) in the field
Conditions are always linked as OR-conditions. This means that for the automatic
output of a phrase only one OR-condition has to apply.
Example OR-conditions:
Hazard pictograms (GHS) Exploding bomb OR Flame
WHMIS classification A OR B1
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From this follows that the above displayed phrase is automatically output, if a
substance/preparations meets the following criteria:
Hazard pictograms (GHS) Exploding bomb OR Flame AND WHMIS classification A
OR B1
You can access and maintain the conditions and further options by pressing
.
After that you receive an overview window that shows all conditions and options that
are available for the selected phrase. The following picture shows an example of such
an overview, where all selected conditions are marked red.

After choosing the conditions and leaving the overview window, all selected
conditions are listed in the field Conditions of the basic window for the Maintenance
of phrases.
Not all items in the condition overview are always selectable. Especially, if you have
set certain general output conditions, the overview contains far less selectable output
conditions. The type of selectable conditions also depends on the position of the phrase
in the SDS. For example, for company names in section 1, options relating to
classifications are set inactive (grey), but the output condition for company logos can
be selected.
Hint: If an SDS is locked, a copy is created at the new creation of a further country
version, as the user has locked the calculation. This will only have an effect in cases,
where the conditions are exclusively country-specific (for example P phrases). This is
another reason, why the automatic update function should be activated.

1. General output conditions:
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Output automatically in every SDS:
This option causes that this text component is adopted into all SDSs. This criterion is
particularly useful for the company name, the data sheet-issuing division and all
remaining texts, that should be the same in all SDSs.
Output in every new SDS:
Via this option, you can determine that this text component is adopted into all new
SDSs without the recalculation of this phrase during an automatic update afterwards.
This phrase will always be used, when no other phrase has been selected:
Here you can determine that this phrase is always selected, if no other phrase under
this heading meets the adoption conditions. These “else-phrases” are mainly standard
phrases for negative answers, as for example, “no markings required.
The remaining general output conditions have the following meaning:
Button Non-hazardous substances: In this case, the phrase is copied into the SDSs of
all products that are not classified as hazardous.
Button Hazardous substances: The phrase is copied, if any hazardous property is
present (opposite to previous item).
Button No health hazard: In this case the phrase is always adopted, if no health
hazard is present for the substance.
Button No fire or explosion hazard: This phrase is output, if no fire or explosion
hazard is present for the substance.
Button Not corrosive or irritant: The phrase is only adopted if the product does not
exhibit a corrosive or irritant hazard.

2. Conditions via chemical classifications:
Button GHS classifications:
Via this item you can define the GHS hazard pictograms, classes and categories, as
condition for the automatic output of phrases (see next picture):
 Hazard pictograms: You can select the hazard symbols that are to be used as
conditions for the automatic selection, from the overview screen. You can pick up
to 9 symbols.
 Classification – physical hazards
 Classification – health and environmental hazards
 Excluding classification – physical hazards
 Excluding classification – health and env. Hazards
Using the above-stated 4 options you can define and/or exclude certain GHS
classifications as adoption conditions. For this select the requested item and click into
the overview screen for selecting and deselecting the required hazard categories.
 Precautionary statements (Prevention, Response, Storage and Disposal)
 Supplemental hazard statements for EU and/or Australia
 Special product phrases according to the CLP
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For the above-mentioned 3 options, select the phrase type and click into the overview
table for selecting and deselecting the required phrases.

Button DSD/DPD classification:
You can also define R-phrases, S-phrases and P-phrases (special product phrases), as
well as hazard symbols as adoption conditions (see next picture).

 Hazard symbols: You can select the hazard symbols that are to be used as
conditions for the automatic selection, from the overview screen (see next picture).
You can pick up to 8 symbols.

 Risk phrases, Safety phrases and Special product phrases: For this select the
phrase type and click into the overview table for selecting and deselecting phrases.
You can select a maximum of 15 R-phrases, 15 S-phrases, 15 excluding R-phrases
and 3 P-phrases.
 Excluding risk-phrases: If a product contains a Risk phrase, which you have
defined under this item, the phrase is not adopted, even if another condition (e.g.
another R-phrase) applies.
Note on the linking of several Risk-phrases, Safety-phrases, Special Productphrases, Excluding Risk-phrases as well as GHS phrases (Prevention, Response,
Storage, Disposal, Supplemental hazard statements, Special product phrases):
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By default, the presence of one of these standard phrases is sufficient for the adoption
of the phrase into the SDS (OR-linking). Each of these selection windows contains the
field The substance has to contain each of the phrases. If this field is activated, all
phrases of this category (e.g. R-phrases) are linked with AND.

3. Conditions via other classifications:
Button Transport:
Via this item you can define as output conditions:
 ADR class(es) (including the consideration of secondary hazards or no transport
hazard)
 UN numbers including the respective transport type(s) (ADR, IMDG, IATA,
DOT (UN) and DOT(NA)) for the defined UN numbers
 the classification as marine pollutant (IMDG and/ or DOT).

Button NFPA (USA):
By means of this item you can use the NFPA-Ratings as selection criteria. Details
about NFPA and HMIS in chapter NFPA- and HMIS-Ratings (see page 240).
Button WHMIS (Canada):
This item lets you use the old Canadian WHMIS (1998) classifications as selection
criteria.
WHMIS 1988 classifies hazardous substances and preparations (materials) into 6 main
groups, of which some are divided into further sub-groups:
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Button Water hazard classes:
For the Water Hazard Class according to the German Directive (AwSV) or the Dutch
Directive (ABM), you can enter not only a class, but also the characters < (less than)
or > (greater than) together with a digit (e.g. >1 means selection for all water hazard
classes above 1).
Button Waste codes:
Here you can enter Waste codes according to European Waste Catalogue EWC and /
or the Austrian ÖNORM S 2100.

4. Conditions via group allocations:
Button Flags:
The allocation of flags is an extensive topic and is therefore described in the section
Flag allocation (see page 569).
Button Article groups:
Here you can select up to 10 article groups, which, if they apply, trigger the automatic
adoption of the respective phrase. You can display an overview screen of the created
article groups by pressing
.
Button Ingredients:
Here, you can determine that certain phrases are output automatically if a certain raw
material is contained in the preparation. In addition, you can set a percentage limit
from which on the phrase is adopted.
Button Substance groups:
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The selection of substance groups can be done in the same way as for article groups.
Here you will find groups for the product declaration according to EU648/2004,
chemical substance groups, ICGs for the PCN-notification and (if created) your selfcreated substance groups.
Additionally, you can define here a percent limit for the output.

Button For the public/industrial use:
Here, you can define the output of a phrase depending on the use of the substance (see
screen Physical data on page 145, item Purpose).

Button Product code:
Here you can define product code ranges, which, if they apply, trigger the automatic
adoption of the respective phrase. In addition, you can set, whether or not product
codes of variants shall be considered.
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5. Conditions due to physical data:
Button Physical-/chemical values:

Item State: Here you can choose a state of aggregation (solid, liquid, gaseous or
aerosol) that is to trigger the output of a phrase. If you do not need this function,
activate the option Without significance.
Item Viscosity at 20 °C: The viscosity may be entered together with "<" or ">", which
means that the phrase is only adopted, if the product is below or above the entered
value. Furthermore, you can determine the unit of the entered value (DIN 4 mm, mPas,
mm2 /s, ISO 4mm, ISO 6mm, or ISO 3mm).
Items Flash point range and Boiling point range: Both values can be entered in the
form of ranges, this means in combination with the characters ">" or "<".
Item pH value: You can enter values with or without the characters "<" or ">".
Item Water miscibility: You can select yes, no or without significance.
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Item Ignition temperature range: Values can be entered in the form of ranges, this
means in combination with the characters ">" or "<".
Button Chemical elements:
Via this item you can create conditions based on the presence of a certain chemical
element in a substance/in a component of a preparation. After retrieving this item, you
can enter the chemical symbol of an element, as well as the limit percentage for the
adoption.
However, the program does not calculate the percentage of the element contained in
the substance/preparation from the summation formula, but only checks, how much of
the substance(s), which contain(s) the stated symbol in the summation formula (if not
available, the structural formula is used), is present.
Example:
You want to automatically adopt an information phrase into the SDS (e.g. under
heading 11.60), if mercury compounds are present, you have to create a phrase with
corresponding text (e.g.: The product contains mercury compounds.) at the required
heading. Then press
, to switch to the screen Conditions and select the button
Chemical elements. After that, a window opens in which you have to enter Hg into
the field Element and the percentage limit, from which on the adoption condition shall
be met (e.g. 1%), into the field 'From raw materials content…%'. If the sum of all
ingredients that contain the character string ‘Hg’ in the formula, is equal or higher than
the defined limit percentage (here 1%), the concerned phrase is automatically selected.
Button Target organs:
If you have stated data on damage on specific human organs when entering
toxicological values for substances (Allocation of target organs, see page 78), you can
automatically transfer this information into the SDS by means of standard phrases with
the corresponding text and the output condition 'Target organs'.
 Create one or more standard phrases in any section of the SDS. We recommend the
heading 11.50 Experience with humans.
 Alter the chosen heading so that it is stated in the standard proposal of the SDS
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Headings] (see Headings, page
534).
As an example we created the following phrase with the number 1:
May cause liver damage.

Then switch to the screen Conditions by pressing
and select the button Target
organs. In the window the target organ can be selected via
(here: liver).

Below you have to enter a percentage limit for the adoption. Please note that this limit
percentage represents a product of the substance content in the preparation and the
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strength of the effect (1 – 9), which has been entered at the allocation of the target
organ in the substance database.
Example:
If the preparation contains 10% of a substance, which has the entries target organ:
liver and strength: 5 (medium strength) in the toxicological values, this will result in a
product of 50 (= 5 x 10). Hence the percentage for allocation is 50%. If you enter 50%
into the field 'From' (see picture above), the concerned phrase will be automatically
adopted into the SDS.
Hint:
If several ingredients of a preparation exhibit allocations to the same target organs, no
addition of the individual percentages is made, but the highest value is used for the
calculation.
The remaining items of the overview of conditions are options for the output of
phrases, which are described in Output options for standard phrases, page 572) and
Flag allocation (see page 569).

5.9.9.2. Flag allocation
After selecting the item Flags, an overview containing all created flags, opens.

After selecting a flag you switch to a further window for entering/activating the
allocation values.
Information on the selection of flags:
If the flag type is No restrictions for the selection and there are no pre-defined
contents,
 you will be brought to a screen containing 60 fields, in which you can enter the
desired content for this specific substance.
 Please note that this entry is substance specific and does not create this content for
other times the flag is used.
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If the flag type is No restrictions for the selection and there are pre-defined
contents,
 a screen opens that lets you select as many of the pre-defined contents, as you wish.

If the flag type is No restriction for the selection and there is only one pre-defined
content,
 no screen opens, the content is simply selected or deselected upon clicking on it.
If the flag type is Max. 1 value allowed for the selection and there are no predefined contents,
 a screen will open, allowing the entry of only one possible content
 Please note that this entry is substance specific and does not create this content for
other times the flag is used.

If the flag type is Max. 1 value allowed for the selection and there are pre-defined
contents,
 a screen opens where you can select a pre-defined content. Upon selection, the
screen closes.
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 Here you also have the option to deactivate the flag by choosing No flag.

If the flag type is Yes/no,
 a screen opens in which you can choose ‘Yes’ , ‘No’ or ‘Not set’.

If the flag type is Activation,
 a check mark will indicate whether it is activated or not.

After returning to the screen Maintenance of phrases you can find the entry for the
flag allocation in the field Conditions (see next picture).

This example shows the phrase ‘Provide acid-resistant floor' under the heading
‘Requirements to be met by storerooms and receptacles’. Usually this phrase can
only be selected manually. However, we have entered the allocation 'acid' into the flag
field ‘Acid/Base’ - which means, that this phrase is always selected automatically, if
the substance or the preparation, for which the SDS is created, exhibits the flag 'acid'.
Nota Bene:
The flags stated here are only examples that are not included in the program. They are
intended as suggestions for the use of flags. Find more information in Maintenance of
flags (see page 480).
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Overview table for flag allocations
By retrieving the Maintenance of phrases and pressing
instead of selecting a
phrase, you can display an overview of all flag allocations to phrases. If you have
already selected a phrase, leave it by pressing
and press
once to switch to
the first field on the top left; then you can also retrieve the overview by pressing
.
The table contains the name of the flags, the selected contents, the phrase numbers and
texts of the phrases with allocations.

5.9.9.3. Output options for standard phrases
The overview of the conditions for standard phrases (see under Conditions for the
automatic selection of standard phrases, page 560) also contains options for the
output of standard phrases.
General information – linking of conditions:
Output conditions that are displayed below each other (one line per condition) in the
field Conditions are always linked as AND-conditions. This means that for the
automatic output of a phrase all AND-conditions have to apply.
Example AND-conditions:
Hazard pictograms (GHS) AND WHMIS classification

Output conditions that are displayed next to each other (in one line) in the field
Conditions are always linked as OR-conditions. This means that for the automatic
output of a phrase only one OR-condition has to apply.
Example OR-conditions:
Hazard pictograms (GHS) Exploding bomb OR Flame
WHMIS classification A OR B1
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From this follows that the above displayed phrase is automatically output, if a
substance / preparations meets the following criteria:
Hazard pictograms (GHS) Exploding bomb OR Flame AND WHMIS classification A
OR B1
Hint: If an SDS is locked, a copy is created at the new creation of a further country
version, as the user has locked the calculation. This will only have an effect in cases,
where the conditions are exclusively country-specific (for example P phrases). This is
another reason, why the automatic update function should be activated.
Button Permitted countries:
You can enter up to 10 countries and/or country groups (see Country groups, page
470) for positive or negative selection.
In the overview screen, country groups are marked blue. If you select a country group,
all countries that have been allocated to this group in the Maintenance of country
groups are marked grey, because with the selection of the country group they are
already activated. By means of
Maintenance of country groups you can
directly switch to the Maintenance of country groups [Maintenance programs –
Various tables – Country groups].

You can combine up to 10 countries and/or country groups within one of the two items
(selection or non-selection).
Examples for the selection of countries / country groups:
If you activate Great Britain and activate the item Countries in selection will be
included, the concerned phrase is only output on the British version of the SDS. If you
enter Belgium and France and activate the item Countries in selection will be
excluded, the phrase is selected for all country versions except for Belgium and
France.
With the button No output, you can define, that this phrase shall not be stated in any
SDS for any country.
Nota Bene:
In all other cases each language version consists of the same standard phrases. Only by
means of the above described way, are country specific adjustments possible.
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Button Permitted GHS-types:
Via this item you can define that the selected phrase shall only be output in SDSs
according to the GHS (based on the settings in the Maintenance of countries, field
Type of output [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries Countries] on page 459), for EU Safety Data Sheets and or SDS2021.
Furthermore you can define that the phrase shall not be output for CLP SDSs (not
for SDSs according to EU rules) and / or not for SDS2021.

Additonal information on SDS2021:

Button Only for raw materials/preparations:
You can select raw material (substance), preparation or without significance.
Button Copy if translation is missing:
This field is mainly intended for language independent information that does not have
to be created separately in each language (e.g. complete names of organizations or
regulations (like OSHA, IATA, etc.)). Here you can determine the language, from
which the text shall be adopted, if translations are missing.
Button Allocated phrases:
In addition to the above-mentioned allocations, you can make the adoption of one or
more phrases dependent on the adoption of another phrase. For this, enter the number
of the phrases, which shall be adopted on condition that a certain phrase is present, in
the item Allocated phrases.
If you do not know, why a phrase appears automatically in an SDS, although no
criterion is available, it could be possible that it is allocated to another selected phrase.
In this case, press
from the Maintenance of phrases of this phrase, to
look for possible allocations. If such allocations were defined, the program states all
allocated phrases that result in the automatic adoption of this phrase. To delete the
allocation, retrieve the allocated phrases and delete the allocation to the automatically
selected phrase.
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By means of the item Output if certain phrases are present you can automatically
state a phrase, if a certain heading or another already selected phrase is present in the
SDS.
In the example above, the phrase is stated on condition that heading 2.30.20.20 or
phrase 9 under heading 3.20.20, is present.
Button Phrases to delete after transfer:
Here you can set that either all remaining phrases for the same heading or only certain
defined phrases (also from another heading) are deleted after selection of this phrase.
In this way you can avoid that two similar phrases are stated in the SDS.
If you activate the field Deletion of all other phrases of this heading after selection,
all other phrases for this heading, which were already stated in the SDS, are
automatically deleted after a manual or automatic selection of this phrase.
Alternatively or additionally, you can activate the deletion of specific phrases.
Button Allocated exposure scenarios:
By means of this item you can allocate an Exposure scenario or a group of Exposure
scenarios (see Exposure scenarios for the SDS, page 597) to any phrase.

The option Deactivation of substance exposure scenario deactivates the exposure
scenario of the substance and leads to only the here allocated exposure scenario being
output. If this option is activated, this setting is automatically adopted in the screen
Additional exposure scenarios [accessed via
in the SDS editing screen]
(see Information fields and buttons in the SDS, page 263).
Button Leading empty line:
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This item outputs a space line above this phrase for an optically better distinction.
Button Priority in overview screen:
Here you can enter digits from 0 to 9 in order to influence the sort order of phrases in
the overview window. Normally, all phrases are provided with priority number 5. If
you want to have certain phrases always at the beginning, enter 0 to 1 for them. For
phrases that are not important, you can enter priority 8 or 9. Within the same priority
level sorting is done according to the sequential phrase numbers.
Button Priority for print:
By means of this item you can enter a number between 0 and 9, to influence the sort
order of phrases within a heading of the SDS. For standard phrases that are adopted
into the SDS with the output condition Allocated phrases, the output priority is
ineffective. Allocated phrases are always listed first under a heading.
Button When an alteration mark is set:
By activating this button, you can automatically state a phrase in an SDS each time an
alteration was performed and therefore the alteration mark was set. For this output to
occur, at least one section heading must be marked (red section number on screen,
asterisk in printing).
For example, you can create a corresponding phrase in section 16 with the following
contents:
The sections where alterations took place are marked with an asterisk in the left
border.
Then go to Conditions (by pressing
) and select the item When an alteration
mark is set. After that, this item is marked in yellow (activated), and all other
conditions (except for the output options) are deactivated, so that this phrase can no
longer be selected automatically via other conditions. With this, the phrase is
automatically adopted into the SDS, each time the alteration mark is set. Conversely,
the phrase automatically disappears as soon as you have removed the alteration
markings in all sections.
Button Additional symbols:
In this field, you can allocate up to 2 additional symbols from the graphics directory.
Button Predefined information symbols:
If you want to print the SDSs with additional symbols from the Internal Plant
Instruction, you can allocate up to 2 symbols to each phrase by means of the condition
Information symbols. Find further information in Symbols and additional design
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Print settings
(definition of template) – Tab Symbols and additional design] (see page 621).
Button Company logo (only for phrases for the heading Manufacturer /Supplier):
Here you can allocate a logo to each company name. Details can be found in Company
logo (see page 622).
Button Company specific settings:
This item enables you to set specific output options for each manufacturer or supplier.
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First you can define, whether and how the percentages of the ingredients in section 3
of the SDS shall be stated:
 Default (as set in Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – General options
(see page 521)
 Exact percentages
 Limits (as defined in Predefined limit tables (see page 611) [Maintenance
Programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings - Definition of limits to use –
Predefined limit tables]).
 No percentages at all
 Rounded according to rounding table (as defined in Settings for ranges (fromtill-values, see page 608).
Furthermore, you can determine, whether the special SDS-descriptions (Mdescriptions) shall be used (item Usage of proprietary descriptions: Yes / No).
If more than one Manufacturer/Supplier is listed in the SDS, the settings of the last
company will be used.
Hint: If you create the same company several times, you can also define countryspecific differences with this.
If the item Transfer percentages into the ingredient tables, during every SDS
access is activated, these alterations will take effect immediately after an alteration of
the company name in section 2 of the SDS (resp. 3 for REACH-SDSs). This item is
also included in the screen Update options.
Attention:
The automatic update of the ingredient tables does not affect the percentages of
substance groups in section 2 (resp. 3 for REACH-SDSs). This means that, if you use
the option for the output for substance group descriptions, you always have to perform
an update via
(chemical characterization) after an alteration.
The field Print format serves to set an individual print format for the SDSs for certain
company names. Details can be found in Print settings (definition of template)
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings] (see page 616).
In the option VATIN (for the calculation of the UFI Code), you can enter the VATIN
(Value Added Tax Identification number) of the respective company, for the
calculation of the UFI Code (see Country specific classifications [Maintenance of
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preparations], page 160). With this option, it is possible to automatically output the
company specific UFI-Code dependent upon the Manufacturer/Supplier stated in the
SDS.

5.9.9.4. Copying of text modules for the SDS
After selecting the field Other phrase in the screen Maintenance of phrases, you can
retrieve an overview window for the text selection by pressing
. After that
you can select any phrase, which is then copied to this phrase number. This function is
helpful, if a text with all translations already exists for another heading, but would also
be useful at this position. Previously entered text is deleted.
If you select the field Standard phrase instead, you can copy any R-, S- or P-phrase,
resp. GHS standard phrase (hazard-, precautionary- and general statement or special
product phrase) to this position. For this select the type of phrase first (e.g. risk
phrases) and either enter the number or select it from the overview (by clicking on or
pressing
). To delete this allocation later on, enter a space character instead
of the number. However, the originally displayed text is deleted in the basic language
and has to be re-entered, if required.
Furthermore, you can use the field Standard phrase to create a Group output. For
further information please see Text modules, item New creation of phrases (see page
548).

5.9.9.5. Additional functions for SDS standard phrases
All additional functions mentioned below - as far as they can be carried out by means
of a function key – are not displayed as buttons at the bottom of the screen. You can
use them either by means of the item Additional functions of the upper menu bar or
by the function keys mentioned there.
Searching for allocation of other phrases and Search for allocations:
You can check via
Search for allocations whether any phrases
automatically select the respective phrase via an allocation. By means of
Searching for allocation of other phrases you can check, whether the selected phrase
is allocated to another phrase via field 02 Other phrase.
Delete and Delete this translation:
If you want to delete a standard text with all of its translations, press
. If
you only want to delete the selected language version, press
. In both
cases, as for all deletions, the security query (Do you really want to delete?) appears
before deletion.
Next record and Previous record:
To switch to the next phrase, press

. To switch to the previous phrase, press

.

Allocation of phrases to other headings:
This function allocates all phrases of one heading to another heading. In this way you
can avoid long manual entries, if you need the same phrases for another heading again.
For this select the new heading in the Maintenance of phrases, position the cursor in
the field for the sequential phrase number and press
. After that you have to
select the heading, from which you want to adopt the phrases. If you also want to adopt
the conditions of these phrases, activate the field Adoption of conditions.
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The program does not copy the phrases, but only creates an allocation to the other
phrases. With this you can also access all available translations.

Variables in standard phrases:
It is also possible to create standard phrases for the SDS that contain a variable. This is
useful, if you want to insert different values for each product, e.g. 'Do not store above
50°C'. If you want to make this temperature data variable, you can write this phrase by
entering the character $ instead of a digit (see sample phrase below):
'Do not store above $°C'.
You can create up to 3 variables with $, per phrase. If such a phrase is selected
automatically or manually in the SDS then, the $-character is marked red on the
screen, to draw your attention to the variables. Move the cursor to this line and press
. After that you will receive a window, where you can enter the required value.
After confirmation with
the entered value is displayed in blue color (instead of
the $-character). These entered variable values are language-independent; this means
that they are displayed in the same form for each language version of the SDS. This
happens on condition that you have entered the variable character $ into the phrases of
the remaining languages as well.
You can also enter up to 3 $-variables with default values, via the field Default value
for variables. Variables with default values are marked blue on screen.
However, you should not enter variables into the existing standard phrases, which we
have created, as amended standard phrases cannot be taken into consideration when
the program is supplemented with a new language, or during language updates.
Therefore we recommend that you create new phrases for this purpose.

5.9.10. Activation of emergency phone numbers
In this screen you can activate/deactivate the output of emergency phone numbers
country-specifically.
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5.9.11. Replacement of phrases in SDSs

Via this new menu option, you can exchange individual phrases in SDSs
automatically.
First, choose the heading under which you wish to exchange the phrase. Then enter the
number of the old and the new phrase.
By pressing
Overview, you can open an overview of the Headings or the
Phrases entered under the heading.
If you enter „0“ in the field New phrase, you can delete the text in the field Old
phrase from all SDSs.
If you enter the same number in each field, you can print a list of all
substances/preparations whose SDSs contain the phrase.
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5.9.12. Printing of text modules for the SDS
By means of this item, you can print all text modules with headings. This is mainly
intended as basis for translations, but can also be used to provide a better overview of
all created texts. For this you can select up to 3 languages simultaneously for the text
printout.
Information on the Printer buttons can be found in General information for selecting
and adjusting printers (see page 10).

5.9.13. Variable texts for tables
In this screen you can maintain and enter additional translations for SDS texts.

The phrases for CMR are stated together with the corresponding CMR-category in
section 2 (resp. 3 for REACH-SDS) for preparations, in section 3 (resp. 2) for
substances. However, the CMR-properties are only stated in the SDS, if you have
activated the item Canc., muta. and repr. categories in the screen Canc., muta. and
repr. categories in the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data
Sheets] (see page 521).
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The Risk phrases R20 to R28, R39, R68, R48 and R65, as well as all combinations of
these Risk phrases have to be preceded by the word Also if the substance is marked
with Note E (see Classification and Labeling, page 47). You can view or edit this term
in field 4 Also.
The non-classified vPvB substance, non-classified PBT substance, substance with
a Community workplace exposure limit, are of importance for preparations
containing a non-classified substance, if this substance is a vPvB and/or PBT
substance. Such substances are identified when the respective option is activated in the
Maintenance of raw materials in the DSD classification screen and/or a community
workplace exposure limit for this substance is entered in the screen OELVs in the
Maintenance of raw materials.
If the substance meets at least one of these criteria, the corresponding information is
stated in the table for the dangerous components in section 3 of the SDS (see next
picture for a sample):

In the field Substance identified as having endocrine disrupting properties, you
will find the translation for the output of endocrine disrupting properties.
In the field Nanoform, you will find the country-specific translation of the term
“Nanoform“.Additional definitions for the structure and form of nanoforms, can be
allocated in the screen Country specific information (see page 103), in the field
Nanoform.
The remaining fields contain the country specific translations for the output of the
corresponding information on tox values, OELVs and other data in the SDS.
If you have activated the item Registration number in the screen Maintenance of
countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries Countries] and also have entered a registration number for the respective substance in
the screen Country specific information (see page 103), the phrase contained in the
field Registration number is stated before the registration number in section 3 of the
SDS.
Once you have entered information in the screen Physical data (see page 68) in the
field Mixture of (is not used for the calculation, but only shown in the SDS), can
you enter or change the desired texts for the output on the SDS in the fields under
Additional information for raw materials. We entered here text suggestions in all
languages. If desired, you can change these any time. The output occurs automatically
in SDSs of preparations under the appropriate heading (i.e. 2.40.20 Dangerous
components, see General heading allocations, page 541).
In the fields Special limit and Special limits, you can enter the translations for the
output of special limits for substances according to the CLP, Annex VI, in Section 3 of
the SDS. The settings for the output of this information can be found under General
options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521).
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In the fields below, are the translations for the output “No further relevant
information available”, “Not required”, “Not determined”, “Not applicable”, and
“Based on available data, the classification criteria are not met”. The conditions
for the output of the additional information can be defined country-specifically, using
the option EU only: Specification of additional information (e.g. occurrence of
OELVs) in Maintenance of countries (see page 459).
Automatic translation of phrases:
Here you can perform translations for individual fields in the respectively selected
language via DeepL / Google Translate. The language used as the source for the
translation is always displayed in parenthesis next to the button.

Note:
You can also use this function for checking already translated self-created phrases. If
differences between the existing and the automatic translation can be detected,
ChemGes displays both texts in an overview, from which you can choose the text that
you want to use.

In the screens Texts for listings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
phrases] (see page 584) and Generic texts for the SDS [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets – Other phrases] (see page 545) you can find further text fields for
the maintenance of further SDS texts.

5.9.14. Descriptions for EC numbers 1-9
In this screen you can enter the descriptions of EC numbers for polymers. If you enter
a value „1“ to „9“ (for polymers) in the field EC number of the screen Maintenance
of raw materials (see Substance window, page 20), the entered text of this screen will
be displayed in the screen Maintenance of raw materials and output in the SDS
(EINECS Number).
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Automatic translation:
If needed, you can add missing translations via DeepL / Google Translate.
Here you can perform automatic translations both in individual languages (click into
the required text field and press the button Automatic translation) and in all missing
languages (via the button
Automatic translation in all missing
languages).

5.9.15. Texts for listings
Here you can view the Phrases for listings.

This screen contains the phrases that are stated in the SDS, if the items
 Output of special phrases, that all of the substances are part of the listing
or
 Output of special phrase that none of the substances is part of the listing
in the screen Maintenance of substance lists [Maintenance of raw materials –
Substance listings] (see page 84) are activated for a substance listing.
In the screens Variable texts for tables (see page 581) and Generic texts for the SDS
(see page 545) you can find further text fields for the maintenance of further SDS
texts.
Automatic translation:
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If needed, you can add missing translations via DeepL / Google Translate.
Here you can perform automatic translations both in individual languages (click into
the required text field and press the button Automatic translation) and in all missing
languages (via the button
Automatic translation in all missing
languages).

5.9.16. Texts for water hazard classes (NL)
Here you can enter the texts for the Dutch Water Hazard Classes (ABM). For the
language Dutch the respective texts for the individual Water Hazard Classes are of
course already implemented.

Automatic translation:
If needed, you can add missing translations via DeepL / Google Translate.
Here you can perform automatic translations both in individual languages (click into
the required text field and press the button Automatic translation) and in all missing
languages (via the button Translation from Dutch).

5.9.17. Keyboard shortcuts for the Safety Data Sheet
Via the item Keyboard shortcuts, you can alter and create special key functions to
use in the SDS. The following picture shows this window with the standard settings.

These letter keys serve to insert frequently used phrases and can be created in any
language.
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5.9.18. Units
Within the screen Units, you can enter or edit alternative texts for units, in languages
in which different descriptions are used for physical values.
Example – Arabic

The texts entered here, are automatically output in the SDS.

5.9.19. Descriptions of nanoforms
In this screen you can enter and maintain alternative texts for the description of
nanoforms.

Automatic translation:
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If needed, you can add translations in all missing languages via DeepL / Google
Translate by pressing the button Translation of all missing texts from the language
XX.
Individual languages can be translated by clicking into the line of the required target
language and pressing the button Automatic translation. The language used as the
source for the translation is always displayed in parenthesis next to the button.
By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.

next to the button you can display further

5.9.20. DecoPaint Directive 2004/42/EC
Here you can maintain the texts for the output of information according to DecoPaint
Directive 2004/42/EC:
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Should translations be missing or if you wish to add all texts in a certain language, you
can either enter them manually, or add them by using the automatic translation services
DeepL and Google Translate (button Automatic translation of untranslated texts).

5.9.21. Country specific settings
This sub-menu in consists of the following items:
Additional country specific headings (see page 547)
Descriptions of OELV listings (see page 589)
Settings for the USA/Canada
Settings (see page 590)
Definition of hazardous substances according to OSHA (see page 593)
Settings for the Netherlands (see page 593)
Settings for Austria (see page 594)
Settings for Slovenia (see page 594)
Settings for Australia (see page 595)
Settings for Turkey (see page 595)
Settings for Korea (see page 596)
Settings for China (see page 597)
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5.9.21.1. Descriptions of the OELV listings
By means of this menu item you can view and edit the descriptions of the national lists
of occupational exposure limit values (OELVs) and biological limit values and also
create new descriptions for exposure limit value lists.

You can activate the output of the descriptions of the respective national regulations in
Section 8 of your SDSs, in the Maintenance of headings [Maintenance programs –
Safety Data Sheets - Headings] (see page 534).
Output for workplace exposure limits (OELVs):
SDS heading 8.40.0.19 „Regulatory information“
Output for biological exposurelimits:
SDS heading 8.40.0.109 „Regulatory information“
In order to activate the output, select the headings 8.40.0.19 and / or 8.40.0.109 and
enter the respective countries, for which you require the output of the regulations, in
the field Countries (see next picture).
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Hint: To transfer this information into already existing SDSs, please perform an
update (screen Update options, item Occupational expsosre limit values).
Alternatively, this information will appear automatically if the automatic update is
activated for this section.

5.9.21.2.1. Settings (USA / Canada)
The menu item Settings provides country-specific settings for SDSs for the USA and
Canada.
These settings affect SDSs that were created for the USA or Canada, or for countries
for which Use special settings, which are otherwise only used for USA and Canada
is activated in the Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables –
Languages and countries - Countries] (see page 459).
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Output of hazard symbol codes: If you deactivate this item, the hazard symbols in
sections 3 and 15 are only stated with their names, but without their abbreviations (e.g.
only 'Corrosive' instead of 'C Corrosive').
Output R- and S-phrase codes: Here you can suppress the output of the numbers of
the R- and S-phrases.
Output of the GHS symbol codes: If this item is deactivated, the GHS symbols are
output without their codes (for example: GHS02) in the SDS.
Output of H-phrase codes: If this item is deactivated, only the texts of the Hazard
statements without their corresponding numbers (for example: H335) are output in the
SDS.
Percentage in section 3 of the Safety Data Sheet: If you deactivate this field, the
percentages/percentage limits of the substances, which have to be declared in section
3, are not stated.
Information about hazards of the substances, output in Section 3: To suppress the
output of the hazard classification of the hazardous ingredients in section 3, deactivate
this item.
Output of the environmental hazards: The USA and Canada did not adopt the
environmental hazards (Class 4.1 Hazardous to the aquatic environment – acute and
chronic hazards, Class 4.2 / 5.1 Hazardous for the ozone layer) into their national
GHS legislation, as they lay outside of the jurisdiction of OSHA. By activating the
item Output of the environmental hazards you can still calculate and output these
classes for the USA and Canada.
For M-descriptions (proprietary substances), always output limit ranges instead
of exact percentages: This item lets you determine that ingredients with M marking
(Trade secret) shall be stated with limits instead of exact percentages in Section 3
(OHS HCS exception). If this item is deactivated, the output of the percentages for
such substances, is done according to your settings in the item Type of percentages of
the screen General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page
521) or in Limit table to be used of the screen Maintenance of countries
[Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] (see
page 459) or in Special percentage limits for the SDS of the screen Country specific
information [Maintenance of raw materials] (see page 103) or in Limit table for the
SDS of the screen Formulation [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 138).
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Please note:
In accordance with the requirements in Appendix D (“Safety Data Sheets”) of the
OHSA HCS (US GHS), the obligatory information regarding the printing date and the
number of the last version, is automatically output in SDSs for the USA.
By means of the item At „Date of preparation / last revision“: date is: you can set
the date output in the SDS to be either the date of the last alteration, the date of the
creation of the first SDS, or the printing date.
Only for the USA (OSHA HCS):
By means of the item Automatic disclaimer, when M-descriptions are used (Phrase
number 2.40.40/305) you can activate the automatic output of the information „The
specific chemical identity of composition is being withheld as a trade secret. The
specific chemical identity is made available to health professionals, employees, and
designated representatives in accordance with the applicable provisions of paragraph
§1910.1200.” for US SDSs. If this item is activated, the disclaimer is output, if a
substance with M-description (see Marking of substance names, page 58) is stated in
section 3 (Dangerous components).
Only for Canada (HPR):
Output abbreviations for the classes lets you determine that the hazard class
descriptions according to the Canadian HPR, are output as abbreviations in Section 3
of SDSs for Canada (for example: Flammable liquids - Category 1 as „Flam. Liq. 1“).
Output – deactivated option:

Output – activated option:
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By activating the item Suppress w/w after the percent character, you can define,
that the abbreviation w/w (weight by weight) after the percentage character in Section
3, is not output.
NOTE: We do not recommend activating either of these items, as they do not
correspond to the requirements of the HPR.
Via the option Hint „Actual concentration ranges are withheld as a trade secret“,
you can define the text required by the HPR regarding the use of concentration ranges
for trade secrets. The defined texts were created by us as standard texts and can be
changed if desired.
Via the option Output of the synonyms of substance descriptions, you can define
that for Canada all available synonyms are output in Section 3 of the SDS. Note: This
option is deactivated by default.
In the field Text in case there is no synonym, you can define a text that is output
when no synonym is available. As default text is the phrase „No common names or
synonyms known.“ or „Aucun noms communs ou synonymes connus.“.

5.9.21.2.2. Definition of hazardous substances acc. to OSHA
Via this item, you can create a table with substances that have to be stated in the SDS
according to OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration). All substances
created in this table are stated in section 2 of a US-SDS from the defined percentage
onwards. In addition, these substances are listed with their toxicological data (if
available) in section 8 of the SDS from their percentage limit onwards.

5.9.21.3. Settings for the Netherlands
The Dutch authorities demand additional information in sections 2 resp. 3 and 15. In
this screen you can define the desired settings.
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Output of S phrases in section 2 resp. 3, activates the output of the S phrases for raw
materials stated in the Hazardous Ingredients table.
Output of OELVs in ppm instead of ml/m3 changes the unit output. The unit ppm
(parts per million) is identical with ml/m3 and in reality antiquated, but can be
displayed here if desired.
If you activate the field Output of the CAS number, the EINECS number and the
Index number in section 15, these numbers will be stated for all hazard triggers listed
in section 15.
The option Output of the text ’50-100%’ for raw materials, directly after the
description, lets you output the additional information ‘50-100%’ at the end of the
name of a raw material, in a raw material SDS.
Declare hazard causing component also for raw materials, outputs on a raw
material SDS the hazardous component.
If you want to additionally put out the BGWs in the SDS, please activate the function
Output of BGWs (Max. Workplace Concentration) in the SDS.

5.9.21.4. Settings for Austria
According to the new version of the Austrian Ordinance on Chemicals from 10.3.2000
on, the heading for section 15 of the SDS shall read differently to the EU directive
81/155/EEC (93/112/EC): Instead of 'Vorschriften' (Regulations) it shall read
'Österreichische und EU-Vorschriften' (Austrian and EU regulations). By means of the
menu item Settings for Austria this altered heading can be activated (default) or
deactivated for SDSs for Austria.

Besides the European Waste Catalogue you can also use the 5-digit disposal key
according to ÖNORM S 2100 in Austria. If you activate the item Output of the
Austrian Disposal key, this 5-digit number - on condition that an entry for the
disposal key for Austria is available in the database - is stated together with the
corresponding text in section 13 of the Austrian SDSs.

5.9.21.5. Settings for Slovenia
By means of these settings the SDS can be adapted to the legal requirements in
Slovenia.

If this item is activated (default), the hazard symbols in section 3 resp. 2 and/or 15 (if
activated) the abbreviations are stated above the hazard symbol and hazard description
below it.
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5.9.21.6. Settings for Australia
SDSs for Australia differ from the EU data sheets only in the fact that they have to
contain a phrase on top of the first page, which indicates, if the SDS was created for a
hazardous or non-hazardous product. In order to state this phrase in the SDS, activate
the item Output of the 'Statement of Hazardous Nature' at the beginning of the
SDS.

If this item is activated, one of the following phrases is stated in each SDS for
Australia:
Hazardous:

Hazardous according to criteria of Australian Safety and
Compensation Council.

Non-hazardous:

Not classified as hazardous according to criteria of Australian
Safety and Compensation Council.

According to Australian legislation on the preparation of Safety Data Sheets (National
Code of Practice NOHSC:2011(2003)) the Safety phrases must be stated in the section
Hazards identification. To activate the output of these phrases, enter a number for the
heading (usually heading number '3.40.10') in the field S-phrases.

5.9.21.7. Settings for Turkey

In the item Output of the product code for Form number you can automatically
output the product code (if entered) for your mixture in the SDS header, as the Form
number.
The field Leading text is for entering the text that shall be stated in the SDS header
before the product code.

In the field Pre-registration numbers, you can define a heading for the output of the
pre-registration number (see Country specific information, page 103) according to the
Turkish KKDIK-Regulation (KİMYASALLARIN KAYDI, DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ,
İZNİ VE KISITLANMASI HAKKINDA YÖNETMELİK).
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5.9.21.8. Settings for Korea

Here you will find the texts and calculation settings for the substance list KDSL
according to Annex 1 of the Dangerous Goods Safety Management Act
(위험물안전관리법시행령) and the texts for the substance list ISHA-HSSSC
(Hazardous substances subject to „special control“, Supplement to table 12).
Entries and changes for these substance listings can be performed in the screen
Country specific classifications [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160).
Via the option Always state all P-phrases in the SDS and output the following note
on the label if not all P phrases are stated, you can define, as delineated in the
Korean legislation, that all P phrases are output for Korea and on the label, the note
pointing to the SDS for P phrases that are not output, is stated.
In the field Note on P phrases in the SDS, you can find the standard text for the note
on the label („Information regarding not output P phrases, can be found on the
SDS.“).
The field Identifier for the MSDS number allows you to define the text that is to be
stated in front of the SDS number. The MSDS number itself can be entered in the SDS
editing screen for Korean SDSs (
SDS in Maintenance of raw
materials/preparations) via
MSDS number:
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In the field Expiration date you can define the text for the expiration date of Approval
Numbers. The expiration date itself, can be entered at the same time as the Korean
Approval number, in the screen Registration numbers (Field Registration in Country
specific information, see page 103).

5.9.21.9. Settings for China
Here you can activate the output of the current SDS number:

5.9.22. Exposure scenarios
General information:
For each SDS you can generate one Exposure Scenario (additional Exposure Scenarios
can be attached (see below)).
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The creation of different Exposure scenarios for the very same substance leads to the
following problem:
 It is logically impossible to deduce different Exposure scenarios from one version
of an SDS, as the Exposure scenario has to harmonise with the SDS.
 Legally speaking, it is permitted to create a summarising or resultant Exposure
scenario, so that the attachment of multiple documents is no longer required.
As we are aware of these difficulties, we have implemented the following solution in
ChemGes:
For each SDS, via
Additional Exposure scenarios it is possible to
allocate substances, preparations, or groups of substances with Exposure scenarios (ES
groups), of which the already created or allocated Exposure scenarios are additionally
output. This allows you to attach several Exposure scenarios to an SDS. This solution
continues to ensure the almost fully automatic creation of SDSs and their Exposure
Scenarios, with ChemGes.
Activation of the output of Exposure scenarios:
First, you must activate the output of Exposure Scenarios generally (see screen
General options [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets] (see page 521). You
can activate the output for substances and/or preparations.
Next, indicate for each substance, the availability of a Chemical Safety Assessment,
via Chemical Safety Assessment available in the screen Country specific information
[Maintenance of raw materials] (see page 103).

For a preparation, the availability of a Chemical Safety Assessment is activated via
Chemical Safety Assessment available in the screen Country specific classifications
[Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160), or in the screen Country specific
information (see page 103) for one of its ingredients.
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Creating an Exposure scenario (ES):
To create an Exposure Scenario, enter the editing screen of the SDS for which the ES
is to be created (by pressing
SDS and choosing a country). There, the first ES can
be viewed and edited by going to Chapter X (below 16) and filling in the necessary
data. All fields, for which the ChemGes database contains data, are automatically
populated.

The data in the SDS must correspond to the data in the ESs. Therefore, it is necessary
to ensure that direct links are created via various phrases and that the SDS has an
adequate amount of phrases to cover all of the ESs. This applies, for example, to
Product Categories in Section 1.

ESs can be automatically filled in by applying the appropriate conditions to phrases in
the Maintenance of phrases [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text
modules].
Positions in the ES can be linked directly to phrases in the SDS:
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Phrases can be allocated to ESs:

By means of the option Deactivation of substance exposure scenario you can
additionally determine that only the here allocated Exposure scenario shall be output.
If this option is activated, this setting is automatically adopted in the screen Additional
exposure scenarios (by means of
in the SDS editing screen).
Facts about additional Exposure scenarios:
In the SDS screens of substances and preparations you can allocate additional
Exposure scenarios via the button
Additional Exposure scenarios. You
can select substances, preparations and groups of Exposure scenarios, from which the
ESs shall be adopted. Nested allocations are possible, as when an SDS is allocated, all
ESs of the allocated record (substances, preparations or ES groups) are transferred.
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If no Exposure scenario has been allocated yet, the button is displayed in blue font (see
next picture).

If Exposure scenarios have been allocated, the button is displayed in red font. The
number of allocated Exposure scenarios is stated in brackets (see next picture).

Nota Bene:
For further information you can download the document Exposure scenarios from
www.dr-software.com.

In the overview allocated ES groups are displayed in blue font, allocated
substances/preparations with Exposure scenarios are displayed in black font. When
allocating Exposure scenarios of other substances/preparations, the column Exp.sc.
indicates whether an Exposure scenario has been created.
The option Deactivation of substance exposure scenario, lets you, if at least one
allocation is available, manually switch off the output of the substance Exposure
scenario, thus outputting only the allocated Exposure scenario(s). This can also be
done automatically via the phrase condition Allocated exposure scenario
[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text modules] (see Output options for
standard phrases, page 572).
Nota Bene:
For further information you can download the document Exposure scenarios from
www.dr-software.com.
Maintaining groups of Exposure scenarios:
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In order to pool several Exposure scenarios for easier maintenance, you can create and
maintain groups of Exposure scenarios in the menu Exposure scenarios [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets].
After selecting this item you will receive an overview screen that contains all created
ES groups. The ES groups are automatically numbered upon creation („X1“, „X2“).

To create a new group, press
New creation. Enter an unambiguous name and
press
. After doing so you can enter up to 19 allocations
(substances/preparations with Exposure scenarios or ES groups). Here, you can search
for substances in the usual ways or press
to open an overview of created ES
groups.
Allocated ES groups are displayed in blue font; allocated substances / preparations
with Exposure scenarios are displayed in black font (see next picture):
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This enables you to create groups of Exposure scenarios for various uses and to
allocate them to your substances or preparations.

5.9.23. Adoption of manual phrases
After retrieving this item, a window will open where you can choose the headings to
which you want to automatically copy manually entered texts, that you have entered in
the SDS of the home country, into the foreign language versions of an SDS.
To transfer all texts of the items that you have activated here, into already existing
SDSs, activate the item All manual texts in the Update options [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings].

5.9.24. Other settings
This menu contains the following screens:
Recalculation and storing
Update options (see page 604)
Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605)
Deletion of archived SDSs (see page 607)
Definition of limits to be used
Settings for ranges (from-till values) (see page 608)
Predefined limit tables (see page 611)
Test methods
Predefined values for physical values (see page 612)
Test and calculation methods for physical hazards (see page 612)
Test and calculation methods for health hazards(see page 612)
Allocation of OELVs to other substances (see page 615)
Print and output settings
Print settings (see page 616)
General company logo (see page 622)
Sending the Safety Data Sheet
Printing
Settings (see page 624)
Regular mail (see page 624)
Settings for e-mails
Definition for sending email (see page 625)
Text for emails (see page 624)
Type of file output of SDSs (see page 626)
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Options for the output of classifications acc. to DSD/DPD (see page 628)

5.9.24.1. Update options
Using this menu item you can perform an automatic update of every SDS, each time it
is retrieved. If you do not want this, you have to deactivate all fields. You can activate
all fields by pressing
and deactivate them with
. By selecting the individual
fields, you can change each setting separately.

On each subsequent retrieval of an SDS - even if it is only for printing or a file output all fields that have been activated in the Update options, are automatically updated;
this means, that amended data or classifications are fully considered as they are during
the initial creation, and even standard phrases derived from this data are altered
correspondingly (on condition that the item Standard phrases is activated in the
update options). If you do not want this, leave all fields empty (deactivated) and use
the manual update function from the SDS via the
key.
After selecting the item Standard phrases a further window opens with all 16 main
headings of the SDS, for which you may separately update the standard phrases.
Please note that during the Update of the standard phrases via certain sections, the
phrases of headings, which are separately listed in this screen (e.g. Application and
Company data in section 1), are not updated. This enables a more flexible performance
of the Update.
The screen for the automatic Update looks exactly like the screen you can retrieve
within the SDS by pressing
. However, the field New transfer of the
percentages into the ingredient tables is only active here, or in the screen
Maintenance of phrases for 'Manufacturer/ Supplier – Company specific settings'
(Details can be found in Output options for standard phrases, page 572).
On the other hand, the two fields for the adoption of manual texts from the basic
language into other languages (field number 25 and 26) are always inactive here, and
in the screen for the Update from the SDS they are only active, if you have switched to
a different language.
A detailed description of each item in the Update screen can be found in the chapter
Updating SDSs and special functions (see page 271).
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Attention: Only activate fields here, if you really wish to have an automatic update of
them, as you have to be aware, that you cannot control, when and how the SDS is
altered. We recommend that you use the automatic update function for such things as
occupational exposure limit values (OELVs) or transport regulations only if you do
not want to alter the automatically transferred phrases manually.
We highly recommend always using the automatic update, as you can thus ensure
that all of your information is always updated correctly.

5.9.24.2. Reactions of the program after alterations
The menu item Reactions of the program after alterations provides you with several
possibilities to influence the behavior of the program after alterations in the SDS.
For the automatic surveillance of alterations the program calculates a check sum for
each section of the SDS. To prevent that every little detail that is changed within the
SDS is calculated, the following assumptions were made:
 If only the sort order of standard phrases is altered, the SDS is not regarded as
changed.
 The SDS is not considered to have been altered if only such small changes were
made, like changing a lower case letter into an upper case or if a superfluous space
character is deleted, in manual text entries, the entry of physical values or the
transport classification. Thus, first all letters are changed into uppercase letters, and
then from all letters, numbers and the special characters -, <, >, <=, >= and ~, a
check sum is calculated.

Automatic change of date after alterations:
With this option you can turn the automatic date alteration on or off. As the SDSs may
have a different structure depending on the country, it is possible that for a substance
each country version of the SDS has its own alteration date. As we think that it might
be difficult for the user to keep track of the different alteration dates after a while, this
country-specific alteration date is only used, if the date alteration is automatically
performed by the computer.
Please note: If you enter an alteration date manually, all available country versions
are adjusted to this date! In order to avoid that this happens accidentally, the date
alteration is performed by pressing
. If you change the date manually or
only retrieve the corresponding field, the date is not adjusted anymore until the SDS is
retrieved again, even if further alterations are performed in the SDS. Further
information can be found at Updating SDSs and other special functions (item J, see
page 271).
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If required, you may let the program adjust the alteration date for all country versions
after each alteration. For this go to General options [Maintenance programs – Safety
Data Sheets] (see page 521) and activate the item Always apply the alteration date in
all languages.
Automatic marking of the altered sections:
If this field is activated, all altered sections are automatically marked. The automatic
marking is country-specific; this means that the individual country versions of one
SDS may exhibit different alteration markings (as described under the alteration date).
If you set a marking manually, this marking is set for all SDSs for this substance.
Markings can be done manually in the SDS, via the overview screen
or
for a single section (when in that section) via
. If you retrieve the overview
window for markings or mark one of the sections by pressing
, the
automatic marking is canceled until the next retrieval of this SDS.
Alterations in a country version activate the automatic marking upon leaving the SDS.
However, other country versions are only marked upon a new retrieval.
If you have defined that an indication of an alteration is to appear (see below), this
indication is displayed on screen then. If such a country version of an SDS, that has not
been retrieved since the last alteration, is printed via a background-printing program,
the marking is done automatically but no indication is displayed on screen.
Reset existing section markings before placing new markings:
If this item is activated, section markings are reset prior to the automatic marking of
newly changed sections and only these newly changed sections are marked. This item
is deactivated by default.
Backup of old versions
If this item is activated, each time something in an SDS is changed, the old version is
stored. We would like to draw your attention to the fact that this type of archiving
requires a lot of storage space on the hard drive. Furthermore, it can be very timeconsuming, if slow computers are used. The reason for this is that the program stores
the old version first and compares on exiting the SDS whether anything was changed,
and - if nothing was changed, deletes the already stored version. If several alterations
are performed on one day, the oldest version is stored.
To retrieve archived versions, press
in the screens Maintenance of raw
materials/Maintenance of preparations. After that an overview window will open,
showing all stored versions, sorted by last date first. This date is not the alteration date
on the SDS but the date, on which the SDS was stored.
Furthermore, it is possible that a stored SDS is equal to a later version, as the SDS is
also stored, if only one country version is altered. From here, you can print an SDS
that was valid at a certain date.
After retrieving an old version of an SDS, you have the same options as a user with
Priority 1. This means that you can neither perform alterations, nor export data from an
SDS, nor allocate an SDS to a customer, as it makes no sense to distribute old SDSs. If
you have a priority higher than 4, you may delete or lock this version of the SDS.
Confirmation before backup
If you do not want each altered SDS to be stored automatically, you can activate the
item Confirmation before backup. After activating this item, the following message
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is displayed after alterations: "The content of the SDS has changed. Do you want to
make a backup of the old SDS?". The SDS is only stored, if you confirm with Yes.
Please note that you can only activate this item, if the item Backup of old versions is
activated.
Administration of version numbers:
The administration of version numbers can be done either manually or fully
automatically. For this you only have to set the corresponding options in the abovedescribed menu.
If the item Administration of version numbers is activated, the number of the current
version of the SDS is displayed on the top right of the screen. You can change this
version number by pressing
, even if the number was issued automatically.
If you have activated the option Automatic numbering of the versions (this is only
possible if the item Administration of version numbers is active), the version
number is increased by one each time an alteration is performed in the SDS. This
alteration of the version number is not possible, if the SDS is locked (editing mode,
can be activated/deactivated by pressing
in the SDS). However, if you unlock the
SDS before leaving it, the version number will be increased.
Using the next two options, you can define the Number of digits for the sub version
number (maximum 3 digits) and activate the Automatic numbering of the sub
version number instead of the main version number. Please note that it is only
possible to activate the option Automatic numbering of the sub version number
instead of the main version number, if the option Automatic numbering of the
versions, is activated.
In order to help the user to keep track of the different version numbers, the version
number is only allocated to the substance, but not to the individual country versions of
an SDS. Automatic changes of a version number will only occur when the SDS
version of the home country is changed.
Output a message that alterations were done:
If automatic alterations are done, it may happen that you lose track of these alterations
- especially, as the markings are set when leaving the SDS, or at the start of printing or
of the customer maintenance.
If the option Output a message that alterations were done is activated, you receive a
corresponding message on the screen, each time the alteration date or the version
number are changed or markings are set. If a section is already marked and further
alterations are performed in this section, no further message is displayed. In addition
you will not receive a message, if one of these alterations was done manually.
Sample message:

5.9.24.3. Deletion of archived SDSs
Via this screen you can delete archived SDSs. If you perform an entry in the field
Until alteration date, all SDSs that were archived until this date, are deleted.
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Furthermore, the selection Article group (from-to) and For all countries except are
available.
However the deletion of archived SDSs only makes sense, if the item Backup of old
versions in Reactions of the program after alterations (see page 605) [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings], is activated.

5.9.24.4. Settings for ranges (from-till-values)
In this screen you can perform numerous additional settings for the customized output
of percentages:

Note:
ChemGes displays a sample based on the currently performed settings for each field.
You can enter a value in the field Own example, in order to get a better understanding
of the respectively selected settings, based on your own sample value. ChemGes then
displays the respective values that would be output for the 3 options Exact, Use limit
tables and Rounding acc. to rounding table (see previous item A-Standard settings
for the output of percentages) according to your current settings.
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Item Settings for the exact output:
By means of the options For ranges, only the till-value will be used you can define
that for ranges only the higher value (e.g.: 1 – 6  6) is output. By means of the item
show ≤ in front of the field (if there is not already a <) you can additionally set that
the till-value is output with „≤“ (e.g.: 1 – 6  ≤ 6).
In the next two fields you can enter the maximum and minimum number of decimal
places for single numbers (e.g.: 2  2,0 and 2,12345  2,123).
By means of the option Significant digits for ranges you can define the number of
digits (1-6) shall be output. Please note that „0“ (zero) is not considered as a significant
digit.
Examples based on the standard setting „3 significant digits“:
Original value: 2,12345 – 3,12345  Output: 2,12 – 3,12
Original value: 97,123 – 99,123  Output: 97,1 – 99,1
Note:
By means of the item Number of significant digits (this leads to a variable amount
of decimal numbers) in the screen Settings for formatting (see page 452) you can
generally define the number of digits (1-6) that shall be output.
Item Settings for the output of ranges:
If you have selected the option Rounding acc. to rounding table (see previous item AStandard settings for the output of percentages) you can perform the following
settings:
Item 12 shows the rounding table that was defined by us. Based on this table the
entered percentages are rounded. You can change the values in this table, if required.
From-till-values:
By means of the item Adjust value to the allocated limit tables you can set that
rounded values (rounding based on the table in item 12) are additionally adjusted to
the allocated limit table (this table is displayed on the right side of the screen
Definitions for the output of percentages).
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Example - Option Adjust value to the allocated limit tables activated:
Original value: 4 – 10,5  Rounded value: 4 – <11  Output: 2,5 – 25

Additionally the option Adjust to higher value only enables you to define that only
the limit of the upper range value (till-value) shall be considered.
Example - Option Adjust value to the allocated limit tables + option Adjust to
higher value only activated:
Original value: 4 – 10,5  Rounded value: 4 – <11  Output: 10 – 25

By means of the item Rounding of the from-value always in the same way as the
till-value you can set that for the lower range value (from-value) the same rounding
level as for the upper range value (till-value) shall be used.
Examples:
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Option activated (blue marked rounding level is used for the lower range value (fromvalue)):
Original value: 8,6 – 11  Output: >8 – ≤11
Option deactivated (red marked rounding level is used for the lower range value
(from-value)):
Original value: 8,6 – 11  Output: >8,5 – ≤11
Note: This option can only be selected, if the item Adjust value to the allocated limit
tables is deactivated.
Single values:
By means of the item Add from-value generated from the rounding table you can
state a single value as value range.
Examples:
Original value: 2,9  Output: >2,75 – <3 (rounding from 2,5 %: by 0,25)
Original value: 5  Output: ≤5,0 (Original value = limit value in rounding table)
Original value: 7,3  Output: >7 – ≤7,5 (rounding from 5%: by 0,5)
Additionally you can activate the item Add also from-value, when percentage
=limit. By means of this item you can output a rounded down from-value for original
values that correspond to a limit in the rounding table (see next picture).

Examples:
Original value: 5  Output: <4,5 – ≤5 (rounding from 5%: by 0,5)
Original value: 20  Output: <15 – ≤20 (rounding from 20 %: by 5)

5.9.24.5. Predefined limit tables
As the limits for the statement of the contents of the ingredients in section 2 of the
SDS (resp. 3 of REACH-SDSs) are not prescribed, you can alter the limits for the
output in the SDS that we provided here.
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You may also enter special percentage limit tables yourself here. For this click on one
of the entries in the overview (see previous picture) and enter the requested description
of the table and the limit values. Later one you can select the limits table in the screens
Country specific information [Maintenance of raw materials] (see page 103),
Formulation, page 138) [Maintenance of preparations] (see page 160) and
Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and
countries - Countries] (see page 459).

5.9.24.6. Test methods
This menu contains the following items:

Predefined values for physical data:
This screen serves to set the names for test methods that are then automatically
adopted into all SDSs. The next picture shows examples of this:
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Test and calculation methods for physical hazards:
Here you can define which information on the test methods for classification into
physical hazards (Classes 2.1-2.16), is to be output in Section 16 of EU-SDSs (heading
16.20.90.100 Classification according to Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008).

After clicking on a Class, you can select the following phrases for output in the SDS:

By activating the item Output of methods in EU-SDS, you can activate the output of
the calculation methods in Section 16 of EU-SDSs.
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Note: If this item is activated for Test and calculation methods for physical
hazards, it is automatically activated for Test and calculation methods for health
hazards (see below).
The field Phrase after manual alteration of the classification lets you define what
phrase is to be output in the SDS, if the classification was manually altered. The
following options are available:

Test and calculation methods for health hazards:
Using this item, you can determine what information on test methods for health
hazards (Classes 3.1-3.10) and environmental hazards (Classes 4.1 and 5.1) is output in
Section 16 of EU-SDSs (heading 16.20.90.100 Classification according to Regulation
(EC) No 1272/2008).

After clicking on a Class, you can select the following phrases for output in the SDS:
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Here also, using the item Output of methods in EU-SDS, you can activate the output
of the calculation methods in Section 16 of EU-SDSs.

Note: If this item is activated for Test and calculation methods for health hazards,
it is automatically activated for Test and calculation methods for physical hazards
(see above).
Via the field Phrase after manual alteration of the classification, you can define
which phrase are output in the SDS, after the classification was manually altered. The
following options are available:

5.9.24.7. Allocation of OELVs to other substances
Besides the output of OELVs of the components of a preparation, it is possible, using
this function, to define which substances can be formed during processing if a certain
other substance is present. If the specific substance is contained in a preparation, the
OELV of the allocated (resulting from processing) substance is automatically stated in
the SDS. You can set such allocations under Allocation of OELVs to other
substances. The following picture shows this allocation screen with a sample entry:
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You can also enter a percentage limit for the allocation here. In this example, all SDSs
of preparations consisting of at least 1% paraformaldehyde will contain the OELVs of
formaldehyde, which can be liberated during storage or production. You can allocate
up to 11 substances to a substance.

5.9.24.8. Print settings for the SDS (definition of templates)
The item Print settings enables you to design the layout of SDSs. This screen is
divided into four tabs:
Fonts (see page 617)
Settings for headings (see page 618)
Lines and margins (see page 620)
Symbols and additional design (see page 621)
After retrieving the menu item Print settings, a small window appears in which you
can select one of the existing formats or enter a new one by pressing
. The
Standard format for the print-out of SDSs is the default format used. You can create
up to 9 formats.

After selecting a format from the overview screen, the window Print settings will
open, which contains 4 sub-screens.
Creating a new format:
When creating a new format, the values of the standard format are adopted. From
there, you can make alterations.
Assigning a print format:
There are two ways to assign a print format, if more than one format is created.
1. Maintenance of countries [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages
and countries - Countries]
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Here you can assign different formats to country versions, in the field Template
[Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries - Countries] for
each country separately. If you want to use the standard format, select the option
Format not defined in this field.
The printout in an Asian symbol font (e.g. Chinese) is an example, of when it is
beneficial to assign a country-dependent print format, as in this case it is useful to
increase the font size to enable readable and unambiguous output of these complicated
characters.
2. Company-specific settings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text
modules]
You can also assign a print format company specific, by linking it to the company
name (manufacturer/supplier) phrase. In the screen Maintenance of phrases go to the
address phrase under the Manufacturer/Supplier heading and go to the Conditions.
There you can select the output condition company specific settings and define the
requested format in the item print format.
If you define different formats for the country as well as for the selected company
name, the setting for the company name has priority.
If you want to print all of your SDSs in the same way, simply do not assign a specific
format.

5.9.24.8.1. Fonts
The following picture shows all possibilities for the font selection:

You can set the following options for various aspects of the SDS:
 the typeface (A=Arial, C=Courier, T=Times)
 the font size
 the attributes bold face, italic and underlined print, and
 the font color
By means of the keyboard short cuts
,
, and
, or the
corresponding buttons, you can alter the font for all lines concurrently to Arial,
Courier or Times.
Nota Bene:
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The font colors are only available for color printing. The only exception is the white
color intended for the Output of section headings, if the background is set to black
(see Output of section headings with colored background in the topic Settings for
headings on page 618). This means, that on a monochrome printer the colors are
printed in black instead of in grey-scale.
Similarly, via the keys
and
lines simultaneously, by 1.

, you can increase or decrease the font size for all

The lines Main heading and Second line of the main heading are intended for the
headings “Safety data sheet” and the additional description (‘according to…’) below.
The line Output of date concerns the dates that are stated in the heading.
The line Section headings is intended for the main headings of sections 1 to 16. The
next 3 lines are for Headings of the second, third and fourth level for the subheadings in hierarchical order.
The line Text concerns phrases and manual texts and the line Continuation is for the
texts Contd. on page at the end of a page and Contd. of page at the beginning of a
page.
In addition, you can activate/deactivate the justified output.
With the field Factor for altering line spacing, you can enlarge or reduce the line
spacing (the value 1.0 stands for the normal line spacing). By entering a smaller
number (e.g. 0.9) you can reduce the line spacing, in order to print more lines on one
page. This is especially useful, if the last page only consists of a few lines and you can
save a page with this.
In addition, you can determine the height of the space line. We have entered the value
50% of the standard line height, by default.

5.9.24.8.2. Settings for headings
Via this screen you can define various aspects of headings (see next picture):

If the field SDS-heading is set to Center, you can determine, whether the page number
shall be stated on the right or on the left, by activating the corresponding option of the
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field Page number. The date information will then always be stated underneath the
page number.
If you set the field SDS heading to Left or Right, you cannot alter the position of the
page number; however, you can determine, whether the Output of date shall be
Underneath or on the Left/Right.
As already mentioned, only the 16 section headings are stated with their numbers in
the printout of the SDS. To facilitate the identification of sub-headings, they are
marked by a special character at the beginning of the line. You can determine this
special character in the field Marking character. The default marking character is the
middle dot "·", which can be entered via the shortcut keys
. You can also
use the hyphen ( "-" ), or the Bullet "•", which can be entered by pressing
. If you do not need this marking character, enter a space character in this
field.
If you activate the Output of section headings with colored background, the 16
section headings are printed in a frame with a background color, defined in the field
Color.
By activating the field Frames, you can print the heading frames with a thin black
border.
If you set black as background color for monochrome printing, the heading texts are
automatically printed in white. In all other cases the font color for the main headings is
interpreted as black for monochrome printing. For this select the background colors
light grey or white and activate the field Frames. If you define a black background for
color printing, the font color black is interpreted as white. All other colors will be
printed as defined.
By activating the field Space line after each section heading you can improve the
print layout.
Hint: If the field Output of section headings with colored background is activated, no
space line is printed.
By activating the field Underlining of table heading you can also determine, whether
headings of tables shall be printed underlined.
If you want to indent the sub-headings, enter a value in the field Indent of subheadings.
Settings for EU SDSs:
With the following 3 items you can perform further settings for EU SDSs. EU SDSs
are SDSs for countries, for which the setting Use strict EU-regulation (affects
sections 1, 3 and 16) (screen Maintenance of countries, tab Settings for the Safety
Data Sheets [Maintenance programs – Various tables – Languages and countries Countries], see page 459) is activated.
If you activate the item “SECTION” in front of headings 1 – 16, the word
“SECTION”, preceding the section number of each of the 16 main headings, is output.
If the item Output of sub-section number in EU-SDSs is activated, the numbers of
the subsections are additionally output. These numbers can be found in the screen
Maintenance of headings [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets - Headings]
(see page 534) for each heading.
If you want to output the exact wording of the headings for section 3 according to
Regulation 453/2010/EC, Part B, you can delete the words “Chemical
characterization:” in section 3 by activating the third item. If this item is activated,
the heading 3.1. is output as “Substances” (instead of “Chemical characterization:
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Substances”) and the heading 3.2. is output as “Mixtures” (instead of “Chemical
characterization: Mixtures”).
The following two pictures show examples of an EU SDS, for which these settings are
activated:

5.9.24.8.3. Lines and margins for the SDS

The possibilities for the design of lines for frames are very extensive. Here, you can
determine:
 the Thickness,
 the Color,
 the Distance of the text from the horizontal and vertical lines.
By deactivating the field Vertical lines, you can print the sections without frames, but
only with horizontal separation lines.
If you want to delete the horizontal lines, enter the value 0 (zero) in the field
Thickness.
You can activate/deactivate the frames for substance tables in section 2 (resp. 3 for
REACH-SDSs) and 8, as well as the frames for physical data of section 9 and
transport data of the section 14.
If you activate the field Frames for substance tables, the tables for toxic values in
section 8, for the European Waste Code in section 13, and for the TA-Luft values in
section 15 will also be printed with a frame.
Via the settings for the Margins you can determine the print margins (left, right, top
and bottom). You can do this separately for the first page and the following pages.
With this you can adjust the first page to company logos or other symbols.
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5.9.24.8.4. Symbols and additional design for the SDS

Under Hazard symbols, you can set whether the pictograms are to appear in:
 Section 2 (classification),
 Section 2 and 15 (Labelling) and
 for Substances in section 3.
If the item Description of GHS symbols in section 2 (classification) is activated, the
description of the GHS symbol is additionally stated in the SDS.
The next two fields let you determine whether the transport and additional symbols
should be printed (see below).
You can define the size of all these symbols by entering the required value in the field
Symbol height.
In the Maintenance of phrases [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Text
modules] (see page 572) you can allocate symbols (such as those from the IPI), to
specific phrases (except for the hazard symbols, the NFPA hazard diamond and the
HMIS symbol). This is done via the Conditions and the item Information symbol.
After that you will receive an overview of the available symbols, from which you can
select up to 2 symbols per phrase. You can also retrieve the Maintenance of phrases
from the SDS by pressing
.
Even if you select a certain symbol several times within one section, this symbol is
only printed once per section. The symbols are stated on the left side and the texts are
indented to the right.
Examples:
In section 4 you can allocate the symbols GH (safety gloves) and GB (safety goggles)
to the corresponding phrases of the sub-items 'after skin contact' and 'after eye contact'.
In section 5 (Safety measures for fire fighting) you can combine the phrase 'put on
breathing apparatus' with the breathing apparatus symbol (symbol name GA).
You can also print the restriction and disposal symbols in the corresponding sections.
By activating the field Output in black&white you can print the symbols
monochrome with color printers. Please note that this is only possible for the symbols.
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This field is very important, as the settings for many monochrome printers are defined
so, that colors are printed as grey-shades, which has the effect, that the symbols with
colored background would be unreadable.
SDS with two columns:
By means of the item Output in 2 columns – width of the left column you can print
the SDS in two columns (left column headings, right column phrases) and define the
width of the column containing the headings.
To print the datasheet with one column, enter the value 0 (default value).
Any value other than zero leads to output in two columns.
For the output with two-columns we recommend that you enter a value of at least 5 cm
(2 inches) for the width of the left column and use the font Times, which needs the
least amount of space.
If, in spite of these settings, the layout is still not satisfying, select a smaller font size.
In this case you should also decrease the size of the symbols.
Particularities:
 If a text is written directly after a section heading (e.g. in section 16), it is always
printed in full width. All remaining texts are printed in the right column.
 It is also possible to print any text, justified left in full-page width. For this create a
heading at the desired position, which only consists of a hyphen (-). The hyphen is
not printed, but the text below it is printed justified left in full width.
 For the output of tables for Physical data and Transport data, the left column is
adjusted to the defined column width, if possible, in order to provide a uniform
layout.
 Other tables, such as Dangerous ingredients, OELVs, Tox-data, Waste codes, etc.
are printed in full page width, even if you have activated the output in 2 columns,
as otherwise there would be insufficient space.
By activating Space lines between individual substances in substance tables you
can provide a clearer layout of the lists in sections 2 and 8. In order to save space,
deactivate this item. If you have defined a frame for the substance tables [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – Print settings (definition of template)
– tab Lines and margins], the space lines are dropped and the item 'Space lines
between substances in substance tables' cannot be activated.
The item Printout of country abbreviation enables you to activate and deactivate the
output of the country abbreviation in the SDS footer.
The print settings provides many options for the layout, which enable each company to
design an SDS according to its demands. Certainly it may initially take some time to
set up, if you want to use all available options. The print preview helps you save time
and paper when developing the desired layout.

5.9.24.9. General company logo
In ChemGes you can define a general company logo that is output in all SDSs, or you
can define phrase-specific company logos that are allocated to manufacturer/supplier
phrases.
Definition of a general company logo:
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[Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings – General company
logo]
In the screen Company logo allocation you can define a graphic file as the logo. Most
of the current graphic formats are possible. The file can either be in the program
directory for the symbols (usually CHEM\SYMBOLS) or you will have to define the
position of the logo, when assigning the file name. A company logo defined in this
screen is automatically output in all SDSs, independent of the company name used in
the SDS.

Via the remaining fields in this window, you can set the position of the logo on the
sheet, as well as its width:
The field Print start in line defines the number of lines, after which the text shall
begin (test print may be useful).
If you want to print the logo not only on the first page, but also on all remaining pages,
activate the field Printout of the logo on every page.
The field Printout on the cover page of kits lets you print the selected company logo
on the cover page of kits.
The height of the symbol and thus the number of required lines, are calculated
automatically. If the required number of lines does not correspond to the number on
the screen, the following query, that enables you to automatically adjust the number of
lines, will be displayed:

Definition of phrase-specific company logos:
It is possible to use different logos, depending on the company name that is stated in
the SDS. For this select the company name in the SDS and switch to the Maintenance
of phrases by pressing
. Go to Conditions by pressing
, select the output
condition Company logo, and enter the name of the logo file. If you do not perform an
entry here, the file, which is defined as the general company logo (see above), is used.
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By activating the item No output of the standard company logo you can deactivate
the output of this general company logo.

5.9.24.10. Settings and cover letter for SDS distribution
For the distribution of SDSs to customers you can also print a cover letter via the
customer-allocated printout, which uses the addresses and names that are stored in the
customer file. You can create the text for this cover letter in any language, for which a
language module is available. Depending on the country version of the SDSs the
corresponding language version is then selected.
Menu item Settings:
In the screen Settings you can select the positions of the address, the date and the text,
as well as choose font types and sizes for each (see next picture).

Furthermore, you can define the required text width, the bottom margin and the
distance from top, starting on page 2. By means of the field Justified you can
determine, whether the text shall be printed justified (right margin alignment) or
unjustified.
You can also enter an additional text to be printed in front of the date in the field Text
in front of date. If the cover letter is to contain a company logo, activate the field
Company logo.
Menu item Regular mail:
After selecting the screen Regular mail you can enter the text for the cover letter in
any required language.
Provided that a cover letter is available in the required language, the program will ask
you when printing an SDS with customer maintenance whether the cover letter is to be
printed. This question allows you to suppress the output of additional cover letters
when sending several SDSs to one customer at the same time.
Menu item Text for emails:
In the screen Text for emails you can enter language-specifically the subject, the
subject for split emails, and text. A split email is sent, if due to the maximum email
size not all SDSs can be distributed with one email.
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You can print the cover letters for letters and emails either from an SDS (by pressing
Maintenance of customers), or from
Printout and queries – Safety
Data Sheets – Single customer allocation to the selected SDSs.

5.9.24.11. Definitions for sending e-mails
In order to send SDSs in pdf-format by email directly from ChemGes, you have to
perform the following settings in Definitions for sending e-mails [Maintenance
programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other settings]:

User:
Here you can enter user-specific settings according to the ChemGes Login.
Current Workplace:
Here you can enter information for the specific workstation (computer).
System wide:
Here you can enter system wide settings.
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abovementioned first screen
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Domain name:

Name of the SMTP Server

User-ID:

User name for the email Server

Password:

Password for the SMTP Server, if required

to

the
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Connection security

Selection: None / SSL/TLS / STARTTLS

Name of the sender:

Name of the sender

Own email address:

Your email address

Maximum email size:

Setting for the maximum size of the email

Copy to sender:

Copy for the sender - for this the email address in field 05 is
used

PDF output directory: This entry has to be identical with the setting of the output
path of your PDF-program. If you use PDF Factory Pro, you
have to set both output paths in PDF Factory Pro (directory
for file output and for auto backup) to the same output path
You can refer to Outlook for the Login and the server data. The steps to be taken can
vary from version to version.
After performing these entries the distribution of Safety Data Sheets via email is
possible for all customer-allocated printouts (Printing of SDSs, see page 269).
Important information
The operability of the distribution of emails from ChemGes has been tested with
various operating systems and PDF-printers. Due to differing combinations it cannot
be precluded, that in some cases the distribution of emails is not possible. In such cases
the adaptation of the operability is not possible.

5.9.24.12. Type of file output of SDSs
You can also output SDSs as a file, which can be either transferred to the host or
distributed to a customer on CD-ROM. For this, the item Type of data output of SDS
provides various output options (see next picture).

In the field Type, you can determine, whether all SDSs are transferred into a
continuous file with header (for import to a host), or into a single file for each SDS (for
the distribution to customers on CD-ROM).
Via the field control characters you can define the printer control characters for
underlined and bold face print and whether they are to be stated.
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Here you can select:
no control characters: output without bold face and underline print
pseudo control characters:
 *U* for underline on at the beginning of each text that shall be underlined and *u*
for underline off at the end of this text.
 *B* and *b* for bold face print on and off.
By using a text editor, the recipient of the data can then replace these pseudo control
characters with the control characters of his or her printer or text program (e.g. via a
macro).
For the first two output variants (with or without control characters) you can define,
whether the output shall be done with ASCII - (DOS) or with ANSI - (Windows)
character set. The item Character set is deactivated for the remaining variants.
printer control characters in HP-format: correct bold face and underlined print with
HP-Laserjets and compatible printers
ISI-format : this is a file format used in Germany for the transfer of SDSs. It differs
from the ANSI-format only in the following ways:
 All Safety Data Sheets are continuously transferred into one file with the
description sd.country (country is replaced by the abbreviation of the selected
country)
 At the beginning of each SDS 4 lines with the following contents are inserted:
ISI company code
product code
product description
date of last alteration in format yyyymmdd
To enable this function you have to enter the ISI company code in this screen (last
option in the screen).
HTML-format: The file output in HTML-format (HyperText Markup Language) is
mainly intended for the distribution via e-mail and for presentation on the Internet. The
advantage of the output in the HTML- format is that this type of output enables bold
face and underlined printing, as well as text formatting with frames. Unfortunately, the
automatic page break is not available for the HTML-format. Thus, the complete
document is stored as an HTML-file. On the screen you can view the complete
contents by scrolling with the mouse. The printout can be done directly from the
Internet browser. Please note that the page break is then done automatically without
consideration of sections or horizontal lines.
To perform the file output in HTML-format, activate variant 2 of the field Type
(single file for each Safety Data Sheet) and the option HTML-format of the field
Control characters. After that you can convert either a single SDS by means of
(in the SDS) or several SDSs by means of
Data output
(basic screen) – File with Safety Data Sheets, into the HTML- format.
The names of these files are usually structured as follows: sd + number of the
preparation and the extension .htm. File names for SDSs of substances have a similar
structure: sd + 10-digit-CAS number and the extension .htm.
The HTML- format has a lot of advantages but also exhibits some problems
mentioned below:
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 An Internet browser is required for on-screen viewing, e.g. Microsoft Internet
Explorer or Netscape Navigator. The layout of the data depends on the browser.
Browsers by other suppliers may provide differing results.
 From newer browsers you can send an HTML file directly. For this the program
automatically switches to the mail program and the HTML- file is created as
attachment. If this does not work automatically, you have to do this manually in the
mail program.
 It is possible to print directly from the browser but that has the disadvantage that
the position of the page break may vary depending on the printer used. For this
reason it was not possible to program a page heading. However, you can define a
heading line, which states the current page and the total number of pages, in item
'Page orientation' within the browser settings. Unfortunately, this can only be
defined directly in the browser.
If you activate the item Selectable directories, then you can select the drive and
directory for the file output. After activating this item you will receive a window at
each start of a file output, where you can enter the path (e.g. C:\SDS for directory SDS
on hard drive C:). The program always stores the last entry in this field, so that you
only have to confirm with
later on. If this item is deactivated, the SDS files are
placed into the directory that contains all data files (usually DATA).
You can alter the file name used by the program by changing the start sequence. The
text sd is set as start characters, but you can be altered.

5.9.24.13. Options for the output of classifications acc. to
DPD/DSD
Equal R- and S-phrases for each country and Output of R-phrases in section 3
resp. 2:
If the item Equal R- and S-phrases for each country is activated, then after reclassification and the subsequent update of the SDS in one country version, all created
country versions are automatically adjusted in the same way. Furthermore, manual
alterations in section 15 in only one country version will affect all other country
versions.
Manual alterations of R-, S- and P-phrases, as well as hazardous components and
hazard symbols in the SDS can be done quite easily. Move the cursor to the
corresponding lines within the SDS and press
. After that you will receive a table,
in which you can create and delete entries. For this all usual overview windows are
available. You can of course still enter manual texts by pressing
. For example, if
you add an R-phrase, a hazard symbol or a P-phrase (special product phrase) in section
15, the corresponding text is also stated in item 3 (resp. 2 for REACH-SDSs) and vice
versa. The only exception is that the P-phrases can only be stated in section 15, as
section 3 (resp. 2) does not include a corresponding heading.
If you do not want the output of the hazard symbols and the R-phrases in section 3
(resp. 2 for REACH-SDSs), but want to perform your own entries here, you can
suppress the transfer into this section by deactivating the item Output of R-phrases in
section 3 resp. 2.
If the item Equal R- and S-phrases for each country is activated, it does not matter,
whether the item Hazard identification, or Regulations (classification), or both of them
are activated for the fully automatic or the semi-automatic update. In both cases, Rphrases, S-phrases, hazard symbols, hazard triggers and special product phrases are
newly transferred.
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If the item Output of R-phrases in section 3 resp. 2 is deactivated, the update is only
performed, if you perform the update of the section Regulations (classification). If the
field Regulations is deactivated no update is done for Hazard identification, even if the
item Equal R- and S-phrases for each country is deactivated.
If in accordance with REACH Article 31(10) a supplier of a mixture chose to identify
and inform about the CLP classification necessary from 1 June 2015 in advance of
using it for classification and labelling on the package, he could include this
classification in section 16. If, in accordance with these guidelines, you state the CLP
classification, but not the CLP labelling in section 2 of your SDS for mixtures, you can
output the full text of all classifications and all hazard statements, as well as R-phrases
as additional information in section 16 by means of the item Output of the voluntary
GHS classification in section 16.
Additional output of label elements in section 15:
According to the new regulations (453/2010/EU) section 15 only contains information
that is not stated elsewhere in the SDS. If desired, you can additionally state the CLP
labelling and/or the former labelling according to EEC (DSD-67/548/EEC, resp. DPD99/45/EC) in section 15 of your SDS, using this function.

5.10. Maintenance of Internal Plant Instructions
After retrieving the item Internal Plant Instructions in Maintenance programs –
Internal Plant Instructions, you will receive the following selection menu:
Main titles (see page 629)
Section titles (see page 630)
Texts (see page 631)
Working areas, working places and activities (see page 636)
Settings (see page 637)
Comments (see page 638)
The languages, which you can use in the IPI, cannot be found here, but in the language
table (see page 629).

5.10.1. Languages for the Internal Plant Instruction
You have to set the desired languages for IPIs in the Maintenance of languages
[Maintenance programs – Various tables - Languages] (see page 458). If you have
actived at least one additional language for the IPI, the program will ask you for the
desired language each time you call up an item from the maintenance menu, and you
can thus create the standard phrases or heading texts in that language.

5.10.2. Main titles for the Internal Plant Instruction
When you retrieve the item Main titles, you will get to the following screen. Here you
can see the headings used for the IPIs.
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The text entered in the field Page is displayed for the page counter, from page 2
onwards (usually 'Page 2'). If entered, the company name is printed in the left part of
the top grey (or red) bar.
Additionally, you can alter the text that shall be stated in front of the hazard triggers
(Product contains) in the IPI.
Automatic translation:
If needed, you can add translations in all missing languages via DeepL / Google
Translate by pressing the button Translation of all missing texts from the language
XX.

5.10.3. Section titles for Internal Plant Instructions
Here you can retrieve the section titles (see next image) and view or edit them.
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Automatic translation:
If needed, you can add translations in all missing languages via DeepL / Google
Translate by pressing the button Translation of all missing texts from the language
XX.

5.10.4. Texts for Internal Plant Instructions
After retrieving this item you will switch to a screen, where you can enter a text
number. Via the button
, you can open an overview of the text areas, where
you can select the desired area by entering the respective number and pressing
(next image).

No standard phrases are available for section 2, as the R-Phrases are used here.
However, you can create your own phrases as supplement. After selecting one of the
sections 3-6, the respective texts are immediately displayed on screen (see next
picture). As usual you can scroll by pressing
and
.
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After selecting a text, it is displayed on screen together with its selection criteria (see
next picture). The phrase in the example below will only be adopted into the IPI, if the
GHS Hazard class 3.6 (Category 1A, 1B, or 2) resp. H350 or H351 is present, or the
product exhibits the symbol C or Xn resp. R49, R45 or R40.

Note:
When selecting the criteria, it is important to note:
 the criteria GHS symbols, GHS classification (resp. for DSD/DPD: Hazard
symbols, R- and S-phrases) have OR-linkage
 the criteria state, flash point limit, boiling point limit, viscosity, watermiscibility, pH value have AND-linkage.
If you activate the item Always the phrase is always copied; this means that it is
adopted into every IPI.
Via the item GHS classification, you can select the individual GHS hazard categories,
separated into physical and health/environmental hazards, as output conditions for the
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phrase in the Internal Plant Instruction. After clicking into the field GHS classification
you will receive the following screen:

After selecting the hazard type you will receive the respective selection screen for
physical hazards or health and environmental hazards, where you can define the
categories. The next picture shows the selection screen for physical hazards:

Entries in the field Excluding R-phrases are regarded as obligatory reasons for
exclusion. In these cases other phrases exist that are only adopted, if an R-phrase that
you have entered in this field, is present.
In the field State you can select one or several options (solid, liquid, gaseous,
Aerosol).
In the fields Flash point limit, Boiling point limit and Viscosity you can enter a value
or a value range.
In the field pH value you can enter a pH value or a pH value range. Depending on the
ph value of the product, different measures for acids, bases and other caustic
substances are proposed here.
Field =text number:
Here, you can enter the number of the same, already created text, whereupon this text
does not have to be written once more, but it is stated as information only on the
screen.
This allows you to use the same text several times, so that you can create criteria,
which normally would be inconsistent. Thus for example, certain GHS classifications
or GHS symbols (resp. DSD/DPD: hazard symbols or R-phrases) can be valid as
selection criterion, regardless of the state of aggregation or the water-miscibility; while
other symbols or Risk phrases shall only be valid as selection criterion on certain
conditions (e.g. liquid, or miscible with water).
You can display the texts of the selected P, H, R or S phrases on screen by moving the
mouse over the field containing that information or pressing
.
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Field Texts to be deleted:
The field Texts to be deleted helps you avoid the output of two similar phrases. For
this enter the numbers of the similar phrases, which will then not be stated or will be
deleted, if they have already been selected.
Automatic translation:
You can add automatic translations in all missing languages via the translation services
DeepL and Google Translate by pressing
Automatic translation in all
missing languages.

By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.
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Once the translation process is completed, you can deselect languages that you do not
need in the column Transfer.
Additionally, you can unselect all selection via
once via
.
To transfer the created translations finally press
phrases.

and re-select all translations at
Transfer of the selected

Alternatively, you can also automatically translate in individual languages. For this
select the required language first and click into the text field. Then press the displayed
button Automatic translation.

Note:
The language used as the source for the translation is always displayed in parenthesis
next to the button.
The phrase comment and the language overview indicate, which translation service
was used for the respective language:
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5.10.5. Working areas, working places and activities for the Internal
Plant Instruction
To create text for one of these 3 items, go to Maintenance programs (basic screen) –
Internal Plant Instructions and select the item Working areas, working places and
activities. In order to create a new entry, press the respective button in the upper part of
the screen.
The following picture shows an example:

When creating an IPI, you can select these texts for the page head. If you enter the
corresponding translations for the created texts as well, they will be used in a foreign
language printout; if the respective translations are not available, the texts will be
stated in the basic language (English). It may be useful for foreign-language workers
for ease of understanding, if the working areas, work places and activities are stated in
the common company language (e.g. English). Via
you can either enter
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translations yourself, or add missing translations via the automatic translation
services DeepL /Google Translate.

5.10.6. Settings for the Internal Plant Instruction
Via this item you can perform several basic setting for the IPIs. You can also
determine multi-page output of IPIs here. After selecting this item, you will receive the
following window:

You can define for each line separately, which font type (Arial, Courier or Times New
Roman) and font size (4 to 36 points) shall be used and whether or not the text shall be
printed in bold-face.
Main title: this item defines the format for the heading "Internal Plant Instruction".
Section titles: this item defines the format for the subheadings.
"according to": this item concerns the layout of the text, that you have entered in the
field acc. § 14 GefStoffV of the screen Main titles [Maintenance programs – Internal
Plant Instructions] (see page 629).
Other titles: this item concerns the layout for the headings "Working areas", "Work
places" and "Activities".
Date: this item concerns the information in the IPI head (this means: the date including
the word "date" and company information, see Additional information, page 638).
Product description: this item formats the substance description that is stated under
the section title Hazardous materials description.
Phrases: this item concerns all phrases that are selected for the section titles, including
Product contains and the corresponding listings, as well as the Comments (Additional
information, see page 638).
Other phrases: concerns the selected entries in the screen Working areas, working
places and activities (see page 636).
The remaining items have the following meaning:
Overview screens with author and creation date: this item serves the internal
documentation. The creation of this data is performed in the IPI by pressing
.
Space line after working area, work place and activity: this item concerns the
layout of the printout and can be altered by pressing
in an IPI.
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Multi-page Internal Plant Instruction permitted: If you activate this item, you can
create any number of phrases. The hint "Too many lines" is no longer displayed and
the IPI is then printed on several pages, if necessary.
Keep sections together when page changes: this item is only available for multipaged IPIs. If it is deactivated, the page break for the printout may occur within a
section. To avoid that the individual sections are divided in the printout, activate this
item.
Information about hazard triggers: If this field is activated, the hazard triggers are
printed in the section Hazards for humans and the environment.
Transfer of descriptions for variants: Like SDSs, IPIs can also be printed with
variant descriptions if this item is activated. If you retrieve a variant and select the IPI,
the current description is replaced by the variant description (on the screen and in the
printout). After leaving the IPI, the description is re-set.
Text under hazard symbols: As the output of the hazard symbols is not obligatory
and the hazard hints next to them state the hazard types in textual form anyway, you
may suppress the output of the hazard descriptions below the symbols if there is need for
this, due to space constraints. For this deactivate this item. If this item is activated, the
symbols are reduced in size and the texts below the symbols are written in a smaller
font size (to enable the output of even long hazard descriptions in one single line), in
order to avoid that the IPIs need more space and might therefore not fit on one page
anymore.
Hazards according to – DSD/DPD resp. GHS: Depending on the option that is
activated, the phrases and hazard symbols for the IPI-section Hazards for humans and
environment are output. If the option from GHS is activated, the Hazard statements,
Special product phrases and symbols according to EU-rules (CLP) are output.

5.10.7. Text comments and additional information to the Internal
Plant Instruction
Via the item Comments you can create standard phrases that are stated below the
product description in the printout. After retrieving this item, a window will open in
which you can enter the required texts. By pressing
you can retrieve an
overview of the already created phrases.
You can add automatic translations in all missing languages via the translation services
DeepL and Google Translate by pressing
Automatic translation in all
missing languages.

Alternatively, you can also automatically translate for individual languages. For this
switch to the required language by pressing
first and click into the text
field. Then press the displayed button Automatic translation.
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By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.

next to the button you can display further

You can output these comments in the IPI, by pressing
Additional Information
within the first screen of the selected IPI. After that you will receive the following
window, where you can either enter a comment text or copy one of the created
comments. You can also enter or alter the creation date and the author in this screen.
Furthermore, here you can activate/deactivate the output of space lines for the IPI and
enter a company name (up to 3 lines with 20 characters each), which will be printed in
the left part of the top bar.

5.11. Maintenance of Labels
The maintenance programs of the module Labels [
programs – Labels] consists of the following selection menu:
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Label templates (see page 640)
Basic settings (see page 657)
Paper formats
Standard formats in DIN-format (see page 660)
Standard formats in letter format (see page 660)
Special formats (see page 661)
Text modules
Company name (see page 662)
Title phrases (see page 662)
Phrases for harmless substances (see page 662)
Phrases for toxic substances (see page 662)
Phrases for disposal key (see page 662)
Texts For Proposition 65 (see page 662)
Other text modules (see page 662)
Headings for additional phrases (see page 662)
Created labels per substance and format (see page 673)
Find further information under:
Graphical label design (see page 668)
Printers and file names (see chapter Printers and file names for SDSs and labels, page
514)

5.11.1. Label templates
Via this item you can define the layouts for Labels. You can create up to 99 templates
(layouts) and assign them to any number of substances.
After retrieving this item you will receive a window, where you have to enter the
number of the template and the name of the template.
Then enter the format, thus defining the paper size. We have provided the standard
formats in DIN and in letter format (see page 660) as default sizes. You can also use a
special, self-created format (see page 661).
To retrieve an overview of all standard and special formats, click into the field Format
(paper size). You can select the required format from this list.
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The letters P and L in the format names stand for Portrait format (P, upright) and
Landscape (L). These statements always refer to the font direction in relation to the
whole sheet.
Next, it is important to define the basic settings (see page 641) of the label.

5.11.1.1. Settings
This screen contains the general settings for the label template and options for the
output of the GHS information on the label.

Details can be found in Creating Label templates (see page 300).
After determining the label size and defining the settings, you can design the layout.
This can be done either manually via the individual buttons (see next picture) or
visually via the button Graphical label design (see page 668).
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5.11.1.2. Positions of texts
Here you can manually define the position of the individual texts. For this you have to
state the left upper corner of the text block with the distances to the left and the upper
label margin, as well as the length and height, for each text block separately.

The unit for measurement can be centimeters or inches, depending on your setting in
General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program adjustments] (see page 407).
In the field Kind you can determine the text justification (justified left, justified right,
centered or justified left and right).
Type means the font type (Arial, Courier or Times New Roman).
In the fields min and max you can set the minimum and maximum size of the font.
In order to delete information from a field, press

not used.

In the field Color you can define the text color .
For the GHS label it is possible to set the text range and the font for
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 the GHS – Signal word (“Danger” or “Warning“),
 the GHS – General statements (Precautionary measures for dangerous products
that are intended for the general public) as well as
 the GHS – Hazard Statements (also includes the output of the precautionary
statements for Prevention, Response, Storage and Disposal).
If the output of more than one language and the function Order - Dividing into text
blocks is activated in the Settings screen [Maintenance programs – Labels – Label
templates] (see page 641), you can define the columns and various features of them,
via the option Alloc.

Further information on the design of layouts via button
design can also be found at Graphical label design (see page 668).

Graphical label

Further information on the creation of Label templates can be found in the chapter on
Hazard Labels under Creating Label templates (see page 299).

5.11.1.3. Positions of symbols
The screen for the entry of the symbol positions looks as follows:

Please find further information under Creating Label templates (see page 299) in the
chapter on Hazard Labels.
Further information on the design of layouts via button
design can also be found at Graphical label design (see page 668).
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5.11.1.4. Additional symbols
By pressing
within the screen Position of symbols you may switch to another
screen, where you can define up to 15 additional symbols.
By pressing
Graphical label design in the lower menu bar you can switch
to the Graphical label design (see page 668).

In order to output additional symbols, copy the desired graphic file (in one of the
supported graphic formats) into the symbol directory. Alternatively, you can define the
path of where it is located, if in another directory.
After that, you can select one of the items 1 to 15 and open an overview via the button
or the overview symbol. From the overview, select a file or define the path
and file, if the graphic is located in another directory (Addition of new symbol from
other directory).
Next to the file name you can enter the description of the symbol, which is stated later
in the label printout. In the next fields (left, top and size) you can enter the positions
from the left margin and from the top margin, as well as the length (horizontal size) of
the symbol.
If the additional symbols defined for a certain label template are not to be printed for
each label using this template, you have to activate the item Question before printout
whether the symbols should be printed. After that you can also determine, whether
the Default value for first print out shall be set to yes or no.
Definition of symbols that are to be printed:
If you then print a label utilizing this template, from the Maintenance of raw
materials or Maintenance of preparations, you will receive a window listing the
additional symbols, where you can determine for each additional symbol individually,
whether it shall be printed or not. This window initially contains the default settings,
afterwards the values you have set here are stored. With this you can define for each
label separately, which symbols shall be printed.
Attention:
If you print labels via
Printout and queries – Labels, the printout is
generally done according to the last performed settings for the additional symbols, as
this setting normally remains the same for a label. However, you may of course select
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the item Additional Symbols in this Printout and queries screen, and switch the
printing of the symbols on or off.

5.11.1.5. Additional constants
The menu item Additional constants enables you to insert fixed texts into all labels
that are created with this template. It is mainly intended for the output of the name of
variables in a different font or size than the variable itself. It also enables you to define,
for example, the variable description in several languages.
You can define up to 12 constants. Each constant field may contain up to 250
characters. The line break is performed automatically. If you want to perform a line
break at certain positions, press
at the respective places.

By means of the button
Graphical label design in the lower menu bar you
can switch to the Graphical label design (see page 668).

5.11.1.6. Additional variables
The menu item Additional variables (see next picture) enables the definition of
additional fields within the label, that contain certain data contents that are
automatically filled in (e.g. ADR-class, UN-number, waste code number, etc.) or that
can be filled in at the time of printing (e.g. batch number).
When choosing this option, an overview screen opens that shows the already-created
variables. You may define a maximum of 48 variables. In the last line of the overview,
ChemGes shows you in blue, how many variables can still be created (see example
below: 3 defined variables, available variable numbers 4-48).

By clicking on an existing variable, you can open the input screen for the definition of
this variable. Via
New, you can define a new variable. The following picture
shows a sample of this input screen.
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Alternatively, you can define the variables also by means of the button
Graphical label design (see page 668).

The description of the variable is entered into the field Description. The field
Sequence number shows the number of the variable, which you can change if you
wish, by clicking on it.
Using the option Allocation, you can allocate the variable to a field. To retrieve an
overview of all possible allocations, position the cursor into the field Allocation (see
next picture).
If you select one of these allocations, you have created a new data field with this,
which is automatically filled in according to the product data for all Labels created
with this template.
However, if you select 'No allocation' or confirm the default setting with
can enter the desired value only manually before printing.

, you

Note:
Further information on the options in the screen Variable allocation can be found
below at Additional information regarding allocations.
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Option Font:
Here you can define the Font type, size and color, as well as the attributes Bold and
Unterlined.
Option Text settings:
Here you can define the Width (number of characters - periods and other special
characters included), the Position, the Rotation, the Alignment and the start of the New
line, for the text.
Rotation of variable fields:
By means of the field Rotation, you can determine, whether this variable field shall be
rotated 90 degrees clockwise or counterclockwise, compared with the remaining texts.
For one-dimensional barcodes this rotation is only available for EAN 13 and Code
128b and only counterclockwise.
Hint:
Please take care to define the left upper corner when positioning a variable field. If the
field is rotated clockwise or counterclockwise, the left upper corner is used as pivot.
For clockwise rotation, the text is printed to the left of this pivot.
In addition, you can activate the option, Print field description, if you wish to output
the text in the field Description on the label.
Hint:
If you prefer to print the description with another font type or font size, you can define
it as a constant.
Options for the filling in of variables:
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The item Locked for alterations lets you define that a variable is not be manually
editable at the time of printing. If not set, then even if the variable is automatically
filled in, it can be manually adjusted before printing the label.
By means of the item Field must be filled you can determine that the printing of the
label is only possible, if a value for the variable is entered.
If the item Variable field will always be emptied is activated, the last entered value is
not displayed as proposal at the next retrieval. This means that the variable is always
empty when printing, unless it is manually filled in.
The option Field will only be filled in new labels has the effect that the variable is
only filled in automatically for newly created labels.
The option Internal ID for background printing is only for custom programs
(Background printing) and aids in the variable allocation.
Additional information regarding allocations:
Button Sequential number:
If you define this allocation, you can enter the number, from which counting shall start
(default is 1), when calling up a label. If you do not want this sequential number, enter
a space character instead.
Buttons Date and Month/Year:
Here you have to take the following into consideration: If you define the allocation
Date, the day, month and year are output; with the allocation Month/Year, the month
and year are output.
Furthermore, you can let the program automatically add a defined number of months to
these variables, in order to state information about such things as shelf-life. Simply
enter the desired number of months, when prompted, after assigning the allocation.
ChemGes will then automatically add the defined number of months (“x”) to the
current date and will state it on the Label with the defined text (e.g. “Best before”).
Buttons Description, Product code, Only main product code, Only variant product
code, CAS Number, EC number and Index number:
Via any of these allocations, you can output the corresponding identification number
for your product, on your label.
For Descriptions you have the following options available:

Buttons Barcode and Barcode with transferred field:
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If you choose the allocation Barcode or Barcode with transferred field, the
additional options for Barcode settings appear on the screen (see next picture):

Option Barcode settings:
By clicking into the field Type you can choose the desired barcode from the overview.
General information on barcodes:
The maximum number of characters is limited to 20, for all barcodes, as long as no
other number of characters is defined.
If you activate the field Text below barcode, the text, or the number is printed in
readable format below the one-dimensional barcode.
You may also use a sequential number (counter) as barcode, which is increased by 1
for each label. For this activate the field Output of sequence. In the field Each
number you can set, how many times the same number shall be used (selection: 1 – 9
repetitions). When printing, the number 1 is entered into the variable field as the first
sequential number, but you may of course alter this number to the desired start value.
If you activate the field Transfer product code, the product code will be
automatically copied into the variable field for the barcode.
The colour of the lines of the barcodes and the texts below, can be defined by means of
the item Font – Color.
By means of the field Scaling factor one can modify the bar and space width and with
this the length of one-dimensional barcodes. By means of the default value "1.00" you
can leave the width unchanged.
If you want to state an EAN-13-barcode in the printout, you can either let the product
code be edited automatically, or you can enter it manually into the window, which is
displayed before printing.
If you have entered the corresponding numbers in Basic settings [Maintenance
programs – Labels – Basic settings, field Company number for EAN- and UPCcodes] (see page 657), the country and company code (the first 7 digits) are
automatically output in the barcode.
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You have to define a variable field for the barcode. The size of the barcode is
determined by the entering the height (field Height of barcode), the width is then
automatically adjusted.
For EAN 13 you have to set the field Width in the option Text settings to 13. For the
remaining bar codes you can enter any number of characters and additionally 1 to 2
characters for the start and end mark for different codes.
Code 39 may consist of the following characters: all numbers, all capital letters, the
following 7 special characters: + - % $ . / and the space character. The program
automatically adds the character * as start and end mark.
Code 128a contains all capital letters and numbers as well as many special characters.
Code 128b contains all upper and lower case letters and numbers as well as all special
characters with ASCII-codes below 128.
Code 128c, which is optimized for numerical outputs, encodes pairs of values from
"00" to "99", whereat the number of actually needed barcode symbols is decreased and
therefore the complete barcode itself is shortened.
FNC1 output: When using Code 128 as GS1-128 (resp. EAN/UCC 128), the FNC1
symbol is required for the separation of the individual data identifiers.

GS29: If the barcode type C128a is used as GS1-128 (resp. EAN/UCC 128) and this
option is activated, the GS29 symbol is output as delimiter for text parts with variable
length.
The Datamatrix barcode is a two-dimensional barcode that supports lower case and
capital letters, numbers and special characters. For this barcode, one can optionally
determine, which coding, or respectively, which format shall be used. By means of an
optimal coding, only the size of the barcode can be decreased. But it is possible to
convert any text with any coding. The preferred size of the barcode can be defined
either via a fixed height (which corresponds to the width) or via the dot size. When
entering a dot size, the resulting size is variable and additionally depends on the
resolution of the printer.
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The barcode PDF417 is also a two-dimensional barcode that supports lower case and
capital letters, numbers and special characters. Just as for the Datamatrix code, one can
determine the coding, whereat "binary", "ASCII" and "numeric" can be selected for
this barcode. Furthermore, this barcode supports an error correction, which is
adjustable in 5 levels and can also be switched off. The size of the barcode can be
determined by means of the number of columns. The number of rows (lines) is
automatically set, but can also be predefined. The actual size results either from an
entered fix height (field Height of barcode - the bar size is then automatically
multiplied), or from a defined bar size in pixel (fields Bar width and Bar height – the
size of the barcode then varies and depends on the respective printer resolution).
Optionally, you can output the barcode truncated / compact, in order to save space.

The QR-Code („Quick response“) is two-dimensional and supports alphanumeric
characters (upper case and lower case letters, numbers) and additional symbols. In
order to optimize the barcode size, you can define the Encoding. For this you have the
options „Auto“, „Alphanumeric “, „Binary“, „Numeric“ and „Kanji“ available. The
encoding with the default setting „Auto“ is chosen automatically, depending on the
contents. The size can be defined as either fixed or variable.
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When set to fixed, the resulting barcode size remains the value defined in the field
Height of barcode and the resolution of the barcode (Module size) is calculated
automatically. If you need a specific module size for your barcode scanner, you can
choose variable and set the desired Module size (in Pixels). The resulting size then is
calculated automatically from the actual contents of the barcode. The barcode supports
an automatic Error correction, that can be controlled in four levels. In order to
separate the individual data identifiers you can use the field FNC1, where you can
choose „None“, „Indicator mode 1“ or „Indicator mode 2“. In addition, you can
optionally define a numeric Application identifier (AI or Application Identifier).

Button Barcode with transferred field:
By means of this allocation you can combine a barcode with another field, which is
already stated on the label (e.g. batch number, product code). After clicking on the
button, you must choose the allocated field, and in the screen Variable definitions
define whether the field is to be alterable or not (see above under Options for the
filling in of variables).
Buttons Flag, Article group and Additional physical-/chemical values:
Using these buttons, you can output a Flag, an Article group or an Additional physical/chemical value, on your label.
After choosing the appropriate button, you will receive an overview of all available
options (see example Flag, below). If a value is entered for the chosen option for a
product, (Maintenance of raw materials/preparations), then this value is output on the
label.
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Buttons Flash point, Boiling point, Density, pH Value, Melting point, Molecular
weight, Form, Color and Odor:
Via these allocations, you can output the corresponding values from the screens
Physical data (see page 68) (Maintenance of raw materials) or Physical data (see page
145) (Maintenance of preparations) for your product, on the label.
The next buttons have to do with country specific and substance specific information:
Here you can define the output of the WHC, VbF for Germany or Austria, the Waste
key (EU or Austria), the UFI Code, the EU VOC (g/l or %), the US, the Swiss VOC
or the Swiss biocide registration number (entry in the field Approval number,
screen Information for FOPH mass registration).
Corresponding to the here defined information, is the product data from the screens
Countryspecific information (see page 103), Physical data (see page 68) and Country
specific classifications (see page 160) adopted on the label.
Additional information for the UFI code – CLP (2017/542, Paragraph 5.2.):
5.2. The submitter shall print or affix the UFI on the label of a hazardous mixture. The
UFI shall be preceded by the acronym “UFI” in capital letters and it shall be clearly
visible, legible and indelibly marked.
Button Transport information:
Here you can choose the following information for output on the label:
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Button HazChem code:
Here you can activate the HazChem-Code or Emergency Action Code (EAC) (see
Transport screens for raw materials (page 93) and preparations (page 184) for output
on the label.
Buttons for NFPA- and HMIS ratings:
Here you can define the output of the NFPA ratings (Health, Flammability, Reactivity
or Special) or the HMIS ratings (Health, Flammability, or Physical hazard).
Button Transferred field:
With this button, you can state a certain variable a second time at another position in
the label, e.g. with a different text or with the text in a different language. After
clicking on the button, you need to choose an allocated field from the overview screen.
After that you have to determine, in the screen Variable definitions, whether
alterations of this field are permitted, (see above under Options for the filling in of
variables).

Button Combined field:
This allocation lets you combine a field. You can select up to 7 fixed and up to 6
variable texts in any desired order. For the variable texts you can also use already
defined variables. Furthermore, you can define a replacement character for spaces.
Spaces will then be converted into this replacement character. By activating the item
Deletion of leading or trailing blanks, you can have possibly present leading or
trailing space characters deleted automatically. If the item Locked for alterations is
deactivated, you can alter the content of the field prior to printing via
.
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Button Calculated field:
If you select the variable allocation Calculated field, you can enter a value into this
field, which is calculated from 2 other field contents. So, you could, for example,
calculate the net weight, if you have defined two fields for the gross weight and the
tare. After selecting this variable allocation you will receive a window, where you
have to define the first allocation field (e.g. gross weight), the type of calculation (one
of the four basic arithmetic operations) and the second allocation field (e.g. tare).
Afterwards you have to determine the number of decimal places (field Fraction digits).
To prevent manual alteration of the calculated value, activate the field Locked for
alterations. If this is activated, this variable field is no longer stated in the variable
window upon printing. If one of the two allocated fields is defined as a weight field,
the result is also printed as a weight field.

Buttons for the Allocation of weight fields with conversion (L -> gal, gal->L, lb >kg or kg->lb) :
The buttons L -> gal and gal->L convert an entered weight automatically from L
(liter) into gal (gallon) or vice versa.
The buttons lb->kg and kg->lb convert a weight input automatically from lb (pounds)
into kg (kilograms) or vice versa.
When printing, the desired value is entered into the variable window and automatically
converted into the other unit of measurement. The defined value is then output on the
label in both units of measurement.
Example:
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Allocation EC Label:
If you select this variable, the text "EC-Label" (but not the index number itself) is
stated, if the substance has an index number entry in the database. Therefore, this
variable does not apply for substances without index number and for preparations in
general. For multi-lingual Labels, the text "EC-Label" is always stated in the language,
which was entered in the Settings.

5.11.1.7. Lines
Via the menu item Lines you can create separation lines or rectangular frames in order
to improve the clarity of the label layout. To define a simple horizontal line, enter the
value 0 (zero) in the field Height, for a vertical line enter the value 0 (zero) in the field
Length.
With the field Color, you can determine the colors of the respective lines. However,
the exact definition of lines requires some test prints with a label, which uses the
desired template. Alternatively you can define the lines also via the button
Graphical label design (further information can be found at Graphical label design,
see page 668).

The field Line width in Pixel instead of Points, lets you define, whether the line
width shall be output in pixels or in points.
The function Indivdual line width for the hatched frame for Canada (Line 1), lets
you determine whether it shall be possible to define the line width of the obligatory
(according to WHMIS 1988, no longer obligatory in WHMIS 2015), diagonally striped
frame for Canadian labels (for further details see Labels for Canada on page 325).
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5.11.2. Basic settings for the Labels
The screen Basic settings contains various settings for all templates (see next image).

Company number for EAN-and UPC-codes
If you want to use the option for the printout of barcodes of the type EAN 13 and UPC,
you can avoid entering part of the 13-digit number by entering the country- and
company code here instead. At the time of printing, you can automatically adopt the
product code into the barcode variable field (the program states it as default) or enter it
manually. ChemGes then outputs the complete number including the check number,
the company and country number and the product code, for the EAN-Code (or UPCcode).
Digits of the hazard phrases
Via this field you can determine, whether the numbers of hazard phrases shall be
printed bold and/or underlined.
Automatic update
Here is where you can activate the automatic update of the Label. Whichever field is
activated here (Variables, Company address, Product description, R-and S-phrases,
GHS phrases, Additional phrased) are automatically updated.
However, please note that the automatic update for variables is only possible, if they
were allocated to certain product fields (see Additional variables in Label templates on
page 645).
If you create Labels with changing company names, deactivate the item Company
address, as otherwise the company name is automatically reset to the standard
company name.
If you activate the items R- and S-Phrases or GHS phrases, the complete labeling is recalculated and edited each time you call up a label. With this, manual corrections (e.g.
deleting of empty lines between the text blocks) are removed.
Transfer of the variant information into the label
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By activating this item, you can automatically adjust the name, product code and
address, to the selected variant when printing labels for a variant. After leaving the
label, the original values are re-set in the label.
Variants with customer allocation: Replacement of the company logo:
With this option, you can activate the automatic replacement of an allocated company
logo for variants with customer allocations (see Administration of variants, page 247).
Add “UN” to:
If you want to automatically add the letters "UN" to UN numbers from the SDS, you
can do this by activating the option(s) ADR, IMDG, IATA and/or DOT, of the item
Add "UN" to the UN numbers from the SDS for:.
Print all labels of a page, line by line
By using this item, you can determine that labels are printed line by line (this means
that a line of labels is printed side-by-side first, before a new line is output below the
previous line), instead of column by column (here a column of labels is printed one
below the other first, before the next column is started). This setting can also be
performed when printing a label from the Maintenance of raw materials or
Maintenance of preparations (field Sequence of printing: line by line / column by
column, see Printing of Labels, page 314).
Transfer of company address from SDS
If this item is activated, the company address that is currently used in the SDS is
automatically adopted into the label instead of the text entered in the screen Definition
of company name [Maintenance programs – Labels – Text modules – Company name]
(see Text modules for the Labels, page 662).
Automatically update SDS data that is to be transferred
With this item, you can define whether an update is to run over phrases in the SDS that
are allocated for output on the label, before they are output on the label (at allocation
of phrases in Maintenance programs – Labels – Label templates – Positions of texts,
by means of the column Alloc. and the field Phrase from SDS – see picture below).
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Output “void” instead of “-“ for transport texts from the SDS
This item activates that the text entered in Variable texts for tables (field void
(transport) – see picture) [Maintenance programs – Safety Data Sheets – Other
phrases] is output on the label instead of „-“.

With the option Overview of created labels it is possible to change the overview of
label templates and already generated labels, upon pressing
Label in the
Maintenance of raw materials / preparations:
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The first option generates an overview of available label templates and created labels
for the raw material / preparation.
The second option allows for the manual selection of format numbers, and the output
is separated as follows:
If no label has been generated for the raw material / preparation, an overview of
available templates is shown.
If labels have been generated for the raw material / preparation, you will receive an
overview of created labels.
Additional information regarding these two options, can be found under Creating
labels (see page 309).
If the option Adjustment of paper size in the printer to label format is activated, the
size defined in the label format is used for printing via a printer driver. This leads to
the page size of the output being the same as the one defined in ChemGes. Without
this option, the page size defined in the printer driver will be used instead.
You can access the screen Printers and file names [Maintenance programs – Printers
and file names] (see page 514), via button
General printer settings you can
switch to the screen.

5.11.3. Standard formats in DIN and letter format
The menu item Standard formats in DIN-Format contains all DIN-formats from A4
to A9 in Portrait and Landscape (see next image).

The menu item Standard formats in letter format contains all letter formats.
Nota Bene:
You can alter the unit of measurement from centimeters to inches and vice versa by
means of the item General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 407).
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The symbol P indicates that the label is positioned portrait style and that the text is
written horizontally to the portrait format; L indicates that the label is positioned
landscape style and that the text is written horizontally to the landscape format.

5.11.4. Special formats for the Labels
If the standard label sizes are not sufficient for your purposes, you may define
additional label sizes here (see next picture).

You can create up to 99 special formats, for which you have to define:
 the orientation,
 the distance of the first label from the left and the upper margin,
 the label size
 and the number of Labels that fit in horizontal and vertical position, on one page.
When creating a new label template you can use these special formats instead of the
standard formats.
In order to create such a format, press
New creation at the bottom of the
screen. Alternatively, you can choose a predefined special format and view or edit it.
Nota Bene:
All units stated in this screen correspond to the unit of measurement (cm or inch),
which you have set in General adjustments [Maintenance programs – Program
adjustments] (see page 407).
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5.11.5.Text modules for the Labels
This menu item consist of the following selection options:

Company name:
Here, you can enter the company name with address and telephone number, as it shall
be written on the label.

Please note:
 You can enter the company name and address in the field Company name 1 and
leave the field Company name 2 empty. But you can also enter the company name
in the first field and the address and telephone number in the second field. The
second variant has the advantage that you can define different font sizes for
Company name 1 and 2.
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 You can also enter the name and address of the manufacturer in the field Company
name 1, and the name and address of the importer in the field Company name 2.
However, please note that ChemGes does not permit a larger font size for
Company name 2 than for Company name 1, even if you enter higher values.
 To prevent divisions of the texts between certain word groups or at hyphens, you
can enter a ‘hard blank’ or a ‘hard hyphen’: a hard blank is entered as an
underscore ("_"); a hard hyphen ("–") is entered by pressing
+
on the
numeric keypad. So, if you enter one of these characters at the required position,
the text division at this position is no longer done. This is available for all text
fields of the label module.
Title phrases:
After selecting the menu item Title phrases you will receive the following window,
where you can alter the texts of the label headings (in all available languages).

Here you may also enter or delete the control characters for bold face ($) and
underlined (#) print. Furthermore, you can delete headings that you do not want stated
in the label. Alterations have to be performed for each language separately.
Automatic translation of heading texts:
If needed, you can add translations for individual headings in the respectively selected
language via DeepL / Google Translate. The language used as the source for the
translation is always displayed in parenthesis next to the button Automatic translation.

Standard phrases for the Label
By means of the next three menu items you can create and alter standard phrases in all
available languages, which can be automatically output on labels:
Phrase for harmless substances:
If you want to create labels for substances or preparations that are not classified as
hazardous, ChemGes copies the phrase that you have created here, into the text block
Hazard Texts of the label. The picture below shows a sample phrase, which you may
use or alter, as required.
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If you do not want to state any text under Hazard texts for such labels, you may either
delete this phrase or create a new template for the non-hazardous products, where you
do not define a Hazards texts box.
Phrase for toxic substances:
Here, you can create a phrase that is automatically adopted into all labels for toxic
substances and preparations. The picture below shows a sample phrase intended for
Austria:

Phrase for disposal key:
Via this item you can define a standard phrase for the 5-digit Austrian waste code,
which is automatically copied into the text block for disposal. The underscores are
wildcards for the disposal key number, which is adopted from the corresponding field
from preparations (see next picture).
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This item is mainly intended for Austria. You may also copy the Austrian Waste Code
number into the label by means of a variable. For this define a variable with allocation
to the waste code number.
Texts for Proposition 65:

Here you can find the texts for the warnings for the label, according to Prop. 65
(Consumer Product Exposure Warnings) in the languages US-English, Spanish,
Chinese, French, Korean and Vietnamese. If needed, you can create additional
language translations.
These warnings can be output on the label, automatically.
Requirements for the automatic output:


You have created an SDS for the USA for your substance, that contains
information for Proposition 65.



You have defined a text field in the desired label template, for which the output of
the Text for Proposition 65 is activated (see Automatic adoption of additional
texts, page 318), definiert.

In order to change the text, simply click into the corresponding line:

In the lower part of the screen, you can find the definitions for the variables used in the
phrases.
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Other text modules:
After retrieving this item and entering the number for the text you will switch to the
following frame, where you can create text modules. After that you can copy these
created texts into the label. If you have more than one language module, you will first
receive a selection window with all available languages as you can create these texts in
all available languages.

In the field Description you can give the text a title, under which it can be found later
on. If you do not enter anything in this field, the first 5 lines of the text will be used as
search term. You can create up to 30 lines per text module.
If you have already created texts, you can retrieve a selection window by pressing
, that contains the phrases listed with their titles or the first 5 lines of the
respective phrase. You can also retrieve this overview directly in the label in the
Maintenance of raw materials or Maintenance of preparations. To do this press
Text modules first and then press
.
Automatic translation of label texts:
If needed, you can add missing translations via DeepL / Google Translate.
Here you can perform automatic translations both in individual languages (select the
required language via
, click into the required text field and press the button
Automatic translation) and in all missing languages (via the button
Automatic translation in all missing languages).
By moving the mouse over the symbol
information on automatic translations.

next to the button you can display further

Example – Screen Phrase for harmless substances
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Automatic translation of all missing languages
You can add automatic translations in all missing languages via the translation services
DeepL and Google Translate by pressing
Automatic translation in all
missing languages.
Once the translation process is completed, you can deselect languages that you do not
need in the column Transfer.
Additionally, you can unselect all selection via
once via
.
To transfer the created translations finally press
phrases.
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The item Headings for additional phrases enables you to create up to 19 fields with
their descriptions. The position of these fields has to be entered in the screen Position
of texts (see page 641) of the corresponding template under the additional phrases (0 to
18). In the Graphical label design option [button
Graphical label design in
the individual screens for the label template, or the button Graphical label design in
the overview screen of the respective label template], they are output via the field
Additional phrase.
Standard label phrases can be allocated to the Additional phrase.

5.11.6. Graphical label design
The Graphical label design facilitates the creation and maintenance of label templates
substantially, as it is possible to design the layout within one single screen. This screen
does not only provide a kind of print preview, but also enables you to use the mouse to
simply drag the individual label elements (texts, symbols, variables, constants and
lines) to the required positions and to define further label elements.
You can easily access the Graphical label design by means of the button Graphical
label design in the overview screen of the respective label template (see next picture)
and by means of
Graphical label design in the following screens:
Position of texts (see page 641)
Positions of additional texts 7-18 (see page 641)
Positions of symbols (see page 643)
Additional symbols (see page 644)
Additional constants (see page 645)
Additional variables (see page 645)
Lines (see page 656)

After pressing the button Graphical label design, in the overview screen (or the
button
in the remaining screens) the following screen (see next picture),
which contains all elements of the currently selected label template, will be displayed:
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When the screen Positioning is opened, the label template is displayed in a size that
allows the complete visibility of the layout. If required, you can zoom in and out of the
layout either by using the control panel on the right side of the screen or by pressing
and holding the key
and scrolling with the mouse wheel.
You can switch to the maintenance settings of any output label field, either by doubleclicking on the field or via the field Selection. The currently selected field is always
marked red and can be moved to any position on the label. Furthermore, you can
change the size of the fields by clicking the white resizing points. Fields with variables
can be rotated using the green rotation point button.
The following two pictures show the maintenance screens for the fields Company
name and General table of GHS symbols:
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By means of the fields Left, Top, Length and Height you can enter exact values for
the selected field. The field color shows the color that is selected for the marked
text/the marked line. The field Properties contains field specific and associated
general settings for the selected label element (see sample pictures above).
You can use the vertical ruler (on the left side of the label area) or the horizontal ruler
(bar across the top of the label area), to measure the width and height of your label
elements and for the alignment of texts and graphics in the label.
Alignment of label elements:
Selection of several label elements:
By pressing and holding the key
or
and clicking on label elements with
the mouse, you can select several label elements simultaneously. By means of
Select all (see next picture) you can select all elements of your label at
once.
Simultaneous alteration of values for all selected label elements:
After selecting several label elements, it is possible to alter the values in the fields
Left, Top, Length, Height and Color, for all fields at the same time. Furthermore, the
selected label elements can be shifted with the mouse or deleted by pressing
on
your keyboard or the button
Not used.
Alignment and distribution of label elements:
If you have selected at least two label elements, you can align them along a margin by
pressing and holding the keys
and one of the cursor keys
,
,
or
(Align fields). Furthermore, you can align the selected label elements along a
horizontal axis by means of
Center horizontally or along a vertical axis by means
of
Center vertically.
If you have selected at least three label elements, you can have them positioned
automatically by pressing
Distribute horizontally or
Distribute vertically, in order to achieve uniform vertical or horizontal spacing. The
buttons
and
are only displayed and available for selection, if
sufficient space for this type of positioning is available.
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How to insert new fields:
You can add further fields for the selected label template either by means of the button
Insert field, or by double-clicking at the requested position in the label area. If
you insert a new field by double-clicking, this field is immediately placed into the
selected position.
The color markings of the individual fields have the following meaning:
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Text fields containing information that is automatically adopted from
the SDS

Black

Symbols

Green

Constants

Pink

Variables

Purple

Barcode

Grey

Lines
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How to delete fields:
You can delete selected fields either by pressing
Not used in the lower menu bar.

or by pressing the button

How to save changes:
All changes are automatically saved when you leave the screen Positioning (by means
of
or
).
If you do not want to save your changes, you can discard changes by pressing the
button
in the lower menu bar.
Line width:
The line width can be defined in pixel or pt. In addition, it is possible to create thicker
lines. While the line width in pixel depends on the resolution of the printer used, the
line width defined in points is independent of this.

The setting for the line width in pixel or pt applies to all lines of the selected label
template. With the field Color you can determine the color of the selected line.
Additional phrases (Flag and Article group):
If you have assigned a flag, article group or a phrase allocated to an article group, to a
label text in the column Alloc. (Screen Positions of texts or Positions of additional
texts 7-18), you can set here the settings for formatting for these texts.
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Further information can be found in Automatic adoption of additional texts (see page
318).
Via
Settings (Languages, GHS, automatic text layout) you can switch to
the Settings (see page 641) of the label template.

5.11.7. Created labels per substance and format
Via this menu option, you can output a list of substances / mixtures, for which the
chosen label templates have already been used.
After choosing the formats, press
Program start. In the field Output file, you
can see the location of the output file (usually „export“), which, after successful
creation, is opened automatically.
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Sample – Output file:
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Additional physical-/chemical values 370
Additional physical/chemical values (general maintenance) 482
Additional physical-chemical values 72
Additional physical-chemical values for preparations 184
Additional symbols 644
Additional Symbols in labels 307
Additional variables 645
Administration of PDF files 253
Administration of variants 247
Administration of version numbers 607
Administration programs 383
Administration programs (Brief Summary) 4
Adoption of IFRA/IOFI Labeling manual 399
Adoption of manual phrases 603
ADR 94
All SDSs of a country 334
All SDSs of a customer 333
Allocated phrases 574
Allocated substances to a main substance 119
Allocation of hazard symbols to R-phrases 66
Allocation of OELVs to other substances 615
Allocation of phrases to other headings 578
Allocation of target organs 83
Allocation of waste codes 454
Alteration control of the password management 513
Alteration of the date of the last alteration 135
Alteration stocks with production order 217
Alterations to templates or Label 317
Altering the company name in labels 317
Article groups 246
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Article search with use of selection criteria 17
Assigning a print format 616
Automatic adoption of additional texts 319
Automatic calculation of the Water hazard class (D) of substances according to the German AwSV 107
Automatic calculation of the Water hazard class (NL) of substances according to the Dutch ABM 113
Automatic change of date after alterations 605
Automatic marking of altered sections 606
Automatic program termination 513
Automatic transport classification 195
Automatic update of fields in the label 317
B
Backup of old formulation versions 213
Backup of old versions 606
Barcode 648
Barcode with transferred field 652
Basic settings for the Labels 657
BAT-values 107
Biocidal Products Regulation 496
Biological limit values 77
Bold-face printing and underlining in Internal Plant Instructions 298
Breakdown of formulations 210
C
Calculated field 655
Calculation and limits 425
Calculation of physical values 437
Calculation of the S-phrases 66
Canadian WHMIS 564
CAS number 15
Categories according to EU substance list 45
Change of language 552
Change of the review date in all Safety Data Sheets 394
Changing the label name 317
Classification according to ADR from 2001 204
Classification and labeling 47
Classification and labeling of aerosols 159
Classification and labeling of preparations 151
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Classification options 416
Classification, printing of 216
Codes for biological limit values 78, 484
Comments or empty lines in the formulation 141
Common settings for several countries 468
Conditions for the automatic selection of standard phrases 560
Conversion prices 393
Copy/alteration/exchange of substances and preparations 236
Copying of labels 319
Copying of text modules for the SDS 578
Copying transport classifications 204
Countries 460
Country dependent layout of section 2 in the SDSs 277
Country groups 470
Country specific classifications 160
Country specific information 103
Country specific settings 588
Cover letters for SDSs 283
Create data for MSDS+ 400
Created labels per substance and format 673
Created Safety Data Sheets 377
Creating a new database entry for a raw material 56
Creating a Safety Data Sheet 260
Creating an IPI 294
Creating Label templates 300
Creating Labels 309
Creating manual phrases 298
Creating Safety Data Sheet (SDS) files 401
Creating substances (Raw materials) 56
Creation of kits 206
Creation of preparations 137
Creation of substance file 372
Creation of substance file (short version)" 373
Customer maintenance for SDSs 280
D
Dangerous Substances Register 388
Danish MAL-Code (substances) 114
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Data delivery for GISBAU 350
Data delivery for the ISi database 347
Data delivery for the Istituto Superiore di Sanità 349
Data output 341
Data output (Brief Summary) 4
Date of creation of a preparation 135
date of last alteration of a preparation 135
date of last classification of a preparation 135
DecoPaint Directive 2004/42/EC 587
Default values 453
Definition of a general company logo 622
Definition of authorization classes 509
Definition of hazardous substances acc. to OSHA 593
Definition of phrase-specific company logos 623
Definition of the screen language per user 513
Definition of work areas 387
Definitions for sending e-mails 625
Deleting old stock movements 387
Deletion of archived SDSs 607
Deletion of preparations 394
Density of preparations 148
Description of preparation file 374
Description of preparations 121
Descriptions for EC numbers 1-9 583
Descriptions in foreign languages 60
Descriptions of nanoforms 586
Descriptions of the OELV listings 589
Different user 513
Distributed SDSs 336
DOT 94, 204
DR PDF Printer 518
DSD/DPD Classification 65
DSD/DPD symbols 496
Dust limit values 75, 77
E
EC number 16
ECHA PCN notification (Bulk notification) 342
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ECHA-PCN (UUID and S2S setup) 447
Editing and completing the SDS 268
Embedding of the fonts in Adobe Acrobat PDFWriter 12
Entering combinations with R-phrases 39, 68 or 48 67
Entering of substance names 57
Entering the classification 60
Entry of S-phrases 66
European Waste Disposal Code 162
Exchange of ingredients of formulations 393
Exchange of phrases in SDSs 393
Export for euSDB 348
Export programs for the PCN notification 234
Exposure scenarios 597
Extended Precautionary Statements 65
Extended S-phrases 66
F
File output of non-existing country versions 380
File repair programs 395
File with preparations (without recipe) 373
File with raw materials 372
File with transport information 381
Flag allocation 569
Flags 246
Fonts 617
FOPH mass registration 351
Foreign lingual and multilingual labels 318
Formulation 138
Formulation file 381
Formulation history 213
Formulation history and classification history 213
Formulation number 121, 137
Formulation, printing of 216
Further IPIs for the same substance 298
G
General adjustments 407
General adjustments for transport 497
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General allocation of headings 541
General company logo 622
General functions of the substance window 235
General hazard statements 370 – 373, 361f 491
General information about preparations 120
General information for selecting and adjusting printers 10
General information for working with the online-help 8
General information for working with the program 9
General information on MSDS+ 401
General options 521
Generic texts for the SDS 545
GHS areas to show 513
GHS hazard classes and categories 490
GHS hazard symbols and signal words 489
GHS settings for the screen 413
GHS, DSD/DPD, Canadian symbols 361
Graphical label design 668
Group allocations for substances and preparations 245
H
Hardcopy F12 13
Hazard classification according to the VbF 183
Hazard Labels 299
Hazard Symbols 296
Hazard triggers at preparations 297
Headings 534
History of SDSs 279
I
IATA 94, 204
IMDG 94, 204
Import file with flags 482
Import programs for the PCN notification 234
INCI descriptions 242
Incoming and outgoing stock 384
Index creation for additional languages 19
Index number 16
Individual File Creation 355
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Information about the German MAK list 107
Information fields and buttons in the SDS 263
Information regarding installation of MSDS+ 403
Ingredients 364
Installation of ChemGes 8
Installation of languages or the label program 398
Internal Plant Instructions 293
Introduction DR software Program ChemGes 3
IPI
Comments and additional information 298
IPIs of variants 298
K
Keyboard shortcuts for the Safety Data Sheet 585
L
Label templates 640
Labels for Canada (according to WHMIS 1988) 325
Language versions (screen languages) 10
Languages 459
Languages for the Internal Plant Instruction 629
LC50 values 79
LD50 values 79
Legal limits 457
Limitations to the variants administration and additional information 251
Limits for environmental hazards 457
Limits for the classification of risk and safety phrases 456
Limits for the transfer of EUH phrases 423
Limits of substances for the calculation of preparations 47
Lines 656
Lines and margins for the SDS 620
List of Article variants 340
List of generated forms 341
List of Safety Data Sheets 337
List of transport classifications 341
Listings 544
Locking of formulations 214
locking of OELVs for updates 74
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M
Main titles for the Internal Plant Instruction 629
Maintenance mode 399
Maintenance of access rights 509
Maintenance of article groups 472
Maintenance of customers 482
Maintenance of flags 480
Maintenance of GHS Hazard statements 490
Maintenance of GHS-standard phrases (Special product phrases, General statements, Prevention,
Response, Storage, Disposal) 492
Maintenance of Group OELVs 483
Maintenance of Internal Plant Instructions 629
Maintenance of Labels 639
Maintenance of phrases 488
Maintenance of preparations 119
Maintenance of Safety Data Sheets 520
Maintenance of standard phrases (R-phrases, S-phrases) 497
Maintenance of stock depots 386
Maintenance of stock shelves 386
Maintenance of substance groups 474
Maintenance of substances 15
Maintenance of substances (Brief Summary) 4
Maintenance of suppliers and substance recipients 386
Maintenance of transport 497
Maintenance of waste catalogues 483
Maintenance programs - overview 406
Maintenance programs (Brief Summary) 4
Maintenance programs for the stock control 386
Marine pollutant 97
Marine Pollutants 201
Marking of alterations, version numbering and history of SDSs 278
Marking of substance names 58
Meeresschadstoff 97
Memo lines 236
Minimum stock amounts 386
Multilingual descriptions for preparations 214
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N
New creation of phrases 551
NFPA- and HMIS-Ratings 240
Numbers and Descriptions 359
O
occupational exposure limit values 74
Occurrence in preparations 255
Occurrence of raw materials 330
OELVs and biological limit values 74
Options for the output of classifications acc. to DPD/DSD 628
Order of R- and S-phrases 67
Organs 487
Other classifications 363
Other settings 603
Output options for standard phrases 572
Overview screens 409
P
Passing over to customers or other company sites 404
PCN notification 222
pH-value limits 433
pH-value of preparations 148
Physical data 68
Physical Data 145
Physical-chemical values 368
Positions of symbols 643
Positions of texts 642
P-phrase duplicates 434
Predefined limit tables 611
Preferred UN numbers 508
Preparation list with classifications 340
Preparation window 120
Price list 341
Price maintenance and calculation of formulation 221
Print preview 11
Print programs for the stock control 387
Print SDSs and labels from the Main Screen 5
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Print settings for the SDS (definition of templates) 616
Printer allocation to different parts of the program 12
Printer selection 11
Printer settings 11
Printers (settings) and file names for SDSs and labels 514
Printing of classifications, formulations and production orders 216
Printing of Labels 314
Printing of Safety Data Sheets 331
Printing of SDSs 269
Printing of SDSs of kits 335
Printing of text modules for the SDS 581
Printing of various labels 338
Printouts and queries 330
Printouts and queries (Brief Summary) 4
Priorities for adoption of official GHS ratings 424
Priority in the overview window of SDS phrases 576
Priority of P-phrases 436
Product code 15
Product code of preparations 121
Production order 217
Program adjustments 406
Program and data update from CD-ROM or from a memory stick 398
Program and data update from the Internet 398
Proposal for the ADR-classification of substances 118
Q
Query stock movements 385
Query stocks 385
Quitting program 9
Quotient totals 153
R
Raw materials with WHC 340
Reactions of the program after alterations 605
Recalculation of all Water Hazard Classes of all formulations 392
Recalculation of flammability of aerosols 392
Recalculation of physical data 150
Recalculation of the environmental hazard for transport 391
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Recalculation of transport classifications of formulations 391
Reclassification of formulations and Recalculation of the safety phrases for all formulations 389
Reference 257
Replacement of phrases in SDSs 580
Report to the German BfR 345
Restriction of the authorization for alterations of formulations via flags 512
Retrieval of an individual file output in the background mode 371
Retrieving and creating Internal Plant Instructions 255
Retrieving and creating Labels 255
Retrieving and creating SDSs 252
Retrieving and maintaining of substance database 67
Retrieving the text modules 549
RID 94
Risk phrases 45
Routes of exposure 487
R-phrases 45
S
Safety Data Sheet 259
User dependent company name 512
Safety formulation 217
Safety phrases 45
Screen language (selection) 10
SDS according to GHS 289
SDS according to REACH 283
SDS with two columns 622
SDSs chosen by different selection criteria 334
SDSs of all variants of a substance 334
Search for descriptions in two languages 18
Search with wildcards 19
Searching for and retrieving substances and preparations 15
Section titles for Internal Plant Instructions 630
Self-defined limits 458
Self-defined physical/chemical values 545
Sending E-Mails with SDSs with alterations within the last year 336
Separated customer allocation to every selected SDS 333
Sequence of headings 539
Sequential label number 648
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Settings 641
Settings (USA / Canada) 590
Settings and cover letter for SDS distribution 624
Settings for Australia 595
Settings for Austria 594
Settings for backups 396
Settings for China 597
Settings for formatting 411
Settings for headings 618
Settings for Korea 596
Settings for ranges (from-till-values) 608
Settings for Slovenia 594
Settings for the calculation of country specific values 439
Settings for the declaration text 501
Settings for the DPD classification 455
Settings for the Internal Plant Instruction 637
Settings for the maintenance of formulations 452
Settings for the Netherlands 593
Settings for the output 412
Settings for Turkey 595
Settings for UFI, EuPCS and PCN notification 440
Several company names in labels 317
Simple preparation list 340
Single customer allocation to the selected SDSs 332
Solids content of preparations 149
Special formats for the Labels 661
Special product phrases 45
Standard formats in DIN and letter format 660
Standard Phrases 45
Standard phrases for the declaration 509
State (of preparations) 147
Sub-numbers of P-phrases 434
Substance description 16
Substance groups 246
Substance list with hazard features 339
Substance listings 84
substance lists, country-specific 84
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Substance window 20
Substances updates acc. to GHS and EU guidelines 398
Summary of quotients 158
Symbols and additional design for the SDS 621
Synonym (second description of a preparation) 121
T
Table allocations for the Safety Data Sheet 429
TA-Luft classification 107, 108, 113
Temporary language changes in labels 319
Test methods 612
Test types 427
Text columns for different languages 326
Text comments and additional information to the Internal Plant Instruction 638
Text modules 548
Text modules for formulations 496
Text modules for labels 318
Text modules for the Labels 662
Texts for Internal Plant Instructions 631
Texts for listings 584
Texts for the Detergents Regulation 485
Texts for water hazard classes (NL) 585
Toxicity (Definitions for the toxicology) 424
Toxicological and ecological data in the SDS 277
Toxicological data 371
Toxicological values 78
Toxicological values for preparations 183
Transfer of locked H- and P-phrases 392
Transferred field 654
Translation of test methods 432
Translation of text components 432
Translations for the transport declaration 508
Transport 366
Transport classification of raw materials 93
Transport classifications of preparations 184
Type of file output of SDSs 626
Types of species 430
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U
UN number 16
UN numbers 503
UN numbers in other languages 507
Units 586
UN-number (searching for preparations) 17
Unused P-phrases 435
Update and restructure of labels 317
Update options 604
Updates and Upgrades 398
Updating SDSs and other special functions 271
US substance listings 84
Use of higher preparation numbers higher than 49,999 137
User administration 510
User dependent company name in the SDS 278
V
Validity period of passwords 513
Variable texts for tables 581
Variables in standard phrases 579
Variants of the same name 251
Various other flags 368
Various tables 458
Viscosity of preparations 150
W
Warnings according to the Cosmetic Regulation 495
Waste Catalogue 243
Waste Disposal Code Number 162, 175
Weight field with conversion of lb to kg or vice versa 655
Without customer allocation 331
Word divisions 57
Working areas, working places and activities for the Internal Plant Instruction 636
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